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Welcome to SOUPS 2018!

We are delighted to bring SOUPS into its 14th year. As long-time SOUPS attendees and participants ourselves, we are happy to see the growth in the range of topics covered at SOUPS and in the number of people joining the community. Technical paper presentations form the core of the SOUPS program, but the conference also includes workshops, posters, lightning talks, and a keynote.

In 2016, SOUPS became an independent conference body. For the last three years, we have partnered with USENIX for hosting and administrative support, a move that has enabled continued growth for the conference. This year, we are co-located with the USENIX Security Symposium for the first time. Co-locating the two conferences allows for interactions and shared ideas between SOUPS and USENIX Security attendees, and we are excited to see the result.

SOUPS relies on a range of volunteers for all of its activities. Steering Committee members provide oversight and guidance, and are elected for three year terms. Organizing Committee members help determine the conference content for a particular year, often serving two year terms to facilitate the transition of knowledge. Technical Papers Committee members are chosen by the Technical Papers co-Chairs each year. SOUPS is a product of the hard work by all the SOUPS Organizers, the SOUPS Steering Committee, the Technical Papers Committee, the Workshop organizers, the Posters jury, and the USENIX staff. We thank each and every one of you for your contributions to SOUPS 2018.

Mez is serving her final year as General Chair of SOUPS and Chair of the Steering Committee. Next year, Heather, who served as Vice Chair this year, will step into this role for 2019 and 2020. If you are interested in helping with SOUPS 2019 in any way, please contact Heather.

We thank each of our sponsors for their support—NSF, Facebook, Google, Mozilla, and DMTF. SOUPS would not be possible without their generous support. Please visit our web site to view the recipients of the SOUPS 2018 awards—Distinguished Paper, IAPP SOUPS Privacy Award, Distinguished Poster, and the John Karat Usable Privacy and Security Student Research Award. Congratulations to all of the recipients for their outstanding work.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we describe the study we carried out to replicate and extend the field observation study of real world ATM use carried out by De Luca et al., published at the SOUPS conference in 2010 [10]. Replicating De Luca et al.’s study, we observed PIN shielding rates at ATMs in Germany. We then extended their research by conducting a similar field observation study in Sweden and the United Kingdom. Moreover, in addition to observing ATM users (withdrawing), we also observed electronic payment scenarios requiring PIN entry. Altogether, we gathered data related to 930 observations. Similar to De Luca et al., we conducted follow-up interviews, the better to interpret our findings. We were able to confirm De Luca et al.’s findings with respect to low PIN shielding incidence during ATM cash withdrawals, with no significant differences between shielding rates across the three countries. PIN shielding incidence during electronic payment scenarios was significantly lower than incidence during ATM withdrawal scenarios in both the United Kingdom and Sweden. Shielding levels in Germany were similar during both withdrawal and payment scenarios. We conclude the paper by suggesting a number of explanations for the differences in shielding that our study revealed.

1. INTRODUCTION

People have been drawing cash from automated teller machines (ATM) for at least half a century [4]. The 21st century heralded an increasing use of card-based electronic payments [13]. Most bank cards are Chip & PIN based, allowing people either to withdraw money or pay for goods and services using the same card. To complete a transaction, the customer presents the card and provides a PIN to authenticate themselves. Exceptions are, for instance, Germany, where Chip & Signature is a common alternative to Chip & PIN, and the United Kingdom, where contactless payment (tap only for amounts less than £30) is gaining market share [39]. PINs are required during withdrawals in all countries, no matter how low the transaction amount.

PIN entry is not without risk, since thieves could observe the PIN (in person, or using a camera) and use the knowledge later, once they have managed to clone or steal the actual card. To prevent this, people are advised to take the precaution of shielding their PINs when they enter it (as well as being advised not to carry a note of their PIN together with the actual card).

In 2010, De Luca et al. investigated factors that impacted decisions related to taking security precautions when engaging in PIN-based ATM authentication [10]. The researchers observed how people entered their PINs at ATMs; in particular, whether people acted to protect their PINs when they enter it (as well as being advised not to carry a note of their PIN together with the actual card).

De Luca et al. investigated factors that impacted decisions related to taking security precautions when engaging in PIN-based ATM authentication [10]. The researchers observed how people entered their PINs at ATMs; in particular, whether people acted to protect their PIN entry from possible skimming attacks [3]. They conducted follow-up interviews to gain insights into the contextual factors affecting secure behaviors. We replicated their research study, and extended it as follows:

- PIN usage scenarios: Common electronic payment scenarios (i.e. in supermarkets or in restaurants / coffee bars) are very similar to withdrawing money from an ATM in terms of PIN authentication being required. We wanted to explore differences in PIN usage during payment scenarios, too. We also wanted to elicit explanations for shielding differences we observed. Similar research questions were suggested by De Luca et al. as a topic of future interesting investigations [10].

- Countries: While De Luca et al. [10] collected data in Germany and the Netherlands, they only reported overall observations. However, we believed that more detailed comparisons between different countries, particularly when considering different scenarios (payment/withdrawal), would de-
liver interesting insights in terms of shielding percentages and factors impacting PIN shielding.

Following the previous researchers’ example, we commenced with an observational field study and then conducted interviews once the data from the first study was analysed. We collected data in Germany, similar to De Luca et al. We also extended the observation field study to both Sweden and the United Kingdom, and conducted interviews in all three countries.

De Luca et al. reported that 67% of the observed ATM users did not take any precautions against PIN skimming attacks. Almost a decade later, we observed the same high percentage of people not shielding PIN entry at ATMs (64% in Germany, 71% in the U.K, and 71% in Sweden). We discovered that the activity of either withdrawing or paying, as well as the observation country, were significant predictors of PIN shielding behavior. Further results are:

- In Germany, there was no significant difference in PIN shielding incidence during withdrawal and payment scenarios.
- In the United Kingdom and Sweden, we observed significantly fewer people shielding their PINs during payment, than during withdrawal transactions.
- Significantly more people shielded their PINs when paying with their cards in Germany, as compared to the United Kingdom and Sweden.
- Significantly more people shielded their PINs when paying with their cards in the United Kingdom, as compared to Sweden.

De Luca et al. identified a number of contextual factors from their follow-up interviews to determine why people did, or did not, shield PIN entry. One was that of being accompanied. We also recorded whether or not people were accompanied in our observation field study. However, our study did not reveal significant differences for this factor.

The interviews helped us to explain our findings; particularly with respect to the differences between shielding incidence during withdrawing and paying. Possible explanations are habituation (people engaging in more electronic transactions feel safer doing so, and are less likely to shield their PINs), lack of reminders to shield, the presence of hand cash during withdrawals, different goals (withdrawal means the primary goal is obtaining cash in hand; paying means the primary goal is obtaining desired products or services), and a lack of understanding of the actual attack scenarios. In terms of the latter, the primary threat might not be surrounding people, but rather strategically positioned security cameras which could easily record unshielded PINs.

Thus, we conclude that it seems particularly worthwhile to add opaque hardware shields to Chip&PIN devices which effectively removes the need for people to shield themselves. Just-in-time reminders might also reduce the risk of criminals gaining knowledge of people’s PINs, as well as raising awareness of PIN shielding during payment scenarios.

2. METHODOLOGY

We commence by providing details of De Luca et al.’s study, and explaining how we went about replicating and extending it. In particular, we explain what precautions we took in order to ensure that the research was carried out in accordance with ethical requirements.

2.1 De Luca et al.’s Study

De Luca et al. [10] carried out a PIN observation study in 2010.

**Goal:** Their goal was better to understand PIN-based ATM authentication both with respect to taking any precautions against PIN skimming attacks and the time needed to authenticate. Furthermore, they wanted to determine how alternative authentication approaches could be evaluated and compared to existing ones.

**Methodology:** During their research, De Luca et al. observed ATM interactions at six locations in two cities in Germany and the Netherlands; a total of 360 observations. The observations (i.e. whether or not to shield the PIN entry and how long authentication takes) were recorded on a tally sheet during multiple sessions, by the same researcher “to keep the data comparable, since different people might apply different standards during the observation, deliberately or not” [10], p. 2]. After analyzing the collected data, several problems regarding the timing were identified. Correspondingly, two followup studies were conducted. To gain greater insights into the findings from the field evaluation, they subsequently carried out interviews with other people (not the ones they observed).

**Findings:** They found that the majority of the people they observed (65%) did not take any precautions against PIN skimming attacks (i.e. less than 65% shielded their PIN entry). In addition, the interviews revealed that contextual factors exerted a strong influence both on security behaviors and to the time required to authenticate. Example factors are distractions, physical hindrance (e.g. due to bags in peoples hands), and trust relations. Based on their findings, they suggested a number of “lessons learned” to inform subsequent field studies into the use of privacy-sensitive technologies, as well as a number of implications for the design of alternative ATM authentication systems. Their lessons learned section emphasised the importance of improving tally sheet designs during trial studies and adherence to strict rules during observations to ensure validity and comparability of the results.

2.2 Achieving Replication

We based the study design on De Luca et al.’s, and also incorporated design aspects from their lessons learned section.

Similar to De Luca et al.’s study, each location was visited at least twice during different time periods. By doing so, we ensured that the collected data was as diverse as possible. Replicating De Luca et al.’s study, we observed a variety of different bank ATM machines at different locations. We also observed a variety of scenarios during which PIN-based authentication was required during electronic payment.

We chose the locations similarly to De Luca et al. for their study. In effect, we chose locations that enabled us non-intrusively to observe the interactions with the corresponding devices. We identified scenarios where the devices were visible from public seating areas, such as street cafés. By so doing, we ensured that the observer did not arouse suspicion. Similar to De Luca et al., the observation sessions were not prolonged so as to minimize the risk of raising suspicion and concern.

As reported by De Luca et al., all observations were performed and recorded (in written form) by only one researcher. This eliminated inter-observer bias. Following De Luca et al.’s protocol, observations were only added to the data set if the observer was 100% sure about whether the subject had shielded their PIN or not. If his view was obscure, the observer did not record the event. The researcher did not observe any fraudulent incidents during the observation ses-
2.3 Observation Study
We now describe the variations we studied, for each of the two factors (PIN usage scenario, country/locations), and the content of the written protocol.

2.3.1 PIN Usage Scenarios
De Luca et al. investigated actions connected with ATM withdrawals. We studied transactions during this scenario and also studied payment scenarios during which PINs were required to authenticate: supermarkets and restaurants/coffee bars. Compared to withdrawing cash, the electronic payment process does not involve actual cash being handled. Furthermore, the subject’s main task is to purchase something. Unlike ATM interactions, which is a solo activity, other people are often legitimately involved in payment interactions. For example, a shop assistant might be instructing a customer to insert their card and enter their PIN. We wanted to determine whether these different scenarios (withdrawing vs. paying) would make a difference to PIN shielding rates. We also considered two different types of payment scenarios, so as to reveal differences between payments in supermarkets at the cash register and payments in a restaurant/coffee bar setting.

Our 930 field observations were performed at different locations: 310 in each country. Besides ATMs, we observed people at various electronic payment scenarios involving a PIN authentication. The observation field study took place over a period of two weeks in each country. After the field observation study, follow-up public interviews were conducted in all three countries.

2.3.2 Countries and Locations
We conducted our observation field study in three different European countries, each with different profiles with respect to withdrawing cash and cashless payments. Based on data from the European Central Bank [13] and Eurostat [38], we identified three countries for our study: Germany, the United Kingdom, and Sweden.

People living in Germany, on average, withdraw money about as frequently as they pay electronically. People living in the United Kingdom use bank cards more frequently for both, to withdraw (smaller amounts of) money and generally pay for things electronically. Furthermore, in the United Kingdom, contactless payment (for payments under €30) is gaining market share [39]. This only requires PIN authentication for amounts over €30. In Sweden, “cash is used relatively infrequently [...] while cards are used to a great extent” [33] and also for very small amounts of money. For more details about the differences see Table 1.

We chose locations in each country to collect samples that are broad in range and comparable to each other.

Frankfurt, Germany. We included two ATMs in Germany (45 observations each). Both were located in train stations. Furthermore, observations were conducted in a supermarket (100 observations) and two restaurants (120 observations). A notable distinction between those restaurants was that customers at one restaurant paid before eating, while customers in the other restaurant paid just before departing.

Glasgow, United Kingdom. Our observations in the United Kingdom comprised a supermarket (100 observations), a fast food restaurant, and a coffee bar (both with 120 observations in total) as well as two ATMs in pedestrian precincts (45 observations each). The fast food restaurant provided multiple self-service kiosks, while customers in the coffee bar queued at a single teller.

Karlstad, Sweden. The observations in Sweden comprised two ATMs inside a building (45 observations each), a supermarket inside a mall (100 observations in total), a restaurant within a department store, and a payment terminal at the exit of the same department store (in total, 120 observations).

2.3.3 Written Protocol
The written protocol comprised the following information: country, scenario (including ATM vs. supermarket vs. restaurant/coffee bar), time of the day/date, shielded (or not), and whether accompanied by other people (or not). The fact that the latter might be important was suggested by De Luca et al.’s findings [10]. Their interviewees suggested that being accompanied negatively impacts people’s decisions to shield due to social awkwardness.

2.4 Follow-Up: Public Interviews
We conducted public follow-up interviews, in order the better to interpret our observation findings. Interviews took place over a period of several days in the same cities where observations took place (while not necessarily close to the observation locations).

Similar to De Luca et al.’s protocol, people were first asked whether they would be available for a short interview. If they consented, they were informed that the interview was being conducted as part of a research project, and assured that no private data would be collected. Subjects were asked to be frank and honest in their responses. They were not interrupted as long as they felt like talking. Notes were taken manually. The interviews were conducted in English in the United Kingdom and Sweden, and in German in Germany.

The interview protocol was slightly different to the one from De Luca et al.’s. Because we had extended the observation field study by adding additional scenarios and countries, we wanted to address the differences we identified between these different settings in particular between the payment and the withdrawing scenario. We thus used the following protocol:

1. Describe, in detail, how you use your card to withdraw money at an ATM.
2. Describe, in detail, how you use your card to pay when shopping.
3. If PIN shielding has not been mentioned during the first two responses, ask:

Table 1: The number and value of withdrawals and card payments in the United Kingdom, Germany and Sweden in 2014 [13]. The average number of PIN entries per capita is based on the population on the 1st of January 2014 [38]. This presents an upper bound for Germany because Chip & Sign is commonly used [12] and for the United Kingdom because of the high usage of contactless payments [13].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Withdrawals per capita</th>
<th>Card payments per capita</th>
<th>Avg. value of withdrawal per capita</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.K.</td>
<td>43.98</td>
<td>178.99</td>
<td>83.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>32.43</td>
<td>33.21</td>
<td>128.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>21.96</td>
<td>235.47</td>
<td>108.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. number of PIN entries per capita</td>
<td>222.97</td>
<td>65.64</td>
<td>257.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. If PIN shielding is only mentioned in connection with ATMs:

(a) What is the difference between withdrawing at an ATM and paying in a shop?

(b) Why do you shield your PIN at one but not the other?

5. Have you heard about crimes related to PIN entry? If so, what did you hear and where did you hear it?

6. Do you sometimes see other people covering their hands when they enter their PINs? What do you think when you see them do this? Why?

7. Assume you are in a shop, or at an ATM, with a good friend, and he or she shields their PIN as they enter it. What would you think? Why?

Note that we decided to commence the interview with questions about scenarios, whereas De Luca et al. asked questions specifically about PIN security. We wanted to make sure we did not bias initial responses by mentioning security.

2.5 Ethical and Legal Considerations

When we investigate security behaviors, self reports often do not reflect actual behaviors, due to the social desirability effect [16, 36]. This makes surveys and interviews less than reliable in delivering insights into security-related behaviors. Observations reveal actual, rather than self-reported, behaviors, which is invaluable in understanding how to improve the design of socio-technical security systems.

Observational studies are a powerful tool for studying social worlds [37], and security behaviors in public places lend themselves to observational studies. Yet observational studies require researchers to take extra special care with respect to ethical and legal aspects of their studies. Before commencing the observations, we thus considered the ethical and legal aspects very carefully.

Ethical requirements and general recommendations provided by the American Psychological Association in their Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct [1] and the British Sociological Society Guidelines [6] were followed in planning this study. Ethics requirements and general recommendations provided by Technische Universität Darmstadt [37] were strictly adhered to. However, two areas of concern merited special consideration and are therefore further discussed in the next paragraphs: (1) informed consent, and (2) deception.

(1) Informed Consent: The first issue was that it was not possible to obtain informed consent from the subjects we observed in our study. To seek consent would likely have changed behavior and compromised the integrity of the investigation [6, 34]. Spicker [34] explains that some studies simply cannot obtain consent. He cites three examples: “Observing a crowd at a football match, watching drivers in moving cars, or attending a meeting of shareholders” (p. 3). We believe our context to be similar to these, in the sense that requiring the researcher to obtain consent would have made it impossible for him to carry out the research in an ecologically-valid way.

Murphy and Dingwall [29], reporting on the ethics of ethnographic studies, argue that people in public spaces can expect to be scrutinized by anonymous others. They explain that, in the case of public behavior, people’s consent to being observed is implied by their presence in the public place. Yet the researcher has to treat their subjects with respect and decency, which is what we sought to do. We considered that, in our study, consent was unachievable and would have invalidated our findings. Spicker [34] explains that where there is a need to carry out research that is minimally intrusive, in public, it is often not possible to obtain consent from those being observed. We thus did not obtain informed consent from our observed subjects.

(2) Deception: The second potential concern is that subjects in observation studies are often subject to deception. We designed our study to be a covert non-participant observation study instead of a researcher-as-participant study, which is much more deceptive, and makes it more difficult for researchers to preserve anonymity of subjects. This is harder to justify ethically than the kind of non-intrusive study we carried out [29, 11]. Our subjects were not deliberately deceived at all, so this was not an ethical concern.

However, there are some limitations and challenges to consider when carrying out non-participant covert observation studies [25, 31]:

(a) Observer Effect: the observer’s presence could affect the actions of the subject.

(b) Objectivity: the observer needs to ensure that he/she maintains objectivity during observation.

(c) Selectivity: ensuring that observations are captured in a variety of situations to offset selectivity bias.

(d) Hearing the subjects’ voices: ensuring that the final account does not only reflect the researcher’s voice.

(e) Unobtrusiveness: not standing out in the environment when recording observations.

The limitations were addressed by the following precautions, replicating all of those applied by De Luca et al. [10] (Table 2 shows the mapping between the limitations and the precautions.)

(1) Privacy: PIN entry is a secret and sensitive issue. It was essential to ensure that we did not gain knowledge of anyone’s PIN while carrying out the observations. The observation locations were selected so that, in order to respect the privacy and secrecy of our unwitting subjects, we were always able to observe from a vantage point that allowed us to see whether people were shielding PIN entry, but not to be able to observe the PIN itself. This was achieved either by positioning the observer to the side of the device, at an obtuse angle, or to position the observer too far away to be able to observe anything more than the use of a hand or wallet to shield PIN entry.
We informally consulted lawyers and experts from data protection authorities in the respective countries. We also asked Karlsruhe Institute of Technology’s legal department to provide feedback regarding the legal aspects of our study design. Given the precautions we designed into our study, as detailed above, they could not identify any legal issues with our study design. This included observations carried out in indoor locations, such as restaurants. None of the lawyers we consulted could see that we needed to get in touch with the owner/manager of these locations beforehand, given the precautions we took. In particular, we respected the privacy of the subjects we observed and did not interact with, or impede, anyone. They also confirmed that, given these precautions, we did not have to obtain signed consent from the subjects. Again, the most important aspects were that subjects were essentially anonymous for research purposes, and that the researcher did not interact with them in any way.

In conclusion, we planned our study activities carefully in order to ensure that we did not harm the safety, dignity, or privacy of the people we observed, as advised by the European Commission.

2.6 Methodology Limitations
Following the De Luca et al.’s methodology means facing the same limitations. As explained by De Luca et al., it was important not to interview subjects after observing their actions. Instead, an independent set of people was interviewed. That being so, the same limitation holds: the explanations provided by our interviewees were not directly provided by the observed subjects and thus cannot be considered to be reliable causatives.

It is also possible that people falsely represented their usual PIN-related actions during interviews due to social desirability of making a good impression, or to please the interviewer. We have no indication that this happened but this limitation must be acknowledged.

3. Findings
We first present the findings from the observation field study and then those from the follow-up interviews.

3.1 Observation Field Study
The details of the study are provided in Table and summarized in Table.

Results from Replication. De Luca et al. [10] reported that 120 out of 360 (33.3%) of the people they observed at ATMs did observably shield their input. We recorded that 39% of the people being observed at ATMs in Germany shielded their PINs, with 29% in both Sweden and the United Kingdom shielding.

We compared the shielding behavior at ATMs in all locations with that reported by De Luca et al. [10] on pair-wise significance with two-proportion z-tests. This method is appropriate for single characteristics (binary data) of two independent groups sampled at random [7]. The tested hypothesis is that shielding incidence at each of the three locations differ significantly from that reported by De Luca et al. [10]. The null hypothesis is that there is no difference. The results of all tests reveal no significant differences at p<.05 (see Table [5]), therefore the alternative hypothesis is rejected, although this does not mean that the null hypothesis would be accepted.

Regression Modelling. We tested the collected data (see Table [3]) with regression modelling techniques and set the shielding behavior as the dependent variable. Categorical variables, e.g. the country of observation, were coded into indicator variables before performing the regression modelling. We identified the person’s activity of either withdrawing or paying, as well as the country in which the sample was collected, as significant predictors of shielding behaviors (see Table [7]). The linear regression model accounts for about 10% of the variation (R² = .100, corrected R² = .0956, and standard error = .382). The model provided a significant prediction of the criteria ‘shielding behavior’ with F=20.636 and p<.001. The regression model identified two significant predictors for shielding behavior: the country in which the sample is collected and the activity of either withdrawing or paying. It does not indicate whether the combination of both significant predictors is a significant predictor as well, i.e.

- It is more likely that people shielded their PINs when withdrawing money, as compared to paying.
- It is more likely that people shielded their PINs in Germany, as compared to the United Kingdom and Sweden. It is also more likely for people in the United Kingdom to shield their PINs, as compared to Sweden.

Post-hoc ANOVA comparison. We tested the between-subjects effect of independent variables ‘country’ and ‘scenario’ (i.e. paying versus withdrawing at ATMs versus supermarket versus restaurant/coffee bars) on the dependent variable ‘shielding behavior’ with two-way ANOVA. We have applied the Sidak correction to compensate for the accumulation of
Table 3: The percentages and total amounts for the observations, per scenario, and per country. Note that ‘Others’ refers to restaurants and coffee bars. A long dash denotes irrelevance of the data field due to ‘0%’ in the row above. ‘Sup’ is used as shortcut for supermarket due to space constraints.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>ATM</th>
<th>Pay</th>
<th>Supermarket</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>ATM</th>
<th>Pay</th>
<th>Sup</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shield</td>
<td>29% (26)</td>
<td>14% (30)</td>
<td>13% (13)</td>
<td>14% (17)</td>
<td>36% (32)</td>
<td>34% (74)</td>
<td>34% (34)</td>
<td>33% (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>13% (12)</td>
<td>35% (79)</td>
<td>47% (47)</td>
<td>27% (32)</td>
<td>3% (3)</td>
<td>30% (65)</td>
<td>42% (42)</td>
<td>19% (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b shield</td>
<td>58% (7)</td>
<td>15% (12)</td>
<td>15% (7)</td>
<td>16% (5)</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>31% (20)</td>
<td>33% (14)</td>
<td>26% (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The percentages and total numbers for the observations per scenarios for all three countries. Note that ‘Others’ refers to restaurants and coffee bars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>ATM</th>
<th>Pay</th>
<th>Supermarket</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>270</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shield</td>
<td>31% (84)</td>
<td>16% (104)</td>
<td>16% (47)</td>
<td>16% (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>8% (22)</td>
<td>31% (206)</td>
<td>45% (129)</td>
<td>23% (77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b shield</td>
<td>36% (8)</td>
<td>16% (32)</td>
<td>16% (21)</td>
<td>14% (11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: The results of the two-proportion z-test on data reported by De Luca et al. [10] and our ATM samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standardised beta</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>ATM</th>
<th>United Kingdom</th>
<th>Supermarket</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>z-score</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p value</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: The regression model data, with coefficients for dependent variables of whether subjects shielded the PIN entry, or not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>United Kingdom</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATM z-score</td>
<td>.303</td>
<td>8.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM p value</td>
<td>.174</td>
<td>4.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom z-score</td>
<td>.113</td>
<td>3.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom p value</td>
<td>.010</td>
<td>.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supermarket z-score</td>
<td>-.004</td>
<td>-.117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Type I error. Both major effects as well as the interaction were significant. Since there were no a-priori hypotheses, we calculated post-hoc comparisons, comparing behavior in the three countries across all scenarios. The results are presented in Table 7. The most important findings are:

- For the withdrawal scenarios, there were no significant differences between shielding across the three countries.
- For the payment scenarios, there are significantly more subjects in Germany who shielded their PINs, as compared to the other two countries.
- For the payment scenario, significantly more United Kingdom subjects shielded their PINs, as compared to those in Sweden.
- In Germany, there is no significant difference between shielding while either withdrawing or paying.
- There are significant differences between the three scenarios (withdrawing and supermarket/coffee bar) in the United Kingdom and Sweden (with fewer people shielding their PINs during payment, as compared to withdrawing).

- No differences, in terms of PIN shielding, manifested between the two different payment scenarios: supermarkets and others (restaurants/coffee bars), across all three countries.

We did not find any differences in terms of ‘being accompanied during PIN entry’, neither for the whole sample nor for the three different country-specific samples.

3.2 Follow-Up: Public Interviews

The focus of our interviews was on explaining the differences between withdrawing and paying in the different countries. We conducted a total of 27 interviews: ten in Sweden, ten in the United Kingdom and seven in Germany. The written notes were coded by two of the authors. We used structural coding [27] for initial segmentation of the data and magnitude coding [28][29] on the collected segments. A three-level magnitude code was applied: several > some > few. The following categories, as possible explanations for shielding, were identified.

3.2.1 ATM Environments Considered More Risky

Several subjects said that they considered the ATM environment to be less safe. One reason, cited by several interviewees, is that there was little to no media coverage of PIN-related crime elsewhere than at ATMs. During some interviews, it was reported that ATMs were often in less secure environments, especially when they were outside banks. Several participants mentioned that strangers hanging around ATMs were mistrusted more than in other scenarios “…at an ATM anyone could stand behind you. But people in a supermarket are there to buy something”). Actually, in payment scenarios, the subjects perceived strangers as a ‘protector’, and assumed that they would implicitly provide protection by spotting external threats. In particular, the cashier and accompanying friends are perceived to be another person who can ‘exercise care’. In Germany, in particular, customers commonly hand over the card to the cashier, who then puts the card into the device, prepares everything and asks the customer to enter their PIN. Few interviewees mentioned that the cashier or waitresses are usually discreet enough to turn their bodies away, or avert their eyes, when a customer is entering their PIN.

Thus, other than the withdrawal scenario, people did not consider co-located people a threat in supermarkets, restaurants and shops. Few subjects were not particularly specific but just commented: “You’re not supposed to get robbed in stores” or “Not something you usually think about in a store”.

3.2.2 Reminded by Displayed Advice

During some interviews, subjects mentioned that they shielded their PINs when they were visibly reminded to do so. It was acknowledged that only ATMs display such advice: “There are warnings...at an...”
Table 7: Results of post-hoc comparisons for the three countries, in terms of the scenario, and for the three scenarios for the three countries. Those that are significant are starred.

3.2.3 Cash Perceptions
Few interviewees expressed their views that ATMs would be more strongly connected to bank accounts and to hard cash (“Because the ATM is, like, about money”). In their opinion, this perception would frame actions in the vicinity, implicitly prompting security precautions.

3.2.4 Habitual Protective Actions
Some subjects merely said shielding was a habit, perhaps prompted some time ago because they had observed others doing it (social norm), or because their parents taught them to do it. This type of argumentation was actually used in both ways: some participants said others are doing it (in particular friends or parents), which is why they shield their PIN without really thinking about it: “This is just normal”. But few others argued that it is normal to enter the PIN, as “fast as possible” as no one else shields. A few also considered that the shopping scenario exerts more time pressure than the ATM scenario: at ATMs people generally stand back and the activity is essentially solo, whereas payment scenarios usually involve at least one other person who is somehow involved in the transaction.

3.2.5 Social Awkwardness
Some people were put off by impressions of social unacceptability. Some participants reported that shielding might signal mistrust to people around you: “I don’t want to look like a freak”, “Only old people cover”, “Covering feels stupid”, “People who cover are paranoid”. While these reasons may hold for both scenarios, it might be worse for paying. These subjects mentioned that they are often accompanied by friends or relatives during payment scenarios. On the other hand, they usually withdrew money on their own. One mentioned situational differences: at the supermarket, friends usually go to the cash register together while someone usually breaks away from the group to withdraw money.

3.2.6 Further Findings
While the sample is clearly not representative, we can conclude the following:

- Very few interviewees specifically mentioned attacks. For example, it is easier to install a skimmer on an ATM. Some mentioned the risk related to strategically-placed surveillance cameras that are able to record unshielded PINs. However, such threats were only mentioned as related to the ATM context. Some subjects only considered shielding necessary at ATMs if strangers were standing too close for comfort. Similar findings were reported by De Luca et al. [10]. They, too, reported subjects securing their PINs by entering them as quickly as possible. Others checked the surrounding area before approaching an ATM machine or blocked the ATM with their bodies.
- No interviewees mentioned that the actual behavior is affected by an installed plastic shield over the PIN pad. They did not mention the presence of these, nor whether these were considered helpful and/or effective.
- Physical hindrance was not mentioned by our subjects. This
was identified as factor influencing shielding likelihood by De Luca et al. [10] during their observations.

- In Germany, of the seven people we interviewed, six mentioned PIN shielding in their initial descriptions of what they did in the two scenarios. In the United Kingdom, and particularly in Sweden, interviewees explicitly distinguished between ATM withdrawal and payment scenarios in this respect.

4. DISCUSSION

Our study replicated and extended one particular aspect of De Luca et al.’s ATM study. We focused primarily on the PIN entry aspects of the original study, and then extended the study to different card usage environments.

4.1 Country Differences for Payment Scenarios

The interesting differences here are firstly that there was almost no difference in shielding between withdrawal and payment transactions in Germany. The second interesting finding was that no subjects in Sweden shielded during payment transactions. The third is the difference in payment shielding between the three countries.

A number of explanations can be advanced for these relative outliers. In the first place, there might be significant differences in the frequency of card use and the amount of money involved in each transaction. The Swedish population uses their cards to pay far more than the German population at large (Table 1). Thus, in Sweden, paying by card seems to be de rigeur i.e. nothing out of the ordinary requiring special attentiveness.

Moreover, there is also a difference in amounts paid using cards. In Germany, the average amount is more than twice that of Sweden, while the amount in the United Kingdom is in-between the German and Swedish averages. Hence the risk associated with the transactions is greater in Germany, and subjects might well be behaving in accordance with heightened risk perceptions. The status quo might well change over the next few years as Germany, for example, has recently introduced PIN-less payments for amounts less than €30.

These numbers accord with our insights from the follow-up interviews: The number of payment instances (both paying oneself using Chip & PIN, as well as observing others doing so) make people less likely to shield. The extreme observations (no one shielding in the payment scenario) in Sweden might also be due to the dominant social norms and public service announcements (i.e. nothing out of the ordinary requiring special attentiveness).

In the United Kingdom and Sweden, people shielding their PINs at ATMs. The explanation for the relatively low percentages might still be the same as those advanced by De Luca et al. i.e. lack of awareness of actual attacker tactics and, corresponding misconceptions regarding the effectiveness of the security measures that they currently take (e.g. checking that nobody is loitering close by).

This low number also indicates that effective protection can only be assured when the PIN pad has pre-installed shields that prevent PIN leakage. However, it is still important to ensure usability for a wide range of people, including those with disabilities.

4.2 Differences Between Payment and ATM Withdrawal

Our United Kingdom and Swedish subjects were more likely to shield their PINs when withdrawing money than when paying. The following findings from our follow-up interviews suggest explanations for this:

- In one scenario, people receive cash in hand, and for the other the transfer of money happened invisibly. People associate security measures with cash and therefore are more likely to shield in the withdrawing scenarios, as compared to the payment scenarios. Similar findings can be found in the literature: Bijleveld and Aarts [9] explain that “Money [...] activates knowledge structures that are incompatible with the pursuit of social harmony” [9] page 16). Related to this is also the following finding from the literature: There is a substantial difference in terms of goal satisfaction. As opposed to obtaining cash, the primary goal of buying something is to obtain an object or experience. The underlying purpose is to maximize happiness [8]. Money becomes a secondary concern, a mere facilitator.

- People say they are more likely to shield during withdrawals because ATMs often display reminders to shield. There is more space to place a sticker or to display the reminder on the screen.

- People perceive ATM environments as being more risky than payment contexts in supermarkets, coffee bars, or restaurants. This explanation suggests the existence of misunderstandings or a lack of awareness of the full range of attack vectors. In both cases, there is a risk of manipulated devices and cameras recording PINs, without a human needing to be anywhere near the person using the card.

- People are more ‘alone’ at ATMs, thus social awkwardness, which would perhaps prevent them from shielding, is less of an issue.

4.3 Comparing to De Luca’s ATM withdrawals

We replicated De Luca et al.’s [10] results with respect to the percentages of people shielding their PINs at ATMs. The explanation for the relatively low percentages might still be the same as those advanced by De Luca et al. i.e. lack of awareness of actual attacker tactics and, corresponding misconceptions regarding the effectiveness of the security measures that they currently take (e.g. checking that nobody is loitering close by).

It is worth mentioning that in all three countries only very few observations recorded subjects being accompanied at ATMs. The lack of a finding might be a consequence of the low numbers. On the other hand, it looks as if this situation is not very typical because our interviewees suggested that cash withdrawal is generally a solo activity. While friends often accompany each other at the cash register, they do not, as a rule, join each other at the ATM.

It looks as if those Germans who do shield make a habit of shielding: those who have this habit always shield when using their cards, with no differences between withdrawal and payment transactions. They either always shield, or never shield. The context does not seem to influence them, nor does the presence or absence of any other people around them.

In the United Kingdom and Sweden, people shielding their PINs are already in such a minority that the cultural norm of not shielding might well perpetuate not shielding, even when accompanied.

4.5 Limitations
The observation field study, as well as the follow-up interviews, took place in three medium-sized cities in three European countries. Thus, the results have only limited validity with respect to large European cities, small towns, or cities in other countries.

We observed PIN shielding from some distance to guarantee anonymity and privacy. This comes with some limitations. A subject was counted as having shielded the PIN as soon as this person used his/her hand, or some other object to shield the PIN pad. However, even if they did shield their PIN entry, they might not have entirely prevented observation from some other vantage point than the one taken by our observer. What we recorded was shielding attempts, not efficacy. Moreover, by only observing whether or not someone acted to shield PIN entry, we did not record other protective activities such as checking for surveillance cameras or ensuring that nobody in the vicinity was trying to observe their PIN entry. It might be that subjects did engage in some situational awareness activities and made a perfectly valid low risk assessment. Even if they did realize that someone was close enough to observe their PIN, they might well have interposed their own body between that person and the PIN pad. These kinds of precautions might have been effective in a pre-surveillance era, but with cameras in inner cities, and especially at ATMs, recording people all the time, such precautions are less than effective.

We compared our results to De Luca et al.’s. We were able to replicate their results with respect to people shielding their PINs at ATMs. We are aware that the criteria we used for shielding might be slightly different in the two studies because the observers were different people. Yet we did attempt to replicate the study as exactly as possible, based on the information reported in the paper.

The follow-up interview responses might have elicited social desirability responses, but this is a common issue for any interview situation in the security context. We tried to address this limitation by commencing with an innocuous question asking them to detail their own actions in withdrawing and paying with their Chip & PIN cards. Only after this did we focus on the real issue, i.e. shielding, exploring their perspectives on the need for this action.

5. RELATED WORK

We set out to replicate De Luca et al.’s study and another two researchers also recently carried out a non-participant observation study of PIN-related behaviors at ATMs. Ashby and Thorpe observed people entering their PINs at a number of different locations of one bank’s ATM machines in London. They focused on “hot spot” areas, those where ATM crimes were highest in the London area. Their study revealed that 47% of subjects attempted to cover the PIN pad when they entered their PINs. Unlike our study, they observed only ATM usage, and only in one country. The higher shielding percentages might well be due to the fact that they focused specifically on crime hotspots. This intuition gains some confirmation from the fact that when they interviewed a subset of their observed subjects, and asked them what kinds of precautions they took, the most common one was to use only ATMs that were in safe areas.

A number of papers exist on usable security ATM research. For example, in [9], the authors studied and discussed the idea of biometric authentication at ATMs. Their research revealed a number of non-trivial issues with the introduction of this type authentication for ATMs. Little examined the influence of external factors on ATM use in general. Privacy was one identified factor that aligns with our findings.

Other observation studies of visibly revealed security-related behaviors appear in the research literature. Von Zezschwitz et al. [41] studied real-world behavior related to Android authentication patterns. This helped them to compare the real life usability of these patterns to the more traditional PINs. Machuletz et al. observed people working in public, to see how prevalent webcam covering behavior was. Greig et al. [18] carried out an observation study of one particular branch of a chain store to monitor security-related behaviors. Despite regular information security training and general awareness, they observed passwords written on blackboards, sharing of credentials and staff taking photos of till screens.

Other researchers left USB sticks lying around to see how many people would plug them in [40]. The visible behavior, here, was plugging the stick in the USB port of a PC. A number of researchers have proposed sending out fake phishing messages to employees to test actual resilience after phishing awareness training [20][21][35]. These kinds of exercises seem to be becoming popular in industry [15][50]. Finally, Forget et al. [17] propose a security behavior observation infrastructure to effect long-term monitoring of user behaviors on client machines and Lévesque et al. [22], along the same lines, propose a methodology for a field study of anti-malware software.

6. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

We carried out a field study, during which we observed 930 Chip & PIN card uses, in three countries and in different scenarios, with people either withdrawing or paying. There were significant differences with respect to the scenario, with people shielding their PINs significantly less often when they withdrew cash than when they paid in two of the countries (the United Kingdom and Sweden). In Germany, shielding occurrence was equal in both situations. In addition, we carried out interviews to identify factors that may explain what we observed. These include habituation, lack of reminders, the influence of cash in hand, and a lack of awareness of actual attack scenarios.

In general, the percentage of people shielding is surprisingly low, given that they could lose their hard earned money. We were able to confirm De Luca et al.’s findings with respect to the low percentage of people shielding their PINs when withdrawing money at ATMs.

Based on our findings, a number of interesting future research questions emerged:

- What influence does the amount of money that someone withdraws or pays have on the decision to shield? In Germany and the United Kingdom / Sweden the average transaction amounts are different. Is this one possible explanation for the identified differences between these countries?

- Based on the identified explanations, it would also be advisable to study the influence of the type and size of plastic shields over PIN pads, and the actual impact of reminders, as also suggested by [2].

- What is the influence of the actual/perceived liability of cardholders on the decision to shield? Initial investigations suggest that mixed messages are sent by different banks we contacted and information provided on their websites. We formally polled a number of people in our respective countries about their understanding and discovered that people have different ideas about whether, and what types of, consequences they might have to face if their PIN is covertly observed and their card subsequently stolen without their knowledge.
● In the interviews, the scenario of the cashier or waitress putting the card into the device for the payee emerged. This is an additional scenario to study as future work. A similar extension would be to study behavior at ticket machines, which are somehow inbetween pure withdrawal (ATM) and the usual store payment scenarios.

However, the long-term goal must be to replace existing devices with those that have opaque shields pre-installed. In the meanwhile, another area of future work could be awareness raising, because one of the findings that emerged from the interviews was that people were not aware of the surveillance camera attack scenarios. They tend to rely on their innate yet inaccurate sense that humans are the greatest threat in these scenarios.
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ABSTRACT
Policies that require employees to update their passwords regularly have become common at universities and government organizations. However, prior work has suggested that forced password expiration might have limited security benefits, or could even cause harm. For example, users might react to forced password expiration by picking easy-to-guess passwords or reusing passwords from other accounts. We conducted two surveys on Mechanical Turk through which we examined people’s self-reported behaviors in using and updating workplace passwords, and their attitudes toward four previously studied password-management behaviors, including periodic password changes. Our findings suggest that forced password expiration might not have some of the negative effects that were feared nor positive ones that were hoped for. In particular, our results indicate that participants forced to change passwords did not resort to behaviors that would significantly decrease password security; on the other hand, their self-reported strategies for creating replacement passwords suggest that those passwords were no stronger than the ones they replaced. We also found that repeating security advice causes users to internalize it, even if evidence supporting the advice is scant. Our participants overwhelmingly reported that periodically changing passwords was important for account security, though not as important as other factors that have been more convincingly shown to influence password strength.

1. INTRODUCTION
Passwords are widely used for authentication, from individual online accounts to organizational access control. It is well known that people create passwords that are easily guessed and engage in insecure practices, such as reusing passwords across different accounts. Prior research has focused on helping users make stronger passwords through password-composition policies (e.g., [20]), which require users to include a defined number of characters and character classes in their passwords, and understanding the impact of password blacklists (e.g., [35]), which prevent users from creating passwords that are too common. The purpose of these password security tools is to help users create passwords that are less vulnerable to automated password guessing.

Historically, password expiration policies have been implemented to help prevent password guessing attacks [31]. At the time these policies were first proposed, computational power was far scarcer than it is now and a successful word cracking attack would have taken several months. Thus, changing passwords every month may have seemed to be a reasonable method for defeating such an attack [31]. Furthermore, password expiration could act as a failsafe mechanism to eventually lock out attackers who may have gained access to a legitimate user’s password without their knowledge. As a result of those desirable properties, expiration policies, of varying duration, have become widespread practice, especially for university and government systems [10].

Research has demonstrated that given modern computing capabilities, expiration policies may have limited utility for organizational security, largely due to the predictability of human behavior in password management [3, 39]. Though it is known that people struggle to handle the demands of password management, we question the intuition that expiration policies lead users to choose simpler passwords than their existing ones or reuse passwords from other accounts at a greater rate. Our study complements a survey conducted by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) exploring the steps users actually take when they are forced to change their password [4]. We build on this prior work, which analyzed password behaviors of participants from a single U.S. government organization, by surveying participants from numerous and diverse workplaces from across the U.S., who face a variety of different organizational password policies and requirements. Additionally, we analyze how reported coping strategies differ for those who face more frequent expiration. We also contribute additional user perspectives related to expiration, such as how people prioritize password changes among other password-management practices.

Our results are largely consistent with those found in NIST’s study [4], and suggest that despite users generally employing harmful password practices, frequent password changes do not lead to some of the negative security effects thought to be introduced by expiration policies. Based on their self-reported behaviors, we found that participants did not create passwords that are simpler than the ones they already
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use or reuse passwords from other accounts at a higher rate. Though expiration policies do not appear to increase the incidence of account lockouts or lead users to change their password-recall strategies, participants reported relying on coping mechanisms, such as appending digits to their previous password, to update their password. Such coping mechanisms greatly reduce the potential security gains brought by expiration policies.

In general, our participants reported that password expiration had a positive impact on security, with 82% agreeing that it made it less likely that an unauthorized person will log in to their account. However, changing passwords periodically was thought to be less important for account security than creating a complex password, storing the password safely, and avoiding password reuse. This is in line with modern security guidance, such as the recent changes to the NIST authentication guidelines [12], which recommend against password expiration policies. With the additional insights gained in this study, it is evident that users accept and adapt to the security advice they are provided, especially if they hear it repeatedly from a trusted source, such as their employer’s IT department. This suggests that, if communicated appropriately, users may be open to more updated recommendations, such as using password managers or enabling two-factor authentication.

In the remainder of this paper we first discuss literature relevant to our study. We then describe the study design and methodology used in analyzing the collected data. Next, we present our findings regarding password usage at work, update behavior, impact of different expiration policies, and security perceptions related to password expiration. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of our results.

2. RELATED WORK

There is a large body of literature pertaining to various aspects of password authentication. We discuss the prior work that is most relevant to our study, such as those examining password management, challenges due to password expiration, or security perceptions related to passwords. Our work builds upon this existing literature by analyzing what strategies people use to cope with password management, including password updates, and how they generally feel toward periodic password changes.

2.1 Password-Management Strategies

Users face considerable burdens in managing passwords. Previous research has found that people use over 20 passwords in their daily lives [9, 27]. A diary study conducted by Grawemeyer and Johnson observed that, on average, their participants logged into various accounts over 45 times in one week [13]. Authentications for work activities accounted for 43% of all logins in their sample, highlighting the importance of studying workplace password management behaviors in particular.

Prior work has also shown that people have varying strategies for selecting passwords [32, 34]. One common strategy for coping with multiple passwords is to reuse passwords across different accounts [7, 9, 12, 34, 37]. In a 154-participant empirical study of password usage, Pearman et al. observed that participants exactly reused passwords for 67% of their accounts and had passwords containing a string of at least four characters in common for 79% of their accounts [27].

The more passwords a user has created, the more likely they are to reuse passwords [11]. Previous research has also found that users attempt to match password strength to the relative importance of the account when selecting passwords [25, 34]. Stobert and Biddle further observed in an interview study that their participants rarely changed passwords on their own, and only did so in the case of a breach or forgotten password [32]. This literature motivates our research, which aims to understand how people cope with forced password changes in addition to the normal demands of password management.

Users also differ in how they recall their passwords, typically relying on their memory [11, 13, 32]. However, writing down at least some account passwords is also common practice [32]. Previous research has found the adoption of password managers to be low [16], even though they are widely recommended for password security [29]. Building upon this literature, our work tries to identify whether password recall, a major usability factor related to password use, is impacted by password expiration.

2.2 Password Expiration Challenges

In an empirical study of the password policies of 75 different websites, Florêncio and Herley found that 20% of the websites they examined required participants to update their password regularly [10]. Prior literature has shown that required password changes have negative implications for usability. Shay et al. found that only 30% of their survey participants created an entirely new password when forced to change their university password and 19% had issues recalling their new password [30]. Other user issues related to required password changes include being reminded to change a password too early, difficulty keeping track of updated passwords, struggling to create passwords that meet the institution’s password requirements, and fear of being locked out of an account [5, 14].

A major security issue related to password expiration is the tendency for people to make predictable changes when updating their password, which can be exploited to optimize password-cracking attacks [1]. Zhang et al. developed a transform-based password-cracking algorithm, using password history data for 7,700 accounts at their institution. With the knowledge of the accounts’ previous passwords, they were successful in guessing 41% of passwords in an offline attack and 17% in an online attack (allowing for a maximum of five guesses). Thus, they demonstrated that password expiration seems to have limited utility for locking out attackers who have already gained knowledge of a user’s password [39]. Chiasson and van Oorschot further demonstrated that with modern computing capabilities and taking into account human behavior in password creation, it is no longer feasible to change passwords faster than they can be potentially cracked [3].

Most related to our study, a survey conducted by NIST explored password-management behaviors of 4,573 Department of Commerce (DOC) employees who had, on average, nine work-related passwords [4]. The authors estimated that DOC employees spent 12.4 hours per year changing passwords on a 90-day expiration schedule, or 18.6 hours changing passwords on a 60-day expiration schedule. The study also revealed that most employees coped with the burden of
password changes by making minor changes to their existing password. The authors found that positive attitudes toward password requirements (i.e., composition and expiration requirements) correlated with more secure behaviors and fewer usability problems. We build on this prior work by studying a population that includes users from a wider variety of workplaces with differing password policies. We additionally explore perceptions about expiration independently of other password requirements. Furthermore, we analyze usability patterns more deeply, such as the correlation between creation and update strategies, and whether certain techniques are associated with more frequent account lockouts.

More recent security recommendations have been moving away from password expiration policies [5, 6, 24, 40]. The NIST Special Publication 800-63B, Digital Identity Guidelines, was recently revised and now recommends that “Verifiers should not require memorized secrets to be changed arbitrarily (e.g., periodically)” and that they should only be changed in special circumstances, such as when there is a compromise of passwords [12]. However, the NIST standards are only required for U.S. government systems. Other prominent security standards, including the Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standards and ISO/IEC 27002, still recommend regular password changes [13, 26]. Our work provides insight into the security mindset of workplace password users that can be used to inform future institutional password security recommendations.

2.3 Perceptions of Password Security

Previous research has also studied perceptions related to the security of passwords. In two separate studies, Ur et al. collected users’ perceptions of password strength. They discovered that participants had some misunderstandings about what makes a password secure, including thinking that adding digits made their passwords stronger than it really did and that keyboard patterns and common phrases were more random than they actually are [33, 34]. This often meant that users created passwords that did not match their desired security level, for example, creating weak passwords for highly valued accounts [35]. We expand on this work by evaluating user perceptions related to several password practices, instead of only password composition.

Furthermore, researchers have discovered that there is a disconnect between what people believe is beneficial to password security and what they actually do. Riley found a number of behaviors, such as changing passwords for accounts or using special characters, that the majority of their participants believed they should engage in, but did not do so [28]. Our study looks into perceptions about similar behaviors, but aims to understand the perceived relative importance of these behaviors.

In a survey comparing the security practices of experts and non-experts, Ion et al. reported that non-experts recommended using anti-virus software, creating strong passwords, visiting only known websites, and changing passwords frequently to stay secure online. Non-experts and experts both perceived using strong and unique passwords as effective security mechanisms and reported that they would be likely to follow those practices. Not writing down passwords was considered somewhat effective, while saving passwords in a file, using a password manager, and writing down passwords were considered ineffective security advice [16]. Through our work, we attempt to gain a deeper understanding of these perceptions in the context of workplace passwords.

Prior work has found that people also have misconceptions about protecting against different threats, often overestimating the threat of a targeted attack and underestimating that of automated guessing attacks [32]. For example, Gaw and Felten found that participants viewed password complexity and randomness as means to reduce human guessability and not necessarily as protection against an automated attack. Participants also viewed friends (and others close to them) as the most capable attackers, while hackers were perceived as the most motivated [11]. We evaluate the threats people consider in managing workplace passwords, and the role expiration policies play in these perceptions.

3. METHODOLOGY

In this study, we analyzed data collected from two separate online surveys. The first survey focused on people’s workplace password habits, while the second measured perceptions of several password practices, including periodic password changes. We used both quantitative and qualitative methods to analyze data collected from the surveys.

3.1 Data Collection

In this section we describe the procedures for collecting our survey data. Both surveys were approved by our Institutional Review Board (IRB) and were conducted on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Participants were age 18 or older, residents of the United States, and had a HIT approval rate of over 90%.

3.1.1 Workplace Passwords Survey

The first survey in our study, which will be referred to as the workplace passwords survey, was implemented as a screening survey followed by a full survey about participants’ experiences with their workplace passwords. We implemented a screening survey to ensure that only participants who had at least one workplace password were allowed to answer questions in the full survey, as questions about a main workplace password would be irrelevant to those with no workplace passwords.

In the screening survey, participants answered a total of six questions that asked how many workplace passwords they have and their age, gender, ethnicity, education, and occupation. Those who met the qualification criteria of having at least one workplace password were contacted through Mechanical Turk about completing a “bonus survey,” which was the full survey about workplace password habits. Questions included in the screening survey are in Appendix A.

The full survey was designed to ask participants about their experiences with their main workplace account and included 31 multiple-choice and five open-ended-response questions. With these questions we explored workplace password habits, such as experiences creating, updating, and recalling passwords, as well as sentiments toward password expiration. In this survey, we confirmed the four demographic attributes participants provided to us in the screening survey. We also included an attention-check question that was a duplicate of
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the question asking participants how many workplace passwords they have. The full survey is provided in Appendix. A total of 618 people submitted the screening survey and 407 finished the full survey. Participants were compensated $0.25 for the screening survey and $2.00 for the full survey. On average, participants finished the screening survey in about two minutes and the full survey in 10 minutes.

3.1.2 Password Perceptions Survey
The second survey we conducted, which will be referred to as the password perceptions survey, explored people’s perceptions of the relative importance of four password practices: using a complex password, storing the password in a safe place, creating a password that you do not already use somewhere else, and periodically changing passwords. In the survey, participants rated the importance of each of these practices for account security on a five-point Likert scale, and completed open-ended responses explaining their ratings. We also asked participants to rank failure to adhere to each practice (e.g., using a simple password) in order of harm to account security. Participants were then shown pairs of the practices and then were asked to indicate whether one contributes more to account security than the other. Lastly, we asked participants about their anticipated behaviors in a hypothetical scenario in which their workplace implemented or removed an expiration policy (depending on the participant’s current workplace policy). The order of the four password practices was randomized in each section to avoid biasing participants based on how the practices were presented. Appendix C contains the questions in this survey.

People who completed the workplace passwords survey were disqualified from taking this survey. The password perceptions survey was completed by 340 eligible participants who were compensated $1.50. On average, participants completed the survey in about 10 minutes.

3.2 Data Analyses
This section describes the statistical tests and qualitative methods used in analyzing the collected data. Data from the two surveys were analyzed separately.

3.2.1 Quantitative Analyses
Prior to running statistical tests, we excluded participants with inconsistent or obviously fraudulent responses to improve the validity of our analyses. For the analyses of data from workplace passwords survey we excluded 49 participants who answered the attention-check question inconsistently, one participant who reported that they did not change their main workplace password (even though they reported that they were required to change all of their workplace passwords), and one participant who selected every answer option for all questions where participants could select multiple options. It is possible that the attention-check question may have led to the exclusion of participants who simply misremembered their workplace passwords, and not just those who truly were not paying attention to the survey. We excluded only one participant from the analyses of data from the passwords perceptions survey as they used the same unintelligible response for each of the open-ended questions. Thus, 356 responses from the workplace passwords survey and 339 from the password perceptions survey were included in our analyses.

We conducted several different statistical tests and used significance level $\alpha = .05$ in our analyses. For categorical data, we used Pearson’s chi-squared tests to determine the independence of two nominal variables, or Fisher’s exact tests if counts in the contingency table were below five. For tests in which we were examining the impact of expiration frequency, we binned policies into three expiration periods: less than or equal to every 30 days, every 60 days, or greater than or equal to every 90 days. We report the phi coefficient ($\phi$) to understand the effect size of the associations found for two binary variables, or Cramer’s V ($V$) if the variables have more than two levels. Both measures are reported on a scale from -1 to 1, such that 1 demonstrates a complete positive association and -1 demonstrates a complete negative association between two variables. We report only statistical results for which we observed at least a small effect (demonstrated by an association of at least .1), which is a recognized threshold for statistical reporting.

To analyze data with a categorical independent variable and ordinal dependent variable, such as Likert-scale data, we used Kruskal-Wallis tests. We conducted a Friedman test to test the null hypothesis that password practices were rated equally important. We also ran one-sample, two-sided Wilcoxon Signed-Ranked tests to determine whether participants felt one practice contributes more to account security than another by coding the rating options from -3 (left contributes much more) to 3 (right contributes much more), and testing the null hypothesis that the practices have equal contribution (a rating of 0).

In order to evaluate the impact of demographics on the use of password-creation, update, and recall techniques, we ran binomial logistic regressions where the independent variables were age, race, education level, and technical expertise, and the dependent variable was whether or not a certain technique was used. We ran binomial logistic regressions to determine whether password-creation techniques were predictors of update techniques, where the independent variables were one of 17 password-creation techniques (represented as binary variables) and the dependent variable was a password-update technique. For each significant factor found in the regressions, we followed up with chi-squared tests to determine the strength of the association between the factor and the dependent variable.

To analyze whether our participants used certain techniques for password memorability and others to make their password stronger, we ran a multinomial logistic regression. The dependent variable was a nominal variable with four levels: whether the update technique was used for making a stronger password, making the password easier to remember, both security and memorability, or neither security nor memorability. The baseline for the regression was set to neither security nor memorability. The independent variables were the password-update strategies measured in the survey.

3.2.2 Qualitative Analyses
Our surveys collected several open-ended responses which were each systematically analyzed to extract major themes. For each question, one researcher first developed a codebook based on common themes occurring in a sample of 20 responses. Two researchers then coded a random sample of 20% of the responses based on the first iteration of the
codebook. The researchers then reviewed their conflicts and revised the codebook accordingly. If agreement between the two coders, measured by Cohen’s kappa, was less than $\kappa = .70$, a recognized acceptable threshold for agreement [26], both researchers recoded the sample and revised the codebook until reaching sufficient agreement. After successfully converging on the samples, one researcher would code the remaining responses for that question. Both researchers coded the full set of data collected for opinions on the impact of password expiration policies and reasons for continuing password changes. For the remaining qualitative data, the two researchers reached $\kappa = .81$ agreement, averaged over all questions. The statistics from qualitative responses reported in this paper are derived from the researchers’ coding of the full set of responses.

### 3.3 Limitations

One of the major limitations of our study is that we recruited participants from Mechanical Turk. Though our participants come from a well-studied convenience sample, they may not reflect the behaviors and attitudes of the general population. Moreover, Mechanical Turk participants have been shown to be more privacy-sensitive than the population at large [17]. However, Mechanical Turk has proven to be a source of high-quality human subjects data [18], and has been successfully used in numerous studies related to passwords (e.g., [16, 20, 33]). Only 6% of our expiration survey population reported that Mechanical Turk was their primary occupation, indicating that the vast majority of participants were reporting on passwords for a different workplace.

Additionally, our study uses self-reported data about participants’ past behavior, which participants may not have remembered or reported accurately. The effects of this may have been exaggerated by the privacy paradox, a well-studied observation that people’s privacy attitudes often differ from their actual behaviors [19]. It is possible that our participants’ reported reactions and attitudes toward password expiration may be different from their actual behaviors when facing their own expiration policies. While our data may be impacted by these limitations, we believe that our study is still a step forward in understanding people’s general behaviors and attitudes related to password expiration.

### 4. RESULTS

Our surveys included questions about how people create, update, and manage their workplace passwords, as well as their attitudes toward password expiration in relation to other password-management practices. Similarly to participants in NIST’s study [4], our participants generally reported coping with their expiration policy by modifying their current password, suggesting that updated passwords may not be any stronger or weaker than the ones originally created.

We also found that self-reported behaviors and attitudes related to expiration were largely independent from the presence and frequency of an expiration policy. Participants viewed password changes as important for account security, but felt that other password-management practices, such as using a complex password, storing the password safely, and avoiding password reuse were more vital. Our results indicate that while people may buy into security advice, they are sometimes unable or unwilling to act on the advice in a way that significantly improves password security.

#### 4.1 Password Usage at Work

In this section we describe expiration policies reported by our participants and their password strategies for managing their main workplace password.

##### 4.1.1 Password Expiration Policies

In total we analyzed data collected from 695 participants. The demographics of our participants are described in Table I. On average, participants in both surveys reported having between three and four workplace passwords. 51% of participants in the workplace password survey reported that they were required to change most or all of their workplace passwords. Figure 1 shows the distribution of our participants’ reported password expiration policies. The most common expiration period observed in our samples was expiry every 90 days, reported by 28% of participants in the workplace passwords survey and 19% of participants in the password perceptions survey. A larger percentage of participants in the password perception survey (59%) reported that they did not have an expiration policy for their main workplace password, compared to those in the workplace password survey (26%). It is possible that the wording of the recruitment text and questions in the workplace passwords survey primed participants to think more about expiration and report on their workplace passwords that did expire.

Almost two-thirds of participants (64%) from the password perceptions survey who did not have an expiration policy reported that they changed their workplace password periodically, while a large minority (34%) reported that they never changed it. Those who did change their password primarily mentioned account security in their explanations for doing so, while those who did not change their password most frequently mentioned that they never felt they had a reason to be concerned about the security of their account. In contrast, 53% of participants in a study conducted by Riley did not change their passwords on a regular basis. However, the survey was not specific to workplace passwords [28].

#### Figure 1: Percentage distribution of participants’ workplace password policies. While a larger percentage of participants in the password perceptions survey did not have a workplace expiration policy, note that question wording and recruitment text differed between these two surveys.
4.1.2 Password Creation and Reuse

Our participants reported using common strategies to create their initial passwords, and on average indicated combining three password-creation techniques. The most common self-reported techniques used were using a word in English as part of their password (41% of participants), using a name (37%), and adding numbers (59%) or symbols (32%) to the beginning or end of a word or name. These were also common password-creation strategies observed by Ur et al. [34]. There were some demographic differences in the use of creation strategies. For example, participants ages 45 to 54 years old reported significantly less password reuse (both exact and with modifications) than participants who were 18 to 24 years old (exact: \( p = .001, V = .24 \), modified: \( p = .001, V = .22 \)). Additionally, those who reported their race as Hispanic or Latino were slightly less likely than white or Caucasian participants to use an English word as their password \( (p = .02, \phi = .13) \). We also observed that technical participants (those who had ever held a job or received a degree in computer science or any related technology field) were slightly more likely to add symbols to the beginning or end of their password \( (p = .05, \phi = .12) \) and substitute symbols for letters \( (p = .002, \phi = .18) \). Participants also reported a moderate amount of password reuse for their main workplace password: 44% said their main workplace password is similar or identical to other work passwords, 57% reported that their main workplace password is very different from their non-workplace passwords.

4.1.3 Password Recall and Lockouts

Our participants had varying strategies for recalling their workplace password. The most common recall technique reported was memorizing the password, which was used by 55% of participants in the workplace passwords survey and 57% of participants in the password perceptions survey. Other work has also found password memorization to be users’ dominant strategy for recalling a password \([11][13][32]\). In both of our surveys, over 85% of password memorizers reported having no backup method for recalling their passwords. Though participants in NIST’s study also most frequently recalled their password through memory, over 80% also reported having stored their passwords on paper or electronically \([4]\). The most common password-storage technique reported by our participants was writing it down on paper, used by 19% of participants in the workplace passwords survey and 10% of participants in the passwords perceptions survey. However, one memorizer reported relying on a “change password” feature as a form of backup for their main workplace account, saying “I have good enough memory and use resetting as a backup.” There were some demographic differences observed in the use of recall methods, but none were consistent across the two surveys.

The majority of participants (55%) reported memorizing their main workplace password within the first two times they logged in to their account. However, those who used a password manager \( (p < .001, V = .41) \) or wrote down their password \( (p < .001, V = .22) \) were significantly more likely to take more than two logins to memorize their password, on average learning their passwords after three to five logins. A quarter of participants who used a password manager reported that they did not memorize their passwords.

Overall, 45% of participants experienced at least one account lockout in the past year, with 12% reporting three or more lockouts. Participants in NIST’s study appeared to face a similar lockout rate, as 48% viewed getting locked out as causing “some” or “a lot” of frustration \([4]\). Based of their reported lockouts, we found that participants who stored their password in their browser or wrote it down were two to three times more likely to face three or more account lockouts in the past year, while those who memorized their passwords generally faced fewer lockouts. Statistical results for the correlation between recall methods and account lockouts are reported in Table 2.

The most common password-recovery options reported by participants were calling someone on the phone (34%), sending someone an email (31%), and using a website (24%). Ten participants reported using their own method for recovering their main workplace password if they were unable to recall it, such as an encrypted USB drive or a piece of paper that they locked in a safe.

4.2 Password-Update Behavior

In this section we describe the self-reported strategies our participants indicated using during password changes, and...
their reasons for using them. Participants primarily reported modifying their previous password during their last password change, and less than a quarter created one that was completely new.

4.2.1 Most Modify Their Previous Password

Table 2 displays the update strategies participants indicated using during the most recent change of their main workplace password. Participants typically indicated using one or two of these techniques to update their password. 237 (67%) participants reported creating their new password by modifying their previous one. The most common technique reported by our participants to modify the existing password was capitalizing a letter, which was used by 30% of participants. Only 37 (10%) participants reported that they reused passwords from other accounts during their last update, while 162 (46%) of participants reported updating their main workplace password with one that was completely new or using a password generator to create a new one. However, 76 of these participants also selected at least one modification technique with this option. Therefore, we estimate that only 24% of participants updated their password with one that was completely new. Similarly, 68% of participants in NIST’s study generated a new password by making a minor change to their old one. However, the NIST study appeared to have a larger degree of password reuse compared to our study population, as 43% of participants generated frequently used passwords by using existing ones.

Some participants described unique approaches for coping with their password expiration policy. For example, one participant reported that they used information from a fast food receipt as their password and used a new receipt to update their password. Demographics also had some impact on the use of update techniques. Most notably, we observed that age had an impact on using passwords from other accounts during password updates ($p = .03, V = .20$). On average, only 9% of participants ages 25 to 44 and 4% of those 55 to 64 reported that they reused password from other accounts in their last update, compared to 29% of participants who were 18 to 24 years old.

4.2.2 Creation & Update Strategies Are Consistent

Some initial password-creation strategies were significant predictors for the use of similar update techniques. For example, participants who reported that they used a password generator to create passwords were 18 times more likely than those who reported using other password-creation methods to use a generator to update their passwords ($p < .001, \phi = .48$). Additionally, those who reported substituting letters with symbols during password creation were seven times more likely than those who did not to report using the same technique to update their password ($p < .001, \phi = .35$). Those who reported using a birthday when creating their main workplace password were four times more likely to report using a date to update it ($p < .001, \phi = .26$). Password reuse was also consistent, as participants who reported exactly reusing a password from another account for their initial password were four times more likely to report reusing a password when updating ($p < .001, \phi = .28$) and those who reported reusing another password with modifications were three times more likely to report reusing a password at update ($p = .002, \phi = .19$). Our participants generally used the same strategy whenever they updated their passwords. In particular, 64% of participants reported using their strategy every time or most of the time when updating their password, while only 4% reported that they use very different techniques each time.

4.2.3 Techniques Associated with More Lockouts

The only update method that had an impact on password memorization was the use of a password generator. Those who reported using a password generator were twice as less likely to report that they memorize their password ($p = .007, \phi = .20$) and seven times more likely to report that they use a password manager to store their password ($p < .001, \phi = .20$), compared to those who did not use one. Two techniques correlated with a higher number of account lockouts. Those who reported that they duplicated characters during their last password update were three times more likely to report that they faced three or more account lockouts in the past year ($p = .005, \phi = .28$) and participants who reported substituting digits or special characters with the same character type were twice as likely to report having three or more lockouts ($p = .04, \phi = .28$), compared to those who did not use these techniques.

4.2.4 Motives & Reminders

Our participants had varying sources and motivations for using their update techniques. 47 of our participants shared where they learned their update strategy. Of these participants, 28% reported learning it from the Internet. Overall, 35% of participants used their strategy because it made their password easier to remember. Reusing a password was largely correlated with using the strategy for memorability ($\beta = 1.13, p = .007$). A quarter of participants reported that they used their strategy because they thought it made their password stronger. Based on the self-reported strategies, we observed that creating a new password ($\beta = 1.32, p = .001$) and using a password generator ($\beta = 2.00, p < .001$) during a password update were correlated with wanting to make the password stronger. Comparatively, memorability was more important to participants in NIST’s study, as 81% cited using their password generating strategy so that their password was easy to remember.

We also asked participants about any reminders they receive when their password is about to expire. The most common form of password change reminders reported were automated emails and software installed on their computers. We found that the timing of when the last reminder is sent did not have an impact on the effort participants reported.
spending in updating their password. However, those who received password change reminders that were not software based were two times more likely to report spending additional effort in updating their password, compared to those who did receive software reminders.

### 4.3 Expiration Frequency Has Little Impact

We generally observed that the presence and duration of an expiration policy had only a relatively minor impact on password-management behavior. There were some differences in the impact to password recall in the data collected from the workplace passwords survey, but these differences were not observed in the passwords perception survey. For example, we found that 15% of participants with an expiration policy for their main workplace password reported storing their password in their web browser, compared to 5% of participants without a policy, which was found to be significantly different ($p = .02, \phi = .16$). However, the self-reported use of this storage method did not significantly differ between different frequencies. We also found that 40% of participants who stated that they faced a 60-day expiration policy reported memorizing their password, compared to 59% who reported longer expiration periods and 68% who reported facing shorter expiration periods, which was also a significant difference ($p = .003, V = .11$). Furthermore, we found that neither the presence nor duration of an expiration policy impacted the number of reported account lockouts.

We found that different expiration periods did not have an impact on the self-reported strategies participants used to update their main workplace password. Moreover, we found that the presence and frequency of an expiration policy did not impact whether participants reported making their main workplace password similar to passwords they use for other accounts (both workplace and non-workplace related). This suggests that people who face frequent expiration are not more likely to reuse passwords from other accounts.

The majority of our participants reported that they did not find updating their password difficult, but most agreed or strongly agreed that it was annoying. The reported frequency of their expiration policies did not impact participants’ sentiments toward updating their workplace password. This finding suggests that users adapt to the requirements placed on them, but still find them burdensome.

### 4.4 Security Perceptions

Participants in both the workplace passwords survey and password perceptions survey considered password changes important to the security of their workplace account. However, periodic password changes were viewed as less important than using a complex password, storing the password safely, and avoiding reusing password. Our results suggest that people accept the security advice provided to them, especially if from a trusted source such as the IT organization of their employer.

#### 4.4.1 Secure But Annoying

In their responses to the workplace passwords survey, 82% of participants agreed or strongly agreed that “frequent password expiration makes it less likely that an unauthorized person will break into my account.” Neither the self-reported existence nor duration of an expiration policy significantly impacted participants’ agreement with this statement. However, 66% of participants thought that their updated password was about the same strength as their old one, and only 25% thought it was stronger, suggesting that many may not be exerting extra effort into making their password stronger when they change it. This is consistent with the strategies participants typically reported to modify their passwords.

The majority of participants reported that they did not find updating their password difficult, but 60% agreed or strongly agreed that it was annoying. The reported frequency of their expiration policies did not impact participants’ sentiments toward updating their workplace password. This finding suggests that users adapt to the requirements placed on them, but still find them burdensome.
4.4.2 Participants’ Threat Models
When asked why expiration prevents unauthorized account access, in their open-ended responses a small majority (54%) stated that expiration prevented password compromise. Of those, around a fifth specifically indicated that expiration helps with security by reducing the time window for an attacker to figure out their password. One participant reported, “It takes time to hack or steal a password and if it is changed frequently it is less likely that the hacker will have time to obtain the password.” Twenty-eight percent of participants also reported that expiration is beneficial after a password, whether new or old, has already been compromised. Around half of these participants reported more specifically that the main benefit of expiration policies is that they reduce the time an illegitimate user has access to the account after they have logged in. To this effect, one participant said that, “There will be less time for a hacker to retrieve your information.” Interestingly, of those that disagree with expiration’s benefits, most (66%) cited concerns that expiration is insecure or ineffective, while only a small group (10%) cited inconvenience or unproductivity in their text responses.

While discussing potential threats, most participants mentioned concerns about hackers, general unauthorized users (e.g., “people”, “attacker,”) or guessers; 5% explicitly mention current or former employees as a concern. Around 5% also expressed that expiration would minimize the impact of employees sharing their workplace passwords. It should be noted that participants appear to use the word “hacker” in a broad, colloquial sense beyond the concept of hackers as phishers or computational guessers. It was usually impossible to tease out their conception of “hacker” or “hacking.” For example, one participant reported, “I had an ex-boyfriend hack my Facebook because my password was not strong enough.” When asked the open-ended question why a workplace might implement an expiration policy, participants’ reasons generally aligned with their responses to the question about the general impact of password expiration.

4.4.3 Desired Policies
Only 10 of the 260 participants who had an expiration policy in the workplace passwords survey expressed the opinion that their passwords should never expire. Otherwise, participants were most likely to recommend their own workplace expiration policy as the appropriate policy ($p < .001, V = .55$). Similarly, only 10% of participants in NIST’s study recommended a less frequent change cycle, compared to their current 60- or 90-day policies.

In their qualitative responses to why the policy they chose was the best, most participants could not really articulate the reason. For example, 13% responded with a sentiment that the time period they selected was “just right.” A third of participants said that the expiration period they recommended balanced security with either usability (mainly the ability to remember passwords) or convenience concerns. Most users seemed to be able to reconcile their concerns with the benefits of added security. One participant who recommended a policy of every 60 days explained, “Every 30 days is too frequent. I often forget my password because it’s always changing. I do however understand that security is important, so passwords should be changed somewhat frequently.” Participants who picked shorter time periods (e.g., 30 days) cited a security reason more often than participants who picked longer ones (e.g., a year), who more often cited a balance of security/usability or security/inconvenience. A small fraction of participants also cited employer or industry norms as part of their recommendation, with responses like “It’s the standard we use and it works well.”

4.4.4 Relative Importance of Password Changes
Participants in the password perceptions survey generally viewed creating a complex password as the most important practice for account security, followed by storing the password in a safe place and creating a password that is not already used for another account. Changing passwords periodically was reported to be the least important of these practices ($p < .001, V = .14$). Figure 2 shows the distribution of responses for how important each behavior was perceived. Demographics, including technical expertise, did not impact opinions significantly. Additionally, participants’ views were found to be independent of whether or not they had a workplace expiration policy.

In qualitative responses explaining their rankings, participants mentioned usability concerns in roughly equal proportions for changing passwords, creating complex passwords, and avoiding password reuse. In line with their quantitative rankings, participants pointed out more downsides, such as it being inconvenient, insecure, unusable, or ineffective, for periodic password changes than other security practices. For example, one participant explained, “I don’t think [periodic password change] is as important as people say...A really strong password doesn’t just automatically become weaker simply because you’ve been using it for a while.”

Also in line with the quantitative rankings, 5% of participants reported that a sufficiently complex password renders other practices less important, giving reasons like, “I don’t believe it’s necessarily important to change your password, if you have a secure one in the first place” or “If the password is good you should be able to re-use it as much as you want as long as it is good.” However, there were indications from the responses that users do not fully understand what comprises a good password, citing that “[...] a long nonsensical sentence works better and is more easily remembered, e.g., securitycomplexitymakesmypasswordsecurebutveryannoying.” Lastly, some participants admitted that their attitudes and actions do not always align. Consistent with prior work, 2% volunteered that they believe they...

---

**Figure 2:** Distribution of ratings for each password-management practice studied. Participants viewed using a complex password the most important of these practices and changing passwords periodically the least important.
change their password or avoid reuse and that those practices are at least somewhat important, but that they do not do them \cite{25}. When explaining their ranking for avoiding password reuse, one participant said, “It’s important, but I do it [reuse passwords] anyway.”

4.4.5 Hypothetical: Reversing Expiration Policy

In the hypothetical scenario in which the participant’s workplace removed their expiration policy, almost half reported that they would continue changing their passwords periodically, be more likely to use a complex password, and be just as likely to avoid using passwords from other accounts. From the qualitative responses, reasons for continuing password changes were centered around it being a habit or beneficial for security. For example, one participant stated, “It’s just a natural habit to do now for my own security.” Those who stated they would not continue changes generally felt that it was too inconvenient or they would forget to do it if it was not required. As one participant put it, “I would forget as it is not on my high priority list.”

From the quantitative data, half of participants who stated that they do not currently have a workplace expiration policy reported that they would be just as likely to use a complex password if their main workplace password expired periodically. Twenty-eight percent of participants who stated that they currently memorize their password reported they would no longer do so if periodic password changes were required. Almost half reported they were just as likely to create a password that is not used somewhere else. These results further highlight that password expiration may not contribute to a larger degree of password reuse, but likely does not encourage people to create more complex passwords during updates.

5. DISCUSSION

Our findings confirm that the strategies people use to adapt to their expiration policy are predictable. The majority of our participants reported coping with password changes by applying a simple modification to their current password. Our results are largely in line with NIST’s study of the password-management behaviors of DOC employees \cite{4}. However, our findings related to password reuse and backup recall methods do diverge, and may be attributed to the intense password burdens faced by DOC employees. Our results are also supported by Zhang et al. study, in which they were able to crack a substantial portion of their organization’s passwords using the password history for the account \cite{39}. This suggests that people in their organization were also typically using variations of their password during password updates.

Some participants reported using other coping strategies, such as cycling through a dedicated set of passwords for that account. Less than a quarter created a completely new password when it expired, a rate similar to that found by Shay et al. \cite{39}. However, we did not find evidence that the self-reported strategies people use to update their password leads them to have weaker passwords. Furthermore, we observed that more frequent password changes did not lead to more self-reported reuse of passwords from other accounts. These results suggest that the negative security implications related to expiration may be limited to the case where there has already been a breach of an organization’s passwords. In such cases, an attacker who knows a user’s expired password may be able to easily guess the new password.

Our results also reveal that people generally do not have extremely negative reactions toward workplace password expiration, nor do they report significantly more usability burdens with more frequent password changes. Participants who reported facing more frequent expiration did not report experiencing a higher rate of account lockouts nor were they less likely to report memorizing their passwords than participants who reported facing less frequent password expiration. In addition, participants reported the same level of annoyance with updating their passwords, regardless of their self-reported password expiration frequency. This may be due to the fact that people adapt to expiration policies imposed by workplaces, often employing coping strategies that may reduce security in the event that their password is already known to an attacker.

In other scenarios, the presence of an expiration policy has little impact on security, even though a large percentage of participants held the view that updating their password would prevent hackers from cracking their passwords. Some participants even directly mentioned that they felt people would choose more creative passwords if they have to keep changing them. However, our results indicate that expiration largely does not influence people to create stronger passwords. Thus, password expiration likely provides no additional protection against an attacker with the modern computing resources to launch an automated guessing attack, even if the attacker does not have prior knowledge of the organization’s passwords.

A few participants expressed concerns about targeted attacks in which a coworker or former employees of their organization would try to guess their password. Prior work has found targeted attacks to be a prevalent attack scenario that people worry about when managing their passwords \cite{11, 2, 52, 53}. Some were especially concerned about targeted attacks because they believed that sharing workplace passwords with coworkers was common practice. However, it is likely that expiration provides limited benefits even in the case of targeted attacks, since attackers may already know which modifications are typically used by their target.

Based on our results, we recommend that organizations consider whether the minimal security gains are worth implementing an expiration policy. Expiration policies may be attractive to organizations that have a history of password sharing among employees. Though expiring passwords may solve the immediate problem of system access to former employees, these organizations could be better off considering more secure mechanisms for enabling the collaboration between employees that causes password sharing. The benefits gained by avoiding attacks that are actually preventable by having an expiration policy must be weighed against a number of costs associated with implementing a policy, though our findings suggest that costs due to user burden are minimal considering current password-management demands.

Our second recommendation is that organizations implement enterprise password managers. In their existing implementations, expiration policies have limited benefits as users typically do not make significant changes to their passwords. Companies could enforce rules that require larger
changes and check for certain modifications, but this would have negative usability outcomes. Password expiration policies are most beneficial to account security if passwords are sufficiently random. As people are unlikely to create and maintain random passwords on their own, organizations should consider the use of password managers with built-in generators, especially since some major password managers have enterprise versions of their software. In our study, we found that those who did use a generator to create their password were much more likely to use one to update it and store their password in a password manager. However, it should be noted that many organizations that have implemented password expiration also have other policies which indirectly prevent their employees from using password managers. For example, some organizations in the United States government prevent employees from installing non-approved software, or even storing passwords on their terminals.

Considering our findings, such policies likely diminish any security benefit of having an expiration policy.

Across both surveys, we observed that participants strongly felt that password changes were important for account security. Some participants revealed that they held this perception because they trust the IT staff at their organizations and that is the advice they are repeatedly told. Overall, we observed that users adapt to the demands placed on them, even if in undesirable ways. This result may bode well for the future as security recommendations and best practices change with technology.
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A. SCREENING SURVEY

1. How many workplace passwords do you have? *
   ○ 0
   ○ 1
   ○ 2
   ○ ...
   ○ 7
   ○ 8 or more

2. How many of your workplace passwords are you required to regularly change (i.e., they have an expiration policy)?*
   ○ All of my workplace passwords
   ○ Most of my workplace passwords
   ○ Some of my workplace passwords
   ○ None of my workplace passwords
   ○ Not sure

3. How old are you? *
   ○ 18-24 years old
   ○ 25-34 years old
   ○ 35-44 years old
   ○ 45-54 years old
   ○ 55-64 years old
   ○ 65-74 years old
   ○ 75 years or older
   ○ I prefer not to answer

4. What is your gender? *
   ○ Male
   ○ Female
   ○ Other (please specify)
   ○ I prefer not to answer

5. What is your race/ethnicity? *
   ○ American Indian or Alaska Native
Asian
Black or African American
White/ Caucasian
Hispanic or Latino
Non Hispanic
Other
I prefer not to answer

6. Which of the following best describes your highest achieved education level?*
☐ Some High School
☐ High School Graduate
☐ Some college, no degree
☐ Associates degree
☐ Bachelors degree
☐ Graduate degree (Masters, Doctorate, etc.)
☐ Other
☐ I prefer not to answer

7. Which of the following best describes your primary occupation? *
☐ Administrative Support (e.g., secretary, assistant)
☐ Art, Writing, or Journalism (e.g., author, reporter, sculptor)
☐ Business, Management, or Financial (e.g., manager, accountant, banker)
☐ Education or Science (e.g., teacher, professor, scientist)
☐ Legal (e.g., lawyer, paralegal)
☐ Medical (e.g., doctor, nurse, dentist)
☐ Computer Engineering or IT Professional (e.g., programmer, IT consultant)
☐ Engineer in other field (e.g., civil or bio engineer)
☐ Service (e.g., retail clerk, server)
☐ Skilled Labor (e.g., electrician, plumber, carpenter)
☐ Unemployed
☐ Retired
☐ College student
☐ Graduate student
☐ Mechanical Turk worker
☐ I prefer not to answer

B. WORKPLACE PASSWORDS SURVEY
The next few questions will ask you about your main workplace password. Please keep the following in mind:

• If you have more than one workplace, please respond using the workplace you consider to be your main workplace.
• If you have more than one password at your main workplace, respond using the one you consider to be your main password.
• If you are a student you may consider your university to be your main workplace.
• If Mechanical Turk is your main workplace, you should consider your Mechanical Turk password as your main workplace password.

1. How many workplace passwords do you have?
☐ none
☐ 1
☐ 2
☐ ...
☐ 7
☐ 8 or more

2. Thinking back to when you first created your main workplace password, which of the following methods did you use?
☐ Used the first letter of each word in a phrase
☐ Used the name of someone or something
☐ Used a word in English
☐ Used a word in a language other than English
☐ Added numbers to the beginning or end of a word or name
☐ Added symbols to the beginning or end of a word or name
☐ Substituted symbols for some of the letters in a word or name (e.g. ‘@’ instead of ‘a’)
☐ Substituted numbers for some of the letters in a word or name (e.g. ‘3’ instead of ‘e’)
☐ Removed letters from a word or name
☐ Used a phone number
☐ Used an address
☐ Used a birthday
☐ Reused a password from another account exactly
☐ Reused a password from another account with some modifications
☐ Used something else (please specify)
☐ I prefer not to answer

3. How many of your workplace passwords are you required to regularly change, i.e. they have an expiration policy?
☐ All of my workplace passwords
☐ Most of my workplace passwords
☐ Some of my workplace passwords
☐ None of my workplace passwords
☐ Not sure

4. How often are you required to change your main workplace password?
☐ Every week
☐ Every 30 days
☐ Every 60 days
☐ Every 90 days
☐ Every year
☐ Never
☐ Not sure
☐ Other (please specify)

5. Some organizations require their employees to change their passwords every 60 days. What do you think the impact of this policy is on security compared to organizations that do not require their employees to change their passwords at all?
It makes it less likely that an unauthorized person will log in to my account.

It makes it more likely that an unauthorized person will log in to my account.

It doesn’t impact security.

I don’t know.

6. Why do you think this is the impact?

7. What do you think is the main reason for a workplace to set an expiration date on their employees’ main passwords?

8. How often do you think your workplace should require its employees to change their main workplace password?

- Every week
- Every 30 days
- Every 60 days
- Every 90 days
- Every year
- Never
- Not sure
- Other (please specify)

9. Why do you think your workplace should require its employees to change their main password with this frequency?

10. The last time you changed your main workplace password, what approaches did you use? (select all that apply)

- Adding a date (e.g. “raven” → “raven2016”)
- Adding a sequence (e.g. “dance#7” → “dance#789”)
- Capitalizing a character (e.g. “candy#” → “candyY#”)
- Deleting digits/special characters (e.g. “alex28!!” → “alex28!”)
- Duplicating digits/special characters (e.g. “1!” → “11!”)
- Incrementing a character (e.g. “dance#7” → “dance#8”)
- Moving a letter, digit or special character block (e.g. “$steve27” → “27$steve”)
- Substituting digits/special characters with the same character type (e.g. “tar!heel1” → “tar!heel4”)
- Substituting letters with matching characters (e.g. “raven” → “r@ven”)
- Substituting digits or special characters with the “shift” character for the same key (e.g. “100py*!@” → “100py*!@”)
- Changing a small part of the previous password in a way not mentioned
- Creating a completely new password
- Reusing old passwords from other accounts
- Using a password generator
- Using a different approach (please specify)
- I don’t change my workplace password

11. How often have you used your strategy to change your main workplace password when it expired?

- I only changed my password once
- a couple of times (not often)
- most of the time
- every time
- I never changed my password
- other (please specify)

12. Why do you change your password this way? (select all that apply)

- I have always done it this way
- I heard about it from someone
- I read it somewhere
- I think it makes the password easier to remember
- I think it makes the password stronger
- It was the first strategy I thought of
- other (please specify)

13. When changing your workplace password because the old one expired, do you always use the same strategy?

- I use the same strategy every time
- I use slightly different strategies at different times
- I use very different strategies at different times

14. How similar is your main workplace password to a password you use for another account at your workplace?

- My main workplace password is identical to a password I use for another workplace account
- My main workplace password is similar to a password I use for another workplace account
- My main workplace password is very different from any passwords I use for other workplace accounts
- I only have one workplace password

15. How similar is your main workplace password to a password you use for a non-workplace account?

- My main workplace password is identical to a password I use for a nonworkplace account
- My main workplace password is similar to a password I use for a nonworkplace account
- My main workplace password is very different from any passwords I use for non-workplace accounts

16. Where did you learn about changing your password this way? (select all that apply)

- Boss
- Colleague
- Family member
- Friend
- IT department
- Internet
- Other (please specify)

17. When I last changed my main workplace password because it had expired, my new password was:

- Much weaker
- Weaker
- About the same
- Stronger
- Much stronger
- I don’t know

18. How many workplace passwords do you have?

- none
- 1
19. Frequent password expiration makes it less likely that an unauthorized person will break into my account.
   - Strongly Disagree
   - Disagree
   - Neutral
   - Agree
   - Strongly Agree
   - Not applicable

20. I find having to change my password due to my workplace expiration policy difficult.
   - Strongly Disagree
   - Disagree
   - Neutral
   - Agree
   - Strongly Agree
   - Not applicable

21. I find having to change my password due to my workplace expiration policy easy.
   - Strongly Disagree
   - Disagree
   - Neutral
   - Agree
   - Strongly Agree
   - Not applicable

22. Frequent password expiration makes it less likely that an unauthorized person will break into my account.
   - Strongly Disagree
   - Disagree
   - Neutral
   - Agree
   - Strongly Agree
   - Not applicable

23. I find having to change my password due to my workplace expiration policy difficult.
   - Strongly Disagree
   - Disagree
   - Neutral
   - Agree
   - Strongly Agree
   - Not applicable

24. I find having to change my password due to my workplace expiration policy easy.
   - Strongly Disagree
   - Disagree
   - Neutral
   - Agree
   - Strongly Agree
   - Not applicable

25. I find having to change my password due to my workplace expiration policy annoying.
   - Strongly Disagree
   - Disagree
   - Neutral
   - Agree
   - Strongly Agree
   - Not applicable

26. I find having to change my password due to my workplace expiration policy fun.
   - Strongly Disagree
   - Disagree
   - Neutral
   - Agree
   - Strongly Agree
   - Not applicable

27. What do you do to help yourself remember your main workplace password?
   - I let my web browser store it
   - I store it in an encrypted file
   - I store it in a password manager
   - I store it on a computer or device protected with another password
   - I store it on a computer or device that only I use
   - I write down my password on a piece of paper
   - I write down a reminder instead of the actual password
   - Nothing, I memorize it
   - I prefer not to answer
   - Other (please specify)

28. Why do you use this strategy to remember your main workplace password?

29. How many logins does it take for you to memorize your main workplace password?
   - 1-2 logins
   - 3-5 logins
   - 6-10 logins
   - More than 10 logins
   - None, I memorize it when I create it or use a password I already memorized
   - I don’t memorize my main workplace password

30. How many times have you been unable to log into your main workplace account in the past year due to not having your password? (e.g. you forgot your password, the password was stored in a different device, etc.)
   - Never
   - 1-2 times
   - 3-5 times
   - 6-10 times
   - More than 10 times

31. What do you need to do to change or recover your main workplace password if you forget it? (select all that apply)
   - I call someone on the phone
   - I send someone an email
   - I physically go somewhere or see someone in person
   - I mail someone a letter
C. PASSWORD PERCEPTIONS SURVEY

1. Questions 1-4 are the same as Q3-7 in the screening survey above

5. Have you ever held a job or received a degree in computer science or any related technology field?
   - Yes
   - No

6. Are you either a computer security professional or a student studying computer security?
   - Yes
   - No

7. To keep your account secure, how important is it to use a complex password (e.g., a long password with digits, symbols, and capital letters)? *
   - 1 (Not important)
   - ...
   - 5 (Very important)

8. Please explain your answer to the question above. *

9. To keep your account secure, how important is it to store your password in a safe place (e.g., on a note hidden out of sight of other people) or not store it at all? *
   - 1 (Not important)
   - ...
   - 5 (Very important)

10. Please explain your answer to the question above. *

11. To keep your account secure, how important is it to change your password periodically? *
    - 1 (Not important)
    - ...
    - 5 (Very important)

12. Please explain your answer to the question above. *

13. To keep your account secure, how important is it to create a password that you do not already use somewhere else? *
    - 1 (Not important)
    - ...
    - 5 (Very important)

14. Please explain your answer to the question above. *

15. Please rank the following in their order of their harm to account security, with “1” being the most harmful. (Multiple options may have the same ranking) *
   - Creating a password you have already used somewhere else (either exactly or with small modifications)
   - Storing the password in a place where others can access it
   - Not changing the password periodically
   - Creating a simple password (e.g., with no symbols or digits)

16. For each pair, which do you think contributes more to account security? * [Answered as “Left contributes much more,” “Left contributes slightly more,” “Both contribute equally,” “Right contributes slightly more,” “Right contributes much more”]
• Using a complex password | Storing your password in a safe place or not storing it at all
• Using a complex password | Creating a password that you do not already use somewhere else
• Using a complex password | Changing your password periodically
• Changing your password periodically | Creating a password that you do not already use somewhere else
• Storing your password in a safe place or not storing it at all | Changing your password periodically
• Storing your password in a safe place or not storing it at all | Creating a password that you do not already use somewhere else

17. How many workplace passwords do you have in total? *
   o 0
   o 1
   o 2
   o ...
   o 7
   o 8 or more

Logic: The following two questions are hidden if “How many workplace passwords do you have in total?” is “none”

18. What do you do to help yourself remember your main workplace password? *
   □ Let your web browser store it
   □ Store it in an encrypted file
   □ Store it in a password manager
   □ Store it on a computer or device protected with another password
   □ Store it on a computer or device that only you use
   □ Write it down on a piece of paper
   □ Write down a reminder instead of the actual password
   □ Nothing, you memorize it
   □ Prefer not to answer
   □ Other (please specify)

19. Does your workplace have an expiration policy for your main password? *
   o Yes
   o No

Logic: The following questions five are hidden if “Does your workplace have an expiration policy for your main password?” is “No” or “Not Sure”

20. How often are you required to change your main workplace password? *
   o Every week
   o Every 30 days
   o Every 60 days
   o Every 90 days
   o Every year
   o Never
   o Not sure
   o Other (please specify)

21. Suppose your workplace’s expiration policy changed and your main workplace account password will no longer expire. How likely would you be to continue to periodically change the password of your account anyways? *
   o Very unlikely
   o Unlikely
   o Neither likely or unlikely
   o Likely
   o Very likely

22. Please explain your answer to the question above. *

23. Suppose your workplace’s expiration policy changed and your main workplace account password will no longer expire. Going forward, how would you remember your main workplace password? *
   □ Let your web browser store it
   □ Store it in an encrypted file
   □ Store it in a password manager
   □ Store it on a computer or device protected with another password
   □ Store it on a computer or device that only you use
   □ Write it down on a piece of paper
   □ Write down a reminder instead of the actual password
   □ Nothing, you would memorize it
   □ Prefer not to answer
   □ Other (please specify)

24. Suppose your workplace’s expiration policy changed and your main workplace account password will no longer expire. Going forward, would you be more or less likely to do the following? * [Answered on a 5-point Likert scale from “Much more likely” to “Much less likely”]
   • Use a complex password
   • Create a password you do not already use somewhere else

Logic: The following questions five are hidden if “Does your workplace have an expiration policy for your main password?” is “Yes”

25. How often do you change the password of your main workplace account? *
   o Never
   o Every week
   o Every month
   o Every few months
   o Every year
   o Other (Please specify)

26. Please explain why you change your password with the frequency indicated above. *

27. Suppose your workplace implemented an expiration policy and from now on your main workplace account password will expire periodically. Going forward, how would you remember your main workplace password? *
   □ Let your web browser store it
   □ Store it in an encrypted file
   □ Store it in a password manager
☐ Store it on a computer or device protected with another password
☐ Store it on a computer or device that only you use
☐ Write it down on a piece of paper
☐ Write down a reminder instead of the actual password
☐ Nothing, you would memorize it
☐ Prefer not to answer
☐ Other (please specify)

28. Suppose your workplace implemented an expiration policy and from now on your main workplace account password will expire periodically. Going forward, would you be more or less likely to do the following? * [Answered on a 5-point Likert scale from “Much more likely” to “Much less likely”]
   • Use a complex password
   • Create a password you do not already use somewhere else
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ABSTRACT

Saudi Arabia has witnessed an exponential growth in smartphone adoption and penetration. This increase has been accompanied with an upward trend in cyber and mobile crimes. This calls to efforts that focus on enhancing the awareness of the public to security-related risks. In this study, we replicated the study performed by Albayram et al. [14] published in SOUPS 2017; however, our study targeted participants in Saudi Arabia. We also investigated different fear appeal video designs that were more suited for this population (customized video, Arabic dubbed, and captions for the original video). The results from the original study, conducted in the United States, showed that 50% of participants in the treatment group and 21% in the control group enabled screen lock. The reason for replicating the original paper was to increase Saudis’ awareness regarding the importance of sensitive data, especially with the increasing level of cybercrime. Our results showed that the Saudi-customized video was extremely effective in changing our participants’ locking behavior (72.5% of participants enabled the screen lock), based on customized applications and Saudi culture. The dubbed video was the second-most effective (62.5%) locking behavior. Finally, we have illustrated our data comparison analysis in detail.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Saudi Arabia, there has been an exponential growth in the use of smartphone technologies. According to a report by the Saudi Ministry of Communication & Information Technology [5], in 2001 the number of mobile subscriptions in Saudi Arabia was around 2.5 million (12% mobile penetration). By 2017, the number had risen to 43.63 million with a population penetration rate of 137%, which is the highest mobile penetration rate in the region [26]. In Saudi Arabia, the mobile banking penetration is 81%, which is considerably higher than other developed and emerging Asian nations [6]. In addition, Saudis are increasingly using smartphone applications to conduct business and communication.

With this increase, cyber threats are becoming more common as 58% of the Saudi population have experienced some form of online cyber crime in the past year, and one in four users have had their mobile device stolen, potentially exposing sensitive information in their e-mail, social media and banking apps to cyber thieves [3]. Kaspersky Security statistics showed that 53.1% of Saudi users were affected by local threats (malware spread in local networks, by USBs, CDs, DVDs) [7]. In 2018, the Saudi government statistics showed an increase in online blackmail, where extortionists demanded money, sex and many other demands from their victims [4].

In response to these cybersecurity challenges, there have been several efforts lead by both the public and private sectors to provide security tools, education, and awareness to the Saudi population. For example, the organization responsible for awareness of Saudi companies, government organizations, and society in Saudi Arabia is the National Center for Cybersecurity [9]. It aims to educate Saudis about the dangers of using the Internet, the social communication and the loss of personal information through awareness lectures, workshops, and social media. We believe that the security and privacy problems in Saudi Arabia are further exacerbated by the lack of security awareness of the population. Alzahrani et al. [16] stated that 92% of Saudis had never attended security training. Recently [10, 11], the Saudi Federation for Cyber Security has provided educational and awareness programs in Saudi Arabia.

As there are several types of proprietary data storage in mobile phones, screen lock techniques are effective in protecting mobile content and preventing strangers from gaining unauthorized access, which could lead to extortion via the threat of destroying the victim’s reputation. Several researchers [37, 29, 36, 23, 45] have noted the important relationship between applying a screen lock mechanism and users’ motivation and risk perception. A study of smartwatches by Nguyen et al. [38] used similar concepts to evaluate different locking mechanisms. For effective security and improved user experience, Ohana et al. [40] found that combining biometric identification (e.g., fingerprint, face, or voice recognition) with other security lock mechanisms improved security.

Our paper replicates the study performed by Albayram et al. [14] for two main reasons: the lack of security training leads to 92% of Saudi society to be not aware of the importance of security and its potential consequences [16], and cybercrime (e.g., blackmail) is increasing in Saudi Arabia [4]. For this reason, we decided to investigate if we could improve the efficiency of communicating risk to the Saudi population.
The original study compared the smartphone locking behavior of a treatment group that watched a fear appeal video to that of a control group. That online study found that 50% of the treatment group enabled the screen lock compared to 21% of the control group. In this paper, we replicated the original study and did so with a Saudi population of mobile users through an in-person study with 200 Saudi participants. We also investigated various video designs that were more suited to the Saudi population (customized video, Arabic-dubbed video, and Arabic-captioned video) in the context of smartphone locking behavior. We found that 72.5% of participants who watched the customized video enabled the screen lock, as compared to 62.5% of those who watched the dubbed video, 42.5% of those who watched the subtitled video, and 20% of those who watched the original video. In contrast, among the control group that was not shown any video, 17.5% enabled the screen lock.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the original study. Section 3 discusses related work. Section 4 describes the methodology. The study results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 presents the study discussion. Section 7 discusses limitations and suggestions for future work. Section 8 concludes our paper.

2. THE ORIGINAL STUDY
In the original study, Albayram et al. [14] discussed how effective risk communication leads to a change in users’ risky behavior, rather than simply annoyance among users. The authors designed a video that targeted people who did not use a screen lock on their smartphone. They sought to determine whether this video would affect users’ locking behavior and change their attitude about enabling a screen lock. The video explained the risks of having their data stolen if users did not activate a screen lock mechanism on their smartphone. The video was based on guidelines for four appeals to fear from the protection motivation theory [42, 47], as follows: (1) perceived severity (perception of the seriousness of threat), (2) perceived vulnerability (possibility incidence of threat), (3) self-efficacy (confidence about taking the recommended action), and (4) response efficacy (perception of the efficacy of the recommended action).

In that study, the participants were divided into a treatment group that watched the video and a control group that did not watch the video. The study was conducted through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and was divided into two phases, as follows:

1. The main study included three parts with several kinds of questions: both groups were asked questions about demographics, smartphone usage behavior, online security behavior, and reasons for not using a screen lock on their smartphone. Questions about the video evaluation were only asked to the treatment group. The two groups were also asked questions about security and privacy concerns, the perceived value of their data, risk perception, response cost, and response efficacy.

2. The follow-up study included questions for both the control and the treatment group about whether they had enabled a screen lock and what their reasons were for doing so or not doing so.

Albayram et al. [14] found that the informative fear appeal video specified for the treatment group was effective at changing users’ locking behavior and risk perception based on fear appeals elements. After conducting the follow-up study, they found that 50% of participants in the treatment group and 21% in the control group had enabled a secure screen lock on their smartphone.

3. RELATED WORK
Two kinds of research are relevant to our study: that dealing with cultural context and that dealing with risk communication techniques.

3.1 Cultural Context
In this section, we clarify how cultural differences play an important role in changing society’s behavior, such as national culture, cognitive differences, and laws. The two following studies illustrate significant differences in different populations. A replicated study performed by Mayer et al. [35], conducted a comparison of password composition policy (PCP) samples from U.S. and from German websites. One of their findings was that German websites had lower PCP strengths than did the U.S. samples. Another study performed by Nishi et al. [39] conducted an online experiment using economic games among 337 Indian users, 1,059 American users, and 66 users from other countries. They found that American culture played an important role in users’ lives. Based on this, users quickly made decisions involving highly mutual assistance compared to others in online social environments. Regarding national culture, Saltzer et al. [43] found that the simple national culture effect was important even between societies with similar cultures (e.g., the U.S. and Canada). Using the agency theory of human behavior patterns, for example, American managers had a higher rate of adverse decisions than Canadians. A study performed by Kitayama et al. [33] examined decision making and cultural differences in cognition using a framed-line test that compared Japanese (an East Asian culture) and Americans (a North American culture). They found that Japanese made more accurate decisions than Americans. In addition, laws have a significant influence on a person’s behavior; for example, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is a conservative society and applies gender segregation [34] in higher education, banks, mosques, and restaurants.

3.2 Risk Communication Techniques
It is important to understand smartphone users’ perspective on security and their perception of the seriousness of risk. Eggel et al. [22] examined the security behavior intentions scale (SeBIS), which measures users’ behavior in regard to computer security. The SeBIS was used to rate user awareness, password strength, updates on security, and security mechanisms. Several studies have investigated risk communication methods using videos, graphics, text, symbols, and messages to measure the effects on users’ risk perception and behavior [13, 14, 19, 28, 32, 41]. For example, Pattinson and Anderson [41] examined risk communication methods and symbols and graphics included in information security messages. They found no significant improvement in risk communication using this method. Bravo-Lillo et al. [19] performed three experiments using a computer security dialogue with five attractors to attract user attention focusing on the perception of cost. However, they found that interacting with only two inhibitive attractors by swiping over the text and typing in the text box was effective.
in reducing the incidence of users’ ignoring the appropriate action for granting permission, based on habituation that taught users how to achieve the task and speeded up their responses to a dialogue.

A study performed by Yousra et al. [32] investigated the use of an animated dialogue to attract users’ attention toward granting permissions through a non-inhibitive attractor which highlighted personal information in the color red. They found that, compared to the control and to checkbox dialogues, the proposed animated dialogue had a significant impact on the duration of users’ looking at the personal information, users’ concern about their data, and users’ understanding of the purpose for each permission. A study by Harbach et al. [28] investigated risk communication using personalized examples of permissions for Android applications and found that such communication affected users’ decisions by making them aware of potential risks. In 2017, two studies conducted by Albayram et al. [13, 14] used effective risk communication by a video to raise user awareness of security and privacy and to motivate users to follow recommended security procedures. Albayram et al. [14] evaluated the effect of a fear appeal video on users’ perceptions and behavior in terms of enabling a secure screen lock mechanism. In addition, Albayram et al. [13] investigated the effect of leverage videos about enabling two-step verification (2FA) on users perceptions and attitudes, seeking to motivate them to be familiar with security tools and updated new security advice.

4. METHODOLOGY
The purpose of the present study is to examine the effectiveness of fear appeal videos in changing Saudi Arabians’ risk perceptions and raising their awareness. In addition, based on the videos’ effectiveness, we want to investigate if there are changes between the users’ initial reasons for not using a screen lock and their reasons in the second round follow-up study. The following sections describe the video design for the present study, the hypotheses, and the study design.

Figure 1: A frame from the customized video content

4.1 Video Design
Researchers in the education field have shown that videos are highly effective in attracting users’ attention and in making salient features clear [20, 30, 46], and studies have measured the changes videos make in users’ perceptions [13, 14, 18, 25]. In order to study the effectiveness of video media on communicating fear appeal to the Saudi population, we designed a customized video targeting the Saudi audience that gave participants an explanation of the expected risks of not using locking mechanisms [31] and a short demonstration of how to add a lock to their phone, based on security advice from Android [12, 17, 44] and iOS [1]. The duration and topic of the customized video were similar to that of the video in the original study (the original video was 3 minutes long). The videos were customized with scenarios and content to ensure relevance to the Saudi audience. The scenarios were applied to the perception of the data value, the perceived vulnerability about Saudis smartphones’ security and privacy, the perceived cost that connected to Saudis’ decisions of following the recommended tips and self-efficacy that was based on their belief of the suggested tips [42]. The customization focused on the following aspects:

- **Relevant Risks and Fears:** This aspect focuses on ensuring the video targets risks and fears that are related to the target audience and that would clearly communicate threats. For example, the video was customized to present a scenario in Arabic in which a victim is being deceived and blackmailed via stored personal media in WhatsApp messages, which is aligned with the popularity of online blackmail and extortion crimes in Saudi Arabia. In addition, the video demonstrated the risks of exposing media stored in smartphone photo albums and discussed the risk of reputation damage specially in a conservative society. Regarding self-efficacy, the customized video illustrated the steps to enable a secure lock screen on iPhone and Android phones with Arabic settings on the smartphone. All these scenarios would be familiar to the Saudi population.

- **Relevant applications and attributes:** The video was updated to include smartphone applications and attributes that are common in Saudi Arabia. The video was customized to include information related to the top-ranking applications among Saudis [8] (e.g., WhatsApp, Snapchat, Instagram, and ALRajhiBank (a popular Islamic bank [2])), rather than those used in the original video (Paypal, Netflix, Bank of America app, and Amazon). We presented an ALRajhiBank scenario in which the victim’s bank information was stolen by sending a 2FA code to the victim’s stolen device and accessing the bank password and username stored on the victim’s smartphone. We also included a scenario using Whatsapp. Attributes focus on data attributes that are relevant to the target population, for example the national identity number was used instead of social security number which was used in the original video. The customized video also demonstrated the steps to enable a secure screen locking method using device settings in Arabic, both for Android and for iOS, whereas the original video only included Android’s screen lock set up.

- **Cultural:** The video should also be culturally relevant, which was ensured by customizing the video dialog to use culturally relevant vocabulary delivered in Arabic. In addition, the video used photos of men and women in the Saudi dress taking into consideration the ideology of the conservative society.

The main goal was, to customized the video content, to ensure the participants felt that it is relevant their mobile
experience and their security. The narrator of the Saudi-customized video was one of the authors of this paper, and the transcript of the customized video is in the Appendix. Figure 1 shows a frame from the customized video content that is related to Saudi culture.

The study examined five groups—four treatment groups and a control group, as described below:

- **Original group (Treatment Group 1):** watched the video in English used in the original U.S. study.
- **Dubbed group (Treatment Group 2):** watched the original video but with Arabic dubbed. Figure 2 (a) shows a frame from the Arabic-dubbed video. ¹
- **Subtitled group (Treatment Group 3):** watched the original video but with Arabic captions. Figure 2 (b) shows a frame from the Arabic-captioned video. ²
- **Customized group (Treatment Group 4):** watched a Saudi-specific video in Arabic. Figure 2 (c) shows a frame from the customized video. ³
- **Control group:** did not watch any video.

We assigned the original video to one group to test whether it changed Saudi locking behavior or perceptions based on its visual content, ignoring the English dialogue; our measurements depended on the effectiveness of the video’s content (the applications used in the video, the dialogue in the video). As Saudi participants might not understand the original video due to the unfamiliar smartphone applications and the English dialogue, we added Arabic captions and dubbed the original video, assigning these to the subtitled group and the dubbed group, respectively, to test whether these changes would affect Saudis’ perceptions.

The customized and dubbed videos significantly affected Saudis’ locking behavior on perceived severity, vulnerability, and response efficacy. The rating for the perceived inconvenience of using the secure screen lock was also considerably lower for both groups compared to the original, the subtitled and the control groups.

### 4.2 Hypotheses

In the present study, we propose the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 (H1): There will be significant differences among groups in their ratings of perceived sensitive data (H1a). The group that watched the Saudi-customized video will have higher ratings on perceived sensitive data than will the other treatment groups, and all the treatment groups will be higher than the control group (H1b).

Hypothesis 2 (H2): There will be significant differences among groups regarding concerns about their smartphones’ security and privacy and about their data being used by other people (H2a). The customized group will have a higher level of concerns about their smartphones’ security and privacy and their data being used by other people than will the other treatment groups, and all the treatment groups will be higher than the control group (H2b).

Hypothesis 3 (H3): There will be significant differences among groups in their ratings of perceived severity and risk awareness (H3a). The customized group will have higher ratings of perceived severity and risk awareness than will the other treatment groups, and all the treatment groups will be higher than the control group (H3b).

Hypothesis 4 (H4): There will be significant differences among groups in their ratings of the perceived response cost (H4a). The customized group will have lower ratings of perceived response cost than will the other treatment groups, and all the treatment groups will have lower ratings of the control group (H4b).

Hypothesis 5 (H5): There will be significant differences among groups in their ratings of response efficacy (H5a). The customized group will have higher ratings of response efficacy than will the other treatment groups, and all the treatment groups will be higher than the control group (H5b).

Hypothesis 6 (H6): There will be significant differences among groups regarding the number of participants who enabled a screen lock (H6a). The customized group will have a higher number of participants who enabled a screen lock than other treatment groups, compared to the control group (H6b).

### 4.3 Study Design

The present study was conducted in person, whereas the original study was an online study. For the present study, we recruited Saudi participants who were at least 18 years old, owned a smartphone that provided a secure screen locking mechanism, and did not activate the screen locking mechanism on their phone. For example, we excluded Saudis who had old cell phones that did not support screen-locking mechanisms. We collected participants’ cell phone numbers and used those numbers to call the participants in order to follow up after the study and investigate whether they had enabled screen locking; we then deleted participants’ phone numbers after the follow up call was made. The participants were recruited through flyers and through face-to-face recruitment. When administering the study, we did not provide any explanatory information to the participants but instead asked them to watch a video and answer survey questions afterward.

The present study applied the same questions as did the original study, but they were translated into Arabic to fit the Saudi population; the administered translated survey can be seen in the Appendix. The process of the study design, which included a first round of a main study and then a second round with a follow-up study, was as follows.

#### 4.3.1 First Round: The Main Study

We interviewed 200 Saudi participants individually (an in-person study) who met our inclusion criteria; the participants were assigned randomly to one of the five groups to prevent self-selection bias. After obtaining user consent, we explained the purpose of our study and collected participants’ phone numbers to use for the second round of the study. Each group included 40 Saudi participants. We met them in public places (e.g., outside prayer areas, shopping malls, schools, and hospital waiting areas). Our study was conducted in different cities in Saudi Arabia. Responses to the questions were recorded in the questionnaire to ensure...
that we received accurate responses. We let participants watch a complete video based on their random assignment to groups. All Arabic responses were translated into English.

During the first round of the main study, we asked participants three sections of questions. The first section was background questions, smartphone usage behavior questions, online security behavior questions, reasons for not using a screen lock, and their opinions about people who use a lock screen on their smartphone. The second section was only for those in the treatment groups, who watched a video; we asked them about the video’s effects and their evaluation of the video. The control group were not shown a video, and hence they were not asked the questions in the second section. All five groups were asked the third section, which included questions about data value, security and privacy concerns, risk awareness, response cost, and response efficacy. The average total time of our interviews with members of the groups who had watched the video was approximately 20 minutes, including 3 minutes during which participants watched the video, whereas the duration of the interviews with members of the control group was around 15 minutes.

4.3.2 Second Round: The Follow-Up Study
We followed up with the participants a week after their initial interview to evaluate whether they had enabled a screen locking mechanism on their phones and to learn the reason behind their choice. This second interview was performed using a follow-up the questionnaire and was conducted by phone or in a location agreed upon with the participant. Our study was approved by UNC Charlotte’s Institutional Review Board\(^1\) and the Saudi Arabia regulatory committee.

5. EVALUATION
Since our data was ordinal, we used non-parametric tests for the analysis. In comparing all the groups independently, we used the Kruskal-Wallis test (H) in an equal sample size \((4) = 3.881, p = .422\), education level \((H(4) = 4.512, p = .341)\), level of computer knowledge \((H(4) = 4.35, p = .365)\), and participants’ language \((H(4) = 5.19, p = .266)\).

In terms of smartphone usage behavior, there were no significant differences among the five groups when we asked them five questions about their smartphones’ operating system type \((H(4) = 2.576, p = .631)\), number of times using their smartphones during the day \((H(4) = 4.654, p = .325)\), number of applications on their smartphones \((H(4) = 8.921, p = .063)\), number of times they used these applications \((H(4) = 6.078, p = .193)\), and the applications they used daily \((H(4) = 2.774, p = .596)\).

In comparing online security behavior among all five groups, we found no significant differences in concerns about their online accounts being hacked \((H(4) = 5.837, p = .212)\). All groups had no concerns about online security \((H(4) = 4.019, p = .403)\) and whether they used antivirus software security \((H(4) = 7.040, p = .134)\).

5.2 Reasons for Not Employing a Screen Lock
In the questionnaires first section, we asked participants their initial reasons for not employing a lock screen on their smartphones and their opinions about why people use screen locks on their smartphones. For the question related to the initial reasons for not employing lock screen we updated it to a multiple choice question using the coding results that were concluded by the original study as choices, we also added a “other” option for participants that have a reason not included in the listed choices.

In comparing the responses of all five groups, we found no significant differences in the reasons for not employing a screen lock among the treatment groups and the control group \((H(4) = 2.707, p = .608)\), as 30% of participants in all groups agreed on the top reason, “Annoying to use” \([14, 23, 27, 29]\), 22% chose “Nothing to hide” as their reason, 21.5% chose “No risk”, and 17% chose “Forgettable/mental burden.” The least common answer was “Don’t know how to set up”, chosen by 5% of participants in all groups. The ranking of reasons was similar to that found in the original study.

\(^1\)IRB Protocol #17-0426
For instance, a comment from the customized group said, “I share my phone with my mother and sister, especially when using Internet data by connecting through a personal hotspot.” A participant from the original group reported not locking the phone “because my children continue to press the secret code by mistake and that hangs up the mobile for a long time when I might need to use my mobile immediately. In other words, I do not use it to avoid suspending the screen.” The control group comments included, “Annoying, and there are tools that unlock passwords easily.”

We noticed in the interviews when we asked participants why they thought people used a secure lock, participants’ reasons were related to their misconceptions about using a screen lock and a failure to recognize the importance of their sensitive data. For example, a Saudi participant over 60 years old from the original group mentioned that lock users “hide inappropriate information, such as forbidden photos inside their phone, and if you are confident you will not hide anything from your family.” A participant from the dubbed group said those who locked their phones wanted to “protect their calling balance from anyone using it.” One from the customized group commented, “Maybe they have bad photos on their phones and misfortunes to hide from others.” In a different vein, someone from the control group replied, “They know how to use this technology.”

5.3 Impact of Fear Appeals on Fear of Losing Sensitive Data

We assumed that there were significant differences among the groups in their ratings of perceived sensitive data (H1a), and that the group that watched the Saudi-customized video would have higher ratings on perceived sensitive data than the other treatment groups, which would be higher than the control group (H1b).

To test the first hypothesis (H1), which included (H1a) and (H1b), we asked participants in all the five groups two questions related to their perceived sensitive data. The first question was, “Do you think that data stored in your smartphone is valuable enough to protect?” The second question was, “How much privacy-sensitive data do you think your smartphone stores?” The answers were measured on a scale ranging from (0) “None at all” to (3) “A great deal of privacy-sensitive data.”

Performing the Kruskal-Wallis test among all five groups, we found significant differences for both questions at p ≤ .001 for the first question (H(4) = 22.58 with a medium effect size, η² = 0.11), for the second question (H(4) = 24.88 with a medium effect size, η² = 0.12).

For the first question, differences were found at an adjusted significant level p ≤ .001 by performing the Bonferroni multiple comparisons tests between the original and the customized group and between the control and the customized group. We found that 95% of participants from the customized group, 80% from the dubbed group, 67.5% from the subtitled group, and 55% from both the original and the control groups chose “Yes,” depending on the priority.

For the second question, we found significant differences when performing the Bonferroni multiple comparisons test with adjusted significance and mean rank, which used to compare the effect of the different of each group, as shown in Table 1. Among participants in the dubbed group (median = 2), 37.5% believed their smartphones had a moderate deal of privacy-sensitive information, whereas 42.5% of those in the customized group (median = 2) thought their smartphones had a great deal of privacy-sensitive information. Among those in the subtitled (median = 1), original (median = 1), and control groups (median = 1), 32.5%, 45%, and 42.5%, respectively, rated the amount of sensitive data they had as “None at all.”

Participants’ varying ratings of the importance of the data stored on their smartphones, especially for the treatment groups, demonstrated the impact level of the fear appeal of the videos, and these changes reflected participants’ perceptions about the importance of the personal data they had on their smartphones. The results of the customized and dubbed groups demonstrated a significant change in behavior compared to the other groups’ ratings of their phones as having either “A moderate amount” or “A great amount” of sensitive data. Thus, both H1a and H1b were supported.

5.4 Impact of Fear Appeals on Security and Privacy Concerns

We hypothesized that there would be significant differences among groups regarding concerns about their smartphones’ security and privacy and their use by other people (H2a), and that the customized group would have a higher level of concern about their smartphones’ security and privacy and their use by other people than would other treatment groups, which would be higher than that of the control group (H2b).

To test the hypotheses (H2a, H2b), we asked participants three questions related to their perceived vulnerability: “How much do you worry about your smartphone’s security?”; “How much do you worry about your smartphone’s privacy?”, and “How concerned are you about your smartphone use by others?” Answers regarding their worries and concerns were rated on a scale from (0) “Not at all” to (3) “Extremely.”

We used the Kruskal-Wallis test to compare the five groups for those three questions, our results indicated that there were significant differences, with a significance level of p ≤ .001 for the first question (H(4) = 50.53 with a large effect size, η² = 0.25), the second question (H(4) = 55.47 with a large effect size, η² = 0.28) and for the third question (H(4) = 42.21 with a large effect size, η² = 0.21).

As shown in Table 2 for the first question, we found significant differences for the first question when performing the Bonferroni multiple comparisons test with adjusted significance and mean rank. The percentages of participants who rated their concerns about their smartphone security as either “Moderately worried” or “Extremely worried” were as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison of Groups (Mean Rank)</th>
<th>Adj. Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (81.6) vs. Customized (131.6)</td>
<td>≤ .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (82.1) vs. Customized (131.6)</td>
<td>≤ .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtitled (92.2) vs. Customized (131.6)</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Post hoc test of the second question on sensitive data.
“How much do you worry about your smartphone's privacy?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison of Groups (Mean Rank)</th>
<th>Adj. Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (64.9) vs. Dubbed (127.4)</td>
<td>≤ .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (64.9) vs. Customized (135.7)</td>
<td>≤ .01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (75.5) vs. Dubbed (127.4)</td>
<td>≤ .01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (75.5) vs. Customized (135.7)</td>
<td>≤ .01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtitled (98.9) vs. Customized (135.7)</td>
<td>.029</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“How concerned are you about your smartphone being used by others?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison of Groups (Mean Rank)</th>
<th>Adj. Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (61.7) vs. Subtitled (99)</td>
<td>.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (61.7) vs. Customized (126.3)</td>
<td>≤ .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (76.2) vs. Subtitled (99)</td>
<td>≤ .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (76.2) vs. Customized (139.2)</td>
<td>≤ .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtitled (99) vs. Customized (139.2)</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Post hoc test of the three questions on security and privacy concerns

follows: 75% of participants in the customized group (median = 2), 67.5% in the dubbed group (median = 2), 47% in the subtitled group (median = 1), 20% in the original group (median = 0), and 15% in the control group (median = 0).

For the second question about smartphone privacy, as shown in Table 2, we found significant differences between groups, as 47.5% of participants in the subtitled group (median = 1), 67.5% in the dubbed group (median = 2), and 75% in the customized group (median = 2.5) had moderate or extreme worries about their smartphone privacy, whereas 57.5% of participants in the original group (median = 0) and 65% in the control group (median = 0) chose “None at all.”

When we asked participants a third question as to their concerns about others using their smartphones, we found significant differences between groups, as shown in Table 2. Percentages of participants who rated themselves as either “Moderately concerned” or “Extremely concerned” for each group were as follows: Customized, 82.5% (where median = 3); Dubbed, 67.5% (where median = 2); Subtitled, 57.5% (where median = 2); Original, 27.5% (where median = 1); and Control, 20% (where median = 1).

Thus, Hypotheses H2a and H2b were supported. The group that watched the customized video was more worried about their smartphones’ security, privacy, and use by others than were other groups. Thus the video with customized content (Saudi identities, a Saudi bank, and fake dialogue to lure victims through WhatsApp messages) made participants aware of the risks of not using a screen lock on their smartphones.

5.5 Impact of Fear Appeals on Perceived Severity

For the third hypothesis (H3), we assumed that there would be significant differences among the groups’ ratings of the perceived severity and risk awareness (H3a), and that the customized group would have higher ratings of the perceived severity and risk awareness than would the other treatment groups, which would be higher than those of the control group (H3b).

To test Hypothesis 3, we asked participants three questions. The first question was, “If your smartphone is lost or stolen, how disruptive will the loss of your data on your smartphone be to your daily life?” Participants rated their disruption from (0) “Not at all disruptive” to (3) “Highly disruptive.” The second question was “How likely is it that you would lose your smartphone?” The third question was “How likely is it that someone else would attempt to access your smartphone?” For both questions, participants rated their likelihood on a scale from (0) “Extremely unlikely” to (3) “Extremely likely.”

Performing the Kruskal-Wallis test, we found significant differences among the five groups for the three questions at a significance level of ≤ .001 for the first question (H(4) = 38.02 with a large effect size, η2 = 0.19), the second question (H(4) = 26.31 with a medium effect size, η2 = 0.13) and for the third question (H(4) = 28.92 with a large effect size, η2 = 0.14).

Table 3: Post hoc test of the three questions on perceived severity

When we asked participants the first question, as shown in Table 3, we found significant differences between groups by performing the Bonferroni multiple comparisons test with adjusted significance and mean rank. A majority of participants in the dubbed group (median = 3) and the customized group (median = 3) indicated it would be highly disruptive, at 52.5% and 53.5%, respectively. In contrast, 17.5% of participants in the original group (median = 1), 32.5% in the subtitled group (median = 2), and 15% in the control group (median = 1) said it would be highly disruptive, which is significantly lower than in the customized and dubbed groups.
As shown in Table 3, for the second question, there were significant differences between the groups, as 37.5% of participants in the original group (median = 1) and 32.5% in the control group (median = 1) chose “Strongly disagree,” whereas 52.5% in the subtitled group chose “Strongly likely” (median = 2), 47.5% in the customized group (median = 2), and 45% in the dubbed group (median = 2) chose “Moderate likely.”

For the third question, we found differences between the groups, as shown in Table 3. We noticed that 30% of the participants in the original group (median = 1.5) and 30% in the control group (median = 1) rated someone else’s attempting to access their phone “Extremely unlikely,” whereas 50% in the dubbed group (median = 2.5), 50% in the customized group (median = 2.5) chose “Extremely likely,” and 45% of the subtitled group (median = 2) chose “Moderate likely.”

Thus, Hypotheses H3a and H3b were supported. The risk perceptions of both the subtitled and the original groups changed only minimally, perhaps because most of them did not pay attention to the Arabic captions or did not realize what the speaker was saying. In contrast, the assigned videos in the dubbed group and the customized group were extremely effective, and the impact was reflected in their perception of the seriousness of potential risks and possible adverse consequences of losing their personal information by not enabling a screen lock on their smartphones.

5.6 Impact of Fear Appeals on Response Cost

We hypothesized that there would be significant differences among the groups in their ratings of perceived response cost (H4a), and that the customized group would have lower ratings of perceived response cost than would other treatment groups, with the control group being the lowest (H4b).

To test Hypothesis 4, we asked participants whether they found using a screen lock to be a hassle, whether they agreed that entering an unlock code several times was inconvenient, and whether they agreed that it was inconvenient because a secure code was easily forgettable. We asked them to rate these on a scale ranging from (1) “Strongly disagree” to (5) “Strongly agree.”

Performing the Kruskal-Wallis test, we found significant differences among the groups for the first question ($H(4) = 24.76, p \leq .001$ with a medium effect size, $\eta^2 = 0.12$), the second question ($H(4) = 29.27, p \leq .001$ with a large effect size, $\eta^2 = 0.14$), and the third question ($H(4) = 17.55, p = .002$ with a medium effect size, $\eta^2 = 0.09$); therefore, H4a was supported.

The groups differed significantly, as shown in Table 4. Fewer participants from the dubbed group (median = 3) and the customized group (median = 3) agreed that the screen lock would be a hassle (25% and 27%, respectively), whereas in the original, subtitled, and control groups, 67.5%, 40%, and 55%, respectively, agreed that it would be a hassle.

For the second question, as shown in Table 4, we found significant differences between the groups, with 77.5% of participants in the original group (median = 5) agreeing it was inconvenient to enter a locking code, 65% in the subtitled group (median = 4), and 82.5% in the control group (median = 4). In contrast, both the dubbed (median = 2) and

### Table 4: Post hoc test of the three questions on response cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison of Groups (Mean Rank)</th>
<th>Adj. Sig.</th>
<th>Comparison of Groups (Mean Rank)</th>
<th>Adj. Sig.</th>
<th>Comparison of Groups (Mean Rank)</th>
<th>Adj. Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customized (76.9) vs. Control (117.3)</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>Dubbed (74.4) vs. Control (120.9)</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>Customized (76.9) vs. Subtitled (114.5)</td>
<td>.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubbed (74.4) vs. Original (126.1)</td>
<td>\leq .001</td>
<td>Customized (78.9) vs. Control (120.9)</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>Customized (78.9) vs. Original (126.1)</td>
<td>\leq .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I feel using a secure screen lock on my smartphone is too inconvenient because it is hard to remember”</td>
<td></td>
<td>“If I use a secure screen lock on my smartphone, it will be too much of a hassle for me”</td>
<td></td>
<td>“If I use a secure screen lock on my smartphone, it will be too inconvenient because it is hard to remember”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Differences were found between the groups in whether they thought it was too hard to remember a secure screen lock, as shown in Table 4. 42.5% of participants in the original group (median = 3) agreed with this idea, 40% in the subtitled group (median = 2.5), and 45% in the control group (median = 3). In contrast, only 22.5% of participants in the dubbed group (median = 2) and 20% in the customized group (median = 2) agreed with this, or about half as many.

Thus, Hypothesis 4 was supported; the evidence shows the major impact of effective risk communication: both dubbed and customized groups changed their perception of inconvenience (see section 5.2) and came to realize the importance of enabling a secure screen lock on their smartphones.

5.7 Impact of Fear Appeals on Response Efficacy

We assumed that there would be significant differences among the five groups in their ratings of response efficacy (H5a), and that the customized group would have higher ratings of response efficacy than would the other treatment groups, with the control group being lowest (H5b).

In this part, we measured participants’ confidence in performing the recommended behavior of activating one of the screen lock methods and tested Hypothesis 5 by asking five questions. The first question was whether they thought that using a screen lock was a good idea. The second question was whether they thought it was easy to use it on their smartphones. The third question was whether they thought it was too hard to remember. The fourth question was whether they understood the purpose of using the screen lock. The last question was whether they thought a screen lock provided the data on their smartphones. Answers were rated using 5-point Likert scale from (1) = “Strongly disagree” to (5) = “Strongly agree.”
Performing the Kruskal-Wallis test, we found differences among all groups at a significant level, \( p \leq .001 \), for the five questions ((\( H(4) = 48.26 \) with a large effect size, \( \eta^2 = 0.24 \)), \(( H(4) = 47.37 \) with a large effect size, \( \eta^2 = 0.23 \)), \(( H(4) = 51.66 \) with a large effect size, \( \eta^2 = 0.26 \)), \(( H(4) = 56.87 \) with a large effect size, \( \eta^2 = 0.28 \)), and \(( H(4) = 47.40 \) with a large effect size, \( \eta^2 = 0.24 \)), respectively).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Do you think that using a screen lock is a good idea?”</th>
<th>Comparison of Groups (Mean Rank)</th>
<th>Adj. Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (69.6) vs. Dubbed (129.6)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (69.6) vs. Customized (134.4)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (71.5) vs. Dubbed (129.6)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (71.5) vs. Customized (134.4)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtitled (97.3) vs. Customized (134.4)</td>
<td>( .005 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Do you think a screen lock is easy to use on your smartphone?”</th>
<th>Comparison of Groups (Mean Rank)</th>
<th>Adj. Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (69.6) vs. Dubbed (130.9)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (69.6) vs. Customized (137.4)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (78.9) vs. Dubbed (130.9)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (78.9) vs. Customized (137.4)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtitled (88.3) vs. Customized (137.4)</td>
<td>( .006 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Do you understand the purpose of using a screen lock?”</th>
<th>Comparison of Groups (Mean Rank)</th>
<th>Adj. Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (61.4) vs. Dubbed (132.2)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (61.4) vs. Customized (137.1)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (77.6) vs. Dubbed (132.2)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (77.6) vs. Customized (137.1)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtitled (94.2) vs. Customized (137.1)</td>
<td>( .024 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Do you think a screen lock secures your smartphone?”</th>
<th>Comparison of Groups (Mean Rank)</th>
<th>Adj. Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (71.2) vs. Dubbed (130.3)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (71.2) vs. Customized (136.2)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (78.5) vs. Dubbed (130.3)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (78.5) vs. Customized (136.2)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtitled (86.3) vs. Customized (136.2)</td>
<td>( .004 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Do you think a screen lock protects your personal data in your smartphone?”</th>
<th>Comparison of Groups (Mean Rank)</th>
<th>Adj. Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (71.2) vs. Dubbed (130.3)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (71.2) vs. Customized (136.2)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (78.5) vs. Dubbed (130.3)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (78.5) vs. Customized (136.2)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtitled (86.3) vs. Customized (136.2)</td>
<td>( \leq .001 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Post hoc test of the five questions on response efficacy

As shown in Table 5 for the first question, there were significant differences between the groups by performing the Bonferroni multiple comparisons test with adjusted significance and mean rank, as 77.5% of participants in the dubbed group (median = 5), 57.5% in the subtitled group (median = 4), and 82.5% in the customized group (median = 5) agreed with the first question, whereas only 35% of participants in the original group (median = 2) and 30% in the control group (median = 2) agreed, a level lower than the other groups.

We found significant differences between the groups for the second question, as shown in Table 5. 70% of participants in the original group (median = 2), 42.5% in the subtitled group (median = 3), and 65% in the control group (median = 2) thought that it would not be easy to use a screen lock, whereas 75% of participants in the dubbed group (median = 4) and 67.5% in the customized group (median = 4) thought that it would be easy to use.

As shown in Table 5, for the third question, there were significant differences among the groups. In the original (median = 3) and the control group (median = 3), 47.5% and 32.5%, respectively, agreed that the screen lock secured their smartphones, in contrast to 60% of participants in the subtitled group (median = 4), 82.5% in the dubbed group (median = 5), and 87.5% in the customized group (median = 5).

Significant differences were also found among the groups for the fourth question in Table 5. 82.5% of participants in the dubbed group (median = 5) and 85% in the customized group (median = 5) agreed that a screen lock protected their data, in contrast to 60% in the subtitled group (median = 4), 47.5% of participants in the original group (median = 3), and 32% in the control group (median = 3).

These ratings supported the idea that the Saudi-customized video and the Arabic-dubbed video were significantly effective in raising participants’ risk awareness and encouraging them to follow recommended security practices that would benefit them and changed their views about activating a secure screen lock.

5.8 Impact of Fear Appeals on Saudis’ Behavior (Follow-Up)

A week after the initial interview; during the second round of the follow-up study, we contacted participants to see whether they had enabled the screen lock or not. We hypothesized that there would be significant differences among the groups in terms of the percentage of participants who enabled a screen lock (H6a), and that the customized group would have a higher level of participants who enabled a screen lock than the other treatment groups, with the control group being the lowest (H6b).

If participants answered “Yes”, we asked them “What motivated you to enable it?”, “When did you activate it?”, “What is the type of the screen lock?”, and “How was it?” If their answer was “No”, we asked them to tell us their reasons for not employing the screen lock.

In this round, we tested our hypotheses to see who among the treatment groups and the control group had enabled the screen lock. As we had predicted in H6a, the Kruskal-Wallis test (\( H(4) = 39.46, p \leq .001 \)) indicated significant differences among the five groups in terms of the level of participants who enabled the screen locks.
As shown in Table 6, there were significant differences among the groups regarding the enabling of a screen lock. Table 7 shows the number of participants that did and did not enable a screen lock for all groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison of Groups (Mean Rank)</th>
<th>Adj. Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (75) vs. Dubbed (120)</td>
<td>≤ .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (75) vs. Customized (130)</td>
<td>≤ .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (77.5) vs. Dubbed (120)</td>
<td>≤ .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original (77.5) vs. Customized (130)</td>
<td>≤ .001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Post hoc test of participants who did and did not enable a screen lock

Table 7: Number of participants who did and did not enable a screen lock for all groups

5.8.1 Comments from Those Enabling the Screen lock

When we asked participants about their motivation for enabling the screen lock, it revealed the thinking behind their responses. A participant from the original group said, “Graphics show the existence or truth of the meaning of not using screen lock, so I activated it in the same day after our interview.” A participant from the dubbed group reported, “Now that I know the benefits of having a security code to protect my secrets, and I understand how hackers can steal my personal information from my online accounts. However, if the content in the video is written in Arabic, then it will be really clear, especially how to follow the steps of setting up a screen lock for anyone who does not know English. Of course, I activated the pattern on my phone.” A participant from the subtitled group mentioned his motivations, saying, “The privacy examples in this video changed my mind about enabling a secure lock on my phone. I enabled it two days later because I was so busy after our interview.” A participant in the customized group commented that “I became convinced of the risk that my data might get stolen if there was no screen lock. Most of my government transactions are managed by my husband. The most important documents are my bank records sent through WhatsApp messages, which includes my Saudi ID, my passport, and my bank information. Previously, I saw no risk from not locking the screen because my mobile was with me all the time, but after watching the video I learned a lot, and I will send this video to my acquaintances and friends. I activated a screen lock immediately after watching the video.” A participant from the control group said, “I enabled the passcode again after I responded to the questionnaire. The questions made sense and led me to think about it again. After our interview, I enabled it immediately.”

Most of the participants, who enabled screen locking mechanisms, enabled it on the same day. Only six of our participants enabled it on the second day.

The control group stated as the first reason for their motivation that the questionnaire led them to change their locking behavior. Among the treatment groups, the main motivation for enabling the screen lock was the videos that they had watched: The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of participants who were motivated by that reason versus the total number of participants who had activated a screen lock for all motivations: Customized (23/29), Dubbed (22/25), Subtitled (13/17), Original (6/8), and Control (4/7). The second most commonly cited motivation was security and privacy concerns: Customized (4/29), Subtitled (3/17), Dubbed (2/25), Original (2/8), and Control (2/7). Only four participants out of all the groups stated having had a bad experience as a reason for their motivation.

Regarding the type of secure lock method used by members of all the groups, the most commonly used was password/Touc ID (35 participants), followed by pattern (22), PIN (18), fingerprint (17), and other security mechanisms (7). Overall, 58 participants said they found the use of a screen lock convenient, in contrast to the 27 who found it inconvenient.

5.8.2 Comments from Those Not Enabling the Screen Lock

Among the treatment groups and the control group, the stated reason for participants’ not enabling a screen lock on their smartphones was “Forgettable” (28.9%), “Nothing to hide” (25%), “Annoying to use” (16.7%), “Ease-of-use” (15.8%), “Don’t know how to set up” (5.3%). The last chosen was “Another reason” (7.9%), meaning that participants stated a reason not listed, such as this one from the dubbed group: “I and my family use my phone as a personal hotspot for sharing Internet data, and it is annoying to put a screen lock on, especially when someone who trusts you shares your phone.” A participant from the control group noted, “As there are some advanced tools that break the screen lock mechanisms, I am not motivated to use any of them.”

5.9 Ratings for Treatment Groups

The present study investigated the effects of different video designs incorporating fear appeal on four treatment groups (160 participants). The results showed that communicating risk had a positive effect on peoples’ perceptions which led them to change their screen locking behavior and increased their awareness of new security recommendations. The following section evaluates the video used for each treatment group (Customized, Dubbed, Subtitled, and Original).

As shown in Table 8, each treatment group of participants was shown their assigned video and were asked to rate the persuasion, believability, and effectiveness of the video on a scale from (0) “Not at all” to (3) “Very.”

We noticed that the percentages of participants from the customized and the dubbed groups that found the video persuasive, believable, and effective, were higher than the percentages of participants who enabled the screen lock. The main reasons for the different percentages despite their high level of video rating, especially Customized and Dubbed, referred to their reasons for not employing the screen lock.
which were “Forgettable” (Customized: 36.4%, Dubbed: 40%) and “Nothing to hide” (Customized: 27.3%, Dubbed: 33.3%).

We asked participants in the treatment groups what aspects of the video they saw that they liked and did not like. Table 9 shows the good aspect and the bad aspect most chosen by participants in each group.

Spearman’s coefficients were used to verify the correlation of a mutual relationship between participants’ conviction that lock screen was a good idea and those who enabled it among treatment groups. Based on their responses, we found a significant correlation at p ≤ 0.001, as shown in Table 10 (first row). We also verified the correlation of a mutual relationship of persuasive and effectiveness levels on the video with participants who enabled a screen lock on their smartphones at p ≤ 0.001, as shown in Table 10 (second and third row, respectively). This showed the extent to which the video affects the participants, based on their assessment of the level of effectiveness and their conviction, that lead to change their locking behavior.

### 6. DISCUSSION

Through interviewing participants face to face, we were able to record their answers accurately, and we saw their reactions to the video reflected in their responses, especially for those in the treatment groups. It was interesting during our interview to listen to participants’ questions related to our study that went beyond those in our questionnaire. For example, one of the participants from the customized group commented, “If the steps of setting up a screen lock were only printed on paper, it would be easy for people to follow the steps in case they did not watch the video.”

The results of our study showed us that the Saudi customized-video had the most effect on participants’ perceptions, and led them to change their phone-locking behavior. This can be attributed to the video customization, which employed banks that are heavily used in Saudi Arabia, an Arabic scenario in which the victim is deceived via the use of WhatsApp, and Arabic descriptions of how to enable a screen lock for both iOS and Android systems. The Arabic-dubbled video had the second highest level impact. These findings were based on the four axes set forth in the protection motivation theory [42]. In the second round, the follow-up study, depending on the impact of each video, the percentage of Saudi participants who employed the screen lock increased, to 72.5% for the customized group, to 62.5% for the dubbed group, to 42.5% for the subtitled group, and to 20% for the original group. This significant impact is reflected in participants’ answers, especially those of the customized group and the dubbed group. Despite the impact of the videos on participants’ locking behavior, however, 7 participants from the customized group and 11 participants from the dubbed group did not enable the screen lock, stating that the main reason they did not do so was either that the phone locking process was “Forgettable” or that they had “Nothing to hide.”

Among the subtitled group, participants’ responses to fear appeal questions varied. Our findings showed that this video was effective in a simple proportion. It was proven that the percentage of Saudi participants in the subtitled group who did not enable the screen lock was 57.5%, which was higher than the percentage of those who enabled it (42.5%). The extent of this simple effect was reflected in participants’ answers. Those who did not enable the screen lock chose “Don’t know how to set up a screen lock for iPhone” and “I did not understand the video’s content.” Participants who did not like the video’s content complained that they did not understand the activation process because they focused on the video’s graphics instead of on the Arabic captions.

Moreover, we found that the original video was only minimally effective in changing Saudis’ locking behavior, as only 20% of our participants enabled their phone locks, compared 50% of the participants in the original study. It was clear from their responses that our treatment group who watched the original video had difficulties with the English dialogue, even though the graphics were simple. We noticed that responses from our original treatment group were very close to those of the control group, and we believe the reason was a lack of understanding of the video’s content. Their comments also bear witness to the video’s ineffectiveness; for example, “I trust all people around me who use my phone and I do not expect they will steal my personal information,” and “Because of my age, I always forget what the password is and I do not know how to set up a screen lock.” These comments can be compared to those of participants from the control group, such as “I spend all my time using my phone, and it makes me so nervous each time I unlock my screen and the number of times I get confused especially in public places that I will not use it” and “As there are some advanced tools that break the screen lock, I am not motivated to use any screen lock mechanism.”

Factors that participants identified as contributing to the effectiveness of a video and as making a positive impression were related to language, customized applications, and clearing up misconceptions about the purpose of phone locks. The factors are related to the perceptions that hindered them from enabling a screen lock on their smartphones. The last factor we noticed was misconceptions about the purpose of phone locks, which appeared clearly in participants’ reasons for not locking the screen and their view of people using the locked screen before they had watched a video (Section 5.2).

### 7. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

During our research before the first round of the main study, we faced several limitations. The hardest challenge we faced was the time required to search for participants who met the criteria in this study and to interview them individually. Additionally, the researcher recorded responses to the Arabic questionnaires that were given to participants, especially to the elderly.

Based on the sample numbers of the Saudi population, it is important to test for the age factor within the sample. For
example, Alkhunaizan et al. [15] investigated the effects of mobile commerce acceptance among the Saudi population based on three factors: gender, age, and education. They found that the age factor significantly impacted mobile usage, indicating that further study of a larger sample in Saudi Arabia is needed to test the impact of age on the effectiveness of communicating risk to change behaviors.

Moreover, the native language of Saudis is Arabic; for example, when the original group and the subtitled group watched the video, most participants expressed that they did not understand the dialogue. However, some of them were able to understand via the graphics the consequences of not enabling screen lock. It is important to study social, cultural, and linguistic factors that motivate participants to change their behavior.

This study has proven the effectiveness of the customized video and the dubbed video in changing users’ locking behavior and leading them to follow the recommended procedures to reduce risks. We found that, when we asked Saudi participants their initial reasons why people use a screen lock, the majority of their responses indicated they held a misconception about the reasons. After they watched the video, they changed their locking behavior. It is be good to conduct a similar study among the Saudi population dealing with cybercrime (e.g., blackmail) and to monitor the most important factors extracted from the data.

8. CONCLUSION
With the increase of cybercrime in Saudi Arabia, people have to be conscious of possible threats to their personal data if they do not follow security advice. We presented a replication of the study by Albayram et al. [14] on the Saudi population of smartphone users, and we extended the investigation of the effectiveness of several fear appeal video designs that fit Saudis’ perceptions of locking behavior.

As a result of comparisons among the four treatment groups and the control group, we found that the most effective video among the treatment groups was the Saudi-customized video, as 72.5% of that group’s participants enabled screen lock, and 92.5% rated this video as effective. The customized video included the Saudi-specific factors as described above in Section 4.1. The condition having the second-highest level of the effectiveness was the dubbed video, as 62.5% of that group’s participants enabled their screen locks, and 82.5% rated this video as effective. After that came the original video with Arabic captions, as 42.5% of that group’s participants enabled their screen locks, and 40% of them rated this video as effective. The least effective video was the original video for our Saudi original treatment group, as only 20% of that group’s participants enabled their screen locks, and only 15% rated the video as effective, compared to the treatment group in the original study conducted in the U.S., where 50% of participants enabled their screen locks. In contrast, among the control group that was not shown any video, 17.5% enabled screen their locks, which was similar to the 21% who did so among the control group in the original U.S. study.

The participants’ initial highest reason for not using their screen locks in all five groups was “Annoying to use” (30%); however, in the second round of the follow-up study, the highest-ranking reason changed to “Forgettable/Mental burden” (28.9%), but only for those who did not enable the screen lock on their smartphones. Finally, based on the impact of the fear appeal videos, the effectiveness of the Saudi-customized video showed that communicating risk had a significant effect on Saudis’ perceptions that led them to change their locking behavior and to increase their awareness of the importance of following security recommendations.
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APPENDIX

A. CUSTOMIZED-VIDEO TRANSCRIPT

B. ARABIC QUESTIONER
First Round of the Main Study

Online security behavior Questions (3 questions)

Q1. هل تعبر بالقلق في حالة تعرض حسابك على الإنترنت للخطر، أو الاستيلاء عليه؟
   - نعم
   - لا

Q2. هل تعبر بالقلق حول أول استخدامات الإنترنت
   - نعم
   - لا

Q3. هل تستخدم برامج الحماية ضد الفيروسات في جوالك؟
   - نعم
   - لا

Reasons for Not Using Lock Screen (2 questions)

Q1. لماذا لا تستخدم قفل الشاشة؟
   - لا يعكر أداء الجهاز
   - لعدم رغبة
   - لعدم القدرة على الوصول إليه
   - لعدم الحاجة

Video Evaluation (7 questions)

Q1. ما هو مستوى نظام التشغيل المستخدم في هذا الفيديو؟
   - أ. غير محدد
   - ب. iOS
   - ج. Android

Q2. ما هو مستوى التحقق من هذا الفيديو؟
   - أ. غير متقدم
   - ب. متوسط
   - ج. دقيق

Q3. ما هو مستوى التشفير في هذا الفيديو؟
   - أ. غير متوفر
   - ب. متوسط
   - ج. قوي

Q4. هل الفيديو يحتوي على إعدادات للتحرير؟
   - نعم
   - لا

Q5. هل الفيديو يحتوي على إعدادات للحماية؟
   - نعم
   - لا

Q6. ما اسم الفيديو؟
   - إسم الفيديو

Q7. هل الفيديو يحتوي على إعدادات للمشاركة؟
   - نعم
   - لا

Saudi background Questions (5 questions)

Q1. نوع الجنس
   - أ. ذكر
   - ب. أنثى

Q2. عمرك متوسط
   - أ. قبل 20 سنة
   - ب. 20-30 سنة
   - ج. 30-40 سنة

Q3. مستوى التعليم
   - أ. لغات (غير يأتي)
   - ب. متقدم
   - ج. عام

Q4. ماهية اللغة التي تتيك
   - أ. العربي
   - ب. الإنجليزية
   - ج. كلاهما

Q5. احتراف
   - أ. غير محدد
   - ب. مستقل
   - ج. عامل

Saudi smartphone usage behavior Questions (5 questions)

Q1. ما هو نظام التشغيل المستخدم في جوالك؟
   - أ. iOS
   - ب. Android

Q2. أقدر عدد الساعات التي تستخدم الهاتف الذكي خلال اليوم
   - أ. بين 2-3 ساعات
   - ب. بين 4-5 ساعات
   - ج. أكثر من 5 ساعات

Q3. كم عدد التطبيقات تم تثبيتها في جوالك
   - أ. 3-4
   - ب. 6-8
   - ج. أكثر من 8

Q4. أقدر عدد التطبيقات التي يتم فيها استخدام تطبيقات الجوال (مندات شاشة، والصابون ...)
   - أ. 0-1
   - ب. 2-3
   - ج. أكثر من 3

Q5. ما تطبيقات التي تستخدمها يوميًّا
   - أ. ألعاب
   - ب. تطبيقات تعلم
   - ج. تطبيقات تواصل
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### Effect of Fear Appeal on Perceived Data Value (2 questions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Option 1</th>
<th>Option 2</th>
<th>Option 3</th>
<th>Option 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Effect of Fear Appeal on Security and Privacy Concerns (3 questions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Option 1</th>
<th>Option 2</th>
<th>Option 3</th>
<th>Option 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Effect of Fear Appeal on perceived severity and risk awareness (3 questions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Option 1</th>
<th>Option 2</th>
<th>Option 3</th>
<th>Option 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Effect of Fear Appeal on Response Cost (3 questions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Option 1</th>
<th>Option 2</th>
<th>Option 3</th>
<th>Option 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Second Round of the Follow up Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Option 1</th>
<th>Option 2</th>
<th>Option 3</th>
<th>Option 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Effect of Fear Appeal on Response Efficacy (5 questions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Option 1</th>
<th>Option 2</th>
<th>Option 3</th>
<th>Option 4</th>
<th>Option 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT
The security guarantees of secure messaging applications are contingent upon users performing an authentication ceremony, which typically involves verifying the fingerprints of encryption keys. However, recent lab studies have shown that users are unable to do this without being told in advance about the ceremony and its importance. A recent study showed that even with this instruction, the time it takes users to find and complete the ceremony is excessively long—about 11 minutes. To remedy these problems, we modified Signal to include prompts for the ceremony and also simplified the ceremony itself. To gauge the effect of these changes, we conducted a between-subject user study involving 30 pairs of participants. Our study methodology includes no user training and only a small performance bonus to encourage the secure behavior. Our results show that users are able to both find and complete the ceremony more quickly in our new version of Signal. Despite these improvements, many users are still unsure or confused about the purpose of the authentication ceremony. We discuss the need for better risk communication and methods to promote trust.

1. INTRODUCTION
Numerous secure messaging applications [18] have been developed to provide end-to-end encryption for personal communication. These applications typically automate the encryption process as much as possible, in order to provide a simpler experience for their users. However, the confidentiality provided by these applications relies on the integrity of its central servers, which exchange users’ public keys automatically. To protect against a man-in-the-middle attack, either through compromise of the server or other means, users need to verify the exchanged keys with their conversation partners. This is typically done by comparing a fingerprint of the public keys. We refer to this verification process as the authentication ceremony, and variations of it have been adopted widely in secure messaging applications.

Research using lab studies has reported that users have difficulty performing the authentication ceremony within secure messaging applications [4], and this makes them susceptible to attack [14]. Two recent papers demonstrated that with some instruction about the ceremony itself [8] or the importance of comparing keys [20], users can successfully find and use the authentication ceremony. However, users still took an inordinate amount of time—over 11 minutes on average—to find and complete the ceremony [20].

In this paper we examine whether opinionated design can make it easier for users to find and perform the authentication ceremony, without relying on instruction about the importance of the ceremony or providing any details about how the ceremony works. Our use of opinionated design is inspired by work on the security indicators for the Chrome browser [6], which led to greater adherence to SSL warnings, but not necessarily greater comprehension. We apply opinionated design to the Signal messaging application, seeking to make the minimal set of changes needed to encourage users to find and perform the ceremony. Our design principles follow recommendations from Schröder et al. [14] in their study of the Signal application. We seek to improve both adherence and performance with respect to finding and using the authentication ceremony, with comprehension a secondary goal. We use Signal because it is open source and because it has been at the forefront of this space, having pioneered the Signal protocol that is also used in WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Allo, and Skype.

To test the effectiveness of our design, we created two modifications of Signal, which we label Modification 1 and Modification 2. Modification 1 focuses only on helping users find the authentication ceremony, and the ceremony itself is unchanged. Comparing this version to the original version of Signal enables us to test whether it leads to greater adherence, while also providing a baseline for performance with the original ceremony. Modification 2 incorporates all the changes from the first, and also updates the authentication ceremony to make it easier to use. Comparing Modification 2 to Modification 1 enables us to test for differences in performance among the two authentication ceremonies. We used a between-subject lab study to evaluate the impact of these modifications. We encouraged participants to be security minded by promising them a small monetary bonus. We then observed participant actions, measured their accuracy and time to complete the task, and conducted interviews to
understand their comprehension of the ceremony and their opinions regarding the ceremony.

Our findings include:

- Our modifications of the Signal use interface led to 90% of participants finding the authentication ceremony on their own, combining results for Modification 1 and 2. These modifications included visual cues in the Signal conversation screens to indicate the authentication status of users’ contacts, with accompanying actions to initiate the authentication ceremony. Most participants found the authentication ceremony in less than a minute, often within a few seconds. This is compared to a 25% discovery rate for the authentication ceremony among those who used the original version of Signal.

- Our redesigned authentication ceremony was successfully completed by 90% of participants who used Modification 2, as compared to 30% for the original ceremony in Modification 1. The new ceremony clearly separates a QR-code method (for in-person authentication) from a phone call method (when contacts are not in the same location), and uses an in-app phone call modeled after Viber’s ceremony. The median time to complete the new authentication ceremony was 2 minutes, as compared to 7 minutes for the few who actually completed the original authentication ceremony.

- Our use of opinionated design, combined with an incentive to be security-minded, resulted in equal or better results than the study by Vaziripour et. al [20], which relied on directly instructing users about the importance of comparing keys. The success rate of 90% is better than the 78% who were successful across all participants and applications in their work, and comparable to the 96% success rate they saw with Viber. Moreover, the time to find the ceremony and complete the ceremony in our modifications (less than a minute, median of 2 minutes) is much lower than in their work (3.5 minutes and 7.8 minutes, respectively).

- Comprehension of the purpose of the ceremony is mixed. Many users associate the ceremony with authentication and confidentiality, but express doubts about their answers. Others clearly do not know what the purpose of the ceremony is. Likewise, while many users express trust in Signal, with further probing many indicate a lack of knowledge or experience to really know if they should trust it. When the purpose of the authentication ceremony is explained to participants, they mostly express a desire to use it, though one third would only use it for some content or with some contacts. This leaves room for future work to further improve the authentication ceremony.

Artifacts: We have created a companion website at https://action.internet.byu.edu that provides the source code, study materials, and data.

2. RELATED WORK

The usability of the authentication ceremony for secure messaging applications is a relatively new topic in the field of usable security. To the best of our knowledge, there are currently only five papers focused on this topic [20, 14, 4, 8, 1]. The common conclusion of these works is that users are vulnerable to attacks and cannot locate or perform the authentication ceremony without sufficient instruction. This is largely due to users’ incomplete mental model of threats and usability problems within secure messaging applications.

Our work has been inspired by one of the most recent studies on the usability of the authentication ceremony in secure messaging applications by Vaziripour et al. [20]. In this work, the authors studied users’ ability to locate and perform the authentication ceremony in WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, and Viber. The first phase of this work instructed participants about potential threats, while the second phase added instruction concerning the necessity of the authentication ceremony. From the first to the second phase, the average ceremony success rate increased from 14% to 79%. It took users, on average, over 3 minutes to find the authentication ceremony and over 7.5 minutes to complete it when they succeeded in the second phase. We borrow some of the methodology from this work.

Our Signal modifications are informed by recommendations from a paper by Schröder et al. that studied the usability of Signal under attack conditions. This study revealed that security experts also are susceptible to man-in-the-middle attacks due to usability problems and incomplete mental models of security. Only seven out of 28 (25%) expert participants successfully authenticated their conversation partners [14]. Asal et. al. asked 20 participants to complete authentication by available methods (fingerprint, shared secret, and QR code) in ChatSecure. Herzberg and Leibowitz showed in their study that the majority of users fail to perform the authentication ceremony, and that successes were difficult and time-consuming, even when participants were taught how to authenticate [8]. Abu-Salma et. al. conducted a usability study on Telegram to show that the UI was a source of confusion when performing the authentication ceremony [1].

There are several works on the usability of the verification mechanism itself. Shirvianian et al. studied key verification performance by users performing authentication on remote and local conversation partners. They showed that users perform poorly under most key verification methods, especially in the remote case [15]. Independent of a particular application, Tan et. al. compared eight representations of authentication material, including textual and graphical representations, with varying degrees of structure, in a simulated attack scenario [17]. They showed that graphical representations were relatively more susceptible to attack but were easy to use, and comparison of graphical forms was quick. Dechand et al. studied textual key verification methods, finding that users are more resistant to attacks when using sentence-based encoding as compared to hexadecimal, alphanumeric, or numeric representations [5]. Sentence-based encoding rated high on usability but low on trustworthiness on a post-study Likert scale.

Another important aspect of our work is the qualitative analysis of users’ comments and thinking process to inspect their decision-making processes. A study by Google shows that redesign of Chrome’s SSL warnings to promote safe decisions resulted in 30% more users making correct decisions, but found that user comprehension of threats remained low. The authors hypothesized that if users understood the risks better, they would not ignore warnings. [6]. Cormac Herley calculated that the economic cost of time users spend on
We began by creating visual mockups of our modifications to Signal’s interface that would employ three of our target design principles. In particular, we provided visual cues to the Signal conversation screens to indicate the verification status of users’ contacts, with accompanying actions to initiate the authentication ceremony. Signal already employs a rudimentary indication of verification status in the form of a (hardly noticeable) checkmark under the names of verified contacts, but this is not easily associated with verification status and nothing is shown in the case where a user has not yet verified a contact. We were also careful not to overstate vulnerabilities in our visual cues, in line with recommendations from Sasse [13]. We showed these mockups to 40 university students to gather feedback for various designs, which varied in their use of icons, colors, phrasing, and position of verification status cues and options. We settled on the design as shown because it performed best in our mockups and provided clear warnings. We also used the Signal color scheme and terminology (e.g., safety number) for consistency with the original version. Next, we performed a cognitive walkthrough on the modified application to make sure the language used in the interface was clear. Once we were confident in our design, we made the necessary modifications to Signal to implement it. These changes comprise our first modification of Signal (Modification 1).

Our second modification of Signal (Modification 2) incorporated all of the changes of the first, but added a set of instructions for users to follow that streamline the authentication ceremony process. In a study by Vaziripour et al. [20], users were more successful performing the authentication ceremony in Viber, and did so in less time compared to other apps. We hypothesize that this was due to Viber providing an in-app phone call that presented encryption keys to users for verification on the same screen. Accordingly, we separate the QR code and phone call verification options in Signal, provide in-app functionality for verification phone calls, and incorporate guiding dialogue to successfully perform verification in each scenario. To develop this second variant of Signal, we conducted a set of pilot studies. We learned that users expect to be able to scan the QR code on each other’s phone simultaneously, which could not be done using the original version of Signal. As a result, we modified the application to use a new dual camera/QR code screen.

### Table 1: Description of our application of Schröder’s design principle recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Principle</th>
<th>Modification 1</th>
<th>Modification 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of security status of conversations</td>
<td>Added verification status in conversation list and view (Figures 2a, 2b)</td>
<td>Same as Modification 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensible instructions for recommended actions</td>
<td>Added instruction to visit verification screen via button (Figure 2b)</td>
<td>Same as Modification 1 + Separate in-person and remote authentication walkthroughs (Figures 3, 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear risk communication</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Inform users of additional actions needed to secure conversations (Figures 3a, 4d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easily accessible verification</td>
<td>Clickable action bar in conversations (Figure 2b)</td>
<td>Same as Modification 1 + Clickable action bar in conversations (Figure 3a) and walkthrough (Figures 3, 4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. MODIFYING SIGNAL

Schröder et al. found several problems with the usability of Signal under attack conditions [14]. They recommend four design principles to overcome these obstacles: awareness of conversation security status, comprehensible instructions for recommended actions, clear risk communication, and easily accessible verification. We applied these principles to redesigning the Signal application and evaluated their effect with a user study. Table 1 outlines our modifications and how they correspond to Schröder’s recommendations. We created custom implementations of both the iOS and Android versions of Signal with these changes.

We began by creating visual mockups of our modifications to Signal’s interface that would employ three of our target design principles. In particular, we provided visual cues to the Signal conversation screens to indicate the verification status of users’ contacts, with accompanying actions to initiate the authentication ceremony. Signal already employs a rudimentary indication of verification status in the form of a (hardly noticeable) checkmark under the names of verified contacts, but this is not easily associated with verification status and nothing is shown in the case where a user has not yet verified a contact. We were also careful not to overstate vulnerabilities in our visual cues, in line with recommendations from Sasse [13]. We showed these mockups to 40 university students to gather feedback for various designs, which varied in their use of icons, colors, phrasing, and position of verification status cues and options. We settled on the design as shown because it performed best in our mockups and provided clear warnings. We also used the Signal color scheme and terminology (e.g., safety number) for consistency with the original version. Next, we performed a cognitive walkthrough on the modified application to make sure the language used in the interface was clear. Once we were confident in our design, we made the necessary modifications to Signal to implement it. These changes comprise our first modification of Signal (Modification 1).
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expected to toggle a UI switch captioned verified, also shown in Figure 1c, to indicate that they manually verified the numbers to be identical. If users choose to scan the QR code and the result is a successful match, the verified switch is changed automatically. Next to the name of verified contacts, the interface places a check mark, shown in Figure 1d, which confirms that the contact has been verified and can be trusted to have a secure conversation with, through the Signal application.

If the encryption keys change for this contact, due to reinstalling the application or a man-in-the-middle attack, users will be prompted to redo the verification process.

3.2 Modification 1
Modification 1 was designed to facilitate the process of finding the authentication ceremony. Users are prompted to perform the authentication ceremony in two locations, as shown in Figure 2. First, in the list of contacts, shown in Figure 2a, any unverified contact has a warning tag indicating Action Needed. We also replaced the profile image of unverified contacts with a warning icon until they are verified. Second, in the conversation view depicted in Figure 2b, if the contact is not verified, the bottom of the screen contains a red warning banner with the text Action needed! Click to verify your safety numbers. If users notice the red warnings and press either of them, they are directed to the original authentication ceremony screen, shown in Figure 2c. After successful verification, a check mark appears next to the contact name, the red warning band disappears, and each are replaced by a blue message which indicates that the contact has been verified. This text for a conversation window is shown in Figure 2d. The profile image of this contact also shown in favor of the alert icon. Note that in this version users still use the original authentication ceremony.

3.3 Modification 2
Our second variant of Signal, Modification 2, was designed to reduce the time required to perform the authentication ceremony. We also attempted to enhance participant under-
standing of the purpose of the ceremony, while not necessarily understanding the details of its inner workings.

We separated the two options of scanning the QR code and verifying the safety numbers. Figure 3 and 4 show these modifications. When users press the red warning within the conversation windows, a small dialog appears, shown in Figure 3a, informing users that the verification is necessary for the security of their conversation. They are given two choices of performing the authentication: over a free phone call (via Signal) or in person (QR code scan).

If users choose to verify the safety number in person, as shown in Figure 3, they will be directed to the screen shown in Figure 3b, with the camera activated. In this screen, the local QR code is also shown, allowing the user and his/her contact to scan and verify the safety numbers simultaneously. If the authentication fails, users are given another chance to scan the correct QR code, shown in Figure 3c.

If users instead choose to verify the safety number over a phone call, they will be informed that the call will be free, shown in Figure 4b. We modified the call screen such that immediately after initiating the phone call, users see their safety number with a very brief instruction, shown in Figure 4c. Users are expected to read their safety numbers and ensure they have an identical sequence of numbers. We use a phone call from within Signal because this allows users to see the safety numbers while making a call. Afterward, users press the Mark as verified button (iOS) or flip the toggle (Android).

We noticed during pilot studies that users lacked feedback after a successful verification. As a result, contacts who have been verified by the user have a Verified tag next to their names in the conversation list, instead of an Action needed tag. In addition, the profile image is loaded. During the pilot studies we noticed that users also need feedback to make sure they completed the ceremony correctly, so we created a short congratulation message, shown in Figures 3d and 4d.
4. METHODOLOGY
We conducted an IRB-approved, between-subject user study, examining how participant pairs locate and complete the authentication ceremony across three versions of the Signal secure messaging application. These three versions are the current version of Signal, Modification 1 (with changes to prompt the user to find the authentication ceremony), and Modification 2 (with additional changes to improve the usability of the authentication ceremony). Our study materials are shown in Appendix A.

In the study, we asked participants to complete a scenario wherein one participant needed to send a credit card number to the other participant. The base pay for the study was $7 per participant, with a $3 bonus if they performed the task safely. To avoid any hurt feelings, all participants were given the bonus, but in our observations the bonus served to sufficiently motivate participants to act securely.

We also wanted to test whether we followed Krug’s first law of usability—Don’t make me think! [10]. Thus, we did not provide participants with any instructions on the necessity of performing the authentication (in contrast to [20]), nor did we give them instructions on how to find or complete the authentication ceremony. We gave each participant a time limit of 10 minutes to complete the task, though they were not aware of this limit in advance.

To test each version of Signal equally, we assigned each pair of participants to one of the versions in a round robin manner. Prior to conducting the study a power analysis (described in Appendix A) indicated we needed 10 pairs of participants for each version. During the study subjects installed and used the Signal version to be evaluated on their own mobile devices. The original version of Signal was retrieved from the relevant official app stores for iOS and Android. We uploaded the Android versions of Modification 1 and Modification 2 to Google Play, and we used TestFlight for evaluating our Signal modifications on iOS.

4.1 Task design
In each experiment, the task provided to participants was as follows:

You left your credit card at home! You are going to be using the Signal app to ask your friend to send you the credit card number.

This is the message you should send to your friend:

“Hi! Can you send me my credit card number? I left my card on my desk at home.”

You can both earn a bonus of $3 for this study if you make sure that nobody can steal this information while your friend is sending it.

Participant B was instructed similarly:

Your friend is going to use the Signal app to ask you for their credit card number. Use the credit card given to you by the study coordinator.

You can both earn a bonus of $3 for this study if you make sure that nobody can steal this information while you’re sending it.

Despite a difference in roles, our intention was for both participants to complete the authentication ceremony. Participants were instructed to “talk aloud” as they performed the task, explaining their observations, actions, and reasoning.

Participants failed the task if they sent the credit card number before performing the authentication ceremony correctly, or ten minutes elapsed before completion of the task. In failure cases, participants still performed post-task duties such as responding to questionnaires and interview questions.

During the study, the coordinators checked whether participants had performed the authentication ceremony correctly. If the participants were successful, the coordinators recorded the method used (QR code or comparing the fingerprints verbally in a phone call). If the participants were not successful, the coordinators recorded the reason why.

4.2 Study questionnaire
Participants used a web-based Qualtrics survey on a laptop during the study. This survey both recorded participant answers to various questions both before and after the task, and also briefed them on the task itself. The survey contained:

- A standard set of demographic questions.
- A description of the primary study task, involving the exchange of a credit card number.
- A question asking if the participant trusted Signal to be secure, followed by an open-response question to explain the answer.
- A question asking if the participant believed they had exchanged the credit card number safely, followed by a free-response question to explain the answer.
- A question asking if the participant had seen the authentication ceremony screen (depicted by a screenshot in the survey) during the task. If so, the survey asked the participant several followup questions.
- A question asking if the participant trusted Signal to be secure, followed by an open-response question to explain the answer.
- A question asking if the participant had previously used secure messaging applications to send sensitive information, and the nature of that information.
- A question asking if the participant trusted Signal to be secure, followed by an open-response question to explain the answer.
- A question to rank participant knowledge of computer security.

4.3 Post-study interview
At the conclusion of each study, the coordinators verbally asked each individual participant the following questions:

- We asked participants what features they were looking for to aid in accomplishing the task. This provided us with insight into reasons for success and failure.
- We showed participants how to find the authentication ceremony and asked them to explain how they thought this ceremony helped them (or would have helped them) accomplish the task.
- We asked participants whether they were willing to perform the authentication ceremony before exchanging information with their friends in the future.
We recorded the audio of each study and transcribed the post-study interviews. To analyze the data for open-response questions in the survey and interviews, two authors coded the data together using conventional content analysis. Any disagreements were resolved via discussion. First, we reviewed qualitative comments phrase-by-phrase and word-by-word to assign codes that classified users’ comments with regards to a particular topic. Then, we used the constant comparative method to group codes into concepts and organized related categories by merging related codes.

4.4 Study recruitment and design

We recruited pairs of participants on our campus, telling them that each person needed to bring a friend, and that both participants needed to have smartphones. Recruitment proceeded from November 14, 2017, to January 28, 2018, with 41 unique participant pairs recruited in total: 10 pairs for testing each version, eight pairs for pilot studies, and three pairs for replacement. We had to replace the data for three studies, two because the participants had participated in similar studies recently and one because a participant’s device had security software that warned them against using our modified version of Signal.

When participants arrived for their scheduled appointment, we presented them with the requisite forms for consent and compensation. We instructed them to download and install the Signal application being tested. We then read them a brief introduction describing the study conditions and their rights as study participants. We informed them that they would be placed in separate rooms. We also informed participants that a study coordinator would be with them at all times and would answer any questions they might have. We let participants choose the study coordinator they would be comfortable working with.

We led the participants to their respective rooms, initiated audio recording, and instructed them to begin the survey. Throughout the study, coordinators were available to answer general questions but were careful not to provide any instructions that would aid in the use of the applications. Sometimes, participants asked if they could meet, and we told them they could. The nature of the scenario led most participants to assume they would not meet.

4.5 Limitations

The scenario gave participants to exchange a credit card number included telling participants to make sure that no one could steal their information. This caused confusion in one case, when the participants made a phone call through the app in order to perform the authentication ceremony, when they noticed that they could use the same phone call to exchange the credit card number. It may be better to create a scenario where users first validate the safety numbers, or if they failed to locate and verify safety numbers, or if they failed to locate and validate safety numbers within ten minutes of launching the application. Participants who completed the ceremony compared their safety numbers by either scanning the QR code or by comparing the numbers over a phone call. We recorded a failure when participants transmitted sensitive data before verifying safety numbers, or if they failed to locate and validate safety numbers within ten minutes of launching the application. We also asked participants whether they felt they had safely exchanged the credit card number. Success and failure reports from both participants and the study coordinators are shown in Table 2.

Half of the participants who used the original Signal, and the majority of participants who used the modified versions, believed that they completed the task safely. However, none of the participants who used the original Signal version successfully performed the authentication ceremony. Only five participants even located the screen where safety numbers were displayed. In one of these cases, the participant ignored the instructions on the screen and simply pressed the Mark as verified button. In the other cases, participants ignored the screen entirely and immediately dismissed it. Participants tried several methods to deliver the message securely, including using various forms of primitive coding (e.g., developing their own substitution cipher), or enabling Signal’s message impermanence feature.
Table 2: Did the participants safely exchange the credit card number?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Not sure</th>
<th>QR code</th>
<th>Phone call</th>
<th>Not found</th>
<th>Ignored</th>
<th>Toggled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification 1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification 2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Median time, in minutes, for finding and using the authentication ceremony.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Time to locate authentication ceremony</th>
<th>Time to complete authentication</th>
<th>Time to complete the task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification 1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification 2</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All of the participants who used Modification 1 located the authentication ceremony screen, a large increase over the original Signal. However, while six participants correctly verified their safety numbers, the remaining 14 did not. Two of these latter participants ignored the screen and dismissed it, and the other 12 simply toggled the Mark as verified switch without comparing numbers. In successful cases, participants met to scan the QR code on each other’s phone and in one case they wrote the safety numbers on paper and then made a phone call to verify them. We also notice that under this version of Signal, nearly all of the participants (18) believed they had safely performed the task. Only one of the participants who toggled the switch claimed to be unsure about the safety of the exchange.

Participant performance with Modification 2 was drastically better when compared to both the original Signal and Modification 1. Under Modification 2, 18 (90%) participants successfully performed the authentication ceremony, all of whom elected to do it over a phone call. The two failures were from the same pair of participants. In this case, Participant A erroneously informed his partner that the information had been transmitted safely, which caused Participant B to abandon his viewing of the authentication ceremony. However, Participant B did note that he was unsure the information was transferred safely in the post-task survey.

To test whether there are any differences between the versions of Signal, we used Cochran’s Q test. We found that the success rate was statistically different for the applications ($\chi^2(2) = 27.11, p<.0005$). We then ran Barnard’s exact test to find the significant differences among the pairs of applications. This test shows the differences among all the pairs are significant (Signal vs. Modification 1, $p = 0.0165$; Signal vs. Modification 2, $p = 1.15E-05$; Modification 1 vs. Modification 2, $p = 0.0163$).

5.2 Timing

The study coordinators timed each of participants and obtained three metrics, all with a granularity of minutes. First, the time required to locate the authentication ceremony was measured from the time that participants launch the application to the time where they first find the screen wherein the safety numbers reside. Second, the time for authentication completion was measured from the time users find the safety number screen to the time they verify their partner’s safety number matches their own. Third, task completion time was measured from the time participants launch the application to the time they send (or receive) the credit card number from their partner.

Table 3 shows median times for each of the discussed metrics. For studies involving Modification 1, no one performed the authentication; thus we did not include this data in the table. In all of the studies with Modification 1 and Modification 2, all participants except for two discovered the authentication ceremony in less than 1 minute, with many taking just a few seconds. For the original version, only 5 (25%) of the participants found the screen, with a median of 3.5 minutes. Note the average discovery time in [20] was 3.2 minutes.

Participants correctly performed the authentication ceremony in 3 out of the 10 experiments with Modification 1, taking a median of 7 minutes. Participants correctly performed the authentication ceremony in 9 out of the 10 experiments with Modification 2, finishing in a median of 2 minutes. Note that the average time to complete the ceremony in [20] was 7.8 minutes.

For finding the ceremony, a two-tailed, two-sample t-test with equal variance shows there is no significant difference between Modification 1 and Modification 2 ($p=0.484$, 95% CI: $[-0.37, 0.759]$ minutes). This is expected since the interfaces for finding the ceremony are identical in these two versions. For completing the authentication ceremony, a two-tailed, two-sample t-test with equal variance shows there is a significant difference between Modification 1 and Modification 2 ($p=7.849E-05$, 95% CI: $[1.937, 6.16]$ minutes).

5.3 Usability

We asked participants who found the authentication ceremony to rank the usability of the ceremony on a five-point Likert scale, from Extremely easy to Extremely difficult. Table 4 shows the participant responses to this question. No one reported the task as extremely difficult and the majority of participants found it easy or somewhat easy to work with the authentication ceremony.

Note that the one who ranked the ceremony in the original Signal as Extremely easy to use simply toggled the Mark as verified switch. Of the nine participants using Modification 1 who reported it was extremely easy for them to use the ceremony, 5 either ignored it or toggled the Mark as verified switch.
switch, with the rest successfully completing the ceremony. All of the participants using Modification 2 saw the authentication ceremony screen and the majority believed it was easy to use. Because many of the participants either didn’t use the ceremony or didn’t complete it properly, we didn’t run any statistical comparisons among the different versions.

We also asked these same participants what they liked or disliked about verifying their safety number, in an open-response question. Interestingly, some users felt the length of the safety numbers improved the security of the task, while others felt they were too long or hard to keep track of. This is well illustrated by the comment from one participant who used Modification 2:

“I liked that it came up on the middle of the phone call screen rather than being sent through a text message that I would have to pull up during the conversation. There were a lot of numbers, which could be hard to keep track of if you were reading them over the phone, but the amount of numbers ensures greater safety.”

The confusion regarding the original authentication ceremony is well illustrated by this comment from a participant who used Modification 1:

“I was a little confused at first and I wondered if we needed to be in the same room to scan the QR code to make sure our conversation was secure. At the bottom it just asked if I could switch the conversation to verified and so I did.”

Another participant who used Modification 2 stated: “I liked how the numbers were large and visible but I didn’t like that the numbers had to be read on speaker phone so everyone could have heard them. This indicated some confusion about the role that safety numbers play in securing the conversation.

Note that we didn’t make any statistical comparisons for this or other qualitative data in the paper. Our qualitative data is noisy, meaning some users may not have offered all their reasoning in a particular answer, while other users gave multiple reasons and were coded into multiple categories. In addition, because of a large number of categories, the values of many cells in the tables are small. These factors make statistical comparisons problematic.

### 5.4 Comprehension

During the post-task survey we also asked participants who found the authentication ceremony what they thought the screen did. Overall, 43 out of 60 participants answered this question. We also showed the screen to participants during the interview portion of the study, asking them how they thought the screen helped them with the task. We coded this data, with the results shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Survey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Didn’t know</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Interview</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Didn’t know</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Coded responses to: (A) “What does this screen do?” (shown if they saw the ceremony during the study), (B) “How does this screen help you to accomplish the task?”

Many participants believed the authentication ceremony was involved with either authentication or confidentiality. Typically when mentioning authentication they discussed making sure they were talking to the right person and not an impostor. Some participants indicated a good level of understanding. For example, one participant who used Modification 2 said:

“That made sure that you weren’t talking to someone pretending to be your friend or someone who had hacked her number and was answering the phone for her. Because there was not picture of her, no live stream video. So it could have been someone that sounded like her really closely. So I think that’s what the numbers did...If numbers didn’t match. It would mean that I would send him a message, and then his phone would try to unencrypt it, and it would just get garbage information.”

A participant who scanned QR codes with Modification 1 said:

“I think it helps, that, there were so many of them that its hard to replicate so I don’t think that it would be easy for someone to just steal them or come up with them and so, cause there were enough of them that when I saw that (A) had all the same ones I was like ‘Cool I am definitely talking to the person I think I am.”

When mentioning confidentiality, participants discussed making sure nobody else could read their conversation. A participant who used Modification 2 said: “I was thinking for safety reasons. To make sure that the information we’re telling to each other is just between the two of us.”

Participants also often mentioned security, generally, without any additional clarification about what it meant to have a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Extremely easy</th>
<th>Somewhat easy</th>
<th>Neither easy nor difficult</th>
<th>Somewhat difficult</th>
<th>Extremely difficult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification 2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Responses to: “How difficult or easy was it to use this screen to verify the safety number?”

According to the table, participants generally found the process to be neither extremely easy nor extremely difficult.
secure connection”. There are also significant numbers who didn’t know and, by their own admission, could not make a guess, or who were clearly making up an answer on the fly.

Note that many participants, across all codings, expressed doubt about their answers, as is typical in lab studies involving technical topics. The vast majority of participants were not entirely sure about the role that safety numbers played.

### 5.5 Participant Report on Success or Failure
During the post-study survey, participants were asked: “Do you think you have safely exchanged the credit card number with your friend? Explain your answer.” The available discrete responses were Yes, No, and Not sure (reported previously in Table 2), and an adjacent free response field required respondents to explain in their own words. We coded the free response portion of these answers into two groups: positive impressions and negative impressions. Positive impressions were used to support claims of success and negative impressions support claims of possible failure. Note that these categories are not mutually exclusive. For example, a persons unsure of their success in the task sometimes provided both positive and negative impressions. The number of responses in each identified category across all variants of the Signal application tested are shown in Table 6.

The use of a primitive cipher, such as writing the credit card number backwards, sending a screenshot instead of textual data, or mapping numbers to letters in the recipients name, was the most popular positive impressions for tasks under the original Signal. This was followed by trust in the application, the use of message impermanence settings. We see an increase in mentions (from 0 to 7) of the authentication ceremony from study participants who used Modification 1, which is then further increased by participants using Modification 2, with over half of participants mentioning this in their response. However, we also note that lack of knowledge seemed relatively unaffected by Modification 2 with respect to the original Signal.

In cases of failure to find the authentication ceremony or perform it correctly, participants were asked: “What were you looking for to accomplish the task?” By this time we had already showed them the authentication ceremony screen and its purpose, so this question allowed them to provide us with insight to what information they lacked during the study that would have helped them find and use the ceremony.

For users of the original Signal, this responses were largely aimed at explaining why they did not locate the ceremony. These reasons varied wildly, which in itself became the overall theme: participants lacked sufficient direction under the original Signal. One participant said “I had no idea what I needed to do” and another said he was “just looking for any sort of security setting or application.” Some explained their method for ad-hoc cipher use, implying that they didn’t look for built-in functionality to provide safety and instead resorted to their own means. Others explained that they got caught up experimenting with other security features of the application, such as message destruction, or blamed their own laziness for not finding the ceremony.

Since modified Signal versions effectively led the participants to the ceremony screen, responses provided insight into why the authentication ceremony may not have been performed properly. The primary difficulty in using Modification 2 was that participants had difficulty knowing what to do with the authentication ceremony screen and its “Mark as verified” button. For example, one participant remarked,

“I hit [the button] and then I was like, ‘well that did nothing’ and so I hit it again and nothing happened... I hit verify and then it says that I just unhit it immediately afterwards... I was just like, ‘verify what? What am I verifying?’ It didn’t really tell me... Honestly it meant nothing.”

Our second modification was designed to deal with these problems by guiding users through the authentication ceremony. Only one pair was unsuccessful in properly performing the ceremony. The response to this question from that pair explained that the participants felt comfortable once they identified each other on the call and thus didn’t proceed.

### 5.6 Trust
Participants were presented with the statement I trust that Signal is secure, and asked to rank their agreement with the statement on a five-point Likert scale ranging from Strongly agree to Strongly disagree. Table 7 shows responses to this question for the different versions of Signal. A one-way ANOVA shows that there are no significant differences between the different versions (p=0.143). We also asked participants to explain their answer in an open response question. We coded their positive and negative impressions, and this data is shown in Table 8.

The majority of participants somewhat or strongly agreed with the statement, with more users of Modification 1 and 2 expressing these sentiments as compared to the original version. Note that many of the people expressing trust in the application had no specific reason other than that the application seemed secure, or that it seemed more secure than other applications they had used. A number of people pointed to the authentication ceremony as a reason to trust the application, but this could be because they sensed this
Regarding whether they trust Signal to be secure, it says it is secure but does not give me any satisfaction in the ceremony, because once you are verified with others you can actually trust the person on the call and exchange your information.

Several participants indicated they trusted the application because they assumed it had been made by developers at our university. The only person who chose *Somewhat disagree*, for the original version of Signal, couldn’t find the authentication ceremony and referred to lack of transparency as the reason for this choice. This participant said: “There is no proof of this at all. It says it is secure but does not give me any information.” The main negative impressions expressed by participants were lack of knowledge about the application or experience using it, and lack of reputation.

### 5.7 Adoption

During the interview portion of the study, we read participants the following statement:

“It is possible for someone to intercept your messages. These screens we have been showing you are called an authentication ceremony. Using the authentication ceremony ensures that nobody, not Signal, not hackers, and not even the government, is able to intercept your messages. You only need to do this once (or if your friend reinstalls the app). Now that you know this, are you willing to use the authentication ceremony before you exchange messages with a friend the first time?”

We then asked participants if they would be willing to use the authentication ceremony in secure messaging applications in the future. Of the participants who answered this question, 32 said yes, 4 said no, 14 said only if they were exchanging confidential information, and 6 said only with certain contacts. We emphasize that participants were likely to say yes to this question, due to the nature of the study.

As an example of how we rated someone who would use the ceremony only when sending certain content, one participant who used Modification 1 said:

“Am I willing? Yes. Will I? No. Because here is the thing, I don’t really care if my messages get intercepted because most of the time I am not sending my credit card number or social security numbers. Will I use it for things that are really important? For sure.”

### 6. DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss the significance and shortcomings of our results.

#### 6.1 Adherence, Timing, and Comprehension

One of the primary contributions of this work is that the modifications that we made to Signal result in a higher success rate and lower task completion time in comparison to the original version. With Modification 1 and Modification 2 combined, 97.5% of participants found the ceremony, compared to only 25% for the original version of Signal. In addition, the changes made to the authentication ceremony in Modification 2 resulted in a success rate of 90% for completion of the ceremony, as compared to 30% for Modification 1. Numerous participants were confused by the *Mark as Verified* toggle in the ceremony for Modification 1 (the same as Signal’s current ceremony), and assumed that flipping this switch would activate some kind of automatic verification.

Our results improve on prior work by Vaziripour et al. [20]. Participants found the authentication ceremony in an average of less than a minute (and often seconds), as compared to 3.5 minutes for [20]. Likewise, the average time to complete the authentication ceremony was 2.11 minutes, as compared to 7.8 minutes across the three applications [20] studied.

These advances were made using opinionated design to encourage participants to use the authentication ceremony, combined with a small monetary incentive to be security-minded. Our methodology included no instruction on finding or completing the ceremony, as in prior work [8, 20]. This indicates that the interface changes were enough to lead to the desired behavior, once participants had a security mindset.

Despite these results, participants did not demonstrate a strong comprehension of the purpose of the authentication ceremony. Although some participants believed the ceremony had something to do with authentication or confidentiality, many expressed doubts about their opinions. Still others either directly or indirectly admitted they didn’t know what it was the purpose of the study. One participant who used Modification 2 stated: “I think this app is strongly agree because once you are verified with others you can actually trust the person on the call and exchange your information.”

Several participants indicated they trusted the application because they assumed it had been made by developers at our university.

Table 7: Responses to: “I trust that Signal is secure.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Category</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive impressions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seem secure</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatively secure</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication ceremony</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security settings</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No evidence to contrary</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust university</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message impermanence</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Few people using it so far</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User interface</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative impressions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of knowledge/experience</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of reputation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of transparency</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of trust</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusing user interface</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Coded responses to: “Please explain your answer” (regarding whether they trust Signal to be secure)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Category</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither agree nor disagree</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat disagree</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
it was for. As one participant who used Modification 2 stated, “I don’t know. I’m not really sure, actually, how it helped.”

Overall, these results are similar to a recent Google study on SSL warnings [6]. This study found that design of the warnings enhanced secure behavior from users and boosted threat understanding, but did not necessarily improve user comprehension of the warnings. This indicates that more work is needed to help users understand what they are doing in the authentication ceremony, and why they are doing it.

It’s not clear how to give users a sense of trust in secure applications, especially when there are regular breaches of security that they hear about in the news.

6.3 Generality
Our results on finding and using the authentication ceremony should generalize to other secure messaging applications. We examined several major messaging applications to identify how our research would apply to them.

- **Finding the Authentication Ceremony**: WhatsApp, Telegram, Facebook Messenger, and Viber all require multiple clicks to find the authentication ceremony within the menu system, similar to Signal. With both Telegram and Facebook Messenger, encrypted chats are optional, so additional steps are needed to initiate a secure chat. We expect our improvements for finding the ceremony would be applicable to all of these applications.

- **Using the Authentication Ceremony**: The ceremonies in WhatsApp, Telegram, and Facebook Messenger differ in varying degrees from Signal. WhatsApp is nearly identical, with options for scanning a QR code or comparing an alphanumeric fingerprint, and no integrated phone call. Telegram allows the user to compare either a graphical or alphanumeric fingerprint, with no integrated QR scanning or phone call and few instructions. Facebook Messenger only offers the option to compare an alphanumeric fingerprint, and there are separate keys for each device, again with no integrated phone call. We expect our improvements for using the ceremony will be applicable to all of these applications.

    - Viber is unique in that it integrates a phone call into their application to make the ceremony easier to use.
    - Thus it is likely that Viber’s ceremony would have similar success as our design. In prior work [20] Viber had the highest success rate for the authentication ceremony once people were directed to find it.

7. CONCLUSION
Our study indicates that users can find and complete the authentication ceremony in secure messaging applications, provided they have a security mindset and the application is designed to help them easily accomplish these tasks. This raises numerous open questions for further study. First, comprehension is still somewhat low, and additional design is needed to help users understand why they should perform the ceremony and when it is necessary. Second, it is not clear whether users will be security-minded without encouragement, such as a small monetary reward in the case of our study. More work is needed to determine if user interface changes alone can encourage use of the ceremony. Third, work is needed to determine if these advances can be applied to helping users cope with an attack scenario or when a contact re-installs Signal. Both of these situations will cause the security numbers to change, alerting users to a possible attack, and evidence to date shows that users do not cope well. Fourth, it may be possible to fully automate the authentication ceremony, using social authentication [19] or CONIKS [11]. Finally, work is needed to help users make good choices about which secure messaging applications are safe to use.
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APPENDIX
A. STATISTICAL TESTS
This section contains the details of the statistical tests we ran.

A.1 Sample Size
We calculated the necessary sample size to compare two sample proportions (for comparing success rates) and two sample means (for comparing task times). With a 95% confidence interval, 80% power, and an expected success rate for the two samples (15% and 80%, based on our previous work [20]), the required sample size is 6. With a 95% confidence interval and 80% power, the hypothesized difference in timing completing the ceremony (4 minutes), and our previous measurements of variance for the task (9 minutes), the required sample size is 9. We rounded up to 10.

A.2 Success and Failure Rates
This data measures whether the participants were successful in using the authentication ceremony for the original Signal and each of the modifications. We want to test whether there are any differences in the success rate between the three versions of the Signal application.

Because the data is dichotomous we used Cochran’s Q Test and found that the success rate was statistically different for the applications ($\chi^2(2) = 27.11, p<.0005$).
Since we used a between-subject study design, we performed Barnard’s exact test to find the significant differences among the pairs of applications. This test shows the differences among all the pairs are significant (Signal vs. Modification 1, \( p = 0.0165 \); Signal vs. Modification 2, \( p = 1.15E-05 \); Modification 1 vs. Modification 2, \( p = 0.0163 \)).

A.3 Task Completion Times
This data measures the time taken by participants to (a) find the authentication ceremony and (b) complete the authentication ceremony. We want to test whether there are any differences between the three versions of the Signal application, in finding and task completion time.

We did not perform a multiple samples comparison test because of the high failure rate with the original version of Signal. Since the studies are between subject, we ran a two-tailed two-sample t-test between Modification 1 and Modification 2.

For finding the authentication ceremony, a two-tailed, two-sample t-test with equal variance shows there is no significant difference between Modification 1 and Modification 2 (\( p=0.484, 95\% \) CI: [0.37, 0.759] minutes). This is expected since the interfaces for finding the ceremony are identical in these two versions. For completing the authentication ceremony, a two-tailed, two-sample t-test with equal variance shows there is a significant difference between Modification 1 and Modification 2 (\( p=7.849E-05, 95\% \) CI: [1.937, 6.16] minutes). For the total time to find and complete the ceremony, a two-tailed, two-sample t-test with equal variance shows there is a significant difference between Modification 1 and Modification 2 (\( p=1.05E-05, 95\% \) CI: [2.982, 6.518] minutes).

A.4 Trust Scores
A one-way ANOVA shows that there are no significant differences between the different versions (\( p=0.143 \)).

B. STUDY MATERIALS
This section contains the study materials we used. The study coordinators used the interview guide to ensure that each pair of participants experienced an identical study. The study participants used the questionnaire to guide them through the study.

B.1 Interview Guide
Make sure to complete the following steps:

- When the two users arrive, read them the following: Welcome to our secure messaging application study. We are the study coordinators and are here to assist you as needed.
  
  Before we start the study, we need you to let us install an application called Signal on your phone. You will use this application during the study, and then we will delete it for you when we are done.

- Install the Signal application on their phone.

- Now read the following:
  
  In this study, the two of you will be in different rooms and will use the Signal app to communicate with each other.

You will be asked to think aloud during the study. This means that you should explain everything you are thinking and feeling during the study so we can understand how you interact with the Signal application.

During the course of this study we will be making an audio recording of what you say. We will transcribe these recordings and may publish them as part of our study, but we will not identify you in any way. We will destroy the audio recordings and will publish only transcripts so that you will be anonymous. We will not collect any personally identifying information about you.

You will also take a survey during the study, and we will publish your answers, but without any information that can identify you.

You will each receive $7 cash as compensation for your participation in this study. You will also have an opportunity during the study to earn a bonus of $3 cash, based on your performance. The expected time commitment is approximately 30 minutes.

If you have any questions or concerns, feel free to ask us. You can end participation in this survey at any time and we will delete all data collected at your request. A study coordinator will be with you at all times to observe the study and also to answer any questions you may have.

- Before going to the study rooms, make sure the participants sign the audio recording consent form.

- Flip a coin and choose one participant to be Person A and one person to be Person B. Take the participant with whom you will work to the study room. Ask the participant to sit down.

- Start the audio recording using the equipment in the study room.

- Read the following instructions to your participant:
  
  We are going to ask you to do a series of tasks. Once you are done with each step, let the study coordinator know you have finished the task. You will then fill out a questionnaire and go to the next step. We need you to think out loud while you are doing the tasks in this study, meaning you are supposed to talk about how you are accomplishing the task and express any feelings you have. If you have any questions about the study ask the study coordinator. Remember you are allowed to talk to or meet your friend during the study.

  Please do not forget to think out loud.

- On the chromebook, load the survey from Qualtrics.

- Before using Signal, the survey will instruct the participant to tell you they are ready to begin the next task.

  During the course of the task pay attention to what user is doing and fill out one of the attached sheets. The user is supposed to think aloud while doing the tasks. If she forgets, gently remind her.

  Do not answer any questions from the participants.

  The participants have 10 minutes to complete the primary task, which is using Signal to exchange credit card information. If they do not finish the task on time, guide them to the next part of the survey. If you end
The task, inform the other study coordinator that you have done so, so that he catches up with you. If it takes the pair too long to complete authentication or if they sent a credit card number before performing the authentication, then record that as a failure.

When the survey is finished, ask the participant about their experience. Use the situations you noted while they took the study or interesting things they said on the survey. If they had any problems during the study, ask them to use their own words to describe the problem. Ask them how they would like to see it resolved.

When the participant is finished, ask his/her opinion on the following questions:

- Ask user if they trust the voice or text messaging for secure conversation?
- If they did not use the authentication ceremony:
  - Ask them what they were looking for.
  - Show them how to find the application ceremony.
  - Why did they not find it?
  - How do you think this screen would have helped you accomplish the task?
- If they did use the authentication ceremony, show them the screen(s).
  - How do you think this screen helped you accomplish the task?
- Explain the following:
  - It is possible for someone to intercept your messages. These screens we have been showing you are called an authentication ceremony. Using the authentication ceremony ensures that nobody, not even the government, is able to intercept your messages. You only need to do this once (or if your friend reinstalls the app).
  - Now that you know this, are you willing to use the authentication ceremony before you exchange messages with a friend the first time?

Stop the audio recording.

Return to the study room. Thank the participants for their time. Ask them not to invite their friends to participate. Help them fill out the compensation forms and give them compensation.

B.2 Study Questionnaire

Signal study

1. Please enter whether you are Participant A or B.
   - A
   - B
   - I prefer not to answer

2. What is your gender?
   - Male
   - Female
   - I prefer not to answer

3. What is your age?
   - 18-24
   - 25-34
   - 35-45
   - 46-64
   - 65 and over
   - I prefer not to answer

4. What is the highest degree or level of schooling you have completed?
   - None
   - Primary/grade school
   - Some high school, no diploma
   - Graduate/professional degree
   - I prefer not to answer

5. What is your major, or if employed, your occupation?

6. Tell the study coordinator that you are ready for the next task to begin.

7. For Person A
   - You left your credit card at home! You are going to be using the Signal app to ask your friend to send you the credit card number.
   - This is the message you should send to your friend:
     "Hi! Can you send me my credit card number? I left my card on my desk at home."
   - You can both earn a bonus of $3 for this study if you make sure that nobody can steal this information while you’re sending it.

8. For Person B
   - Your friend is going to use the Signal app to ask you to verify the safety number.
     - You can both earn a bonus of $8 for this study if you can both verify the safety number.
     - This is the message you should send to your friend:
       "Hi! Can you verify that my friend is sending it?
       Can you make sure my friend can see this information while you’re sending it?"

9. Do you think you have safely exchanged the credit card number with your friend?
   - No
   - Yes
   - Not sure

10. Please explain your answer:

11. Did you use this screen during the study?
    - (showed Figure 5)
    - No
    - Yes

12. If (Yes), ask the following three questions:

13. Overall, how difficult or easy was it to use this screen to verify the safety number?
    - (Extremely easy to extremely difficult)
14. When you used this screen during the study to verify the safety number, what did you like or dislike about this? Please explain why.

15. Before this study, have you ever tried to send sensitive information when you use a secure messaging application like Signal?
   - Yes
   - No

16. (If Yes), Explain what kind of sensitive information you have sent.

17. I trust that Signal is secure.
   - Strongly agree
   - Somewhat agree
   - Neither agree nor disagree
   - Somewhat disagree
   - Strongly disagree

18. Please explain your answer to the above question.

19. How would you rate your knowledge of computer security?
   - Beginner
   - Intermediate
   - Advanced

20. Which of the following applications have you ever used?
    Select as many options that applies to you.
    - WhatsApp
    - Signal
    - Telegram
    - Line
    - Allo
    - Facebook Messenger
    - iMessage
    - Skype
    - Viber
    - Other
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ABSTRACT

The widespread and rising adoption of information and communication technology in homes is happening at a time when data security breaches are commonplace. This has resulted in a wave of security awareness campaigns targeting the home computer user. Despite the prevalence of these campaigns, studies have shown poor adoption rates of security measures. This has resulted in proposals for securing data in the home built on interdisciplinary theories and models, but more empirical research needs to be done to understand the practical context, characteristics, and needs of home users in order to rigorously evaluate and inform solutions to home data security.

To address this, we employ a two-part study to explore issues that influence or affect security practices in the home. In the first part, we conduct a qualitative Grounded Theory analysis of 65 semi-structured interviews aimed at uncovering the key factors in home user security practices, and in the second part we conduct a quantitative survey of 1128 participants to validate and generalise our initial findings. We found evidence that security practices in the home are affected by survival/outcome bias; social relationships serve as informal support networks for security in the home; and that people look for continuity of care when they seek or accept security support.

1. INTRODUCTION

Securing home devices, services, and data is increasingly difficult and necessary. While home users are not as attractive a target as many organisations, they are both commonplace and vulnerable to several attacks. Initial work in exploring the security of home computer users [1, 22, 25] has highlighted the importance of this domain, and yet much more needs to be done to be able to address the scale and complexity of the security challenge.

According to the 2013 census, 74.4 percent of [U.S.] households use the Internet [42]. Similarly in 2015, 86 percent of households in Great Britain (22.5 million) had Internet access, up from 57 percent in 2006 [14]. Worldwide, Internet Live Stats reveals that over 46 percent of the world’s population (3.4 billion) had Internet access in their homes by July 2016, up from 29 percent in 2010 [40]. And as the number of connected homes increases worldwide, so too do the threats.

In 2012, Rao and Pati [36] conducted a study in India revealing common threats and attacks facing home users: viruses, malware, identity theft and privacy violation, and phishing. Large organisations generally mitigate these types of threat well, however this is not the case for typical home computer users. Best practice in mitigating viruses in a home context seems to focus on running antivirus software, patching, and warnings to avoid untrusted or malicious websites (from web browsers and awareness campaigns). In contrast, in addition to antivirus software and patching solutions, larger organisations also have acceptable usage policies to manage risky behaviour from employees; segmented network architectures to avoid the spread of viruses; active firewalls, intrusion detection and prevention systems to identify problems before they cause significant damage; backup strategies to recover from incidents; and, perhaps most critically, an IT support function that can deal with problems should they arise. In comparison, home users have very few resources, capabilities, knowledge, skills, or tools to protect themselves from the multitude of threats that harm them directly.

But threats that directly harm the home are not the only concern. In today’s highly interconnected world, the security of cyberspace depends on the security of all the different devices connected to the Internet. Ng and Rahim state that home users play a crucial role in securing cyberspace: if not well-protected, home systems can be compromised and used to attack critical infrastructure (such as telecommunication and banking) that heavily depends on the secure functioning of cyberspace [29]. While security breaches affecting organisations receive much attention, breaches involving home users usually come to light only when home devices or users themselves are involved in an attack affecting critical infrastructure. The October 2016 attack on Dyn, for instance, which is thought to have been enabled by insecure IoT devices in homes [5], triggered a number of reactions from different stakeholders, with some device manufacturers reportedly recalling their devices. Users at home face many different kinds of threats and mitigation requires interventions both within and outside the home.

A key strategy for improving home security practices so far has focussed on increasing awareness [33, 21, 24, 38, 30].
Despite the effort put in such approaches, studies [3, 33, 17, 27] and recent events [5, 12, 26] show that home users remain vulnerable as evidenced by insecure practices and choices to ignore security advice, leading the research community to explore alternatives to increasing awareness.

Dong et al. [10] propose an economics approach to designing security solutions for communities rather than individuals. They argue that incentivizing people to improve the security of a community (from which they benefit) through a shared venture would motivate personal security investment. While maintaining user-centeredness, Gutmann [20] proposes the application of problem structuring methods (PSMs), a technique from social planning, to help analyze security problems. The intent is to ensure the most appropriate solution is applied to a problem, and Gutmann claims to tackle a common problem where developers and service providers impose their favourite technology on people, without considering the environmental, social, political, and legal aspects of the overall problem. Wash and Rader [44] propose security story-sharing to help shape the mental models which inform home security decisions. Through sharing the right stories, and with expert involvement, the authors foresee changing home user security behaviour. Adding to the body of proposed approaches, Rowe et al. [39] put forward an approach modelled on public health systems for a shared secure cyberspace. They argue for a population-centred approach in dealing with cybersecurity issues. This is a departure from the typical practices in information security which take an individual focus in trying to understand how systems are compromised, and how they can be protected. The authors outline the technical requirements of a public cyber-health system, with specific focus on how the system would achieve monitoring, prevention, and incident response.

Building on this work, we believe that secure (and security) systems in the home need to be designed from an empirical and grounded understanding of home users, the context of use in which they operate, and how they make data security decisions. We report on the qualitative and quantitative research we have undertaken to explore the security practices of home computer users. We conducted 15 scoping semi-structured interviews, followed by a further 50 targeted semi-structured interviews lasting approximately 60 minutes each. We analysed the data systematically using Grounded Theory and used this to design and run a quantitative survey of 1128 home users to explore how widely shared the qualitative findings are. Our key findings are:

- **Social relationships** play a vital role in information security in the home. They serve as informal support networks of security practices.
- **Perceived competence** is an important factor in security decision-making in the home. It is used to assess the quality of a security source, and the support offered in the home. The participants use different metrics to evaluate competence, including the profession of the source, the educational standing of the source, the level of usage of technical devices of the source, and negative experiences of the source.
- **Continuity of care** is an important characteristic of security support in the home. Participants report seeking or accepting support from a source that is constantly available when needed.
- **Participants look for evidence of a security problem or need** for them to practice security. Typical evidence is direct harm to an individual, or their social relation, resulting from the individual’s insecure behaviour.
- **Confidence of the participants in an implemented security control** can increase insecure practices.

The remainder of this paper will review the related work in this domain in section 2, describe our research methodology in section 3, and present our results in section 4. We finally discuss the implications of our findings and highlight areas of interest for future work in sections 5 and 6.

### 2. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review prior work investigating home user security practices, structuring the concept of security practices into: (i) security behaviours; and (ii) the factors that influence the security decisions that precede the behaviours.

#### 2.1 Security Behaviours

Studies have been conducted to understand and improve security behaviours in the home. AOL and the National Cyber Security Alliance conducted a study of online safety of home computer users [2] where 329 home users were interviewed and their computers were analysed. Researchers asked and checked for the availability of virus and spyware protection software, firewalls, parental controls, and the use of encryption for wireless network users. The study concluded that the majority of those studied lacked core protection. Similarly, Furnell et. al assessed the security perceptions of UK home users [17]. They surveyed 415 home users about their awareness of security threats, usage of system safeguards (firewall, antivirus, anti-spyware, and anti-spam software), and their awareness and understanding of security-specific tools found in contexts such as operating systems and applications. The study found that both novice and advanced home users appeared vulnerable to security risks. The authors concluded with a call for the development of new models of engagement and awareness raising.

Rao and Pati surveyed home users in India to understand their levels of awareness of security threats and usage of security measures (password protection, antivirus, firewall, patching, data backup, and parental controls) [36]. The study revealed poor understanding of security threats, and low levels of adoption of recommended security controls. The authors concluded that the security in the home can be improved through awareness and user-friendly security controls. Similarly, Ng and Rahim studied factors that influence a home computer user’s intention to practice computer security [29]. They surveyed 233 home computer users on the use of antivirus software, data backup, and personal firewall.

Ion et al. studied security practices that different experts and non-experts consider to be the most important in protecting their security online [23]. They conducted 40 semi-structured interviews with security experts, and used the results to design a survey. 231 security experts and 294 non-security experts were surveyed, and the practices of the two groups compared. The studied practices included installing software updates, using antivirus software, account security (using password managers, writing down passwords, changing passwords frequently, and using two-factor authentication), and mindfulness (visit only known websites, check...
if HTTPS, clear browser cookies, and email habits). The results showed discrepancies between the most important security practices of the two groups. The authors concluded that more work is needed to improve the practices of non-experts, and identified three key recommendations: install software updates, use password managers, and use two-factor authentication for online accounts.

Dourish et al. [11] investigated how users respond to security issues in their daily lives and found that people ask for assistance or delegate security activities to knowledgeable family members (similar to [15]), friends, or roommates. They also found a reliance on technology (e.g. SSL for data connections, ssh tunneling for email, or trust wired Ethernet to be more secure than a traditional wireless medium) for protection; others reported delegating security to institutions such as financial companies. Likewise, Nthala and Flechais [31] found that some home users turn to trusted others (colleagues, IT professionals, relations, and peers) for help with security issues.

2.2 What Influences Security Behaviours?

Research has been conducted to investigate and understand the factors that motivate different security behaviours. Several studies [38, 29, 31] have shown that social influence has an impact on the security behaviours of home users. Das et al. [8, 9] studied in more detail how this social influence plays a role in the security behaviours of home users. They found that social influence affected the security behaviours of those involved through social processes (observing and learning from friends, social sense-making, pranks and demonstrations, negative experience of others, and device sharing), and conversations about security (a finding similar to Rader et al. [35]).

Wash [43] carried out a qualitative study of iterative interviews to investigate the existence of folk models of security for home computer users, aiming to increase our understanding of mental models of security for home computer users. The study focussed on finding out how home computer users understand and think about potential threats. Wash identified eight folk models categorised into models of viruses and other malware, and models of hackers and break-ins.

Herley [21] argued that users perform an implicit cost-benefit analysis when making a security decision. The cost is the effort required to follow security advice, while the benefit is the avoidance of potential harm that a successful attack might cause. The harm includes monetary loss (if any) that victims endure, but also the time and effort they must spend resolving the situation. Similarly, [31] found that the cost of protection also influences the outcome of security decisions in the home.

In a study investigating why users accept or reject different advice about secure behaviours, Redmiles et al. [38] found that users reject advice due to too much marketing information, inconvenience and threatening users’ privacy. In addition, the study reported that trust was a clear factor that influenced the choice of a source of security advice.

Other related work has focussed on understanding practices around home network security, highlighting the differences in responsibility between Internet Service Providers and home users [32].

3. METHODOLOGY

We started our study with a scoping study of 15 semi-structured interviews. The aim of the scoping study was to make an initial exploration of security practices (which we consider to consist of (i) security behaviours and (ii) the decisions that lead to such behaviours) in the home, from which we would identify a research gap for further exploration. Our research questions would then be refined based on the initial results. Respondents for this study were chosen from a snowball sample [7] of home users in the UK. Two research questions guided our interviews during the scoping study:

1. What influences security decision-making in the home?
2. What kinds of security behaviours exist in the home?

We analysed the data using Grounded Theory (see section 3.2.2) to identify all the key themes emerging from the data. Our analysis identified a number of factors that influence the outcome of security decisions in the home, all of which were consistent with previous studies discussed in section 2.2. These included inconvenience, trust, cost, and availability of too much marketing material. Analysis of the data on security behaviours revealed two separate categories of the behaviours which we categorised as: \textit{security work} and \textit{security support}.

\textit{Security work} is highly contextual and specific to technology platforms, comprising behaviours such as installing and using firewalls, antivirus software, patching, data backup, and parental controls. As reviewed in section 2.1, our findings were consistent but much less comprehensive than previous surveys in this area.

\textit{Security support}, on the other hand, comprises two subcategories; support seeking and support giving. The work of Dourish et al. on delegation [11], Nthala and Flechais [31] on security support, and Redmiles et al. [38] on advice seeking and giving, all fall under security support. We noted that little work has been done to explore security support that is required or available in the home in great detail.

This led us to focus our research on understanding security support in the home, and the reasoning behind it. We thus refined our main research questions to:

1. What influences security decision-making in the home?
2. What are the characteristics of security support in the home?
3. Where do home users get support?

To answer these questions, we adapted the research methodology proposed by the Productive Security research team of Beaumont et. al. [6]. We conducted a two-part study aiming to increase our understanding of security support in the home, and the reasoning that surrounds it. In the first part, a detailed understanding of the problem domain arises out of studying a few individuals and exploring their perspectives in great depth. In the second, a more generalisable understanding of the issues identified in the first part can be gained from examining a large sample and assessing responses to a few variables.

Part 1 of our research consisted of 50 targeted semi-structured interviews with a broad range of individuals and families within the home context. As the interview data was being collected, it was qualitatively analysed using Grounded
Theory (see section 3.2.2) in order to identify the significant themes to answer our research questions. The themes were used to generate scenarios and questions from which a survey was developed and run in the second part of our study. By tailoring our survey to the home context, we ensured that the questions were relevant and recognisable to the participants.

Part 2 made use of Unipark to run an online survey and Prolific Academic to identify a representative sample (in terms of age, gender, and educational level) of 1128 participants. The survey results were analysed and aimed to validate the findings of the qualitative data analysis, and support the generalisability of these results to a wider home user population. This was meant to provide clear evidence on which future work can draw to improve education, technology, and practices for home data security.

The study was ethically reviewed and approved by the Social Sciences and Humanities Inter-divisional Research Ethics Committee at our institution.

3.1 Recruitment
We recruited for the interviews by advertising through community centres, newspapers (in print and online), and other social groupings, and by putting up posters at the National Museum of Computing. The recruitment was conducted in different locations in the UK. Before starting an interview, we collected demographic information including age, gender, highest educational level, ethnicity, marital status, and occupation from the respondents to ensure we cover a broad range of home users. Each participant was compensated with a £10 Amazon voucher for an approximately one-hour interview session.

Participants for the survey were recruited through Prolific Academic, and each participant was compensated with £1.70 for an approximately twenty-minute session.

3.2 Procedure

3.2.1 Semi-structured Interviews
We followed a semi-structured interview protocol utilising an interview guide to maintain direction while keeping the interview open for both depth and breadth topic exploration. Prior to the interview, participants were asked to complete a demographic form, which included questions regarding the devices and services they use. Our interview guide is appended in D.

3.2.2 Grounded Theory
The interview data was analysed using Grounded Theory [41]. Grounded theory allows researchers to examine topics and related behaviours from many different angles, leading to comprehensive explanations. It is used to uncover beliefs and meaning that underlie action, and to examine both rational and non-rational aspects of a behaviour [41]. This makes it the ideal choice for studying security support and any issues that surround it. Our approach was consistent with that described by Strauss and Corbin [41].

Three researchers were involved in the analysis. The primary researcher, who conducted the interviews, did the initial open coding of the interview transcripts. To ensure credibility of the codes, a second researcher cross-checked all the codes against the interview transcripts. At the same time, the third researcher reviewed the initial codes and all quotes supporting each code. Any differences and/or issues arising from the initial coding were discussed and resolved among the three researchers. A codebook consisting of 130 codes emerged from the initial coding. These codes were then applied across other interviews through constant comparison, while new codes were added as they emerged and were deemed necessary. In further analysis, the three researchers discussed and grouped the codes into themes (axial coding) and categories (selective coding), based on the properties and dimensions of each theme. Regular coding meetings were held to discuss any emerging codes and to group the codes into families.

3.2.3 Survey Development
The survey tool was developed from the Grounded Theory analysis of the interview data to test a number of significant themes. Scenarios used in the survey were developed from analysis of anecdotes from the interviews, and themes that emerged from the analysis. The aim was to ensure that the participants were presented with scenarios they are familiar with, hence reducing the effect of unknown personal preferences. We made sure that our options to the scenarios were testing the construct under study. Hence, options with factor loadings less than .30 were dropped.

Prior to running the full survey, the tool was piloted and tested with seven participants. To ensure we tested for both clarity and usability of the tool (face validity), we developed and tested it on the platform it would run on (Unipark). The questionnaire went through three iterations of testing, and modification with our participants (four non-experts and three experts – two in usable security research and one in human-centred computing studies).

Two non-experts tested the instrument online, followed by cognitive interviews [46]. The participants were asked how they understood and interpreted each question; how easy they found it to understand each question and respond; how easy it was to navigate through the whole questionnaire; and how they viewed the general outline of the questionnaire. This was followed by expert interviews as applied in [37], where each expert was asked to first test the survey online, and then review each item on the survey tool in terms of biases, question ordering, clarity, sensitivity of questions, and other issues; all in line with the aim of the study. After this phase, the last two non-experts tested the tool, followed by cognitive interviews.

During each of these phases, the tool was updated based on feedback from the interviews. Once a consensus was reached on all issues affecting different aspects of the tool, we published the study on Prolific Academic targeting 1128 UK only respondents. We asked participants about demographic information including age, gender, and educational level. Survey questions revolved around factors that influence security decision-making (survival/outcome bias, confidence in a security measure, and availability and quality of support), characteristics support (duty of care and continuity of care), and preference and sources of support.

To check the quality of responses, we applied three kinds of checks. First, we used Prolific’s start and finish times to check for speeders. During testing of the questionnaire, the
average completion time was fifteen minutes. After publishing the survey on Prolific, we applied demographic filters of the survey platform on the first set of fifty responses to get a representative sample of the demographics shown in Figure 2. The average completion time remained fifteen minutes, with a minimum of twelve minutes. We set our minimum acceptable response time at ten minutes. Responses below the limit were rejected. Second, we checked for and rejected straight-liners - responses that all have the same answers, and pattern responses - answers in a pattern. Third, we included a binary red herring question which read, "I am randomly answering the questions" with a "Yes" or "No" answer. We placed one towards the middle of the questionnaire, and another towards the end. Responses bearing a "Yes" to any of these questions were rejected.

Due to the ordinal nature of our data, we tested for reliability of different constructs - each measured by a scale of items - on the final questionnaire by computing their ordinal alpha coefficients (Ordinal $\alpha$) [18]. The constructs had the following coefficients: survival/outcome bias, .75; confidence in a security measure, .74; duty of care - motivate others, .91; duty of care - be motivated by others, .83; and duty of care - social responsibility, .81. Since our test for continuity of care involved repeated measures, we tested for the reliability of the eight pairs of items using Spearman rank correlation coefficient ($r_s$). There were positive correlations between each of the eight pairs of items, all significant at $p < 0.05$. The Spearman coefficients for the pairs were,

\[ r_s(1085) = .594, .672, 601, .583, 638, .564, .499, .530 \] for pairs A through H discussed in section 4.3.2 respectively.

### 3.2.4 Survey Analysis

For the survey data, we present descriptive statistics for the different variables. We also run inferential tests on the data including Friedman [16] and Wilcoxon Signed-rank [45] tests for analysis of matched-pair data and rank-ordered data. These non-parametric tests were selected on the basis of the ordinal nature of our data, where the chances of getting valid results from parametric tests were minimal or unclear.

### 3.3 Limitations

Our study has some limitations. First, all are participants are residents of the UK. This might raise questions regarding generalisability of our results. However, we have documented the procedure we followed in this study, which makes it possible for other researchers to replicate it elsewhere.

Second, common to all qualitative studies, researcher bias is a concern. A single researcher, trained to conduct research interviews, conducted all the 65 interviews. The researcher avoided leading questions, and ensured participants felt comfortable to respond to questions. The researcher avoided interrupting participants, and probed for more information when required. To further mitigate bias, two other researchers reviewed and were part of the data analysis to enhance consistency in data coding. Our research design explicitly aims to mitigate potential bias by also running an extensive survey to test how generalisable the qualitative findings are.

Third, given that security is a sensitive topic, social desirability could bias some of the responses to the survey, specifically for the two scenarios developed to study survival/outcome bias and confidence in a security measure. To mitigate this, we took three measures: 1) we did not reveal at the onset that the main purpose of the survey was to study security practices of the participants. Instead, we stated that the aim was to understand decision-making in the daily use of technology. 2) We employed a self-administered questionnaire [28], hence no interviewer presence and a high degree of anonymity. 3) We used indirect (structured, projective) questioning [13] in those two scenarios, where respondents answered from the perspective of another person.

Lastly, our data consists of only what people say. This makes it hard to understand how our results translate into actual behaviour in the home. Future work would aim to employ relevant approaches to study these behaviours in context.

### 4. RESULTS

In this section, we detail the findings of our study. We start by presenting the demographics of our participants, and then discuss the key findings from our study organised according to the research questions. First, we discuss the factors that influence the outcome of security decisions in the home. Second, we explain the different factors that our participants reported using to evaluate the quality and source of security support. Finally, we detail the characteristics and sources of security support in the home.

### 4.1 Participants

Our scoping study comprised 9 male and 6 female participants, with ages ranging from 18 to 34, and an ethnicity of 4 Asians, 5 Whites, 4 Africans, and 2 Black Americans. For the targeted semi-structured interviews, we selected 60 people to interview, 50 of which attended. We kept a balance between male and female participants, as well as a diversity of age, ethnicity, education, and employment status.

Demographics for our 50 participants are shown in Figure 1. Two participants indicated being both students and employees. Due to the ordinal nature of our data, we tested for reliability of different constructs - each measured by a scale of items - on the final questionnaire by computing their ordinal alpha coefficients (Ordinal $\alpha$) [18]. The constructs had the following coefficients: survival/outcome bias, .75; confidence in a security measure, .74; duty of care - motivate others, .91; duty of care - be motivated by others, .83; and duty of care - social responsibility, .81. Since our test for continuity of care involved repeated measures, we tested for the reliability of the eight pairs of items using Spearman rank correlation coefficient ($r_s$). There were positive correlations between each of the eight pairs of items, all significant at $p < 0.05$. The Spearman coefficients for the pairs were,

\[ r_s(1085) = .594, .672, 601, .583, 638, .564, .499, .530 \] for pairs A through H discussed in section 4.3.2 respectively.

![Figure 1: Interview participant demographics](image-url)
ployed, while one indicated being both employed and self-
employed. 52% of our participants were male, 48% were
female. 44% belonged to the 18-34 age group, 48% belonged
to the 35-64 age bracket. During the interviews, these two
age groups were noted to be the ones responsible for making
most of the security decisions in the home environment. The
other two age groups, 12-17 and 65+, made up 4% of the
participants each. 32% of the participants hold postgraduate
degrees, 24% have graduate degrees, 16% completed under-
graduate studies, 4% completed trade/technical/vocational
training, 22% completed high school, and 2% did not com-
tele any school level.

1128 respondents took part in the survey. After running
quality checks on the data, 41 responses were excluded,
leaving 1087 responses. Fifty percent of our participants
were male, and fifty percent female. Forty seven percent
were between the age range of 18 - 34, fifty percent be-
tween 35 and 64, while three percent were above 65 years
old. Of all the participants, less than one percent had not
completed any education, twenty six percent had completed
high school, fourteen percent had done trade/technical/
vocational training, twenty two percent had undergraduate
degrees, twenty four percent had graduate degrees, and fif-
ten percent had postgraduate degrees. The demographics
of our participants are summarised in Figure 2.

4.2 Security Decision-Making
We asked our interview participants questions regarding their
security decision-making process in order to identify fac-
tors that influence the outcome of such decisions. In
addition to other factors (knowledge and skill, inconvenience,
cost, trust, and influence) that have been reported by other
studies before (ref. Section 2), we identified three other
areas that have not been explored yet. These include sur-
vival/outcome bias, other factors that induce or undermine
one’s confidence in a security measure, and the availability
and quality of support. We discuss these in detail below.

4.2.1 Survival/Outcome Bias
Our analysis of the interviews reveals a tendency for par-
ticipants to concentrate on practices that have survived
security breaches, and to overlook those that have not. This
was a reason some participants gave for not implementing
recommended security measures. They believe that as long
as something bad has not happened yet, they are safe: “For
me, until something happens, I will be safe” - P4.

Even in the face of a security concern, some participants
report not engaging in security action because “I think it’s
probably the fact that as far as I’m aware of, I haven’t had

serious breaches of personal data, or data security breaches.
Not that I’m aware of, no. I think if I was exposed to some-
thing which was quite serious, then I would probably change
my look quite a lot” - P6 or “I don’t think I have because I
have not had any reason to. That’s why personally I just feel
like as long as it has not done anything that would cause di-
rect harm to my information or anything like that, [it is
secure]. I haven’t felt the need to do any other security check
to keep up with any security information because I haven’t
experienced anything that would cause me to do that. So I
feel like until I have that experience with maybe an applica-
tion, then I might either delete the application, or look for
some security measures that I might take” - P1.

While realising that statistical validation of this factor re-
quires some complex and detailed study design as shown in
[4], we crafted a scenario to make a preliminary exploration
of the availability of this factor. We presented the respon-
dents with two options, both indicating survival/outcome
bias. Shown below is the scenario:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the past 5 years, your friend John has been download-
ing free music, videos, and software from different websites
including torrent sites without any problem. One day, he
reads an article about the dangers of free downloads such
as viruses, adware, Trojan horses, worms and spyware. For
each of the following options, how much do you agree that
it is a good choice for John?
A - Continue downloading free files from any website as
usual. He has been doing it for 5 years without a problem,
changes of being affected are very small.
B - Restrict the downloads to those websites John has al-
ready used before. He has used them for 5 years without a
problem, he trusts them to be secure.

The options were evaluated on a 5-point Likert scale rang-
ing from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree. The results
showed that about 22% agreed with option A, while about
46% of the participants agreed with option B (cf. figure
3). While there was a statistically significant difference be-
tween options A and B (Z = -18.058, p = 0.000), our aim
was to make an initial exploration of the availability of sur-
vival/outcome bias, and not to study types or levels of sur-
vival/outcome bias, or factors that affect the construct.

4.2.2 Other Factors That Induce or Undermine Con-
fidence in a Security Measure

![Figure 3: Survival/Outcome Bias](image-url)
In our analysis of the interviews, we found that where a security measure was in place and the participants were confident in it’s effectiveness, they would trust the service or action to be secure: “With financial, there was one time when my credit card was charged to two transactions that I did not recognise. I immediately contacted the bank, and I was able to describe why I couldn’t recognise them, and the bank believed me and refunded my money… That made me confident in using online shopping, and financial services” – P7 … and similarly “I am less concerned about banking because I find that the banking services I use to be secure, and I am often reassured by the fact that if something were to go wrong, the bank is likely to compensate me for any fraud or any security breaches that would result in the loss of my money” – P21. This confidence is not always to do with security measures implemented by a service provider however; “If they have got work stuff on their laptop, or they are one of those people that have a word document with all their passwords on it, people do that, then I would probably advise them to think about high level security, or at least password-protecting files because I think it’s very interesting that there has been an increase in people holding data hostage, and say pay us this, and you can have your files back. That for me would be like, ok you can keep it. I am not that bothered. Any photos I have got are uploaded to the cloud, there is nothing on my desktop that I need that can’t be replaced. But for a lot of people, that obviously is not the case.” - P5.

To explore this factor, we crafted the following scenario:

Your friend Felicity is a college student. She owns a laptop. She stores assignments and study materials on it. Felicity visits her friend, Laurel, whom she finds watching a very interesting movie. Felicity asks Laurel if she can share the movie with her, as well as some of the music Laurel downloaded. Laurel copies all the files to a USB stick, and hands it over to Felicity. On their way out, Laurel tells Felicity that she thinks her laptop might have a virus because she could not open one of her word documents to download. Laurel copies all the files to a USB stick, phone storage, cloud storage, external drive, another computer, etc. She could hence copy the movie and music to her laptop. She can always get the files from the backup when needed.

We introduced option A to indicate taking no action, here serving the purpose of a control variable. The other two options, B and C, were used to test the participants’ confidence in the implemented security measures and the subsequent behaviour following from their confidence. These options were also evaluated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree. The results (cf. figure 4) showed that about 14% agreed with option A, about 26% agreed with option B, and about 46% agreed with option C.

A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that the introduction of an antivirus in B resulted in a significant statistical difference between option A and B ($Z = -16.473, p = 0.000$). Similarly, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed a significant difference between options A and C ($Z = -21.855, p = 0.000$), where a backup was introduced as a security measure. While there was also a significant statistical difference ($Z = -14.497, p = 0.000$) between options B and C, it was not our aim to compare different security solutions, and we hypothesize that this might have occurred due to the participants’ perceptions, preferences, needs and experiences.

### 4.2.3 Availability and Quality of Security Support

Our analysis of the interviews surrounding security decision-making in the home revealed that our participants constantly need support in their endeavour to be secure. Previous studies have explored support in terms of security advice or information [38, 37, 21, 34]. While this is a common trend, there is evidence [3, 33, 17, 27] of a low success rate of such support. We thus set out to first identify the kind of support that is needed or exists in the home regarding security. Our analysis revealed a number of different kinds of support currently present and/or needed in the home: information, advice, and technical help.

While there might be some differences between information and advice, we noted that participants treated the two as the same. This challenge is also seen in other studies [38, 34] that have been done on this topic, where they interchangeably consider the two without any difference. To avoid introducing discrepancies in the results, we therefore treated these two as one, and referred to it broadly as security advice. Our analysis pointed out the following kinds of advice that our participants talked about:

- Advice on available security tools or controls
- Reviews about a particular security tool or control
- Information on the cost of protection
- Opinion or recommendation for a particular security-related action, e.g. permissions requested by applications
- Advice on privacy settings
- The risks for a specific environment, service, or tool
- Where they can get support with a particular problem

Technical support was reported to be common mostly among the social circles of the participants. This included some aspect of responsibility where someone, who is perceived to be more competent or feels responsible, assumed the responsi-
bility of making security decisions on behalf of others (that is, decide and act on their behalf). Parents for example reported making decisions for or offer advice to their children: “I give that [advice] as a concerned parent just as I would encourage them to look both ways when they cross the road. They don’t ask me for that advice.” - P4, “I don’t think anyone is really responsible for the household. Myself and my wife will have some say in what the children can or can’t do on their devices. But no one person is responsible for that.” - P30; friends on behalf of their friends, “One of my friends is good with computers. He does all the security stuff for me when he comes.” - P48.

We were particularly interested in how participants choose where to seek this support and/or whether or not to accept any unsolicited support that is offered to them. In this regard, we identified five factors that are used to assess a source and/or the quality of support: perceived competence, trust, availability, cost, and closeness to a source.

i. Perceived Competence: The notion of better than me was common among the participants when talking about a source of security support. We understood this to mean the perceived competence of the source of support; and 91% of the survey participants agreed to consider competence in seeking or offering support. The participants reported making a comparison between their self efficacy and the perceived competence of a potential source.

We sought to identify the metrics that are used in this comparison, or in other words, how the different participants understand competence in security. Our interview results showed that for some it means someone who works in data security; 86% of the survey participants nodded to this. For others, it means someone who works for a technical company, regardless of whether their job is technical or not; 24% of the survey participants agreed to consider this metric. More than that, it also means someone whose job is technical; 24% of the survey participants agreed with this.

Another metric used in assessing someone’s competence involves identifying someone with more experience in using technical devices than the one seeking help; 51% of our survey participants agreed with this. 27% consider someone who has studied/studies a technical course. 7% go for someone who is more educated than the one seeking help. 78% said they choose someone who has studied/studies data security. 39% seek help from those who have experienced a data security incident before; and only 4% said they do not consider any of these factors when choosing a source of support.

The survey participants were asked to select more than one metric they consider, hence the percentages total more than 100.

In addition to selecting the metrics the participants consider in assessing the competence of a potential source of support, we also asked the participants to rank these metrics in order of preference. A Friedman Test on the metric rankings showed that there was a statistically significant difference ($X^2(7) = 3218.784, p < 0.05$). Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a significance level of $p = 0.002$. There were no significant differences between options A and D ($Z = -0.339, p = 0.735$), or between A and H ($Z = -1.320, p = 0.187$), or between B and H ($Z = -1.744, p = 0.081$), or between D and H ($Z = -1.646, p = 0.100$); however, B was ranked higher than A ($Z = -4.662, p = 0.000$), and higher than D ($Z = -3.909, p = 0.000$). The overall ranking is:

1. F: He/she works in data security.
2. G: He/she studied or studies data security.
3. C: He/she has more experience than you in using or working with technical devices and services.
4. B: His/her job is technical.
5. A,D,H (A: He/she works for a technical company; D: He/she studied or studies a technical course; H: He/she has experienced a data security incident before.)
6. E: He/she is more educated than you.

ii. Trust: Previous studies [38, 37, 31] reported that trust plays a role when users choose a source of security advice. Similarly, our study found that trust influences the choice of a source of support among our participants. Characterising this in our study was the availability of a social relationship between those involved. This is also reflected in the preferences of a source of support, discussed in 4.3.1. When seeking advice for instance, “because they are my closest friends and I kind of trust what they have to say. I know that they give me an honest opinion” - P29; and “they are my parents. So I am their closest relation. I think they trust me a lot” - P2. 89% of the survey participants indicated considering trust when they seek or accept security advice or help.

iii. Cost: Our study confirmed what other researchers [21, 31] have reported about the importance of cost in security. We went further to identify two dimensions of cost among our participants that are considered in deciding when, and where to seek support. First, cost to the one seeking help, which includes money, favours, and gifts. Second, there is cost to the source of support, which is characterised by effort, and inconvenience. These dimensions were evident in reported (from interviews) security support sought and offered among the social relationships of the participants. In the survey, we asked the participants to choose which of the two they took into consideration when choosing a source of support. 49% indicated that they consider the cost to the one seeking support as an important factor, and 36% consider the cost to the source of support to be a significant factor.

iv. Closeness: When we tried to find out about the sources of security support in the home in our interviews, one thing that was not clear was whether the preference of the sources was determined by (constant) availability of the source, or how close one is to the source. Phrases such as “my friends”, “my dad”, and “my work colleague” could not explicitly clarify which of the two was in play. When asked why they chose such sources, the common responses were “because they are better than me”, “they know me”, or “I trust them”. We hence separated the two, closeness and availability, and surveyed them as separate factors. 31% of the survey participants indicated that they consider closeness as a significant factor in selecting a source of and accepting support for their security.

v. Availability: Our analysis of the interviews indicates a common pattern in the sources of security support, be it advice or technical help. Such consistencies included friend-to-friend, parent-to-child, between couples or within a fami-
ily, among work colleagues, and client-to-commercial IT Services Professional. In the survey, we asked the participants if constant availability of a potential source of support is an important factor. 31% of the participants indicated that they consider availability as a significant factor.

Only 1% of the survey participants indicated that they do not consider any of these factors when selecting a source of security support. We also asked the participants to rank these factors in order of preference. A Friedman Test on the ranked factors showed that there was a statistically significant difference ($X^2(5) = 2444.265, p<.05$). Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a significance level of $p = 0.003$. There was no significant difference between availability and cost to you (money, favours, gifts, etc) ($Z = -.835, p = 0.404$). The overall ranking therefore is as shown below:

1. Competence
2. Trust
3. Availability and Cost to you (money, favours, gifts)
4. Closeness
5. Cost to the source of advice/help (effort, inconvenience)

In the next section, we discuss what characterises security support in the home. We detail how the evaluation of the five factors discussed in this section impact the sources of support, and the reasoning behind the choices and practices.

### 4.3 Characteristics of Security Support

Our analysis of the interviews reveals that participants mostly had the same sources for advice and technical help. These included family, friends, work colleagues, service providers, and IT repair shop professionals; with family and friends being the most common source. This corroborates other studies [38, 37, 11, 17]. Other sources include search engines (“I searched online for people with the same problem and got many results. People gave many solutions and I tried several of them until I got one that seemed to work.” - P23), and specific websites (“Sometimes you go to sites that you think are credible like stackoverflow... some credible sites or sites that look credible to me. I just read about what people have experienced and how they went about it.” - P11).

None of the sixty five interviewees cited any security awareness websites as a source of security advice. We did not expect our participants to recall details of websites they visit for security information, but this is consistent with the findings of Furnell et al. [17], who found that the majority of their respondents had not heard of public awareness websites (including Get Safe Online: https://www.getsafeonline.org/; and Webwise: http://www.bbc.co.uk/webwise).

Our analysis shows that the preference and choice of a source or recipient of security support in the home is characterised by two main attributes: duty of care and continuity of care.

#### 4.3.1 Duty of Care

Participants consider security support in the home a moral obligation to ensure the safety or well-being of others. This duty of care is expressed through the following modalities.

i. **Delegation:** As explained in section 4.2.3, support for security in the home involves seeking or accepting advice, but also encompasses users taking security responsibility for others to ensure their well-being. We found that some people delegate the responsibility for security to competent, and trusted others; a result shared by Dourish et al. [11], who found that people “delegate to another individual, such as a knowledgeable colleague, family member, or roommate”. Some of our participants said: “Me! Mum always. I guess because my husband thinks I’m more knowledgeable about computers and about settings for the internet” - P7; and “Oh! My husband, because he has always been keen on computers and adopting technology, and that is a big part of his work. So he is the one who does that [all security tasks]” - P45. A similar finding is also presented in [31], “There is a friend who usually comes here. Mostly he is the one. If the laptop has a virus, I give it to him.”

ii. **Motivation:** A second way in which duty of care is expressed is by motivating others to behave securely. This generally includes offering unsolicited support. Our interview data shows two aspects of unsolicited support: 1) when somebody notices a practice they believe to be insecure and they intervene (e.g. “they just feel like they can send a young person like ‘go and check my email’, and they give you all the details to check the emails and I’m like, it’s supposed to be private.” - P1); and 2) when there is nothing specifically wrong but support is offered (e.g. “My parents, I do advise a lot about different security issues. They are just aware of it” - P43). Unsolicited support without noticing a particular need was common in cases where there was delegation and participants felt responsible for the security of another.

We asked survey participants how likely they are to offer unsolicited advice and technical help to someone they believe to be less competent in security than them. Since the interviews show that this practice is common among relatives, friends, and colleagues, we sought to explore in our survey how widely held such behaviour is. Our survey shows that about 56% of the respondents are likely to offer unsolicited support to a relative; about 47% to a friend; about 27% to a work colleague; and about 12% to other sources.

We also asked the participants to rank who they would likely offer unsolicited support to, in order of preference. A Friedman Test on the ranked order of preference showed that there was a statistically significant difference ($X^2(3) = 2127.517, p<.05$). Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a significance level of $p = 0.008$. The overall ranking in order of preference is as shown below:

1. Relative
2. Friends
3. Work colleague
4. Others

But offering unsolicited support is only one side of the coin – to fully explore this, we also asked participants how likely they are to accept unsolicited advice or help with data security from different sources of support. About 63% of respondents reported being likely to accept it from a relative; 63% from a friend; 48% from a work colleague; 44% from a service provider/manufacturer help desk; 40% from an IT repair shop professional; and about 12% from other sources.

We asked the participants to rank these sources in order of preference. A Friedman Test on the ranked sources of
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support showed that there was a statistically significant difference \( (X^2(5) = 1987.664, p < .05) \). Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a significance level of \( p = 0.003 \). There were no significant differences between Relatives and Friends \((Z = -2.153, p = 0.31)\), or between Work colleague and Service Provider/manufacturer help desk \((Z = -1.990, p = 0.047)\). The overall ranking in order of preference is as shown below:

1. Relatives and Friends
2. Work colleagues and Service Provider/Manufacturer help desk
3. IT repair shop professional
4. Others

We sought to understand the extent of care and intervention in cases where the participants notice a practice they believe to be insecure, and crafted the following scenario:

Assume you have a sister named Vanessa, and you believe her to be less competent than you in data security. One day you visit her, and while you use her laptop, you notice that her antivirus is not set to automatically scan removable media, such as USB sticks, when they are plugged in. For each of the following options, how much do you agree that it is a good choice?

A - Change the settings of the antivirus to enable auto-scan of removable media, and say nothing.
B - Change the settings of the antivirus to enable auto-scan of removable media, and tell Vanessa what you have done.
C - Leave the settings as they are. It is Vanessa’s choice to disable auto-scan.
D - Leave the settings as they are. It is not your responsibility.
E - Ask Vanessa why auto-scan is disabled.

The results showed that 27% of the participants agreed with option A; 68% with option B; 23% with C; 19% with D; and 90% with option E. A Friedman Test on the ranked order of preference showed that there was a statistically significant difference \( (X^2(4) = 1634.910, p < .05) \) in the choice of the options. Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a significance level of \( p = 0.005 \). The overall ranking in order of preference is:

1. E: Ask Vanessa why auto-scan is disabled.
2. B: Change the settings of the antivirus to enable auto-scan of removable media, and tell Vanessa what you have done.
3. C: Leave the settings as they are. It is Vanessa’s choice to disable auto-scan.
4. A: Change the settings of the antivirus to enable auto-scan of removable media, and say nothing.
5. D: Leave the settings as they are. It is not your responsibility.

iii. Social Responsibility: As evidenced in the last scenario regarding responsibility towards the security of others, option D received the least agreement (19%), and was the lowest ranked. Our interviews reveal that participants consider security support in the home as an obligation to act for the benefit of society. What is more interesting is the scope of this society; who do the participants consider part of their security/secure society? “I give it [security advice] to a certain level... I am not an expert in security, but people ask me and I tell them my thoughts... whoever asks me... anyone... I mean colleagues at work, my friends, my relations” - P40. “[I give advice] to help her... [and to] everyone if I know them and I am sympathetic to them” - P36.

We asked our survey participants how likely they are to seek advice or help from a source of support that they believe to be more competent than them. The sources included relative, friend, work colleague, service provider/manufacturer help desk, IT repair shop professional, and others. We found that about 80% are likely to seek advice or help from a relative; about 85% from a friend; about 71% from a work colleague; about 58% from a service provider/manufacturer help desk; about 51% from an IT repair shop professional; and about 16% would seek support from other sources.

We also asked the participants to rank these sources in order of preference. A Friedman Test on the ranked order of preference showed that there was a statistically significant difference \( (X^2(5) = 2066.482, p < .05) \). Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a significance level of \( p = 0.003 \). There was no significant difference between Relatives and Friends \((Z = -0.684, p = 0.494)\). The overall ranking in order of preference is as shown below:

1. Relative and Friend
2. Service provider/Manufacturer help desk
3. Work colleague
4. IT repair shop professional
5. Others

There is a significant difference \( (Z = -5.618, p = 0.000) \) in the likelihood of seeking support from a work colleague (71%) and a Service Provider/manufacturer help desk (58%). However, the rankings indicate a significant difference in reverse; the Service provider/Manufacturer help desk was preferred over a work colleague. We hypothesize this might be because 1) some service providers or device manufacturers do not provide support with security, and 2) the range of services and devices available in homes is too broad, and expecting participants to go to many service providers and manufacturers for assistance is contrary to the finding in [11] where users expect a unitary solution to security problems.

Given the common trend during the interviews where most of the participants indicated that they seek support from friends, relatives, and work colleagues, we wanted to know how likely our participants are to offer support to those that approach them for help. Asked how likely they are to offer advice or technical help when asked by someone they believe to be less competent than them in data security, the results showed that about 80% would likely offer support to a relative; 78% are likely to help a friend; 67% are likely to assist a work colleague; and 41% are likely to offer support to any other people who seek it from them.

4.3.2 Continuity of care

The second characteristic of support in the home that we identified from the interviews is continuity of care. Our participants look for a continuous caring relationship with an identified competent and trusted individual. This is evidenced by the preference for availability (ranked third from
competence and trust), as shown in section 4.2.3. From our analysis, two reasons explain this need: 1) In the case of delegation, one needs someone who will be constantly available, and as [11] also reports that people used to delegate to a “person who had helped them in a previous context, such as in discussing what to get, helping them set up the computer, etc.”, and similarly “I was involved in helping them set up in the first place... I helped a lady buy a computer, I helped her to get it online. So she comes to me all the time for information and she keeps asking me questions. I consult and then go back to her” - P36; and 2) If something goes wrong as a result of the support someone offered, the victim can easily go back and seek further assistance.

Our study showed that participants are likely to take responsibility for consequences resulting from support they offered; “I may help to solve the problem” - P28, “I would consider that as my responsibility, if it was compromised” - P47. To verify how widely shared this belief and practice is, we crafted two scenarios: one without indicating that a compromise was due to advice that the participant might have given; the second indicating that the compromise was due to advice that they had offered beforehand. We presented the participants with the same answers to both scenario so that we could test the significance of the difference in taking or accepting responsibility. The first scenario read:

Assume you have a friend, Catherine, who you believe to be less competent than you in data security. She comes to you for help because she had corrupted files on her computer and thinks she has a virus. What would you do?
A - Do nothing.
B - Fix it, if you feel you can.
C - Tell Catherine what to do to fix the problem herself, if you know the solution.
D - Tell Catherine to look for help elsewhere if you feel/find that you cannot fix it.
E - Arrange for a trusted contact to fix it, if you feel/find that you cannot.
F - Arrange for a third party to fix it. You offer to pay.
G - Arrange for a third party to fix it. You offer to help pay (share the cost).
H - Arrange for a third party to fix it. You expect Catherine to pay.

The results showed that 3% of the participants agreed with option A; 87% agreed with B; 70% agreed with C; 81% agreed with D; 73% agreed with E; 7% agreed with F; 7% agreed with G; and 56% agreed with option H.

While maintaining options A - H, we then presented respondents with an updated scenario as follows:

Assume you have a friend, Catherine, who you believe to be less competent than you in data security. She comes to you for help because she had corrupted files on her computer and thinks she has a virus. You recall that three months ago, Catherine was trying to install a piece of software, but was failing. She asked for your help. You were busy and told her the antivirus was the problem, and to try turning it off. You now notice the antivirus is off. What would you do?

The results showed that 4% agreed with option A; 90% agreed with option B; 74% agreed with option C; 79% agreed with option D; 77% agreed with option E; 21% agreed with option F; 28% agreed with option G; and 40% agreed with option H.

We ran a Wilcoxon signed-rank test against respective pairs of options to check if the changes in the responses were significant. The test showed significant changes in options B, C, D, F, G, and H. These results are summarised in figure 5, where the options are presented as x1 for options from the first scenario, and x2 for options from the second scenario; where x represents the respective letter for a given option.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1 Evaluating Security Decisions and Support

Our study has uncovered that participants look for evidence, specifically impact, of security problems for them to feel motivated to practice security. The perceived absence of harm (to themselves or their social circles) is seen as evidence of good security decisions. However, harm arises only when an attack is attempted and then successful: a perceived lack of harm is not sufficient evidence to validate a good security decision for the following reasons.

First is the case where harm occurred but was not perceived by the home user: for instance a user might download malware that steals information in the background without their knowledge. Another instance where the perception of harm can fail is in the situation where a successful attack harms a third party outside the notice of the home user: publicised examples of this are the DDoS attack on DyN DNS servers [5] through compromised IoT devices and the 2014 Lizard Squad attack on XBox live and the Playstation Network [26] through compromised home routers.

Second is the case where harm genuinely did not happen, however this is not always evidence of a good security decision either. In the case where no attack was attempted, a lack of harm is no evidence of effectiveness: vulnerabilities might still be exploitable or countermeasures ineffective. Another situation is where an attack was attempted, but was stopped by a third party before material harm occurred. For instance, a home users’ credit card details might have been stolen while shopping on an illegitimate website, but the bank stopped the attacker from using the details.

Only in the third case, where attempted attacks are genuinely mitigated down to no harm, does the perceived absence of harm actually demonstrate evidence of a good security decision. We believe that this is strong evidence that survival/outcome bias is a key element in poor security decisions, and that the wider challenge of evaluating a good security decision is a difficult problem for home computer users (and arguably the wider security community).

Related to the difficulties of evaluating good security deci-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Statistics*</th>
<th>A2 - A1</th>
<th>B2 - B1</th>
<th>C2 - C1</th>
<th>D2 - D1</th>
<th>E2 - E1</th>
<th>F2 - F1</th>
<th>G2 - G1</th>
<th>H2 - H1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-.994b</td>
<td>-3.035b</td>
<td>-4.136b</td>
<td>-4.099b</td>
<td>-1.262b</td>
<td>-5.572b</td>
<td>-1.603b</td>
<td>-1.157b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.320</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.207</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test.  b. Based on positive ranks.  c. Based on negative ranks.

Figure 5: Test for continuity of care
sions is the challenge that home users face when evaluating the competence of those they seek support from. For example, participants reported that the ability to use technical devices better than them was used to support the assessment of competence, however this is not clear evidence of security competence. This problem is somewhat mitigated when home users seek support from people within their social circles, where trust and remedial help may be available in the case where problems arise. However, outside of established relationships and remediation, the challenge remains difficult for home users in telling the difference between a genuinely competent individual, an incompetent individual (who may or may not be aware of the fact), and in the worse case a malicious attacker seeking to take advantage by masquerading as a helpful individual.

Home users need to be able to evaluate the quality of a security decision or source of support. In the absence of clear indicators of quality, a variety of different practices have emerged, yet their effectiveness is questionable. A key challenge remains to uncover the means of making quality more evident to non-experts both for security products/practices, and for the skills, knowledge, and characteristics of those who offer support. This is a hard challenge, particularly where such indicators might then be spoofed by malicious actors, however we believe it is still important to work at making good security evident to non-experts considering the wide variety of non-malicious situations where they may need to make a decision or seek support.

5.2 The Role of Social Networks in Home Security

We have explored the role that social relationships play in security practice in the home. While the need for continuity of care may seem odd, it also reflects common security practices in organisational settings. Even though employees are offered security training and awareness, there are usually support people to whom they can turn to when they have issues. In addition to resolving problems, security support is also responsible for carrying out proactive security activities such as firewall configuration, system patching, network monitoring, and many more. In contrast to this, every home is considered to be responsible for its own security, whether it is competent to do so or not. As a result, a wide variety of different practices exist around seeking and giving support for security in the home context. As Dourish et al. [11] observe, the knowledge and skill of a trusted and competent person is one element of a person’s defense against potential threats. In this paper, we have discussed social relationships in the context of informal support networks that exist in the home environment. We postulate that these existing networks can be leveraged to provide appropriate and relevant support to home users.

Prior work has investigated how the security behaviour of home users can be changed. Different improvements to security awareness techniques have been proposed and tested, yet evidence [17] shows that despite claims of being aware, home users still do not practice security. One reason for this is that while awareness might impart knowledge, it does not cover skills; a very essential aspect of security practice. Based on our findings, we argue that the security posture of the home is more likely to improve by targeting the support network rather than the user directly for two reasons:

First by targeting the support network, change is introduced at the point where security work is more likely to occur. We believe that by providing tools, training, education, and incentives to those who provide help to others, there is a better chance of achieving a measurable beneficial change to the security of homes.

Second, given the importance of social relationships and the trust placed in the support networks of home computer users, we believe that leveraging these is also a promising approach for transferring both security knowledge and skills to home computer users. Owing to the cost of building a support infrastructure that meets all the requirements discussed in this paper, we believe a fruitful approach is to investigate how social relationships could be leveraged through collaborative technology, social media, and training that focuses on building independent competent communities.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Our research has focussed on the key role of social relationships in home data security, and the reasons behind these informal support networks. We have also uncovered two important factors that explain why some home users do not behave securely: outcome bias and confidence in security measures. Based on our findings, we put forward the following recommendations:

Leverage existing social relationships: While awareness is important, current practice has focussed on improving the security awareness of individuals or end-users. We suggest focussing on finding ways of targeting existing informal networks of support: building competence, targeting tools, and fostering a sense of trust and recognition. This leverages two characteristics of support currently sought in the home – duty of care and continuity of care.

Simple and useful tools: We need more tools targeted at home users. First, tools that non-experts (especially the existing informal support workers) can use to manage security configurations for different devices and services in the home. Currently, the proliferation of networked devices and services in the home makes the task of managing security complex, and security configurations need to be done on each and every device and service separately. As Dourish et al [11] state, people expect a unitary solution to a number of security problems. Developing tools to manage security configurations of a number of devices and/or services centrally would motivate home users and simplify this task.

Second, tools need to be developed to help the informal support workers that currently assist home users. This might include remote assistance, network monitoring, or incident management tools. It is important to note that this also raises a wide variety of different challenges pertaining to consent, privacy, and standards of care, in addition to fundamental security considerations.

Evidence-based security: Finally, our work has shown that home users look for evidence of harm to evaluate the quality of their security decisions, and to be motivated to make changes. We hypothesise that this might be due to current mechanisms failing to effectively convey knowledge of an attempted or successful incident. This suggests that there is a need to find ways of detecting and communicating (in a simple, concise, and understandable manner) any attempted, successful, and failed attacks.
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APPENDIX

A. INTERVIEW DEMOGRAPHIC FORM

1. Age: a) 12 - 17, b) 18 - 34, c) 35 - 64, d) 65+
2. Gender: a) Male, b) Female
3. Location: a) Rural, b) Suburban, c) Urban
4. What is the highest level of school you have completed? a) No schooling completed, b) Nursery, c) High School, d) Trade/technical/vocational training, e) Undergraduate, f) Graduate, g) Postgraduate
5. Choose one option that best describes your ethnic group or background: a) White, b) Hispanic/Latino, c) Black/African/Caribbean, d) Asian/Pacific Islander, e) Other:
6. Choose the technology devices you own/use in your home: a) Mobile Phone, b) Telephone, c) Tablet/Pad, d) Laptop, e) PC, f) Game Console, g) TV, h) Camera, i) Wearable device, j) Other:
7. Choose the services you use: a) Online/Mobile banking, b) Online shopping, c) Social networking, d) Communication, e) Education, f) Entertainment, g) Work, h) Home security, i) TV streaming, j) Health services, k) Other:
8. How would you rate your general skills in computer security and privacy (e.g. understanding threats, vulnerabilities, and countermeasures)? a) Novice, b) Competent, c) Expert
9. How would you rate your general skills in using technology devices, services, and applications? a) Novice, b) Competent, c) Expert
10. Would you briefly describe the composition of your household?
   A. Marital status: a) Single, b) Married, c) Widowed, d) Divorced, e) Separated
   B. Number of people in your household:
   C. Relationship with other residents:
   D. Age ranges of other residents:
   E. Employment status: a) Student, b) Employed, c) Retired, d) Self-employed, e) Not working

B. INTERVIEW GUIDE

B.1 Introductory questions

1. Can you rank these services in order of importance, from the most important to the least important?

B.2 Data Security Concerns and Breaches

2. Do you have any data security concerns with these devices/services/applications?
3. Have you or people you know experienced any data security breaches in the past?

B.3 Security Controls/Tasks

4. What was done to address the data security concerns, and breaches? Who did this?
5. Do you think this was enough to keep your data secure? If not, why?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors influencing security decisions</th>
<th>Home responsibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experience in using or working with</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual cues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and skill level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsolicited support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of sharing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident reporting behaviour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search engine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security warning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose of sharing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Practices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical help</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-security-technology practices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional - volunteered experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online forum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using a two factor system of passwords</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecure practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and skill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search engine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t give out personal details to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>someone you don’t know</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.4 Capability and Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Are there any guidelines or rules</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. If you were to make these</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. In the particular scenarios you</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Who is generally responsible for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Is there a particular time when</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Have you ever changed settings or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Have you ever adopted or avoided a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Did you face any problems with the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Did you face any problems with the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Have you ever adopted or avoided a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What is the highest educational</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Please select your gender:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Please select your age range:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Why do you think they chose to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Have you made data security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. If you have given bad advice/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Can you give me examples of what</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Who do you think is responsible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Do you personally follow these</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Do you think any of your actions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.6 Attitude towards data security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.1 Demographics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Please select your age range:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Please select your gender:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What is the highest educational</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Have you ever adopted or avoided a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Did you face any problems with the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.2 Survival/Outcome Bias</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Grounded Theory Codebook</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Open problems in security decision making</th>
<th>Data security concerns</th>
<th>Factors influencing security decisions</th>
<th>Home responsibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reevaluating the effectiveness or quality of security solution</td>
<td>Lose</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>Source of Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unable to have a relevant solution</td>
<td>Lose of control</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Relative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Security Practice</td>
<td>Lose of money</td>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>Friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidelines and rules for security decision making</td>
<td>Lose of Privacy</td>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>Service provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask the more knowledgeable</td>
<td>Nonsense</td>
<td>Experience in using a security measure</td>
<td>IT shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disconnect from the internet when not needed</td>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>Experienced a security breach</td>
<td>Work colleague</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow advice from a service provider</td>
<td>Security practice</td>
<td>Professional experience</td>
<td>Online forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use a two factor system of passwords</td>
<td>Insecure practice</td>
<td>Knowledge and skill</td>
<td>Search engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t give out personal details to someone you don’t know</td>
<td>Secure Practices</td>
<td>Professional education</td>
<td>Technical help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundaries of responsibility</td>
<td>Security-technology practices</td>
<td>Experience in using or working with technical devices and services</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding responsibility</td>
<td>Reactive - Incident Management</td>
<td>Level of education</td>
<td>Anecdote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrogate responsibility</td>
<td>Noting a breach</td>
<td>Personal negative experience</td>
<td>Incident reporting behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice responsibility</td>
<td>Not understanding the risk</td>
<td>Technicality of a job</td>
<td>Where to get support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking responsibility</td>
<td>It’s not a risk</td>
<td>Cost of protection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
<td>Not understanding the risk</td>
<td>Technicality of a job</td>
<td>Where to get support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Not understanding the risk</td>
<td>Technicality of a job</td>
<td>Where to get support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of Support</td>
<td>Secure Practices</td>
<td>Perceived Competence</td>
<td>Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuity of Care</td>
<td>Perceived gain for attacker</td>
<td>Time pressure (Urgency)</td>
<td>Solicited support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duty of Care</td>
<td>Security incidents experienced</td>
<td>Time pressure (Urgency)</td>
<td>Solicited support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegation</td>
<td>Identifying incidents</td>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>Trust evaluating practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Harm</td>
<td>Sharing devices, services and passwords</td>
<td>Relationship with others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Responsibility</td>
<td>Security alert</td>
<td>Violated sharing</td>
<td>Knowledge and skill level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types of support</td>
<td>Security warning</td>
<td>Purpose of sharing</td>
<td>Complain to source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advice</td>
<td>Intuition</td>
<td>Trust cases</td>
<td>Visual cues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of advice</td>
<td>Support giving</td>
<td>Availability heuristic</td>
<td>Service provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion</td>
<td>Support seeking</td>
<td>Brand recognition</td>
<td>Confidence in security measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation</td>
<td>Availability of support</td>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>Reviews about a security tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>Quality of support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For the past 5 years, your friend John has been downloading free music, videos, and software from different websites including torrent sites without any problem. One day, he reads an article about the dangers of free downloads such as viruses, adware, Trojan horses, worms and spyware. For each of the following options, how much do you agree that it is a good choice for John?

(Responses: I strongly agree, I agree, Neutral, I disagree, I strongly disagree)
A. Continue downloading free files from any website as usual. He has been doing it for 5 years without a problem, chances of being affected are very small.
B. Restrict the downloads to those websites John has already used before. He has used them for 5 years without a problem, he trusts them to be secure.

How would you rank the options from the scenario above in order of preference?

C.3 Assessing Other’s Security Competence
How do you assess if someone is more competent than you in data security? (Please select all that apply.)
A. He/she works for a technical company.
B. His/her job is technical.
C. He/she has more experience than you in using or working with technical devices and services.
D. He/she studied or studies a technical course.
E. He/she is more educated than you.
F. He/she works in data security.
G. He/she studied or studies data security.
H. He/she has experienced a data security incident before.
I. None of the above.

How would you rank the options selected in the question above in order of preference?

C.4 Seeking Support
Assuming you believe each of the following to be more competent than you in data security, how likely are you to seek advice or help with data security from him/her?
(Responses: Very Likely, Likely, Neutral, Unlikely, Very Unlikely)
A. Relative
B. Friend
C. Work colleague
D. Service provider/Manufacturer help desk
E. IT repair shop professional
F. Others

How would you rank the options in the question above in order of preference?

C.5 Accepting Unsolicited Support
Assuming you believe each of the following to be more competent than you in data security, how likely are you to accept unsolicited (not asked for) advice or help with data security from him/her?
(Responses: Very Likely, Likely, Neutral, Unlikely, Very Unlikely)
A. Relative
B. Friend
C. Work colleague

How would you rank the options in the question above in order of preference?

C.6 Giving Solicited Support
Assuming you believe each of the following to be less competent than you in data security, if they ask you for advice or help with data security, how likely are you to offer it?
(Responses: Very Likely, Likely, Neutral, Unlikely, Very Unlikely)
A. Relative
B. Friend
C. Work colleague
D. Others

How would you rank the options in the question above in order of preference?

C.7 Quality Check
I am randomly answering the questions.
A. Yes
B. No

C.8 Giving Unsolicited Support
Assuming you believe each of the following to be less competent than you in data security, how likely are you to offer unsolicited (not asked for) advice or help with data security to him/her?
(Responses: Very Likely, Likely, Neutral, Unlikely, Very Unlikely)
A. Relative
B. Friend
C. Work colleague
D. Others

How would you rank the options in the question above in order of preference?

C.9 Assessing the Quality and Source of Support
Which of the following do you take into consideration when seeking data security advice or help from someone? (Please select all that apply)
A. Competence
B. Availability
C. Trust
D. Closeness to you
E. Cost to you (money, favours, gifts, etc)
F. Cost to the source of advice/help (effort, inconvenience, etc)
G. None of the above

How would you rank the options in the question above in order of preference?

C.10 Confidence in a Security Measure
Your friend Felicity is a college student. She owns a laptop. She stores assignments and study materials on it. Felicity visits her friend, Laurel, whom she finds watching a very interesting movie. Felicity asks Laurel if she can share the movie with her, as well as some of the music Laurel downloaded. Laurel copies all the files to a USB stick, and hands it over to Felicity. On their way out, Laurel tells Felicity that she thinks her laptop might have a virus because she could not open one of her word documents to study, and this has happened to her a number of times. For each of the following options, how much do you agree that it is a good
choice for Felicity?
(Responses: I strongly agree, I agree, Neutral, I disagree, I strongly disagree)
A. Felicity could copy the movie and music to her laptop. Laurel probably got a corrupted file, there is nothing to fear.
B. Felicity could copy the files to her laptop. She has an antivirus which will keep her data secure.
C. Felicity could take and maintain a backup of her files in a USB stick, phone storage, cloud storage, external hard drive, another computer, etc. She could hence copy the movie and music to her laptop. She can always get the files from the backup when needed.

How would you rank the options in the question above in order of preference?

C.11 Duty of Care
Assume you have a sister named Vanessa, and you believe her to be less competent than you in data security. One day you visit her, and while you use her laptop, you notice that her antivirus is not set to automatically scan removable media, such as USB sticks, when they are plugged in. For each of the following options, how much do you agree that it is a good choice?
(Responses: I strongly agree, I agree, Neutral, I disagree, I strongly disagree)
A. Change the settings of the antivirus to enable auto-scan of removable media, and say nothing.
B. Change the settings of the antivirus to enable auto-scan of removable media, and tell Vanessa what you have done.
C. Leave the settings as they are. It is Vanessa’s choice to disable auto-scan.
D. Leave the settings as they are. It is not your responsibility.
E. Ask Vanessa why auto-scan is disabled.

How would you rank the options in the question above in order of preference?

C.12 Quality Check
I am randomly answering the questions.
A. Yes 
B. No 

C.13 Continuity of Care - Scenario 1
Assume you have a friend, Catherine, who you believe to be less competent than you in data security. She comes to you for help because she had corrupted files on her computer and thinks she has a virus. What would you do?
(Responses: I strongly agree, I agree, Neutral, I disagree, I strongly disagree)
A. Do nothing.
B. Fix it, if you feel you can.
C. Tell Catherine what to do to fix the problem herself, if you know the solution.
D. Tell Catherine to look for help elsewhere if you feel/find that you cannot fix it.
E. Arrange for a trusted contact to fix it, if you feel/find that you cannot.
F. Arrange for a third party to fix it. You offer to pay.
G. Arrange for a third party to fix it. You offer to help pay (share the cost).
H. Arrange for a third party to fix it. You expect Catherine to pay.

D. SUMMARY STATISTICS
Survival/Outcome Bias:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. 34 (3.1%)</td>
<td>203 (18.7%)</td>
<td>237 (21.8%)</td>
<td>430 (39.6%)</td>
<td>183 (16.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 109 (10%)</td>
<td>386 (35.5%)</td>
<td>269 (24.7%)</td>
<td>247 (22.7%)</td>
<td>76 (7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Confidence in a Security Measure:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. 31 (2.9%)</td>
<td>120 (11%)</td>
<td>167 (15.4%)</td>
<td>420 (38.6%)</td>
<td>349 (32.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 41 (3.8%)</td>
<td>242 (22.3%)</td>
<td>272 (25%)</td>
<td>239 (22.7%)</td>
<td>76 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. 156 (14.4%)</td>
<td>345 (31.7%)</td>
<td>264 (24.3%)</td>
<td>218 (20.1%)</td>
<td>104 (9.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assessing the Quality and Source of Support:

Which of the following do you take into consideration when seeking data security advice or help from someone? (Please select all that apply)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competence</th>
<th>Cost to you (money, favours, gifts, etc)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. 993 (91.4%)</td>
<td>E. Cost to you (money, favours, gifts, etc) 530 (48.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 334 (30.7%)</td>
<td>F. Cost to the source of advice/help (effort, inconvenience, etc) 394 (36.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. 971 (89.3%)</td>
<td>G. None of the above 11 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. 339 (31.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assessing Other People’s Security Competence:

How do you assess if someone is more competent than you in data security? (Please select all that apply.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>He/she works for a technical company</th>
<th>He/she works in data security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. 255 (23.5%)</td>
<td>F. He/she works in data security 938 (86.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 255 (23.5%)</td>
<td>G. He/she studied or studies data security 846 (77.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. 259 (51.4%)</td>
<td>H. He/she has experienced a data security incident before 428 (39.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. 289 (26.6%)</td>
<td>I. None of the above 47 (4.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. 75 (6.9%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How would you rank the options in the question above in order of preference?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>0 (No rank)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>6 (.6%)</td>
<td>660 (60.7%)</td>
<td>273 (25.1%)</td>
<td>79 (7.3%)</td>
<td>39 (3.6%)</td>
<td>17 (1.6%)</td>
<td>13 (1.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td>22 (2%)</td>
<td>21 (1.9%)</td>
<td>77 (7.1%)</td>
<td>293 (27%)</td>
<td>283 (26%)</td>
<td>232 (21.3%)</td>
<td>159 (14.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.</td>
<td>4 (.4%)</td>
<td>321 (29.5%)</td>
<td>541 (49.8%)</td>
<td>118 (10.9%)</td>
<td>62 (5.7%)</td>
<td>32 (2.9%)</td>
<td>9 (.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
<td>28 (2.6%)</td>
<td>20 (1.8%)</td>
<td>71 (6.5%)</td>
<td>212 (19.5%)</td>
<td>195 (17.9%)</td>
<td>224 (20.6%)</td>
<td>337 (31%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>21 (1.9%)</td>
<td>50 (4.6%)</td>
<td>82 (7.5%)</td>
<td>234 (21.5%)</td>
<td>252 (23.2%)</td>
<td>248 (22.8%)</td>
<td>200 (18.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td>24 (2.2%)</td>
<td>14 (1.3%)</td>
<td>38 (3.5%)</td>
<td>140 (12.9%)</td>
<td>232 (21.3%)</td>
<td>304 (28%)</td>
<td>335 (30.8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assessing Other People’s Security Competence:

How do you assess if someone is more competent than you in data security? (Please select all that apply.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>He/she works for a technical company</th>
<th>He/she works in data security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. 255 (23.5%)</td>
<td>F. He/she works in data security 938 (86.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 255 (23.5%)</td>
<td>G. He/she studied or studies data security 846 (77.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. 559 (51.4%)</td>
<td>H. He/she has experienced a data security incident before 428 (39.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. 289 (26.6%)</td>
<td>I. None of the above 47 (4.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. 75 (6.9%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How would you rank the options in the question above in order of preference?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>0 (No rank)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>36 (3.3%)</td>
<td>38 (3.5%)</td>
<td>47 (4.3%)</td>
<td>106 (9.8%)</td>
<td>176 (16.2%)</td>
<td>180 (16.6%)</td>
<td>233 (21.4%)</td>
<td>188 (17.3%)</td>
<td>83 (7.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td>32 (2.9%)</td>
<td>38 (3.5%)</td>
<td>41 (3.8%)</td>
<td>116 (10.7%)</td>
<td>201 (18.5%)</td>
<td>269 (24.7%)</td>
<td>229 (21.1%)</td>
<td>131 (12.1%)</td>
<td>30 (2.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.</td>
<td>21 (1.9%)</td>
<td>96 (8.8%)</td>
<td>73 (6.7%)</td>
<td>231 (21.3%)</td>
<td>252 (23.2%)</td>
<td>164 (15.1%)</td>
<td>140 (12.9%)</td>
<td>96 (8.8%)</td>
<td>14 (1.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
<td>32 (2.9%)</td>
<td>16 (1.5%)</td>
<td>38 (3.5%)</td>
<td>103 (9.5%)</td>
<td>173 (15.9%)</td>
<td>254 (23.4%)</td>
<td>249 (22.9%)</td>
<td>190 (17.5%)</td>
<td>32 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>39 (3.6%)</td>
<td>11 (1%)</td>
<td>15 (1.4%)</td>
<td>24 (2.2%)</td>
<td>41 (3.8%)</td>
<td>36 (3.3%)</td>
<td>65 (6%)</td>
<td>188 (17.3%)</td>
<td>668 (61.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td>8 (.7%)</td>
<td>730 (67.2%)</td>
<td>163 (15%)</td>
<td>71 (6.5%)</td>
<td>38 (3.5%)</td>
<td>33 (3%)</td>
<td>20 (1.8%)</td>
<td>18 (1.7%)</td>
<td>6 (1.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>18 (1.7%)</td>
<td>115 (10.6%)</td>
<td>634 (58.3%)</td>
<td>138 (12.7%)</td>
<td>55 (5.1%)</td>
<td>45 (4.1%)</td>
<td>32 (2.9%)</td>
<td>25 (2.3%)</td>
<td>25 (2.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.</td>
<td>22 (2%)</td>
<td>42 (3.9%)</td>
<td>68 (6.3%)</td>
<td>284 (26.1%)</td>
<td>124 (11.4%)</td>
<td>74 (6.8%)</td>
<td>84 (7.7%)</td>
<td>208 (19.1%)</td>
<td>181 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Duty of Care: Motivation - Offer Unsolicited Support:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Very Likely</th>
<th>Likely</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Unlikely</th>
<th>Very Unlikely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Relative</td>
<td>209 (19.2%)</td>
<td>396 (36.4%)</td>
<td>180 (16.6%)</td>
<td>209 (19.2%)</td>
<td>93 (8.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Friend</td>
<td>137 (12.6%)</td>
<td>376 (34.6%)</td>
<td>223 (20.5%)</td>
<td>250 (23%)</td>
<td>101 (9.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Work colleague</td>
<td>55 (5.1%)</td>
<td>236 (21.7%)</td>
<td>268 (24.7%)</td>
<td>351 (32.3%)</td>
<td>177 (16.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Others</td>
<td>24 (2.2%)</td>
<td>107 (9.8%)</td>
<td>275 (25.3%)</td>
<td>350 (32.2%)</td>
<td>331 (30.5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How would you rank the options in the question above in order of preference?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>4 (.4%)</td>
<td>756 (69.5%)</td>
<td>196 (18%)</td>
<td>97 (8.9%)</td>
<td>34 (3.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td>5 (.5%)</td>
<td>216 (19.9%)</td>
<td>746 (68.6%)</td>
<td>113 (10.4%)</td>
<td>7 (.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.</td>
<td>5 (.5%)</td>
<td>96 (8.8%)</td>
<td>123 (11.3%)</td>
<td>812 (74.7%)</td>
<td>51 (4.7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
<td>12 (1.1%)</td>
<td>18 (1.7%)</td>
<td>17 (1.6%)</td>
<td>58 (5.3%)</td>
<td>982 (90.3%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Duty of Care: Motivation - Accept Unsolicited Support:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Very Likely</th>
<th>Likely</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Unlikely</th>
<th>Very Unlikely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Relative</td>
<td>195 (17.9%)</td>
<td>485 (44.6%)</td>
<td>232 (21.3%)</td>
<td>134 (12.3%)</td>
<td>41 (3.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Friend</td>
<td>174 (16%)</td>
<td>514 (47.3%)</td>
<td>253 (23.3%)</td>
<td>117 (10.8%)</td>
<td>29 (2.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Work colleague</td>
<td>103 (9.5%)</td>
<td>424 (39%)</td>
<td>331 (30.5%)</td>
<td>172 (15.8%)</td>
<td>57 (5.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Service provider/ Manufacturerg help desk</td>
<td>135 (12.4%)</td>
<td>347 (31.9%)</td>
<td>266 (24.5%)</td>
<td>222 (20.4%)</td>
<td>117 (10.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. IT repair shop professional</td>
<td>118 (10.9%)</td>
<td>322 (29.6%)</td>
<td>253 (23.3%)</td>
<td>242 (22.3%)</td>
<td>152 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Others</td>
<td>26 (2.4%)</td>
<td>109 (10%)</td>
<td>424 (39%)</td>
<td>283 (26%)</td>
<td>245 (22.5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How would you rank the options in the question above in order of preference?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>7 (.6%)</td>
<td>405 (37.3%)</td>
<td>192 (17.7%)</td>
<td>211 (19.4%)</td>
<td>119 (10.9%)</td>
<td>119 (10.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td>8 (.7%)</td>
<td>220 (20.2%)</td>
<td>403 (37.1%)</td>
<td>167 (15.4%)</td>
<td>203 (18.7%)</td>
<td>76 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.</td>
<td>9 (.8%)</td>
<td>95 (8.7%)</td>
<td>134 (12.3%)</td>
<td>456 (42%)</td>
<td>127 (11.7%)</td>
<td>235 (21.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
<td>10 (.9%)</td>
<td>232 (21.3%)</td>
<td>149 (13.7%)</td>
<td>129 (11.9%)</td>
<td>332 (30.5%)</td>
<td>186 (17.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>8 (.7%)</td>
<td>123 (11.3%)</td>
<td>191 (17.6%)</td>
<td>93 (8.6%)</td>
<td>227 (20.9%)</td>
<td>378 (34.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td>12 (1.1%)</td>
<td>11 (1%)</td>
<td>13 (1.2%)</td>
<td>22 (2%)</td>
<td>67 (6.2%)</td>
<td>81 (7.5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Duty of Care: Motivation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>61 (5.6%)</td>
<td>233 (21.4%)</td>
<td>239 (22%)</td>
<td>397 (36.5%)</td>
<td>157 (14.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td>350 (32.2%)</td>
<td>393 (36.2%)</td>
<td>171 (15.7%)</td>
<td>134 (12.3%)</td>
<td>39 (3.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.</td>
<td>56 (5.2%)</td>
<td>189 (17.4%)</td>
<td>319 (29.3%)</td>
<td>402 (37%)</td>
<td>121 (11.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
<td>48 (4.4%)</td>
<td>160 (14.7%)</td>
<td>269 (24.7%)</td>
<td>414 (38.1%)</td>
<td>196 (18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>539 (49.6%)</td>
<td>436 (40.1%)</td>
<td>63 (5.8%)</td>
<td>36 (3.3%)</td>
<td>13 (1.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How would you rank the options in the question above in order of preference?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>9 (.8%)</td>
<td>56 (5.2%)</td>
<td>131 (12.1%)</td>
<td>413 (38%)</td>
<td>118 (10.9%)</td>
<td>360 (33.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td>5 (.5%)</td>
<td>255 (23.5%)</td>
<td>509 (46.8%)</td>
<td>96 (8.8%)</td>
<td>191 (17.6%)</td>
<td>31 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.</td>
<td>9 (.8%)</td>
<td>54 (5%)</td>
<td>160 (14.7%)</td>
<td>268 (24.7%)</td>
<td>503 (46.3%)</td>
<td>93 (8.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
<td>10 (.9%)</td>
<td>26 (2.4%)</td>
<td>108 (9.9%)</td>
<td>163 (15%)</td>
<td>237 (21.8%)</td>
<td>543 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>2 (.2%)</td>
<td>695 (63.9%)</td>
<td>174 (16%)</td>
<td>140 (12.9%)</td>
<td>28 (2.6%)</td>
<td>48 (4.4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Duty of Care: Social Responsibility - Seek Support:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Very Likely</th>
<th>Likely</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Unlikely</th>
<th>Very Unlikely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Relative</td>
<td>383 (35.2%)</td>
<td>485 (44.6%)</td>
<td>128 (11.8%)</td>
<td>71 (6.5%)</td>
<td>20 (1.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Friend</td>
<td>362 (33.3%)</td>
<td>561 (51.6%)</td>
<td>124 (11.4%)</td>
<td>29 (2.7%)</td>
<td>11 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Work colleague</td>
<td>207 (19%)</td>
<td>562 (51.7%)</td>
<td>214 (19.7%)</td>
<td>79 (7.3%)</td>
<td>25 (2.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Service provider/ Manufacturer help desk</td>
<td>224 (20.6%)</td>
<td>402 (37%)</td>
<td>279 (25.7%)</td>
<td>150 (13.8%)</td>
<td>32 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. IT repair shop professional</td>
<td>186 (17.1%)</td>
<td>367 (33.8%)</td>
<td>262 (24.1%)</td>
<td>206 (19%)</td>
<td>66 (6.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Others</td>
<td>46 (4.2%)</td>
<td>123 (11.3%)</td>
<td>561 (51.6%)</td>
<td>239 (22%)</td>
<td>118 (10.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### How would you rank the options in the question above in order of preference?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0 (No rank)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Relative</td>
<td>10 (.9%)</td>
<td>361 (33.2%)</td>
<td>205 (18.9%)</td>
<td>229 (21.1%)</td>
<td>119 (10.9%)</td>
<td>132 (12.1%)</td>
<td>31 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Friend</td>
<td>8 (.7%)</td>
<td>243 (22.4%)</td>
<td>393 (36.2%)</td>
<td>173 (15.9%)</td>
<td>198 (18.2%)</td>
<td>62 (5.7%)</td>
<td>10 (.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Work colleague</td>
<td>10 (.9%)</td>
<td>98 (9%)</td>
<td>138 (12.7%)</td>
<td>410 (37.7%)</td>
<td>166 (15.3%)</td>
<td>236 (21.7%)</td>
<td>29 (2.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Others</td>
<td>11 (1%)</td>
<td>232 (21.3%)</td>
<td>159 (14.6%)</td>
<td>151 (13.9%)</td>
<td>305 (28.1%)</td>
<td>196 (18%)</td>
<td>33 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. IT repair shop professional</td>
<td>9 (.8%)</td>
<td>145 (13.3%)</td>
<td>176 (16.2%)</td>
<td>97 (8.9%)</td>
<td>235 (21.6%)</td>
<td>357 (32.8%)</td>
<td>68 (6.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Others</td>
<td>14 (1.3%)</td>
<td>6 (.6%)</td>
<td>9 (.8%)</td>
<td>17 (1.6%)</td>
<td>52 (4.8%)</td>
<td>90 (8.3%)</td>
<td>899 (82.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Continuity of Care - Scenario 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Relative</td>
<td>12 (1.1%)</td>
<td>24 (2.2%)</td>
<td>116 (10.7%)</td>
<td>452 (41.6%)</td>
<td>483 (44.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Friend</td>
<td>389 (35.8%)</td>
<td>561 (51.6%)</td>
<td>80 (7.4%)</td>
<td>42 (3.9%)</td>
<td>15 (1.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Work colleague</td>
<td>146 (13.4%)</td>
<td>613 (56.4%)</td>
<td>188 (17.3%)</td>
<td>114 (10.5%)</td>
<td>26 (2.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Others</td>
<td>327 (30.1%)</td>
<td>556 (51.1%)</td>
<td>100 (9.2%)</td>
<td>77 (7.1%)</td>
<td>27 (2.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Others</td>
<td>263 (24.2%)</td>
<td>535 (49.2%)</td>
<td>192 (17.7%)</td>
<td>81 (7.5%)</td>
<td>16 (1.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Others</td>
<td>11 (1%)</td>
<td>66 (6.1%)</td>
<td>131 (12.1%)</td>
<td>464 (42.7%)</td>
<td>415 (38.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Others</td>
<td>20 (1.8%)</td>
<td>72 (6.6%)</td>
<td>148 (13.6%)</td>
<td>442 (40.7%)</td>
<td>405 (37.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Others</td>
<td>153 (14.1%)</td>
<td>459 (42.2%)</td>
<td>281 (25.9%)</td>
<td>130 (12%)</td>
<td>64 (5.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Continuity of Care - Scenario 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Relative</td>
<td>14 (1.3%)</td>
<td>29 (2.7%)</td>
<td>98 (9%)</td>
<td>491 (45.2%)</td>
<td>455 (41.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Friend</td>
<td>424 (39%)</td>
<td>549 (50.5%)</td>
<td>62 (5.7%)</td>
<td>37 (3.4%)</td>
<td>15 (1.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Work colleague</td>
<td>200 (18.4%)</td>
<td>604 (55.6%)</td>
<td>160 (14.7%)</td>
<td>98 (9%)</td>
<td>25 (2.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Others</td>
<td>240 (22.1%)</td>
<td>615 (56.6%)</td>
<td>131 (12.1%)</td>
<td>69 (6.3%)</td>
<td>32 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Others</td>
<td>252 (32.3%)</td>
<td>584 (53.7%)</td>
<td>161 (14.8%)</td>
<td>61 (5.6%)</td>
<td>29 (2.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Others</td>
<td>63 (5.8%)</td>
<td>168 (15.5%)</td>
<td>219 (20.1%)</td>
<td>367 (33.8%)</td>
<td>270 (24.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Others</td>
<td>65 (6%)</td>
<td>235 (21.6%)</td>
<td>211 (19.4%)</td>
<td>331 (30.5%)</td>
<td>245 (22.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Others</td>
<td>90 (8.3%)</td>
<td>347 (31.9%)</td>
<td>315 (29%)</td>
<td>241 (22.2%)</td>
<td>94 (8.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT
Security design choices often fail to take into account users’ social context. Our work is among the first to examine security behavior in romantic relationships. We surveyed 195 people on Amazon Mechanical Turk about their relationship status and account sharing behavior for a cross-section of popular websites and apps (e.g., Netflix, Amazon Prime). We examine differences in account sharing behavior at different stages in a relationship and for people in different age groups and income levels. We also present a taxonomy of sharing motivations and behaviors based on the iterative coding of open-ended responses. Based on this taxonomy, we present design recommendations to support end users in three relationship stages: when they start sharing access with romantic partners; when they are maintaining that sharing; and when they decide to stop. Our findings contribute to the field of usable privacy and security by enhancing our understanding of security and privacy behaviors and needs in intimate social relationships.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sharing digital accounts is a common practice for various social groups and individuals. Recent Twitter discussion among members of the UK’s Parliament sharing their account credentials shows that password sharing is widespread even among groups that require maximum levels of information security [23]. Studies report employees share account credentials with their colleagues, as sharing can facilitate trust and productivity [7, 24, 30]. Sharing is more common among intimate social groups such as families and friends. Researchers found people share accounts to overcome resource limitations [41], while convenience, combined with proximity, also motivates sharing [14, 34]. In a broader context, sharing has been recognized as a token of “trust,” which enables a society to perform its functions [8, 30, 34, 41].

Sharing is gaining traction in security research community as the emphasis on the “human side” of computer security is growing [1, 35, 40]. Researchers are beginning to focus on designing secure systems that accommodate sharing. Still, many designs of online systems assume a single user – an assumption that would be considered ridiculous if those systems were situated in an offline environment. More than a decade ago, Grinter et al. showed that a home entertainment system designed for a single user can be unsuitable for a multi-user scenario and even create conflict among household members [18]. Recent work by Matthews et al. shows that while households may share devices and accounts in daily use, there is scarce support for sharing among current technologies [34].

In this regard, research on the sharing practices of couples in romantic relationships can inform future designs of security technologies that afford sharing behaviors. Further, dyadic romantic relationships are the most pervasive social constructs, but they have been left mostly unexplored concerning cybersecurity.

To address this gap in the literature, we conducted an online survey in 2017. The survey was distributed on Amazon Mechanical Turk, targeting people who have experienced romantic relationships. We collected quantitative data on what accounts people share with their partners, demographics, relationship duration, cohabitation duration, and qualitative responses on how and why they share. We were interested in 1) how sharing behaviors differ individually and 2) how tendencies of sharing for various types of accounts differ with the progress of a relationship.

We found that account sharing among couples emerges both from needs to fulfill functional goals such as sharing finances, as well as from desires to satisfy each other’s emotional needs. Our findings suggest that account sharing plays a critical role in the progression of romantic relationships, supporting the notion of creating affordances for shared usage in online accounts. We also report hiding behaviors and examine underlying rationales. Finally, we present design recommendations to support sharing in different stages of a relationship.

The contributions of our work are as follows:

- We provide a snapshot of account sharing behaviors of people in romantic relationships.
- We extend the literature on account and password sharing to the context of romantic relationships.
We provide guidelines for designers and developers of security systems to better support account sharing behaviors of romantic couples in different relationship stages.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 The Social Context of Security Behaviors

We are applying a social psychology lens to problematic security behaviors. This framing specifically builds on the work of Das et al. [9, 10, 11, 12] in gathering and analyzing empirical data about end users’ triggers for security behavior change. These triggers include observations of friends’ and loved ones’ security behaviors, social sensemaking of security practices and beliefs, pulling pranks and otherwise demonstrating to peers and family various security behaviors, and sharing account access and passwords with close ties. Das’ findings have been echoed by others such as Redmiles et al. [39], who found in a 2016 census-representative survey of N=526 U.S. residents that family and friends, along with media, were the most prevalent sources of security advice.

Other authors have also examined security behaviors in a social context. Singh et al. [41] reported results of a 2005-2006 qualitative study of how people in Australia use banking services and manage money in the context of their personal relationships and in their broader socio-economic contexts. The data collected through open-ended interviews with a total of N=108 Australians of largely European heritage, indigenous “yarning circles” and focus groups of people with disabilities found that couples in relationships share PINs as an expression of trust and that sharing of confidential or private security information is inevitable under certain life circumstances, such as when accessing a service, is difficult due to factors such as remoteness or disability.

More recently, Matthews et al. [34] found in a 2016 mixed-methods study that households’ sharing of devices and accounts is common. Participants in a survey of N=99 households, followed by a 25-day diary study of N=25 individuals and interviews with N=24, reported a fluid boundary of what is perceived as “personal,” such as mobile devices lying around the house. Trust and convenience were found to be major influences on sharing. These findings are congruent with those of Boyd [8] and Singh et al. [41] among others on how family environments socialize family members to share passwords, and other researchers such as Herley on how end users judge costs and benefits in applying security behaviors [21]. Additionally, Matthews et al. developed a taxonomy of sharing with six categories (borrowing, mutual use, setup, helping, broadcasting, and accidental) that suggests a guide for our interpretations of participant sharing data.

Our work extends this literature on the social context of security behaviors to the specific context of romantic relationships. While couples have comprised a subset of the participants in prior work, ours is among the first studies, and is the first that we are aware of, to focus exclusively on romantic partners as a user population.

2.2 Password Sharing

Singh et al. and Kaye were among the first HCI researchers to specifically examine reasons for and methods of password sharing. Singh et al., [41] in the study noted above, found that the distance and difficulty of travel to a physical bank branch were major factors that led to password sharing among those with physical disabilities and inhabitants of remote and poor villages in Australia. Participants who shared accounts with partners or family also needed to share passwords to facilitate their access to the accounts.

Kaye’s sample, by contrast, was drawn from a U.S.-based convenience sample of friends, family and their own ties reached through online communication and social media. In his primarily qualitative study with N=122 participants published in 2011 [28], he reported that gender and age were positively correlated with password sharing, with password sharing the highest among men ages 46-49. Participants who were in a relationship or married had on average 2.8 (SD=3.5) instances of password sharing, whereas people who were single and not in a relationship had on average 1.4 (SD=1.5) instances. This data suggests that password sharing is becoming a behavioral norm in the U.S. for those in romantic relationships and/or heads of households, for which older men traditionally have managed finances and account logistics.

In a 2013 YouGov Norway survey of N=1003 employees age 18 to 64, Helkala and Bakås [20] found that 31% of participants said they share passwords with a partner. The authors noted that many were confused or misguided about how to create and manage strong passwords, reusing passwords across accounts and showing a lack of understanding as to which accounts contained confidential or private information.

Separately, Whitty et al. [43] found in a 2013 online survey of N=497 U.K. professionals age 18-72 that younger people were more likely to share passwords than older people. High scores on scales measuring certain personality traits (lack of perseverance, suggesting boredom or unenthusiasm for tasks; and the tendency of self-monitoring, which implies sensitivity to social and situational cues) were positively correlated with password sharing. However, knowledge of cybersecurity was not correlated with password sharing. This suggests that social and individual psychological factors may be as important, if not more so, than training or access to information about best practices for understanding some individuals’ security behaviors.

Our work builds on this prior research by contributing data from a sample population of romantic couples about their password and account sharing behaviors.

2.3 Partner as “Insider Threat”

At least one participant in Kaye’s 2011 study reported having a negative experience with password sharing, as her now-ex-boyfriend made use of his knowledge to send threatening emails and delete accounts [28]. Such experiences with intimate-partner harassment and even abuse or violence using shared security information and device access are sadly not uncommon [15, 16]. Freed et al. advocate incorporating safety reviews for such types of attacks into UI evaluations and penetration testing protocols [16], though they acknowledge the difficulty of designing systems to hamper usability for intimate-partner attackers while preserving usability for targeted or third-party users, all of whom may reside in the same households.

In a 2013 study, Muslukhov et al. [36] reported 12% of those surveyed or interviewed reported a negative experience
with unauthorized access of their smartphone, for instance a housemate looking at personal photos and making costly calls while the phone’s owner slept. The authors argued for expanding the adversarial threat model used by smartphone security designers and engineers to include threats posed by “insiders (e.g., friends)” who have proximity to users’ smartphones and/or knowledge of their everyday behavior. Follow-up studies [31, 32, 42] from the same research group reinforce the notion that perpetrators of security intrusions can be among our most intimate ties, as Marques et al. estimate that as many as 1 in 3 people have snooped on someone else’s smartphone, and Usmani et al., that more than 1 in 5 have snooped on someone else’s Facebook account. The latter authors identified fun, curiosity, jealousy, animosity and utility as motivations for these intrusions [42].

End users may become more aware of threats, and more likely to hide some data even from intimate partners, due to their increased use of computing devices for social media [32] and for employment activities. Kang et al. [27] found that social media users who are younger and more educated put more personal information online, but also seek more anonymity and hide more components of their identity than those older or less educated or both. In their comparison of a survey sample drawn from Amazon Mechanical Turk and one more representative of the broader U.S. population, the U.S. MTurk workers were found to be more likely to seek anonymity and hide identity and to be more worried about their online information than the U.S. public, regardless of their age, gender, education, and social media use. They also found that MTurk workers hide more information from family members, a romantic partner, friends and coworkers than other groups.

Our work attempts to extend this prior research by adding to the knowledge of “hiding” as a distinct user behavior for partners in romantic relationships. While our survey does not specifically address snooping or intimate partner abuse or violence, our findings on hiding could contribute to the overall understanding of the spectrum of possible antisocial security behaviors by users that designers and developers should take into account.

3. METHOD

We used Amazon Mechanical Turk to reach a broader sample of participants in a variety of relationship and cohabitation situations. Although our results may not be generalizable to the entire population, we did not want to limit our scope geographically. Past study has also shown that MTurk subjects are more representative than student and local convenience samples [6], hence supporting our choice of crowdworkers as a primary survey target.

3.1 Survey Design

The survey consisted of three parts; first, we asked our participants what accounts they own; second, we looked into security and account sharing behaviors for each account; and third, we asked participants about their demographics. Before these questions, for screening purpose, we asked our participants for their relationship status, relationship duration, and cohabitation duration.

We initially drafted a list of popular websites in the U.S. from Alexa.com2. However, as it did not provide distinct groupings, we reorganized accounts based on their usages and created 17 original categories. For each category, we selected 15 websites ranked most popular by Alexa.com. The list of categories and accounts is in Appendix 1.

3.2 Survey Items

Once participants completed screening, they were asked to select accounts they own from our list. For each chosen account, we asked for its ownership, the usage of an account by both participants and their partners, and the access to an account by partners. Participants were also prompted to enter up to 3 additional accounts if they did not find any account they own from the given list, but those additional entries were excluded from the analysis.

For ownership, we asked participants whether an account is owned by them, by their partner, jointly by both them and their partners, or separately as individual accounts. For the usage of an account, we asked how frequently participants and their partners use an account respectively. We then assessed how easily a partner can access an account. In each of 17 categories, we asked participants to write a short response describing their reasons and methods for sharing any accounts, and the same for hiding any accounts. Lastly, we asked for participants’ demographics, which included: age, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, household income, and education level. Detailed questions are in Appendix 2.

3.3 Recruitment and Participants

Between August 30 - September 6, 2017, 244 participants were recruited in three batches on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participation was limited to the U.S. residents aged above 18 with an approval rating over 95% and had more than 1,000 tasks approved. The survey was titled “Romantic Couples and Cybersecurity,” and had a description as the following: “What online accounts and devices you and your partner own and share with (or hide from) each other? You must 1) have ever been in (or are in) a romantic relationship; 2) been in a relationship for > 1 month or broke up < 1 year ago; and 3) aged 18 or more.” Once Turkers accepted the HIT, they were redirected to the Qualtrics survey.

Participants were notified that their participation is voluntary and they can terminate their sessions at any time. Before publishing the survey, we pilot-tested the survey with 25 people and asked them to provide feedback on survey taking experience. Based on the received feedback, we made minor modifications to the interface and the flow of the survey. We estimated the survey to take about 25 - 30 minutes to complete and paid $4 to each participant. On average, participants took 36.9 minutes (SD=37.4) to finish the survey, and the median session duration was 26.7 minutes.

3.4 Data Cleaning

From the total of 306 responses, we removed 25.1% of responses (N=77) which were incomplete or entered by Turkers outside the U.S. We also excluded 34 logically faulty responses which included accounts being used by neither participants nor their partners from the rest of 229 responses. We analyzed the remaining 195 responses each from a unique participant. Only 4 among 195 responses did not report any
account. We removed 265 duplicate entries of accounts from the total of 3,686 accounts to prevent double-counting. We also refined our account categories as our initial categorization of accounts was ambiguous and not suitable for the analysis. The new categories are in Appendix 1.

Whether an account is shared or not was determined with the following criteria. While a partner must have ready access or be able to access whenever needed, 1) a partner must use an account more than never if a participant owns an account, or 2) a participant must use an account more than never if a partner owns an account, or 3) an account is jointly owned by both a participant and his/her partner.

For hiding, an account was considered actively hidden if a participant selected “Partner doesn’t know and I’m actively hiding the account” for the question asking partner’s access to an account. However, we noticed many participants mentioned hiding in their open-ended responses although they did not explicitly indicate active hiding of accounts in prior questions.

4. RESULTS

We examined what factors affect sharing of accounts with quantitative data and identified themes that categorize people’s motivations and methods for sharing from qualitative responses. 3 authors participated in iteratively developing the taxonomy of sharing reasons from the textual data.

4.1 Sample Characteristics

In our sample, 4% of participants (N=8) were not currently in a relationship, 62% (N=122) were dating someone, and 34% (N=65) were married. 140 participants responded that they are currently living together with their partners and 55 responded they are not. The relationship duration of the participants varied from the minimum of two months to the maximum of 434 months (M=81.9, SD=87.2). Cohabitation duration also varied widely from zero for those who are not living together to the maximum of 434 months (M=63.6, SD=88.6). Figure 1 shows distributions of relationship duration and cohabitation duration.

Previous studies have shown that U.S. Turkers are distinct from the general U.S. population. Researchers found Turkers tend to be younger, more educated, less wealthy, more white, and predominantly females [22, 26, 33, 37]. The characteristics of our survey sample are mostly consistent with that of MTurk populations studied in the past. Ages of our participants ranged from 19 to 63 years old, with 33 as the median (M=34.2, SD=8.91). 81 participants reported education above bachelor’s degree, and the median level of education was an associate or technical degree with 120 participants above the median. Our sample consisted of 111 males and 83 females (male/female ratio=1.34), and one who reported being non-binary. The median income range was $40,000 to $59,999 with 55 participants, and the largest number of participants belonged to the range of $20,000 to $39,999 with 65 of them in the group. 153 participants in our sample identified themselves as white, followed by 18 black or African American, 13 Asian or Pacific Islander, 6 Hispanic or Latino, 1 Native American or American Indian, and 6 other ethnicities. Overall, our sample was younger, less wealthy, and more educated compared to the general U.S. public. Appendix 3 shows differences in demographics of our sample and the U.S. population in greater detail.

4.2 Factors Affecting Sharing

To eliminate the chance of difference in sharing across groups stemming from one group having more accounts than the other group, we used the ratio of sharing (the number of shared accounts divided by the number of owned accounts) as our response variable instead of the absolute number of shared accounts. In doing so, we hypothesized based on findings from the security literature that who are younger and more educated will share less [25, 27, 28], while who have less income and were in a relationship/cohabiting for a longer time will share more [34, 41]. As we tested multiple hypotheses simultaneously, we applied Bonferroni correction and used the critical value of 0.05/22=0.0023.

The number of accounts owned and accounts shared were distributed as shown in Figure 2. Overall, 84.6% (N=165) participants out of 195 were sharing at least one account, and one participant sharing 39 accounts was the maximum. The median for number of shared accounts was 4 and sharing ratios were distributed as shown in the right subgraph of Figure 2.

4.2.1 Individual differences based on demographics and relationship characteristics

In our analyses, we used the subset of 174 participants excluding 8 participants who were not in a relationship, 8 with outlying ages, 4 who did not report any account, and 1 participant of non-binary gender. With binary variables including gender, marriage, and cohabitation, we compared the ratio of sharing across two groups (male vs. female, married vs. unmarried, and cohabiting vs. not cohabiting). For categorical or continuous variables such as income, education, age, relationship duration, and cohabitation duration, we
Table 1: Differences in sharing due to demographics and relationship characteristics (N=174).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory variables</th>
<th>Summary statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (1=female, 2=male)</td>
<td>3719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (1=above median, 2=below median)</td>
<td>3883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriage (1=married, 2=unmarried)</td>
<td>4426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohabitation (1=cohabiting, 2=not cohabiting)</td>
<td>4350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship duration (1=above median, 2=below median)</td>
<td>4902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohabitation duration (1=above median, 2=below median)</td>
<td>4977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (1=above median, 2=below median)</td>
<td>3442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income (1=above median, 2=below median)</td>
<td>3060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>957</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^\dagger$ ** p<0.001, * p<0.0023. For each major row except gender, the top subrow shows the result of a test including both males and females, while the middle and the bottom subrows show results of tests with only females or males respectively. $^\ddagger$ Column 1 through 3 under summary statistics each show a U-statistic for Mann-Whitney U test, a p-value, and Cliff’s delta (effect size). Column 4 through 6 are sample size, standard deviation, and median sharing ratio for group 1, and column 7 through 9 are the same but for group 2.

split the data at corresponding medians to get two groups: one above the median (group 1) and one below the median (group 2). Although splitting data at the median age of 32 or the median relationship duration of 50.5 months is arbitrary, it was necessary for testing differences across variables which were distributed non-normally. For the same reason, we used the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test instead of the t-test. The summary of results is in Table 1.

The results show that there are no significant differences in sharing due to gender, age, education, and income. Only marriage, cohabitation, relationship duration, and cohabitation duration were significant with positive effect sizes.

One explanation is that marriage and cohabitation, per se, work as a “leap of faith” that triggers a considerable proportion of sharing. Researchers have noted the linear progression of self-disclosure in the developmental trajectory of personal relationships [4, 17, 38], which explains positive associations of relationship duration and cohabitation duration with sharing. Another interesting observation is variables that positively affect sharing show greater significance in males than females. While many factors may be in play, it is possible that our results reflect the tendency of males being registered owners of jointly owned properties in relationships traditionally.

### 4.2.2 Combined effects of variables

Hierarchical logistic regression was conducted with the same subset of 174 participants to study combined effects of variables on sharing. We used the variable indicating if the ratio of sharing is above or below the median of 0.258 (25.8%) as our dependent variable. Transforming sharing ratio to a binary variable rather than treating it as a numeric variable led to a loss of information. However, a linear model with numeric sharing ratio as its dependent variable did not meet assumptions required for a general linear model, e.g., the normal distribution of residuals and the zero mean of residuals, and failed to provide satisfactory explanations for our data. We also tried log-transforming sharing ratio after adding 1 to all values, but the distribution of ratios
was still non-normal. Hence we performed logistic regression with sharing ratio as a binary variable and observed the positive/negative directions of odds ratios. For independent variables, we used marriage, cohabitation, age, gender, relationship duration, cohabitation duration, income, and education. The results are summarized in Table 2.

When marriage or cohabitation is the only predictor, it predicts the ratio of sharing above the median positively and is highly significant. This outcome reaffirms results we obtained from hypothesis tests and is intuitive as married or cohabiting couples are likely to share more accounts than unmarried couples, with more of their life and activities overlapping.

However, neither marriage nor cohabitation is significant when they are both included as predictors. The reason is likely that cohabitation is a confounding factor associated positively with both marriage and sharing. When participants are grouped by marriage and cohabitation, the largest group is who are cohabiting but not married with 72 participants. On the contrary, only one participant is married but not cohabiting. Remaining 101 participants are either married and cohabiting (N=43) or just dating (N=58). This incongruence in cohabitation and marriage is likely due to people’s propensity to cohabit before marrying, to experiment the viability of a more committed relationship. Thus, including cohabitation along with marriage in the model decreases the overestimated effect of marriage on sharing.

Marriage and cohabitation are significant with positive odds ratios when age is added as a third predictor in the model, which is also significant but with a negative effect. This is in contrast to our observation that the ratio of sharing is not significantly different across groups above and below the median of age. However, Whitty et al. studied password sharing practices in the UK and also found that younger people have higher chances of sharing passwords. They suggested that a younger population may have more family and friends active online compared to an older population, hence have more opportunities to share accounts [43].

None among relationship duration, cohabitation duration, gender, income, and education is neither significant nor affects the power of marriage, cohabitation, and age in the model. Hypothesis tests have shown that gender, income, and education do not contribute to differences in sharing, but the insignificance of relationship duration and cohabitation duration opposes our previous observations. This result may indicate that sharing of accounts does not undergo drastic changes during a relationship, but occurs at a specific point, e.g., after a couple decides to cohabit or marry. Research on self-disclosure has also shown successful couples often engage in a higher level of interaction earlier in their relationships then exhibit a decline in disclosure after establishing a sufficient level of confidence [5, 19].

### 4.3 Account Types and Sharing

In our data with 3,421 accounts, 29.8% accounts were shared (N=1,019), and among them, 39.5% were joint accounts (N=402). Figure 3 shows accounts shared by at least ten participants and Figure 4 shows proportions of shared accounts for each category of accounts.

We defined joint account as an account that is set up solely for sharing, owned by both participants and their partners. As we collected data on different types of accounts, we were interested in knowing whether sharing behaviors differ with types of accounts. For example, are some accounts more likely to be shared than other accounts? Also, are people more likely to share a particular type of account when they are earlier/later in their relationships? To answer these

### Table 2: Hierarchical logistic regression to test effects of multiple variables on sharing (N=174).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Independent variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marriage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.11 (1.22, 3.63)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.82 (0.90, 3.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.47 (1.18, 5.15)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.48 (1.05, 5.89)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.50 (1.05, 5.96)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.46 (1.02, 5.92)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p<0.05. The table shows odds ratios with 95% CI in brackets. An odds ratio is significant at 0.05 level if the confidence interval does not contain 1.0.

† Marriage, cohabitation, gender, income, and education are binary variables, while age, relationship duration, and cohabitation duration are numeric variables.
We identified two overarching goals for account sharing from this analysis: functional and emotional. Specifically, four themes emerged: convenience and household maintenance, to fulfill a couple’s functional needs, and trust and relationship maintenance, to satisfy their emotional needs. Among the four themes, relationship maintenance and household maintenance contain subcategories: relationship well-being and support within relationship maintenance, and economics and logistics within household maintenance. While convenience, economics, logistics, and trust were observed in previous studies, maintaining relationship well-being and providing support as reasons for account sharing are our novel findings, which we are the first to report according to our

We conducted an iterative coding of participants’ open-ended responses with 3 of the authors. Initially, 25 reasons for sharing emerged from all the responses, and 6 codes grouping together a set of reasons were identified. Then coders independently coded 50 randomly sampled responses and discussed their rationale. This process was repeated with a new sample until the acceptable level of inter-rater reliability was reached. Once consensus seemed sufficient, we proceeded to code all responses on sharing. Table 3 shows the breakdown of themes and needs with Krippendorff’s alphas calculated Chi-square tests of independence and found that people new in relationships share significantly more entertainment accounts ($\chi^2[1,1019]=15.7, p<0.0001$), but significantly fewer finance accounts ($\chi^2[1,1019]=7.29, p<0.01$). For other types of accounts besides entertainment and finance, we did not find a statistically significant relationship between the stage of relationship and sharing. We also found people who are not new in relationships share more joint accounts with their partners ($\chi^2[1,1019]=15.8, p<0.0001$). These results suggest people first share information of less importance such as entertainment accounts before they disclose more private information that carries a higher personal value.

4.4 Taxonomy of Reasons for Sharing

To understand why romantic couples share accounts, we conducted an iterative coding of participants’ open-ended responses with 3 of the authors. Initially, 25 reasons for sharing emerged from all the responses, and 6 codes grouping together a set of reasons were identified. Then coders independently coded 50 randomly sampled responses and discussed their rationale. This process was repeated with a new sample until the acceptable level of inter-rater reliability was reached. Once consensus seemed sufficient, we proceeded to code all responses on sharing. Table 3 shows the breakdown of themes and needs with Krippendorff’s alphas calculated Chi-square tests of independence and found that people new in relationships share significantly more entertainment accounts ($\chi^2[1,1019]=15.7, p<0.0001$), but significantly fewer finance accounts ($\chi^2[1,1019]=7.29, p<0.01$). For other types of accounts besides entertainment and finance, we did not find a statistically significant relationship between the stage of relationship and sharing. We also found people who are not new in relationships share more joint accounts with their partners ($\chi^2[1,1019]=15.8, p<0.0001$). These results suggest people first share information of less importance such as entertainment accounts before they disclose more private information that carries a higher personal value.

4.4.1 Sharing theme 1: Convenience

In our data, 63.8% of responses mentioned sharing accounts with romantic partners for simplicity and ease of access or usage. They mentioned not wanting the hassle of creating and maintaining a separate account as a reason for sharing. It may also occur by default if two people share a device, and hence, the account on the device. Example comments about sharing because of convenience:

“This are common streaming accounts that we share. There is no need for us to have our own accounts when it comes to streaming.”

“We both use the prime account part of Amazon, and it is easier for both of us to have the email and passwords.”

Unlike [34], we did not see a clear distinction between borrowing and mutual use in our responses. This may be due to cognitive interdependence, a unique characteristic of romantic relationships where individuals in a relationship have greater perceived unity of self and partner [3]. Therefore, sharing of devices and accounts occurs naturally. This is reflected in phrases often used in the responses, such as “/sharing) just makes sense” and “there’s no need to create separate accounts.”

4.4.2 Sharing theme 2: Household maintenance

Household maintenance (85% of responses) refers to sharing accounts in order to complete house-related or financial tasks. House-related chores include running the household and making daily arrangements, e.g., food, clothing, shelter, and travel. We labeled these activities logistics (67.3% of responses). An example of this: “We choose to share this account because we both use it for ebay.com purchases and returns.”

Financial tasks are those that involve currency, such as paying utility bills, managing bank accounts, collecting/using reward points, and managing properties and/or investments. These are grouped as a sub-category named economics (60.1% of stories). Here is an example of economics: “We both use it [the Amazon account]/share the Prime account to keep costs down ...”

In our analysis, we found that logistics and economics often overlap (147 comments – 58.6% of logistics comments; 65.6% of economics comments). For example:
“We have been married for 7 years so far and have 2 kids. We both need to know what we have in the accounts in order to make purchase and pay bills. It’s important we have a working knowledge of the money we share.”

Convenience and household maintenance are part of the functional needs to share accounts.

### 4.4.3 Sharing theme 3: Trust

We characterize sharing out of trust as a statement about intimacy and belief in the partner and the relationship. 45.3% of responses mentioned trust as the reason to share. For instance:

“I choose to share for utilities because I trust my partner, and believe both people should have access to them.”

Other variations in expressions of trust include “… we are in this together,” “… because we are married,” and “It [sharing accounts] is … transparent and makes us feel comfortable to know what the other is doing.” This theme is also found in similar works in the past [34, 41].

### 4.4.4 Sharing theme 4: Relationship maintenance

Relationship maintenance refers to sharing accounts as a measure to improve relationship well-being or to provide and receive support. It accounts for 24.4% of total responses.

Relationship well-being (20.9% of total responses) happens when people actively put in the effort to maintain and improve the quality of a relationship. This often takes the form of sharing activities together. For example: “If we share accounts/ to discuss sports and see highlights of the night before. [We] use [it] for different content also.” Relationship well-being differs from trust in that relationship well-being suggests active effort, while trust is a reflection of the state of a relationship. Another way to differentiate between them is that relationship well-being can be framed as “we-do” statements, e.g., “we travel together,” and trust is “we-are” statement, e.g., “we are in this together.”

The other component of relationship maintenance is support (5.63% of responses), which we defined as the act of receiving and providing help to a partner. An example comment of support:

**Provide support:** “I already had a netflix account before we started dating. … I gave her my password so she could watch when we weren’t together.”

### Table 3: Taxonomy of 4 themes for why couple share accounts – identified from open-ended questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs</th>
<th>Themes (Description)</th>
<th>Codes (IRR)</th>
<th>% sharing stories (N=373)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>Convenience (for simplicity and ease of access or usage)</td>
<td>Convenience (0.72)</td>
<td>63.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Household Maintenance (to complete house-related or financial tasks)</td>
<td>Economics (0.79)</td>
<td>60.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Logistics (0.49)</td>
<td>67.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>Trust (to establish trust – intimacy and belief)</td>
<td>Trust (0.75)</td>
<td>45.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relationship Maintenance (to improve relationship well-being or to provide and receive support)</td>
<td>Relationship Well-Being (0.53)</td>
<td>20.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Support (0.67)</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.5 Reasons for Hiding

In contrast to responses on sharing, only 13 responses mentioning active hiding of accounts were collected. We used the same iterative coding procedure from reasons for sharing to code reasons for hiding and found three main reasons for hiding an account: hiding relationships with other people, hiding what could bring up an argument or damage their relationship, and hiding what is irrelevant to the relationship. These three reasons were distributed as 69.2%, 76.9%, and 23.1% in responses. Examples are as follows:

**Hiding relationships:** “I just do not want them to see what I post or to see my conversations with other people.”

**Avoid conflict:** “I choose to hide my Peebles[credit card] account because my partner is unaware that I have opened it. She would be angry if she found out I took on another bill when we can barely afford the bills we have.”

**Irrelevant to a relationship:** “I don’t see a reason for her to know about my Tinder account, I’m sure she has one too but I don’t see the point in bringing it up.”

All three reasons for explicit hiding involve a motivation to conceal what a partner may consider wrongdoing [2]. This observation is not surprising considering conventional circumstances where hiding most frequently occurs, such as in illicit liaisons. However, other responses reveal hiding can occur due to reasons that are not necessarily undesirable. Although some of these responses were not marked for active hiding, we find them worthy of mentioning as they reveal neutral or even positive aspects of hiding, as opposed to our intuitions. For example, the following responses demonstrate how hiding occurs to maintain one’s personal space:

“Choose to hide these accounts by not telling her about it. I choose to do this because I want my social media accounts separate and for my own view only.”
As observed in past studies, individual privacy is an essential matter for couples in romantic relationships [29, 38]. Concerning studies on intimate partner abuse and a partner as an “insider threat,” above responses put further emphasis on designing technologies that provide better defined personal boundaries [15, 16, 32].

While above responses display conventionally expected motivations for hiding, other responses reveal rare instances where hiding comes from a good-natured motivation:

“I am not hiding anything besides when I am trying to get her a surprise gift. I just try to make sure the browser is closed.”

“I don’t usually hide my Amazon account but my partner doesn’t have the password to it. I do make sure there isn’t any e-mails from Amazon if I’m buying a gift for my partner and want it to be a surprise.”

As shown, hiding can be employed as a device to strengthen one’s relationship by facilitating gift giving. Another response shows hiding can also serve a protective function:

“My spouse spends money badly so I do not want him to spend everything.”

Similar to parent-children relationships, adult relationships can involve restrictions intended to promote healthier attitudes that can mutually benefit who are involved in a relationship.

4.6 Sharing Methods

Among the open-ended responses, 49.7% of responses reported methods of sharing. These methods can be categorized under eight general sharing methods, with the most common methods being: 1) keeping the account logged in so it is automatically signed in when needed, 2) storing passwords in a password manager, and 3) sharing/storing the passwords digitally in files or via digital communication, e.g., email. Table 4 shows the eight categories and their frequencies in our responses.

Of concern to us were the 11.8% of the responses that mentioned sharing methods that do not follow general best practices for account security. These included using a familiar or easy password (4.28% of responses), using passwords based on personal information (3.21% of responses), reusing common password-ID combinations (10.7%), and sharing through email. This supports a need to encourage more secure password sharing.

5. DISCUSSION

Our study paints a rich picture of how romantic relationships influence security behaviors and extends the existing knowledge of how individuals approach cybersecurity in social contexts [9, 10, 12, 28, 34, 41]. With the majority of our participants either dating, living with a partner, or married, our data show the array of accounts and behaviors that result from combining lives with another person. We have found it difficult, in coding many of the open-ended responses, to disentangle pragmatic from emotional reasons for sharing behaviors, or even for methods – for instance, is a couple’s practice of creating passwords together from personal information more for the ease of memorization, or for the pleasure of memorializing their emotional bond in everyday activities? Often our answer was, “It could be both practical and emotional,” which we argue is a complete perspective to bring to security research.

At the very least, our data show the need for security designers and engineers to consider socio-cognitive factors when generating ideas for system features, evaluating the usability of security systems, and conducting user evaluations with romantic couples and family households, not just with individuals. Our research has identified four factors motivating online account sharing among couples – relationship maintenance, household maintenance, trust, and convenience – that echo prior works among platonic roommates and other social groups [10, 12, 34, 41]. Security user interface and architecture designers can use these as criteria for evaluating whether the proposed or developed systems or features support usability for those in romantic relationships both as individuals and as a couple. They are also likely to help those in other sharing situations, such as people with disabilities who rely on household helpers for errands or extended families who share resources and logistical burdens such as shopping or banking.

Moreover, decisions about whether and to what extent to share access to accounts and devices with a partner (either by intent or default) are not products of a single moment. They occur in stages and follow the life cycle of the romantic relationship itself. We offer the following observations and suggestions for security design for this relationship lifecycle, broken into three stages: the start of relationship sharing, the maintenance of relationship sharing, and the end of relationship sharing.

5.1 Design Recommendations for Couples

The start of relationship sharing is characterized by individuals starting to grant partner access to some, though not all, of their individually owned accounts and devices. Our data showed that people in the early stage of relationship sharing significantly more often account sharing and fewer finance accounts. Sharing can happen either proactively, e.g., actively sharing passwords, or by default, e.g., watching the same TV.

Sharing at the first stage may be uncertain. In our data, one
participant commented that “we don’t share any [accounts] yet. We’re trying to figure that out as our relationship moves on.” We recommend building security features that ease the feeling of uncertainty at the beginning of relationship sharing. For example, allowing multiple PINs or passwords for a single device can segment device accessibility, preserving the access of new romantic partners to some apps while fencing off access to others. Another way to facilitate relationship sharing at this stage is to prompt the account’s original owner, on a regular basis, to review his or her current security settings and account sharing status. This can remind users that their accounts are currently being shared and offer options to revoke sharing access if necessary.

Unsurprisingly, our data suggest that couples who have been in a longer-term relationship or who are cohabiting or married tend to share more accounts than those who are in the early stages of a relationship and that they begin to create accounts for joint use. Couples in our study who had been dating longer or who were cohabiting or married indicated sharing more financial accounts, such as individual or joint banking accounts and investment accounts. However, certain accounts remain personal, with participants reporting keeping individual banking accounts and email accounts. Hiding behaviors are likely to occur to preserve privacy and maintain personal spaces.

A design recommendation for this relationship-maintenance stage is to establish a model where multiple users can share one account while user profiles remain independent of each other. Existing services such as Netflix and Hulu allow users to create individual profiles, but this feature is not implemented pervasively. In our data, participants’ comments about their practices of account sharing imply benefits they may enjoy if existing services adopted such one-account-multiple-user-profile structure more widely:

“The amazon account is automatically signed in. We both use it/share the Prime account to keep costs down and use our own credit cards attached to it.”

This shows there exists a demand for account sharing among the users of services that currently employ one account-one user model. Anecdotally, another example where the current one account-one user model breaks down is two-factor authentication for joint accounts. Authentication information is typically sent to one phone number that is not shared between two people.

Given the popularity of shared account usage and shortcomings in the current implementation of many accounts for couples’ needs, it is worth considering a wider range of user configuration options in a one account-multiple-users model, where individuals in a relationship have the freedom to customize their account information and security settings while being able to maintain only one login information. Such account might appear as a single account on the surface, but it would allow each user to maintain his or her personal security settings under the hood, e.g., viewing access to personal information, possibly with an additional layer of identification (e.g., 2FA). It can further help alleviate the “insider threat” of a vengeful or negligent partner being able to sabotage or failing to safeguard account information by limiting access of the partner while still sharing the same account login. Another benefit of this account sharing model is that it can assist its users to monitor for malicious attacks on partners’ account, even if it is not actively requested.

Another issue with the current account sharing is that people grant access to their existing individual accounts to their partners. This sharing behavior carries security concerns because login information to individual accounts may contain personal information unique to their original owners. To address this issue, future security systems could make use of machine learning algorithms to identify when users have been sharing access with a romantic partner for an extended period and timely prompt them to review account settings, such as password, viewing permissions, emergency contact, or beneficiary.

A separate aspect of the maintenance of account sharing is safe and secure password sharing. From our data, we noticed many insecure password sharing practices, e.g., reusing passwords for convenience and sharing through email. This poses an opportunity for security researchers to innovate different methods to enable secure sharing of passwords between romantic couples. Equally important may be the need to educate users on secure password sharing protocols.

5.2 Supporting Users in Breakups

Of course, many relationships will not endure forever. At this third stage, individuals are likely to attempt to remove or disable a partner’s access to accounts and will need to split up jointly owned property. In our qualitative data, one participant mentioned resetting passwords to all their accounts after breaking up with their ex-partner. Currently, this is a tedious and challenging process and poses security concerns if the user forgets which accounts are shared and which are not. We suggest that the design of account sharing should support users to effortlessly separate their accounts from their partners’ and help owners monitor their accounts for ex-partners’ login attempts. One design recommendation is to develop login notifications to notify account owners if individuals without sharing access are getting into accounts.

Furthermore, devices in a home network or personal mobile devices should be set, by default, to send notifications to private emails or text accounts about any installation of keyloggers, GPS trackers or other spyware. Accounts should also periodically prompt users to review their security settings. This will trigger owners’ memory and help them retrieve access permissions from ex-partners.

Many times, the end of account sharing also triggers account ownership issues, i.e., who should own accounts that are used to be joint accounts? Account sharing features for romantic couples can keep track of the frequency of individual activities and show this information to couples to help them make an ownership decision. Alternatively, an owner splitting feature can also help mediate this issue.

In general, sharing between romantic couples is a complicated behavior involving many nuances. While the majority of relationships are fulfilling and desirable, there are many examples of poor relationships, such as “insider threat” and domestic abuse. It is essential to consider these various contexts when designing account sharing and hiding features for romantically involved individuals and how different people will use the features. Supporting couples’ practical and emotional needs while maintaining security for each user should
be the cornerstone of designing account sharing features for romantic couples.

6. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Only U.S. residents participated in our study and our findings are not representative of all sharing behaviors. We lacked data on individuals of non-binary gender and non-heterosexual couples and excluded their responses from quantitative analyses. Responses to hiding are tame given their small quantity. A future study may put greater emphasis on hiding and extend its scope to sharing among marginalized groups to amend these issues.

Self-reported responses may have resulted in an inaccurate recall and social desirability bias. The vague wording of the question asking for “active” hiding possibly misled some participants to overlook reporting past behaviors. As our work is exploratory, our design recommendations are non-technical and speculative. In general, our work could benefit from a more thorough exploration of sharing behaviors and their diverse contexts. For example, we did not ask our participants in an open-ended question what types of online accounts they have, and likely have missed some online accounts (e.g., an online account for a municipal library) and associated account sharing behaviors.

Nevertheless, our work opens up an ample room for future works, which may look into: sharing behaviors violating terms and conditions if any, differences between sharing of remote accounts and machine (device) accounts, sharing of phone unlock patterns, and comparison of sharing behaviors between romantic relationships and other close relationships such as family and friends.

7. CONCLUSION

Security design choices often fail to take into account users’ social context. Our work is among the first to examine security behavior in romantic relationships. We surveyed 195 people on Amazon Mechanical Turk about their relationship status and account sharing behavior for a cross-section of popular websites and apps. We examined differences in account sharing behavior at different stages in a relationship and for people in different age groups and income levels. We also constructed a taxonomy of sharing motivations and behaviors based on the iterative coding of open-ended responses, many of which are excerpted in this paper.

Based on this taxonomy, we presented design recommendations to support end users in three relationship stages: when they start sharing access with romantic partners; when they are maintaining that sharing; and when they decide to stop. Our findings contribute to the field of usable privacy and security by enhancing our understanding of security and privacy behaviors and needs in intimate social relationships and providing empirical evidence of the need to move beyond a simple one-user-one-account model of security design and system development.
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# APPENDIX

## 1. Categories and Accounts

Table A1. The list of 17 categories and accounts as presented in the survey, with categories revised for the analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revised categories</th>
<th>Initial categories</th>
<th>Accounts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Banking and Real Estate</td>
<td>Chase Bank, Bank of America, Wells Fargo, Capital One, American Express, Discover, U.S. Bank, TD Bank, SunTrust Banks, PNC, Zillow, Realtor, LoopNet, Trulia, Redfin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Financial Services</td>
<td>Fidelity, Vanguard, American Century Investments, T. Rowe Price, Geico, Charles Schwab Corp., TD Ameritrade, TIAA, Progressive, Allstate, State Farm, Esurance, Metlife, PayPal, Venmo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>Comcast (Xfinity), AT&amp;T, Verizon, T-Mobile, Sprint, CenturyLink, MetroPCS, Con-Edison, People's Natural Gas, California Edison, Ameren UE, Georgia Power, National Grid, Eversource Energy, North American Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>SNS, Blogging, and Forum</td>
<td>Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Linkedin, MySpace, Wordpress, Imgur, Pinterest, Reddit, Tumblr, Snapchat, Blogger (Blogspot), Flickr, Squarespace, 4chan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social, Lifestyle, and Art</td>
<td>Meetup.com, Change.org, Patreon, HappyCow, Cohousing.org, Petfinder.com, Jw.org, Lds.org, Flexjobs.com, Skype, WhatsApp, Viber, Discord, Telegram, imo.im</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Web Portal (1)</td>
<td>Google - Gmail, Google Drive, etc.; Microsoft (MSN) - Outlook Mail, Bing, MS Onedrive, Office.com, etc.; Yahoo - Yahoo Mail, Yahoo Answers, etc., AOL - Aol Mail, etc., Apple - iCloud Mail, etc.; Easy.com, Lycos, Excite, Craigslist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>Video/Music Streaming</td>
<td>Youtube, Vimeo, Hulu, Netflix, Soundcloud, Amazon Prime Streaming (Amazon); Spotify, Pandora, Bandcamp, Tidal, Apple Music (iTunes); Directv, Pandora, Google Play, iHeartRadio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sports, Gaming, and Entertainment</td>
<td>ESPN, MLB.com, NBA.com, NFL.com, Goal.com, Bleacher Report, CBS Sports, Steam, Roblox.com, Battle.net, Xbox.com, Ign.com, League of Legends, Sony Entertainment (Playstation Network), Twitch.tv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifestyle</td>
<td>E-Commerce</td>
<td>Amazon, Target, Best Buy, Ikea, Macy's, Kohl's, Walmart, The Home Depot, Costco, Staples, Lowe's, Ebay, Etsy, Groupon, Salesforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logistics and Delivery</td>
<td>UPS, FedEx, USPS, DHL, Postmates, Grubhub, Seamless, DoorDash, OnTrac, Blue Apron, GoPuff, Foodler, EatStreet, Instacart, XPO Logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transportation and Rentals</td>
<td>Uber (UberEATS), Lyft, Uhaul, Penske, Budget, Hertz, Zipcar, Megabus, Greyhound, BoltBus, United Airlines, American Airlines, Delta Airlines, Southwest Airlines, JetBlue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitness and Health</td>
<td>WebMD, Myfitnesspal.com (Under Armour), Mayo Clinic, Drugs.com, Medscape.com, Strava, Prevention.com, Self.com, 24 Hour Fitness, Gold's Gym, American Council on Exercise (Acefitness.org), Freeletics, Freetrainers.com, Peak Pilates, Men's Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure and Travel</td>
<td>Booking.com, TripAdvisor, Expedia, Hotels.com, Kayak.com, Marriott.com, Priceline, Hilton.com, easyJet, VRBO, Orbitz, Lonely Planet, Couchsurfing.com, Airbnb, Yelp (Yelp Eat24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning and References</td>
<td>Coursera, Duolingo, Codecademy, edX.org, Lynda.com, Khan Academy, Udacity, Stack Overflow, Quora, Wikia, IMDB, MIT Opencourseware, Alison.com, Masterclass.com, Wikipedia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Accounts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Portal (2)</td>
<td>Amazon - Amazon Drive, Amazon Web Services, etc.*, Oracle - Oracle Cloud Storage Service, etc., Dropbox, Box.com, Mega.nz, SpiderOak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dating</td>
<td>OkCupid, Happn, Coffee Meets Bagel, Bumble, Tinder, Down, Lulu, Match.com, Zoosk, Grindr, Hinge, eHarmony, Badoo, PlentyofFish, Ashley Madison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Web portal was later grouped under two revised categories. Accounts with email features were grouped under social and the rest were grouped under information & learning. Dating was left as a separate category.
1 Google - Gmail, Google Drive, etc., Youtube, Google Play were coded as Google (Youtube).
2 Microsoft (MSN) - Outlook Mail, Bing, MS Onedrive, Office.com, etc. and Skype were coded as Microsoft.
3 Apple - iCloud Mail, etc. and Apple Music (iTunes) were coded as Apple.
4 Amazon, Amazon Prime Streaming, and Amazon - Amazon Drive, Amazon Web Services, etc. were coded as Amazon.
2. Survey Questions

Note: We only present here questions relevant to the analysis. Questions here are renumbered for presentation, and visual details are removed for concision.

Screening

1. Have you ever been in (or are currently in) a romantic relationship?
   ☐ Yes, I have been in (or am currently in) a romantic relationship.
   ☐ No, I have never been in a romantic relationship.

2. Are you currently in an exclusive romantic (dating/marital) relationship?
   ☐ Yes, I am currently dating someone.
   ☐ Yes, I am currently married.
   ☐ No, I am not currently in an exclusive romantic relationship.

3. Have you been in your current relationship for more than a month?
   ☐ Yes, I have been in my current relationship for more than a month.
   ☐ No, I have not been in my current relationship for more than a month.

4. If you are not currently in a relationship, did you end your last relationship more than a year ago?
   ☐ Yes, I broke up from my last relationship more than a year ago.
   ☐ No, I did not break up from my last relationship more than a year ago.

5. Did your previous relationship last longer than one month?
   ☐ Yes, my previous relationship lasted longer than one month.
   ☐ No, my previous relationship did not last longer than one month.

Relationship Details

1. How long have you been in your current relationship? Years ____ Months _____

2. Are you currently living together with your partner? ☐ Yes ☐ No

3. For how long have you been living with your partner? Years ____ Months _____

4. How long did your previous romantic relationship last? Years ____ Months _____

5. Did you live together with your last romantic partner? ☐ Yes ☐ No

6. For how long did you live with your last romantic partner? Years ____ Months _____

Account Usage and Access

Note: There were 17 sections and each section corresponded to a category. A section had two pages, and an introductory paragraph was shown at the beginning of the first page to remind participants about definitions of terms we used throughout the survey. Following questions recurred for each account selected by participants. The part on devices was structured similarly, but we do not explain in detail as it was excluded from the analysis.

1. Do you have any [category] accounts that you commonly use? Choose all accounts that you OR your partner own from the following list. As a reminder…
   - By accounts, we mean any website which you use an ID and password to access services or content.
   - By sharing, we mean any situation in which you and your partner use a single account/device, either at the same time or taking turns.
   - By own, we mean either you own and your partner accesses or that your partner owns and you access. While the questions assume you own the account, you should treat the questions similarly if your partner is the primary owner.
   - By joint accounts, we mean any accounts which you and your partner have set up solely for sharing, owned by both you and your partner. Also, if you have any accounts which you share with or hide from your partner, you will be asked to write few lines to describe why and how you share or hide those accounts.

   ☐ Account 1 ☐ Account 2 ☐ Account 3
   ☐ Account 4 ☐ Account 5 ☐ Account 6
   ☐ Account 7 ☐ Account 8 ☐ Account 9
   ☐ Account 10 ☐ Account 11 ☐ Account 12
   ☐ Account 13 ☐ Account 14 ☐ Account 15
2. For each account which you selected or entered on the previous page, pick statements those best describe how you and your current/last partner use(d) an account. From each column: 1) choose a statement indicating ownership of an account, 2) choose a statement describing how your partner use(d) an account, and 3) choose a statement about how you use(d) an account.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Partner regularly uses this account (once a week or more)</th>
<th>Partner sometimes uses this account (once a month)</th>
<th>Partner rarely uses this account (once every few months)</th>
<th>Partner never uses this account</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I am the primary owner of this account</td>
<td>My partner is the primary owner of this account</td>
<td>This account is a joint account</td>
<td>We have separate accounts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I regularly use this account (once a week or more)</td>
<td>I sometimes use this account (once a month)</td>
<td>I rarely use this account (once every few months)</td>
<td>I never use this account</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. For each account which you selected or entered on the previous page, pick a statement that best describes how your current/last partner access(ed) an account.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Partner has ready access to this account (e.g. knows password)</th>
<th>Partner can access this account if needed (e.g. can guess password or knows where you store passwords)</th>
<th>Partner doesn't have easy access to this account (i.e., has to ask you, or you login manually)</th>
<th>Partner doesn't know about this account but I'm not actively hiding it</th>
<th>Partner doesn't know and I'm actively hiding the account</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Account</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. If you share any [category] accounts with your partner, then could you describe why you choose to share those accounts with your partner, and how you share passwords? (e.g., By using a password manager, by keeping accounts signed in, etc.) You can skip this question if you don't share any accounts.

5. If you are actively hiding any [category] accounts from your partner, then could you describe why you choose to hide those accounts from your partner, and how you hide them? (e.g., By using incognito mode, by deleting the browsing history, by physically hiding the usage, etc.) You can skip this question if you don't hide any accounts.
### Table A2. The comparison of demographic characteristics of the survey sample and the U.S. population.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>U.S. population</th>
<th>Survey sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>N</strong></td>
<td>249M</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
<td>53.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-65</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65+</td>
<td>19.7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or less</td>
<td>39.7%</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>36.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College and more</td>
<td>31.3%</td>
<td>46.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Income</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than $19,999</td>
<td>45.1%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20,000 to $39,999</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40,000 to $59,999</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than $60,000</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>51.3%</td>
<td>43.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>48.7%</td>
<td>56.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Percentages for the U.S. population were calculated from 2016 American Community Survey (ACS) 1-year Estimates that was released September 14, 2017. 2016 ACS 1-year estimates are based on data collected from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016.
4. Differences in Sharing of Entertainment Accounts and Finance Accounts

Table A3. Contingency table for the number of finance accounts and entertainment accounts shared in different stages of a relationship.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Total %</th>
<th>Is not new in a relationship</th>
<th>Is new in a relationship</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Col %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is not an entertainment account</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>64.3%</td>
<td>1.28%</td>
<td>668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>35.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is an entertainment account</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>32.1%</td>
<td>2.36%</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>64.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is not a finance account</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>3.34%</td>
<td>738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71.7%</td>
<td>91.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is a finance account</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>27.3%</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28.3%</td>
<td>8.11%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The first two rows of the table are comparing the number of entertainment accounts and non-entertainment accounts shared by those who are new in relationships and those who are not. For example, the first column of the first row shows who are not new in relationships share 655 non-entertainment accounts, which constitute 66.7% of accounts they share. Comparing that with 327 in the row below, which is the number of entertainment accounts shared by who are not new in relationships, shows who are not new in relationships share more non-entertainment accounts than entertainment accounts. On the contrary, the second column shows the reversed pattern of entertainment account sharing for who are new in relationships, with 64.9% (24) of accounts shared by them being entertainment accounts, while only 35.1% (13) of accounts shared are not entertainment accounts. Numbers in bottom two rows show that who are new in relationships share more non-finance accounts than who are not new in relationships (91.9% vs. 71.7%), while who are not new in relationships share more finance accounts that who are new in relationships (28.3% vs. 8.11%).
5. Reasons for Sharing

Table A4. List of 25 reasons for sharing with descriptions and associated codes (C=Convenience, E=Economic, L=Logistics, T=Trust, R=Relationship well-being, S=Support).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons (Associated codes)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - Joint finance (T, E, C)</td>
<td>Sharing an account because of merged finance</td>
<td>... We share these accounts to help keep track of our spending. This allows us to budget for the whole month. We both need to know how much money is being spent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - To keep track of activities (C, L)</td>
<td>Sharing an account to keep track of activities such as spending and order shipments</td>
<td>We both order and ship stuff and log in to these from time to time to deal with the tracking and history aspects. I keep them logged in but she knows the passwords.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - Similar interest (R, L)</td>
<td>Sharing an account because of shared interests, but not necessarily doing same activities or for same contents</td>
<td>My [partner] loves those kinds of websites for reading, so everything is in his name. I have access and go on to read it when I want to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 - Simultaneous activities (C, L, R)</td>
<td>Sharing an account to engage in some activity simultaneously</td>
<td>We both use the Directv information since we like to watch TV together and we can also check on specials this way. He will sometimes access my Google Play if we are going to watch a movie together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - Shared devices (C, T, E, L)</td>
<td>Couples share an account as they share a device that uses the account</td>
<td>We keep the accounts signed in on the devices that they are used on. We also know each others passwords to the account should they get signed out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - Shared friends/family (T, C)</td>
<td>Couples share an account as it lets them connect to shared friends/family</td>
<td>It's easier when dealing with family and mutual friends to use our joint gmail account. We both keep track of our own passwords.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 - Easier management/usage (C, E, L)</td>
<td>Sharing an account to make its management or usage convenient</td>
<td>Both of our names are on this joint account and it's our main credit card we use. We decided to share and create the password together in order to make it easier to manage account and payments. We use passwords that both of us can remember based on personal information and it is saved in a file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 - For transparency (T)</td>
<td>Sharing an account for transparency/openness</td>
<td>I share my SNS account passwords with my partner because I don't have anything to hide from him. We are completely open with each other so there isn't any reason why I would not allow him to access my accounts. Since we share the same laptop and I sometimes use his smartphone, I am usually already signed into my accounts so he can access them as well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 - To know what the other is doing (T)</td>
<td>Sharing an account to know what the other is doing</td>
<td>All passwords for these are often saved on sign in and are accessible by both of us. We choose to share accounts because we share devices and play the same games most of the time. We have the same friends and play buddies so it is much easier for us to manage one account rather than two. It is also transparent and makes us feel comfortable to know what the other is doing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - Because of relationship/marriage (C, T, E, L)</td>
<td>Sharing an account as it makes their marriage or relationship stronger</td>
<td>Even though we don't live together, we spend the majority of our time together. It just makes life easier to share these accounts now, since we do plan on marrying in the next year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 - No reason to hide/no sensitive information (T)</td>
<td>Sharing an account as there is no reason to hide, the account contains no sensitive information</td>
<td>I share the Pacific Gas &amp; Electric and AT&amp;T accounts with my partner because there is NO reason to hide anything ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 - Mutual usage (C, L)</td>
<td>Couples share an account as they mutually use the account (or its contents), but not necessarily at the same time, or for the same purpose</td>
<td>We share an Uber account so that we can both get around the city. It just makes it easier to have the same account so that it charges to the same card.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 - Shared objectives (R, L)</td>
<td>Couples share an account to achieve a mutual goal or purpose</td>
<td>I like all of our pictures in one place, so I have given my partner the password to Dropbox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 - Trust (T, R)</td>
<td>Sharing an account because of trust, or for trust</td>
<td>I shared my google account password with my partner because trust my partner. My partner know this password and saved in web-browser for easy access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 - Shared business/investments (E, L)</td>
<td>Sharing an account for a shared business, or for shared investments</td>
<td>WE share it so we can both sell things on it and have a better rating we both know the password for the account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 - To help/get help (T, S)</td>
<td>Sharing an account to get help or give help</td>
<td>Everything is in my name in our marriage, so we share everything. He helps pay bills and helps deposit money so it makes sense for him to have access to all of the accounts. ny ALSO he likes to make sure I'm not spending too much on my credit cards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 - For emergency (T, S, L)</td>
<td>Sharing an account in preparation for an emergency</td>
<td>We share these accounts so that either one of us can call if we have problems or questions. We both know the passwords to each account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 - To care for the other (S, L, R)</td>
<td>One shares an account to care for the other</td>
<td>i share the account so that my fiance could keep up on current events with me and so that he can read funny articles. i share the password by just telling him what it is so that he always has access to it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 - To reduce costs/share benefits (E)</td>
<td>Couples share an account as sharing reduces costs or increases benefits earned from using the account</td>
<td>I choose to share this account because it would save us a lot of money if we used this individually which makes sense. If we have to put a password in, it is in our little notebook we have to check.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 - Living together (C, L)</td>
<td>Couples share an account as they live together</td>
<td>There is no need for both of us to have a Netflix account since we live in the same house. We stay signed in to this account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 - Because there is a feature that support sharing (C, L)</td>
<td>Sharing an account because it has a feature that supports sharing</td>
<td>We share the account because we pay for the account together and can have multiple users. There would be no reason to pay for two accounts. We usually just stay signed in on the account on the tv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 - To delegate responsibilities (merged with 16)</td>
<td>Couples share an account to delegate responsibilities besides paying bills when needed</td>
<td>I share this account with my husband cause sometimes I work late and he needs to order groceries from the app. With my job, I cannot stop and get on my phone to order. I let him know the password when I initially signed up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 - No reason to make a new account (removed)</td>
<td>One sees no reason to make a new account or is reluctant to create a new account</td>
<td>These are common streaming accounts that we share. There is no need for us to have our own accounts when it comes to streaming. We both know the password and both use these accounts regularly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 - Because sharing was necessary/was asked to do so (removed)</td>
<td>Sharing an account as it was necessary or were asked when creating the account</td>
<td>In the case of Groupon, I use it far less frequently than my wife and she often forwards me deals that may be of interest to me. Therefore, there is little point in my creating my own account when I can simply use hers. For Costco, we were asked to create a single account when we became Costco members, and it was easy for my wife to remember the username and password.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 - Laziness (C, L)</td>
<td>Sharing an account because of laziness/don't want to create a new account</td>
<td>We share the accounts out of laziness mostly. She uses Ebay and Etsy though, while I don't have any interest in them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ABSTRACT
Browser-based blocking extensions such as Ad blockers and Tracker blockers have provisions that allow users to counter online tracking. While prior research has shown that these extensions suffer from several usability issues, we know little about real world blocking extension use, why users choose to adopt these extensions, and how effectively these extensions protect users against online tracking. To study these questions, we conducted two online surveys examining both users and non-users of blocking extensions. We have three main findings. First, we show both users and non-users of these extensions only possess a basic understanding of online tracking, and that participants’ mental models only weakly relate with their behavior to adopt these extensions. Second, we find that that each type of blocking extension has a specific primary use associated with it. Finally, we find that users report that extensions only rarely break websites. However when websites break, users only disable their extensions if they trust and are familiar with the website. Based on our findings, we make recommendations for designing better protections against online tracking and outline directions for future work.

1. INTRODUCTION
Online tracking presents numerous privacy risks to users. Third-party trackers present on multiple websites [13] collect sensitive information such as users’ personal information, activities, and interests [26] without necessarily alerting users to this type of tracking. Many such third-parties also transmit the information they collect over insecure channels, impeding HTTPS adoption [13, 29]. Given the fact that tracking is on the rise and is often undesirable, users have been advised by numerous agencies, including the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) [14, 9], to take adequate steps to shield their information from such online tracking.

Users can protect themselves from online tracking by deploying browser-based blocking extensions, which studies [15, 29, 16, 20] have found to be effective to various degrees in blocking third-party trackers. However, while industry surveys [32, 18, 6, 3] have shown that users primarily adopt Ad blocker extensions for user experience (UX) benefits, we lack a comprehensive understanding of how and why users adopt various browser-based blocking extensions in the real world. To improve the privacy protections offered by blocking extensions, we need to better understand users’ motivations behind adopting these extensions in the first place, their understanding of the online tracking ecosystem, and whether these extensions work effectively in shielding them against online tracking.

To answer these questions, we conducted two large scale online surveys with current users and non-users of three types of blocking extensions (Ad blockers, Tracker blockers and Content blockers) on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). We asked three research questions. First, how much do users understand online tracking, and does heightened knowledge about online tracking relate with users adopting such blocking extensions? We investigated this question through the lens of mental models, which prior research has shown influence attitudes and behaviors [20]. Second, do users consciously adopt various blocking extensions to protect themselves from online tracking? Knowing users’ intentions can help us understand whether the extensions function to according to users’ expectations and if privacy protections are a motivating factor in adoption. Third, when and how do users disable their extensions and accept being tracked? We asked this question because extensions can fail to distinguish between content and trackers, and consequently break websites, potentially forcing users to choose between online tracking protection and accessing content [29].

We have three main findings which both confirm and extend previous work:

1. First, our results show that blocking extension usage only weakly relates with an advanced understanding of online tracking in the real world. Indeed, current blocking extension users were able to better articulate certain aspects of online tracking but these differences were small—despite them having used these extensions for long periods of time. This supports findings from


2. RELATED WORK

In this section, we touch upon relevant research on online tracking, use of different types of browser-based blocking extensions to prevent online tracking, and studies examining the usability and effectiveness of these extensions.

2.1 Online Tracking

When people visit a website, they interact with a first party and often, several third parties. The first party is the website or service people visit and intend to use, while third parties are embedded services and trackers that people indirectly and inadvertently interact with. First parties typically include third-party trackers to collect analytics about their customer base, show targeted advertisements, or to include functionality such as social media sharing links. As an example, when someone visits The New York Times (NYT) website, the first party is The New York Times—the website that people directly interact with—and one of the third parties—at the time of writing this article—is Google Tag Manager—which provides the NYT with analytics about their visitors and marketing support. Another such third-party on the NYT website is Google Publisher Tags—which serves the NYT with targeted advertisements—often called Online Behavioral Advertising (OBA)—that are based on peoples’ interests, demographics, and browsing histories.

Based on our findings, we make the following recommendations. First, given users’ lack of understanding of online tracking, we suggest that system designers should focus their efforts on building systems that automatically enforce tracking protection as opposed to having users take action to protect themselves (such as by installing an extension). We argue that browser vendors can play an important role in facilitating this type of default privacy protection. Second, we suggest that blocking extensions can be further improved by better understanding how website developers embed third-party trackers and deliver content through their websites so that non-use (disabling) is not forced upon users.

People do not directly interact with third-party trackers and are often oblivious of their presence yet they are still susceptible to data collection—so this type of tracking is considered privacy violating. For instance, third-party trackers embedded across websites can see people visiting those websites, and link these websites visited to reconstruct peoples’ browsing histories, which may contain sensitive websites people visited. Further, by just visiting certain websites people can reveal sensitive information including their interests, demographics, as well as the machines and devices they use. In the previous example, both third-parties on the NYT are tracking in nature, and they collect information about people and their activities as people visit websites where the same third-parties are embedded.

Third-party trackers are able to track people by largely employing stateful tracking, which involves the use of HTTP cookies to track website visits. However, some trackers have been shown to also engage in more persistent and stateless tracking techniques such as re-spawning Flash cookies and fingerprinting respectively—both of which can track people even when they clear HTTP cookies. In fact, when Flash cookies were first discovered in 2009, it led to an FTC lawsuit.

2.2 Perceptions of Online Tracking

Previous studies have examined peoples’ perceptions of, and preferences towards data collection and advertising. For example, one study explored peoples’ mental models of how the Internet works, as well as their online privacy and security attitudes and behaviors. The authors found that people with stronger technical backgrounds were able to more clearly articulate privacy and security threats but took no additional steps to protect their privacy and security than people without a technical background. Another study showed that people reported greater concern about data aggregation through third parties than first parties.

One set of these studies examined peoples’ perceptions towards online tracking driven OBA. These studies have shown that peoples’ attitudes towards OBA are nuanced. First, people find OBA desirable in certain situations (e.g., when a useful product is shown) but not in others (e.g., seeing negative and embarrassing online advertisements) the sensitivity of the data, how long it was retained, the type of advertisements it
was used to deliver, and whether people had the necessary tools to control the advertising if they desired—to target them. Third, peoples’ willingness to be tracked varies by the purpose of the tracking—such as OBA, price discrimination, and customization—the entity tracking them (first party vs. third party), and the type of information being tracked (health, financial, or social).

Researchers have also shown that people often have misconceptions about how OBA and online tracking works. First, people have varying mental models about how their data is collected for targeting and this influences their attitudes towards OBA. For instance, people who believed browsers store information used for targeting (e.g., through cookies) were more concerned with OBA than those who did not; some people in this latter group believed they could use browser settings to clear that information and therefore, restrict OBA. In another instance, some people believed they could stop behavioral targeting by using anti-virus software on their machine, or by just using features in their browsers. Finally, researchers have found that people often confuse privacy and security, are unsure how tracking works, and therefore cannot adequately protect themselves.

2.3 Blocking Extensions

Currently, people can protect themselves against such tracking by using various browser-based blocking extensions, which take different approaches to block third-party trackers from loading and executing content. Informally, these extensions can broadly be classified into three types: Ad blockers, Tracker blockers, and Content blockers. Table 1 summarizes the extensions we considered in this paper.

2.3.1 Ad blockers

Ad blockers block advertisements from websites. Popular Ad blockers include AdBlock [1] and AdBlock Plus [33]. Both these extensions function using the EasyList [11] list, which contains several patterns corresponding to known advertisements. Each time a user’s browser makes a request that matches a pattern in the list, these extensions block that request from loading.

Because Ad blockers block advertisements, they also block third-party advertisers that serve targeted advertisements, such as Google Publisher Tags on the NYT website. However, Ad blockers such as AdBlock and AdBlock Plus fail to block several other non-advertising third-party trackers unless they are specifically configured to do so. Both these Ad blockers can be augmented to block these non-advertising trackers by enabling other lists (e.g., EasyPrivacy [12]).

2.3.2 Tracker blockers

Tracker blockers block third-party trackers more generally, not just those that serve targeted advertisements. Different Tracker blockers take different approaches to blocking trackers. For instance, rather than using the EasyPrivacy rule-set, extensions such as Ghostery [17] and Disconnect [14] use internal lists maintained by the companies that built these extensions, which contain patterns corresponding to tracking services. Each time a user’s browser makes a request that matches a pattern in these lists, these extensions block that request from loading. Other Tracker blockers such as PrivacyBadger [34] use heuristics to determine if a third-party is a tracker.

2.3.3 Content blockers

Some blocking extensions aim to function as general-purpose blockers, and block both advertisements and trackers embedded on websites. We call these extensions Content blockers to distinguish these blockers from those described above. Popular Content blockers include uBlock [44] and uBlock Origin [45]. Both these particular blockers have EasyList and EasyPrivacy enabled by default, along with other malware domain lists.

2.4 Effectiveness of Blocking Extensions

Numerous studies have measured the effectiveness and performance of various Ad, Tracker and Content blockers across websites using standard web automation tools [5] [17] [15]. For instance, research by Balebako and colleagues [5] examined the effectiveness of two different privacy tools—Ghostery and Targeted Advertising Cookie Opt-Out (TACO)—in limiting OBA. They tested how the content of online advertisements varied based on the initial profile they were viewed with and when the browser is/it is not configured with the extension in question, and found that both types of blocking extensions limit OBA successfully.

Other studies [13] [29] [14] have examined the effectiveness of Ad blockers and Tracker blockers in limiting the number of third-party requests made by websites. These studies collectively found that extensions are effective to varying degrees. For instance, extensions that work with pre-compiled lists such as Ghostery and Disconnect perform better in limiting third-party content than heuristic-based extensions like PrivacyBadger, but overall many extensions miss less prevalent third-party trackers, i.e., trackers found on fewer websites. While these studies show that these extensions are indeed effective in blocking online tracking, they do not examine whether users consciously adopt these extensions to block online tracking, and how effectively these extensions work from a user point-of-view.
quences of being tracked were.

These studies shed important insights into the usability of these extensions, but they either only considered Ad blocker extension users and were not peer reviewed, or only considered a small sample of first-time users interacting with these extensions for the duration of a lab study. In our study, we examine a much larger sample of real users of these extensions, who have adopted and currently use these extensions. We also consider a wider variety of extensions including Ad blockers, Tracker blockers, and Content blockers. Further, understanding whether these users’ knowledge of these extensions relates with greater use of these extensions in practice, whether users consciously adopt these extensions to protect themselves against online tracking, and how effectively these extensions protect users still remains unclear.

In this paper, we examined these questions using both surveys and actual measurements to help determine how we can improve protections against online tracking.

3. METHOD

We conducted two surveys on MTurk. In our surveys, we studied three categories of blocking extensions: Ad blockers, Tracker blockers, and Content blockers, which are listed in Table 1. Through the first survey, we answered two research questions. First, to better understand whether and how users’ mental models about online tracking are related to blocking extension adoption, we asked what users and non-users understand about online tracking. Second, to better understand if users are adequately protected from online tracking and to design better tracking protections, we investigated whether users consciously adopt these extensions to prevent online tracking. We administered a second survey to all participants from the first survey who reported using at least one blocking extension to answer our third research question: when these extensions break websites, we asked how and whether users decide to disable their extensions, and consequently accept being tracked.

3.1 Survey Design and Deployment

We describe the design of our two surveys below. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of our university. The Appendix contains both of our surveys.

3.1.1 Survey One

Questions: The first survey contained four parts and included both open and closed-ended questions. In the first part of the survey, we asked about participants’ general Internet behavior. We asked participants how much time they spent online, what services they used, and how many and which Internet-connected devices they had access to. In the second part, we gathered participants’ general awareness about Internet/Web tracking, whether they had heard of this term, who they thought collected information about them as they browsed the Internet, what information they thought was collected, and if they had taken any steps to limit their tracking. In the third part of the survey, we gathered data about the blocking extensions participants had installed on their current browsers. We asked participants whether they had any of the Ad blockers, Tracker blockers or Content blockers listed in Table 1 installed on their current machines, and for each reported blocking extension, we asked who installed it, how long had they been using it, how they learned about it, and why they used it. To collect participants’ reasons for adopting their extensions, we used both open and closed-ended responses. Participants first provided their reasons in an open-ended format, after which we asked them to respond to a set of statements (see Appendix A.18.g)—which we borrowed and edited from related work 23—on a five-point scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

Finally, in the fourth part of the survey, we gathered participants’ demographic information, including age, gender, education, and profession.

Measurements: In addition to the survey questions, we conducted several measurements of participants’ browser configurations and privacy settings to confirm what they self-reported. We checked whether participants’ browsers were blocking third-party cookies from being set, blocking third-party trackers, and blocking advertisements.

To measure whether participants’ browsers were blocking third-party cookies, we attempted to set and read back a cookie from a different domain than our survey. This domain was also under our control and resolved to a server hosted at our university.

To measure whether participants’ browsers were blocking third-party trackers—indicating the presence of an extension that blocked such trackers (such as by using EasyPrivacy)—we added the Google Analytics tracker to the survey and detected whether its JavaScript objects correctly loaded. We chose the Google Analytics tracker for two reasons. First, it is a common tracker, blocked by the extensions we considered, and therefore a good choice to run measurements. Second, we did not want to cause any harm to participants’ by exposing their data to possibly nefarious trackers. The Google Analytics account we used for this purpose was password and two-factor protected, and under our control.

To measure whether participants’ browsers were blocking advertisements—indicating the presence of an extension that did so—we injected an image wrapped in a HTML div element tagged with a word and two-factor protected, and under our control.

3.1.2 Survey Two

Questions: We sent survey invites to participants from the first survey who had reported using at least one of the extensions listed in Table 1. This survey asked participants to report their experiences when they had to disable their extensions in order to access content in two particular situations. First, when websites fail to function correctly as a result of users’ extensions, and second, when websites ask users to disable their extensions in order to access content (as others have measured 29). In the first part, we asked participants whether they had experienced website fail to function correctly as a result of their blocking extensions; if they responded yes, we further asked them to list the name and type of the websites(s) they experienced break, and how frequently they experienced such breakages. We then asked participants how they responded in the past after experiencing such breakages, whether they proceeded to attempt to fix the websites, and what if, any steps they took to fix the websites. The second part of the survey closely mirrored the first; instead of the asking about incorrectly functioning websites, we asked users to recollect whether they had
seen Ad-blocking messages that appeared as a result of their blocking extensions. Both parts appeared in random order. In this paper we do not report results from the Ad-blocking messages section of the survey.

3.1.3 Two-Step Survey Design
We designed and launched the surveys in two phases for two reasons. Since survey one asked participants to identify their reasons for adopting blocking extensions, we did not want these reasons to prime them when they were later asked to describe their experiences when disabling their extensions. Second, we were concerned that merging both the phases would make the survey long enough that it would be difficult for participants to complete in one sitting.

3.1.4 Survey Pilot
Before launching the surveys, we conducted a small-scale pilot data collection to ensure the questions were comprehensible and clear. This practice, called cognitive interviews [43], is common in survey design and development. We launched our survey on UserBob[38], a crowd-sourced usability testing website, and invited 10 participants to complete the survey. Participants were asked to “think-aloud” as they completed the survey, specifically highlighting what each question meant to them and what specific information each question was soliciting. Participants captured their screens in a video while taking the survey and thinking-aloud. We used these results to refine and revise our questions. These screen captures lasted for about 20 minutes, and we paid participants $10 each.

3.1.5 Survey Deployment
We used the MTurk platform to recruit participants. We launched the first survey in May 2017, and paid participants $1.00 for completing the survey. We advertised the survey as a “Tell us about your Internet browsing experience” task to mask the survey’s purpose and reduce response bias. We required that Turkers be 18 or older, located in the United States (US), and have an approval rating of 95% or higher in order to qualify to take the survey. The survey took between 10-15 minutes to complete.

Three weeks after the first survey, we launched the second survey in June 2017 as a bonus task to all the participants who took the first survey and had been using a blocking extension. We paid participants $2.00 to complete this survey, which took no longer than 10 minutes to complete.

We specifically chose MTurk since its capabilities allowed us to re-target the same participants for the second survey. Further, since MTurk participants are known to be more Internet savvy than other Internet users, we were also likely to find a larger pool of blocking extension users compared to other platforms.

3.2 Participants
We recruited 1000 participants from MTurk; participant demographics are summarized in Table 2. Two-thirds (N = 664) of participants from both surveys had at least one Ad blocker, Tracker blocker, or Content blocker installed. Nearly half of all participants were aged between 18-34 and the sample was nearly equally split in terms of gender with a slightly higher male participation. Close to two-thirds of the sample had attained a college degree. Finally, the median annual income ranged between $35,000 and $49,999. A logistic regression modeling users vs non-users of these extensions revealed age (O.R. = 0.97, p < 0.00001) and gender [Male] (O.R. = 2.45, p < 0.00001) as significant predictors, indicating that current users were more likely to be younger and male. We sent the follow-up survey invitation to all participants from Survey One, and 480 (~ 72.3%) subsequently completed Survey Two.

3.3 Data Analysis
For qualitative analyses of open-ended responses, the first author examined the data and first created a codebook. The research team held regular meetings to discuss the initial codes and arrived at the final set of codes after several iterations of discussions and consensus building. We used the finalized codebook to code the open-ended responses.

Next, we grouped and organized these codes into themes where applicable. As an example, grouping participants’ responses around how tracking took place resulted in codes use_cookies, use_searches, use_online_activities, and use_clicks among others. For quantitative analyses, we provide summary statistics, and using Chi-squared tests of proportions, compared sub-populations (users vs. non-users).

4. FINDINGS
In the following section, we summarize our findings from both surveys.

4.1 Blocking Extension Usage
Figure 1 presents the distribution of the blocking extension categories across the participants. Of the 664 participants who reported using at least one blocking extension, Ad blockers were the most prevalent (512 of 664 ~77%), followed by Content blockers (205 of 664 ~31%), and finally, Tracker blockers (84 of 664 ~13%). Users sometimes had one or more blockers, a pattern which was particularly striking in the context of Tracker Blockers: nearly 90% of all Tracker blocker users additionally used either an Ad blocker.
or Content blocker or both.

Using scripts embedded in our survey, we also measured whether participants were blocking third-party trackers and cookies. Across our sample, 9.2% of participants were blocking third-party cookies; a little less than a quarter (242 of 1000) of all participants were blocking third-party trackers. Across extension types, we noted that only about one-fifth of all Ad blocker users (110 of 512 ~22%), three-quarters of all Tracker blocker users (63 of 84 ~75%), and three-quarters of all Content blocker users (159 of 205 ~77%) were blocking third-party trackers.

While our measurements do indicate that most users who reported using these extensions were actually using them, they do not paint a perfect match with the self-reports. We speculate a number of potential reasons for this finding. First, users of Ad blocker extensions such as AdBlock and AdBlock Plus may not have enabled EasyPrivacy, which blocks Google Analytics. Second, users may not have not enabled full protection mode for Ghostery and may not have blocked Google Analytics—the tracker we used to measure tracker blocking. Third, PrivacyBadger does not, by default, block Google Analytics, the tracker we used to measure tracker blocking. Third, PrivacyBadger does not, by default, block Google Analytics—the tracker we used to measure tracker blocking. Fourth, some participants may be using less popular extensions we did not explicitly list. Finally, our measurement script returned incomplete data for certain users due to measurement error: our measurement server was inaccessible momentarily during the survey.

Averaged across the extensions, most users reported learning about these extensions from Internet articles (34.1%) or social media (19.9%). Close to two-thirds (62.5%) of users reported using these extensions on a browser other than the one they took the survey on on their devices, and less than half (40.2%) reported using these extensions on a browser other than the one they took the survey on on average. All users had been using them for at least a “A few years” (median across each extension type).

4.2 Mental Models of Online Tracking

To understand participants’ mental models of online tracking and whether more developed mental models related with adopting blocking extensions, we analyzed users’ (U) and non-users’ (NU) mental models together, highlighting instances where these two groups agreed or disagreed. We analyzed the data that emerged from the open-ended question for this section. To compare differences between the groups, we used the chi-square test of proportion. We corrected for multiple testing using the False Discovery Rate method [4], which led to our new significance threshold of 0.025. Table 1 summarizes the themes we list below.

4.2.1 Users & Non-Users Have Like Understanding

Participants’ understanding of the online tracking ecosystem could be broken down into four categories: knowing the entities that participated in online tracking, understanding the information that was collected by these entities, recognizing the outcomes of online tracking, and comprehending how online tracking occurred.

Entities that Track. Across our participants, a majority believed advertisers (78.9%) and websites they visited (73.1%) engaged in online tracking. We found no evidence to suggest that the frequency of mention of both entities differed significantly between users and non-users (advertisers: $U = 80.3 \%, NU = 76.1 \%, \chi^2 = 2.4, p = 0.12$; websites: $U = 74.3 \%, NU = 70.7 \%, \chi^2 = 1.5, p = 0.23$). This suggests that both users and non-users were equally well-aware of advertisers and websites they visited as entities that tracked them.

Less than 15% of participants mentioned that they were tracked by government agencies ($U = 13.7 \%, NU = 8.7 \%, \chi^2 = 5.3, p = 0.02$), Internet Service Providers/ISPs ($U = 6.7 \%, NU = 3.5 \%, \chi^2 = 4.3, p = 0.04$), and third-party companies ($U = 3.9 \%, NU = 1.1 \%, \chi^2 = 6.1, p = 0.01$). While the frequency of mention of both government agencies and third-party companies differed significantly between users and non-users, these entities were mentioned infrequently by our participants. This suggests that overall far fewer participants were aware of the government, ISPs, and third-party companies as entities that tracked them.

Information Tracked. Only a small fraction of participants (3.7%) did not explicitly list any information that was tracked about them. Well over half of all participants (58.8%) mentioned that basic information was tracked about users, including their demographics, name, sex, email address, location, likes and dislikes, and habits. We found no evidence that users and non-users differed significantly in listing this type of information ($U = 61.2 \%, NU = 56.3 \%, \chi^2 = 2.2, p = 0.14$), suggesting that both groups were aware that information about them could be tracked.

More than half the participants (54.8%) felt that information about users’ online activities such as websites visited, time spent on websites, products looked at and clicked on, search and purchase histories was tracked. We found no evidence that current users and non-users differed significantly in mentioning this type of information ($U = 55.9 \%, NU = 53.6 \%, \chi^2 = 0.48, p = 0.49$), suggesting that both groups were mostly aware that information about their activities could be tracked.
Approximately a quarter (26.1%) of all participants mentioned that information about Internet users’ devices, such as their browser name and version, and IP address was tracked. However, current users mentioned this information significantly more often than non-users ($U = 32.9\%$, $NU = 12.6\%$, $\chi^2 = 47.6$, $p < 0.0001$). This suggests that blocking extension users were more aware than non-users about the information that was tracked about their devices. Overall, over half of all participants were aware that tracking occurs but a significant number of participants did not know that online activities and devices could be tracked.

**Outcomes of Tracking.** A little more than half of all participants (57.4%) were aware of at least one outcome resulting from online tracking. Participants described both “visible” and “invisible” outcomes as others have previously classified [28]. Visible outcomes included those that users could observe in their browsing experience (e.g., targeted advertising). Invisible outcomes included those that users could not directly observe (e.g., price discrimination).

More specifically, less than half of all participants (~44%) cited visible outcomes of online tracking such as targeted advertisements, customization of websites, and deciding what to sell to users. We found no evidence that current users and non-users differed in how frequently they brought up this outcome ($U = 46.7\%$, $NU = 41.2\%$, $\chi^2 = 2.7$, $p = 0.10$). This suggests that while both groups were equally aware of tracking outcomes they could directly observe, the majority of participants did not even recognize visible outcomes of tracking as tracking-related.

Even fewer participants (19.4%) reported invisible outcomes of online tracking, including companies maximizing their revenue, offering varying prices, and collecting personally identifiable information. Blocking extension users brought up this outcome significantly more often than non-users ($U = 33.2\%$, $NU = 5.5\%$, $\chi^2 = 94.0$, $p < 0.0001$). This suggests that extension users were more aware of outcomes of online tracking they could not directly observe than non-users. Still, only close to a third of blocking extension users and less than one-fifth of all participants reported knowing these outcomes. Overall, most participants in our study were not able to easily recognize signs of online tracking.

**Tracking Mechanisms.** Participants varied in how they believed tracking worked. Slightly more than half the participants believed that online tracking occurred on websites through their activities on the websites, the products and advertisements they clicked on, or their search and product history. We found no evidence to suggest that this belief varied significantly between current users and non-users ($U = 57.7\%$, $NU = 52.9\%$, $\chi^2 = 0.7$, $p = 0.4$). This suggests that both groups were aware that their activities on websites could be tracked.

A smaller fraction of participants (25.5%) stated that cookies were the underlying mechanism through which tracking occurred, and this number varied significantly between current users and non-users. In particular, current users mentioned cookies three times more than non-users ($U = 29.7\%$, $NU = 12.3\%$, $\chi^2 = 37.2$, $p < 0.0001$). This suggests that users were more aware than non-users that cookies can be the underlying mechanism through which tracking works; however only about one-third of users mentioned this overall. The majority of our participants were aware that tracking could occur by collecting information about online activities but three quarters of all participants were not aware that cookies could be used for tracking.

### 4.2.2 Comfort with Tracking Depends on Context

We examined both users’ and non-users’ responses with respect to how comfortable they were with their data being collected on the Internet. Confirming results from previous work on users’ and attitudes towards data collection [46], we found that participants’ level of comfort was context dependent: both current users and non-users described situations where they were comfortable and uncomfortable with data collection. The majority of all users were not comfortable with tracking in general. A little over half users (55.4%) and a little less than half non-users (45.9%) were uncomfortable with their data being collected, harboring a general mistrust toward companies that collect data about them, and wanting to keep their information and activities

### Table 3: Summary of the themes that emerged from participants’ mental models of online tracking broken down by users and non-users. Bolded p-values are significant at the 0.025 level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entities that Track</th>
<th>Total (%)</th>
<th>Users (%)</th>
<th>Non-Users (%)</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advertisers</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>76.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Websites Visited</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Agencies</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td><strong>0.02</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Service Providers</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third-Party Companies</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td><strong>0.01</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Tracked</th>
<th>Total (%)</th>
<th>Users (%)</th>
<th>Non-Users (%)</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Attribute Information</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Activities</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Information</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td><strong>&lt;0.0001</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes of Tracking</th>
<th>Total (%)</th>
<th>Users (%)</th>
<th>Non-Users (%)</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visible Outcomes</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invisible Outcomes</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td><strong>&lt;0.0001</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tracking Mechanisms</th>
<th>Total (%)</th>
<th>Users (%)</th>
<th>Non-Users (%)</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Through Activities</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through Cookies</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td><strong>&lt;0.0001</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
private. These participants often expressed apathy, saying that data collection was hard to stop, and that if companies really wanted their data, they could acquire it in different ways. These numbers differed significantly between users and non-users ($\chi^2 = 8.1, p = 0.005$).

By contrast, a little over a quarter of users (28.5%) compared to more than one-third non-users (36.4%) were comfortable with their data being collected ($\chi^2 = 6.5, p = 0.011$). Both sets of participants cited several reasons for being comfortable with tracking such as when the online tracking resulted in positive gains, such as receiving special deals through targeted advertising. For others, tracking was acceptable because they had nothing to hide, and that they believed online services needed users data in order to offer services and function for free.

To summarize, we found that most participants—regardless of whether they used a blocking extension—had only a basic understanding and awareness of online tracking. Our findings support and extend findings from prior work in lab settings that users may know a little, but not significantly more about online tracking after using a browser-based extension [37, 23]. We show that fewer participants were aware of entities that tracked them other than the ones they could explicitly see provide visible modification to content. Across both users and non-users, there existed some differences: users were slightly more able to articulate what data about users’ devices is collected, the invisible outcomes of tracking, and how cookies are used in tracking than non-users. However, these differences were spread across only a third of the sample of extension users in each case, indicating that despite these differences, extension users did not present elevated knowledge and understanding about online tracking even after using these extensions for many years.

4.3 Why Use Blocking Extensions?

We examined whether users consciously adopted blocking extensions to block third-party trackers. In the survey, we solicited participants’ reasons behind adopting their extensions both in the form of open and closed responses. To analyze the close responses, we binned the Likert scale measurements into agree, not sure, and disagree bins. We compared the open and closed end responses and noted any similarities and differences. We found that current users’ responses from the open responses could be grouped into three primary reasons for extension adoption: user experience improvements, security, and privacy—similar to the options we offered them to select from the closed responses.

4.3.1 UX Reasons Drive Ad, Content Blocker Users

In the open responses, the most common reason users cited for adopting Ad blockers and Content blockers was to improve their user experience when browsing the Internet, with the latter finding being unexpected. Close to 89% of participants who used Ad blockers and 84% of participants who used Content blockers said they were motivated by user experience improvements. On the other hand, only a small fraction of users (11.9%) reported using Tracker blockers for user experience improvements. Current extension users’ elaborated three main reasons:

Reducing clutter. Nearly half of all current users (50.5%) reported using blocking extensions to block the clutter on webpages. For instance, participant P716, an AdBlock Plus user, stated: “I hate advertisements that affect my ability to navigate a page without distraction, so I choose to block them in order to have a faster, more streamlined experience.” Often for such users, the extensions were a means to help them block advertising content that obstructed them from viewing desired content on a website.

Blocking Pop-ups. Two-fifths of all current users (40.2%) reported using these extensions to specifically block advertisements that appeared as pop-ups on webpages, which users considered intrusive in nature. For instance, participant P900, an AdBlock Plus user, said: “The popup advertisements interfere with my online experience. They are annoying and slow down my computer. AdBlock Plus allows me to circumvent unsolicited advertisements.”

Speedup Loading Times. Finally, one-third of all current users (33.1%) reported they used these extensions to speed up the loading of websites, which consequently help them conserve their data and bandwidth. For instance, participant P458, an uBlock Origin user, commented: “[I use it] to prevent the 100s of advertisements that appear when browsing sites. So many advertisements play or are shown that it slows down browsing performance and uses more bandwidth.”

In agreement with the open responses, ~95% of both Ad blocker and Content blocker users reported using these extensions for user experience reasons in the close ended responses. We also noticed an additional (~65%) Tracker blocker users reported using their extensions for user experience reasons.

4.3.2 Privacy Reasons Drive Tracker Blocker Users

Looking at the open responses, 76% of Tracker blocker users said they primarily used the extensions to protect their information from third-parties and advertisers. Participants were concerned that advertisements networks and data mining companies on the Internet collected their data, tracked their browsing history, and showed them targeted advertisements. They believed that they could, using these extensions, block companies that engaged in such practices. For instance, participant P890, a Ghostery user, stated: “I use Ghostery so advertisers and sites will not track my information or collect info using cookies.” On the other hand, only a small fraction of participants who used Ad blockers (7%) and Content blockers (10%) used them for privacy reasons. In agreement with the open responses, ~90% of Tracker blocker users reported using these extensions for privacy reasons in the close ended responses. We also noticed an additional Ad blocker (~76%) and Content blocker (~71%) users reported using their extensions for the same privacy reasons.

4.3.3 Fewer Security Reasons Across Extensions

From the open responses, only ~10% of participants—across Ad blocker, Tracker blocker, and Content blocker users—stated they used these extensions for security reasons. Those who did use these extensions for security noted they used it in order to prevent harm to their devices from malicious advertisements and scripts online. For instance, participant P450, an AdBlock user, elaborated: “I use AdBlock because of all the EXCESSIVE advertisements/popups that end up causing me to click on something that I’m not wanting to click on and then a pop-up comes up alerting me that my computer has a Virus, telling me to call some number. Let’s just say those people really irritate me.” On in-
specting the close responses, this number increased. We noticed additional users across all extensions—Ad blockers (56%), Tracker blockers (39%), and Content blockers (62%)—reported using their extensions for the same security reasons.

Overall, we noted participants associated each extension type with a primary and secondary reason for adoption, which emerged from the open and close ended responses respectively. That is, users may have mentioned their primary reasons for using the extensions as opposed to including secondary reasons in the open ended responses. Even though users may be aware of other benefits from these extensions, their primary motivation is more focused: Ad blockers and Content blockers primarily for user experience gains, and Tracker blockers primarily for privacy reasons.

4.4 Dealing With Broken Websites
We specifically studied users’ experiences when blocking extensions broke the functionality and appearance of websites, as other studies have tried to capture using instrumented measurements [29]. We examined specific changes users reported about their interface and browsing activity, how frequently they experience these breakages, and users’ decision making with respect to disabling their extensions.

4.4.1 Users Report Limited Breakages
Only about two-fifths (180/480) of participants who took the second survey had experienced at least one website that failed to function correctly because of their browser extensions. The majority (94.6%) of those who reported broken website experiences observed them rarely or sometimes in the span of any given week. Participants reported the following experiences with their extensions in decreasing order of prevalence:

1. Webpages failed to load completely and the content failed to appear (28.7%)
2. Embedded videos failed to play (24.3%)
3. Webpages appeared distorted, and the elements looked out of place (13%)
4. Pop-ups that drove functionality failed to appear (8.1%)
5. Images failed to load completely (7.5%)

Overall, users’ self-reported website breakages were lower than expected, which suggests that the blocking extensions were largely effective in distinguishing between trackers and content. However, given that websites failing to appear completely, and videos failing to play, were amongst the most commonly cited website breakages suggests that these extensions often confused trackers and Content Distribution Networks [29].

4.4.2 Content and Trust Drive Disabling Decisions
When websites failed to function correctly, nearly half the users (91/180) who experienced such breakages stated that they never attempted to fix and access the website when they experienced them break, and instead ignored and went on to find alternate content. The other half (89/180) who did access the content on such websites—either sometimes or always—by disabling their extensions based their decisions on the following criteria:

Value of Content. Users who stated they sometimes or always attempted to access the content of such websites, based their judgment on the uniqueness and importance of the content they intended to view; that is, could they gain access to the same content elsewhere? Participant P107 best illustrates this point: “It depends if I really want to access the content, but I usually just navigate away.”. This suggests breakages can certainly dissuade users from using certain sites if the content is not perceived as unique.

Trust in Website. Similarly, users who stated they sometimes or always attempted to access the content of such websites, reported accessing content if they “trusted” the website and if it was familiar to them; that is, had they accessed it before? Participant P282 explained: “If it’s a site I trust, and understand why they need access to cookies, JavaScript, etc. I will attempt to relax the permissions so the site will work. Otherwise I look for an alternative site (and there’s almost always an alternative!).” This suggests that less popular websites which cause breakages can lose content consumers if blocking extensions do not interact well with their websites.

Overall, most participants reported only limited breakages in the span of a given week, indicating that these blocking extensions largely work effectively from the user point of view. However, when websites did break, nearly half the users attempted to fix the websites by disabling their extensions—and therefore gave up their protection—and based their decisions on how much they valued the content on and the trust they had in the website.

5. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the broader implications of our findings, and outline directions for future work.

5.1 Reducing Privacy Protection Burden
First, our results show that despite having some knowledge about online tracking and how it worked, participants remained mostly uninformed. Having a browser extension did not significantly relate with having a more developed mental model of online tracking. Having adopted these extensions, users remained protected from online tracking to the degree supported by the extensions in their default modes. While these defaults were largely configured correctly for Content blockers and Tracker blockers, they were less so for the largest extension category in our dataset: Ad blockers. Indeed, we saw that only about 10% of all Ad blocker users had enabled EasyPrivacy, which continued to remain disabled by default.

Therefore, we suggest that asking users to take action to protect their privacy may be a sub-optimal suggestion. Instead, an alternate proposal for enhanced privacy protection is to pull users out of the equation completely, and design systems that protect users automatically. Echoing the call of others [22, 31], we suggest that browser designers could more successfully protect users from online tracking through defaults (e.g., by restricting third parties’ access to user data), rather than requiring users’ to take proactive, intentional steps such as adopting a browser-based blocking extension. In fact, several browser vendors have moved in this direction recently. For example, Mozilla recently incorporated online tracking protection into their private browsing mode, meaning that users who switched to private browsing would be protected from third-party tracking [30]. Apple took this
a step further and implemented intelligent tracking restrictions in Safari 11 [4], where they restricted the lifetime of cookies set by third-party trackers and advertisers, thereby restricting how much data these trackers can collect about users. Future work could examine privacy enhancements that browsers can implement such as contextual situations—e.g., webpages where sensitive information is entered—where third-party trackers should explicitly blocked.

5.2 Reducing Blocking Extension Failure
Second, our results point out that browser-based blocking extensions work largely effectively from a user perspective. When websites did break, users noticed that embedded videos failed to play, or parts of the website failed to load completely. Future work could examine how well users’ self-reports of website breakages match with actual website breakages in the wild. Doing so could help determine ways in which extensions can better support feedback from users to improve protection coverage. Out of the extensions we examined in this study, only Ghostery and PrivacyBadger currently collect any feedback at all.

When website breakages occur, users are required to disable their extensions and accept the trackers embedded on the website. Our study reveals that users only disable their blocking extensions when the content they attempted to access is valuable, or if they are familiar with and trust the website (e.g., from a previous engagement). To ensure that users are protected against online tracking—and that non-use is not forced upon them—requires building more efficient blocking tools. For instance, recent approaches to using machine learning to discriminate between JavaScript-based content serving and tracking content has been explored with high accuracy [19]. Improving the status-quo can also be achieved through a broader conversation between the various stakeholders including extension developers and publishers of websites. We encourage the SOUPS and broader privacy community to further investigate how publishers embed content and use third-party services, and the steps that can be taken to design better solutions that do not force users to disable their extensions.

6. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Out study is not without limitations. First, we used Mechanical Turk for data collection, and therefore findings are not generalizable to the full population of Internet users. Recent research has shown that adult Turkers in the U.S. have more privacy concerns than the regular adult US population [21]. Therefore, it is likely that the number of users of these extensions in the general population are much lower. Future research could examine the external validity of these findings in greater detail.

Second, we examined the results in the context of self-reported extension usage by users, but also measured extension usage to ensure users were actually using these extensions; while these measures were mostly in agreement, there were occasions where users reported certain extensions but we did not detect them. However, overall, users have been shown to be able to accurately self-report more deliberate actions, including external browser extension usage [48].

7. CONCLUSION
We studied real world use of blocking extensions to learn how to improve user protections against online tracking. Our results show that Ad blockers and Content blockers are more widely used than Tracker blockers. Furthermore, both users and non-users have limited mental models of online tracking, that they mostly adopt blocking extensions to improve their user experience, and that when extensions break websites, users disable the extensions based on how important the content they are accessing is to them. Based on our findings, we make recommendations to improve blocking tools and provide enhanced privacy by improved extension defaults to better protect users from online tracking.
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APPENDIX

A. SURVEY ONE

1. How many hours on average do you spend using the Internet each day?
   (a) Less than 1 hour
   (b) 1 - 3 hours
   (c) 4 - 6 hours
   (d) 7 - 9 hours
   (e) More than 9 hours

2. How many Internet connected devices do you own or have access to?

3. Please check all the types of Internet connected devices you own or have access to.
   (a) Personal computers (e.g., desktops, laptops)
   (b) Mobile devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets)
   (c) Activity trackers (e.g., Fitbit)
   (d) “Smart” home-appliances (e.g., Internet connected TV, Refrigerator)
   (e) Other - Write In (Required)
   (f) None of the above

4. Which of the following statements best describe the device you are using to complete this survey.
   (a) Regularly used only by me
   (b) Regularly used by multiple workers at a place of employment
   (c) Regularly used by multiple members of a family
   (d) Regularly used by multiple members who are not members of one family
   (e) Regularly used by many people in a public place (library, Internet cafe, etc.)
   (f) Other - Write In (Required)

5. Do you generally use this device to complete HITs on Mechanical Turk? [Yes / No]

6. Have you heard of the term “Internet/Web tracking”? [Yes / No]

7. (If Yes) In your own words, please describe what “Internet/Web tracking” means to you.

8. (If Yes) In your own words, please describe what comes to your mind when you hear the term “Internet/Web tracking”.

9. Please check all the entities that you think collect your information as you browse the Internet.
   (a) The Website you are visiting
   (b) Advertisers and sponsors
   (c) Third-party companies
   (d) Government agencies
   (e) Internet Service Providers
   (f) Browser creators (e.g., Google, Mozilla)
   (g) Other - Write In (Required)

10. In your own words, please list the information you think the entities you checked above collect as you browse the Internet.

11. In your own words, please describe the purposes for which you think the information you listed above is collected.

12. In general, how do you feel about your information being collected as you browse the Internet.
   (a) Extremely Uncomfortable
   (b) Somewhat Uncomfortable
   (c) Not Sure
   (d) Somewhat Comfortable
   (e) Extremely Comfortable

13. In your own words, please explain the reason behind your answer to the above question.

14. Have you taken any steps to prevent your information from being collected as you browse the Internet? [Yes / No / I don’t remember]

15. (If Yes) In your own words, please describe the steps you have taken to prevent your information from being collected as you browse the Internet.

16. (If Yes) How confident are you that the steps you describe above prevent your information from being collected?
   (a) Not at all Confident
   (b) Slightly Confident
   (c) Somewhat Confident
   (d) Very Confident
   (e) Extremely Confident

17. Do you use any of the following browser extensions on your current browser?
   (a) AdBlock
   (b) AdBlock Plus
   (c) Ghostery
   (d) PrivacyBadger
   (e) uBlock
   (f) uBlock Origin
   (g) Disconnect
   (h) None of the above

18. For each selected extension (E):
(a) Who installed each of the following browser extensions on your current browser? (Grid)
   i. I installed it myself
   ii. Someone else installed it for me
   iii. I don’t remember
(b) How did you learn about extension E?
   i. Friends
   ii. Family
   iii. Social Media
   iv. News
   v. Extension’s Website
   vi. Internet Articles
   vii. Other - Write In (Required)
   viii. I don’t remember
(c) For how long have you been using each of the following browser extensions? (Grid)
   i. A few days
   ii. A few weeks
   iii. A few months
   iv. A few years
   v. Many years
   vi. I don’t remember
(d) Please check all the statements that best describe where you use extension E:
   i. I also use E on a different browser(s) on this device
   ii. I also use E on another device
   iii. Other - Write In (Required)
   iv. None of the above
(e) In your own words, please describe why you use E.
(f) In your own words, please describe how you think E works.
(g) Please state how much each of the following statements indicate your reasons for using E (Strongly Disagree - Strongly Agree):
   i. I use extension E in order to block unwanted content.
   ii. I use extension E because I do not like seeing advertisements.
   iii. I use extension E in order to speed-up the loading of websites.
   iv. I use extension E to prevent websites from serving viruses through advertisements.
   v. I use extension E because I am concerned websites that I visit collect, share or sell my information to other companies.
   vi. I use extension E to prevent online advertising companies from delivering advertisements that are tailored specifically to me.

19. What is your age?
20. What is your annual household income?
   (a) Less than $25,000
   (b) $25,000 to $34,999
   (c) $35,000 to $49,999
   (d) $50,000 to $74,999
   (e) $75,000 to $99,999
   (f) $100,000 to $124,999
   (g) $125,000 to $149,999
   (h) $150,000 or more
   (i) Prefer not to answer

21. What is the highest education level you have completed?
   (a) No High School
   (b) High School Graduate
   (c) Some College
   (d) Bachelor’s Degree
   (e) Associate’s Degree
   (f) Master’s Degree
   (g) Doctoral Degree
   (h) Professional Degree (e.g., MBA, J.D.)
   (i) Prefer not to answer

22. What gender do you most closely identify with?
   (a) Male
   (b) Female
   (c) Other
   (d) Prefer not to answer

B. SURVEY TWO

1. Certain websites “break” or fail to function correctly because of web browser extensions and add-ons such as Ad blockers and Tracker blockers. In the past, has any website(s) failed to function correctly for you as a result of your AdBlocker or Tracker blocker? [Yes / No / I don’t remember]
2. (If Yes) In your own words, please describe what functionality or feature of the website(s) failed to function correctly, and list the website(s) on which you experienced this problem.
3. (If Yes) In any given week, how often do you come across websites that fail to function correctly as a result of your AdBlocker or Tracker blocker?
   (a) Never
   (b) Rarely
   (c) Sometimes
   (d) Often
   (e) Always
4. (If Yes) Which of the following best describe the actions you take after you experience a website that fails to function correctly as a result of your Ad blocker or Tracker blocker?
   (a) I ignore the website
   (b) I sometimes attempt to fix the website
   (c) I always attempt to fix the website
5. (If Yes) In your own words, please describe the reason behind your answer to the above question.
6. (If “I sometimes attempt to fix the website” or “I always attempt to fix the website”) In your own words, please describe the steps you take to fix the website(s) that fail to function correctly as a result of your Ad blocker or Tracker blocker.
7. (If “I sometimes attempt to fix the website” or “I always attempt to fix the website”) In your own words, please describe why you take the steps you describe above.
1. Certain websites detect whether users are running Ad blockers and present them with a message requesting them to disable the Ad blockers in order to continue using the website. In the past, have you come across such messages? [Yes / No / I don’t remember]

2. (If Yes) In your own words, please describe the message(s) you observed and list the website(s) you observed these messages on.

3. (If Yes) In any given week, how often do you see messages requesting you to disable your Ad blocker?
   (a) Never
   (b) Rarely
   (c) Sometimes
   (d) Often
   (e) Always

4. (If Yes) Which of the following best describe the action you take after seeing one of these Ad-blocking messages?
   (a) I never proceed to access the content on such websites
   (b) I sometimes proceed to access the content on such websites
   (c) I always proceed to access the content on such websites

5. (If Yes) In your own words, please describe the reason behind your answer to the above question.

6. (If “I sometimes proceed to access the content on such websites” or “I always proceed to access the content on such websites”) In your own words, please describe all the steps you take to access the content on websites that ask you to disable your Ad blocker.

7. In your own words, please describe why you take the steps you describe above.
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ABSTRACT
Self-images are among the most prevalent forms of content shared on social media streams. Face-morphs are images digitally created by combining facial pictures of different individuals. In the case of self-morphs, a person’s own picture is combined with that of another individual. Prior research has shown that even when individuals do not recognize themselves in self-morphs, they tend to trust self-morphed faces more, and judge them more favorably. Thus, self-morphs may be used online as covert forms of targeted marketing – for instance, using consumers’ pictures from social media streams to create self-morphs, and inserting the resulting self-morphs in promotional campaigns targeted at those consumers. The usage of this type of personal data for highly targeted influence without individuals’ awareness, and the type of opaque effect such artifacts may have on individuals’ attitudes and behaviors, raise potential issues of consumer privacy and autonomy. However, no research to date has examined the feasibility of using self-morphs for such applications. Research on self-morphs has focused on artificial laboratory settings, raising questions regarding the practical, in-the-wild applicability of reported self-morph effects. In three experiments, we examine whether self-morphs could affect individuals’ attitudes or even promote products/services, using a combination of experimental designs and dependent variables. Across the experiments, we test both designs and variables that had been used in previous research in this area and new ones that had not. Questioning prior research, however, we find no evidence that end-users react more positively to self-morphs than control-morphs composed of unfamiliar facial pictures in either attitudes or actual behaviors.

1. INTRODUCTION
Face composites, or face-morphs, consist of facial images merged together to produce a new, realistic-looking image of a person that contains some of the elements of the comprising facial images [11]. A substantial body of work has shown that individuals sometimes fail to consciously recognize themselves in face composites that contain their own picture [4], but tend to prefer such self-morphs, trusting them more and finding them more attractive [12,13] when compared to morphs that do not contain the individual’s own facial image. Facial images are commonly used in advertising (e.g., of models or celebrities), and if morphs are effective in influencing end-users’ attitudes and behavior, that could have far reaching implications for marketers [28] but also for consumer privacy. Consider a marketer who has access to a consumer’s Facebook profile. That marketer may use a picture of that consumer in an ad for a product. Such use of the consumer’s picture may be deemed unethical (or even appalling), and would probably not promote the marketer’s goals. However, what if the marketer instead used the consumer’s picture to create a digital morph that combined that picture with an unknown face? The consumer might not consciously recognize this self-morph. The morph, however, could still evoke strong and positive emotional responses in the consumer, due to the familiar elements it contains. How would consumers react to this implicit, visceral mode of persuasion? Social media users make many types of personal information publicly available [2]. Firms use that information to learn more about potential customers and target advertisements accordingly [32], sometimes influencing end-users [20] without their explicit consent or awareness - a form of hidden “digital market manipulation” [7]. Leveraging individuals’ innate attraction to self-morphs to promote products is an example of a targeted marketing strategy [10] that may influence end-users’ actions while operating outside their awareness, raising potential yet significant privacy concerns.

Existing research has examined the impact of celebrity morphs on consumers’ behavior [28], but not the potential impact of self-morphs as a covert and visceral forms of targeted marketing. Moreover, research on self-morphs has been limited to artificial laboratory settings, raising questions about the generalizability and applicability of the reported effects. We explore the uncharted territory of the impact of self-morphs on consumers’ behavior in settings that more closely model real-life conditions. Unlike prior studies (that relied on taking photos of subjects in a lab, thus raising awareness among subjects about the purposes of the experiments), we examine whether self-morphs could be created using individuals’ personal information from their social network profiles, and then used without subjects’ awareness. Furthermore, unlike prior studies (that focused on participants’ attitudes towards facial morphs, including trust) we examine to what extent self-morphs can affect also behavioral intentions, including purchase intentions. Our work thus ties into the privacy literature in two ways. First, it highlights how, due to the vast self-dissemination of personal information, public yet personal data can be used in interactions with consumers by both services and independent third parties surreptitiously – that is, without the former’s awareness. Second, it highlights potential limits on individual autonomy [27] in decision making by examining the effectiveness of technologies that may covertly influence consumer decision making based on their own data – a form of “visceral targeting,” so to say.
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In three online and lab experiments, we tested whether self-morphs impact consumers’ attitudes and online behavior. We relied on real world data (images posted on social networking sites by experiment participants) and used various dependent variables and a combination of techniques and study designs. Unlike prior research, we found no differences in how consumers judge, or react to, a self-morph vs. a control-morph composed of unfamiliar facial pictures in both realistic settings and in settings that follow previous lab experiments, as well as both when focusing on attitudinal variables and when focusing on behavioral intentions. Indeed, across the experiments, we ended up testing both 1) new designs and variables that had not been used in previous research in this area (as we initially focused on extending prior work) and 2) designs and variables that had already been reported (when we switched to replicating prior research). Our research endeavor did not begin as a replication attempt: building upon the apparent robustness of results in existing literature (see Section 1.2), at the onset we focused on capturing behavioral metrics (such as attitudinal intentions in Study 1, and actual self-disclosures in Study 2, as opposed to the attitudinal variables more common in previous studies) to measure to what extents face-morphs derived from social media could affect actual online behaviors. As both initial pilots and main experiments failed to find such an effect, we traced back our efforts to attempt to replicate existing results in the literature, without finding significant results. Nevertheless, such null results are worthy to be reported through the scientific community for several reasons. First, null findings (when backed by appropriate methodologies) can be important and enlightening [17], especially in light of the recent evidence of non-replicability of major findings revealed in many scientific areas [23]. Second, the results suggest that, if self-morphs have any effect on people’s judgments and behavior in the lab, that effect may not robustly extend to other settings.

1.2 Related Work

Facial images are an exceptional type of perceptual stimuli. Evidence from neuroscience, in support of the ‘face-specificity’ hypothesis, suggests that the brain has specialized cognitive and neural mechanisms dedicated to face perception [19]. Further evidence suggests that the brain implicitly and automatically evaluates faces, thus enabling individuals to make social judgments about unfamiliar individuals from facial properties alone [11,14,31]. With the advent of computer graphics, face-morphing technology has made it possible to alter the familiarity of faces. Morphing a familiar face into an unfamiliar one creates a composite that has familiar features but may still be unrecognizable as a whole. Previous research has shown that participants fail to consciously recognize themselves in face composites created by morphing their own face with an unknown face [12,4]. This happens when the unknown face contributes a larger proportion of the composite (e.g., 60%) while the self-face contributes a smaller proportion (e.g., 40%). Despite this lack of conscious recognition, participants tend to prefer self-face composites. Other researchers have studied face composites created with a family member’s or a friend’s face [6,24].

As has been noted, a substantial amount of prior work has studied the effect of self-morphs on individuals’ attitudes. DeBruine found that participants tend to trust self-morphs more than non-self-morphs [12]. DeBruine also studied the attractiveness of self vs. non-self-morphs and found that participants find self-morphs more attractive [13]. Bailenson et al., created composites of participants with electoral candidates (with the participant’s face contributing the smaller proportion and the candidate’s face contributing the larger proportion) and found that participants report higher intentions to vote for self-like candidates than for non-self-like candidates [4]. Tanner and Maeng morphed Tiger Woods’s face with a stock model’s face. They collected data on willingness to buy from this composite versus a control composite before and at the peak of the famous Tiger Woods scandal [28]. They found a significant decline in reported levels of willingness to buy from the Tiger-morph after the scandal. These results have been explained through a “familiarity based valence accessibility” account. This hypothesis assumes that implicit recognition of a familiar individual in a morphed face is sufficient to enable an underlying (and pre-existing) valence judgment of the familiar individual to be automatically perceived [28].

2. THE CURRENT RESEARCH

Although various studies have examined the effects of face composites on various dependent variables, a number of unrequired issues require additional research. From a methodological perspective, most (if not all) of the previous studies have used pictures that were explicitly solicited from the participants – thus, participants may have been (perhaps subconsciously) aware of the research questions or objectives, making a demand effect possible. Furthermore, most previous research on self-morphs used artificial lab environments, as is customary and warranted for basic cognitive and perceptual psychological research. However, the use of such strict settings limits the generalizability of the research findings to actual real-world scenarios, reducing the potential implications of these findings for the HCI and privacy communities, as well as for every day users of online technologies.

In our research, we focused on more realistic and privacy-sensitive settings: we used pictures taken from participants’ online social network profiles (specifically, from their Facebook profiles), without their explicit ex ante knowledge or awareness (while still ensuring proper experimental consent; all studies were conducted with IRB approval of our institution, and all studies secured informed consent of participants) in order to rule out the possibility that previous findings were, to some degree, confounded by expectation effects. Furthermore, this novel use of pictures from online social networks data also allows us to focus our examination to domains that are of interest to human-computer interactions. Namely, while previous research on self-morphs focuses on people’s judgments and attitudes such as trust (e.g. [12,13]), in our studies we mostly focused on behaviors that directly pertain to online consumer behavior (such as purchasing intentions and self-disclosure behaviors) and highlight how consumers’ personal data may be not merely accessed, but also used, in manners that are hard for end-users to predict or prevent.

In their 2009 staff report, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) defines the term ‘behavioral advertising’ as “the tracking of a consumer’s online activities over time – including the searches the consumer has conducted, the web pages visited, and the content viewed – in order to deliver advertising targeted to the individual consumer’s interests” [16]. The industry greatly favors the use of such targeted ads because, in comparison to non-targeted ads, targeted ads generate higher click-through rates [15] and higher sales [5]. While personalization of ads can benefit consumers by exposing them to relevant products, the extensive collection and use of personal information also raises consumers’ privacy risks and concerns. In fact, consumer surveys about perceptions of targeted advertising suggest that, by and large, people do not like being tracked and do not wish to receive targeted ads [29,21,25]. In this paper, we investigate the effect of individuals’ facial images,
in the form of self-morphs, on online consumer behaviors (such as purchasing intentions and self-disclosure behaviors).

2.1 Overview of Studies

The design of our studies builds upon prior research on self-morphs. The set of studies covers an array of experimental setups, participants’ pools and dependent variables. Two studies (Studies 1 and 2) were conducted online, using pictures obtained from the participants’ online social network (Facebook) profiles (thus, we used these pictures without explicit, ex ante participants’ awareness, in order to ensure that any observed effects could only be attributed to the implicit exposure to self-morphs); one replication study (Study 3), instead, was conducted in a lab, using photos captured in the lab at the onset of the experiment. For technical reasons (explained further below), Study 1 only included Caucasian males and Study 2 focused on Caucasian females. Study 3 included participants from both genders. Study 1 focused on purchasing or hiring intentions (in addition to measures traditionally captured in morph studies, such as perceived trustworthiness); Study 2 focused on self-disclosure– a variable common in online privacy research, but novel in the context of morph studies; in Study 3, we only focused on replicating previous studies’ results using a trustworthiness dependent variable. Studies 1 and 2 were conducted online; although more ecologically appropriate for testing online visceral marketing strategies, Studies 1 and 2 relied on a two-step design (discussed at length below), and therefore required significant per-participant recruitment and retention efforts; in Study 3, we conducted a large-scale laboratory experiment with a larger sample and higher power.

2.2 Morph Preparation

All three studies (and the pilots we ran to test our experimental infrastructure) relied on a two-step design: in a first phase, participants’ facial images were collected (either from their publicly available Facebook profiles in Studies 1-2, or by taking a photo of them in the lab in Study 3). The second phase took place either several weeks after (Studies 1-2) or a few minutes after (Study 3) the first phase. Before phase 2, we created morphed images for the experimental and control conditions for each participant using Abrosft’s FantaMorph (www.fantamorph.com, see examples in Figures 1 and 2). During the second phase, morphed images were shown to the subjects as part of the studies’ respective experimental designs. In the rest of this section, we describe the process through which we collected images for making the morphs.

Participants in the online studies were invited on Amazon Mechanical Turk to take part in a survey about Facebook activity. The survey took less than 5 minutes and participants were paid 50 cents for their participation. The survey included various questions about Facebook (such as how often and for what purposes participants use Facebook) to establish the study’s legitimacy. The last question in the survey was the question of interest to us: participants were told that we were interested in collecting data from their Facebook profile in order to validate whether they would be eligible for future studies, and for this reason we asked them to provide a link to their Facebook profile page. We assured participants that we would only collect publicly available data, and that this question was optional – participants were informed that they could skip the question and still receive full payment. This enabled us to get access to Facebook profiles of our MTurk participants and collect their publicly shared facial images. These images were then used to create morphs to be used in the second phase. The morph-creation process replicated the methodology used in prior research published in this area (specifically, [4]; see also Sections 2.3 and 5.1). Using this approach, we surveyed over 10,000 participants from MTurk and about 50% of them gave us links to their Facebook profiles. About 20% of those had publicly shared facial images which could be used in morphs (images that are well illuminated, good resolution, and where the participant’s face is front-facing with neutral expression). These participants comprised our sampling population from which we recruited participants for the second phase of Studies 1 and 2, taking into account participants’ ethnicity and gender (which they reported in the first phase survey).

Study 3 followed a similar two-step approach. However, Study 3’s participants were invited to a lab, where their photo was taken and used to make morphs that were immediately shown to them. As noted, we also conducted two online pilots to test and honed our technical and experimental two-step procedure.

2.3 A Note on Replication

Our research endeavor did not begin as a replication attempt. Initially we focused on capturing the impact of face-morphs on new dependent variables that had not been the focus of prior research (Studies 1 and 2 and their pilots). We attempted to replicate existing results on previously used dependent variables (in Study 3) only after failing to find effects for our behavioral dependent variables. That noted, across all three studies presented here, we did try to follow as closely as possible all the technical steps in designing face-morphs and in presenting them to participants. While exact replication of methods was made harder by the fact that not all previously published papers comprehensively disclosed their methods, and not all authors were responsive to our requests for their materials, we were able to follow most closely the method used in [4], whose authors were the most responsive to our questions regarding their experimental material. The authors of [4] were responsive to questions and shared with us details of their morphing software (Magic Morph). Furthermore, given the large sample size used in their study, their clear description of the methodology employed, and the magnitude of effects reported, [4] seemed like one of most rigorous approaches and methods to follow. Thus, our morphing strategy was based on [4], although we utilized a different morphing software, Fanta Morph (after [4] was published we found in rounds of tests that new software Fanta Morph produced more realistic morphs). We also followed [4] in criteria for picking suitable images (for instance, images where participants were not wearing glasses).

3. STUDY 1

The scenario and setting chosen for this study was searching and hiring a private instructor online. We aimed to explore whether instructors whose images would be made of self-morphs would be regarded more favorably, giving them an advantage in the hiring process. This scenario illustrates one of the many ways sophisticated online entities could exploit individual’s self-images that are publicly available on social network websites.

3.1 Method

A review of the previous studies on the effects of face composites revealed that the effect sizes (Cohen’s d) ranged from 0.39 [28] to 0.70 SDs [6]. Based on that, we estimated an effect size of about 0.4 SD and aimed at a sample that would provide about 80% power to detect such an effect. We were able to recruit 118 Caucasian males (Mage = 28.3, SD = 7.5) through our pool of MTurk participants, which completed the study for $1.5 in an average duration of about five minutes. This sample had a power of about...
71% to detect the estimated effect size with a two-sided test, or 82% power for a one-sided test (i.e., to show that self-morphs are more attractive than control-morphs).

After reading and agreeing to the consent form, participants were given a list of musical instruments (e.g., guitar, violin, piano, etc.) and were asked to choose one instrument they would most like to learn to play. Then, participants were asked to imagine they are looking to hire an instructor who can teach them how to play the instrument they have chosen. They were then shown two images of two private instructors that they, supposedly, found in their online searches. Instructors were called “A” and “B”, both were reported to have had 10 years of experience in playing this musical instrument and both reportedly charged $10 for a lesson. Participants were asked to indicate which instructor (A or B) they would personally choose to hire. One of the instructors’ images (randomly selected) was a self-morph, while the other was a morph of two unfamiliar persons. One of these two unfamiliar persons was a randomly selected other participant’s face (used at 40% in the morph) and the other face was a second spokesperson, different from the spokesperson used in the self-morph (unfamiliar to participants; used at 60% in the morph). An example is given in Figure 1. We used two spokespersons because using the same spokesperson would result in two very similar looking morphs where the differences would entirely be because of the 40% face used in making the morph. This could prompt the participants to specifically look for subtle differences between the faces and perhaps interpret the goal of the study. We randomly varied whether the self-morph was created with one stock-model or the other and whether it appeared on the left or the right in a split-panel.

For participants randomly assigned to the treatment (or “self”) condition, the morph was created by combining the participant’s face (obtained from publicly shared images on his Facebook profile) with the stock model’s face. The participants randomly assigned to the control (or “other”) condition viewed the same ads, but the face shown to them was a morph created by combining a randomly chosen other participant’s face from among the participants in the treatment condition with the same stock model’s face. This procedure ensured that the participants in the control condition viewed (in aggregate) the same images as the participants in the treatment (i.e., self-morph) condition, and that the only difference between the conditions was that for participants in the treatment condition the morphed image included their own face, whereas for participants in the control condition it did not. Allocation to treatment vs. control condition was done before participants started the study, using a computerized randomizer that assigned each invited participant to either be in the control or treatment condition.

Afterwards, participants were asked to rate each instructor (separately) on how trustworthy, attractive and knowledgeable they seemed to them, how much they liked him, how similar they thought he was to themselves and how strongly they identified with him. They also indicated if they found anything strange or unusual, or familiar, in either of the instructors’ images, and if they said they did, then we asked them to elaborate further (six participants said they recognized themselves in the image and were thus dropped from the analysis). In the next section of the study, participants were presented with five facial images, two of them had instructor A and B, and were asked to identify who was instructor A, and who was B. This was a check question included to ensure that participants remembered which face was which, because the questions on whether participants found anything unusual or familiar with the morph were asked on a screen that did not show participants the morphs. Then, participants completed the Narcissistic Personality Inventory (NPI, [3]), which we included to examine whether the impact of a self-morph could be restricted to people who hold a higher, more self-loving, perception of themselves.

![Stock model and participant](image)

Figure 1. Example stimuli used in Study 1.

Lastly, participants completed the demographic questions and were fully debriefed. In this and in all the following studies, participants were explained that the study was connected to a Facebook survey they had previously completed, and that the researchers may have used publicly available pictures from their Facebook profile for the purposes of the current study. We explained that we did so only for research purposes and that all images collected for this study were kept secure and confidential. We also asked participants to refrain from sharing the details of this study with anyone else in any manner, until the study is completed. Participants’ responses to all questions in all studies (including responses to sensitive questions) were always kept separate from their personal or identifiable information. In all studies, participants were given contact details of the researchers and the IRB, and could also to leave comments, concerns or complaints in the survey form itself. Moreover, we provided participants with the option to withdraw their responses from the survey by clicking on a link to a withdrawal form. All participants were thanked and paid, regardless of their final consent. (The option to withdraw responses after being debriefed was provided in all studies, but only two participants chose to use it.) Our IRB approved the procedure of this and all studies reported in the paper. Experimental materials used in Study 1 (as well as Studies 2 and 3) can be found online at https://www.heinz.cmu.edu/~acquisti/SOUPS2018/Study1-2-3.pdf.

### 3.2 Results and Discussion

Even though our pilot tests confirmed that the two stock-model images we used in creating the morphs were perceived to be equally attractive, in this study the morphs created with these images were not perceived to be equivalent. One was hired more often than the
other (60% vs. 40%, \( p = 0.029 \)). Still, we examined the percent of participants who chose to hire the two different instructors (self vs. other) and found no difference in proportions: 49% chose to hire the self-morph whereas 51% for the other (\( p = 0.84 \)).

Whether people had taken lessons in the instrument before had a significant effect on their decision to hire their own self-morph. Thirty-one participants had taken lessons to learn the musical instrument before, and they were significantly more likely to hire the self-morph (67.74%, \( p = 0.048 \)). However, this result does not hold after we account for multiple comparisons. Eighty participants had never taken lessons to learn the musical instrument before and there were no significant differences there (45%, \( p = 0.3173 \)). One person reported to be currently taking classes to learn the musical instrument. Paired t-tests on participants’ ratings of self vs. other morph for trustworthiness, attractiveness, knowledgeable, liking, identifying with self and similarity to self were not statistically significant, as detailed in Table 1. Although the measures showed high internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.827) overall mean judgments were also not statistically different between the conditions (see Table 1). There were also no significant differences between the percent of participants who found self and other morphs familiar (9% vs. 6.3%) or between the percent of participants who found self and other morphs unusual looking (24% vs. 25%), \( p > 0.9 \). We ran mixed model analyses of NPI on all DV’s. None of the interactions was significant (\( p > 0.14 \) before correcting for multiple comparisons, \( p > 0.7 \) after). (Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1.)

To summarize, we did not find evidence for an effect of a self-morph on individuals’ attitudes, intentions or judgments. Given the sampling constraints, the study was fairly powered, with more than 50 participants in each cell yielding a power of about 70% to detect a 0.4 effect size in a two-sided test (or 82% for a one-sided test). Even though the task was novel to most of the participants, and preferences between the two options could (or should) have only depended on the physical appearance of the two prospective service providers, having one of them include subtle aspects of the participant’s own face did not seem to impact their decisions.

### 4. STUDY 2

In our next study, we decided to shift our focus to a different domain, and employ a different type of dependent measure – namely, self-disclosure. We opted for this choice for several reasons. First, in the current era of explosion of information on social networking websites and proliferation of personal information being harvested by online companies, users’ propensity to disclose personal information is an important privacy issue [1]. The second reason is that previous research has reportedly found an effect of self-morphs on level of trust [12] so a logical extension of this effect might be that individuals will be more willing to disclose personal information to someone they trust more. Lastly, we thought that perhaps self-disclosure could be a more indirect way of measuring reactions to a self-morph.

In Study 2, we used a method for eliciting self-disclosure that relies on asking participants to respond to sensitive and personal questions, and that had been used successfully in previous self-disclosure studies (e.g., [22]). Participants were asked to imagine they are talking to a therapist who asks them several questions about themselves. The therapist was either a self-morph created by using a stock model’s face and the participant’s face, or a morph of the same stock model and an unfamiliar person in a between-participants design. We predicted that participants would be more likely to divulge personal, sensitive information when the therapist’s image was a self-morph. In this study, we used female participants only to expand our inquiry beyond males.

#### 4.1 Method

Based on the null results of Study 1, we adjusted our estimated effect size to \( d = 0.25 \) and aimed at obtaining a larger sample. We calculated that a sample of about 300 would yield a 70% power for a two-sided test, and about 82% for a one-sided test. We thus recruited 310 Caucasian female participants (\( M_{\text{age}} = 30.76, SD = 8.7 \)) from MTurk who completed the study for a payment of $1.5 each. Participants were asked to imagine that they are looking for a therapist to discuss something going on in their life and they are referred to a specific therapist whose image is displayed. The image of the therapist was, for half of the participants, a self-morph of their own picture with a female stock model’s picture (see Figure 2) and for the other half a morph of one of the other participants’ image with the same female model’s picture.

![Figure 2. Example stimuli used in Study 2.](image)

Participants were asked to imagine that during their meeting with the therapist the therapist asks them several questions about themselves. They could choose to answer these questions or indicate that they would prefer not to answer on a per question basis. The questions referred to engaging in unethical or socially undesirable behaviors that have been used in previous research about online self-disclosure [18]. Participants were asked to indicate, on a scale from 1 (never) to 5 (frequently) have they ever: Had sex with the current husband, wife, or partner of a friend? Masturbated at work or in a public restroom? Had a fantasy of doing something terrible (e.g., torturing) to someone? Fantasized about having violent non-consensual sex with someone? While an adult, had sexual desires for a minor? Neglected to tell a partner about a sexually transmitted disease from which you were suffering? Had sex with someone who was too drunk to know what they were doing? Stolen anything that did not belong to you? Tried to gain access to someone else’s (e.g., a partner, friend, or colleague’s) email account? Looked at pornographic material? Participants could also mark “prefer not to answer” for any of the questions.

Next, participants rated the therapist on how attractive, trustworthy, and knowledgeable they thought she was, how much they liked her, how good they thought she was at her job, how similar to themselves they thought she was and how much they identified with her. Then, we asked participants to rate how intrusive they found the questions asked by the therapist and whether she looked familiar or unusual to them. Participants then completed the NPI scale [3], and entered their demographics. They also indicated whether they found anything strange or unusual, or familiar, in either of the images, and if they said they did, then we asked them to elaborate further. Participants were debriefed as in the previous study.
4.2 Results and Discussion

We examined whether participants disclosed more to the self vs. the control-morph by examining participants Active Affirmative Responses (or AARs) that are the instances when participants indicated that they engage in the listed unethical or socially undesirable actions irrespective of the frequency with which they reported engaging in them [18]. In other words, AARs measure the amount of times participants indicated a response that was not “never” or “prefer not to say” to the listed unethical behaviors. Comparing AARs between conditions, we found no statistically significant differences between self vs. other conditions (M = 2.91 vs. 3.08, SD = 1.63, 1.59, t (313) = 0.944, p = 0.346, Cohen’s d = 0.11). Similarly, there were no statistically significant differences in perceived undesirable actions irrespective of the frequency with which they reported engaging in them.

Despite these null findings, we were able to identify a significant effect of NPI on self-disclosure (AARs): the higher the NPI score the more participants disclosed (beta = 0.642, NPI score the more participants disclosed, significant effect of NPI on self-disclosure (AARs)). This was computed an overall NPI score for each participant and then used that average measure to examine whether an effect of the conditions could be different for different levels of NPI. We found a significant effect of NPI on self-disclosure (AARs): the higher the NPI score the more participants disclosed (beta = 0.642, SE = 0.642, p = 0.03). However, the effect of self vs. other morph was not statistically significant nor was the interaction between this effect and NPI, p > 0.37. (Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1.)

To summarize, it appears that in the domain of self-disclosure as well we could not find evidence for the self-morph effect, as a self-morph did not seem to lead participants to disclose more personal information when compared to a non-self-morph. This study was highly powered. Thus, we feel more confident that this null finding does not represent a sampling problem.

One remaining difference we could see between our studies and previously published ones was the fact that we obtained participants’ images from real-life services (their profiles on online social networks), whereas the previous researchers either took participants’ pictures at the beginning of the study [12,13] or asked participants to submit a high-resolution image of themselves [4]. Therefore, previous research had the advantage of high quality pictures that could ensure high quality morphs, thereby reducing a possible source of noise relative to our experimental design (but with the disadvantage of potentially adding demand effects). In our experiments, pictures were typically of lower resolution and poorer illumination than photos captured in a lab; furthermore, profile photos included several different poses and expressions, whereas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DV</th>
<th>Study 1 Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Study 2 Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Study 3 Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Study t (p)</th>
<th>Cohen's d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trustworthy</td>
<td>Other 5.07 Self 5.01</td>
<td>Other 5.29 Self 5.25</td>
<td>Other 4.46 Self 4.59</td>
<td>1 -0.47 0.3 1.202</td>
<td>-0.09 0.03 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1) (1.1)</td>
<td>(1.1) (1.2)</td>
<td>(1.2) (1.2)</td>
<td>(0.64) (0.76) (0.23)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractive</td>
<td>Other 5.44 Self 5.35</td>
<td>Other 5.27 Self 5.28</td>
<td>Other 4.16 Self 4.22</td>
<td>1 -0.93 -0.1 0.457</td>
<td>-0.17 -0.01 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1) (1.1)</td>
<td>(1.2) (1.1)</td>
<td>(1.3) (1.4)</td>
<td>(0.36) (0.92) (0.65)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td>Other 4.32 Self 4.55</td>
<td>Other 4.81 Self 4.69</td>
<td>Other 4.40 Self 4.46</td>
<td>1 1.74 0.89 0.65</td>
<td>0.32 0.10 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.3) (1.2)</td>
<td>(1.2) (1.1)</td>
<td>(1.0) (1)</td>
<td>(0.09) (0.37) (0.52)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like</td>
<td>Other 4.81 Self 4.70</td>
<td>Other 5.28 Self 5.11</td>
<td>Other 3.96 Self 4.17</td>
<td>1 -1.12 1.31 1.972</td>
<td>-0.21 0.15 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1) (1)</td>
<td>(1.2) (1.1)</td>
<td>(1.2) (1.2)</td>
<td>(0.27) (0.19) (0.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify</td>
<td>Other 4.12 Self 4.14</td>
<td>Other 4.10 Self 4.10</td>
<td>Other 3.16 Self 3.26</td>
<td>1 0.18 -0.05 0.804</td>
<td>0.03 -0.01 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.3) (1.3)</td>
<td>(1.4) (1.4)</td>
<td>(1.4) (1.5)</td>
<td>(0.86) (0.96) (0.42)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similar</td>
<td>Other 4.28 Self 4.19</td>
<td>Other 4.20 Self 4.10</td>
<td>Other 3.41 Self 3.51</td>
<td>1 -0.65 0.61 0.835</td>
<td>-0.12 0.07 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.2) (1.3)</td>
<td>(1.3) (1.4)</td>
<td>(1.5) (1.5)</td>
<td>(0.52) (0.54) (0.41)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good (Study 2 only)</td>
<td>Other 5.22 Self 5.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 1.29</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.2) (1.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall judgments</td>
<td>Other 4.66 Self 4.67</td>
<td>Other 4.88 Self 4.80</td>
<td>Other 3.92 Self 4.03</td>
<td>1 -0.21 0.77 1.279</td>
<td>-0.04 0.09 0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
photos taken in the lab were always taken frontally and with neutral expressions.

5. STUDY 3

Thus, for our third study, we decided to employ a design similar to the previous researchers’ by having participants come to a lab where their pictures would be taken and used to create self-morphs. This allowed us to ensure that our participants’ images were of high resolution and well illuminated, with consistent expressions and poses across images, thus maximizing the possibility of detecting the self-morph’s effect if such one truly exists. Also, we increased our sample size considerably, aiming to get at least 200 respondents in each condition, that would ensure a minimum of 80% power to detect a $d = 0.25$ effect size. We preceded this study with other pilot studies that pre-tested the stimuli and questions used in this research. Lastly, Study 3 only measured trustworthiness (a measure that had produced significant results in prior research [4]) without involving additional measures of hiring intentions, self-disclosure, or others. At this point, we predicted that a self-morph would not be judged as more trustworthy compared to a control condition’s morph. Participants were recruited either using an online participants pool at our university, which included both students and non-students, and also using a mobile “Data Truck” that was parked at several common intersections during rush hours of a large U.S. city. Participants were invited for a “study about images” that took approximately 15-20 minutes and were paid $10 for their participation. The sample included 495 Caucasian participants, 250 of them males, with an average age of 30.92 years (SD = 14.57). Study 3 took place in a lab. As participants arrived to the lab, the experimenter explained that this was a study about images and in order to take part in the study we need to take their picture, which may be used in future studies for future participants. One experimenter took a picture of the participant and uploaded it to a shared folder, while another experimenter sat in an adjacent room and prepared the morph by accessing the shared file, so participants could not see that their picture was actually being used at that time.

Participants were then seated at a computer and asked to complete an “Image task.” In this task they were shown three images and asked to describe, in an open-ended manner, their thoughts and feelings about what they saw in the images. The three images were a scenery picture, a picture of several team members working together and a stock photo of a person. Next, participants completed a “Video task” that involved viewing a short video and answering some questions about it. The purpose of these tasks was both to give the experimenter time to create and insert the morph into the survey and to convince participants that the study was about image perceptions.

The third task was also called an “Image task” in which participants were asked to look at the picture of a person. This image was either a self-morph, created by morphing the participant’s own picture with a stock model’s face or the morph of another participant with the same stock model’s face (at a 40:60 percent ratio, as in [4]). The randomized assignment was done in the following way: the first participant in a session was assigned to the “self” condition, and the next participant received the same morph as the first participant did (putting the second participant in the control or “other” condition), and so on for the following participants.

After viewing the person’s image, participants were asked to rate how trustworthy they thought that person was from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much). On the next page, participants rated how attractive and knowledgeable they thought the person was, how much they liked him/her, how similar they thought he/she was to them, and how strongly they identified with the person. Then, participants completed the Rosenberg’s Self-Esteem Scale [26] followed by five questions about their own appearances by indicating how much they agree (from 1 – strongly disagree to 5 – strongly agree) with each of the following statements: I think I am more attractive than the average person of my age; All in all, I like the way I look; I typically dislike my own pictures; I am very critical about my own looks; I like being photographed; I do not like some of my facial features. Then, participants were asked if they found anything unusual or odd about the person whose image they just saw or if they thought this person looked familiar. Then they provided their demographics and were debriefed as in previous studies.

5.1 Replication Notes

As noted earlier, Study 3 was the closest to a replication attempt of [4]. We deviated from [4] in the following ways and for the following reasons: a) participants’ pictures were shot on site (and not delivered ahead of time) to ensure high quality and standards; b) we only used a between-subject design, as our pilot study showed no advantage to a within-subject design; c) we focused on a simple trustworthiness dependent variable, as we had already captured other variables in previous studies (and pilots), whereas for this final study we aimed at testing a straightforward and broadly applicable metrics of face-morph’s impact (trustworthiness is one of original and most common metrics in self-morphs studies: see, e.g., [12] and [28]).

5.2 Results and Discussion

As detailed in Table 1, no statistically significant differences were found between the conditions on the ratings ($p > 0.05$, except for liking, $p = 0.049$) or the overall judgment score (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.85).

We then examined whether self-esteem, or liking of personal appearances, could help detect an effect of the self-morph. The RSES showed high reliability (0.882), and so did the questions of “self-looks” (0.734). Thus, we averaged the questions to form two composite scores: self-esteem and self-looks. We then conducted a regression analysis on the overall judgments score with condition, self-esteem, self-looks, the interactions of condition with self-esteem and self-looks, as well as gender and age as independent variables. We found that self-looks significantly predicted overall judgments, $beta = .73, SE = .35, .07, t = 2.09, p = .037$. However, the condition variable (self vs. other morph) was not statistically significant, nor were any of the interactions, $p > .12$. Even when we excluded participants who reported seeing something unusual or familiar in the morphed picture, there was no significant effect of condition or the interaction of condition with self-looks and self-esteem on overall judgments, $p > .25$. In all our analyses, we could not find any support for a significant effect of the self-morph on people’s judgments.

6. DISCUSSION

Previous lab research has suggested that people evaluate self-morphs differently than they evaluate face-morphs of unfamiliar people, and that self-morphs are judged as more trustworthy and attractive [12,13]. In the real world, self-morphs may be created using, for example, people’s photos on social networks, and then employed to covertly influence consumers and individuals in a form of highly personalized “visceral” targeting - thus raising potential yet significant privacy concerns. Whether they might still exert influence on people’s attitudes, however, was an important and open question that warranted direct research. In this paper, we examined the potential effect of self-morphs on people’s online
behavior, only to realize that we could not find evidence of an effect: if such an effect does exist, it could not be captured in our studies under a variety of different settings. In the online studies that tried to find the basic self-morph effect using participants' images shared on a social networking site, as well as a highly powered third lab study, we could not replicate the effects of self-morphs that were reported in the past: we found no evidence that self-morphs impact judgments or choices regarding the purchase of products or services.

As is the case with any null result, there may be various reasons why we did not discover an effect of self-morphs in our studies that do not necessarily disprove the existence of an effect. Although most of our samples (especially Study 3) were relatively large, a bigger sample could have provided the ability to test whether the effect might still occur under some specific moderating conditions that could have explained the discrepancy between our results to previous studies. Our results may have also been due to other factors that pertain to the design and procedure of the studies. For example, while Study 2 focused on actual disclosure behavior, Studies 1 and 3 used hypothetical measures of attitudes, judgments, and behavioral intentions. It is possible that self-morphs may not affect attitudes and intentions, but could still influence people’s behavior in an implicit and covert manner. Indeed, past research has shown self-morphs to affect outcomes of trust games, for one [13]. However, we still expected self-morphs to show the effect, if it does exist. Furthermore, the fact that we could not even replicate the effect on the same measure – trustworthiness – that was used in prior studies (e.g., [12]), should be regarded as problematic as well. Restricting (due to technical limitation of the morphing process) Study 1 to males and Study 2 to females might have also played a role, although usually making the sample more homogenous should increase, rather than decrease, statistical power (and Study 3 used both genders). An additional possible concern is that survey-based scales may have low fidelity in measurement, making it harder to detect small effects. However, the vast majority of morph studies, to our knowledge, also used survey answers as their main dependent variables. Across our experiments, while Study 3 ended up using survey scales similar to those employed in previous morph research, Study 1 actually leveraged scales from a different stream of literature (privacy and self-disclosure research) and Study 1 used a behavioral intention dependent variable. Finally, the morphing procedure may also play a significant role in their likelihood of affecting consumers. Images in Study 1 and Study 2 came from social media profiles; thus, the quality of resulting morphed images may have been different from morphs based on photos taken under controlled conditions in a lab. However, and importantly, quality of images was not different between conditions; furthermore, lower photo quality may not necessarily mean lower effect size, and Study 3 did use lab photos (as in comparable prior studies). As noted, we closely followed the methods used by [4]. We also contacted research team and verified that we are indeed following the same procedure. In fact, we followed previous studies to extent made possible by published information and details shared with us both in terms of experimental design and morphing technique, and deviated from those in narrow details for hard-thought reasons.

While no single study was an exact replication (Study 3, for instance, focused on a simple trustworthiness metrics rather than on voting intentions), if the effects of self-morphs disappear even with relatively minor design changes, this does suggest that the effects of self-morphs on individuals’ behavior may not be robust. One of our contributions therefore is that influence of face-morphs may be restricted to stringent lab conditions: while we cannot refute whether it has internal validity, we show it may not have significant ecological validity.

Future research may endeavor to chase the effect of self-morphs on individuals’ perceptions and behavior - it is of course possible that, in the future, other and perhaps more sophisticated and advanced morphing procedures may overcome the limitations of our studies and discover that self-morphs can be effective at influencing individuals’ judgment and behavior. More broadly, it is also possible that, outside the realm of face-morphs, other types of personal information (such as an individual’s preferences for certain colors or sounds) may be used in covert manners to target and personalize messages, invitations, or suggestions. If such a visceral effect does exist, and if online firms were able to take advantage of these technologies to collect consumer information and use it to subtly and nearly undetectably target messages to influence people’s behavior, it would raise important theoretical, practical, and legal issues. Policy makers would then have to consider whether current online safeguards meant to protect individuals’ privacy and autonomy need to be re-evaluated in order to prevent covert third parties from exerting undue influence in such forms. Firms, on the other hand, may have to consider whether or not to engage in such strategies, given their ethical and legal implications. A broader implication arising from this manuscript, therefore, is to highlight how, due to the vast self-dissemination of personal information, public yet personal data might be used in interactions with individuals by both services and independent third parties surreptitiously and covertly – that is, without the individuals’ awareness of the data being used, and of the effect it may have on their decision making.
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ABSTRACT

Women in South Asian own fewer personal devices like laptops and phones than women elsewhere in the world. Further, cultural expectations dictate that they should share mobile phones with family members and that their digital activities be open to scrutiny by family members. In this paper, we report on a qualitative study conducted in India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh about how women perceive, manage, and control their personal privacy on shared phones. We describe a set of five performative practices our participants employed to maintain individuality and privacy, despite frequent borrowing and monitoring of their devices by family and social relations. These practices involved management of phone and app locks, content deletion, technology avoidance, and use of private modes. We present design opportunities for maintaining privacy on shared devices that are mindful of the social norms and values in the South Asian countries studied, including to improve discovery of privacy controls, offer content hiding, and provide algorithmic understanding of multiple-user use cases. Our suggestions have implications for enhancing the agency of user populations whose social norms shape their phone use.

1. INTRODUCTION

A large and growing population of nearly 760 million women live in India, Bangladesh, and Pakistan [55–57]. One of the highest worldwide gaps in phone ownership is among women in South Asia (that is, the sub-Himalayan region of eight southern Asian countries including India, Pakistan and Bangladesh). Here, women are 26% less likely to own a mobile phone compared to men [17]. Twenty-nine percent of South Asian women regularly borrow a phone [16]. Even when phones are individually owned—i.e., in the possession of a user for a majority of the time—women in many South Asian contexts face cultural expectations to share their devices and digital activities. For example, in a survey conducted by GSMA, men, and sometimes women too, found it acceptable for a husband to check his wife’s digital activity on her phone [16]. However, in the design and development of mobile devices and services, user privacy is predominantly modeled on the “one account, one user” paradigm, despite the fact that shared device usage of devices challenges the definition, architecture, and presentation of privacy controls developed on this assumption [3,7,23,36,37,40,44].

Prior work in various cultural contexts has focused on shared device practices among families, co-workers, friends and strangers, identifying factors such as economic constraints and social values that drive shared use [7,23,36,37,40,44]. Fewer studies have focused on social power relations as drivers for shared use and the resulting privacy practices and challenges, for example in settings where cultural expectations shape mobile phones that are shared and digital activities that are scrutinized by family relations.

In this paper, we examine the ways in which current technology designs could better support the privacy challenges of women in South Asia. We explore two main questions:

• How do women in South Asia perceive, manage and control their privacy on shared mobile phones?

• How are social expectations of women fulfilled through technological and social affordances?

We report results from a study with 199 women in India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh who were owners of phones (167 of them owned smart phones, 22 had feature phones). Among our key findings...
were that our participants’ digital activities on their phones were carefully monitored by close social relations, and participants’ mobile phones were highly shared between people in their household.

In addition to describing the social context in which women’s phones were shared and their use was monitored, we describe five performative practices used by our participants that allowed them to maintain some individual privacy on their mobile phones while adhering to cultural values of transparency and sharing that were expected of women’s gender roles. These practices were: phone locks for prevention of misuse by strangers; app locks for securing content and applications from weak ties and children; aggregate and entity deletions of content, queries, recommendations, and history to remove content traces from everyone’s view; private modes to enter private experiences; and avoidance of certain digital activities situationally or permanently. These ordinary privacy practices became performative when they enabled the women in our study to balance their gender role expectations of openness, manifested in openly shared phones and apps, with their own desire for privacy on devices. The repertoire of mostly covert and sometimes overt privacy practices was employed as needed in various social situations. For example, by selectively deleting search queries, our participants maintained covert privacy while not signaling that they were hiding anything from those who shared or monitored their devices. We also recommend several design suggestions that we hope will better support the needs of user groups that face cultural expectations to share mobile phones, such as offering content hiding, transience, and improved algorithmic feedback for shared use.

The paper is structured as follows. We begin by situating our research in related work. We then describe our study methodology and follow with our results. Finally, we make recommendations for designing technology for contexts in which device sharing is common and expected.

2. RELATED WORK

To situate our research contributions, we discuss related work on device sharing and access controls with social relations, device monitoring by social relations, and research at the intersection of gender and privacy.

2.1 Device sharing & access controls

Several research studies document the social practices around device sharing. We focus primarily on the literature on device sharing in South Asia, because of cultural similarities with our study. Definitionally, Matthews et al. define ‘device sharing’ as the action of using a device or an account by two or more people, simultaneously or one after another [29]. Studies in the West have documented a range of concerns with shared devices: for example fears of data being deleted [23]; desire to use profiles to personalize content instead of achieving privacy over content [7]; and how children act as trusted adversaries in households [41].

Prior work from South Asia has focused on the prevalence of shared phone use, exploring both economic constraints and cultural values. Cultures of shared technologies are so prevalent in these regions that James and Versteeg argue that subscriptions and accounts are not a reliable measure of mobile phone access; rather phone usage remains the best measure [21]. Others have examined the motivations and practices around phone sharing in South Asia. Steenson and Donner describe how mobile phones were shared in Indian households along two dimensions: proximity and socio-spatial contexts [44]. They observed that phone sharing may occur informally due to co-presence or stealthily without the owner’s knowledge. Phones were also shared when they were used to call someone known to be near the phone, or when the phone was used as a family landline. Sambasivan et al. describe how devices are shared in low-resource communities due to the presence of fewer devices, leading to ‘intermediated usage,’ where technologically aware members may use technologies on behalf of those with lower technical literacy; thus intermediation vastly expanded access to devices, especially for women [40]. Rangaswamy and Sambasivan describe how technologies were fluidly shared in slum communities in India, deriving more value out of less money [36]. They invoke a local term, cutting chat, used to share a cup of tea among many members, as a metaphor for how a device is divided among many users.

Access controls can help users cope with device sharing. Little has been said about access controls in shared device environments in South Asia, though. A notable exception is a study by Ahmed et al. [3] on privacy challenges with shared mobiles. They showed that device sharing is a cultural practice that can be affected by power relations. The authors briefly discuss gender dynamics, but this was not the study’s focus.

The literature on access controls from the West is extensive; for example, user profiles, locks, and logins have been well-researched in Western contexts [6,7,11,12,18,19,23]. Across these studies, common themes include the importance of appropriate access controls, flexibility, and customization for various social contexts.

Family profiles have been reported to be a good middle ground between individual profiles and a single shared account for all users, in environments where privacy and security requirements across users is less stringent [11]. Guest profiles with discrete switching have been recommended to avoid misunderstanding [31]. Karlson et al. showed that the binary access models on phones do not address the social discomfort users experience when sharing phones [23]. Transparency of access controls to avoid social implications has been suggested by Harbach et al. and Mazurek et al. [18,31]. Logins [6] and locks [12,19] have been studied, for example, showing that all-or-nothing lock models do not fit the needs of users [19], and that users may not make a connection between sensitive data in apps and the need for locking [12].

Most prior studies on device sharing and access controls have been conducted in the West, where adult users are typically not socially obligated to share their phones to the same extent as women in the South Asian countries we studied. In contrast to prior studies in South Asia, which have focused on women as borrowers or recipients of sharing [36,40,44], all our participants owned their Internet-enabled phones but were still culturally obligated to share with others. We describe privacy techniques employed by our participants, showing how they fulfill cultural expectations of sharing and yet maintain some privacy on their devices. We further show how many of these practices are unanticipated workarounds due to poor app usability.

2.2 Device monitoring by social relations

Our study revealed that women’s devices in South Asia are monitored by their social relations (including husbands, brothers,
parents, and children). While some device sharing research touches upon device monitoring by social relations, a series of other studies, with a range of specialized populations, focus on these issues. As an overview, Marques et al. [28] showed that snooping on other’s phones is something that an estimated 1 in 5 U.S. adults had done in the year prior to their survey. Monitoring of device use by social relations has been studied in multiple more focused contexts, including (but not limited to) parents monitoring children (e.g., [8,15,51,52]), snooping in romantic relationships (e.g., [9,28]), and intimate partner abuse (e.g., [10,13,14,30,43,53]). Much of this monitoring research has occurred in Western contexts, barring the exception of a study of Bangladeshi’s shared phone use [3] and a high level overview of this team’s research on gender equity [39], which both allude to monitoring of women’s phones.

A common theme in this literature is that monitoring *does* occur, but it is often not a socially desirable behavior in the West. Monitoring is generally more accepted in parent-child relationships, but it still not necessarily welcome by the person being monitored [15]. Another theme is that study subjects try to maintain privacy from social relations but face various challenges. For example, abusers go to great lengths to monitor and control survivors (such as coercing survivors into physically sharing a device, or covertly installing spyware on the survivor's device), leading some survivors to take drastic actions like deleting accounts or abandoning devices [13,14,30,43]. In studies with a general population, willing device sharers have expressed an obligation to give open access to close relations to communicate trust, which opened them up to snooping [29].

While our study also discusses monitoring by social relations, the cultural context—especially the acceptability of social monitoring—is very different from prior work. Our study explores an under-studied population and describes a variety of cultural factors that result in the commonplace and sometimes accepted practice of social relations regularly monitoring women's devices in South Asia, and how the women perceive and react to this reality.

### 2.3 Gender and privacy

A growing body of research observes that women's use of technology in South Asia is limited and controlled by cultural norms in a variety of ways. Privacy is sometimes discussed, but the focus is primarily on the ways in which women's use of technology is limited. For example, technology needs and perceptions are different depending on a person's gender [34]. An emerging area of research is concerned with women living in gender-unequal contexts [2,3,22,24,39,40,46-48]. Restrictive gender norms limit the impact of information technologies for women in practice [3,39,47]. For example, Abokhodair and Vieweg, in their research study in Saudi Arabia and Qatar, reported that women preferred to keep their online presence private and restricted to same-gender interactions [1]. Meanwhile, Sultana et al. detail how some women depended on their husbands, even in emergency situations, as they were required to wait until their husbands returned home in order to make phone calls [47]. Murphy and Priebe present a well-rounded literature review on how class, race and sex shape women’s attitudes towards mobile phones, by discussing cases from India that reveal how gendered perceptions of modesty conflict with phone ownership [32]. Sambasivan et al. briefly describe device sharing and privacy practices employed by women in South Asia, in a broader research overview of gender and technology [39].

However, technology can be empowering to women. For example, research by Alghamdi et al. showed how online banking enabled Saudi women to perform banking transaction from home, giving them new financial autonomy. When the task had to be completed in public, their male family members had to transact on their behalf due to Islamic principles of gender segregation [4]. In another example in Morocco, where unrelated women and men engaging on phones was culturally taboo, SMS codes helped women communicate with water managers [46].

While these examples touch upon some implications for how women in South Asia experience privacy, it is not their focus and so we do not have a full understanding of the privacy issues women face and how they cope with them. Our work contributes to this body of work by focusing on women's privacy challenges and practices in a cultural setting where device and account sharing is typical. Distinctively, women in our study had access to phones and were not reliant on borrowed phones.

### 3. METHODOLOGY

Our research inquiry was focused on understanding mobile phones in daily life, as part of a larger project on studying how women in South Asia encountered technology. We conducted focus groups with a total of 199 women. The research was conducted from May to December of 2017. In total, we conducted over 500 hours of fieldwork across India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh (see Table 1 in appendix for a breakdown of participants and sites). We conducted focus groups of three participants per group (triad focus groups) with 199 participants who identified as women. Focus groups were chosen because it was easier to break the ice and share common experiences on the sensitive nature of the topics covered. Each focus group session lasted about 2 hours on average. The focus group discussions were semi-structured in nature and organized around aspirations, phone and Internet use, device sharing, privacy practices, identity models, and safety concerns. We ended every focus group by asking the participants what topics or issues they would like to highlight the most in our research reports, giving them a chance to reflect upon the conversations and represent their voices in their own terms. Interview questions are provided in the appendix.

The study followed a comparative fieldwork format [33]; rather than a thick description of behavior and context, comparative fieldwork helped us understand points of transition where phenomena break, continue, or transform.

Here we describe participant recruitment, data collected, analysis, and ethical considerations in reporting this research.

#### 3.1 Participant recruitment

Participants were recruited through a combination of non-governmental organizations (NGOs), personal contacts, and recruitment agencies, using snowball and purposive sampling that was iterative until saturation. Prior to the sessions, recruitment contacts and NGO staff verbally mentioned the purpose of the study, the categories of questions (access, information & content, privacy and safety), and the affiliation of the researchers, providing potential participants an opportunity to decline participation prior to any contact with our team.

Focus group participants were already known to each other, like friends and neighbors, in order to help with rapport and trust. Incentives varied depending on the country, demographic and
format of session. Sample size was determined based on ensuring representative coverage, balanced with recruitment resources available in each country. In order to obtain a well-balanced sample, participant recruitment was divided such that roughly a third of participants each were of high, medium, and low socioeconomic status (SES) as determined by SES definitions per country and verified through income, education, and material possessions [27]. Participants were from 18 to 65 years old. All were Internet-enabled phone owners. See the appendix for more detail.

3.2 Moderation and incentives
In all three countries, focus group moderators were native female researchers and regional language speakers, to leverage common cultural ground [25]. Another researcher took notes. Due to the mixed gender nature of our design-research team, male designers were observers during interviews. Country-specific incentives are noted below. The incentives were ethically determined to not be coercive, based on socio-economic segments. Incentives were determined via research experts from and specialized in the countries. All participants were verbally thanked for their time at the end of interviews.

3.3 Analysis
Interviews were conducted in local languages and translated to English in transcription (see country sub-sections below). Inductive analysis was conducted on the raw interview data [49]. We focused on stories about (1) access to devices and software; (2) technology usage by women; (3) privacy considerations in shared spaces; (4) management of uncomfortable or sensitive information on shared devices; (5) identity and account handling in shared use situations; and (6) aspirations for a different social order around device usage. From a close reading of transcripts, we developed categories and clustered excerpts together, conveying key themes from the data. Three team members created a code book based on the themes, with four top-level categories (identity, co-located privacy, access, online privacy) and several sub-categories e.g., micro-deletions, public environments, and technology literacy. Codes were iterated in the order of conducting research: India codes were developed first, then iterated with Bangladesh and Pakistan. The five practices that are the focus of our results were then developed and applied iteratively to the codes (see appendix).

3.4 Research ethics
To protect our participants and to create neutral and non-judgmental spaces, we invited them to coffee shops, restaurants, university campuses, and NGO locations where they felt safe and comfortable. Having a neutral, safe space was important as contextual interviews in the home or work posed the possibility of other co-located members like in-laws and children overhearing, which could open up possibilities of participant harm and compromise accuracy of responses. Same-gender and same-ethnicity moderation was employed to leverage common cultural ground and build trust. Note-takers were men on our research team, who positioned themselves to sit in the background to not obstruct the rapport between the participants and moderator. For sensitive topics, such as privacy and surveillance, male research members pro-actively left the room to give participants space.

Verbal informed consent was translated by a native speaker into local languages, explained and obtained from all participants. Fifteen-to-twenty minutes were spent explaining the purpose of the interviews, answering any questions, and building rapport. Participants were made aware that they had the right to terminate the study at any point without forfeiting the incentive. Methods of recording, i.e., audio, video, notes, or none of the above, were explained to participants, who chose the most comfortable technique. In a few interviews, we stopped recording and taking notes when participants became emotional; we retroactively wrote textual notes after the interview. All data were stored on a locked Google Drive folder, with access limited to the research team.

Only pseudonyms are used in this paper. Any identifying information has been redacted. Age ranges are reported to protect participant privacy. Locations are only specified if the population is larger than 100,000.

3.5 Country-specific details
3.5.1 India (n=103)
In India, our 103 female participants included college students, housewives, domestic maids, village farm workers, IT professionals, bankers, small business owners, teachers, and two women with physical and visual disabilities (banker and microenterprise owner). Focus groups were conducted in Chennai and Bangalore (south India); and Delhi, Kanpur, and villages in the state of Uttar Pradesh (north India).

Focus groups were conducted in rented conference rooms, community centers, cafes and restaurants, universities, and quiet public spaces like communal seating areas. The first author conducted each interview in Hindi, Tamil, and English, depending on the participants’ language preference. Recordings were transcribed into English by the research team. Each participant received $10-15 USD for participation, depending on urban versus rural locations.

3.5.2 Pakistan (n=52)
In Pakistan, our 52 female participants included working women, housewives, and students. Occupations of working women included gym trainers, janitors, beauticians, school teachers, security personnel, corporate employees, university instructors, and home tutors. Focus groups were conducted in Lahore, Multan, and Rawalpindi (central Pakistan); Peshawar (northwest Pakistan, bordering Afghanistan); Karachi (south Pakistan); and Hunza (north east Pakistan, bordering India). We chose places like community centers, schools and facilitators' homes for conducting the focus groups according to the comfort levels of participants.

Participants were recruited with the help of local facilitators. We visited Muslim, Christian and Ismailee communities with facilitators to recruit participants and to conduct the focus groups in their communities. Goody bags consisting of food items worth up to $5 USD were distributed among the participants who showed up for interviews. Cash incentives worth $50 USD were given to facilitators in each city. All focus groups were conducted in Urdu and responses were audio or video recorded after obtaining verbal consent from participants. Recordings were transcribed into English by the research team.

3.5.3 Bangladesh (n=44)
In Bangladesh, our 44 female participants included garment workers, housewives, teachers, medical doctors, engineers, and day laborers. Focus groups were conducted in Dhaka (central
Bangladesh), Chittagong (southeast Bangladesh, bordering India), and Sylhet (northeast Bangladesh, bordering India). Participants were recruited by contacting each group through a known contact, such as through members of the research team, university staff, and known professional and personal contacts, in order to gain the trust of participants.

Focus groups were conducted in Bengali, and recordings were later transcribed to English. Incentives of warm food along with monetary incentives of $12 USD, or the gift equivalent, were provided for each participant.

3.6 Gender in South Asia
We picked these three countries for the study since they share a great amount of cultural and economic similarities. The three countries used to be one unified country, India, before the British partitioned India into three free countries when they left in 1947: India, East Pakistan, and West Pakistan. In 1971, West Pakistan became Pakistan and East Pakistan became Bangladesh. In all three countries, women occupy a tenuous position between empowerment and disempowerment. All three countries have had female Prime Ministers, CEOs, and public intellectuals since independence. Yet, women face gender inequality in multiple areas, including health, education, and the economy, due to complex cultural beliefs and practices.

4. FINDINGS
An overarching theme in our results is that participants had to cope with an expectation that they allow their phones and accounts to be frequently monitored by a variety of social relations. In the first section below, we describe device sharing as a cultural expectation and how this led to mediated and monitored technology use for participants. Since participants were embedded in this cultural context where their technology use was monitored, they were generally accepting of it; we discuss these perceptions of privacy in the second section below. However, participants experienced situations when they wanted to avoid having others learn about their digital activities. In the third section below, we describe the practices they adopted to maintain some privacy when device sharing was expected.

4.1 Device sharing as a cultural expectation
In our study, cultural norms for women were one of the major factors that led to phone sharing (also seen in [3,44]). Participants experienced a cultural expectation that they, as women, would share their devices with social relations. In practice, this could involve multiple onlookers as they used their device, having their device passed between multiple people, or using a device that was primarily shared in nature. Since women are typically viewed as the caregivers, participants often reported that their children used their phones to play games or watch videos. Note that this cultural expectation of sharing did not end with phones; participants were also expected to share personal belongings like jewelry, savings, and suris (clothing) with other family members.

Other factors also motivated device sharing. While access to a phone was not a barrier in our study (phone ownership was a criterion for participation), the high cost of mobile data sometimes led to shared use. In most of the cases, sharing was reported to be a voluntary act, including in some cases where it may have been considered (by the participant) a man’s or elder’s right to monitor the woman’s devices. Regardless of the perception of sharing among our participants, all of them created practices to maintain a sense of privacy.

Below, we highlight various contexts in which our participants’ device use was shared, mediated and monitored.

4.1.1 Shared usage (IN (India): 83; PK (Pakistan): 31; BG (Bangladesh): 11)
Many participants reported sharing mobile phones in the household (83 out of 103 participants in India, 31 out of 52 in Pakistan, and 11 out of 44 in Bangladesh stated experiencing this theme). In Peshawar and Hunza in Pakistan, some participants noted that they were not able to own their own phones until they were married (they did own at the time of the interview). When women had mobile phones, their devices were often viewed as ‘family’ devices. Several mothers in our study reported that their phone became the default shared phone of the family. A mother’s loss of identity in possessions and space has been well documented, e.g. [26,45]; however, this generally gendered issue takes on a specific locational nature in South Asia, discussed here around mobile phones. Some women in Bangladesh reported that their children would immediately grab their phone when the women returned home from work but left the father alone or asked to use his phone much less. As Shaina, (a 20 to 25-year-old young mother of two from Chittagong, Bangladesh) noted:

“My kids don’t touch the father’s phone. They only use mine all the time. They are scared of him...my daughter broke my husband’s phone and got a lot of beatings. She only uses mine. So I have an app lock on my phone.”

4.1.2 Mediated usage (IN: 33; PK: 20; BG: 4)
Mediated usage refers to one person setting up or enabling a digital experience for a less tech-savvy user (e.g., a daughter might search for and play a video for her mother). Some participants from all three countries described that it was common for a man in the family to load content that she desired.

As documented elsewhere, mediated usage builds upon the social infrastructure and enables women, especially those with lower technical literacy, to make use of tools they find challenging to use [40].

While some men enabled female relatives to access technology, this practice was also restrictive in that it required women to rely on others for access. As Zeenat (a small business owner, 30 to 35-year old in Lahore, Pakistan) described, she depended on her husband each time she logged in to social media:

“My husband created my Facebook account and he didn’t enter my complete information. Because I didn’t know how to create a profile, I asked him to create it for me. Now every time I want to use it, he logs in for me.”

4.1.3 Monitoring (IN: 43; PK: 17; BG: 2)
Monitoring refers to situations in which someone other than the primary user examines the phone, without otherwise having a need to use the phone. Among the 62 participants who experienced monitoring, their reactions to it were mixed. Roughly half of these participants viewed it as being acceptable for men, elders and in-laws to monitor their devices, and they did not usually reciprocate...
by examining the device of the person doing the monitoring (although, in a few cases, participants reported checking on their husband's devices secretly). Some of these participants reported that they appreciated when male members checked their phones to ward off unwanted calls and attention on social media, or to check for viruses, as these participants perceived that their technological skills were lower than those of the person monitoring.

Being open to monitoring was performative, in that in enabled participants to show and feel they fit the role of a good family member. As Sujata (a 20 to 25-year old receptionist in New Delhi, India) noted, enabling her parents to check her device fit with upholding the image of being a 'good daughter.'

"My parents can pick up my phone and check whenever they want because they have the right to. They give us freedom all the time. We have nothing to hide from them."

In another case in old Dhaka, Bangladesh, Nilima (a 50 to 55-year old school teacher) told us how her husband had the right to check her messages, and she felt that it was acceptable.

In some cases, monitoring was viewed as coercive. In Bangladesh, two (out of 5 whose husbands worked abroad) participants reported that their husbands installed tracking tools on their phones to monitor their phone activities. Aysha (a 25 to 30-year old domestic worker) reported feeling upset when her husband first mentioned putting spyware on her phone (it is unclear if he actually did so), but she has now found ways to deal with the monitoring. She explained,

"When I call my mother or make personal calls, I borrow my employer's phone."

Small spaces and multi-generational households also led to over-the-shoulder looking. Participants reported that content was accidentally viewed by family members around the home, especially large content, visual content, and the applications women used.

4.2 Participants' notions of privacy

In this section, we describe what 'privacy' meant to our participants. At the outset, it should be noted that the term 'privacy' carried a variety of connotations and implications for the women we interviewed. Across the three countries, it was often challenging to discuss privacy. The term itself was sometimes considered objectionable, particularly among the participants with lower and middle SES backgrounds. Many participants described that 'privacy' was for upper class families, where boundaries in personal and social settings were acceptable, but it was not a part of their cultural ethos that emphasized openness.

'Privacy' was often viewed as a Western concept, imported along with cultural goods like "jeans and dating." As Bhanu (a 30 to 35-year old housewife from Delhi, India) described. A direct analogy offered by Raahat (a 25 to 30-year old office clerk in Dhaka, Bangladesh) was that of "closing doors...we don't allow it in our family unless there is a special situation. Privacy is like that, it is against our values." To contextualize the analogy, in some socio-economic segments, the idea of closing a door is considered unacceptable or even unheard of, especially among lower-income families that inhabit one-room homes.

Conversely, the more educated and wealthier participants did not associate a stigma with the term 'privacy,' which prior work attributes to their education in liberalized institutions and association of higher social classes with westernized values of individuality [5].

In contrast to the verbal dissociation of the concept of privacy, all participants in our study—no matter their SES background—employed strategies and techniques that the usable security and privacy community would likely call safeguarding and controlling their 'privacy' on their devices. While many of the lower to middle SES participants did not think of these practices as privacy-related, the practices were intentional steps taken to protect device activities and content from being revealed to co-located household members. The higher SES participants did associate these practices with the concept of privacy.

4.3 Privacy practices in device sharing

Despite the wide range of views on what 'privacy' meant and how applicable it was to them; our participants used an assortment of practices to keep others from learning about some of their digital activities. In the cultural contexts of our study, the outright refusal for a woman to hand over her phone to men or elders was considered disrespectful or impolite. Thus, our participants used several privacy practices—phone and app locks, content deletion, private modes, and technology avoidance—to maintain individual privacy (see Figure 1 for a summary). These privacy practices were dynamic and situated in the social setting, in that they varied according to the social relationship, space, and device activity. They were also performative in that they enabled participants to uphold the impression of openness that was culturally expected of them, while maintaining some privacy. The level of sophistication of the privacy practices varied based on the participants' familiarity with technology.

4.3.1 Phone locks (IN: 83; PK: 27; BG: 6)

Participants regularly locked their phones with pins or patterns to prevent misuse by strangers or in cases of theft. Such phone locks can be an effective strategy in many contexts [11,18]; however, they were almost never effective in preventing proximate family members or friends from accessing the mobile phone. Many participants reported living in small spaces and maintaining open social environments, such as spending time in the living room and not necessarily having one's own room, which led to over-the-shoulder device onlooking. As Jyoti, a 40 to 45-year old housewife in Kanpur, India noted,

"Since I want to prevent my kids from using my phone, I use phone locks. But my kids open it each time I change it. They are too smart. I have to change my app lock pin every week. I have done it so many times that I often forget my pin."

Phone locks were most effective in providing peace of mind in theft and unmonitored scenarios. As Yasmin, a 30 to 35-year old garments worker in Dhaka, Bangladesh described, phone locks brought comfort when strangers may have accidental access to the phone.

"I am extra careful about phones as it is confidential. My phone was misplaced once and I panicked. Later when it was returned I remembered that it had a phone lock."

4.3.2 App locks (IN: 43; PK: 9; BG: 6)

Following phone locks, the second most commonly used strategy reported by our participants was that of app locks. App locks, such
as Do Mobile app lock, Security Master, and Cheetah Mobile, provide users with the ability to password- or pin-protect specific applications, content, or folders. In comparison to the largely ineffective strategy (as reported by participants) of using phone locks in co-located groups of families or friends, app locks were reported to provide more control to participants, although not always.

App locks provided privacy protection to participants who shared their phones but wanted to maintain privacy over certain applications or folders. In many cases, app locks were enabled after a privacy violation had occurred among co-located others. Sanaa (an 18 to 25-year-old beautician in Lahore, Pakistan) noted how she had to turn over her phone to her employer during work hours per work rules. In her case, a prior incident of monitoring by the receptionist staff motivated her to install an app lock.

“My friend introduced me to app lock. As I work in a beauty salon, I have to submit my phone to the receptionist when I go to work. Other staff also do this. I found out that some of my messages were read by someone when I submitted my phone to the receptionist. I told my friend about this, and she said that the receptionist did this to her too when we were not looking, and she asked me to install app lock. Now I feel secure. Anyone can borrow my phone for calling.”

As Sanaa notes above, app locks allow users to share their devices, instead of blanket refusal, by providing granular control over specific apps or content. Most of our participants hid social media applications, photo and video folders created by social applications, and Gallery (a photo editor and storage folder). A few participants reported hiding other applications like menstrual period trackers, banking applications, and adult content folders. As Gulbagh (a 20 to 25-year old college student from Multan, Pakistan) described:

“I have enabled app locks in addition to the phone lock. I have it on WhatsApp, Messenger, and Gallery because sometimes friends share some pictures and videos with you that are only meant for you [smile]. My brother is never interested in my phone but it is my younger sister who is a threat [laughs]. So I have an extra shield of protection.”

App locks also prevented friends or children from accessing data-intensive applications. In a context where the cost of mobile data is relatively high as a proportion of monthly expenses, many moms in our study reported locking apps (e.g., video apps) to prevent children from spending too much mobile data. Another common concern was that children would accidentally delete an application. However, app lock passwords were sometimes easily known to co-located household members, similar to phone locks.

“Both my elder daughters use my phone. I have enabled an app lock on my phone but my kids learn the lock pin easily. Even if I change, they learn it.”

The design of most app locks enables privacy, without consideration for secrecy. Five participants mentioned that the visible app lock password or PIN screens when invoking certain applications, or the very presence of the application on the phone led to questions such as, “what are you hiding?” Some app lock applications were reported to enable invisibility, but that often costs extra. As noted in [36,38], there is a general reluctance among technology users in many emerging markets to pay for online applications, services, or content due to freely available pirated content and lower affordability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phone Lock</th>
<th>App Lock</th>
<th>Aggregate &amp; Entity deletions</th>
<th>Private modes</th>
<th>Avoidance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To prevent misuse by strangers or in case of theft</td>
<td>To secure specific content or apps from kids, family or friends</td>
<td>To remove individual content or queries, or delete history to prevent social judgement while sharing.</td>
<td>To explicitly entering a mode before sensitive activities.</td>
<td>To not do something around family or in public, or avoid an app completely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges: - People around the user can figure out pins</td>
<td>Challenges: - People around the user can figure out pins. - Lock presence may be incriminating.</td>
<td>Challenges: - Poor discovery. - Low awareness. - Unclear to users what exactly gets deleted where.</td>
<td>Challenges: - Low awareness. - High usability friction. - Foreign terms. - Modes can be viewed as shady.</td>
<td>Challenges: - Low understanding of cross-device actions. - May limit user access to tech.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Reported efficacy at maintaining privacy on shared devices.
As Rupa, 30 to 35 years old, from Chennai, India, explains, “If you hold a button on Vault, you can see a screen where it allows you to hide the app lock. But you have to pay to use it. I heard there is another app where if you press a button five times it becomes visible.”

To summarize, app locks were popular among our participants since they enabled a degree of privacy among co-located others. However, two challenges were (1) that passwords and PINs were often discovered by others in close proximity, and (2) if others found the app lock, that might suggest the participant was trying to hide something which could lead to tensions.

4.3.3 Aggregate and entity deletions
Phone locks and app locks were used by our participants to prevent others—acquaintances, strangers, and children—from accessing personal applications and content. Participants deleted information in situations where devices traveled freely across various users. While locks make visible the refusal to share certain applications, information deletion was used to remove sensitive content without a detectable trace. Two types of practices were observed in content deletion: (1) aggregate deletions, where participants deleted entire threads or histories of content, and (2) entity deletions, where participants deleted specific chats, media, or queries. However, many participants were not aware of these aggregate and entity deletion controls, so they often resorted to avoiding applications entirely.

4.3.3.1 Aggregate deletions (IN: 17; PK: 5; BG: 9)
Participants reported using aggregate deletions when (1) they were not able to find a mechanism to delete a specific piece of content, or (2) they wanted a large amount of their content deleted, for example browsing history, search history, or message history. Confusion appeared when participants reported wanting to delete specific content, but ended up deleting all content history, because they were not able to discover the affordances to delete specific content. In a few cases, search history was also deleted because participants perceived that it would speed up phone performance (most participants owned low-end mobile phones in the $50-$100 range). Janaki, (a 35 to 40-year-old clerk in Chennai, India), explained:

“See when I search for something, it shows what else I have searched before. Sometimes it can be a little cheap for other people to see. I like to see medical videos on ladies’ topics or those type of videos. But others will get doubts on my character. When my son uses my phone, he will think why is amma [mother] seeing all this. So I just clear my search history every week to be safe.”

Among more technologically aware participants, concerns over cross-platform privacy leaks and complex strategies emerged. Chitra (a 20 to 25-year old engineering student in Bangalore, India) recounted how she deleted her search history on occasion. Recently, she had searched and shopped online for gifts for her boyfriend. Chitra was wary of ads popping up on other platforms and awkward questions from her relations, like “who are you buying a men's t-shirt for?”. So she deleted her search history. Chitra's friend and classmate, Chrissie, had sophisticated practices to negotiate device privacy using pause-and-resume functionality. She noted:

“I like to watch Game of Thrones. When I see clips or highlights, I first pause my viewing history and resume after I have finished watching the clip. If I am too worried, I just delete the entire history. But sometimes I forget.”

To summarize, aggregate deletions were commonly employed to achieve peace-of-mind regarding the privacy of all browsing, searching, and viewing habits. A common assumption made by our participants was that deleting history would delete all records on that original platform and other platforms that communicate with it. However, this may not be true in most cases, where deleting history may not delete personalized recommendations already trained on the user's habits and does not delete browser cookies and data exchanges to other cross-linked platforms. Private modes, discussed below, may have been more helpful to participants in accomplishing their goals.

4.3.3.2 Entity deletions (IN: 89; PK: 29; BG: 9)
Entity deletions were used to remove individual items or actions—such as texts, photos, previously searched terms, etc. While aggregate deletions were more commonly used by participants for web content and specific applications like video and shopping platforms, social media content was predominantly managed through entity deletions.

The prevailing use case for entity deletions was to remove sent and received media and messages, to control what others who used or monitored their phones would see. Photos, videos, and texts were deleted from chats and folders. Maheen, (a 20 to 25-year old housewife from Lahore, Pakistan) described her rationale for deleting specific photos and videos.

“When I open [social media] chat, sometimes my friends send inappropriate videos. Sometimes they send boyfriend photos. Then that will lead to questions from elders like 'where did you go? Who have you been with? Who is that man?' So it is better to delete the chats and avoid misunderstanding.”

Families often needed to manage their content histories when sharing with children. Sahana, (a 40 to 45-year old accountant in Delhi, India) described:

“Actually, I don't have any lock on my phone since my son uses my phone. I would never want my son to watch anything that is inappropriate. Sometimes, I receive videos from friends that are vulgar for children, then I immediately delete such videos.”

Entity deletion was not isolated to situations where individual integrity or ethics came into question. With the constant possibility of someone examining a phone, entity deletions offered great freedom and agency. Bushra, (a 40 to 45-year old bank employee from Peshawar, Pakistan) explained.

“I have some glamorous photos of myself on my phone. Sometimes I wear a sleeveless top and take photos. If God forbid someone checks my phone then what will happen? So as soon as I take pictures, I save them in my PC and delete from my phone. I don't rely on my phone.”

Entity deletions in personalized systems were particularly challenging for our participants to discover and manage, even though they typically are available. Entity deletions in personalized systems were typically invoked through prolonged presses or hidden behind settings that required multiple clicks to find, limiting reach and value to those less familiar with technology. Take, for
example, Shaina (a 35 to 40-year old medical representative in Kanpur, India) who manages how her application’s personalized home page looked to co-located others with indirect techniques. She described:

“When I watch a video that is little bit not nice, then I search for 5-6 other videos on different topics to remove it.”

Shaina understood that the algorithm learned from prior history and presented personalized recommendations but was not aware of how to signal to the system to remove or dismiss recommendations through the user interface.

For one participant, the inability to control specific content presented by platforms in a public context led to unfortunate circumstances. Nafisa (a 40 to 45-year old faculty member in Dhaka, Bangladesh) recounted how she liked to show video tutorials to engage students, who in turn listened with rapt attention to her lectures. In one such class, when Nafisa opened videos for a lecture, unexpected content was displayed, which led to ridicule and laughter from the students. Not knowing how to immediately dismiss or hide it, Nafisa felt confused, left the class crying, and took the day off work. Better feedback mechanisms over content platforms and user education may positively impact such unexpected loss-of-control situations.

4.3.4 Private modes (IN: 8; PK: 0; BG: 3)

Use of private modes, such as private browsing, were restricted to the (1) technology-savvy and (2) censorship-conscious participants. Participants explicitly chose to use private modes for privacy. As Mary (an 18 to 25-year old engineering college student in Bangalore) described:

“I use hidden mode a few times, like when reading the 50 shades of Grey e-book on my phone.....”

A majority of our total participants were not aware of what the private modes in their web browsers did or where to find them. One issue was that terms used to refer to private modes were hard to understand among our participants. (Note that in India, only 10% of the population speaks English1). Even when advertised, private modes are often associated with ‘secret’ activities, threatening participants’ values of openness as they performed culturally appropriate gender roles. These design issues might help explain why only 11 out of 199 participants used private modes, despite their potential usefulness. When explained as ‘a button you press to temporarily browse anything you like, without affecting your recommendations or history,’ participants positively appreciated the concept. Our participants foresaw the need for a private mode for a broad spectrum of informational activities, such as medical and sexuality searches, planning activities like birthday surprises, and content activities like watching adult content or intimate chats.

4.3.5 Avoidance (IN: 43; PK: 33; BG: 6)

Certain applications were avoided on the phone to prevent questioning or incrimination by co-located household members. For example, 24 participants described that they had a bank account hidden from their husbands, built up over time from small monthly budget remains and salary leftovers. Many participants avoided installing a banking app on their devices, due to low trust in their ability to control the app’s visibility2.

As another example, certain types of digital content or applications were entirely avoided in households with children, like watching gynecological videos, for fear that they would eventually figure out the app lock passwords or pins. As a third example, participants preferred in-person meetings or phone calls for sensitive communications (e.g., about spousal issues or abortion advice), to prevent others from later seeing the conversation (e.g., in chat history), similar to Tibetans in [7]. As Lathika (a 45 to 50-years old, banking professional in Bangalore) noted,

“We just call and talk to each other. Everyone in the [social media] group knows that the phone is in the midst of the family. So we don’t send anything to each other awkward or secretive at any time of the day.”

Exits were a specific type of avoidance described by participants, in which they suddenly closed an application due to contextual sensitivities (i.e., who was around). Participants reported some vivid exits from apps when they unexpectedly saw embarrassing or sensitive content and wanted to avoid social judgment. In one case, Asma (a 40 to 45-year old housewife from Lahore, Pakistan) described that she threw the phone battery out when an inappropriate ad was presented to her, to ensure no one else could see the content or question her morals (she later reassessed it). Sonia (an 18 to 25-year old arts student in Chennai, India) described how she exited an app by locking the screen and closing the app privately later:

“Quite often I am watching something on Internet and suddenly a porn ad or video pops up. I immediately lock my screen in that case and look around if anybody has seen this or not. I then open it again when nobody is around, view it and then delete or close it. My brother and parents would definitely not like the idea of me watching porn.”

Such exits do not remove the recorded history of content presented, even though some participants believed they did.

5. DISCUSSION

We summarize key results and discuss design suggestions, open questions, and privacy challenges for technologists to consider for our participants, and which might be relevant in other contexts where device sharing is common and expected.

---


2 In the case of India, demonetization in 2017 led to devaluation of 86% of the high-value currency overnight. Six participants were distrustful of installing banking applications, worried about the loss of hard-earned money, both from government decisions like demonetization and from their husbands discovering their balance. Women were among the most affected by the initiative, since they often had cash bills saved for personal and family expenses that was hidden from men in the family (participants reported that men may squander the money if discovered, sometimes for drinking), which was de-valued [54].
5.1 When device sharing is cultural

Our participants experienced culturally-shaped autonomy in their daily lives, which led to specific performative practices around device privacy. While smartphones are often designed to offer individual user experiences, close social relations are often a part of this assumed personal space. Whether it was husbands, fathers, brothers, bosses, colleagues, children, or in-laws demanding access, women often socially cherished or were expected to share access to their devices. Since device sharing is a cultural expectation and value in this region, we expect this phenomenon to continue even as the number of devices increases in the region (indeed, device sharing in India has been documented in HCI and ICTD research from 2009-10 [40,44], when phone penetration was 36% of the population [40].)

While it might be tempting to conclude that the lack of autonomy is problematic when viewing our results from outside the cultural context, our participants had a range of views regarding their limited privacy. Some felt it was acceptable or even welcome for their husbands and brothers to monitor their phones. This occurred when they felt technologically challenged or wanted protection from untoward admirers on social media (see similar views in [17]). Some others felt that they were non-consensually being monitored.

While there were divergent views on how relevant the concept of ‘privacy’ was to them, all participants developed privacy-related practices. Some practices were more effective in achieving their goals than others, and their sophistication varied based on their technology literacy. The five types of privacy practices they employed — 1) phone locks, 2) app locks, 3) aggregate and entity deletions, 4) private modes, and 5) avoidance—helped them maintain privacy while adhering to the cultural expectation that they should share their mobile phones with their social relations.

Aggregate and entity deletions were often perceived as being useful. Participants believed that deletion, if used when no one was looking, enabled them to remove content without anyone else knowing it had been on the phone. Thus, it enabled them to perform openness (a cultural value for many South Asian women) while keeping select information private. This was unlike phone or app locks, which signaled to borrowers and co-located social relations that something suspicious might be hidden behind the authentication screen. (Note that we were not able to determine if participants had achieved their goal of deleting the content to the point of it being truly undetectable.)

However, having alternatives to deletion were valuable, since deletion was not the best way to achieve all of their goals. Participants had content they wanted to preserve and access on their phones. Moreover, aggregate and entity deletion controls were not always fully discovered by participants with lower technical literacy. In the future, we anticipate that the growing presence of cross-device, cloud-based interactions could pose new challenges for users seeking to understand the impact of content deletions performed on a device.

Phone and app locks were used, but participants did not always consider them to be appropriate in intimate settings. The affordances of app locks sometimes led to tensions with social relations, such as “what are you hiding” questions. Phone and app locks were viewed as effective against strangers who might use one’s phone temporarily or in the event of a lost or stolen device. App locks also seemed reasonable for keeping nosy colleagues and acquaintances from snooping, and children from accidentally deleting an app or using too much data (provided that they don’t learn the app’s pin).

We offer the following considerations to help technologists make design choices that empower users who commonly experience device sharing, mediated usage, or monitoring.

5.2 Supporting privacy

5.2.1 Awareness and education

Our research highlights the rich variance in our participants’ mental models and adaptations of device and app privacy controls. As Wash writes in his description of security folks models, “whether the folk models are correct or not, technology should be designed to work well with the folk models actually employed by users” [50]. Participants in our study would benefit from a better match between their mental models and the functioning of several technologies they use, especially personalized systems and private modes. Results from our study provide a basis for improving awareness and understanding of these features among South Asian women.

Our research also points to an opportunity to improve user education around available privacy features. For example, participants liked the idea of private modes, yet such modes were rarely discovered or used. Promoting such modes in a culturally appealing way could help more users benefit from them.

5.2.2 Content trail management

Most women we spoke to indicated that the ability to delete content (e.g., downloaded images) and behavioral traces (e.g., browsing history) was the most commonly used, powerful, and effective tool for managing their privacy. Participants described how deleting traces offered peace of mind to browse desired content, while avoiding awkward explanations to social relations. However, deletion was often hard for our participants to understand; for example, some did not realize deletion was a two-step process that required emptying the trash (a finding also reported in research on the technology experiences of survivors of intimate partner abuse [30]). Design explorations aimed to improve the discovery of deletion affordances could be valuable, especially for less tech-savvy users. We found that visual affordances for deletions (such as ‘X’s’) worked best with our participants, since some of them had lower literacy. Technologists may consider increasing the power of tools by ensuring they provide both aggregate and entity removal for all user data (see also [30]).

Technologists should also consider the fact that many new technology users may not be aware of the concept of the cloud or that browsing actions are not just one-time actions, but train personalization models that may present recommendations in the future. Software design should consider communicating to users how cloud backups can be pushed as recommendations to users, so they do not implicate them in situations of device sharing.

Lastly, there are interesting future work directions to explore in offering the ability to transfer content from one device to another, which can help users like our participants maintain privacy on their primary device while storing content on a secondary device. It should be noted that many mobile South Asian users are familiar with downloading, storing and transferring media content between devices and memory cards, and much more comfortable with offline media than cloud-based media (offline media are often used for content consumption in low-bandwidth environments, see
5.2.3 Account switching opportunities
For South Asian women, the one-device, one-user model breaks down, encouraging technologists to challenge the assumption that a single application should have a single account (also noted by [20,29] for users in other regions). Yet none of our participants had multiple user profiles on the phone, possibly due to added friction or poor discovery. Specifically, participants in our study (and in prior work [23,29]) noted that account switching in applications is laborious and time-consuming, deterring them from using this functionality unless absolutely necessary. Also, some of our participants had low literacy and most were accessing apps primarily on mobile devices, making easy account switching harder to use. These challenges are promising areas for future work. While account and profile switching can provide private spaces, they present a fairly heavy cognitive task to users. Automation holds promise for more accurate personalization and recommendations in shared use. Machine learning models to classify and differentiate multiple user activities and invoke different experiences may reduce the cognitive load on the user's part to switch accounts or profiles. On a cautionary note, automated learning should take care to avoid misprediction, in order to avoid accidental disclosure to unintended recipients.

5.2.4 Private mode opportunities
Future work may explore the idea of providing private modes within applications or at the device level, to prevent history being left behind. Private modes could ease deletion-related confusion. As an example in India, Hike Messenger, a popular social media application, allows a private mode to hide specific chats that a user wants to keep private (based on their research that Indian young adults live with parents and want to maintain privacy). To improve discovery, private modes may be shown prominently where the feature is more likely to be used, such as in apps that display culturally-taboo content. Alternatively, a single device-level private mode could simplify the experience.

5.2.5 Content hiding opportunities
While a powerful way for our participants to maintain privacy was to delete content or traces (or access content from a private mode), it was often important for participants to keep content on their devices, such as motivational videos, medical documents or emotional messages. In order to support this need, technologists may consider ways to hide content within the user's device ecosystem (content hiding has also been reported to be useful to other sensitive populations [30]).

App locks allow users to protect the content, but increase the risk of incrimination, since locked apps were often viewed as obviously private. Moreover, our study points to how app locks are not reliable in preventing access by people with power over a user (e.g., elders, spouses, and in-laws). They can be useful in preventing children from accessing content, but children are often quick to figure out passwords and pins, which can leave users with no choice but to keep changing passwords (which increases cognitive load).

Regardless of the method used to hide content, a visible indication of hidden content (e.g., a visual lock icon) may cause more harm than good—at least for this population. Users hiding content are often aware of how their behavior could be perceived as incriminating, leading to reduced usage of the feature. We suggest that designs for hiding content carefully consider the value of making it obvious that content is hidden. Additionally, it is important to consider making such valuable invisibility features available free-of-charge.

5.2.6 Algorithm-related opportunities
While many users have become accustomed to personalized content experiences based on prior activities, many are not aware of how to control them. We recommend that technologies employing algorithms provide or continue to provide clear, easy-to-find settings for novice users to control personalized recommendations. Additionally, improving opportunities for females (and other under-represented groups) to provide algorithmic feedback may be useful in making machine learning datasets more inclusive (as the Internet has disproportionately more male users than female users in many South Asian contexts [17]).

We encourage technology designers to consider the social dynamics and implications discussed above for women in South Asia, which could alter gender power imbalances in unexpected and positively transformative ways.

5.3 Culturally appropriate text
Care should be taken to evaluate privacy controls across various cultural contexts of deployment. Technology is often designed with normative assumptions based on Western cultural values suggesting that online privacy and safety is a right. In contrast, some participants did not identify as having “privacy needs”, saying “Privacy is not for me, it’s for those rich women,” or that ‘privacy’ was a Western value, even if privacy-related practices were prevalent. This perspective should be considered when writing the actual text that is used to discuss privacy and safety experiences in apps and devices that will be used by women in South Asia. For example, invitations to modify privacy settings may be well intended, but may not seem as inviting to women in South Asia. We suggest that the technology community explore how to adequately explain the use cases and value of privacy-related features to audiences around the world, using terminology that is appropriate to them.

6. LIMITATIONS
This paper presents findings from a study we conducted on how women in South Asia who come from a range of occupations and socioeconomic backgrounds perceive, manage and control their individual privacy on shared mobile devices. Future research studies may examine other populations, such as teenagers, families or women in other parts of the world.
Our approach was qualitative, hence inductive in nature. Common limitations with qualitative studies include recall bias, observer bias, participants self-censoring on sensitive topics, and limitations in the generalizability of results. We are currently deploying a large-scale survey to measure privacy attitudes in South Asia. Another limitation is the triad focus group format, which may have limited participants from opening up on certain topics in the presence of others.

A possible limitation is the cross-comparisons of countries undertaken in this paper. While we are not aware of any other research studies that focus on all the three countries sampled in this study, our claims are comparative and are likely to miss city- or country-specific nuances or depth.

7. CONCLUSION

We presented a qualitative study of how 199 female participants from India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh perceived, managed and controlled their individual privacy when social relations frequently borrowed and monitored their mobile phones. We examined the ways their social expectations were fulfilled through technological and social affordances. We described how participants used five types of practices to maintain their privacy while navigating cultural expectations to share their phones: 1) phone locks, 2) app locks, 3) aggregate and entity deletions, 4) private modes, and 5) avoidance. We also discussed some suggestions, open questions, and privacy challenges for technologists to consider when designing for contexts where device sharing might be common. We hope that by sharing our participants' experiences and proposing several opportunities for future work, that technologists and privacy challenges for technologists to consider when designing for contexts where device sharing might be common. We hope that by sharing our participants' experiences and proposing several opportunities for future work, that technologists have new insight regarding how to make privacy more usable for women in South Asia. Such improvements could, in turn, help others, especially in contexts where device sharing occurs and usage is scrutinized.
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10. APPENDIX
A. Interview script

Moderator instructions
Work on building a strong rapport, be personable.

Approach intimate topics with care. If the participant is uncomfortable, leave the topic. Offer some examples to help them open up from your own stories

When topics get sensitive, please use your judgement to ask other Googlers to leave. e.g., ask them to check on something, buy batteries etc. so they can leave.

Find private and neutral spaces to chat.

After the core topics of the interview, please ask Googlers to leave so that you can talk about intimate topics freely.

Always ask for consent before the interview. Ask for permission before recording.

Interview script
Hi, thank you for coming here. My name is X and these are Y and Z. We are here from Google.

Today we are conducting research on what it means to be a Pakistani/Indian/Bangladeshi woman and use Internet, smart phones, apps. Everything you know and use daily. This is not an exam, everything you say is going to be helpful to us.

The purpose is to help us understand how to improve technology for women like you. We encourage you to be frank and open, so we can really learn how you are using phones and improve the experience overall. Some of the topics may be a little intimate or personal because we are talking about women. If you are uncomfortable, just let us know.

Everything we discuss today is confidential. Please do not discuss with your friends or family. Anything we discuss today can be used to improve or build new Google products and features.

Could I get your permission to record this interview (video, audio and photos)? It will be stored confidentially and be used for research purposes only. If you feel uncomfortable, just let us know. Any questions?

Grand tour

Intent: to understand their background, life situation, stresses, and context in which they live.
Could you introduce yourself? Name, profession, age.

Whom do you live with? What do they do?

What’s a typical day like in your life?

What are your pastime activities?

What do you look forward to doing each day? What do you dislike doing everyday?

What do you wake up worrying about?

Device and Internet mapping

Intent: What is their device/internet technology landscape like, and why? Why did they choose some devices over others? What struggles do they have with technology and Internet? What trade offs did they make and why? What is important to them and why?

I’d like to learn about your devices at home.

What devices do you access?

When did you buy your phone?

Why did you buy this model?

How were you able to finance it? / Who funds it?

When did you buy your first ever smartphone? Do you remember why?

What data and Internet plans do you have?

What do you do on your phone?

Access issues

Intent: how does being a woman affect their access to technology and information? Why? What are the barriers they face with getting access to a phone/Internet? What are barriers with using a phone/Internet?

Are there things you want to do with your phone that you are unable to do for any reason?

How much control do you feel you have over your phone?

How do you fund your data plan?

How about credit money (for Internet or calls), time allowed to spend on phone, time allowed to spend online, apps considered acceptable for women...how are these different from the men in your lives?

What apps do you have on your phone?

Which ones do you use the most?

Which ones do you use the least?

How often do you install new apps?

What motivates you to try out a new app?

Who makes the choice on which app to install, e.g., you, husband, friend?
Intent: understand what extra technology demands are placed on women (vs men) and how they handle it. What privacy implications does this have, and how do women accommodate (or not) this?

In a given day or week, does your phone get shared with other people? Tell me more (who, why, how long, what access)

Do you borrow other devices in your family or from your friends? Tell me how you deal with shared use.

Do you have any privacy considerations with leaving traces online?

Do you ever hide stuff from people around you on your phone or online, say parents, in-laws, husbands or children?

Have you ever tried to delete or remove some browsing history, search queries or recommendations so it does not show to anyone else?

Are there times when you wished you could erase what you have done? Or do stuff without leaving a trace? Tell me more (situations, how, when).

Do you use app locker? Tell me more (which app, which apps hidden, situations, instances)

Which apps do you lock? Why?

Do you ever see a need to view history of what you have browsed or done?

What aspects of identity are private and not to be relieved in a closed circle vs. open circle?

Conclusion

If we write a report based on this interview, what should we highlight?

That brings us to the end of this interview. Do you have any questions for us?

Thank you very much for your time and patience! We learned a lot from you!

Figure 2: Do Mobile's App Lock with over 100 million installs. (Left) Password screen when opening a protected app, (Right) Settings to invoke passwords on apps and folders.

B. Participant table

Table 1. Research sites and locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Locations</th>
<th>SES</th>
<th>Ages</th>
<th>Professions</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Tech access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low (39)</td>
<td>18-25 (33)</td>
<td>Informal sector (24)</td>
<td>School dropout (7)</td>
<td>Mobile phone (103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>Chennai (42)</td>
<td>Mid (52)</td>
<td>26-35 (24)</td>
<td>Salaried (34)</td>
<td>High school (31)</td>
<td>Laptop (37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bangaluru (16)</td>
<td>High (12)</td>
<td>36-45 (27)</td>
<td>Business owner (6)</td>
<td>Undergraduate (45)</td>
<td>Tablet (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kanpur (9)</td>
<td></td>
<td>46-55 (11)</td>
<td>IT/CS (9)</td>
<td>Postgraduate (14)</td>
<td>PC (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UP villages (15)</td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;56 (8)</td>
<td>Not employed (12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Delhi (21)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Student (12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low (12)</td>
<td>15-20 (9)</td>
<td>Informal sector (24)</td>
<td>School dropout (7)</td>
<td>Mobile phone (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Lahore (17)</td>
<td>Mid (32)</td>
<td>20-25 (10)</td>
<td>Salaried (34)</td>
<td>High school (7)</td>
<td>Laptop (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Peshawar (8)</td>
<td>High (8)</td>
<td>25-30 (20)</td>
<td>Business owner (6)</td>
<td>Undergraduate (16)</td>
<td>PC (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Karachi (6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>30-35 (10)</td>
<td>IT/CS (1)</td>
<td>Postgraduate (13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hunza (9)</td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;40 (3)</td>
<td>Business owner (1)</td>
<td>PhD. (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Multan (6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rawalpindi (6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Dhaka (24)</td>
<td>Low (9)</td>
<td>18-25 (1)</td>
<td>Informal sector (6)</td>
<td>School dropout (9)</td>
<td>Mobile (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sylhet (11)</td>
<td>Mid (21)</td>
<td>26-35 (12)</td>
<td>Salaried (13)</td>
<td>High school (22)</td>
<td>Laptop (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chittagong (9)</td>
<td>High (14)</td>
<td>36-45 (5)</td>
<td>Business owner (1)</td>
<td>Undergraduate (6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>46-55 (3)</td>
<td>Not employed (3)</td>
<td>PhD. (7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;56 (6)</td>
<td>Student (18)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Retired (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## C. Codebook

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top-level category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identity</td>
<td>Identity management of the user, including profiles, self-presentation and settings</td>
<td>Identity management  \nReputation management  \nFamily feedback loops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-located privacy</td>
<td>Considerations and management of privacy on shared, mediated or monitored devices</td>
<td>Family sharing  \nMediation  \nMonitoring  \nViews on privacy  \nPhone locks  \nApp locks  \nMicro deletions  \nHistory deletions  \nPrivate modes  \nVPN  \nAvoidance  \nSubversion  \nSensitive content or activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Ability to use a technology at will, including time, location and social factors</td>
<td>Onboarding  \nMotivations for access  \nPressures and concerns  \nMoney  \nTime  \nMobility  \nSocial perception of access  \nOnline activities  \nFears  \nMitigation practices  \nMyths of Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online privacy</td>
<td>Considerations and management of privacy on apps, websites and services</td>
<td>Safety concerns  \nSafety practices  \nInformation disclosure  \nApp-specific privacy models  \nPrivacy settings  \nPrivacy affordances  \nPrivacy violations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT
Pervasive photography and the sharing of photos on social media pose a significant challenge to undergraduates’ ability to manage their privacy. Drawing from an interview-based study, we find undergraduates feel a heightened state of being surveilled by their peers and rely on innovative workarounds – negotiating the terms and ways in which they will and will not be recorded by technology-wielding others – to address these challenges. We present our findings through an experience model of the life span of a photo, including an analysis of college students’ workarounds to deal with the technological challenges they encounter as they manage potential threats to privacy at each of our proposed four stages. We further propose a set of design directions that address our users’ current workarounds at each stage. We argue for a holistic perspective on privacy management that considers workarounds across all these stages. In particular, designs for privacy need to more equitably distribute the technical power of determining what happens with and to a photo among all the stakeholders of the photo, including subjects and bystanders, rather than the photographer alone.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the United States, individuals view privacy as a largely personal managerial task including the selective concealment and disclosure of information about the self to manage relationships with others [54]. According to Altman, people engage in a dynamic ‘boundary regulation’ process to control access to one’s self, which may change depending on the time and circumstance [3]. Through what Goffman calls ‘impression management’ [28], we try to control the ways others think of us by also managing our ‘self presentation’. Individuals are members of multiple groups, and such impression management tends to vary based on the audience and the place [28, 45], e.g., managing one’s work versus home personas [53]. Managing privacy thus encompasses a variety of activities both online and offline, utilizing personal socio-technical systems to try to control the accessibility and use of information about us by others [54, 52].

The rise of digital photography and the sharing of high-resolution imagery on social media is not only blurring the line separating the face-to-face and online worlds, it is also forcing us to grapple with a face-to-face world that is, in effect, losing its ephemerality. The implications for impression management are staggering, including an increasing threat to what Nissenbaum calls the ‘contextual integrity’ of personal information. Existing norms guiding the appropriate collection and dissemination of information are at an ever-greater risk of being broken [55]. The possibilities of what boyd calls ‘context collapse’ and its associated violations of privacy [55, 8, 9] loom as the captured actions associated with one’s social, temporal, and physical context (e.g., photos from a party) are able to be viewed and judged from another – and very different – social context (e.g., an internet search by a potential employer) [73].

Young adults, still in their formative and exploratory years, are often subjected to and impacted by digital photography where smartphone cameras are now integrated with ‘one-click’ sharing onto social media. Growing up in a world where cameras augmented with seamless social sharing functions are pervasive, perhaps no population has had their privacy more impacted by digital photography than today’s young adults. Face-to-face interactions – once a safe, permanent place for exploratory thought and expression – may now be recorded, altered, reframed, and turned into a persistent online record capable of going viral in seconds, often without the subject’s knowledge. Young adults today may thus feel they are being constantly surveilled by their peers. Such pervasive photography raises important questions: What does it mean to be a young adult living in such an environment? What does this mean for an individual’s privacy, and for the challenges of trying to control the impression others have of one, now and in the future?

To understand the relationship between privacy, pervasive photography, and social media, we conducted interviews with 23 undergraduates. We focus on three research questions: (1) What are the everyday privacy concerns of undergraduates with regard to photography and social media?; (2) How are undergraduates responding to these concerns?; and (3) What privacy enhanced designs might help support
their more immediate and longer term goals given their concerns and current responses to them?

Based on our interviews, we constructed an ‘experience model’ [37] that represents our participants’ experiences with photography on social media, focusing on the ‘workarounds’ young adults enact to better respond to and manage challenges posed by the current technology. This experience model presents four key stages in the life of a potentially social-media bound photo – when the photo is in its ‘potential’, ‘imminent’, ‘existent’, and ‘shared’ states. This model expresses the intersubjective nature of what happens to a photo in each of these stages as its fate is negotiated by the relevant actors: photographers, subjects, and bystanders. We build on past research that discusses the privacy concerns of our participants at each of these corresponding stages (e.g., [7, 1, 29]) while adding to existing research by presenting a holistic perspective on digital photography and privacy across time, space, and people. This model highlights, for instance, how the threat of even the potential of being photographed leads to various forms of self-discipline among our participants; how the perception of imminent photography involves split-second reactions from our participants and their friends; how the continued existence and uses of photos may be negotiated at the point of capture; and how the equivalent of ‘neighborhood watches’ work to mitigate the consequences of shared photos.

This holistic approach to workarounds makes two contributions. First, we provide a model of the constant state of watchfulness that undergraduate students are engaged in to manage their privacy in the face of surveillance from ubiquitous photography and social media. Second, we outline a map from our experience model to designs (a design opportunity map) that highlights how extant and future designs can address users’ privacy concerns, both on individual stages and across stages. Taken as a whole, for instance, our model suggests that the power to determine what happens with a (potential) photo at any given stage should be spread more widely across all the stakeholders – not just those who control the taking, altering, and posting of photos.

2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first describe concerns of surveillance in everyday life and social networking sites followed by a description of privacy management and workaround practices.

2.1 Surveillance Concerns in Everyday Life and in SNS
Due to the pervasiveness of technology and social media, digital records of our daily activities are now a common aspect of everyday life. We are, for example, physically surrounded by closed-circuit television cameras (CCTV) that operate 24/7. We also regularly use digital technologies (e.g., smartphones and digital cameras) to create and preserve fragments of digital information about ourselves, our friends and family members, and even strangers, permanently retrievable by anyone, anywhere, anytime, as long as they have access to the internet (e.g., Facebook, YouTube, and Flickr).

Since the technology’s inception, privacy advocates have investigated the intersection of privacy and technology. In direct response to the rise of print photography on the society pages of the daily newspaper, Warren and Brandeis wrote their celebrated 1890 article on privacy as the “right to be let alone” to enforce definite boundaries between public and private life [83].

Photography has become a “modern tool of choice for constructing one’s identity and conveying it to others” [84, p. 4]. Photos (i.e., film or digital), unlike other media types, are seen as highly context-dependent [24, 77, 35, 34, 66]. Reading and interpreting a photo’s context depends mainly on the viewer and could differ significantly from the photographer’s intention/context in the moment of taking the photo [77, 78]. Due to our interest in the pervasiveness of personal photography, we will focus our discussion for surveillance concerns around photo recording technology, such as digital and wearable cameras and smartphones.

Various researchers have focused on privacy concerns about pervasive photo recording technology in both online (e.g., Facebook, Snapchat) and offline environments (e.g., public arenas, shared spaces, and private spaces) in different, specified stages of a photo’s lifespan. Concerns about recording activities and behaviors were usually tied to the location where the activity is being recorded [17, 21, 74, 66]. For example, Choe et al. investigated activities that people do not want recorded in their home or shared with other stakeholders with whom they share the home [17]. They found that the most reported activities fell into the categories of self-appearance, intimacy, cooking and eating, media use, and oral expressions. They also found that bedrooms and living rooms were thought to be more private than other locations in the home. Denning et al. studied bystanders who may be captured by augmented reality glasses [21] and found various factors affected bystanders’ comfort levels and behaviors. For instance, participants were not comfortable when glasses were used during certain activities (e.g., withdrawing money from the ATM), places (e.g., bedroom and bathroom), or if the recorded image conflicted with their desired self-presentation. Such et al. [74] found that co-owners (i.e., photographer and subjects) of online shared photos had privacy conflicts around photos of drinking or at parties. Photographers (uploaders) often did not ask for approval before sharing.

Research has also investigated the control, access, awareness, and consent of photo records [66, 6, 35, 34, 48, 51, 11]. For example, Besmer and Lipford [6] investigated users’ concerns regarding photo tagging on SNS. Subjects worried about the negative consequences of a photo being seen by a specific social group or presenting them in an unfavorable light. Rashidi et al. investigated privacy concerns in mobile instant messaging application and found that some users had concerns about their profile photos being seen by others [61]. People anticipated no covert recording in their home and referred to others (e.g., friends, roommates, and family members) who might surreptitiously try to record them as “interlopers” [48]. Hoyle et al. studied the privacy of lifelogging cameras [35, 34] and found that camera wearers were concerned about impression management when managing the sharing of their lifelogs. They also found that sometimes camera wearers chose not to share photos because of objects in the image, activities in the image, and someone in photo (i.e., self or another bystander(s)). Nguyen et al. investigated the use of wearable cameras in everyday life [51] and reported on how bystanders wanted to be informed and provide their consent before recording, but felt at the same time
that they have no power and cannot even rely on their so-
cial relationships to enforce their preferences, such as asking
for deletion or requesting not to share. In another study, al-
though bystanders reported expecting and tolerating record-
ing in public settings, they felt “helplessness” because of the
absence of any tools, power, or knowledge necessary to effect
a change [48]. Caine et al. described how older adults de-
sired control over the collection and transmission of activity
data from home monitoring systems [11].

2.2 Privacy Management and Workarounds
In today’s networked world, privacy can be conceptualized
as a ‘dialectic’ and dynamic ‘boundary regulation’ process
according to Altman [3], as individuals alter their behavior
to disclose or not disclose information to manage their iden-
tity and allegiances with others over time [57]. Managing
one’s personal information, privacy, and identity, specifically
within social media, is no longer an individualistic process
and is increasingly being seen as a collective process [82,
60, 46, 50, 36, 69, 55] – especially in collaborative settings
(such as hospitals) [59] where information is co-owned by
the original co-owners (e.g., photographer and subjects in the
photo) and/or other extended co-owners (e.g., people
who are granted access to the shared content by the original
co-owners) [50, 74].

Among various strategies to manage privacy in today’s socio-
technical systems [44, 71, 85, 18, 10, 72, 6, 47, 19, 79, 16],
we focus our study on students’ use of ‘workarounds’, which
are behaviors adopted in order to ‘get the job done’, man-
age gaps, and enact strategies [49] to maintain their privacy
in today’s era of pervasive photography. A workaround in-
cludes the “work patterns an individual or a group of indi-
viduals create to accomplish a crucial work goal within a
system of dysfunctional work processes that prohibits the ac-
complishment of that goal or makes it difficult” [49, p. 52].
For Koppel et al. workarounds are “actions that do not
follow explicit or implicit rules, assumptions, workflow reg-
ulations, or intentions of system designers. They are non-
standard procedures typically used because of deficiencies in
system or workflow design” [40, p. 409].

Workarounds are mentioned in several different research ar-
eas, especially those related to health information technol-
y and organizations. Here, to ‘workaround’ is to “use
computing in ways for which it was not designed or avoid
its use and rely on an alternative means of accomplishing
work” [27, p. 12]. We are not aware of studies that focus
on workarounds related to privacy management in everyday
life, certainly in the context of sharing photos on social net-
working sites. Yet, studying workarounds can provide in-
sight into future improvements to computing systems [2].
Student attempts to manage their individual and collective
privacy, and photographs can be categorized into two
groups of workarounds: online and offline strategies. Online
workarounds are the use of technology in unexpected ways
to complete a task. For example, although users could create
different ‘Friend Lists’ to control the visibility of individual
posts, the associated costs of doing so (e.g., time consuming
and tedious) has instead led many users to create multiple
targeted profiles on the same site (e.g., Facebook) [85, 44,
81]. Offline workarounds are used when individuals cannot
find a technical tool to support their needs [10, 6, 43, 85, 50,
80]. Besmer and Lipford [6] note that Facebook users mod-
ified their behavior both online and offline to cope with the
use and popularity of Facebook photo sharing. Users self-
censored their physical activities to prevent unwanted pho-
tos from being captured and to avoid physical confrontation
with photographers for deletion of unwanted images.

Lampinen et al. propose another way to categorize workarounds
workaround strategies [43] which are overlapping strategies
to manage privacy and publicness on SNS (i.e., mental, be-
havioral, preventive, corrective, individual, and collabora-
tive). Although the strategies do not necessarily have to
all be workarounds – some of them include the straight-
forward, intended uses of technology – we can still build
upon the workaround strategies in Lampinen et al.’s frame-
work. ‘Mental workarounds’, for instance, include develop-
ing interpersonal arrangements to manage disclosure, trust-
ing others to be considerate to one’s boundary regulation,
and becoming more responsible when posting material on
social networking sites [44]. ‘Behavioral workarounds’ can
be further divided into preventive workarounds to avoid un-
wanted outcomes and corrective workarounds to eliminate
or reduce the threat after such an outcome has already oc-
curred. Self-censorship and device (e.g., smartphone) avoid-
ance are ‘preventive workarounds’. Interpreting a poten-
tially problematic issue to be non-serious and asking peers
to remove content are ‘corrective workarounds’. Because of
the lack of SNS controls to support collaboration to manage
privacy boundary [72, 43, 85, 79, 16, 50, 36, 69], we can
consider most of the collaborative workaround strategies as
‘offline workarounds’ (e.g., asking another person to delete
content, asking for approval before disclosing content, and
negotiating what is appropriate to share on social network-
ing sites). Murphy et al. found that emergency department
staff, which are highly collaborative, use workarounds when
privacy policies or security mechanisms interfered with their
actual work practices. They raised the awareness of the need
to improve design to facilitate collaboration endeavors and
manage privacy in such environments.

We focus on how students work around technology because
of the lack of satisfactory tools to manage privacy, especially
for fine-grained tasks, with the goal of better understanding
their needs and, therefore, providing design recommenda-
tions to suit these needs. Our research confirms many of the
aforementioned privacy concerns and workaround strategies,
but builds upon these findings by taking a holistic, bird’s
eye view of the ways a potentially social media-bound photo
comes into being and garners the attention of various actors
through the photo’s ‘lifecycle’.

3. METHODOLOGY
We conducted semi-structured interviews with 23 under-
graduate students on a large, US college campus from March
2016 to August 2016. Undergraduates are a rich informa-
tion source [59]: (1) they are likely to use social media
and new technology; (2) having just transitioned from high
school and simultaneously transitioning to professional life,
students are aware of their social and professional images,
and are grappling with the management of their individual
and collective privacy; and (3) the environment of students
(i.e., living together in dorms, social events) create rich con-
texts within which they navigate such concerns. Students
were recruited through flyers placed in common areas, on-
line university classifieds, and emails sent to campus orga-
izations. In total, 14 students lived in dorms, 4 lived by themselves, 3 with family, and 2 with friends. 15 participants have used Facebook, 17 have used Snapchat, 16 have used Instagram, 13 have used Twitter, and 4 have used Yik Yak. Each participant was compensated $15 USD at the end of the study. This study was deemed exempt by the Indiana University IRB (#1510531315). Screened participants completed an informed consent form at the beginning of each interview. All interviews were audio recorded, transcribed, and de-identified. We employed critical incident techniques [15]; once participants told us stories/incidents, we probed for specific details, allowing participants to control the narrative and help us understand what occurred, from their perspectives. Interviews lasted 43–74 minutes ($M = 59.5, SD = 7.7$), including 12 women and 11 men, aged 18–24, and spanning diverse fields of study.

After the first 18 interviews, we met multiple times to analyze the first third of the transcripts in an iterative approach using open and axial coding [70]. We then discussed the identified themes and developed a draft codebook. De-doose [20], a web application tool, was used to code and organize data. Using the draft codebook and working in pairs, we coded the remaining transcripts to identify new themes, which were then discussed with the entire team and, if appropriate, added to the codebook. Emergent themes led us to iterate on the interview protocol used in the first 18 interviews to investigate topics discussed by earlier participants. The updated protocol was then used with the last five participants. We then analyzed the newly collected data using the same process and reached theoretical saturation – no new themes were identified in this stage.

Our initial protocol investigated privacy concerns and behaviors associated with the ubiquitous presence of smartphones and social media technology in general. The overwhelming focus on shared photographs in these interviews led us to emphasize privacy concerns and photography for the final five students. In addition to demographic questions, our protocol focused on privacy- and technology-related events that happened face-to-face or online, and which then impacted interactions in the opposite realm as well as evolving attitudes and behaviors around digital photography.

4. FINDINGS: PHOTOS AS THREATS TO PRIVACY

The concern over the long-term effects of digital photography on one’s privacy is timely – across SNSs, there is a dizzying array of default settings on how photos persist. Participants expressed how such default archiving with photos is there forever, and it’s written [which] can be used as evidence against you” (P21). The persistence of photos on platforms such as Instagram creates a bigger, far more permanent, and less controllable audience than for others like Snapchat:

*My friend on her 21st birthday [had] this picture that was entirely too ratchet [slang for crazy] . . . Her friends sent her a Snapchat of it . . . and [she] didn’t realize it was on another site [Instagram] . . . [Later] she did see it on [Instagram] and was like, “Come on guys, that’s not okay.” *(P6)*

Although P6’s friend did not mind sharing the photo on Snapchat, which ‘disappears’ after being viewed twice, she was shocked to see her photo being posted on Instagram, where persistence was the default. This persistence had direct ramifications for her reputation.

The daily routines of undergraduates involve the creation and sharing of photos by themselves or others (e.g., friends or strangers). Conscious or unconscious, our participants archived a timeline of their daily life events and activities via the sharing of these photos on different SNS. Photos are open to interpretation yet, due to their seemingly objective nature, provide an *evidentiary chain* to potentially invade one’s personal and groups’ (e.g., one’s sorority) privacy.

4.1 Personal Privacy

Participants were aware of the power photos had over their viewers and felt that captured and shared photos could have serious consequences on their privacy and self-presentation. For example, participants expected others would judge them based on these images in a potentially negative and persistent manner. P14 notes below that photos can become a permanent stain on her friend’s “record”, providing misleading evidence that her friend is a “drunk” girl:

> [My friend] came home and was drunk. Somebody was taking a video of her. She was really upset about this, because she didn’t wanna be recorded and was really really embarrassed about it . . . She asked the person to delete it . . . [but] she found out the video wasn’t completely deleted. That somebody sent it to somebody else . . . She didn’t want a video leaked on Twitter . . . She didn’t want her parents or any older friends, like adults, to see it . . . She doesn’t want that to go on her record. I don’t think it’s the general reputation she wants to have is this silly sloppy drunk girl. *(P14)*

When students felt their actions were not inappropriate, they still worried how others would misinterpret photos, taking them out of context and harming their image. P21 mentioned one such negative impression from a photo that might be seen out of its actual context:

> [People] just sit there and judge you . . . They don’t want to understand why you are doing anything you do. The fact is that the picture [of you doing a shot is] there. You look happy in the moment. Whatever you’re [doing] nothing else about you matters besides that picture to them because they can’t see anything if it’s not evident. *(P21)*

This was a sentiment reiterated by many participants: viewers of a posted photo will not exert the extra effort to truly understand its context. For instance, students cynically expected people to misinterpret photos taken in bars and parties. In these environments, the opportunity arises for misinterpretation of one’s drinking behavior (e.g., excessive versus moderate drinking). Objects in a photo (e.g., alcohol bottles and cups) were vulnerable to misinterpretation. Participants were especially worried how photos would be interpreted by their professional peers; they knew that misinterpreted photos could affect future job prospects and curtail their social media accounts appropriately.

Surprisingly, participants shared a concern for strangers or acquaintances stealthily capturing and altering original, shared photos with captions or framing them as part of a specific scene to create *memes*. Participants described a shaming trend in which people take photos of strangers,
craft them into memes, and “send them around with a rude caption” (P7), maybe because someone was “dressed not differently, but [in] something really radical” (P18) or because the “kind of things they were doing [was] out of the ordinary” (P18): “One day my jeans ripped really bad and I’m like, ‘What am I gonna do?’ . . . That’s like where memes come from. You don’t want it to be the next meme!” (P6) Participants complained that photos have become a means to deride or ridicule activities that the photographer deems as against current social norms. P4 witnessed such an incident; only in hindsight did she realize what was happening:

[I saw a] person taking a picture of a guy at the library, and . . . they were laughing around ’cause he was a heavier-set guy. I didn’t think anything of it at that time but after . . . there was a trend going around social media of people taking pictures of each other and giving rude comments about it . . . I was upset ’cause that person [is] just walking doing their normal stuff. They had no idea what was going on. I feel that’s an invasion of privacy on their part. (P4)

The spread of such memes, especially in a college circle, can impact undergraduates’ privacy and undermine their reputations [67]. Over half of our participants (N=13) were concerned that recipients would share photos with a wider, ‘unintended’ audience:

My roommate just went to Mardi Gras so she was dressed up really crazy and probably had too much to drink . . . and would Snap individual people, but her friends would take a screenshot of it and upload it to Facebook and would be like, “Oh my gosh my friend’s so funny.” She was kinda like, “Why are they posting these? I know they’re funny, but I don’t want it to be the next meme!” (P4)

P10’s roommate expected her shared photos over Snapchat to ‘disappear’ soon after being viewed by the specified receivers, but the unexpected sharing on other social media violated her privacy. This dissemination of privately shared photos by a friend to an unintended audience put P10’s roommate in an embarrassing situation and opened a door for others, including her father, to judge her ways of celebrating. P15 explained the difference between a few reshares versus going viral: “[I]f one of my friends posts a photo of mine doing something stupid and it gets 10 retweets, that’s . . . not enough to truly hurt my reputation. But if it goes viral then people are knowing me as that guy that did whatever.”

4.2 Group Privacy

Students were not just concerned about their personal privacy. Some participants (N=6) sought to maintain their privacy in order to maintain their groups’ privacy (e.g., sorority or fraternity, IT department in university, and family) as they see themselves as “an extension” of the group (P6). Lampinen et al. [44] calls this ‘mutual consideration’—one trusts others to be considerate of their privacy boundary-regulation efforts and puts in the effort to be deemed trustworthy in return. Four participants who were all members of a sorority described how they were required to provide their chapter with all their social media accounts for monitoring, and how particular members of their chapter were responsible for overall monitoring of social media for photos that would harm their organization’s image:

We have people that, like, watch all our accounts so if you’re ever drinking in your letters [in clothes with the sorority’s name on them], that’s a big no-no because our nationals can see it, and our chapter will be in trouble. So if you ever post a Snapchat at a bar or a party and you have your letters on . . . you’ll be asked to remove it . . . [That’s] a position in our house, to look at social media. (P11)

Sororities also created house rules to prevent context collapse as described earlier. For instance, P11 noted that her sorority does not allow red Solo cups in any pictures because “people will automatically think ‘alcohol!’”

Aside from more formalized rules at sororities, P19 described being aware that any activities in his photos could be interpreted as being condoned by his organization:

There are times I totally forgot what I’m wearing [in my work uniform], and I’m drinking and smoking weed. I’d rather that when people start taking pictures that I changed or something . . . I’d rather not [make] people directly tie drugs to the place that I work at. (P19)

P19 knew that wearing his work clothes might impact the organization’s image—he would not want his actions interpreted as the organization condoning or encouraging drinking or smoking marijuana.

Even family reputation can be impacted if family members shared a risky photo, as P2 recalled in this incident with her sister: “[My sister] sent an inappropriate [photo] to someone, and we were afraid that it was gonna get posted. Our family doesn’t really have that reputation” (P2).

5. FINDINGS: WORKAROUNDS TO MANAGE PRIVACY

Previously, we articulated why undergraduate students worry about their individual and group privacy with digital photography and SNS. This sets the scene for our main focus: when they found technology lacking, participants had to create various workarounds (WAs), both individually and collaboratively, in various stages of a photo’s lifecycle to ensure safe sharing that would not harm one’s privacy.

Our results are framed through an experience model (see Fig. 1) that describes the workarounds through the photo lifecycle in college students’ lives, which sheds light on the unique design opportunities for each negotiation point in the model. In this section, we first explain the concept of experience models. Then, drawing from our analysis, we describe four stages of a photo, starting with its potentiality to exist and to the phone when it is shared on social media.

5.1 Experience Models

Due to the integral role of photos in everyday life, researchers from different disciplines have examined the lifecycle of photos [39, 65, 14, 12, 13]. These models examine photos from the perspective of understanding the activities (e.g., reviewing and organizing) people perform with their digital photos after capturing but prior to their end use (e.g., sharing) [39] and how the assignment of phases in the mobile photo lifecycle to different platforms affects social discourse around
shared photos [65]. Chalfen [14, 12, 13] introduced a ‘socio-vidistic’ framework for the communication activities of films, snapshots, and their artifacts in terms of events (e.g., filming and editing) and components (e.g., participants and topics). Although these models have given us an important temporal understanding of photography and its social use, they have not focused on how we might see the life of photos as intersecting with our privacy in everyday life.

In this paper, we introduce an experience model to examine this intersection. Experience models – visual models that facilitate design insights based on ethnographic research – have seen widespread use by ethnographers, especially in the industry [38, 5, 37]. They address the “gap between ethnographic description and the design of technology” [37, p. 2], and are particularly suited to our goal of deriving design insights through qualitative interviews.

An experience model is also “explanatory and developed in a way that has implications for strategic action” [37, p. 2]. Researchers can build upon and refine our model, and can also build other maps on top of our model as they wish. We will present one opportunity map to identify intersections with existing and future designs [37]. Thus, the experience model is both representative and generative.

5.2 First Stage: The Potential to Be Captured in a Photo

All participants remarked upon the pervasiveness of photography. Particularly in public spaces, there is now a constant awareness of the ever-present potential for photos to be (sometimes covertly) taken of anyone, by anyone, in everyday life. This sentiment parallels the feeling of constant surveillance in a modern ‘panopticon’ [26]. Most participants reported being alert to their environments and actions.

Workarounds at this stage address the following question, “Should I be ready for a photo to be taken today?”

Our results reinforce Besmer et al.’s findings that people are most concerned with how audiences from their own social circles would perceive photos in which they were tagged [6]. However, our participants were also concerned with those to whom they had weaker ties – especially strangers and acquaintances who might perform ‘secret captures’ (i.e., surreptitiously-taken photos). Participants accepted that they would occasionally appear in strangers’ photos as someone in the background; however, many (N=14) specifically feared secret captures (i.e., surreptitiously-taken photos) featuring themselves because of its content (e.g., something embarrassing), what would be done with it (e.g., a caption added to make a meme), and where it might end up (e.g., on popular social media). In other words, the life of the photo would be entirely out of their control:

“It’s . . . the fact that you don’t know where [the photos are] . . . gonna end up. You would hope people won’t post them anywhere else. Just that uncomfortable feeling, which is weird to think about because we’re . . . photographed every day, without our knowledge, without being aware of it. (P9)

Thus, from the beginning, participants were worried about the potential impact of photos on their privacy.

Our participants sought to enact their views of what constitutes appropriate digital photography to evaluate the potentiality of someone taking a photo of them without their knowledge. Most participants (N=17) were keenly aware that their location (e.g., bar, party, living room, and bedroom) could put them at greater or lesser risk of inappropriate photography to be taken for them. Public places were especially worrisome because of strangers and the difficulty to scan for potential photographers effectively and completely:

[Now people don’t care about other people’s feelings, so they’ll just whip their phones out and take pictures of them and make fun of them. I think that’s crazy, but that’s kind of affected the way I look at other people, or I don’t want to eat in public or do other things in public because I’m like, “Oh my gosh . . . That could happen [to me].” I think that has affected my behavior in that aspect. (P4)

For instance, bars were prime locations for cameras to capture people whose guard were down and whose appearance might cause later regret. P14 described always being worried about being watched in bars: “I’m thinking about hanging out with my friends, dancing, having a good time, getting another drink. It’s very subliminal, that thought . . . that people are watching you or taking photos” (P14). P18 reiterated that sentiment, saying, “I know that, for the future, I will not want to get really intoxicated in public because I do not want my picture taken” (P18). Small, private spaces,
like parties, were also of concern: “[S]o many people are just holding their phone and prepared to Snapchat some embarrassing moments” (P23). Thus, concerns of photography and space centered around the potential for photos to be especially vulnerable to judgment and misinterpretation.

Participants also told us that vulnerable photography was equally likely in spaces where people expect a higher level of privacy (e.g., living rooms and bedrooms). The very comfort and familiarity one expects in these private, domestic spaces makes the potential of compromising photos even greater. Roommates might document casual conversations, when one is “being kind of goofy” (P19), or general messiness:

> When my roommate likes using her phone and [it] is facing toward me sometimes, I would think that she might be taking a picture. Like I don’t really care, but there’s like a teeny tiny sense of nervousness to it . . . I’m not facing a mirror every day; I don’t really see myself. Maybe, you know, I’m dressed funny or something and she sees it but I don’t. (P5)

The resulting prospect of context collapse in any location and the lack of technical solutions to help with that led students to adopt various WAs to minimize the risk of inappropriate photos, regardless of where they were taken.

### 5.2.1 WA #1 Maintain One’s Physical Appearance

Maintaining good physical appearances (e.g., good taste in clothes, neat hair styles, natural facial expressions, and proper eating habits) was a key (N=14) WA to protecting the propriety of any photos captured of participants. One’s appearance was a concern most often mentioned by our women participants (9 out of 12). Men (3 out of 11) also expressed this concern: “[If I’m drinking, that’s really the only time I’m concerned with [a shared photo], or if I don’t think I look good, or if I’m in my pajamas” (P10).

Participants expected friends and family to record and share their activities in events with large attendance, like parties, and they planned accordingly: “I know if I’m going to a social gathering, like a lot of people are gonna take pictures so I make sure to do my makeup and do my hair and I’ll wear a new top or whatever” (P6).

### 5.2.2 WA #2 Self-discipline

To better control their privacy and identity, people engage in self-discipline, modifying their behaviors in both their online [44, 85, 18] and offline worlds [10, 6]. Participants accepted the fact that they would be unable to directly prevent photos taken of them. The majority of our participants (N=15) reported being highly conscious of their surroundings and engaged in self-censoring behavior, omitting or curbing their activities to prevent context-dependent photos (i.e., activities open to interpretations). Even in social events where they were surrounded by their friends, some individuals reported carefully regulating their actions to avoid compromising situations that could be captured by others: “I’m very careful about what I say and do around people because I don’t want them to share that information with future employers or something like that” (P2). P10 finds herself “just trying to avoid doing things I wouldn’t want other people to see unless I was in my apartment or by myself or with my roommates.” This decision is often based on having previously witnessed negative consequences for other people who did not censor their behavior:

> There’s been a time I saw someone really intoxicated, you know, making a scene and yelling, and they probably could have been videoed or something . . . That just changed me because I don’t really want to be like that . . . I will not want to get really intoxicated in public because I do not want my picture taken. (P18)

Participants also reduced the amount of selfies or photos taken of one’s friends while drinking or dancing. By self-censoring and continuously monitoring their behaviors, these individual WAs allowed participants to regain some control over their privacy, preventing their unknowingly captured actions from being judged and harming their privacy.

We now turn to the second stage in the photo lifespan, when there is direct evidence that a digital photo is imminent.

### 5.3 Second Stage: Imminent Photography and Altering the Scene

This stage covers the brief period from when someone is about to take a photo until the photo is actually taken. Our findings show this is a key point that asks both the subject and bystander, “Should a photo be taken now?” Of special interest are workarounds that involve implicit and explicit denial of consent to the photo taker as well as the alteration, or arrangement, of the physical scene to be photographed to protect privacy.

#### 5.3.1 WA #3 Explicit/Implicit Denial by the Subject

When subjects felt that a photo shot is imminent, they had to react directly. Some participants (N=6) mentioned explicitly prohibiting photos from being taken, often because they would be depicted unflatteringly. Current appearance was one such reason for not wanting to be photographed: “I was at my friend’s apartment the other day, and my hair was a mess, and I didn’t want to be in their Snaps so I was kinda like, ‘Hey, can you not?’” (P10).

Participants did not always try to explicitly prevent a photo from being taken. Instead, when participants did not want to be in a photo, they (N=4) employed a WA to physically step out of the frame: “I would just tell them if I didn’t want to be in [the pictures] or avoid the area where they are taking pictures . . . I would either get out of the frame or . . . if I wanna be in it, I’ll be hyped up and be like, ‘Yeah!’” (P10). P9 and P2 also tried to avoid being in strangers’ photos because they did not know where these photos would end up:

> There’s this party I went to where the guy kept taking pictures of his phone. He had like a professional light and everything, and I think there were a few concerns of where the pictures would end up. I mean, you’d think probably just some Facebook, but . . . I don’t really like my picture being taken if I’m not aware of how it looks. I kind of try not to be in pictures. (P9)

#### 5.3.2 WA #4 Altering the Scene

Drinking (N=18) and dancing (N=7) were the most frequently mentioned activities of concern, and both subjects and photo takers spoke of ways of altering their behaviors when a photo was imminent. With drinking, undergraduates’ main concerns were less about underage drinking; instead, they were worried such photos would be posted on social media and affect their relationships:

> Drinking (N=18) and dancing (N=7) were the most frequently mentioned activities of concern, and both subjects and photo takers spoke of ways of altering their behaviors when a photo was imminent. With drinking, undergraduates’ main concerns were less about underage drinking; instead, they were worried such photos would be posted on social media and affect their relationships.
I wouldn’t want people sharing photos of me or posting that I was at a party and drinking alcohol, because, first of all that’s illegal for me, and I wouldn’t want to be tagged in [it, or] my mom to see it. That would obviously cause a lot of tension between us [me and mom] and would just ruin my reputation ‘cause … I work hard at school. (P2)

Most of the time, a collaborative workaround was needed to ensure a ‘clean’ shot that would not compromise anyone’s privacy in the future. Interestingly, participants (in the role of photo taker) described altering the scene before taking a photo to make a safe photo for a social media post. P4, in the role of photographer, said she always tries to keep alcohol bottles, glasses, or cans out of her pictures:

If I’m out with friends and I do take pictures, I make sure even if they’re drinking then I’m not taking pictures with that … I’m very self-conscious because I don’t want [my parents] to think I’m doing those things. If I’m hanging out at a friend’s apartment and they do have alcohol, I make sure not to include that in the picture. (P4)

Participants, as the subjects of photos, reported changing or stopping certain actions as soon as they noticed a photo was about to be taken. P1, for instance, explained how she stopped dancing as soon as her friend started to record them: “[W]e were dancing around and acting stupid, and my friend started recording us … so I stopped dancing … People would poke fun at me … I’m just a terrible dancer.” (P1)

The questions of whether a photo had the consent of subjects and whether the shot was ‘clean’ leads to the next stage where the photo exists but has not been posted online.

5.4 Third Stage: The Taken Photo
In this brief stage (before a photo is potentially shared on social media), a photo has now been taken by someone of a subject with (possible) bystanders. With the photo now being a more viable object for putting one’s privacy at risk, workarounds turn to the actions that might be taken before possibly posting the photo on social media. Our data reveals one key point: “Should the photo be shared?” – actors must decide whether to disseminate the photo. For our college students, sharing usually meant posting the photo on social media. The lack of collaborative tools to facilitate privacy and sharing negotiations force participants to adopt workarounds to enable the safer sharing of photos. Although in most cases participants allowed photos to be shared, they also engaged in workarounds to ensure safer sharing by manually and mutually (with the photo taker) evaluating activities depicted in the photo before sharing the photo.

5.4.1 WA #5 Seeking & Demanding Explicit Consent
When asked how individuals should share photos about others, more than half of our participants (N=16) mentioned the necessity of proactively seeking consent from people who are involved in a photo before sharing – and sometimes before even taking the photo. Although some social media provide tools to facilitate such consent after sharing (e.g., tagging requests), most of them do not offer any tools to approve a sharing request before sharing a photo, which forces participants to adopt WAs. Asking for approval demonstrates responsibility and respect towards others, and the way participants would like others to treat them. Students often do not want to put their friends in harm’s way: “If I’m taking Snapchat of someone I will always show them … I don’t want to post anything … or send it to somebody they’re not okay with” (P17).

Mutually negotiated approval allows everyone to be confident that photos will not invade one’s privacy. This strategy is not seen as onerous since participants felt many peers were accommodating and reciprocal with this preventive strategy. P3 describes one instance of how this strategy works:

“[W]e were finally moved in! Finally roomies! And we took a picture and she was like, “Oh my god my hair looks bad!” So we took a picture like 5 times to get a picture perfect so we could post it on social media. (P3)

Similarly, P10 explains her regular routine: “Before I post pictures I say, ‘Hey look at my photos from the night before,’ and we’ll pass each others phones around, see if there’s any good pictures or bad ones and say, ‘Hey don’t put this up’ or ‘Let’s delete this’” (P10). Here, her friends help her reach an informed decision on what photos would be appropriate and not prone to negatively affecting their reputations.

Collectively approving a photo before posting is not always an option, nor is it the last step of preventing privacy violations. There remains a final stage of a photo open to negotiations: after the photo is shared online.

5.5 Fourth Stage: Photo as Shared Object
In this stage, a photo has already been shared online through social media. Students here asked, “Should the sharing of the photo be mitigated?” – how can one reduce the risk (i.e., possible impact on privacy) of a photo that has already been posted online? Interviews showed that students actively negotiate to decide the appropriate WAs to mitigate the risk of an undesirable photo posted on social media.

5.5.1 WA #6 Accept and Adapt
A few participants (N=6) simply accepted the risks associated with their photo being shared online when considering the downsides of confronting social contacts, since that might affect their relationships. Instead, participants accepted and adapted to the reality of posted photos that did not meet their approval. They mentally brushed off the effect these photos might have on their privacy, or convinced themselves they were overreacting:

I’ll send videos of myself being kind of goofy or putting on really silly voices for my girlfriend. I’ll … tend to assume what I’m saying to her is in confidence, and sometimes she’ll post one of those silly videos I made just for her onto Instagram, so I’m a bit embarrassed and feel vulnerable … I try to work on being less self-conscious, so I let it slide pretty much, and she’s less self-conscious than I am. (P19)

Avoiding conflict was preferred because participants felt that the negative impact usually is limited, and they would confront others only if there were serious threats to their privacy through misrepresentation that can cause context collapse. P1 explained that most of the time, it is not “worth putting a fuss about. If it was something … that misrepresented me as a person, I’d probably say something.”

5.5.2 WA #7 Watching Out for Others
Students rely heavily on their friends to remain vigilant about any undesirable shared photos that could put their
privacy at risk. They trust their friends to watch each other's backs on social media and warn them of any risks:

*It was snowing and [my friend] was wearing open-back moccasins. One of her friends saw on a guy friend's Snapstory … like, “Who is this girl wearing moccasins?” and she was like, “I know who that girl is.” She took a screenshot and sent it to her. She was so weirded out. Cause it was a random guy who made fun of her.* (P10)

As we mentioned before, social media accounts of students who live in Greek-letter organizations may be monitored to ensure clean sharing that does not harm the chapter's image. To achieve that, students reported collaborating together to get this mission done and not solely depending on the person formerly assigned to this mission. In some cases (N=4), vigilance translates into direct confrontation with transgressors on behalf of friends, especially with salacious pictures:

*I knew a guy who got mad at this girl, and he had a picture of her butt. And on her butt he had written his name in marker. She thought she sent it just to him, but he got mad and posted it on social media ... I actually called the guy ‘cause I knew him and I was like, “Look just take that down because that’s pretty embarrassing,” and it was a really shy girl … Well, he took it down immediately.* (P15)

### 5.5.3 WA #8 Negotiate Directly

When a shared photo might compromise someone's privacy, participants worked around by engaging in direct negotiation to mitigate risk and reclaim context. Most of our participants (N=12) had asked at least one person they knew to delete a posted photo. Since SNS do not provide built-in functionality to facilitate such negotiations, students used workarounds to take matters into their own hands. Negotiation often took place offline, mainly face-to-face. Participants recognized that once someone took ownership of a photo, they had no control over it and could not remove their digital footprint by themselves. They must instead negotiate with the account owner: “On Facebook it’s easier … You can just untag yourself. The concern is that it’s still on someone’s page, there’s not much you can do besides convince them to delete it” (P9).

As mentioned earlier, students are selective in making their requests. They are tactful to both save face and preserve the friendship; they avoid ordering their friends to remove the disputed photo: “I’m just like, ‘I look weird take that off’ because that’s the best way to approach people about stuff like that. Not like coming in really mad and stuff like that” (P22). Students may indirectly and jokingly warn their friends about their concerns: “My friends and I always joke, if we just send each other a stupid face, and we screen shot it we always call each other out like, ‘Oh my gosh, I trusted you. It’s Snapchat, that’s not what you’re supposed to do’” (P14). Underlying this humor is serious intent to negotiate a different ending to the photo’s shared existence.

### 6. A DESIGN OPPORTUNITY MAP FOR PHOTO SURVEILLANCE

Our experience model suggests that, in response to the ubiquity of digital photography and SNS, undergraduates now enact a constant, low-level state of watchfulness. It is directed outwardly, toward those in physical and virtual proximity, and, inwardly – toward the self – as these students try to provide as little opportunity as possible for others to subject them to negative, long-term social sanction. This watchfulness is a logical consequence or “harm” of surveillance [63, 68, 56], but not of surveillance by the government or intelligence agencies or even corporations. Rather, it is the consequence of an informal social network of average citizens, including one’s own friends and family, all of whom are armed with smart phones and social media accounts. In lieu of technological solutions, students perform workarounds incorporating a dynamic collection of people, practices, rules, devices, apps, and services to manage their privacy. This has an impact on their daily lives, adding to their individual burden of privacy [54]. These students worry that information about themselves and their intimate groups, often captured by themselves or others on social media, might be misunderstood or misused by others when appearing out of its context [55, 9, 73], resulting in negative consequences [4] for them or even losing their reputation [67]. Young adults' watchfulness adds nuance to previous work (cf. Section 2) on individual and collaborative strategies to manage privacy through both online and offline channels.

Moreover, our experience model describes watchfulness as not simply a response to the physical ubiquity of cameras but to the temporal persistence that surveillance via digital photography entails. Just as they did in high school [9], our students manage their boundaries and “presentations of self” [28]. Now, however, the stakes for maintaining students' privacy are indelible and include the loss of scholarships, jobs, and leadership opportunities in addition to the kinds of relationships they might want to have with others. In such a world, where anyone may be instantly, permanently spotlighted, everyone starts to look like the paparazzi.

The necessity of workarounds highlight that pervasive photography and the lack of technology to facilitate their needs forces students to form and respond to models of informational norms of collection and dissemination, both in face-to-face and online interactions. Students predict the vulnerability of photos by examining factors that might likely become misinterpreted (e.g., places). They describe an increasing awareness of invasion of privacy from secret capture by both friends and strangers. They engage in self-censoring behaviors in face-to-face interactions, enact intentional boundary work across different social media platforms, negotiate with each other over shared expectations and practices, and adopt positions of personal and social vigilance to prevent and respond to cases privacy invasion.

We will describe an opportunity map – a mapping from our experience model to design directions for researchers and practitioners to pursue [37] – that provides two design approaches to our experience map. First, it provides a way to identify and organize design requirements by temporal stages in the lifespan of a digital photo. With this map, we can readily survey what aspects of privacy management in a stage current designs address and do not address; in particular, it points to the need for designs to address the underlying causes of WAs. These design opportunities are grounded in our findings but are nonetheless speculative and sometimes future-oriented; they are not fully fleshed out solutions to the concerns of photographic surveillance. Second, our map provides designers ways to envision boundary management as not an isolated series of actions but as in-
terconnected. This perspective, for example, suggests new design avenues for dealing with surveillance from shared digital photos that address multiple stages.

6.1 Designs for Individual Stages

Since the emergence of social platforms and mobile cameras, researchers have proposed various mitigation strategies that are applicable to different stages of our experience model; we have arranged these solutions onto our model in Table 1. Social media platforms such as Facebook, Snapchat, and Instagram already support some privacy protection techniques where a subject can, for instance, ‘untag’ themselves from, or report, an offensive photo (Stage 4). Yet, such photos can still persist and continue to be shared. Much of the existing work has focused on Stages 1 and 3, where the user can specify regions, places, objects, and attires to be identified; these solutions protect their privacy by blurring or tagging photos that have these attributes. Some prototypes allow the user to alter a photo by marking or specifying sensitive areas [62, 76, 41] or setting up a privacy policy [64]. Other prototypes propose wearing additional accessories such as special sticklers [75], clothes, and bracelets [42] to blur the subject’s face in a captured image. Still other prototypes support Stage 2 by restricting photos in controlled environments.

Most of the existing prototypes support multiple stage interventions with some customizations. However, our experience model identifies a gap in designs that consider workarounds through different photo stages for privacy management. These prototypes are too specific; there is a need for more general-level designs giving more control to the subjects and bystanders, not just the photographers. Designs also need to consider how participants often prefer collaborative and collective strategies to mitigate privacy risks.

Many of the design directions we introduce below involve the integration of different devices and software into the ecosystem of digital photography and SNS. We do not have easy answers on how this will be accomplished but surmise that we will need technical solutions coupled with new policies. Scholars will need to consider how standards and processes can be developed between disparate stakeholders (e.g., software and hardware camera companies). Alternatively, we will need designs that are capable of defending against adversarial systems; such advances may only be practical when the appropriate sensors or algorithms have been researched (e.g., sensors that can detect camera activity). In the next subsections, for each stage, we discuss design opportunities, speculative designs that address these opportunities, and the research challenges of implementing such designs.

6.1.1 First Stage: Designing for Potential Captures

Opportunity: Actors live daily with the ongoing potentiality of a photo harming their privacy being taken with or without their awareness.

Designs that work despite the absence of communication between visible and invisible actors taking photos. There is a distinct lack of communication between the photographer and subject; one does not realize that a photo will be taken in any given moment. New designs would allow photographer and subject-specific systems (i.e., smartphones or tablets) to interoperate with each other to notify subjects about covert attempts to take their photo.

Designs that maintain preferred practices to prevent the creation of photos vulnerable to context collapse. Participants act idiosyncratically based on their own WAs to protect their privacy (e.g., self-disciplining their physical behavior and appearance at all times) from unknown and unobservable capture. Based on self-selected behaviors, designs may remind users to maintain certain workarounds. Such designs are analogous to apps like the ‘Drunk Mode’ app used by our participants to prevent themselves from taking photos that might affect their self-presentation negatively.

6.1.2 Second Stage: Designing for In-the-Moment Maneuvers and Scene Alteration

Opportunity: Photographers felt it was unnecessary to obtain consent from parties that might be involved when a shot was imminent. It was up to subjects and bystanders to react immediately to evidence of such a capture.

Designs that support in-the-moment maneuvers. College students reverted to face-to-face, in-the-moment WAs because technological solutions to convey their privacy and personal preferences regarding imminent capture were not available. In-the-moment capture requires a time-sensitive solution that communicates preferences to the photographer, whereas the previous stage requires an omnipresent, overseer-type system. Researchers will be challenged to find solutions sensitive to the social nuances of negotiating capture when the photographer and subject are in proximity.

Designs that support socially unobtrusive rejection of capture. These designs would alert subjects that photography was imminent in their area, allowing them to move out of the camera’s physical frame. Designs may help subjects and bystanders visualize an active photographer or the path of a camera’s focus. Lastly, designs may alert photographers themselves of social, even formal rules of capture tied to a location and/or event (such as a sorority party). This solution, for instance, may require a form of crowdsourcing to label a current location as the site of an occasion with rules.

Designs that evaluate how ‘safe’ a photo is. Participants reported manually scanning the scene before captures to ensure subjects were safe from potential contextual collapse (e.g., no drinking, no embarrassing dancing, and no Solo cups). Designs should support participants’ active, in-person evaluations and allow negotiation over with whom to share the photo – this suggests designs need to support segmentation (i.e., an awareness of multiple photo sharing platforms and their use-cases for particular audiences).

6.1.3 Third Stage: Designing for Photo Negotiation

Opportunity: In this stage, the photo exists, and participants enacted WAs to determine whether it should be shared.

Designs that support in-situ photo negotiation. When negotiating the sharing of a photo, participants asked (or were asked) for consent face-to-face, away from the online world in which the photos would be shared. Participants found it more expedient to seek consent in-person immediately after the photo was taken and before sharing it. Previous research has highlighted the need to facilitate in-person collaboration over photo sharing in social media sites [72, 43, 85, 79, 16, 36, 50]. However, SNS still lack a negotiation tool to notify involved parties before sharing the photo. Parties
need a mechanism that works at the site of capture, in-situ, directly after the group photo to facilitate obtaining consent. Additionally, a remote version would allow sharing to be decided after-the-fact. Researchers will need to investigate solutions that incorporate information such as the identity of people in a photo, one’s social network, and the physical locations of relevant parties.

6.1.4 Fourth Stage: Designing to Shield from Consequences

Opportunity: In this final stage, people’s privacy has already been compromised. Students had to find WAs with photographers. Those who chose to avoid conflict with the photographer had to accept the risk of unwanted disclosure. A few participants resorted to technical means to protect their privacy, untagging themselves from posted photos.

Designs that mitigate consequences. Participants spoke powerfully of the effects on their reputation from photos that were vulnerable to context collapse. How can we both mitigate damage on reputation and help one recover their reputation from these already-taken photos? Future research should address this under-investigated area.

Designs that support socially acceptable workarounds of photo removal. Direct negotiation is a means by which many participants got photos to be deleted. Scholars will need to address the challenge of supporting negotiation that is tactful or even passive. Designs might allow users to convey that they want a photo to be removed through the use of humor about the content or subject of the photo – this avoids direct conflict between subject and photographer while still communicating that the photo is inappropriate for sharing.

Designs that ease concern about consequences of context collapse. Some participants, after some consternation, simply accepted that context collapse had happened. Uniquely, systems might help users come to a realization that a risky photo may not adversely effect their reputation. Such systems may pose scenarios with similar photos and demonstrate that the consequences were not as dire as they seem now, and that the users should take the photo as a learning moment. Researchers will need to create appropriate exemplars that can form the basis of these scenarios.

Designs that support vigilance (i.e., ‘neighborhood watch’). Bystanders sometimes alerted subjects that someone had posted a photo of them on social media without their knowledge. A system that supports such neighborhood watch-type communities would leverage the power and motivation of particular organizations (e.g., Greek communities or college career services) or social groups (e.g., close friends). Such crowd-sourced watching might root out reputation-damaging photos before they propagate widely but would need to avoid inadvertently creating a system for cyberbullying.

6.2 Photo Trajectories: It Takes a Village...

Our experience model visualizes the trajectory of workarounds for managing privacy throughout a digital photo’s lifespan. Thus, aside from cleaning what systems must do at each specific stage over a photo’s life, a wider, more significant contribution of our model is in highlighting issues germane to the photo’s trajectory. Our experience model highlights several concerns that are difficult to see in any individual stage but are eminently visible when we step back and look at the entire process. Our central message here is that for college students – akin to the African proverb, “it takes a village to raise a child” – it takes an entire social group to help manage each others’ privacy, thanks to digital photography. This perspective, we believe, is more in-line with what our participants actually do to manage their privacy – they enact collaborative workarounds in individual stages of a photo in service to a long-term, curated representation of themselves. We identify design opportunities and challenges to support this perspective on privacy management to produce photos with a ‘healthier’, more privacy-sensitive life.

6.2.1 The Power of the Photographer: Empowering the Subject and Bystanders, too

In each stage of our model, we observe that the photographer remains a powerful actor. Photographers have overwhelming power in deciding to digitally capture, alter, and disseminate a photo. In Stage 1, the workaround space is large and untenable, out of the subject’s control. The photographer’s actions are not moderated, and instead, it behooves the subject to alter their own physical behavior or routines to protect their privacy. In Stage 4, the photographer has already released their photo to the online world where it can be endlessly modified and disseminated, after which the photographer bears no responsibility for their digital progeny. Even in a collective network like Facebook, the only two options for subjects to deal with unflattering photos they are tagged in are to untag themselves and ask the uploader to delete the photo [23], making the subjects feel helpless to enforce their privacy preferences. In Stage 2 and 3 – when the photo is imminent and taken, respectively – the photographer is bound by social conventions to negotiate with those physically around them. Yet, the camera device, perhaps a smartphone, remains under the photographer’s control. The photographer may pass their smartphone around for their
friends’ review, but it is understood that the owner of the smartphone will be the one pushing the ‘delete’ button.

The power of the photographer lies in the sites in which both capture and sharing happen – in the hardware and the software possessed by the photographer. We suggest that designs should dilute the concentrated power of photography that currently resides with the photographer by spreading it across all interested actors. For instance, we should investigate technical opportunities to give power to subjects and bystanders at all stages of the photo’s existence. Such solutions will need to answer difficult questions on how to work around conflicts. For instance, we can imagine a user toggling a ‘do not share photos of me’ setting on their smartphone’s OS. If the photographer takes a shot in a tourist spot, with many potential subjects having turned on this feature in their phone, this may ruin the photographer’s experience – it will be impossible to frame a photo without an opt-out person in the background. Should we rob the photographer of their power to take a photo for their aesthetic goals? Such solutions could rely on the propriety of photographers [34] to honor ‘requests’ sent by the subjects – even if photographers may have the ultimate power of the veto, technical mechanisms are needed to enable a more seamless negotiation than the current status quo.

6.2.2 Making Past Workarounds Visible

Once a photo has been shared (Stage 4), the user has no idea what the photo has gone through. For example, did all co-owners (photographer and the subjects) of a particular photo approve it to be shared online? With whom? Could past workarounds of a photo be visualized? What if we could see to what degree different actors’ decisions allowed the photo to reach its current state? If future designs are able to automate collaborative workarounds of various stages, a system may attach to the photo visualizations that indicate its negotiated nature – key decisions made, by whom, where (physically), and at what stage. Then, the photo would bear the mark of its history. This might look like the functionality for Facebook that allows anyone who can see a published post to see its ‘edit history’ [22].

By making past workarounds more visible, we can empower users, and even social platforms, to better determine the appropriateness (possibly including the factualness) of the photo in terms of privacy and context collapse. If a photo shows strong vetting, the social platform could prioritize the photo in terms of privacy and context collapse. If a photo is taken; when a photo is about to be taken, they employ explicit and implicit measures to prevent a photo from being taken; after a photo is taken the photographer and subjects deliberate whether the photo should be posted to social media; and finally, if a photo is shared, friends look out for each other and attempt to remove damaging photos. By reaching theoretical saturation with coding, we believe our findings accurately capture the workarounds undergraduates enact in a world of constant photographic capture and sharing. We, however, warn against generalizing since our participants were in higher education institutions in a particular cultural setting. Future work will further test the validity of our models, perhaps through the use of surveys that will reach a wider, more representative sample.

By making past workarounds more visible, we can empower users, and even social platforms, to better determine the appropriateness (possibly including the factualness) of the photo in terms of privacy and context collapse. If a photo shows strong vetting, the social platform could prioritize the photo’s appearance in contacts’ ‘newsfeeds’, for example. Alternatively, a user may choose to alert a social platform of a poorly vetted photo and/or have an option, themselves, to prevent its further dissemination by refusing to share that photo. Novel technical mechanisms that reveal past workarounds of a photo may thus add assurances to the platform and its users as to how the photo should be displayed or further disseminated. This also interestingly suggests that the solution to human workarounds does not lie simply in eliminating them via technology (which can be technically intractable and perhaps unwanted) but rather in rendering them visible – via technology – to the user.

6.2.3 Making Future Trajectories Visible

Not only should systems support making past processes and practices visible in digital photography, they should also intelligibly highlight the possible privacy consequences of photos. Although researchers have suggested that social networking sites need to learn from the online, privacy-preserving behaviors of people [25, 30], our findings suggest a need to combine data on behaviors in both the face-to-face and online worlds in order to address privacy. For instance, mobile photo applications now support ‘augmented reality’ modes, where the camera feed is annotated in real-time. Social platforms can offer a comprehensive suite of tools that include a ‘privacy-respecting camera’ in Stages 1 and 2 in addition to affordances in other stages. These cameras could overlay the display with indicators of potential context collapse as well as subjects’ privacy preferences. Facial analysis of expressions could attempt to predict vulnerability to context collapse. Inference of activities, such as parties and whether such activities constitute grounds for self-censorship, could provide additional data to algorithms designed to reduce context collapse. Importantly, while such analyses and predictions can be performed at later stages by the social media platform, creating a ‘privacy sensitive camera’ offers unique opportunities for social platforms to tackle privacy at the nascent stages of a photo’s life.

7. CONCLUSION

Our study shows that college students are acutely aware of pervasive photography in their lives and how photos taken out of context can impact their privacy. They engage in various ‘workarounds’ (where technology fails) in an attempt to manage their privacy. Young adults engage in a combination of behaviors at various stages: they know a photo can be taken at any time and adjust their behaviors in case a photo is taken; when a photo is about to be taken, they employ explicit and implicit measures to prevent a photo from being taken; after a photo is taken the photographer and subjects deliberate whether the photo should be posted to social media; and finally, if a photo is shared, friends look out for each other and attempt to remove damaging photos. By reaching theoretical saturation with coding, we believe our findings accurately capture the workarounds undergraduates enact in a world of constant photographic capture and sharing. We, however, warn against generalizing since our participants were in higher education institutions in a particular cultural setting. Future work will further test the validity of our models, perhaps through the use of surveys that will reach a wider, more representative sample.

We organize our findings on workarounds using an experience model, an established framework to facilitate design insights from fieldwork, and present a design opportunity map based on the experience model. This design opportunity map surveys current privacy systems and identifies future design opportunities for privacy management. For instance, it highlights the need for designs to support interoperability between different ecosystems, rejection of imminent photo captures, in-situ negotiation before sharing photos, and easing the psychological anxiety of photo sharing. Importantly, our map provides a holistic framework for design that aligns with the temporal, long-term nature of privacy management. A remit to protect privacy impels us to reflect upon designs that challenge the concentrated power the photographer now wields and render visible the past and future work that make pervasive photography work for, not against, people captured in photos.
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ABSTRACT

Previous research has suggested that people use the private browsing mode of their web browsers to conduct privacy-sensitive activities online, but have misconceptions about how it works and are likely to overestimate the protections it provides. To better understand how private browsing is used and whether users are at risk, we analyzed browsing data collected from over 450 participants of the Security Behavior Observatory (SBO), a panel of users consenting to researchers observing their daily computing behavior “in the wild” through software monitoring. We explored discrepancies between observed and self-reported private behaviors through a follow-up survey, distributed to both Mechanical Turk and SBO participants. The survey also allowed us to investigate why private browsing is used for certain activities. Our findings reveal that people use private browsing for practical and security reasons, beyond the expected privacy reasons. Additionally, the primary use cases for private browsing were consistent across the reported and empirical data, though there were discrepancies in how frequently private browsing is used for online activities. We conclude that private browsing does mitigate our participants’ concerns about their browsing activities being revealed to other users of their computer, but participants overestimate the protection from online tracking and targeted advertising.

Prior user studies have examined different aspects of private browsing, including contexts for using private browsing [4, 10, 16, 28, 41], general misconceptions of how private browsing technical functions and the protections it offers [10, 16], and usability issues with private browsing interfaces [41, 44]. A major limitation of much prior work is that it is based on self-reported survey data, which may not always be reliable. In answering surveys, participants may not remember all past activities, may be too embarrassed to report some of their private browsing behavior, or may misinterpret survey questions [23]. Moreover, it is unclear whether users’ misconceptions reported in prior work are relevant to users’ motivations for engaging private browsing mode, and thus, lead to privacy harms.

Our study builds on prior work to provide a better understanding of how people use private browsing, and identify the gaps that exist between users’ perceptions of the privacy protections afforded by private browsing and the reasons they use it. To do so, we analyzed browsing data contributed by 451 participants over a three-year period to the Security Behavior Observatory (SBO), a longitudinal panel study actively collecting data related to privacy and security behaviors from participants’ home Windows computers [7, 13, 14, 36]. We supplement this analysis with a survey which explored reasons for using private browsing, and common misconceptions about its actual protections. Our survey was distributed to both SBO and Amazon Mechanical Turk participants so that we could compare our findings with the misconceptions explored in prior work [16] and determine whether our findings hold across two demographically different populations.

Our work contributes the following: 1) We leverage SBO browsing data to explore patterns in private browsing usage, such as how browsing activity differs between normal and private browsing modes. 2) We examine to what degree private browsing activities observed by the SBO differ from those reported in our survey, in order to investigate the impact of self-reporting bias on prior work. 3) We provide insights into why people use private browsing for specific use cases, and explore to what extent misconceptions about private browsing may be harming private browsing users.

Overall, private browsing occurred in only 4% of the 167,128 browsing sessions observed in the SBO, indicating that users likely only switch to private browsing to complete a specific
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1Amazon Mechanical Turk: https://www.mturk.com/
task. The most common use cases for private browsing include using a service which requires a login and performing a search engine query. We observed that websites categorized as adult content constituted a larger percentage of domains visited in private browsing than in normal browsing. Proportionally, participants also conducted searches about sensitive topics and watched age-restricted YouTube videos more frequently in private browsing mode than in normal browsing. We found discrepancies between the private browsing usage reported by SBO participants and that empirically observed, though overall, the most common activities observed were similar to those reported.

Similar to Gao et al., our survey found that although participants had misconceptions about the technical mechanisms behind private browsing, they did find utility in this tool. The most commonly reported use of private browsing was to prevent browsing or search activities from being stored to their device, and potentially being seen by other users. However, we found that some participants overestimated the protections offered by private browsing for the specific use cases they reported, which could lead them to use private browsing in potentially harmful ways. For example, some participants reported that their credit cards were better protected in private browsing mode during online shopping and that their social media activities were hidden from their employers when browsing at work. Identifying such misconceptions is necessary to educate users about the actual protections offered by private browsing, and help them navigate the privacy decisions they make online. We conclude with a discussion about the implications of our findings for browser design and usability.

2. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
In this section we present relevant literature and background information related to our study. We focus on prior literature examining privacy concerns of internet users, as well as that studying typical use cases for private browsing. Additionally, we provide a description of private browsing functionalities available in major web browsers currently offered on the market to better highlight user misconceptions observed in our study.

2.1 Privacy Sensitive Online Activities
Prior work has explored users’ privacy concerns when they use the internet. Angulo studied users’ concerns in “online privacy panic situations” such as account hijacking, leaking of data online, and identity theft. He found that financial harm, embarrassment, and reputation loss were users’ primary concerns. A 2013 Pew Research Center survey of 1,002 U.S. adults about online privacy and security concerns and behaviors found that 50% of participants reported being concerned about the amount of personal information collected about them online, and 50% did not believe it is possible to be anonymous on the internet. Most commonly, survey participants expressed a desire to hide their activities from hackers and advertisers, and more participants reported taking steps to avoid advertisers and uncomfortable social situations than to avoid employers or the government from knowing their activities.

Prior work has also found that users are willing to take measures to protect their privacy. In the same 2013 Pew survey, 86% of participants had taken steps to remove or hide their online activities, including clearing cookies or browser history and disabling cookies in their browser. An interview study conducted by Kang et al. found that 77% of their non-technical participants reported taking some action to hide or delete their “digital footprints,” including using private browsing mode.

Other research has highlighted that certain online activities, such as visiting adult content, performing search engine queries, and receiving targeted advertising, may be particularly sensitive. The Pew Research Center found that only 13–15% of their participants reported that they visited adult websites or shared adult content online. Another Pew Research Center survey found that 73% of participants viewed the storing of searches by search engine providers, such as Google, as an invasion of privacy, and 68% opposed receiving targeted advertising. Similarly, a study conducted by Panjwani and Shrivastava analyzing whether users are willing to trade off search personalization for privacy found that 84% of their participants considered at least one of their observed Google searches as sensitive and preferred personalized results for fewer than 20% of these types of searches. In a vignette survey, Rader found that advertisements were a concern related to search engine queries, but participants viewed advertisements in Facebook as even more concerning. However, the findings from an interview study conducted by Agarwal et al. suggest that though users are concerned about tracking on some types of websites, they generally may be more concerned with embarrassment stemming from particular types of advertisements, such as those promoting sexually explicit content, dating sites, or lingerie. The authors also observed that videos viewed by the participants were also often reported as sensitive.

Altogether, this prior work highlights reasons why users may choose to use private browsing mode when performing certain activities online. In our study we aim to explore these reasons in more detail to identify whether there are common misconceptions among online users about the protections provided by private browsing. Though users have concerns regarding their online privacy and try to take steps to protect it, they may often make mistakes in doing so.

2.2 Private Browsing Functionalities
Each major web browser has a private browsing mode. However, different browsers refer to it using different terms. Google Chrome call private browsing “Incognito Mode,” Internet Explorer and Microsoft Edge refer to it as “InPrivate Browsing,” and Firefox, Opera, and Safari each refer to it as “Private Browsing.” Generally, when users browse in private browsing mode, their browsing history and disabling cookies in their browser. Additionally, in some browsers, the files a user downloads during a private browsing session do not appear in their downloads list. Table 1 summarizes the private browsing functionalities of each browser.

Primarily, private browsing prevents a user’s browsing and search activities from being seen by other users of the device. It also provides some protection against online tracking and targeted advertising. Private browsing windows do not replay the cookies and other trackers previously placed by websites in normal browsing mode. Additionally, any
In Firefox, some web trackers identified by Disconnect also enable additional web tracking protection mechanisms. In Firefox, some web trackers identified by Disconnect are automatically blocked when users enable private browsing mode [30], while Safari enables Do Not Track, a signal that requests websites not to track users [6]. However, private browsing does not prevent websites from seeing a user’s IP address, nor does it hide a user's activities from their Internet Service Provider (ISP).

Prior work in the field of computer forensics has found that artifacts that can identify a user’s browsing activities do still remain on the user’s computer, even if they use private browsing mode [27, 40]. For example, Ohana and Shashidhar were able to recover usernames, cached images, and URL history from RAM for activities conducted in Internet Explorer’s InPrivate mode [33]. A study by Aggarwal et al. highlighted that browser extensions could be particularly privacy violating if enabled in private browsing mode [4]. Soghoian argues that private browsing mode does not offer the level of privacy users expect, and may provide users a false confidence that their activities are truly private [42].

In our work, we aim to further explore whether or not users do have misconceptions about private browsing, particularly concerning the most common activities for which private browsing is used.

### 2.3 Private Browsing Usage

Prior work has explored how people use private browsing and the misconceptions users have about how it works. A recent survey of 5,710 U.S. participants about private browsing conducted by DuckDuckGo [41], a privacy-protective search engine, found that 46% of participants had used private browsing at least once on their computer and 43% had used it on a mobile device. The survey also revealed that two-thirds of participants overestimated the privacy protections offered by private browsing, the most common misconceptions being that private browsing prevents tracking from websites and online advertisers, and that it hides searches from search engines [10]. This particular survey population may have been more privacy sensitive than the average online user. However, Gao et al. found similar misconceptions regarding online tracking in a survey study, and reported that many participants did not understand the technical mechanisms behind private browsing. Perceived benefits of private browsing mentioned by participants included that it protects against data collection from malicious sites, reduces page load times, and prevents viruses from being downloaded [16].

An interview study conducted by Shirazi and Volkman highlighted several usability issues participants noted related to private browsing, including determining whether or not private mode was active in Firefox and Chrome, confusion with browser-provided descriptions of private browsing, and perceptions that it was hard to use or that websites would not be fully functional [41]. Similarly, Wu et al. found in an online study that nearly every disclosure of private browsing provided by major browsers failed to dispel common misconceptions about private browsing mode [44].

Common use cases for private browsing reported in these prior studies include performing “embarrassing” searches, visiting pornographic and dating sites, preventing targeted ads, avoiding cookies, accessing social media, browsing on unprotected Wi-Fi networks, and buying presents [4, 10, 16, 41, 44]. A report from Mozilla’s Test Pilot study analyzed timing patterns related to private browsing usage and found that there are spikes in usage at lunch time, the end of the work hours, and after midnight. The report also revealed that most private browsing sessions have a duration of about 10 minutes [28].

Our work builds on these prior studies of private browsing. In our survey, we examine more nuanced use cases for private browsing determined from an analysis of actual user data collected through the Security Behavior Observatory. We also seek a deeper understanding of the threats users are seeking protection from specific to particular use cases. Furthermore, we aim to study users’ understandings of the technical mechanisms behind private browsing and identify misconceptions that lead users to believe private browsing is protecting them in ways that it is not.

### 3. METHODOLOGY

In this section we describe our data collection and analysis methodology. Our study incorporates both empirical and survey data, collected from a longitudinal study, as well as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk.

#### 3.1 The Security Behavior Observatory

For our analyses of private browsing behaviors, we used browsing data collected from the Security Behavior Observatory (SBO), further described in Section 3.1.1. We provide additional details about the analyses we conducted for this study in Section 3.1.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Browsing History Not Stored</th>
<th>Cookies Not Stored⁴</th>
<th>Login Info Not Stored</th>
<th>Info Not Stored</th>
<th>Form Data Not Stored</th>
<th>Tracking Protection Enabled</th>
<th>Downloaded Files Hidden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safari 11.0.3</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Do Not Track</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Explorer 11</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Do Not Track</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox 58.0.2</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Disconnect</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge 41.16299.15</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome 63.0.3239</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera 51</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of private browsing functions of six major web browsers. Safari, Internet Explorer, and Edge are the only browsers in which downloaded files do not appear in the user’s downloads list during private browsing. Cookies are still exchanged in private browsing, but are not stored beyond the session.

---

⁴Disconnect: https://disconnect.me/
⁵DuckDuckGo: https://duckduckgo.com/
3.1.1 Data Collection
The Security Behavior Observatory (SBO) is a longitudinal panel capturing the usage and security behaviors of Windows computer users \cite{7,13,14,36}. The study has been continuously recruiting new participants and collecting data since late 2014 and, as of December 2017, has collected data from over 530 machines.

SBO participants’ own home computers are instrumented with data collection software that is designed to collect data automatically with minimal effects on users’ normal activities. The SBO data collection software includes system-level components, which allow collection of metadata related to system events, installed software, and other system events and user activities. The software suite also includes browser extensions for Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and Internet Explorer that collect browsing history metadata including URLs and titles of pages visited by the user.

The study’s protocol is approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at all universities that work with data from the panel. Each participant completes an enrollment phone call with a member of the research team during which they are assisted with reviewing the study description and terms. During that phone call, participants sign a consent form that explicitly states that all browsing activity and network traffic may be subject to monitoring and that the full contents of web pages may be collected, with the exception of a few highly-sensitive data types.

After the participant has asked any questions they may have and has completed the consent form, a researcher assists each participant with installing the SBO system software, as well as the browser extensions for Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and/or Internet Explorer. The researcher and the participant are connected via both phone and remote session during this entire process so that the researcher can explain each installation step and so that the participant may ask any additional questions that arise. In the case of Google Chrome, an explicit opt-in is required in order for the extension to be able to run and collect data in Incognito mode, so participants either observe the researcher enabling it (and have the opportunity to decline this or ask the researcher for more information) or undergo the step of enabling this functionality themselves.

Participants received $30 for enrolling, as well as $10 per month for continued participation, and are free to leave the study at any time. Given the breadth of the SBO’s data collection, special considerations are made for the security and privacy of its participants. After collection, SBO data is encrypted in transmission and stored on hardened servers accessible only to research team members and maintenance personnel using a VPN and two-factor authentication.

We utilized data collected by the SBO’s Chrome and Firefox extensions. These extensions collect data related to users’ browsing histories, including page URLs, page titles, timestamps, and flags indicating the use of private browsing modes. They also collect a variety of metadata regarding browser configuration and preferences, including information about browser settings and extensions present in the browser. We excluded sessions comprised solely of activity from other browsers from our analysis, as only the Chrome and Firefox extensions report a private browsing flag.

3.1.2 Data Analysis
In this section we describe the analyses we conducted using browsing data collected through the SBO. The data was collected between October 15, 2014 and December 19, 2017 and was contributed by 451 distinct SBO participants. While the SBO has collected data from more participants, for our analysis we excluded participants who had technical issues in reporting browsing data. We also did not include those who solely used a browser other than Chrome or Firefox, as the SBO currently only collects private browsing activity from these two browsers. As the browsing data is stored in a MySQL database, much of our analysis was conducted using MySQL queries. To analyze browsing activity at a session level, or period of continuous browsing activity, the data used in our analyses were labeled with a session identifier. We identified browsing sessions as periods of browsing activity such that there was a gap of at least 30 minutes before the session started and ended. Wang et al. used a similar time-based definition to distinguish browsing sessions, with a threshold of 20 minutes \cite{43}.

To analyze the contexts in which private browsing was being used, we manually annotated all sessions containing private browsing data with the use cases listed in Table \ref{tab:use_cases}. These use cases were determined by annotating a subset of the private browsing data and finding commonly occurring activities.

To ensure accuracy and consistency in coding, two researchers independently coded 25\% of the private browsing data, achieving an agreement of $\kappa = 0.81$. All conflicting sessions were reviewed and resolved. The remaining data were coded by a single researcher. After coding the private browsing data, we identified the dominant use case for private browsing for each participant who used it. We determined this to be the use case that the participant did most frequently in private browsing and in at least half of their browsing sessions containing private browsing activity.

We also ran several analyses to compare activities in private browsing with those in normal browsing. The four primary attributes we analyzed were the set of domains visited, categories of the websites visited, search engine queries conducted, and types of YouTube videos viewed. We chose to focus on search engine queries and YouTube activity because conducting searches and streaming video or audio are among the most common use cases for private browsing, in both the observed SBO data and survey responses.

To make statistical comparisons between the two browsing modes, we used Pearson’s chi-square tests, with $\alpha = 0.05$. We also report the effect size using the phi coefficient ($\phi$), if the comparison was between two binary variables, or Cramer’s $V (V)$, if the variables compared had more than two levels, for the significant associations we observed. Both measures are reported on a scale from -1 to 1, where -1 indicates complete negative association and 1 indicates complete
positive association. Only results with at least a small effect (where the association is at least 0.1) are reported, which is an accepted threshold for reporting statistical results [8].

Domains Visited
In comparing the set of domains visited, we calculated the Jaccard similarity coefficient of the distinct domains (e.g., mail.google.com) visited in private browsing with those visited in normal browsing. Subdomains (e.g., chat.google.com and mail.google.com) were counted as distinct domains. Two sets are completely dissimilar (they have no members in common) if they have a coefficient of 0, and are completely similar (they have all members in common) if they have a coefficient of 1 [15].

Domain Categories
To compare the categories of visited websites, we used Amazon’s Web Information Service (AWIS) to classify the domains visited. We reduced the number of AWIS provided categories to those that directly mapped to the common use cases for private browsing identified in the manual analysis. These categories are listed in Appendix A. We chose not to use AWIS categories to identify specific use cases of private browsing as some common use cases, such as bypassing a paywall on a news website, can only be determined by looking at the browsing activity in context.

Search Engine Queries
We also used our manual analysis of private browsing activities to identify keywords that corresponded to search engine queries that people may consider sensitive, based on the definition determined from our Mechanical Turk survey responses. The lists of keywords are provided in Appendix B. We developed a script to compare the presence of these keywords in the queries made in both browsing modes. The results of the script were manually reviewed for searches that would not be considered sensitive, and to ensure searches were correctly categorized. Queries to Google, Bing, or Yahoo were identified using the domain and query parameters in the URL of the browsing activity.

YouTube Activity
To compare the types of videos visited in private browsing with those in normal browsing, we developed a script utilizing the PhantomJS WebKit to parse the HTML of pages containing YouTube videos visited by SBO participants. For each video, we analyzed the element with the “unavailable-message” id, which we determined to be a sort of status indicator for the video. This element provided information about whether the video was blocked in restricted mode (indicating some sort of adult or sensitive content), removed for copyright reasons, or removed for violation of YouTube’s site policy on sexual, violent, or deceptive content. A list of these codes are provided in Appendix C. Due to the computing resources required for running the script, we analyzed all unique 2,190 videos viewed in private browsing and 3,158 unique videos viewed in normal browsing (a random sample of 5% of all unique videos viewed in normal browsing).

3.3 Survey
We conducted a survey to better understand why people use private browsing for certain browsing activities and whether users understand how it works. We administered our survey through both the SBO and Mechanical Turk to collect data from a larger population, and to evaluate the generalizability of our findings by comparing the two populations.

3.3.1 Data Collection
The survey developed for this study contained a combination of open-ended response and multiple choice questions. In the survey, participants answered questions about their background and device configurations, such as devices and browsers they typically use, use of private browsing mode, and if they shared their computer with others, demographics, their current cookie policy, any privacy-related browser extensions installed, and privacy consciousness (determined from the IUIPC scale for control, awareness, and collection [24]). Additionally, participants answered two open-ended questions asking what they expected to be protected from while using private browsing, and how they thought it functions. To investigate understanding of private browsing more deeply, the survey also presented 14 statements about technical details related to private browsing and participants selected one of the following options for each statement: “definitely correct,” “probably correct,” “probably incorrect,” “definitely incorrect,” or “I don’t know.” While some questions used more general terms, such as “anonymous,” others included more specific wording (like “IP address”) so that we could explore the consistency of potential misconceptions.

Participants who indicated ever having used private browsing on their browser were asked how frequently they had performed a list of 13 activities in private browsing mode, based on observed use cases from the SBO, during the past month. We chose to ask about activities in the past month to capture a more accurate representation of regular usage of private browsing, instead of activities that participants may have done only once or twice, a long time ago. Participants were asked a follow up open-ended question asking why they chose to use private browsing for each activity they indicated having done at least once in the past month.

The list of all survey questions is included in Appendix D. We first piloted the survey with 10 local participants who provided detailed feedback, and then conducted two rounds of pilot surveys on Mechanical Turk, with 20 participants each. After each round of piloting we improved the clarity of survey questions and developed additional questions. With approval from our IRB, we advertised this survey on Mechanical Turk as a survey about browsing habits, so as to potentially recruit participants who did not use private browsing. Mechanical Turk users who had a HIT approval rate of over 90% and were residents of the United States, over the age of 18, and not active military were eligible to take the survey. The survey was completed by 309 participants on Mechanical Turk who were compensated with $2.50.

Active SBO participants with Chrome or Firefox browsing data sent by a current version of the SBO browser extension were also invited to participate in the survey. This survey was optional for all SBO participants and did not affect their participation in the longitudinal panel. The survey contained the same questions that were distributed to

---

Footnotes:

the Mechanical Turk sample. In keeping with the approved IRB protocol for optional surveys distributed to this panel, SBO participants received $7.50 for completing the survey. Survey invitations were sent to 344 participants, and 227 participants completed the survey.

### 3.2.2 Data Analysis

Prior to running our statistical analyses of the survey data, we reviewed for indicators of repeat Mechanical Turk respondents. We removed four responses submitted from IP addresses from which we had previously received survey responses. Thus, we included 305 Mechanical Turk responses in our analyses. We did not have similar concerns about SBO participants completing the survey multiple times, because the SBO infrastructure prevents duplicate responses.

For statistical testing we used $\alpha = 0.05$. In comparisons in which both the independent and dependent variables were categorical, we ran Pearson’s chi-squared tests, or Fisher’s exact tests if any counts in the contingency table were below five. As in our categorical comparisons of SBO data, we also report the effect size of the association using the phi coefficient or Cramer’s V. When testing whether a certain population used private browsing for a particular use case, responses to the question asking participants how frequently they used private browsing for that use case in the past month were binned as a binary variable where the levels were “never” and “at least once.” Responses to this question were confirmed with the participant’s answer to the follow up question asking why they used private browsing. If participants reported that they did not use private browsing for that activity, or simply filled in “N/A” were excluded from the count of participants who used private browsing for that use case.

We used a binary logistic regression to test if demographics and privacy sensitivity influenced whether a participant had used private browsing. The independent variables for one regression were the categorical variables age, gender, education, and technical expertise. In another model, we tested for correlations with the IUIPC control, awareness, collection factors. The dependent variable of both regressions was whether or not the participant had used private browsing.

In measuring participants’ understanding of private browsing, we used their responses to the 14 statements about the technical details of private browsing. Each participant was assigned a score based on the number of questions they answered correctly, with the “probably” and “definitely” options grouped together. To compare the average score of distinct populations, we ran two-sided t-tests or ANOVA tests, depending on the number of levels in the independent variable. We also used a linear regression to test the impact of demographics on participants’ level of understanding, using the same independent variables as the logistic regression.

To analyze our qualitative data, we developed three separate codebooks; the first for the question about expected protections, the second for the question asking how private browsing works, and the third for responses to why private browsing was used for a specific use case. Codebooks were iteratively developed by reviewing a subset of responses to their respective questions for common themes. All responses were coded by two researchers independently, who then reviewed and resolved all conflicts. Our reporting of qualitative data is based on the resolved set of codes.

### 3.3 Limitations

While our study provides valuable insights into people’s usage of private browsing, there are some limitations of our findings. The manual coding of private browsing data could have introduced some errors in our reporting, since there is a large degree of subjectivity in what is considered privacy sensitive. As what constitutes a sensitive activity varies from subject to subject, we cannot be certain that activities coded as sensitive were actually considered sensitive by the participant. Similarly, there may have been activities that participants considered sensitive that were not marked as such during the coding process. This limitation also impacted our analysis of search engine queries conducted in both browsing modes. We attempted to limit this subjectivity by identifying specific categories that survey participants indicated they considered sensitive.

Another limitation of the SBO is that it collects data only from Windows users. Additionally, our study analyzed browsing activities only conducted in Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox. It is possible that the browsing habits of MacOS users, and users of other browsers, differ from the activities we observed in this population. However, we believe our findings still offer valuable insights into how people use private browsing in their daily lives.

Some of our findings are also impacted by the same limitations as prior work using self-reported methods. As discussed, some of these limitations include the misreporting of prior activities and misinterpretation of survey questions. We attempted to mitigate these potential issues by conducting multiple rounds of piloting and iterating our survey based on the feedback received after each round.

Our study also utilizes two convenience samples, neither of which are representative of the general population. However, Mechanical Turk has proven to be a valid source of high-quality human subjects data [22], and has been used successfully in prior privacy research (e.g., [12,32]). Considering the consistency of reported behaviors across our two, demographically-different samples, we believe our study provides value in understanding how this important privacy enhancing technology is being used.

### 4. RESULTS

In this section we report findings from browsing activities observed in the SBO and our survey data. Participants were consistent in their usage of private browsing, and generally used it for practical reasons, such as logging into an account without leaving credentials on the computer, as well as for privacy-sensitive activities. Though there were some inconsistencies between observed and reported private browsing behaviors, overall the most common activities matched across the two data sources. We observed that participants were primarily concerned with their activities being revealed to other users of their device, but also desired protection from web tracking and targeted advertising.
4.1 Demographics

Demographics, displayed in Table 2, were significantly different between our two participant groups. The SBO population had a wider age distribution, with 10% of participants reporting to be age 65 or older. Additionally, the SBO group was significantly more educated, and a larger percentage were technical which was defined by ever holding a job or receiving a degree in computer science or any related technology field. The SBO also contained a larger proportion of females (all \( p < 0.05 \)). Mechanical Turk participants were found to be somewhat privacy conscious, based on the IUIPC metrics for control, awareness, and collection factors, while those in the SBO were less privacy conscious.

We did observe some demographic differences in whether or not a participant had used private browsing within both participant groups. Male Mechanical Turk participants were more likely to use private browsing than females (\( p = 0.01, \phi = 0.2 \)); 95% of males reported using private browsing but only 86% of females did. From the SBO survey, those age 45 and older reported using private browsing less than younger participants (\( p < 0.001, \phi = 0.5 \)); 84% of those under 45 had used private browsing compared to only 39% of those older than age 45. Additionally, 93% of technical SBO participants had used private browsing, compared to 66% of non-technical participants, which was also a significant difference (\( p < 0.001, \phi = 0.3 \)).

A significantly larger portion of participants from Mechanical Turk (91%) had used private browsing compared to participants in the SBO (73%), (\( p < 0.001, \phi = 0.3 \)). We also found that Mechanical Turk participants reported using private browsing significantly more frequently than SBO participants (\( p < 0.001, \phi = 0.2 \)). From Mechanical Turk, 28% reported that they had used private browsing at least half of the time in “the past week” (i.e., the week immediately prior to the survey being administered) on their computer and 23% had used it at least half of the time on their mobile device. In contrast, only 16% of SBO participants used it at least half of the time on their home computers and 15% used it at least half of the time on their mobile device.

Neither the participant’s primary browsing platform nor operating system of their main home computer impacted whether and how much they used private browsing, in either the Mechanical Turk and SBO populations. Similarly, we found that having a shared computer did not correlate with more usage of private browsing.

4.2 Patterns in Private Browsing Usage

Of the 451 SBO participants whose browsing data was used for this analysis, 184 (41%) had used private browsing at least once. Overall, private browsing occurred in only 4% of browsing sessions captured by the SBO.

4.2.1 Use Cases for Private Browsing

Table 3 displays the results of our manual coding of 6,327 private browsing sessions. Though adult browsing and other sensitive activities were observed in a substantial proportion of private sessions, they were, surprisingly, not the most common use cases. The most common activities were using a service which required a login (38% of sessions) and performing a search query (33%). Activities that did not fall into a specific use case were categorized as “general browsing,” which occurred in 37% of private sessions.

Looking at the dominant use case for which our participants used private browsing, 18% of participants most commonly used it for viewing adult content, 15% used it for general browsing, and 11% used it most commonly to log into an account. However, 22% had no discernible dominant use case. This indicates that the majority of private browsing users are generally consistent in their usage of private browsing.

4.2.2 Private vs Normal Browsing Activities

Next, we examined in more detail the differences in browsing activity between normal and private browsing modes. Among 167,128 total observed sessions, 96% contained only normal non-private browsing. Over 3% of sessions contained a mixture of private and normal browsing, and about 0.5% of sessions contained exclusively private browsing. Sessions containing private browsing comprised 6% of the total browsing sessions collected from observed private browsing users.

We found that, on average, “mixed” browsing sessions that contained a combination of private and non-private browsing sessions were longer than other sessions, with an average duration of approximately 1 hour and 44 minutes. Sessions containing only non-private browsing had an average duration of approximately 43 minutes, while sessions containing only private browsing had an average duration of approximately 23 minutes. On average, normal browsing sessions contained 73 page visits, while sessions conducted only in private browsing contained 40. The average mixed session contained 175 page visits, 34% of which were performed in private browsing windows. This suggests that typically, users switch to private browsing mode to accomplish a task and switch back to normal mode to resume their browsing.

We found the distribution of the browsers used in normal browsing to be significantly different than those used in private browsing (\( p < 0.001, \phi = 0.2 \)). In normal browsing 65% of participants used only Chrome, 7% used only Firefox, and 31% had used both. However, in private browsing 83% used Chrome, 10% used Firefox, and only 7% used both browsers, indicating that some users of both browsers have decided to use one or the other for private browsing.

The set of domains visited in private mode was found to be dissimilar to those visited in normal browsing, with a Jaccard similarity coefficient of 0.02. The distribution of website categories between normal and private browsing was also found to be significantly different (\( p < 0.001, \phi = 0.1 \)). Of the most common AWIS categories, email, news, portal, shopping, and social media domains comprised a larger proportion of domains visited in private browsing than in normal browsing. Financial, health, political, search, software, and streaming domains comprised a roughly equal proportion. We observed that 6% of all distinct domains visited in private browsing were categorized as an adult content website, while only 1% of domains were such in normal browsing.

The searches conducted in private browsing were significantly different than those conducted in normal browsing (\( p < 0.001, \phi = 0.1 \)). Altogether, 16% of searches conducted in private browsing were categorized under a sensitive category, while only 2% of searches were such in normal browsing. The most prominent sensitive search categories in private browsing were searches for adult and health-related content. Searches for adult content comprised of 12% of all private browsing search queries, but only made up 0.5% of
Table 2: Demographic breakdown of our 305 Mechanical Turk participants and 227 survey participants from the SBO. A smaller proportion of SBO participants are male and have technical expertise, compared to the Mechanical Turk population. SBO participants are also more varied in age, more educated, and less privacy sensitive, as measured on the seven-point IUIPC scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>% of Private Sessions Activity was Observed</th>
<th>% of Private Browsing Users Who Did Use Case</th>
<th>% of Private Browsing Users - Dominant Use Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log into service</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General browsing</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General searches</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access adult content</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streaming video/audio</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit social media</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult-content searches</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive browsing</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive searches</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look up someone’s name/profile</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirate content</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass news limits or ad-blocking detection</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive shopping</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Summary of private browsing usage in the SBO, displaying the percentage of private browsing sessions in which participants used private browsing for that use case, the proportion of private browsing users in the SBO who used private browsing for each use case, as well as the percentage of private browsing users for which the use case was their dominant reason for using private browsing. About 22% of participants had no discernible dominant use case.

normal browsing queries. Health-related searches were 3% of private browsing searches but only 0.4% of normal searches. The distribution of the types of YouTube videos viewed in private browsing also was found to be significantly different from that viewed in normal browsing ($p < 0.001, V = 0.1$). Proportionally, three times as many videos viewed in private browsing were removed for violating the website’s policy on nudity and sexual content and twice as many had content warnings indicating age restricted content. However, overall, these videos made up fewer than 5% of YouTube videos viewed in private browsing. Other videos tagged as infringing or graphic content occurred in roughly equal proportions.

4.3 SBO Observed vs Reported Activities

In this section we provide a comparison of the private browsing activities reported by SBO participants in their survey responses and those empirically observed by the SBO software, so that we can better understand the limitations of prior work utilizing only self-reported data. We find that there were discrepancies between the activities reported by participants and those observed by the SBO, which suggests that participants over-reported on the survey, or performed private browsing activities on other devices. However, the overall activities in the two data sources were similar, indicating that self-reported data is still a valuable means to study research problems in this area.

4.3.1 Usage of Private Browsing

As stated in Section 4.1, 166 (73%) of SBO survey participants reported that they had used private browsing mode in the past. However, only 101 (61%) of these participants had private browsing activities observed by the SBO. Some of these discrepancies are due to participants using private browsing on a non-SBO configured device. Of the participants for whom private browsing activity was reported but never observed, 58% also reported that they had used private browsing in the past month to browse or log into their account on a computer they did not own. 62% of these participants had reported using private browsing on their mobile device in the past week.

Thirteen (6%) of the SBO survey participants had reported that they had never used private browsing mode, even though the SBO software reported private browsing activity coming from their computer. Three of these 13 participants appeared to have opened a private browsing window once, perhaps accidentally, and did not actually perform any activities in private browsing. Six of the 13 participants had three or fewer private browsing sessions, most of which in-
cluded an account login. One explanation for these sessions could be that someone else may have briefly borrowed the SBO participant’s computer. The last four participants had between nine and 44 private browsing sessions with various browsing activities, including visits to adult websites. This suggests that very few of our participants intentionally misrepresented their lack of private browsing usage.

4.3.2 Private Browsing Use Cases

Our survey participants were asked about the activities they did in private browsing during the past month. There were 21 participants from whom the SBO collected private browsing data from within the 30 days prior to their survey responses, and nine use cases for which we could make direct comparisons between the two data sources. Table 4 displays the discrepancies in the reported and observed private browsing usage of these 21 participants.

Overall, there were discrepancies in the specific activities participants reported doing in private browsing and those they were observed doing. Perhaps surprisingly, participants from the survey were over-reporting, rather than under-reporting, their private browsing usage compared to the measurements. Averaged over the nine use cases, only 40% of participants who reported using private browsing for a use case were also observed using it for that purpose within the 30 days prior to their response. Some activities, such as using private browsing to bypass a paywall or ad-blocking detection and pirate content, had particularly large discrepancies. For most private browsing activities compared, the overall total number of participants who reported using private browsing for that activity on the survey was similar to that observed in the SBO.

When considering the entire population of SBO participants, observed behaviors were similar to those reported among the top use cases for private browsing, as shown in Table 5. Conducting searches, accessing adult content, and logging into an account were the most prominent activities in both the observed and reported data.

4.4 Conceptions of Private Browsing

In this section we describe the reasons our participants use private browsing and their understanding of the privacy protections it offers. Participants were most concerned about their browsing and search activities being saved to their computer. Other reasons for using private browsing were to protect their account credentials and personal information. Overall, participants demonstrated a lack of understanding about the technical functions of private browsing, and had misconceptions consistent with those found in prior work.

4.4.1 Reasons for Using Private Browsing

In their responses to the open-ended question asking what they expected to be protected during private browsing, participants were primarily concerned about their browsing history, cookies, and search activities being saved to their device. Specific threats participants frequently mentioned included other potential users of their computers, tracking by websites or search engines, or targeted advertising. Concerningly, 12% of SBO participants and 5% of Mechanical Turk participants expressed that they expected private browsing to protect them from malicious attacks, such as malware and being hacked, highlighting a serious misconception.

Participants also had various reasons for using private browsing in particular use cases, some of which included misconceptions. Of the 144 Mechanical Turk participants and 86 SBO participants who used private browsing for online shopping, 24% of these Mechanical Turk participants and 20% of these SBO participants expressed that they thought private browsing protected their credit card or other private information. 14% of both these populations stated they used private browsing to shop for gifts. Another perceived benefit was avoiding price discrimination while shopping for an item or booking airline travel, which was mentioned by 17% SBO participants and 4% of Mechanical Turk participants who shop online using private browsing. One participant explained, “[private browsing] lets me think I am seeing ‘real’ prices for tickets/items instead of prices generated for me based on my preferences or visits to competitors’ websites.”

The primary reason for using social media in private browsing was to access social media profiles or look up someone without it being associated to their account. Some participants also thought that private browsing hides their social media activity from their employers (e.g., “I just get on social media very quickly to access and to see was going on, but again I do this at work and we’re not supposed to do that though”), which is not an actual protection it provides.

12% of SBO participants and 9% of Mechanical Turk participants who used private browsing for streaming video or audio stated that they did not want their video recommendations to be impacted, which was the most common reason cited after general privacy concerns. One participant explained, “I don’t want my browsing history dictating what videos I might want to watch.” Four participants from Mechanical Turk and one from the SBO also mentioned reduced load times when streaming content.

Participants who used private browsing on their computers to log into a service, such as their email, most frequently mentioned that they wanted to protect their passwords or private information. Additionally, 14% of these SBO participants and 9% of these Mechanical Turk participants reported that they used private browsing because they had multiple accounts for a service, and they did not want to log out of their account in their normal browser.

Across all use cases, feelings of privacy or security were mentioned in 11% of Mechanical Turk responses and 10% of SBO responses. A participant captured this sentiment stating that they use private browsing to conduct sensitive searches for “Privacy mostly, I don’t know how much more secure it is but it makes me feel better.” Some participants also mentioned usability benefits. We observed that 34% of SBO participants and 24% of Mechanical Turk participants who use private browsing to access content with ad-blocking detection specifically mentioned that they switched to private browsing to avoid turning off their ad-blocker.

4.4.2 Technical Understanding of Private Browsing

We also asked participants to describe how private browsing worked. Nearly half (47%) of SBO participants and 60% of Mechanical Turk participants correctly conveyed that browsing history was not stored after the session had ended. Many other responses indicated that private browsing did not permanently store other information types such as cookies, login information, and form data. However, 17% of SBO survey
participants and 6% of Mechanical Turk participants indicated they were not sure how private browsing worked.

Responses to this question also revealed a variety of misconceptions about the technical mechanisms behind private browsing. Some responses indicated that private browsing protected their computer’s identity, such as their browser version and operating system. Others thought private mode enabled encryption of their browsing activities (e.g., “history gets more encrypted so that it’s not as accessible”). A couple of participants casted doubts that it offered any protection.

Participants in both survey groups, on average, correctly answered between eight and nine of the 14 technical questions about private browsing. These questions also revealed participant misconceptions. One of the most glaring misconceptions indicated as correct by 22% of both Mechanical Turk and SBO participants was that private browsing prevents the browser from sending any cookies to websites. In reality, websites can still place cookies in the browser during a private browsing session but they are deleted after the session has ended. However, an even more alarming misconception is that private browsing allows for browsing the web anonymously, which was answered incorrectly by 39% of both Mechanical Turk and SBO participants. Additionally, 39% of SBO participants and 26% of Mechanical Turk participants thought that private browsing clears all browsing history from their computer after they close the browser window. This is also not correct, as only history from the private browsing session is cleared.

In both survey populations, those who had used private browsing mode answered one or two more questions correctly, on average. As seen in Table 4, the largest gaps in understanding between users and non-users of private browsing were related to information exchange between the user’s computer and another entity, such as the ability of the Internet Service Provider to see browsing activity and the computer’s IP address being shared with websites. Demographics were not correlated with understanding in the Mechanical Turk survey population, but females and those older than 65 were observed to have answered fewer questions correctly in the SBO survey population. In both survey populations, higher privacy awareness, measured by reported cookie policy, presence of a privacy-related browser extension, and the IUPIC control, awareness, and collection factors, did not correlate with a better understanding of private browsing.

Our results are in line with those observed by Gao et al [16]. Participants in their study showed a similar awareness that browsing history and cookies are deleted in private browsing mode, and desired to keep their activities private from other users of their computer. They also demonstrated similar misconceptions as participants in our study, such as private browsing can block all tracking from websites and will prevent viruses and advertisements.

Table 4: Summary of the discrepancies between the observed and reported private browsing activities for 21 participants who sent browsing data to the SBO in the 30-day period prior to their survey response. Of the 14 participants who reported accessing adult content in private browsing, five (36%) were not observed using private browsing for this purpose, while nine (64%) had observed visited to adult websites. All nine participants observed using private browsing for visiting adult content reported their usage.

Table 5: Summary of private browsing usage reported by Mechanical Turk and SBO survey participants, displaying the percentage of participants who reported using private browsing for that use case at least once in the past month.

5. DISCUSSION

Our study accomplishes three goals: investigate how people use private browsing, learn if there are discrepancies between reported and empirically-measured private browsing behaviors, and determine whether private browsing offers users the security and privacy protections they expect to receive. We analyzed a combination of empirical data from the SBO, and survey data from the SBO and Mechanical Turk.
Distributing the survey to two populations, especially ones with different demographics, allows us to consider the generalizability of our results. The Mechanical Turk population was younger and likely more technically savvy than the SBO group. Additionally, Mechanical Turkers, on average, reported higher privacy concern on the IUIPC scale compared to the SBO population, and have been found to be more privacy conscious than the U.S. population as a whole [20]. These two factors likely contributed to why Mechanical Turk participants reported using private browsing more frequently than the SBO participants. Despite the differences in the amount of private browsing usage, the top activities performed in private browsing were the same across both populations. This suggests that the most common activities for which private browsing is used may be universal.

Overall, we observed a variety of activities for which people use private browsing, including log-ins to Internet services and search engine queries. Though there were disparities in the usage reported by SBO participants and that which was observed, the most common private browsing activities were the same across both data sources. Lastly, we found that some participants use private browsing for purposes that do not match with the actual protections it provides.

### 5.1 Usability and Design Implications

We observed that the typical pattern for private browsing usage is that users start a private browsing session for a specific task, and then switch back to normal browsing mode. This could be due to usability reasons, as users might enjoy the convenience of different functions of their browser, such as password auto-fill or browser extensions. Another explanation is that users realize that the protections offered by private browsing, such as hiding activity from other users or avoiding targeted ads, are diminished if they leave their private browsing window open. Perhaps ironically, some users, especially those of shared computers, may intentionally use normal browsing mode for some of their activities to throw off suspicion about their browsing habits. To better support this usage pattern, browsers could implement functions that automatically close private browsing windows after a certain amount of time, similar to how online banking sites automatically log off users after several minutes of inactivity.

Another usability reason for which people use private browsing is to log into a secondary account on their computer without having to log out of their first. However, it is unclear why this behavior is as prominent as it is, since major online services, such as Google, allow users to link their accounts and be logged into multiple accounts at once. It could be that participants may be unaware of this functionality, or that it is not implemented on many websites they use. Another possibility is that our participants prefer to keep their multiple accounts unlinked.

Participants also cited other reasons for using private browsing related to convenience. For example, many participants choose to use private browsing as an alternative to turning off an ad-blocker browser extension on websites that use ad-blocking detection. This indicates that users might find these interfaces too confusing to be able to efficiently disable it to access content.

Some participants also reported using private browsing because they experienced reduced page load times. Certain browsers, such as Firefox, may run faster in private browsing, compared to normal browsing, as browser extensions are disabled by default. Firefox also blocks certain trackers in private browsing, which could also allow pages to load faster. While this aspect of private browsing is not currently advertised by major desktop browsers, it may become more prominent in the future, as some mobile apps such as Firefox Focus already mention this benefit in their description [21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical Understanding Question</th>
<th>% of Users Who Answered Correctly</th>
<th>% of Non-Users Who Answered Correctly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private browsing clears my browsing history for that session from my computer after I close the browser window.</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private browsing does not save my login information after I end that session.</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private browsing clears most cookies for that browsing session from my computer after I close the browser window.</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private browsing clears all the information that I fill into forms in that session from my computer.</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private browsing blocks ads on the websites I visit.</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private browsing does not allow my Internet Service Provider (e.g., Comcast, Verizon) to see which websites I visited during that session.</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private browsing blocks some tracking by advertisement and social media companies.</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private browsing prevents companies from targeting ads to me based on my browsing history from previous private browsing sessions.</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private browsing does not allow websites to get my computer’s IP address or any information about my web browser or computer.</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private browsing prevents companies from targeting ads to me based on any of my previous browsing history.</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private browsing causes the information I send to websites to be encrypted.</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private browsing allows me to browse the web anonymously.</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private browsing clears all my browsing history from my computer after I close the browser window.</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private browsing prevents my browser from sending any cookies to websites.</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Percentage of correct responses by users and non-users of private browsing to the 14 technical understanding questions. Statements marked with a “*” are a false statement about private browsing, while all others are true.
Recent work has found landing pages for private browsing to be ineffective for dispelling certain misconceptions [14]. Our findings support the changes to private browsing disclosures recommended by the authors, such as directly stating that IP addresses can still be collected by websites. Additionally, we suggest that browsers clarify that cookies are still used in private browsing, but those placed in the browser during private browsing will not be saved beyond that session.

Our study did not comprehensively examine whether users prefer other privacy enhancing strategies over private browsing mode. While we did not find a correlation between private browsing usage and the usage of privacy and security related browser extensions, it is possible that some tools, such as Tor, lead people to use private browsing less frequently. To explore this further, future work could analyze the use of privacy enhancing strategies at an eco-system level.

5.2 Reliability of Self-Reported Methods

In comparing the observed and reported data for the SBO population, a larger proportion of participants reported using private browsing than were observed using it. Many of these participants could have used private browsing on devices not monitored by the SBO, such as their mobile device, as 62% reported doing in the past week, or on someone else’s computer, which 58% reported doing in the past month. Some may have used it prior to joining the SBO. Alternatively, we might be observing a form of the Hawthorne effect, such that participants may have unintentionally reported behaviors that align with their interpretation of the study’s goals — in that case, affirming more security- and privacy-concerned behavior than they actually evidence.

On the other hand, very few participants whose computer sent private browsing activity to the SBO reported on the survey that they had never used private browsing mode. Additionally, all of the participants who were observed accessing adult content in private browsing reported that activity on the survey. This seems to indicate that people are willing to report some behaviors truthfully on a survey, even if it requires the revelation of activities some may find private or embarrassing to disclose.

Our findings highlight that there are limitations to both empirical and self-reported methods for studying behaviors such as private browsing. Though empirical data collection, like that implemented by the SBO, can provide ground truth for users’ activities, it is very difficult to capture everything they do online, as people tend to use multiple devices. While self-reported methods can capture information about all the activities a user does, they suffer from the biases discussed earlier. Studies should utilize both types of methods to maximize coverage and minimize bias.

5.3 Is Private Browsing Enough?

For many users, private browsing functionality matches the privacy protections they expect. Participants most commonly reported using private browsing to hide their activities from other users of their computer. Interestingly, usage of private browsing was found to be independent of whether or not a participant had a shared computer. In their qualitative responses, those who did not typically share their computers frequently referred to rare occasions in which someone might use their computer. Despite having some protections, users should be aware that there is still privacy risk to their private browsing activities. Though private browsing does not permanently store browsing data that is easily accessible to other users, the browsing activity of a prior user could still be potentially seen if their private browsing window was left open, or if they had logged into an account, such as Google, which synced their browsing activity to their browser.

Another common threat participants seek protection from is tracking by websites or search engines. Private browsing does provide a degree of protection against web tracking, as some tracking information, such as cookies are not persistent once the user closes the browsing window. Additionally, many participants used private browsing so that certain activities were not linked to their Google account, which by default are logged out from in private browsing mode. However, we found that some participants performed certain tasks to prevent Google and other websites from recording the activity, and not just to prevent it from being linked to their computer or account. Users may not be aware that their search and YouTube activities are still being sent to Google even if they are not logged in, which some might still consider as a privacy invasion. Similarly, websites still record the activities of visitors to their website using various trackers that do not require an account login.

Many participants also expressed concerns about receiving targeted advertising. Though private browsing will prevent access to tracking cookies set in normal browsing mode, it does not prevent new ones from being set. Furthermore, advertisement agencies can still use other practices such as browser fingerprinting [11] and IP targeting [9] to serve targeted advertisements to a user or household. Safari and Firefox do enable some additional tracking protections in private browsing, but they still do not offer full protection against such techniques.

Our results indicate that people also use private browsing for security reasons, beyond generally maintaining their privacy. Some thought that private browsing would prevent attackers from hacking into their accounts or stealing their identity, for which private browsing does provide some protection. For example, private browsing does mitigate session hijacking attacks which use active logins [19]. However, it is likely that users are more concerned about vulnerabilities introduced by forgetting to log out of an account. In some cases, participants overestimated the protection against the security threats. For example, private browsing mode does not prevent users from downloading viruses or malware, nor does it provide additional protections than those offered from normal browsing in the transmission of their credit card and other personal information.

In about 10% of responses, participants were not sure exactly what private browsing protected them from, but expressed that they used private browsing because it provided some feeling of privacy or security. These misconceptions can be especially dangerous if users naively choose to use private browsing to conduct online activities which put them at risk, thinking they are being protected.
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APPENDIX

WARNING: Appendix B contains explicit content relating to search terms used to identify sensitive search engine queries.

A. DOMAIN CATEGORIES

The domain categories returned by AWIS were categorized into the following categories:

- adult
- audio
- education
- email
- financial
- health
- news
- political
- portal
- search
- shopping
- social_network
- software
- video
- other

B. SEARCH ENGINE QUERIES

The following keyword lists were used to identify sensitive searches conducted by SBO participants.

Adult: 2 girls, 4 girls, adult, ageplay, anal, aphrodisiac, ass-hole, august, bdsm, bikini, blow job, blowback, boob, brent nor bolton, chaturbate, cheating, christian mingle, cock, dating site, derpiboooru, dick, digital playground, ennio gaudri, erotic, fetish, fleshlight, foursome, fuck, gay, gaydar, gianna michaels, hentai, horn, jackingEVER, lesbianTube, literotica, madison scott, masturbat*, mfc, naked, naughty, nip slip, nipslip, nswf, nude, nudography, orgasm, osiris blade, pigs-tails in paint, porn, pussy, reality kings, redtube, riley reid, sex, slut, squirt, strip club, strip poker, strip tease, sucking, threesome, tit, tople, tub girl, upskirt, vagina, virgin, xhamster, xkeezmovies, xtube, xvideo

Health: alcohol tolerance, alo, anorexia, anxiety, aspgerger, bedsore, blitzer, body fat, burn, cabergoline, calories, care-prostcanada, colonooscopy, concussion, condom, counseling, creatine, creatinine, cyproheptadine, dht, dim, doctor, dopamaine, dopamen, dry scalp, ephedra, ephedrine, feeling weak, fingering, fngured, glycemic, hair grow, heart beat, heartburn, hepatitis, hemia, hydrocodone, hyponogadism, hypogonadism, hysterec, infection, inngrown, insurance, itch, leprosy, lice, lower back, malaria, medicaid, medical, mens-trual, metamucil, minoxidid, mylanta, nose, nurofen, organ, pain, pediatric, penis, physical, pregnancy, proctolgist, pro-lactin, provider lookup, rohypnon, scar, serotonin, sickness, sneeze*, ssri, stomach, sudafed, swollen, tattoo care, testosterone, thalidomide, therapy, tibulus, upset stomach, urine, valtrex, vicodin, yellow fever, zyrelc
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C. YOUTUBE ACTIVITY
The text of the element “unavailable-message” from the HTML of YouTube videos returned the following codes which indicated infringing, sensitive, or adult content related videos:

- Content Warning
- Copyright Violation
- Nudity/Sexual Content Violation
- Scan/Deceptive Practices Violation
- Terms of Service Violation
- Violent/Graphic Content Violation
- Community Guidelines Violation

D. SURVEY QUESTIONS
Description For the duration of this survey we ask that you answer questions based on your behaviors and expectations associated with browsing the internet on your main home computer (desktop or laptop), unless stated otherwise.

1. Which browsers do you regularly use? Check all that apply.
   - Chrome
   - Edge
   - Firefox
   - Internet Explorer
   - Opera
   - Safari
   - Other

Every browser listed above has a built-in feature that allows users to engage in private browsing. However, they each refer to it slightly differently.

- Chrome refers to this feature as Incognito mode
- Edge and Internet Explorer call it InPrivate Browsing
- Firefox and Safari use private browsing
- Opera calls it private tab

Throughout this survey we will refer to this feature simply as “private browsing.”

2. Have you ever used private browsing mode on your web browser?
   - Yes
   - No

3. Do you share the computer you regularly use for private browsing with other people (e.g. siblings, parents, partners, etc.)?
   - Yes, but it is mainly mine
   - Yes, and it is mainly someone else’s computer
   - Yes, and it is a shared/family computer
   - No, I am the only user

4. When you use private browsing, which of the following browsers do you use? (If you use more than one browser for private browsing, select the one you use most often.)
   - Chrome
   - Edge
   - Firefox
   - Internet Explorer
   - Opera
   - Safari

Broad Understanding

5. What would you expect to be protected from when using private browsing in the [Q3 response] browser?

6. To the best of your knowledge, what do you think actually happens when you use private browsing in the [Q3 response] browser?

Specific Understanding. Participants were shown the following Likert-style options for the set of statements below:

Please select if the following statements are correct.

7. Private browsing in the [Q3 response] browser causes the information I send to websites to be encrypted.

8. Private browsing in the [Q3 response] browser clears all my browsing history from my computer after I close the browser window.

9. Private browsing in the [Q3 response] browser clears most cookies for that browsing session from my computer after I close the browser window.


11. Private browsing in the [Q3 response] browser clears my browsing history for that session from my computer after I close the browser window.

12. Private browsing in the [Q3 response] browser does not allow my Internet Service Provider (e.g. Comcast, Verizon) to see which websites I visited during that session.

13. Private browsing in the [Q3 response] browser prevents companies from targeting ads to me based on any of my previous browsing history.

14. Private browsing in the [Q3 response] browser prevents companies from targeting ads to me based on my browsing history from previous private browsing sessions.

15. Private browsing in the [Q3 response] browser blocks all ads on the websites I visit.
16. Private browsing in the [Q3 response] browser clears all the information that I fill into forms in that session from my computer.
17. Private browsing in the [Q3 response] browser does not save my login information after I end that session.
18. Private browsing in the [Q3 response] browser allows me to browse the web anonymously.
19. Private browsing in the [Q3 response] browser allows me to browse the web anonymously.
20. Private browsing in the [Q3 response] browser does not allow websites to get my computer's IP address or any information about my web browser or computer.

**Private Browsing Usage.** Participants were shown the following options for each of the use cases in Q21 below:

- Never
- Once or a few times
- A few times each week
- Almost every day
- Multiple times per day
- Prefer not to answer

21. How often did you perform each of the following activities in private browsing in [Q3 response] during the past month?

   (a) Shopping online
   (b) Performing any type of searches
   (c) Accessing social media
   (d) Logging into accounts on someone else’s computer
   (e) Using a computer that isn’t mine (e.g. public, friend’s, or work computer)
   (f) Logging into accounts on my computer
   (g) Performing sensitive searches
   (h) Viewing adult content
   (i) Streaming content (music/video)
   (j) Accessing news websites that have a viewing limit
   (k) Accessing websites that have ad blocking detection (i.e., won’t let me access the content if my ad-blocker is on)
   (l) Pirating content (software, videos, music, etc)
   (m) Using it for all of my browsing

22. Are there any other activities for which you use private browsing in [Q3 response]?

   - No
   - Yes, I use it for...

23. What do you consider to be a sensitive search?

**Specific Scenarios.** The question below was repeated for each activity the respondent indicated using private browsing in Q21.

24. What are the reasons you use private browsing in [Q3 response] when [Q21 response]?

**Cookie Policy**

25. What is your current cookie policy for [Q3 response]?

   Select all that apply.
   - Whatever is the default option
   - Block all cookies
   - Allow cookies from the current website only
   - Allow cookies from websites I visit
   - Allow all cookies (third-party included)
   - Allow session cookies
   - Keep cookies only until I close my browser window
   - I don’t know

**Privacy Plugins and Other Steps**

26. Please select which of the following types of browser plugins and extensions you use. Select all that apply.

   - Protect you from malware or phishing websites
   - Browse anonymously
   - Block ads
   - Encrypt your communications
   - Protect children
   - Prevent websites from tracking your browsing activity
   - Manage passwords
   - Other privacy or security functions

27. Do you take any other steps to protect your privacy while browsing (other than private browsing, if you use it)?

   - Yes
   - No
   - I don’t know

28. Which steps do you normally take?

**IUIPC.** Participants were shown the following Likert-style options for the set of statements below:

- Strongly agree
- Agree
- Somewhat agree
- Neither agree nor disagree
- Somewhat disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly disagree

Please select how much you agree with the following statements.

29. Consumer online privacy is really a matter of consumers’ right to exercise control and autonomy over decisions about how their information is collected, used, and shared.

30. Consumer control of personal information lies at the heart of consumer privacy.

31. I believe that online privacy is invaded when control is lost or unwillingly reduced as a result of a marketing transaction.
32. Companies seeking information online should disclose the way the data are collected, processed, and used.

33. A good consumer online privacy policy should have a clear and conspicuous disclosure.

34. It is very important to me that I am aware and knowledgeable about how my personal information will be used.

35. It usually bothers me when online companies ask me for personal information.

36. When online companies ask me for personal information, I sometimes think twice before providing it.

37. It bothers me to give personal information to so many online companies.

38. I’m concerned that online companies are collecting too much personal information about me.

**Demographics**

39. How often did you use private browsing in [Q3 response] in the past week on your main home computer?

   o Every time
   o Most of the time
   o About half the time
   o Sometimes
   o Rarely
   o Never

40. How often did you use private browsing in [Q3 response] in the past week on your main mobile device?

   o Every time
   o Most of the time
   o About half the time
   o Sometimes
   o Rarely
   o Never

41. How similar were the activities you did in private browsing on your mobile device to the activities you did in private browsing on your main home computer?

   o Completely the same
   o Sometimes the same and sometimes different
   o Completely different

42. What was different about the activities you did in private browsing on your mobile device?

43. How old are you?

   o 18-24
   o 25-34
   o 35-44
   o 45-54
   o 55-64
   o 65-74
   o 75-84
   o 85 or older
   o I prefer not to answer

44. How do you self identify?

   o Male
   o Female
   o ______________ Other
   o I prefer not to answer

45. What is the highest level of education you have achieved?

   o Less than high school
   o High school graduate
   o Some college
   o Trade/Technical school
   o Associate degree
   o Bachelor’s degree
   o Advanced degree (Master’s, Ph.D., M.D.)
   o I prefer not to answer

46. Which of the following best describes your primary occupation?

   o Administrative Support (e.g., secretary, assistant)
   o Art, Writing, or Journalism (e.g., author, reporter, sculptor)
   o Business, Management, or Financial (e.g., manager, accountant, banker)
   o Education or Science (e.g., teacher, professor, scientist)
   o Legal (e.g., lawyer, paralegal)
   o Medical (e.g., doctor, nurse, dentist)
   o Computer Engineering or IT Professional (e.g., programmer, IT consultant)
   o Engineer in other field (e.g., civil or bio engineer)
   o Other
   o Service (e.g., retail clerk, server)
   o Skilled Labor (e.g., electrician, plumber, carpenter)
   o Unemployed
   o Retired
   o College student
   o Graduate student
   o Mechanical Turk worker
   o I prefer not to answer

47. Have you ever held a job or received a degree in computer science or any related technology field?

   o Yes
   o No

48. Are you either a computer security professional or a student studying computer security?

   o Yes
   o No

49. Which platform do you use most frequently for web browsing?

   o Laptop/Desktop
   o Phone/Tablet
   o I use both equally

50. Which operating system do you use on your main home computer?

   o Windows
   o MacOS
   o Linux distribution
   o Other

51. If you have any other comments or feedback, please use the space below.
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores how the user interface can help users invoke the right to be forgotten in social media by decaying content. The decaying of digital artifacts gradually degrades content, thereby becoming less accessible to audiences. Through a lab study with 30 participants, we probe the concept of aging/decaying of digital artifacts. We compared three visualization techniques (pixelating, fading, and shrinking) used to decay social media content on three platforms (Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter). We report results from qualitative and quantitative analysis. Visualizations that most closely reflect how memories fade over time were most effective. We also report on participants’ attitudes and concerns about how content decay relates to protection of their online privacy. We discuss the implications of our results and provide preliminary recommendations based on our findings.

1. INTRODUCTION
Online sharing contributes to individuals’ well-being and social interactions [1, 9, 13, 39]. For example, directed communication on Online Social Networks (OSN) can promote social bonding and positive feelings [13]. It can also facilitate the process of finding and interacting with classmates [1] or maintaining relationships with family and acquaintances [28]. In addition, the use of social media provides individuals with needed social support in case they experience negative feelings such as grief [72] or loneliness [39]. Online communication and social media can also positively contribute to adolescent development through increasing self-esteem and providing an outlet for identity experimentation [9, 68].

However, many incidents and research have also demonstrated the potential negative consequences of online sharing. For example, OSN data may be considered during important selection processes (such as in hiring or school admission decisions) [38, 73], resulting in individuals’ professional [3, 23, 45, 46], or academic future [65] being compromised by their digital footprints. Moreover, the Internet exploits the fact that a privacy paradox [1, 2, 18, 33, 49, 58, 66] exists among users by making salient the desire to divulge while downplaying the desire for privacy [33]. In addition, Coopamootoo and Groß suggest that it may be challenging for users to follow both a privacy attitude and a sharing attitude simultaneously because the two attitudes stem from two opposing forces or emotions: fear and happiness, respectively [18].

OSNs and other online repositories have contributed to making ephemeral information permanent. In the European Union (EU), the Right to be forgotten entitles individuals, after a certain time has passed and under other specific conditions, to ask search engine companies to de-index and delete potentially damaging personal digital material. As a result, forgetting digital memories [45] has become an important principle to diminish the potential negative repercussions resulting from the persistent reproduction of our digital footprints. While there exists a general emphasis on reminiscing [21, 56], forgetting digital memories introduces a converse emphasis on dissociating from obsolete and irrelevant digital artifacts. In this regard, there has been an emphasis on representing the passage of time in the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) [42] to preserve the temporal contextual integrity of previously published information [5, 10, 48, 50].

One approach to dissociate from obsolete content is to visualize the passage of time within the user interface (UI) by having older content gradually age or decay. Aging of content has two conceivable purposes. It provides temporal context to viewers and it provides some privacy advantages as posts become less accessible to viewers. Different temporal cues for indicating the age of Facebook online content were proposed by Novotny [50] who implemented and partially evaluated one such prototype.

The literature suggests opportunities to design forgetting mechanisms that support users’ online identity management needs. However, it is unclear how the UI can provide temporal context that is non-obtrusive and natural to users, while also protecting their privacy. Our study examines the concept of aging of social media digital artifacts from the user’s perspective. It aims to identify representations that match users’ metaphor of aging and explores the representation of temporal cues [50] on OSN profiles for supporting user privacy. In particular, we were interested in these two research questions: (RQ1) Which of the three studied visualizations best represents digital aging on social media from a user perspective? and (RQ2) What are users’ attitudes and concerns relating to digital aging on social media?

Through a lab study with 30 participants, we compare three different visualization techniques that decay OSN content visible to other users on three different social media platforms. Using both qualitative and quantitative analyses, we identify which visualization best represents aging of digital artifacts. We report participants’ attitudes and concerns, and discuss their preferences regarding content decay. We further offer some preliminary recommendations for using decay to enhance online privacy.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Since the phenomenon of sharing data online is broad and includes various dimensions, some aspects are beyond the scope of our review. Among these dimensions are issues of practical implementation and enforcement of privacy laws. Other issues relate to sensor data privacy [57] and data collection and behavioural tracking by institutions or apps [15, 40, 59, 77]. While these are important concerns, they are tangential to our current research questions. We concentrate our literature review on privacy issues relating to interpersonal sharing on OSNs.

2.1 The Privacy Paradox

A dichotomy exists between online users' reported attitudes and their actual behaviour towards privacy, coined as a privacy paradox [1, 2, 4, 5, 18, 33, 49, 58, 66]. Online users report willingness to protect their own privacy [2], but studies show that few actions are performed for that purpose [2, 4, 5, 66]. Moreover, even privacy concerned individuals unknowingly disclose information that might be sensitive when they are in specific web contexts, such as online shopping [66], or when expecting a payoff or a reward [2].

2.1.1 Regretting

Some information users disclose online might be regrettable in the future [33, 74]. Digital footprints may bring unintended negative consequences in important selection processes [3, 23, 38, 45, 46, 65, 73]. Furthermore, although users are keen to reveal details about themselves through social media posts [13, 33, 58], their willingness to re-share the same content significantly decreases with time [4].

2.1.2 Preventing regret

Researchers have investigated ways to embed privacy management tools in OSNs to handle past or regrettable disclosed information. For example, Wang et al. [75, 76] introduced nudging to Facebook users to prevent potential regret when sharing status updates. Three nudges were introduced [76]: reminding users about the audience of the post, delaying publishing the post, and giving feedback regarding content containing strong sentiments. Although perceived as beneficial, users started to ignore the nudges within days. Moreover, while users liked the first nudge, they found the second and third nudges intrusive. Another way to prevent potential future regret about disclosed information is to set an expiry date for the published information [4], as discussed in Section 2.2.2.

2.2 Forgetting in the digital age

The idea that individuals should be able to move beyond their past artifacts and actions has been most prominently discussed by the EU. Principles of the Right to be forgotten (RTBF) were upheld in May 2014 by the European Court of Justice in González’s versus Google [67]. The court ruled that search engines must remove links to pages that “appear to be inadequate, irrelevant or no longer relevant or excessive in the light of the time that had elapsed” when requested by individuals. In May 2018, the EU’s new General Data Protection Regulation [55] comes into effect. Concepts of data minimization from the RTBF, however, have been included in earlier data protection laws and in the EU Data Protection Directive of 1995 [54]. During the same year, a joint study [70] by the Dutch Data Protection Authority and the Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario in Canada also explored a new approach to privacy and identity protection, that served as basis for seven Privacy by Design (PbD) principles [14], namely:

1. Proactive not reactive; preventative not remedial
2. Privacy as the default setting
3. Privacy embedded into design
4. Full functionality — positive-sum, not zero-sum
5. End-to-end security — full lifecycle protection
6. Visibility and transparency — keep it open
7. Respect for user privacy — keep it user-centric

The PbD principles serve as a framework for proactively embedding privacy during the system engineering process and more broadly within organizational practices. The framework’s main goal is to make central the concern for individual privacy by promoting user trust and accountability when handling personal data.

Two decades have passed since these initial efforts, but many issues remain unresolved or only partially addressed. More recently, the right to be forgotten in the context of digital artifacts was described as a fundamental need in Mayer-Schönberger’s [45] book, Delete: The Virtue of Forgetting in the Digital Age. The book illustrated several examples of individuals who have had their professional lives compromised because of their digital footprints, and emphasized the importance of “forgetting” in the digital age.

2.2.1 Deletion

Ochrat and Toch [4] and Ayalon and Toch [5] found that users' willingness to re-share information decreases with time, as it becomes less relevant. In the meantime, the probability that they delete such irrelevant information was low [4, 5] and there was no obvious tendency of users to permanently change their old content. Thus, users' reported approaches towards sharing do not align with their actual behaviour, which could be explained by the privacy paradox [5]. However, other reasons also include the desire to keep past posts for reminiscing [5, 7]. Similarly, participants in Zhao et al.’s [80] study appreciated reflection over their past and revisited their older content, expressing regret over their deletion decisions. Thus mechanisms that permanently delete content do not appear appropriate for most users as a solution for long-term retrospective privacy [5] or when curating their online-self [80]. These mechanisms include solutions such as the Web 2.0 Suicide Machine [17], or deleting content after a certain amount of time [7].

2.2.2 Expiry, Archival, and Decay

Based on the identified gap between users’ sharing preferences and their willingness to delete, Ochrat and Toch [4] proposed having an information expiry feature on Facebook. They [4, 5] also suggested other mechanisms for ongoing privacy management instead of deletion: archiving, compaction, and blocking.

When considering an information expiry feature, it might be challenging to set expiration defaults to accommodate preferences for sharing information for short periods and long periods [4]. In addition, Bauer et al. [8] cast doubt on the usefulness of content expiration and suggested that extensive archival features would not be appropriate for users. Through two studies about privacy settings using the temporal dimension, Bauer et al. [8] found a gap between users’ prediction about how their own privacy preferences would change over time and the actual change in their preferences. They instead suggested designing interfaces that promote reflection on older content [8]. Gulotta et al. [25] suggested that a more subtle mechanism to handle irrelevant content, such as selective archiving rather than extensive archiving, would be more helpful to users because archiving moves irrelevant content to a secondary storage that remains accessible only by the content publisher [5].

A more concrete and elaborate theoretical proposal of forgetting mechanisms and interfaces was discussed by Barua et al. [7]. They set forth theoretical foundations for the design of user-controlled
Forgetting mechanisms in HCI that parallel forms of human forgetting. They discuss the benefits and consequences of implementing five forgetting mechanisms: decay, deletion, compaction, blocking, and archival. For example, they demonstrate that a decay mechanism that provides gradual removal of obsolete content would simulate the decay process in human memory [11, 62].

2.2.3 Information Obfuscation
Another approach is to fully or partially obfuscate sensitive photo elements [32, 41] or user attributes [16, 61]. Obfuscating attributes, however, may not be effective against inference attacks [16]. Li et al. [41] further showed that some commonly used face and body obfuscation are neither [41] effective for privacy nor preferred by users. One limitation to face and body obfuscation in OSNs is that it does not provide integrated protection of all contextual cues [41] or personally identifiable information [71]. For example, other parts of the photo or post (e.g., background, comments, time, and location check-in) can be recognized by other users [41].

2.3 Remembering and Reflection
While arguments for enabling forgetting aim to allow people to move beyond their past, there are benefits to remembering and allowing individuals to reflect on their histories. People tend to keep physical artifacts with certain tangible or intangible value [35], and online users also tend to keep and archive their digital artifacts [35, 43]. It is thought that the capabilities of digital technology should be used to eliminate limitations of human memory and to provide a valuable lifelong remembering experience [21, 56]. Therefore, some HCI practices seek to support everyday reminiscing [21, 56], use the web as a personal archive and for information management [43], consider digital inheritance [53], and enable reflection on social relationships [64] or personal past [69]. As discussed in Section 2.2.1, reflection over old content is important to users, especially when maintaining their online identity. Ayalon and Toch [4] suggested that the format of the Facebook timeline offers a reasonable starting point for enabling users to review and reflect on old content, and to manage their privacy. The following section reviews existing work on authoring of history and self-reflection. However, we focus on contextual privacy and its potential in providing better control and space for users when curating and reflecting on their online self.

2.4 Contextual privacy
Barth et al. [6] proposed a formal model of privacy and contextual integrity that links protection of personal data to norms in specific contexts. Contexts refer to how individuals act in certain roles within distinctive social domains [6]. The model serves as a conceptual framework endorsing the concept that privacy is not about secrecy, and individuals willingly share personal information if they are assured that specific social norms have not been violated. Online users, as individuals in the society, transact in different capacities by managing their online identity. They present themselves in a way that matches current social circumstances [5, 25, 26, 29].

2.4.1 Online Self
The literature has shown that maintaining online identity is not an ephemeral act, rather, it is an enduring one [29, 79]. Harper et al. [27] and Hogan [29] explored the concept of identity articulation through time on Facebook. They reflected on how outdated content can resurface, highlighting that social media focuses on “now” even though the associated events may have occurred in the past [27, 29]. OSN content associated with online identity can become an exhibit that is encountered by different audiences, in different times, and in different contexts [29]. In this regard, some researchers proposed ways in which users can edit their past histories or choose how these histories should be handled in the future. For example, Thiry et al. [69] used the timeline metaphor to introduce a framework that allows authoring of personal histories to build meaning between the present and the past. In addition, Gulotta et al. [25] proposed three systems that prompt users to choose how their digital artifacts should be handled in the future. Based on their findings, Gulotta et al. [25] encouraged the development of tools that provide users with selective archiving and safekeeping of digital data denoting experiences outside of daily activities.

2.4.2 Contextual Privacy Settings
The literature also recognizes a need for contextual privacy settings [5, 6, 44]. Users curate online self-representational data to meet current circumstances [5, 25, 26, 29]. Madejski et al. [44] showed that Facebook privacy settings did not match users’ sharing intentions, and identified a need for contextual privacy settings. Zhao et al. [80] noted that Facebook did not support an obvious personal space for private reflection when users curate their data and exert control over how they will be exhibited. In addition, Novotny and Spiekermann [51] showed that users desire control over their disclosed personal information in OSNs and need to dissociate from obsolete information that represents their past identity.

2.4.3 Visualizations for temporal integrity
One approach to dissociate users from obsolete information is to visualize time within the UI and have older content gradually decay [50]. As suggested by Novotny [50], this approach can preserve information’s temporal contextual integrity, which is one of the key building blocks of user privacy [10, 48]. Based on a focus group, Novotny [50] proposed a catalogue of temporal interface cues to indicate the age of Facebook posts. He [50] classified these cues into temporal indices that incorporates time as a property of the posted information and temporal symbols that can be used as additional visual cues. A table summarizing Novotny’s catalogue is available in Appendix A. The temporal indices manipulate the display properties of the information (e.g., through size, motion, decay), while temporal symbols include objects that indicate the time of the post (e.g., adding pictograms) and methods to manipulate the layout (e.g., horizontal or vertical) or typography [50].

Although an interesting proposal, few of Novotny’s [50] temporal interface cues have been evaluated. A Facebook prototype visualized the passage of time by gradually decreasing the size of posts, and posts were arranged horizontally on the user’s timeline. Although properties of the photo in the post and the caption were manipulated, other contextual cues that might be revealing, such as date of the post [41] were not manipulated. It was also suggested [50] that shrunk posts should still be clickable to ensure readability but it was not clear whether the prototype implemented this feature. However, we think that making the original information available defeats the purpose of degrading them. The prototype was partially evaluated in a study with 14 participants by having them complete one task. The horizontal arrangement of posts did not appeal to participants because it did not match other familiar interfaces which display posts vertically in chronological order.

Another experimental lab study [52] adopted two other temporal cues (temporal order and graphical timelines) in a hiring process simulation where reputation profiles of job-seekers were shown to participants acting as employers [52]. Results showed that the graphical timeline helped users more easily disregard obsolete information compared to the temporal order cue. However, the other temporal cues suggested by Novotny [50] remain untested.
2.5 Existing Gap

Although the literature has explored different forgetting mechanisms and provided insights on how to better match users’ goals, such as providing contextual privacy settings and allowing reflection over older content, it is unclear how these mechanisms apply within OSNs. For example, how can an OSN timeline support forgetting and reflection simultaneously? How can an interface provide an immediate contextual visual cue that can promote privacy whilst presenting a natural non-obtrusive metaphor to users? There also remains other open design and research questions about visualizing the passage of time in HCI [42]. How should designs handle the disconnect between representations of time and time as remembered? Which metaphors represent a clearer analogue to human experience? And, how should the passing of time be depicted? [42]. Furthermore, how do users prefer to depict the passage of time to others, to represent their current personalities, and to show progression in life? And would users actually want time to be depicted; what benefits or concerns exist with such mechanisms? And finally, what are the privacy implications relating to these issues?

3. OUR STUDY

In our present study, we further probe the concept of having older content gradually decay and become less accessible to audiences. We believe this approach simulates the idea of archiving as a subtle mechanism to handle digital artifacts. It also provides an immediate contextual cue to the viewer about the age of posted content. We extend Novotny’s [50] study by comparing three different visualizations on three different OSN platforms. We choose three different OSN platforms instead of one to see if our findings are applicable across platforms. We also chose three distinct visualizations that degrade content differently and fall under two of Novotny’s [50] suggested temporal indices: display salience and degrading display quality. Our study partially answers some of the remaining open research questions regarding visualizing time in OSNs. Our two research questions are:

RQ1: Which of the three studied visualizations best represents digital aging on social media from a user perspective?

RQ2: What are users’ attitudes and concerns relating to digital aging on social media?

4. METHODOLOGY

Our study explores visualizations of social media posts to simulate the decay or fading of memories over time. The visualizations are intended to illustrate that posts are getting older or aging to the viewer. The visualization is applied to content viewed by others as opposed to content that is self-accessed. For example, it is applied to Jane’s Facebook profile as viewed by her friends, not content solely viewable by Jane. Aging of posts has two possible interrelated purposes. It provides temporal context to viewers and it provides some privacy advantages as posts become less accessible by viewers. There are, however, several dimensions when considering aging of posts, such as information sensitivity, access control options, and determining the appropriate decay function given a specific sharing scenario. For this first study, we focus on identifying the best decay representation out of three studied visualizations from a user perspective, recognizing that further work focusing on the other dimensions will be needed in other studies. Our study also captures users’ attitudes and concerns regarding the concept and its potential purposes, including privacy. During the study, we introduced the concept of “aging” as posts getting older over time, but we carefully avoided mentioning “privacy” as a reason why this might be desirable until the very end of the study to avoid unduly influencing participants’ perspectives.

To answer RQ1, we gauged users’ preferences as determined by responses to Likert-scale questions and interview questions about the preferred visualization for use on their own data. Likert-scale questions considered aspects such as meaning, intuitiveness, most natural metaphor, and visual appeal.

To address RQ2, we collected more in-depth answers from users through interview questions and open-ended questions in a wrap-up questionnaire. For example, some questions explored their interpretations and impressions of the visualizations, if they think the concept of aging digital artifacts is necessary, and if they would like their own artifacts to age. We also asked about how aging should take place and if they could think of cases in which aging is more useful than deletion or content expiration. Other questions were relevant to the process itself, e.g., what are the thresholds for the aging process, what should the settings look like, and how does this concept relate to their privacy.

The study methods and questionnaires were pilot tested prior to data collection. Descriptions of the study tasks, interview guide, and questionnaires are available in Appendices B through D.

4.1 Recruitment

The study was cleared by our Research Ethics Board. Recruitment was done through posters posted across campus and a social media page for advertising the university’s HCI studies. Participants were compensated $15 for their time. Before beginning the session, participants read and signed a consent form that explained the purpose and the procedure of the study, and it reminded them that the session will be audio-recorded. Personally identifiable information collected from participants was limited to their voice; responses were pseudo-anonymized and non-attributable.

We had 30 participants; 12 were male and 18 were female, with a mean age of 26 (Std. Dev = 9 years). They reported having an average of three social media accounts each and spending an average of three hours (Std. Dev = 2 hours) online daily. The majority were university students; 16 participants were undergraduate students, 9 were graduate students, and 5 were university staff.

Participants were assigned a username that is not linked to their identity and these usernames were used during data compilation and to report results in the paper. Usernames were generated according to participants’ assigned platform (e.g., Facebook: FB1-FB10, Twitter: TW1-TW10, Instagram: IG1-IG10).

4.2 Prototype

We created a fictitious social media profile on three different social networks: Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. We choose several platforms to explore whether our results applied across a range of interfaces. Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram are among the top 5 most popular OSN sites [20, 34] and each has a distinct purpose.

In our prototypes, the profile layout and arrangement imitated the existing look and feel of July 2017 UI versions of each of the three platforms. The content on both Facebook and Twitter was identical; it included miscellaneous photo posts with captions and status updates. To conform with Instagram’s layout, its fictitious content included only photos with captions. We intentionally included content that is personal in nature [30], such as family photos, photos of a car with the license plate number visible, and photos of a house with a visible street address. Status updates included personal sentiments and opinions about potentially sensitive subjects [37] (e.g., political views, support for LGBT).
We implemented decay techniques on the three OSN platforms (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram), using three different approaches: (1) content fading, (2) content pixelation, (3) content shrinking, resulting in $3 \times 3 = 9$ prototypes. We chose techniques from Novotny’s taxonomy [50] that seemed likely to convey privacy and aging based on our literature review; others could also be considered.

The dates of the fictitious posts were separated by a month and each prototype showed posts spanning one year. The decay was applied linearly across posts; for example in the fading prototype, transparency levels were reduced by equal increments between any two sequential posts. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the nine prototypes on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram respectively. Each prototype was displayed to the user as a scrollable webpage.

Unlike face, body, or object obfuscation, the decay techniques in our prototypes degraded the entire post. To ensure that limitations posed by such obfuscation techniques [41] were avoided, we manipulated all the contextual cues related to a post that might be recognizable [41] along with the image itself. These manipulated cues included the image’s caption, its intended audience, publishing date and time, comments, date and time of the comments, and tagged friends. Manipulated content was also unclickable to prevent retrieving or accessing the original unmodified post. Moreover, although pixelation is ineffective for privacy as an obfuscation technique [41], we choose it as one of the decaying visualizations as the obscuring effect was linearly increased across multiple time-related posts, which is a different application of pixelation than its application in obfuscation of time-unrelated data.

4.3 Procedure

Thirty participants took part in our $3 \times 3$ mixed design lab study featuring one between-subject variable (social media type) and one within-subject variable (decay technique); ten participants were assigned to each of three social media types, and each participant saw all three visualizations. Assignment of social media types and presentation order of the visualizations was controlled using a full latin square to ensure that all combinations were cycled and to avoid possible ordering effects. For example Participant X saw {Facebook-Fading, Facebook-Pixelating, Facebook-Shrinking} and Participant Y saw {Twitter-Pixelating, Twitter-Shrinking, Twitter-Fading}.

We collected participants’ feedback verbally and through online questionnaires in a 60-minutes session. A session unfolded as follows:

1. View and explore Prototype A
2. Complete visualization questionnaire A
3. View and explore Prototype B
4. Complete visualization questionnaire B
5. View and explore Prototype C
6. Complete visualization questionnaire C
7. Interview/conversation about the concepts and prototypes
8. Complete wrap-up questionnaire

In Steps 1, 3, and 5, participants viewed the social media content as if they were previewing another user’s social media profile, not their own. We asked some probing questions while participants viewed each prototype, e.g., what was their interpretation of the visualization, what was most appealing/confusing, and whether they would change anything in the design. Other questions explored if the visualization was meaningful in terms of conveying the idea that posts were getting old.

In Steps 2, 4, and 6, the visualization questionnaires consisted of 10 Likert-scale questions covering agreement with the visual representation: (Q1) easily showed posts were getting old, (Q2) was meaningful, (Q3) was confusing, (Q4) was complete, (Q5) changed their perspective, (Q6) was appropriate to the content, (Q7) was obtrusive, (Q8) of photo posts was intuitive, (Q9) of text posts was intuitive. And finally, (Q10) whether they would use the visual representation on their social media account.

In Step 7, the wrap-up interview questions sought to learn about users’ attitudes and concerns as both a user browsing another user’s profile and as an owner of the profile concerned about other users. For example, we asked for participants’ reaction if they came across a profile that uses one of the content decay visualizations. Other questions examined participants’ perception of aging of digital artifacts, how necessary it is, and by which means it should be implemented in OSNs (e.g., by deletion, expiration, or decay). More questions probed whether participants would use one of the visualizations to display their own digital artifacts when accessed by other user groups, whether the study changed how they would use social media in the future, and whether content decay would promote their online privacy.

In Step 8, the wrap-up questionnaire consisted of one Likert-scale question and three open-ended questions. In total, each participant
gave feedback on three different prototypes, filled out four online questionnaires, and shared opinions pertaining to the concept of content decay.

4.4 Analysis Process

To answer our two research questions, we performed both quantitative and qualitative analyses.

For the statistical analysis, we were primarily concerned with our within-subject variable, visualization type, with three levels (fading, shrinking, and pixelating). We used Friedman tests (significance level of $p < 0.05$) to test for main effects of visualization type. In cases of significant omnibus test results, we followed up with pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Bonferroni correction applied (significance level of $p < 0.017$).

### 5. RQ1 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

We summarize results of our statistical and qualitative analysis pertaining to our first research question: Which of the three studied visualizations best represents digital aging on social media?

#### 5.1 Statistical Analysis of Questionnaire

Participants completed ten 5-point Likert scale questions per visualization technique. Mean responses are available in Table 1; higher means indicate more positive scores.

Using the within-subjects variable, visualization technique, we compared questionnaire responses to see if participants favoured any technique. We found a significant difference in nine out of the ten questions. Friedman’s test results are presented in Table 2, with significant differences highlighted in gray. Table 3 shows the pairwise comparison between the three approaches and the associated $p$ values (Bonferroni corrected).

Mean responses to the questionnaire ranged from negative to neutral, suggesting that participants were generally unenthusiastic about the visualization techniques. Reasons for this are discussed in Section 5.2; participants were mainly concerned that the visualizations might obstruct browsing within social media.

The statistical analysis showed that pixelation was least favourable to participants. Shrinking was the most favourable, but participants did not significantly favour it over fading. Nevertheless, shrinking and fading were significantly more preferable than pixelation.

For completeness, we also verified whether there was a main effect of social media type (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter). This was a
5.2 Feedback on the prototypes
The written and verbal feedback from participants aligned with the Likert scale results: shrinking was the most favourable visualization, followed closely by fading; pixelating was least favourable.

As suggested by the feedback for each prototype, detailed next, participants found the shrinking technique most visually pleasing as it looked more “natural”. Moreover, it was best associated with memory and the passage of time; putting less significance on older posts by making them tinier. Participants also liked the fading visualization because the idea of graying out posts resembled how artifacts become smaller. In both cases, the visualizations were reasonable metaphors that provided a logical parallel with their impression of how human memories work. They recognized and brought up their understanding of the metaphors without prompting.

Next, we discuss specific feedback relating to each visualization.

Prototype 1: Pixelating: The initial reaction to pixelation for fourteen participants was that there might be a glitch in the system/website or that the Internet connection was slow and pictures were not loading correctly. Mostly, participants had no idea what was going on. They reported various negative emotions, including thinking of something bad/criminal (FB6), feeling irritated (FB1), angry (IG8), and scared/lost (FB10). In addition, ten participants felt confused or annoyed. Moreover, they thought that someone using the technique on social media must be hiding something (n = 7) from specific people (e.g., non-friends), blocking someone (n = 4), or that the content had been censored (n = 2).

Participants thought that it was pointless to keep posts in such a representation, and felt that it would be better if the post was simply deleted. Overall, participants neither associated such representation with the passage of time nor found it visually appealing. Clearly, the pixelating visualization failed to convey the appropriate metaphor, and instead invoked other negative connotations.

Prototype 2: Fading: Fifteen participants found the fading effect intuitive and indicative of its purpose. In addition, it was visually appealing since the gradual fade-out inherently showed a smoother transition between posts. Eleven participants liked the idea that they could see details about the post, text in particular, compared to the pixelating and the shrinking techniques. Furthermore, the idea of fading the posts resonated for some participants (n = 12) with the metaphor of memories or physical photos fading over time.

As IG3 explained: “[Fading is] really intuitive, and it’s a nice metaphor of fading memories [...] and that’s what happens to photos often, when they’re older, they get faded [...] but making the pictures smaller? I didn’t think of it that way [...] even the pixelated, it was effective, it’s visually hard to ignore [...] I just assumed something is wrong with the image [...] so the fading is really nice.”

Nevertheless, some participants (n = 4) thought that faded out content would raise suspicion about the user, for example, suggesting that the user had something to hide. Others were unsure whether they would have guessed its purpose if they suddenly saw this visualization on their OSNs.

Prototype 3: Shrinking: Overall, the majority (n = 17) thought the shrinking approach was most intuitive and visually appealing. TW10 explains: “It’s more clever; like fuzzy memories; recent memories occupy more space in your head.”. Participants could see the appeal to instantly realizing what content is most recent without having to look at the dates. As explained by FB3: “It’s like a visual way of seeing that it’s a later post [...] the way the time grows the way the grid grows, it kinda correlates that way [...] it would take time to be used to it, but if Facebook had come like this, I’d be more accustomed to it, I wouldn’t really have a problem.”

However, some participants (n = 4) initially thought that bigger posts were of higher importance and relevance to the user publishing the content. They believed that the user had somehow chosen to make some posts larger, rather than realizing that size was an automatic characteristic that varied over time. The most common complaint from participants (n = 27) was being unable to have clear legibility of posts as they shrunk. However, between fading and shrinking, they thought shrinking offered better visibility.

Users’ preferences: when asked to choose one visualization to be applied to their own artifacts, 14 participants favoured the shrinking prototype, 11 participants preferred fading, three participants were undecided between both prototypes, one participant wanted both combined, and one participant preferred pixelation.

5.3 RQ1 Summary
Participants expressed clear preferences for the Shrinking and Fading visualizations, and these successfully conveyed the metaphor of memories fading over time. The Pixelating visualization was disliked and held negative connotations; it did not meet the goal of representing aging of digital content. We recommend either Shrinking...
or Fading as appropriate visualizations for conveying digital aging.

Interestingly, participants (who were not initially told that this study was about privacy) expressed annoyance resulting from not being able to clearly read the posts as they decayed. Some mentioned a preference for the fading technique because it enabled them to decipher the details of the posts for the longest time. So while they understood the metaphor, they still favoured the visualization which showed the least decay. We note that levels of decay could be adjusted for any of these visualizations and that in an actual implementation, the effect would appear much more gradual since there would likely be more posts in the span of a year.

6. RQ2 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

We next summarize results of our analysis pertaining to answering our second research question: What are users’ attitudes and concerns relating to digital aging on social media?

We concluded the session with an interview and a wrap-up questionnaire to capture participants’ opinions regarding the concept of aging digital artifacts and to discuss if it would increase their online privacy. This part of the session took place after participants had seen all three visualizations and had provided their feedback about privacy. We asked a group of participants how necessary is aging of posts in social media?

Participants (n = 25) thought decay would be particularly beneficial in several situations. For instance, they thought it might reduce information overload when browsing other users’ profiles. They also thought it would be beneficial if they might regret deletion of specific content. As one participant explained: “Sometimes you delete something in the spur of the moment then you think I shouldn’t have deleted that [...] and there’s no point in putting it back cause everybody already saw it [...] with all the comments [...] people regret deleting things.” -FB3. Others thought it would be useful for fact checking data, for keeping track of their online activity, or for archiving or compressing content. As FB4 explained: “Maybe fact checking data, for politics and election season, sometimes it’s important to check news and when they happened, which is something that’s easily overlooked in social media.”

Lastly, two participants thought that the only cases in which content should automatically expire is when the person is deceased or the profile is no longer in use. Alternatively, they suggested the family of deceased person could choose to decay the content instead.

6.3 Privacy

We also wanted to explore participants’ perspectives on online privacy. We asked a group of participants if content decay would protect their online privacy. Participants’ opinions were polarized. A minority (n = 3) thought the idea does not contribute to online privacy at all. Their main concern was that concealing content would raise questions about the content or the user, hence, they found no contribution to privacy. However, most (n = 11 out of 17) thought it was the only purpose for using decay. For instance, they would decay obsolete content when seeking employment, or when beginning new chapters in their lives. As explained by FB5: “It would be beneficial to me if I was applying for a new job, or even entering a new relationship, I would not want the company or person to be able to scroll and see my old posts and judge me by them.”

1We explicitly asked 17 participants at the very end of the interview. However, it was implicitly discussed with other participants.
When the eleven participants who thought decay is beneficial for privacy were asked which visualization technique is most preferable for privacy, six participants favoured the pixelating technique. They thought pixels hid the content appropriately since pixelation obscures content more quickly by nature. Four participants thought either the fading or shrinking techniques might be helpful to privacy as well, depending on how fast/gradual they decay the content. One participant did not specify a preference.

6.4 RQ2 Summary

Participants thought that digital artifacts should age to accommodate changes in their real lives. Decaying digital content was appreciated, and if available on social media, participants would opt-in to the feature. They generally found it useful for online privacy, but responses varied for which visualization they would adopt for their own accounts. Specifically for privacy, pixelation was most popular but is also held negative connotations for several participants.

7. OTHER COMMENTS

Changing of perspective: Eleven participants said that introducing the concept of aging of digital artifacts changed their perspective on how they use social media today. For instance, they intended to go through their own content, re-examine their privacy settings, and re-think which posts remain appropriate for their current lives. This aligns with previous research suggesting that conversations about privacy lead users to reflect on their online practices [2, 33, 58].

We observed a shift during some sessions. Participants initially were concerned about how aging of digital artifacts would affect the visibility of their content to themselves and to others. As the session progressed, they accepted the concept and realized its value for online privacy when displaying content to others.

Other participants (n = 6) expressed no major change in perspective. They were already careful with what they post, or they were accustomed to the look and feel of social media today and saw no reason to change. As one participant noted: “If I have choice between changing and not changing, I’m not gonna change [...] if they have it changed and I’m forced, I’m not gonna change it either.” -FB1

 Downsides of decay: When participants realized that the feature has merit, three participants expressed concerns. Examples in which the feature would be problematic include translating decayed content for people with accessibility issues, or when the content is needed as an evidence to verify information (i.e., in a police investigation of a criminal activity).

8. DISCUSSION

Our motivation exploring how to represent the aging of digital artifacts within the UI. We further investigated what aging of digital artifacts means for users and to what extent incorporating this concept within the UI would conform to their sharing and privacy needs. We elaborate on the privacy and design implications of our findings in the following subsections. We then translate those implications into a tentative set of system design recommendations.

8.1 Aging vs. Privacy Paradox

We found that participants’ mental models of how their content should appear online depended largely on whether they were considering aging or privacy at the time. In our study, we intentionally avoided mentioning privacy until late in the session so that we could determine if privacy concerns arose unprompted.

When participants considered the management of their data in terms of aging, they favoured a gradual fading/shrinking of artifacts over time because it matched their idea that memories lose prominence over time, as suggested by human memory decay theory [11, 62]. As with real memories, they also expected the UI to differentiate between important memories or life events that are clearly remembered despite the passage of time and everyday happenings that are gradually forgotten.

They expressed that the visualization should represent the natural forgetting process and should not seem like the artifacts were being manipulated. For example, several participants specifically disliked the pixelation visualization because it suggested that something was being intentionally obscured and this raised suspicion.

When prompted to consider privacy implications of digital artifacts, we observed a shift in priorities and requirements. This aligns with previous research regarding the privacy paradox [1, 2, 4, 5, 18, 33, 49, 58, 66]; people do not intuitively consider privacy risks and sometimes accept them until prompted to consider privacy. Some participants felt that the pixelating visualization best reflected the idea of privacy by making it clear that something was intentionally being kept private. Pixelation fit with these participants’ mental model of privacy: content was being censored or obscured. They also noted a more discrete dimension to privacy: something should be either kept private or made public. It was not necessarily viewed as a gradual process whereas “aging” was clearly gradual.

We are left with this interesting paradox: users want gradual, natural decaying of digital artifacts (with exceptions for important events) to more accurately reflect human memory, but at the same time want discrete, intentional private/public representation of artifacts to reflect their concept of privacy. For participants, these were two distinct requirements, whereas the literature generally views them as closely related [5, 45, 50, 51].

In both cases, however, participants recognized the benefits of removing irrelevant content and recognized that their preference for the visibility of specific digital artifacts would likely change over time. The question remains: how do we best reconcile these two distinct intentions while displaying digital artifacts in OSNs?

8.2 (Self $\leftrightarrow$ Public) Spectrum

Participants require distinct rules when representing aging on their self profiles versus their public profiles. Aligned with previous research [35, 43], participants wanted their own content to always be visible to themselves. However, they then had complex rules for how their content should be displayed to different user groups. Those rules differ significantly depending on the category of the content published on their profiles and the intended audience.

Although this was not our intention, participants re-iterated that they expected that the representation of profiles should not be automatically altered to represent aging when self accessed. Normally, participants use the web and OSNs as backup repositories to retain their digital possessions [43]. Our participants were concerned that their view of their own data would be altered or the data would become inaccessible without their consent, losing access to the artifacts representing these milestones. Therefore, when the self UI visualizes aging, the default representation should not decay content. While not the intended purpose of decay, the discussion does serve as an anchor for participants’ explanation of how things should work for content viewable by others.

When being accessed by the public/others, participants desired different rules. Because they are concerned about their online presence and their availability to other online users, it is important that their content is visible to their audience. However, they wish to
manage the visibility and aging settings of their online content for both availability and privacy purposes. In this case, the audience comprises a spectrum of closest friends, specific circles of friends, and moving outwards to the public. Participants wished to consider two main factors when visualizing aging on the UI for other audiences: (1) the context/category of the published content and (2) where its intended audience falls on the spectrum. Other practices [41] in the online photo sharing domain similarly adopt a privacy framework by controlling two elements: content and recipient. Indeed the two factors are significant determinants of privacy [41] since some online artifacts are more personal in nature than others [30] (e.g., a self-portrait versus a photo of a landscape). However, the rules are individualized to each user and can be complex as they encompass all possible scenarios and exceptions. Moreover, rules changed dynamically based on specific contexts or based on exceptions for a specific audience. For example, Joe might enjoy sharing his life memories with others, but Jim prefers having personal photos or embarrassing photos decay when viewed by work colleagues and unmodified when accessed by family members or close friends. Complexity might further increase if Jim also wanted the same artifacts decayed when viewed by a cousin and unaltered for a specific work colleague. Accurately reflecting users’ real intentions could quickly become untenable.

This suggests that incorporating controls into the UI that maintain such rules becomes an added effort for users. Firstly, it is impractical that each user can internalize all their desired rules and adjust the rules within the UI whenever they publish new content. Secondly, because the desired rules change as time passes and circumstances change, it is unlikely that a system could generalize these rules to match the preference of every user. This leaves us with another question: should we integrate such complex functionality for controlling the display of digital artifacts in OSNs and can we do so without adding undue effort to users?

8.3 Privacy as an intangible subject

The literature show that although users rationally accept privacy risks as a trade-off for the benefits of online sharing, they also express an intuitive concern when prompted [1, 2, 4, 5, 18, 33, 49, 58, 66]. Very few of our participants initially realized the privacy merit of content decay, but opinions evolved throughout the sessions, as presented in Sections 6.3 and 7 (Change in perspective). Initially, participants who favourably viewed content decay said they would opt-in for different purposes. For example, they wanted it as a way of compressing, keeping track of their activity, or forgetting specific memories. Privacy is an intangible subject [33] to users; our participants did not intentionally ignore it, but rather it did not immediately occur to them. However, when prompted about privacy [33] and the ways in which aging of digital artifacts contributes to privacy, they started to realize its potential added value.

In some instances, privacy could be viewed as a positive by-product of decaying content. Some users liked the idea of decaying digital artifacts for reasons other than privacy (e.g., it makes it easier to quickly tell how recently information was posted). These users might be persuaded to adopt the visualization due to its perceived usability benefits, but subsequently also gain privacy benefits with no additional effort.

The literature has shown that some Facebook users manage their privacy by trusting their abilities in manually controlling information being shared [1]; few changed Facebook’s default privacy settings [24]. Our participants thought they would simply delete what they no longer wanted available online. Although they expressed interest in retaining detailed control, practically speaking and, as shown in the literature [2, 24, 66], this is unlikely. Moreover, even if participants had the time and initiative to delete old content, this is actually very difficult to do in OSNs; for example, Facebook only loads a bit of data at a time, in reverse chronological order. And even though the “activity log” allows a user to review older content by year, there is no way to easily access and manage that content. Our participants thought that after the study, they would revise their own OSN content and delete what is no longer relevant. However, this intention only arose because they were specifically primed to consider the privacy of their OSN data [2]. This suggests that normally users remain indifferent to the need to perform retrospective privacy management.

8.4 Preliminary Recommendations

Based on the literature and our findings, we provide the following recommendations. Given that this study has raised additional questions and other aspects should be explored, these recommendations are preliminary in nature and intended to fuel further discussion.

R1: Have digital decay features enabled by default as a fail-safe mechanism: A principle of usable security and privacy is to include the safest outcome in the path-of-least-resistance since it is likely what users will choose [63, 78]. Given that the ultimate path-of-least-resistance for users is to do nothing [78], system settings should be secure by default [63, 78]. The privacy paradox [1, 2, 4, 5, 18, 33, 49, 58, 66] also suggests that users’ actions rarely match their privacy intentions. Thus, fail-safe decay mechanisms could at least partially protect users from their unintended self-disclosure on public profiles. This further aligns with the Privacy-by-Design principles [14] of having preventative and default measures.

As a result, users would be mostly relieved of the burden associated with retrospectively managing their digital artifacts. Digital aging gives temporal context to the viewer and emphasizes content that is currently most timely, indirectly supporting their online privacy by gradually removing content from the public sphere as it ages.

In practice, the aggressiveness of the decay algorithm could be increased for additional privacy protection and to avoid possible reversals of deteriorated posts at the early stages of decay. As shown in the literature on using redaction for visual privacy [60], increasing the strength of a privacy filter [19, 36] and the masked area [19] increases privacy. Although digital decay does not address all aspects of online privacy, such a fail-safe mechanism could be a key component to minimize the negative consequences associated with long-term availability of OSN digital artifacts.

R2: Match the aging metaphor: Metaphors are a helpful tool that serve humans’ cognitive functions [22] and metacognitive strategies [12]. Metaphors link an abstract concept to a concrete concept [22], allowing extraction of common properties from both concepts to better understand the abstract concept [22]. Metaphors have had a radical impact on interface design practices [47]. The use of metaphors in the UI can reduce the mismatch between the designer’s intention and the user’s mental model of the system [47].

As discussed in Section 8.1, participants felt that visualizations for aging of digital artifacts should reflect the natural forgetting process. Based on our early findings, the shrinking and fading visualizations were found to best depict the metaphor of decaying memories [11, 62] and could be used either individually or potentially in combination. However, if a system designer is faced with selecting only one approach, shrinking would be recommended since it was most preferred by participants and was thought to be most intuitive
and natural. Other research suggests that visualizations such as pixelation or blurring are actually ineffective at preserving privacy of social media photos [41]. Our study found that the pixelation visualizations were interpreted as “concealing”; they invoked negative connotations and aroused suspicion. Taken together, these results suggest that pixelation should be avoided as a method for increasing privacy. Online sharing and privacy are guided by complex social norms and expectations [48]; any visualization used should be carefully implemented to ensure that it does not inadvertently make the user appear as if they are breaking such social norms.

R3: Allow overrides: Users should be allowed to override decay defaults, if they wish to. As suggested in R1, the default settings should be secure, but allowing users to have control over their content is also important. By allowing overrides, users can disable the feature or adjust settings to perform more selective decaying [25] and to control the decay rate [7] based on the context and specific online content. Whereas automating such privacy decisions may be desirable, the complex, personal, and dynamic nature of these decisions makes it unlikely that they can be performed algorithmically in a fully automated way. In particular, the risks of miscalculation could lead to privacy violations if the user expects something to automatically decay and it does not.

Given these constraints, users should remain involved in decisions to make some digital artifacts visible beyond the normal decaying period, or to avoid the decaying process altogether. It is possible that they could be assisted by the system, but the ultimate choice should rest with the user and involve a distinct, conscious decision by the user that enables them to reflect on their intended privacy and sharing needs. This could also support existing recommendations [4,8,80] suggesting that the UI should promote user reflection of aged content.

We believe our early recommendations align with Principles 1, 2, 3, and 7 of the Privacy-by-Design framework [14]. Our recommendations place privacy as a core function of the user interaction (Principle 3: privacy embedded into the design) by reducing the long-term exposure of digital artifacts and reducing risks of privacy violations (Principle 1: proactive not reactive). They seek to insert privacy into the design of OSNs by default as a fail-safe feature (Principle 2: privacy as the default setting). The recommendations aim to maximize privacy defaults, while giving users granular privacy options to customize their privacy preferences based on their privacy and sharing requirements (Principle 7: keep it user-centric). By supporting the aging metaphor, the recommendations also focus on matching users’ mental models as closely as possible (Principle 7: keep it user-centric).

8.5 Feasibility
Within OSNs, several implementation issues would need to be addressed when implementing decay visualizations. First, digital content shared on OSNs may not be exclusively controlled by its publisher/owner [71]. For example, other users may be tagged in a post, or content may be re-shared by other users. In these cases, and cases where multiparty access control is required [71], it is unclear what should happen to decaying content. Do all instances of decay at the pace set by the original owner? Should other users be able to override decay settings? What happens if content is re-posted/shared after significant time has elapsed? Does it reset to full visibility or get posted partially decayed?

Another significant concern is that traces of the digital content might still be available elsewhere outside the original OSN. For example, content may be copied or downloaded by others before the decaying process begins, leaving unaltered instances of the digital artifacts. The owner of the content may also have shared copies of content on other mediums. Thus, the feasibility of decaying social media digital artifacts might be limited when considering other aspects of online sharing and availability of online data.

9. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The study had the usual limitation common to lab studies: asking participants to share feedback about a partially unfamiliar concept in a limited amount of time in an artificial environment. A future field study could be designed to complement our findings. Furthermore, the sample size of thirty participants might be small when considering that they were divided across three social media platforms (although every participant saw all three visualizations), and the university sample of users is not necessarily representative of the whole population. Additionally, when designing the study prototypes, we distributed fewer than 20 posts across a year to more easily and clearly show the effect of decay. Had we added more posts to the prototypes, the change in visualizations would have appeared more gradual, which could have impacted participants’ opinions. We chose to use artificial data in the prototypes rather than applying the visualizations to the users’ own content. This may have made the content seem more abstract to participants since it was disconnected from any particular context or personal connection. However, this design decision was taken because protecting the privacy of participants was viewed as more important than the slight methodological advantage to be gained in these early stages of the research. The study offers a starting point in empirically testing visualizations for aging of digital artifacts. Further comparison with other visualizations should also be considered.

This research has led to several possible future research directions. Further research could explore design or technical aspects of implementing decay features or examine how feasibility limitations of the feature can be addressed in specific online sharing scenarios. It could also subjectively [41, 60] or objectively [36] evaluate technical privacy protection offered by the decay visualizations, and explore whether decay visualizations might lead users to become less proactive in managing their online content (e.g., by leaving content online rather than deleting it).

The design of a future study could consider other relevant aspects such as information sensitivity, access control options, different types of artifacts, and parameters of the decay function. It could include scenarios to help users with specific contexts, and to provide insights into identifying the primary factor for choosing to decay artifacts: characteristics of the artifacts or their age. It could also consider using real social media data that is connected to participants. Another future study could empirically examine how aging digital artifacts on an OSN profile affects viewers’ impression of its owner. This could be explored in several different social contexts: political, employment, or relationships/dating contexts.

10. CONCLUSIONS
We conducted a lab user study exploring the concept of aging or decaying of digital artifacts and reported results from both qualitative and quantitative analyses. Results showed an inclination towards visualizations that closely represent fading memories over time. Because of the nature of human memory, and users’ mental model of privacy, we identified distinct user requirements when addressing either aging or privacy in the UI. These two distinct purposes should be further explored to determine how they can be best reconciled in interaction design.
A balanced approach to addressing users’ requirements would seek to promote privacy while minimizing user effort and simultaneously enabling user reflection. Towards this goal, we provided three preliminary design recommendations. Although decay features do not address every aspect of online privacy and long-term data availability dimensions, it can help minimize the potential unintended consequences associated with data availability on OSNs.

To summarize, this work compares three OSN content decay visualizations, investigates users’ attitudes and concerns about the aging of digital artifacts, and provides early recommendations that would contribute to users’ privacy and sharing needs. We also believe the study is a step towards answering currently open research questions pertaining to visualizing passage of time in OSNs.
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### APPENDIX A: NOVOTNY’S SUGGESTED TEMPORAL SIGNS FOR SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES (SNS) - TABLE REPRINTED FROM [47].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temporal sign</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>High time (granularity)</th>
<th>High amount of PI</th>
<th>Dynamic generation</th>
<th>Generic representation of UI design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temporal Indices</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedimentation</td>
<td>Older PIₜ is covered by newer layers of PI₂</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display salience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Older PIₜ is displayed in smaller size</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>PIₜ₁ [\text{PIₜ₂}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion</td>
<td>Newer PI₂ leaves faster on screen</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>((\text{PIₜ₂}^\text{↑})) ((\text{PIₜ₂}^\text{↓}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Degrading display quality</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decay</td>
<td>Older PIₜ is displayed in decayed state</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>(\text{PIₜₕ}^\text{↑} \text{PIₜ₂})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greying</td>
<td>Older PIₜ is displayed in lighter gray color</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>(\text{PIₜ₁} \text{PIₜ₂})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdated display technology</td>
<td>Older PIₜ is displayed using earlier technology</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>(\text{PIₜ₁} \text{PIₜ₂})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fashion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fashion of content</td>
<td>Fashion of old PIₜ’s content is adapted to earlier time</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(\text{PIₜ₁} \text{Fashion}<em>{\text{t₁}} \text{PIₜ₂} \text{Fashion}</em>{\text{t₂}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fashion of UI design</td>
<td>Older PIₜ is displayed using old-fashioned UI design</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>(\text{PIₜ₁} \text{UI}<em>{\text{t₁}} \text{UI}</em>{\text{t₂}} \text{PIₜ₂})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic snapshot of the person</td>
<td>Older PIₜ is displayed together with old profile picture</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>(\text{PIₜ₁} \text{St}<em>{\text{t₁}} \text{PIₜ₂} \text{St}</em>{\text{t₂}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Historic snapshot of the person</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temporal symbols</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic objects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time pictograms</td>
<td>Temporal context is annotated using a graphical symbol</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(\text{PIₜ₁} \text{t₁} \text{PIₜ₂} \text{t₂})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textual symbols</td>
<td>Temporal context is annotated using text or dates</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(\text{PIₜ₁} \text{t₁} \text{PIₜ₂} \text{t₂})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Screen space</strong></td>
<td>Screen areas containing PI are assigned to time segments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>Older PIₜ is displayed left of newer PI₂</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(\text{PIₜ₁} \text{t₁} \text{PIₜ₂} \text{t₂})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>Older PIₜ is displayed on top or bottom</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(\text{PIₜ₁} \text{t₁} \text{PIₜ₂} \text{t₂})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentric</td>
<td>Newer PI₂ is displayed closer to the screen’s center</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>(\text{PIₜ₁} \text{t₁} \text{PIₜ₂} \text{t₂})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial</td>
<td>Radial sections of the screen are assigned clock-wise to newer PI</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(\text{PIₜ₁} \text{t₁} \text{PIₜ₂} \text{t₂})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typography</td>
<td>Older PIₜ is displayed in typefaces perceived as classic</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>(\text{PIₜ₁} \text{Font}<em>{\text{t₁}} \text{PIₜ₂} \text{Font}</em>{\text{t₂}})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PIₜ... SNS profile information. t₁... temporal context at point in time t
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APPENDIX B: STUDY TASKS AND INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Part 1: Basic tasks and questions per each prototype

Example Study Tasks:

1. Browse post history by year.
2. Click on any year you wish to drill down through.
3. Click on any month of the year for its posts to be displayed.
4. Scroll through the displayed posts.

Example probing questions asked during or after task completion:

- Can you explain your interpretation of this visual representation of posts?
- Is such arrangement/representation of posts appealing to you?
- What do you like about such interface? / What worked well for you with this design?
- What don’t you like? / What was most annoying or confusing to you?
- What would you change?
- Are any features missing?

To conclude this part of the study:

Which interface do you think is most:

- Helpful or useful
- Appealing or making sense to you?
APPENDIX

Part 2: Interview questions (after they’ve used the 3 prototypes)

A. As a user browsing another friend’s page:

- What was your interpretation when you see posts fading away?
- What was your reaction when you see posts fading away?
- Did you care about seeing the original post? – when posts fade away, did that make you more curious/doubtful?
- Which technique/visual representation was more helpful in showing the decay/aging of posts?

B. As an owner of the profile:

- Would you opt for decaying/fading posts as they’re getting older?
- How would you like your posts to decay, which technique was most likable to you?
- At what point, if any, would you stop caring about such artifacts/posts – when they’re 1 year old? 3? 5? 10?
- In which cases do you think digital artifacts should expire/disappear? Should they expire? How? By decaying? Or by deleting forever?
- Would you prefer having the option to keep old posts the same without decaying as a way to reminiscing or highlighting a blast from the past?
- Would you want the process of decaying to be automated? Or manual? What kinds of settings would you want?
  - Select specific posts to decay based on: time of publishing, specific keywords in the caption/status, pictures taken with specific friends, posts/pictures with specific location?
- Did our study change the way you browse social media today?
- Do you think decaying can protect your online privacy? If so, which visualization from the ones you saw today would you use for privacy?
APPENDIX C: STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE

Prototype A questions
Each are 5-point scales

1. The visual representation of posts easily shows that they are getting old.
   ( ) Strongly agree to ( ) Strongly disagree ( ) Prefer not to answer

2. The visual representation of posts was.
   ( ) Very meaningful to ( ) Not at all meaningful ( ) Prefer not to answer

3. The visual representation of posts was.
   ( ) Very confusing to ( ) Very understandable ( ) Prefer not to answer

4. The visual representation of posts was.
   ( ) Very complete to ( ) Missing many features that I expected
   ( ) Prefer not to answer

5. The visual representation of posts made me change my perspective on how I use social media today.
   ( ) Major change in perspective to ( ) No change in perspective
   ( ) Prefer not to answer

6. The aging technique used in the posts was.
   ( ) very appropriate for the content to ( ) did not apply to the content at all
   ( ) Prefer not to answer

7. The visual representation of posts was.
   ( ) Very obtrusive to ( ) Not at all obtrusive ( ) Prefer not to answer

8. The visual representation of photo posts was intuitive to me.
   ( ) Very intuitive to ( ) Not at all intuitive ( ) Prefer not to answer

9. The visual representation of text posts was intuitive to me.
   ( ) Very intuitive to ( ) Not at all intuitive ( ) Prefer not to answer

10. If available, I would choose to use this visual representation for my social media account.
    ( ) Strongly agree to ( ) Strongly disagree ( ) Prefer not to answer

Prototype B questions
[Same questions above to be copied]

Prototype C questions
[Same questions above to be copied]
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APPENDIX D: WRAP-UP QUESTIONNAIRE

How necessary is aging of posts in social media?
( ) Very necessary to ( ) Very unnecessary ( ) Prefer not to answer

If available, would you choose to have your posts age? Why or why not?

Can you describe a situation where aging of posts would have been particularly beneficial to you?

Can you describe a situation where aging of posts would have been particularly problematic for you?
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ABSTRACT
Equifax, one of the three major U.S. credit bureaus, experienced a large-scale data breach in 2017. We investigated consumers’ mental models of credit bureaus, how they perceive risks from this data breach, whether they took protective measures, and their reasons for inaction through 24 semi-structured interviews. We find that participants’ mental models of credit bureaus are incomplete and partially inaccurate. Although many participants were aware of and concerned about the Equifax breach, few knew whether they were affected, and even fewer took protective measures after the breach. We find that this behavior is not primarily influenced by accuracy of mental models or risk awareness, but rather by costs associated with protective measures, optimism bias in estimating one’s likelihood of victimization, sources of advice, and a general tendency towards delaying action until harm has occurred. We discuss legal, technical and educational implications and directions towards better protecting consumers in the credit reporting system.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the United States, credit bureaus (also called credit reporting agencies) are private, for-profit organizations that create aggregated reports of individual consumers’ credit information. They offer this information as a service to businesses that need to assess their customers’ creditworthiness. For instance, lenders use credit reports and credit scores to determine whether they approve a loan and at what interest rate; landlords may check credit scores before offering a lease for an apartment; employers may consider credit reports in hiring decisions [27]. As such, credit bureaus play a significant role in the lives of U.S. residents by impacting their access to many necessities. In the United States, there are hundreds of credit bureaus serving specialized credit reporting needs. The biggest among them are the three National Consumer Reporting Agencies (NCRAs) [15]: Equifax, Experian and TransUnion.

In 2017, Equifax suffered a large-scale data breach that resulted in hackers stealing sensitive data of over 146.6 million consumers [45]. The data stolen included names, social security numbers, birth dates, addresses, and driver’s license numbers, along with credit card numbers for about 209,000 consumers and dispute documents for another 182,000 consumers [38].

The size, scale and potential consequences of this data breach are unprecedented: the 2017 Equifax breach put almost half of the U.S. population at risk of identity theft. Defined as “the unlawful use of another’s identifying information for gain” [89], identity theft often manifests itself through fraudulent use of existing accounts (e.g., credit card, telephone, online and insurance) [40], opening of new accounts or credit lines in the victim’s name, as well as non-financial crimes [62]. In 2014, about two-thirds of identity theft victims experienced an average financial loss of $1,343, and about 40% of identity theft victims reported emotional distress resulting from the incident [40].

Despite the identity theft risks posed by the Equifax breach, evidence suggests that consumers took little to no protective action after it became public. Surveys following the breach conducted by Credit Sesame, a credit monitoring site aggregating consumer data from TransUnion, showed that 10 days after the breach was announced in September 2017, only 0.44% of credit reports at TransUnion had a credit freeze on file—a slight 0.8% increase from June 2017 [18]. The percentage of consumers who placed effective credit freezes, i.e., freezing their credit reports at all three major bureaus, would only be smaller. While a credit freeze restricts access to one’s credit report and is associated with fees in many states, fraud alerts, which are free, had not been used by most consumers either. The Credit Sesame report found that only 7% of its members had a fraud alert on their credit report at TransUnion as of September 2017 [18].

To investigate the seeming contradiction between the severity of the Equifax data breach and the apparent lack of action by consumers, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 24 participants to gain insights on people’s mental models of credit bureaus (how credit bureaus work, how credit bureaus collect/use data, etc.), risk perceptions of identity theft, the protective actions they took in response to the Equifax data breach, and reasons for inaction.

Our key findings show that (1) participants’ mental models of credit bureaus varied regarding perceived purpose and information flows. (2) The majority of participants were generally aware of the Equifax data breach and the resulting risks, but most did not take protective action after the
breach. (3) We find that this inaction was not primarily influenced by accuracy of mental models or risk awareness, but rather by costs associated with protective measures, optimism bias in estimating one’s likelihood of victimization, and a general tendency towards delaying action until harm has occurred. (4) Sources of advice appeared to be an influential factor in initiating actions; many participants who took action acted on advice from people they trust. Yet, taken actions also created a false sense of security for some, leading them to overlook other measures.

Based on our findings, we conclude that current protective measures offered by credit bureaus are insufficient to protect consumers. We discuss our findings in the context of prior research on privacy and security behavior, and suggest technical, legal and educational approaches to better protect consumer credit data and empower consumers with usable protection measures.

2. BACKGROUND

As context for our study, we first give an overview of how the U.S. credit reporting system operates; relevant regulation, protective measures; and the current state of data breaches and identity theft in the United States.

2.1 The U.S. Credit Reporting System

The U.S. credit reporting system relies on complex information flows between National Credit Reporting Agencies (NCRAs), smaller credit bureaus, data furnishers, public record repositories, users of credit reports, and consumers [15]. As the core entity of this ecosystem (see Figure 1), credit bureaus gather information about consumers’ credit-related activity (referred to as trade lines) from data furnishers, including banks, credit unions, credit card issuers, auto and mortgage lenders, and many other entities who can provide information related to their transactions or experiences with consumers. NCRAs also purchase public record data on individuals’ bankruptcy filings, tax liens, and court judgments. Some NCRAs also keep track of debts collected by third parties on behalf of the original creditors [15]. When such data is reported to credit bureaus, it is associated with Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of consumers, such as name, current and former addresses, birth date, and social security number (SSN). Each N CRA has its own channels to collect data, which they typically do not share with other credit bureaus. The amount of data processed by credit bureaus is vast: each of the NCRAs receive information on over 1.3 billion trade lines from data furnishers and updates on over 200 million credit files on a monthly basis [47].

The key function of credit bureaus is to provide credit reports on individual consumers. These reports typically include the consumer’s name, current and former addresses, SSN, birth date, phone numbers, trade lines, public record information, and inquiries for the credit report by other entities [15]. Credit bureaus also calculate a credit score for the consumers, which may differ across NCRAs. Credit bureaus then sell these reports and scores to businesses who use them to assess the creditworthiness of their customers; primarily creditors and lenders, but also landlords, insurance companies, employers, debt collectors, utility services, and government agencies [44].

In the United States, the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) regulates the activities of credit bureaus. It details obligations for NCRAs, data furnishers and credit report users, and grants consumers the right to obtain a free copy from each N CRA annually and dispute errors on their credit files. In practice, however, errors on credit files are common [30], credit bureaus and data furnishers do not conduct thorough investigations into consumers’ dispute requests [55], and the way NCRAs use consumer information and advertise their services has raised controversy [17]. Further legislation aims at combating identity theft. For instance, the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act (FACTA) requires debit/credit card issuers to validate customer’s address changes [8] and enables consumers to place fraud alerts at NCRAs [29].

2.2 Available Protective Actions

Consumers have options for protecting and limiting access to their credit data, such as credit freezes, fraud alerts, checking credit reports, and using a credit monitoring service.

Credit freezes block inquiries for one’s credit report, thus preventing new accounts or loans that require credit checks to be opened under the consumer’s name. Unfreezing credit requires contacting the respective N CRA with a PIN to lift the freeze. However, a credit freeze is specific to a credit bureau [9], so effective protection requires placing credit freezes with each of the three NCRAs. Freezing or unfreezing one’s credit typically costs $5-10 for each action with each N CRA, although some state laws prohibit those fees. A credit freeze only limits access to the credit report and thus does not protect against other types of identity theft that do not require credit checks (e.g., tax fraud).

Compared to credit freezes, fraud alerts are free but less effective. Creditors can still conduct credit checks on consumers’ credit reports, but reports including fraud alerts signal that the consumer is at risk of credit fraud. Under this circumstance, creditors are expected to perform expanded identity verifications [26], but sometimes they may ignore such alerts and take no actions [61].

Consumers can further request their credit reports from the three NCRAs for inspection for free on a yearly basis, with additional costs for more frequent requests. Credit monitoring services and identity protection services are offered by NCRAs and other companies (e.g., LifeLock) as paid subscriptions. Credit monitoring alerts consumers about suspicious activity on credit reports only [82]. Identity protection services monitor more extensive information, but do
not capture tax or government benefits fraud [82]. Identity theft victims may consider identity recovery services and insurance to remediate or compensate harm, although the quality of these services seems to vary [11]. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) offers free online resources for victims of identity theft to help with recovery [84].

After the Equifax breach, in addition to the suggestions above, the FTC further recommended monitoring current accounts for fraudulent activity, using Equifax’s dedicated website1 to check whether one’s information has been exposed, making use of a free year of credit monitoring offered by Equifax [83], as well as filing taxes early to prevent identity thieves from claiming a tax refund under one’s name.

Given the range of protective measures and their respective caveats, it is not clear to what extent consumers are aware of these offerings, as well as their strengths and limitations. Furthermore, the complexity of these offerings is exacerbated by usability and reliability issues. For example, Equifax’s official site for the data breach provided inconsistent results when consumers checked if they were affected [37]. Equifax even promoted the wrong web address in a tweet, sending consumers to a fake website instead [12]. In addition, Equifax tried to bundle the free credit monitoring they offered with a forced arbitration clause, so that consumers would have waived their right to sue Equifax in class-action lawsuits [57]. Other consumers were not able to place credit freezes at any of the three NCRAs, possibly due to a large volume of requests after the Equifax breach became public [22].

2.3 Data Breaches and Identity Theft

Data breaches have become increasingly prominent: 64% of the U.S. public having been affected by a major data breach [60]. Before Equifax, companies like Yahoo, FriendFinder, and eBay have suffered larger-scale data breaches [6]. Unlike these previous cases however, consumers have no choice to opt out of data collection by NCRAs.

Starting with California in 2003, most states in the U.S. have passed data breach notification laws, requiring companies to disclose data breaches immediately in a timely manner if the breach compromised consumer information. Romanosky et al. [71] found that the adoption of these laws reduced identity theft caused by data breaches about 6% on average. More recent amendments make further requirements about the compensation that affected companies should offer to consumers, such as providing free credit monitoring services if the breach involves SSN [77]. These compensations have been shown to be effective in restoring customer sentiments [49].

However, there is a troubling gap between consumers’ concerns and protective behaviors after data breaches. A report in 2014 [63] revealed that, following a data breach, consumers had a 21% increase of concern about being identity theft victims, but 32% of them reported that they ignored the notification and did nothing. This issue also surfaced after the Equifax data breach, when there was a less than 1% increase of newly initiated credit freezes at TransUnion [18]. These statistics imply the possibility of a pattern similar to the “privacy paradox” [48]; people claim they are concerned about their exposed data, but may not take protective actions. In our study, we investigate underlying reasons for this paradoxical behavior in the context of the Equifax data breach.

3. RELATED WORK

We discuss related work on security and privacy mental models, prior literature on risk perception, and user behaviors in reaction to security advice.

3.1 Security and Privacy Mental Models

Mental models are the representations of how objects or systems function in people’s minds [19]. They have been studied to understand human cognition [85], reasoning [46], and decision-making [52]. Because mental models can be incomplete, imprecisely stated, with obscure or impugnable facts [35], sometimes they are also referred to as “folk models” [23, 91, 88]. In the context of human-computer interaction, studying mental models can provide insights on people’s knowledge and understanding of a specific domain [41, 36], as well as help explain and predict people’s interactions with complex interfaces or systems [59].

Mental models have been studied in usable privacy and security research to provide insights into users’ understanding and behaviors [88, 10, 42, 65, 51, 10, 92, 91, 43, 14]. For example, Wash [88] investigated folk models of security threats and found that gaps in these models prevented users from taking actions against botnets. Bravo-Lillo et al. [10] examined mental models of security warnings and suggested that different interpretations of cues led users to diagnose underlying risks and respond differently. Zeng et al. [92] studied mental models of smart homes, revealing that end users had very limited technical understanding and concerns of potential security issues, which helped explain a lack of sophisticated mitigation strategies. Yao et al. [91] found that users had incomplete or inaccurate mental models of how online behavioral advertising (OBA) works, highlighting the importance of user education. Among these mental models studied, there are substantial discrepancies between experts and non-experts [43]. Understanding mental models of end-users hence can provide rich insights for effective communication regarding privacy and security risks [14].

Yet, little is known about consumers’ mental models of credit bureaus. Studying and understanding mental models in this context can provide insights on consumers’ reasoning, decision-making and behavior related to the Equifax data breach in particular, and credit bureaus and data breaches in general.

3.2 Risk Perception

Mental models have been used to study risk perception, i.e., the perceived chance that an individual will experience the effect of danger [76]. Contrary to technical or objective risk, risk perception is a person’s subjective assessment of the probability that a specific event happens and how concerned they feel about its consequences [67]. Early paradigms like the psychometric model [32] interpret risk perception as a process of calculating risks versus benefits. Later theories (e.g., Cultural Theory [24, 21]) place greater emphasis on contextual factors, such as attitudes to the perceived risk and the sensitivity to general risks.

Risk perception can greatly impact individual privacy and security decisions and trigger protective actions [42]. Fagan and Khan [25], using a rational decision model, re-
revealed large differences of risk perception between users who followed common security practices (e.g., update software, use password manager) and those who did not. Altering risk perception was found to be effective in motivating end-users to make better decisions, as demonstrated by Harbach et al.’s study in which end-users behaved more privacy-consciously during the installation of Android applications after seeing personalized examples of personal information use [39].

3.3 Factors in Security and Privacy Behaviors

Risk perception is not the sole determinant of the complexity of privacy and security behaviors. Understanding risks does not automatically make users aware of appropriate countermeasures. Shay et al. [75] find that although users were aware of different account hijacking threats (e.g., malware, phishing, data breaches), most of their countermeasures focused on password management only. Differences in mental models and awareness between security experts and non-experts, are echoed in behavior: experts were found to use two-factor authentication and password managers more frequently, whereas non-experts prefer actions that demand less technical knowledge, such as using anti-virus software, changing passwords frequently, and only visiting known websites [43].

A variety of factors have been identified that prevent people from translating risk perception into protective behavior. Forget et al. [34] note the importance of awareness of technical expertise, as misalignment between estimated and actual expertise can result in insufficient security measures. Acquisti et al. [1] identified main categories that affect privacy and security choices as incomplete or asymmetric information flows; bounded rationality (the general tendency to simplify the decision-making process); and different kinds of cognitive and behavioral biases (e.g., framing effects, optimism bias, loss aversion, and status quo bias). Privacy preferences and behavior are further affected by uncertainty, context, and framing [2]. These factors have been validated in empirical studies [43, 72, 13, 3, 4, 2, 1, 90]. For instance, the belief that information is only secure within the person’s own memory (e.g., “no one can hack my mind”) explains why non-experts preferred memorizing the passwords themselves, and were skeptical about using expert-advocated password managers [43]. Sawaya et al. [72] showed a similar situation where self-confidence in computer security knowledge had a much greater impact on user behaviors than actual knowledge. Camp [13] pointed out that people tend to underestimate security risks when they have not experienced negative consequences from past risky behaviors.

In addition to individual factors, the source of security advice influences privacy and security behaviors [68, 69, 64, 81]. A representative survey conducted by Redmiles et al. [68] reported that users with lower Internet skill levels and socioeconomic status were less likely to get security advice from readily available sources, hence making themselves more vulnerable to security risks. Another study on security source selection [69] showed that advice from sources with a higher level of perceived trustworthiness was more likely to be taken, whereas sources that included too much marketing content or showed threats to privacy were less favored. Furthermore, Rader and Wash [64], by examining computer security advice from three different sources, discovered that each source uniquely focused on a single aspect of computer security, and it was unlikely that users could get a comprehensive picture of computer security from a single source.

We expand on prior work, by studying the underlying reasons for the suggested gap between consumers’ concerns and behaviors following the Equifax data breach.

4. STUDY DESIGN

In our study, we investigated (1) consumers’ mental models of how credit bureaus operate, (2) what consumers perceive as risks of the Equifax data breach, and (3) what protective actions consumers took or did not take in reaction to the perceived risks, and the reasons behind their decisions. To understand these questions, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 24 participants in January and February 2018. All interviews were audio-recorded and lasted 40 minutes on average, ranging from 20 minutes to 61 minutes. Each participant was compensated with $10. The study was determined to be exempt by our institution’s IRB.

4.1 Interview Procedure

We developed and refined our script for the semi-structured interviews through multiple pilot interviews. The final interview script is included in Appendix A.

In the interviews, we started by asking participants how they manage their personal finances, leading into a discussion about their experiences with and understandings of credit bureaus. Next, we asked about their awareness of Equifax and the 2017 data breach, before providing a basic description for those who had not heard of it. We probed participants’ risk perception by asking what they saw as consequences of the breach, reactions when hearing about the breach, and feelings about their data at Equifax. Then we asked whether participants have taken protective actions, and asked about their experiences and interpretations of an action’s outcomes. Finally, we asked participants to recall previous experiences with data security issues (e.g., being affected by data breaches) and identity theft (e.g., someone applying for loans under their names). We wrapped up the interview by debriefing participants about the real purpose of the study (we used mild deception in recruitment to mitigate self-selection bias, see Sec. 4.2), and gave them time to ask clarification questions.

At the end of the session, participants were asked to complete two questionnaires that measured their financial decision-making ability [58] and self-determined financial well-being [16]. We collected such financial-related information after the interview to minimize potential priming. For instance, participants might otherwise think the study is about one’s financial management and overstate how often they check credit reports. Conversely, the interview questions should have little impact on participants’ responses to the exit survey, as they did not touch specifically on the same topics.

4.2 Recruitment

We recruited participants via online platforms (e.g., Reddit, Craigslist, and Facebook) and emails to a university research pool and campus mailing lists. We recruited for a “study on personal finance and credit bureaus” purposefully not mentioning Equifax or identity theft to avoid priming participants and limit self-selection bias. Prospective partic-
participants provided basic demographic information in an online screening survey (see Appendix B). We only recruited U.S. citizens and permanent residents who had lived in the U.S. for more than five years, as recent immigrants might not be familiar with the U.S. credit reporting system or may not be included in credit bureaus’ databases, yet. We deliberately selected a diverse sample of 24 participants in terms of age, gender, education, occupation, and income, as prior literature suggests demographic factors can influence people’s financial experiences and responsibilities [54, 20].

4.3 Qualitative Data Analysis

With permission of the participants, we audio recorded and then transcribed all interviews. We then conducted thematic analysis [7], a common approach used for qualitative studies in human-computer interaction [50] and usable privacy and security [34, 80, 91]. The initial version of the codebook was developed by two of the authors, who coded a subset of interviews and grouped them into initial themes. Through multiple rounds of collaborative refinement, we achieved good inter-coder reliability (Cohen’s $\kappa = .79$) [33]. The final version of the codebook included 14 overarching themes (e.g., “understanding of credit bureaus,” “attitudes toward the breach,” and “actions suggested by participants”) and a total of 53 unique codes (see Appendix C). One researcher then coded the remaining interviews and recoded previous ones using the final version.

5. RESULTS

We first describe our sample population and then present our results focusing on three areas: mental models of credit bureaus, risk perceptions of the Equifax breach, and protective actions.

5.1 Sample Population

Table 1 summarizes the demographics of our interview participants. Our sample was diverse in terms of age, gender, education, occupation, and income. We interviewed 11 male and 13 female participants. Their ages ranged from 21 to 68, with a median age of 44 years. Five (5) participants had no college experience, 10 had a Bachelor’s or Associate’s degree, and 9 had a graduate degree (e.g., Master’s or Professional degree). Eight (8) participants worked in a university setting as students or staff, and the rest had various occupations (e.g., engineering or IT professionals, medical, business, social work, and retired). P16 was the only participant with a cybersecurity background. Our participants’ annual household income ranged from less than $25,000 to more than $150,000, with the median income in the range of $50,000 to $74,999. The NFEC financial decision test [58] score ranged from 3 to 8 with a median score of 7 (out of 8); 19 of our 24 participants got a score of 6 or higher, indicating they are financially literate enough to “make entry level financial decisions” [58]. The CFPB financial well-being score [16] ranged from 35 to 88 with median score of 56.5 (out of 100), which suggests average financial well-being in our sample [16].

5.2 Mental Models of Credit Bureaus

Among the 24 participants, 19 of them were aware of the big three credit bureaus, 17 of them correctly interpreted their function as assigning credit scores to individual consumers, yet none of them could fully describe the types of information collected by credit bureaus and corresponding information exchange entities, leading their mental models to be either incomplete or inaccurate.

5.2.1 General awareness of the big three bureaus

While most participants (19) knew that there are three big credit bureaus in the United States, only 7 participants could list the specific names of all three. Four (4) participants mentioned that other smaller-scale credit bureaus also exist, e.g., “I wouldn’t be surprised if there are other smaller companies that track and monitor credit scores and stuff.” (P11), but none of our participants were able to give specific names. A few (5) participants had difficulty mapping the names they’ve heard of with the concept of credit bureaus. P15 said: “I don’t know if the credit bureau is separate, or if Equifax, Experian, et al., are considered credit bureaus.” P3 considered Credit Karma, a company that offers free credit monitoring, as a credit bureau, citing his experience of checking credit scores using Credit Karma: “It is on the same level as those three major ones […] With Credit Karma, since they’re trying to get into the market, I think, you can go to them any day and night, and they’re not charging. But they have that same information.”

5.2.2 Purpose of credit bureaus

Seventeen (17) participants described credit bureaus as companies that assign credit scores to individual consumers. Most of them (14) went on to say these scores represent one’s creditworthiness and hence help lenders, insurance companies and others make decisions. In contrast, a third of participants gave inaccurate descriptions of credit bureaus. P11 viewed credit bureaus as government-related: “I think that is basically government agency that tracks and monitors each person’s history, financial history.” Some confused credit bureaus with other organizations such as credit unions, debt collectors, and loan companies. P23, for instance, confused credit bureaus with credit rating agencies, who rate creditworthiness of companies and governments rather than individual consumers: “I guess they need to support the rating […] and maybe the credibility of that organization. Maybe...
any complaint from the customer. How they use their fund-
ing and if it’s a bank, how they use the customer’s money.”
P4 referred to credit bureaus as loan companies: “They loan out money to their credit card that they expect you to pay
back. Then if you don’t pay back, then they just charge you
more interest.”

5.2.3 Incomplete understanding of collected data
Regarding the types of information collected by credit bu-
reaus, P11 (e.g., names, addresses, SSN) and financial-related
information (e.g., number of credit cards and loans, credit
limits, late payments) were noted most frequently, even for
participants who did not conceptualize the purpose of credit
bureaus correctly. Half of the participants mentioned the
collection of employment history, public records (e.g., tax
lien and bankruptcy), and inquiries made by creditors in
recent years. About one fourth of participants (7) stated
that the information collected by credit bureaus is “a lot,”
“a variety of different things,” or “almost everything,” yet no
participant covered all types of data collected by NCRAs.
Participants’ knowledge was closely tied with their personal
experience with credit bureaus. Those who checked their
credit reports recently and more frequently were able to re-
call more details, but still showed uncertainty sometimes:
“Well I think they use past accounts and maybe employment
history. I know they use length of credit. But like I said, I
don’t know, random guessing.” (P24).

Some participants thought credit bureaus collected certain
data, which credit bureaus do not actually collect. For in-
stance, P9 thought credit bureaus checked in with a con-
sumer’s relatives and kept tabs on social media profiles such
as Facebook: “Facebook I think would just show things like
their hobbies and [...] travel, like to go to Europe or Las
Vegas [...] it would give you an idea of their lifestyle, and if
they’re throwing money around.”

5.2.4 Information providers and customers
Many (19) participants noted that financial institutions are
the primary information providers for credit bureaus. “I
guess people who provide information are like banks, loan
companies, loan providers, debt collectors and just people
who you’ve rented with before and haven’t paid back or stores
or credit card companies” (P13). Some participants men-
tioned auto dealers, governments, and utility companies as
information providers, but these were brought up much less
frequently. As for customers of credit bureaus, more par-
ticipants (19) mentioned creditors and lenders than other
businesses (e.g., car dealerships and landlords). Some partic-
ipants noted that information providers of credit bureaus
are simultaneously their customers, and there exists collabo-
ration between these institutions. According to P16: “What
I also imagine is that they also send some of that informa-
tion back to banks and lenders, it’s a two-way street I as-
sume, and there’s probably data sharing agreements between
the two of them.”

5.2.5 Offering of credit bureaus
Many (14) participants were aware of their right to obtain a
free credit report annually. Only a few (4) mentioned other
products and services offered by credit bureaus that are as-
associated with a fee, such as a credit monitoring service.
A substantial portion of participants (15) noted that although
they knew they could check credit scores directly at credit
bureaus, they preferred to check their scores through other
means (such as banks or third-party financial management
tools like Credit Karma) due to low cost, convenience and
frequency of updates. A prominent issue is that partici-
pants rarely knew the difference between FICO score and
the scores provided by NCRAs, which are calculated using
different models. P22 asked: “As far as I know, I’m not
sure how, I guess, the credit bureau interacts with the FICO
credit scores, or if they create them?”

Notably, low income participants generally knew these ser-
vices were offered, but chose not to take advantage of them,
in some cases refusing to interact with credit bureaus al-
together. P5 and P15 both said they had no interest in
checking their credit reports. According to P15: “I can find
out my credit score [...] there’s a website where you can, but
of course I have been reluctant to do that because, (a) I know
my credit’s terrible, (b) I don’t want to give them any infor-
mation.” Participants with higher income who did not use
these offerings cited how they did not see the need to apply
for credit cards, borrow money, or make big purchases.

5.2.6 Negative perceptions of credit bureaus
Almost half of our participants (10) expressed a moder-
ately or strongly negative sentiment towards credit bureaus
and/or the whole credit reporting system. In some instances,
negative perceptions stemmed from doubts on whether the
credit reporting system was fair to consumers. P19 said: “I
don’t like the idea that things like auto insurance and getting
an apartment [...] people come up with cash upfront and they
still get denied because of a credit report [...] it does make
sense that there is something like this, but not the way it’s
running right now.” P14 described how credit bureaus in-
creased inequality by worsening the financial well-being of
people who were less affluent: “It’s really like a bad cycle. If
you don’t have enough money and then you need a loan, and
then you can’t get a loan or your interest rate is really high
and you can’t afford to pay it.” Some (5) participants explic-
tly stated that credit bureaus and related institutions such
as banks took advantage of individual consumers. P24 said
that credit bureaus work to serve the interest of lenders, with
little concerns about individual consumers: “For the interest
of who? Those in power to make these laws ... I’m assum-
ing they probably all have lobbyists and things that could po-
tentially benefit collaborators of credit bureaus, like lenders,
businesses and car companies.”

Other negative perceptions originated from personal ex-
periences with credit bureaus. P1 said that her husband was
once denied a credit card, because credit bureaus provided
the credit file of another person with the same name to the
credit card company. P5 went through a long process of dis-
puting erroneous credit card charges, during which credit
bureaus offered little support, leading her to lose faith in
the system: “[The dispute process] It’s probably all auto-
mated and they only take what people give them. I’ve been
on there for things that I should not have been, but I feel pow-
erless to try to get that stuff off. I just give up. I don’t care.
That’s why I say I don’t want to look [up my credit report].
Because how much stress and time that would take?”

Moreover, some (5) participants expressed confusion and
concern over the data collection and aggregation process be-
tween credit bureaus and their information providers and
Participants’ knowledge of what data was exposed influenced their perception of the risk posed by identity theft. The loss of SSN triggered more identity theft concerns compared to other types of PII (e.g., names, addresses and dates of birth) and financial information (e.g., credit history and credit card numbers). P13 differentiated the sensitivity of exposed information based on how publicly accessible it was: “You can find someone’s date of birth and name online, but the social security number should be harder to find.” P19 was concerned due to how SSN’s are hard to replace: “You can’t get a new Social Security Number, the government is not very accommodating about that and all these other things. I would prefer not to think about it because you’ll just be screwed.” Both P13 and P19 mentioned that it is the combination of different kinds of data that scared them the most. As P19 said, “If someone were to steal your identity [...] you would just be helpless. It’s not like sometimes someone will take a credit card out in your name or somehow try and use your bank, and you have some recourse, but if they’ve got everything I have no idea what you would do.”

5.3 Perceived High Risk of the Equifax Breach

More than half of our participants had heard of the Equifax data breach before the interview. They conceptualized identity theft as the primary risk of the breach and described different ways that it could happen. Several (3) participants also noted privacy invasion as a secondary risk. Nevertheless, participants seldom associated these risks with themselves, implying the existence of optimism bias.

5.3.1 Aware but vague memory of the event

Participants showed a high awareness of the occurrence of the 2017 Equifax breach. A majority of participants (20) knew a data breach happened to one of the big three bureaus. 14 of them knew the breach was at Equifax, and the rest either did not remember the name, or attributed the breach to Experian.

Similar to our findings on the perceived types of data collected by credit bureaus, participants generally had a vague idea that the company was hacked, leading to the disclosure of “a lot of” information, but many participants stated that they could not remember a lot of details. P2 said: “I don’t know the specifics, if it was a hacker attack or something like that, but I know that a lot of information got out and millions of people were affected.” As for types of information that were exposed, P11 including name, address, date of birth, and SSN, was mentioned most frequently, followed by bank account numbers and credit card numbers. 6 participants, who all included credit card transactions and loan history in their mental models of credit bureaus’ data collection, also erroneously assumed these types of information were exposed in the breach whereas in reality they were not.

5.3.2 Identity theft as the primary risk

Most participants (19) mentioned risk of identity theft as a direct consequence of the data breach. Some (10) participants followed up with examples of how identity theft could happen. “The consequences? Probably a lot of identity theft. It could make it very easy if somebody wants to steal somebody's identity. They could get hold of those big three or four, the name, SSN, and birth date and could just open up a bunch of accounts under their name, and they’d be none the wiser” (P2). However, most of these examples focused on the opening of new accounts and fraudulent charges on existing accounts; only 2 participants brought up misuses of stolen personal information that did not require credit checks, such as tax fraud. P12 further mentioned that this breach prompted him to consider filing his tax return earlier this year: “It could lead to some fraud around tax time. I heard the other day where people are... or criminals take other people’s tax returns. I’m going to file my tax returns as soon as I can.”

5.3.3 Privacy invasion as the secondary risk

In addition to identity theft, 3 participants stated that the exposure of such sensitive data is an invasion of privacy. Although P5 did not use the word ‘privacy’ explicitly, she described her panic when she thought about how much the hackers could know about her: “The hackers, they would find out my personal information, which really scares me. I don’t want people to know where I live. I don’t want people to know whatever information they have.” P16, who did not explicitly state his own privacy concern, noted the possibility of knowing one’s personal life in detail based on the exposed data: “As they aggregate that data they can get more and more information about you. For example if there’s detailed credit card information, which God I hope not, they would know your shopping habits, they might know where you live, what kinds of cars you drive.” P22 said he would value his financial information as privacy, but did not value it as highly as the loss of his SSN, due to the latter’s repercussions for identity theft: “I guess I would value my Social Security number, number one, because I don’t want my identity stolen. I also value my privacy, but I feel like I haven’t gotten to a point yet where I’ve made lots of these kinds of credit-based purchases, so not yet at a point where that’s my number one.”

5.3.4 Change of trust

Based on the perceived risks, 9 participants noted that this breach eroded their trust in Equifax’s ability to ensure the security of consumers’ data. P14 said that consumers had no choice but to trust Equifax because: “They’re gonna get your information whether you want them to or not.” P12 claimed his trust in Equifax decreased to the point that he did not accept the free credit monitoring service offered by Equifax: “Well, you didn’t handle the other information, why should I trust you to monitor anymore information?” Interestingly, a counterexample is provided by P24, who said she would trust Equifax more because Equifax would now have better security practices: “I’d probably go back to them just because they’re probably going to be a little bit more cautious than the one that didn’t get hit.”
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The third reason hurt me, it's already at the lowest place. I wouldn't do that. Nobody can breach occurred. P7 said: "They [Equifax] were like there were affected by this incident. Nobody can hurt me, it's already at the lowest place." The third reason is the absence of signals indicating negative repercussions, such as a lack of notifications to individual consumers from Equifax and lack of suspicious account activities since the breach occurred. P7 said: "They [Equifax] were like there was a breach and if you were directly affected we will let you know. But then you never received? No, so I was fine." The fourth reason is the presumption of not being included in Equifax’s database, or having limited information in the database. For instance, P6 asserted he could not be affected because he had never held any credit cards so was not included in credit bureaus’ databases. P8, who held a credit card but never checked her credit reports, believed her information shared with credit bureaus was not as extensive as someone who checks their credit reports or interacts with credit bureaus in other direct ways.

Even though some participants thought they might be affected by the breach, none claimed it in an assertive way. Among the 5 participants who received the “Your personal information might have been impacted by this incident” statement from Equifax’s site, most were doubtful about the meaning of “might.” P13 interpreted it as a public relation strategy which did not necessarily reflect the truth, causing little concern to her: “If they say no and then you get affected, you might be like: you said I wasn’t gonna be affected so I didn’t worry and I wasn’t monitoring, you know? But if they say yes, then of course you’re gonna freak out and start calling them, asking them for advice or services, whatever. But if they say maybe, that’s like a safe, middle ground for a company to say.” Other participants who did not check the website but felt they might be affected developed this notion based on the sense that “[if] these many people were affected, it’s likely that I was affected” (P2).

5.4 Negligence of Protective Actions
Figure 2 lists the frequency of protective actions taken, based on the FTC’s suggestions for the Equifax data breach and identity theft in general [83]. More than half of our participants (14) did not actively take any protective measures after the Equifax breach, despite the perceived high risk. Participants were either unaware of available tools, or intentionally avoided using them for various reasons.

5.4.1 Insufficient knowledge
The high portion of participants who were unaware of available protective measures suggests insufficient knowledge as a primary reason for inaction. Only 3 participants correctly described fraud alerts, and all of them learned it from being affected by previous data breaches and being offered the service as compensation. The remaining participants either said they did not know what fraud alerts were, or associated fraud alerts with alerts sent from banks and credit card companies when fraudulent activities occur. Similarly, credit freezes were incorrectly interpreted as freezing credit cards by half of our participants. Participants generally considered the measures offered by banks and credit card companies as effective and useful in preventing identity theft. However, their unawareness of the nature of fraud alert and credit freeze measures provided by credit bureaus hampers them in utilizing these actions to protect their credit information.

5.4.2 Costs inhibit action taking
Cost appears to be a significant issue in determining the likelihood of whether an action was adopted. Actions with no cost were more favored: checking Equifax’s website was the one taken by most participants (10), followed by checking credit reports either through the annual credit report site or third-party services for free (6), and a closer self-monitoring of existing accounts (5). For the remaining four options in Figure 2, most actions were initiated prior to the Equifax breach when participants had been affected by previous, separate data breaches and received free services as compensation. In particular, 7 participants expressed their doubts about the effectiveness of identity theft protection in relation to the associated cost. P22 said: “It feels like you’re giving them money for nothing. Also I don’t know if I believe them because they can’t own all of my data, so how are they actually protecting me?”

For the 4 participants who had initiated a credit freeze, only P19 paid to have her report frozen at all three NCRAs after the breach. P16 froze his credit at all three NCRAs for free since he had been a documented victim of a previous data breach. P12 placed a credit freeze only at Equifax, which was offered for free. P20 placed only a free credit freeze at ChexSystems, a smaller-scale credit bureau. Almost one third of participants (7) expressed that freezing and unfreezing credit reports should be free, not only for Equifax but also for other credit bureaus.

Some (5) participants viewed identity theft protection services as a waste of money. P3 said: “I’m poor. I’m having a hard time keeping my head above water or staying. I’m not giving them [credit bureaus] money for their profits.” P8 considered these services as an unwise investment: “It wouldn’t
be worth paying for something like that, but if I had a lot of assets then I would pay for something like that, because I’d be more likely to lose money.”

5.4.3 Optimism bias
A few (5) participants attributed their reason for inaction to the perceived low likelihood of being affected by the breach, making the assumption that whoever had access to the stolen data would target people who were more affluent and had a better credit history. P9 described himself as “a small fish in the pond”: “Why would they come after me? If they’re going to go to all the bother of stealing my identity, why don’t they go after somebody with some real wealth?” It is worth noting that this stance was not limited to those with lower income. P1, who claimed to have an affluent income and high credit scores, did not consider herself a target either: “These days people can be so tricky about applying for things in your name [...] and especially people who had good credit. I would think they would definitely target them. Someone like my son who has a high FICO score they might make that a priority.”

5.4.4 Tendency to delay actions
A fourth reason for inaction is a general retroactive way of dealing with risks. Six (6) participants stated that they have not noticed anything bad happen to them since the breach occurred, and saw this as reassurance that no protective actions were needed. When asked about why she did not do anything in response to the breach, P10 said: “I haven’t had any problems with my credit since that happened, that I heard about, so I’m not too concerned.” Three (3) participants noted that this might not be the most effective approach, but such awareness was not enough to trigger action. For instance, P9 shared his general attitudes towards risks in life: “Right now, I don’t have any problems, so I’m not really going to worry about it, and that’s probably a very bad attitude, but I have enough problems in life without looking for trouble.” Similarly, P23 reflected that she might not have a very proactive approach: “I wait until something bad happens and then I will react to it, so maybe it’s not as good as a proactive approach. So far I think I’m okay with all the finance and nobody’s stole my identity yet.”

5.4.5 Sources of advice for initiated actions
For participants who did initiate actions, 10 said they were motivated or reminded to take actions after receiving advice from a variety of sources. News media were brought up most often, primarily informing participants about the breach and available options rather than prompting actions. For instance, P9 reflected he heard of the breach from NBC Nightly News but did not follow their recommendations: “I’m not sure which company it was, Equifax or which one, but I remember, it’s been a while [...] consumers were supposed to take action and do something, but I didn’t pay much attention to it because I didn’t feel threatened.” Four (4) participants mentioned TV advertisements of LifeLock as the information source of identity theft protection, but none of them had signed up for the service.

In contrast, 4 participants who learned about available actions from sources they trusted (e.g., family members, colleagues, and experts) followed the given advice. P19 talked about how she decided to initiate credit freezes after hearing recommendations from a colleague: “He’s our tech guy, he put together an e-mail from various things that he’d seen about how to find out and what to do, and so I finally did something.” P16 followed a security expert’s advice to place credit freezes at all three big NCRAs after he was involved in a previous data breach: “There’s a gentleman named Brian Krebs, who is active in the security community, and he gave a very informative article about what’s involved with credit freezes, and why he chose to take that path to protect his credit. Given the way I use credit and given the way I have a very good credit rating, and given the data breaches it made a lot of sense for me to do that.” P16 also mentioned that he shared Krebs’ article to his family members after knowing his son was affected by the Equifax breach.

5.4.6 False sense of security
Three (3) participants mentioned that taking actions created a “false sense of security” (P16) that led to them not taking other actions. P19, for example, after freezing her credit report at all three bureaus, did not continue to monitor her credit reports or accounts: “I downloaded the reports so I had a copy of it then, but I haven’t done anything since then with regards to looking at it, since I assumed that the freeze is working. I guess I am trusting the freeze, and also I just don’t want the hassle of having to worry about it all the time.” P16 said how, after he was involved in a prior data breach and froze his report, he checked his reports once a year instead of increasing the frequency at which he checked his reports, which he thought he should do. He was also aware that a credit freeze cannot fully eliminate the risk of identity theft: “I think the credit freeze can help with some of it, but again it depends on the institution that they’re using... let’s say for example it was a car loan. If somebody was able to misrepresent themselves as me they might be able to get the loan, and because the person didn’t find out that there was a credit freeze, maybe there’s an agency or maybe someone else besides the big three that is used to verify someone’s credit information. That would be a concern to me.”

5.4.7 Usability issues
Usability issues did not necessarily deter participants from taking actions but still affected their experience. Two (2) participants mentioned the need to use a PIN to lift the freeze was inconvenient. P8 described how a credit freeze created a lot of hassles for her elderly parents: “I know my father one time I was with him and he wanted to buy something, and he had to call the company, TransUnion, but then he couldn’t remember his account, his numbers and it just seemed like it was a lot of trouble, and nowadays since you always have to know so many different passwords it makes it difficult to remember.” Another instance is P20, who initially tried to place credit freeze at NCRAs, but found it “costs money and delays things,” so she eventually placed a credit freeze at a smaller bureau ChexSystems.

Participants also offered suggestions on making the information flows around credit bureaus more transparent. For instance, P5 was not satisfied that consumers could only partially check what data credit bureaus collect about them, with limited resources for intervention: “I think that I can learn what they know about me, but I don’t have the power and the access to find out ... well, I guess it should be equal, those reporting should be the same as those who have their name reported, but I’m skeptical.” P23 expressed confusion about different credit scores provided by different bureaus,
and argued that they should all be the same. Some participants stated that Equifax should communicate more openly about its mistake, instead of publishing a website and assigning the responsibility of checking and taking actions to consumers. P21 said: “They should have reached out to their companies or their customers. Be very open about what exactly happened to the extent possible on a personal basis and communicate that to me personally.” P16 offered a general suggestion to the credit reporting system: “I think the best way to regulate them is to define the boundaries around privacy and data, and then to come up with means and standards to protect that information. Then on top of that there should be means for consumers to work with those companies to have them respond to errors and misinformation, and to meet consumer needs.”

6. DISCUSSION
Our findings provide insights on the reasons why consumers’ concerns and risk awareness did not translate into protective behaviors after the Equifax data breach. Next, we first discuss potential limitations of our study, before summarizing our key insights and discussing the implications of our findings for public policy, technical solutions, and educational efforts.

6.1 Limitations
Our study has certain limitations. First, as is common for qualitative research [50], our sample size cannot support quantitative conclusions about the general U.S. population. We also acknowledge that our sample exhibits a higher level of education on average. However, we believe our study provides rich qualitative insights on people’s mental models of credit bureaus and hurdles in taking protective actions after data breaches. Findings like optimism bias and a reactive approach to dealing with risk are unlikely to be specific to more educated people. We recruited a demographically diverse sample to gather a wide range of issues, perceptions and perspectives. Furthermore, while we studied credit bureaus and protective behavior in the context of the 2017 Equifax breach, our findings provide insights beyond this particular data breach.

Second, we conducted our study four months after the 2017 Equifax breach was made public. This may have resulted in a dilution effect — a decrease in awareness of the breach during the time between the breach and our interviews. We chose the timing deliberately to ensure participants had sufficient time to take any protective actions they might want to take. Although most participants had vague memory of the details of the breach, they still remembered clearly that it occurred as well as what actions they did and did not take, and were able to articulate the reasons why.

Third, our study is limited by the self-reported nature of interviews. Participants may overclaim their security and privacy concerns due to social desirability bias. To mitigate this issue, we designed our interview script to avoid biasing participants about security and privacy risks, giving them opportunities to bring up details of their own attitudes and actions before prompting them about protective measures.

6.2 Key Insights
Our findings reveal that protective actions were less influenced by mental models and risk perception, but more influenced by costs, sources of advice, an optimism bias of “the rich will be targeted” and “I’ve got nothing to lose.”

6.2.1 Awareness does not lead to action
Our participants’ mental models of credit bureaus and their risk awareness were not the primary factors affecting their protective behaviors. In line with previous work [88, 10, 92, 91], we found connections between certain components of participants’ mental models and their identity theft risk perception: for instance, the only 2 participants who mentioned the potential of tax fraud also specified government agencies as information providers of credit bureaus. A majority of participants showed detailed awareness of identity theft risks (regardless of the sophistication of their mental models), and yet most did not translate this awareness into action. For participants who had articulated mental models of credit bureaus but chose not to take action, their decisions seemed to be influenced by the misinterpretation of the outcome of existing tools and their own biases, rather than a lack of knowledge on how credit bureaus operate.

6.2.2 Costs as a barrier for protective action
A striking theme among our findings is how credit reports not only disadvantage people with low income, but on top of that, the fees associated with protective actions (such as freezing or unfreezing one’s credit report) further enhance the barriers to take protective actions for people with low income. Identity theft protection, for instance, was perceived as an untrustworthy and unwise investment by about one fourth of the participants. For participants who had initiated a credit freeze, half of them did not place it at all NCRAs due to the costs at the other credit bureaus: hence, their credit freezes were not fully effective. Most participants who took actions in response to the breach chose economical options, such as checking the free annual credit report and keeping a close monitoring on existing accounts themselves.

6.2.3 Security advice as a trigger for action
Our findings confirm the significance of the source as an important factor in security advice adherence, similar to previous studies [69, 68], and provide additional insights about potential effects of different types of sources. Quite a few participants gained the awareness of the breach and certain protective actions from news media, but the awareness was not enough to trigger taking protective actions. Among those who took actions, many of them actually followed recommendations from sources with high perceived expertise and trustworthiness, rather than seeking information themselves. A possible explanation is that participants generally received high-level information of the incident from news media, but were more likely to resonate with the detailed, personal experiences provided by people they trusted. Our finding implies the importance for future research to examine how different characteristics of sources (e.g., social closeness, accessibility, quality, credibility, up-to-dateness) may affect the selection of sources and effectiveness of security advice.

6.2.4 Underestimating risk of being affected
The reasons for inaction are related to factors previously identified as preventing users from using security and privacy measures. For example, optimism bias — the general tendency of underestimating the possibility of being affected by negative events [74] — is a significant factor in affecting
Similarly, credit freezes — which are needed to lower the barriers for consumers to monitor their sensitive information held by credit bureaus as well as lower the barriers for consumers to take sufficient protective actions.

6.3 Implications and Recommendations

Our findings have implications for public policy, as well as for technical and educational approaches for improving consumers’ reaction to data breaches.

6.3.1 Public policy recommendations

Our findings demonstrate the need to revise or amend the Fair Credit Reporting Act to better protect consumers’ sensitive information held by credit bureaus as well as lower the barriers for consumers to take sufficient protective actions.

Free and frequent access to credit reports. We argue that consumers should be able to obtain their detailed credit reports from the NCRAs for free at anytime. Under the FCRA, consumers are entitled to check their credit reports for free once a year at each N CRA. We found that participants preferred to check their credit status through banks and third-party financial management services, due to lower costs, greater convenience and usability, and the ability to more frequently check their credit scores. Nevertheless, many of these third-party offerings only show a credit score and a simplified version of the report, which may lead consumers to overlook important details in a full version report. In some cases, these services aggregate credit scores from different credit bureaus but do not explain the concept of credit freeze had been placed), or avoided using them due to low perceived trustworthiness. Educating consumers about protective actions would not make sense unless these usability issues are addressed. We argue that credit freezes, for instance, should be offered as an integrated, user-friendly system. Similar to fraud alerts, credit freeze requests should be automatically communicated between all three NCRAs, rather than requiring consumers to work through (and pay for) the steps of freezing or unfreezing their credit with each bureau.

Enhancing transparency of information flows. Further research should focus on making credit-related information flows more transparent and on re-thinking how consumers can be integrated into these information flows. Our study shows that the opaque data collection and aggregation process of credit bureaus leads to misconception: some participants believed they were not included in credit bureaus’ databases since they had no credit card, whereas in reality credit bureaus can still collect data about them from online services and social media accounts compromised. In addition, this survey pointed out that median households were most likely to be victims of identity theft rather than high income households [66], potentially due to the latter group being more capable of affording identity theft protection services.

Free credit freezes. Similarly, credit freezes — which are currently the most effective way of limiting undesired access to one’s credit data — should be free under any circumstance in all states (some U.S. states already have state legislation mandating credit freezes to be free), as also suggested by Bruce Schneier in his congress testimony on the Equifax breach [73]. Currently, a freeze or unfreeze operation can cost up to $10 per N CRA depending on the state of residence, and this credit freeze has to be performed at each N CRA separately.

Stringent and preemptive oversight. The magnitude of the 2017 Equifax breach indicates a need for more stringent oversight of credit bureaus and better auditing credit bureaus’ operation and data security. In the past, the FTC has charged both credit bureaus [28] and data furnishers [31] for violating rules of the FCRA. While such measures might be appropriate reactions after a breach occurred, our findings showed that participants in general held a negative sentiment towards credit bureaus on many aspects, such as inaccurate credit files, opaque data aggregation practices, and inappropriate handling of data breaches. In addition to remedial enforcement, more emphasis should be placed on preemptive oversight measures (such as detecting and preventing misconduct through audits), in order to ensure the security and accuracy of consumer credit data.

6.3.2 Technical recommendations

Accompanying public policy reform, better technical solutions should be implemented to ensure that regulatory efforts result in improved protective measures for consumers.

Enhancing usability of protection mechanisms. Our findings revealed the tools consumers use to manage their credit data have severe usability issues: participants experienced hassles when using some of the tools (e.g., forgetting whether a credit freeze had been placed), or avoided using them due to low perceived trustworthiness. Educating consumers about protective actions would not make sense unless these usability issues are addressed. We argue that credit freezes, for instance, should be offered as an integrated, user-friendly system. Similar to fraud alerts, credit freeze requests should be automatically communicated between all three NCRAs, rather than requiring consumers to work through (and pay for) the steps of freezing or unfreezing their credit with each bureau.

Further research should focus on making credit-related information flows more transparent and on re-thinking how consumers can be integrated into these information flows. Our study shows that the opaque data collection and aggregation process of credit bureaus leads to misconception: some participants believed they were not included in credit bureaus’ databases since they had no credit card, whereas in reality credit bureaus can still collect data about them from other information providers such as car dealerships and utility companies. Compounding this is how consumers cannot opt out of Equifax’s services. Even though they can avoid using certain paid services, such as credit monitoring, consumers have no control over the information exchange between NCRAs or other credit bureaus and their data providers.

Nevertheless, efforts can be made to make the information flows more transparent with higher engagement from consumers. One possibility is to develop just-in-time notifications informing consumers whenever companies request access to their credit data, new data is added to their credit file, or any credit bureau creates a credit file about them.
Such a notification system could be a centralized offering, similar to the FTC’s annual credit report website, or (less ideally) offered by individual credit bureaus. Once a consumer signed up for this service and their identity has been verified, these notifications could be delivered in various formats (e.g., mobile app, text message, email). These notifications should also be quick to read and easy to understand.

Such notifications could even be combined with an approval process between credit bureaus and consumers when a credit request is made by a third party, so that consumers have the agency to allow or deny those requests [73] — similar to permission requests on smartphones. Moreover, given how for some participants the current dispute process is problematic and can erode trust, dispute options could be integrated directly into this notification system. For instance, consumers could immediately raise a red flag when they notice wrong data being added to their files, thus making the dispute process function more timely and efficient. This might lead to higher quality of credit data overall, thus benefiting not only consumers, but credit bureaus and lenders as well.

### 6.3.3 Educational efforts

Furthermore, the implementation of regulatory and technical measures should be accompanied by the development and assessment of effective consumer education. Similar to previous findings [18], participants in our study showed a limited understanding of existing tools such as credit freeze and fraud alert, and frequently misinterpreted their outcomes.

**Aiming educational resources at influencers.** Efforts to educate consumers about financial literacy and identity theft protection should aim to enhance not only the understanding of key financial concepts, but also the aptitude in managing personal finances and making reasonable financial decisions [70]. While making resources more widely accessible online is important, our findings suggest that provisioning resources alone is not sufficient to reach the majority of consumers. Our participants tended to act primarily upon advice from people they trusted rather than news and online resources, and the fact that no participant mentioned the abundant free resources on identity theft protection, such as the FTC’s identity theft website, illuminates the significant gap between consumers’ awareness and available public resources. However, it also suggests an interesting opportunity: enlisting financially-literate or tech-savvy consumers as ‘influencers’ to educate their community. Rather than creating ‘one-size-fits-all’ educational materials and resources, help people who are already motivated and well versed in these matters better communicate ideas and recommendations to others.

### 7. CONCLUSION

We examined consumers’ mental models of credit bureaus, risk perceptions, and reasons for taking or not taking protective action in the context of the 2017 Equifax data breach. We found that mental models varied, especially with regards to information flows and information providers of credit bureaus. We also found that identity theft and privacy invasion were perceived as the primary and secondary risks of this breach, with most participants demonstrating a good understanding of how these risks may manifest. But more importantly, we found that, overall, the accuracy or completeness of consumers’ mental model, and awareness of the data breach and its risks, did little to explain consumers’ inaction; instead, factors such as insufficient knowledge regarding protective actions, optimism bias, a belief that only ‘rich’ people would be targets, a tendency to delay actions, a false sense of security, usability issues, and associated fees played a much more prominent role.

In line with our findings, we propose directions for future research. One is to confirm and quantify our results through larger-scale surveys, examining the prevalence of our identified reasons for taking or not taking protective measures, and also formalizing the aspects of mental models we identified through structural equation modeling. Another direction is to conduct longitudinal studies to investigate whether there is any significant shift of consumers’ attitudes and behaviors in reaction to a data breach over time. Furthermore, future research should analyze other types of non-self-reported data that may better represent consumers’ actual behaviors, such as comments regarding the breach on social media, and numbers of credit freezes placed at each NCRA.

We outline implications and recommendations for public policy, technical and educational efforts aimed at enhancing consumer protections and empowering consumers to more effectively protect themselves after data breaches. Efforts in these areas should be pursued simultaneously in order to increase chances of success. Consumer protection regulation needs to be augmented with usable protection mechanisms and systems that make the credit system’s information flows more transparent. At the same time, new systems are needed to better integrate consumers into these information flows through just-in-time notifications and integrated approval and dispute capabilities. However, on their own new usability and technology solutions are unlikely to be adopted by NCRA due to little incentive to provide usable or free measures to consumers, unless mandated through regulatory oversight. Educational efforts, furthermore, are needed to make consumers aware of their rights and available choices and guide them to take actions.

So far, the 2017 Equifax data breach has not resulted in regulatory changes, despite efforts by consumers and policy makers. A class action lawsuit against Equifax by consumers is on-going [5]. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has received more than 20,000 complaints regarding the Equifax data breach, but the CFPB has not yet responded [79]. Recently, bills have been introduced in Congress aiming to impose stricter penalties for data breaches [87] and to make fraud alerts and credit freezes more accessible for consumers [86]. Nevertheless, Congress has not been able to translate these proposals into legislation due to conflicting interests, particularly from industry [56], resulting in counter proposals that instead would make it easier for financial institutions to evade responsibilities when a data breach occurs [53].

While we conducted our study in the context of credit bureaus and the 2017 Equifax data breach, we believe that our findings also provide indications as to why people might not act after data breaches in general. The combination of optimism bias, usability issues, and financial hurdles seems to be a powerful deterrent to protective actions, which requires further investigations in other contexts and the development of holistic approaches to address these issues together rather than focusing only on one or a subset of them.
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APPENDIX

A. INTERVIEW GUIDE

1. Could you tell me how you manage your personal finance, such as income and credit cards? Has it changed over time?
   (a) If yes, could you tell me any particular points that the change occurred?
   (b) If no, could you explain why?

2. What’s the first thing that comes into your mind when you hear the term “credit bureau”?
   (a) From your point of view, what do credit bureaus do?
   (b) You just said credit bureaus do... How do they do this? Could you draw or sketch on the paper to make it clear? (A few prompts listed as below if necessary)
      i. What information do they collect?
      ii. What parties do they share information with?
      iii. What do they know about you?
      iv. What information you can get from them?
      v. What is their purpose?
   (c) Could you name some credit bureaus?

3. Could you tell me your personal experience with credit bureaus?
   (a) Have you ever interacted with credit bureaus directly?
      i. If yes, when was the last time, and how was the experience?
      ii. If no, could you explain why?
   (b) What do you know about your credit history and credit scores?
   (c) Have you ever checked your credit report?
      i. If yes, when was the last time? What prompted you to check it? How did you do it? With which credit bureau? Only one or multiple?
      ii. If no, why not?
   (d) Have you ever checked your credit score? (if they have checked report, ask if credit report included credit score)
      i. If yes, when was the last time? What prompted you to check it? How did you do it? With which credit bureau? Only one or multiple?
      ii. If no, why not?
   (e) Do you feel that credit bureaus have an impact on your life?
      i. If yes, what is the impact?
      ii. If no, could you explain why not?

4. Have you ever heard of Equifax?
   (a) If yes, what do you know about it?
   (b) If no, "Equifax is one of the big three consumer-focused credit bureaus in the United States".

5. Equifax experienced a data breach in 2017. How much do you know about the data breach of Equifax?
   (a) Have you ever heard of this Equifax data breach before this interview?
      i. If yes, could you describe what happened based on your understanding?
      ii. If no, "It happened between May and July in 2017 and compromised the personal information (i.e. names, addresses, birth dates and Social Security Numbers) of over 145 million Americans".
   (b) In your view, what are the potential consequences of this breach?
   (c) What was your reaction when you heard about the Equifax data breach?
   (d) How do you feel about your data at Equifax now? Did it change after the breach?
   (e) Do you know if you were personally affected by this breach?
      i. Do you know if data about you was exposed in the data breach?
         A. If yes, how do you know?
         B. Did you check if you were affected?
            A. If yes, how did you do it?
            B. Did you check your credit reports at any point since you learned about the breach?
               A. When did you do it? How often?
               B. How did you do it?
               C. Only at Equifax or also at other credit bureaus?
      (f) Do you know what you could do to protect your credit data in general?
      (g) Did you do anything to protect yourself in response to the breach?
         i. Have you heard of fraud alerts?
            A. Can you describe what it is?
            B. Have you placed a fraud alert before or after the Equifax data breach?
            C. Can you describe how?
            D. With Equifax? With other credit bureaus? Which ones?
            E. Did you pay money for it?
            F. How long has the fraud alert been active for?
ii. Have you heard of a credit freeze?
   A. Can you describe what it is?
   B. Have you placed a credit freeze before or after the Equifax data breach?
   C. Can you describe how?
   D. With Equifax? With other credit bureaus? Which ones?
   E. Did you pay money for it?
   F. How would you unfreeze your credit?

iii. Did you start monitoring your credit and bank accounts more often since then?
   A. Can you describe how?
   B. With Equifax? With other credit bureaus? Which ones?
   C. Do you pay money for it?

iv. Have you heard of identity theft protection?
   A. Can you describe what it is?
   B. Have you signed up for any identity theft protection services?
   C. Can you describe how?
   D. With what company/entity?
   E. Do you pay money for it?

v. Did you do any other things not mentioned previously?

6. Before this breach occurred...
   (a) Have you ever experienced any data security problem, such as someone secretly changed your password?
   (b) Have you ever experienced identity theft, such as someone applying for credit cards under your name? (For each question, if yes, follow up with "Could you tell me more about the experience? Do you feel it has any impact on you?")

B. SCREENING SURVEY

Thank you for your interest in our study! Please answer a few questions about your demographics and availability for the interview.

1. In which year were you born?

2. What is your current gender identity?
   (a) Male
   (b) Female
   (c) Non-binary/third-gender
   (d) Not listed (please specify)
   (e) Prefer not to answer

3. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
   (a) Less than high school
   (b) High school degree or equivalent
   (c) Some college but no degree
   (d) Trade, technical, or vocational degree
   (e) Associate's degree
   (f) Bachelor's degree
   (g) Master's degree
   (h) Doctoral degree
   (i) Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)
   (j) Other (please specify)
   (k) Prefer not to answer

4. Which of the following categories best describes your occupation?
   (a) Administrative support (e.g., secretary, assistant)
   (b) Art, Writing, or Journalism (e.g., author, reporter, sculptor)
   (c) Business, Management, or Financial (e.g., manager, accountant, banker)
   (d) Education or Science (e.g., teacher, professor, scientist)
   (e) Homemaker
   (f) Legal (e.g., lawyer, law consultant, or law professor)
   (g) Medical (e.g., doctor, nurse, dentist)
   (h) Engineering or IT Professional (e.g., programmer, IT consultant)
   (i) Service (e.g., retail clerk, server)
   (j) Skilled Labor (e.g., electrician, plumber, carpenter)
   (k) Unemployed
   (l) Retired
   (m) College student
   (n) Graduate student
   (o) Not listed (please specify)
   (p) Prefer not to answer

5. What was your total household income before taxes during the past 12 months?
   (a) Less than $25,000
   (b) $25,000 to $49,999
   (c) $50,000 to $74,999
   (d) $75,000 to $99,999
   (e) $100,000 to $124,999
   (f) $125,000 to $149,999
   (g) $150,000 or more
   (h) Prefer not to answer

6. What is your citizen status?
   (a) I am a citizen of the United States.
   (b) I am a permanent resident of the United States.
   (c) I am neither a citizen nor a permanent resident of the United States.
   (d) Other (please specify)
   (e) Prefer not to answer
   (If answer to above question was "citizen of the United States" or "permanent resident"

7. How many years have you been living in the United States?
   (a) < 1 year
   (b) 1-2 years
   (c) 2-3 years
   (d) 3-4 years
   (e) 4-5 years
   (f) > 5 years
   (g) Prefer not to say
C. CODEBOOK

Below is the codebook used for interview transcript analysis, grouped into four big categories.

C.1 Category: Financial Management

Financial status: Description of general financial situation, e.g., income, number of checking/saving accounts, number of credit cards currently held, late payment, as well as the mentioning of occupation, big purchases (e.g., cars and mortgages).

Financial tracking: The way to keep track of earnings and spendings, manage different credit cards, use checks or do everything online, the way of paying bills (e.g., set up automatic withdrawals or pay bills whenever it comes).

Financial behavior change: Any particular change in the ways of managing one’s finance, how and why it occurred, may also include behavioral change resulting from attitudinal change (e.g., I tried to spend less because I wanted to save money).

C.2 Credit Bureau Related

Understanding of credit status: (1) The knowledge of the meaning and components of credit scores in general, how credit score is generated, whether it costs money to check credit scores, the mentioning that different bureaus may have different scores etc. (2) The impression of whether the participant’s own credit score is good or bad, the description of when’s the last time checking it and how to check it, where does the credit score come from (e.g., one of the three big bureaus or banks) (3) The impression of one’s credit history, things included in the credit report, whether or not they have things like late payments and debts.

Awareness of credit bureaus: The number of credit bureaus, specific names of credit bureaus, also use this when they say they can’t remember it or can’t give the full name, also include the participant’s knowledge or guess about whether there are bureaus other than the big three.

Impact of credit bureaus: “What impacts do credit bureaus have on you?”, how credit bureaus may impact consumer lives by giving credit ratings(scores) or in other ways. Also include cases where participants say credit bureaus have little or no impact on them personally because of various reasons.

Check credit status at credit bureaus: Directly contact credit bureaus to access credit reports or sign up for other credit-related products and services, description of the process (e.g., schedule times to make use of the free opportunity to check credit reports annually).

Check credit status at other places: Usually through banks and third-party financial aggregation apps (such as NerdWallet, Credit Karma, and Mint) to check credit history, credit score, or credit status in general, and the reason for doing it (e.g., it’s free and more convenient), the frequency of the received updates, whether or not it might be helpful.

Reasons for no interactions: Description of having little or no interactions with credit bureaus, didn’t check credit status through either credit bureaus or other places, and the reasons for doing it, e.g., I don’t need to make big purchases or I don’t want to know my credit status because it’s poor.

Dispute process: Anything related to the dispute system within the credit reporting system, can be (1) the general telling that consumers have the right to dispute incorrect information; or (2) the complaint that the current dispute system doesn’t work to solve consumers’ problems (e.g., they have to spend a lot of time filing the dispute and it’s hard to get the error eventually corrected).

Information providers of credit bureaus: Companies and organizations that provide information to credit bureaus, e.g., government, IRS, lending companies.

Customers of credit bureaus: Entities to which credit bureaus share or sell individual consumer’s information, who may have the access to consumer credit files at credit bureaus. Also include cases where participants may not explicitly mention it but rather say it’s an information exchange process, e.g., “I think that banks quarry them but they would also ask banks about”.

Types of information collected: The types of information credit bureaus collect from their providers (e.g., checking accounts, savings, credit history, loans) about individual consumers, usually the answer following “what types of information do credit bureaus collect?” and “what do credit bureaus know about you?”

Offerings of credit bureaus: What information consumers can receive from credit bureaus, such as the annual free credit reports, credit reports that cost money to see credit scores, credit monitoring services.

Purpose of credit bureaus: This will refer to how credit bureaus use the collected information for, what their purposes are, e.g., assessing one’s creditworthiness, generating credit scores. Answers following the question “what’s the first word that you associate with credit bureaus” and “what are their purpose” might fall under this category.

Errors in mental models: This code encompass any obvious errors that we capture in participants’ describing of credit bureaus.

Inaccurate credit files: Specific instance of negative perception - the experience that credit bureaus get errors on consumer credit files or retrieve the file of the wrong person, and hence leading to bad or unpleasant experience for consumers.

Opaque data aggregation process: Specific instance of negative perception - mentioning of the process how credit bureaus collect and aggregate all different types of information as opaque, unclear, not idea about what’s going on behind the curtain.

Abusive use of power: Specific instance of negative perception - the mentioning that credit bureaus (and other related institutions such as governments and banks) are in the position of holding great power/have little interest in protecting consumer rights; consumers are in a relatively weak position.

Insidious data collection: Specific instance of negative perception - describing the data sharing between credit bureaus and data furnishers as passive, creepy or scary, without obtaining consent from consumers. As for consumers,
they have limited control and choice over this kind of data collection.

**Positive perception of credit bureaus:** Positive description of credit bureaus in general, the statement that credit bureaus have a positive image in the participant’s mind.

**Negative perception of credit bureaus:** Negative description of credit bureaus, the statement that credit bureaus have a negative image in the participant’s mind, note that if they just say “credit bureaus steal money from people” it doesn’t count, there should be specific negative adjectives to describe it being bad or their negative feelings about it.

**C.3 Risk Perception**

**Emotional feelings of the breach:** The emotional feelings that participants experienced after heard of the breach (e.g., angry, disgusting, indifferent, not surprised), the emotional/attitude change towards Equifax (or other bureaus) after the breach compared to the time before.

**Change of trust:** Mentioning that after this breach, Equifax (or other credit bureaus) will have a less reputable image in the mind of consumers, or the participant personally will have less trust in the company.

**Expectation of credit bureaus:** Expectations towards Equifax, or other companies that have experienced data breaches about what they should do as the countermeasure of the breach, whether they have meet or failed the expectations in the past, as well as their expectations to these companies’ future actions.

**The class action lawsuit:** The specific mentioning of the class action lawsuit against Equifax following the breach, whether participants might have heard of it or joined it, how they feel about it.

**Prevalence of data breaches:** The mentioning that there are too many previous data breaches in recent years that the occurrence of the Equifax breach doesn’t make the participant too surprised, and that there is too much data available online.

**Mentioning identity theft:** Direct mentioning of identity theft or indirect conceptualization through examples as a consequence of the Equifax breach, or just identity theft in general.

**Victims of the breach:** Talking of targets that are more likely to be affected by the breach, e.g., people who have good credit.

**Likelihood of being personally affected:** The knowledge, assumption or assessment of whether participants themselves are personally affected, and if yes, to what extent, can be either an assured response or a guess.

**Negative consequences of the breach:** Mentioning consequences that’s not about identity theft but can still happen after the Equifax data breach, such as invasion of personal privacy when so much personal and financial information was exposed.

**Knowledge of Equifax:** Impression of Equifax as a company, e.g., it’s one of the big three credit bureaus, it’s the one that got hacked, also include cases where participants say they’ve never heard of it.

**Cause of the breach:** The description that this breach was conducted by people other than hackers, such as governments, and/or it was profit-driven, e.g., some participants assumed that hackers will sell the stolen data to someone else, others believed that it’s an internal breach and someone disclosing the information intentionally.

**Types of exposed data:** Description of the general impression of some data being exposed in the Equifax data breach (e.g., a lot of personal information released) or specific types of data (e.g., SSN, credit card numbers). Also include cases where participants say they don’t know.

**Awareness of the breach:** Memory of whether or not this participant has heard of the breach, what happened in general in the breach.

**Previous data security experience:** Previous experience of data security problem, such as being involved in a data breach and having password compromised somewhere.

**Previous identity theft experience:** Previous experience of being an identity theft victim, such as someone else applying for credit-related products under the participant’s name, the effort in solving the related problems, or the reason for not conducting any kind of follow-up investigations.

**C.4 Protective Actions**

**Check Equifax’s website:** The mentioning of someone (either the participant or other related people) check the Equifax website for his or her own breaching status. Also include this code when participants say they didn’t check it.

**Credit freeze:** The action of placing a credit freeze, the interpretation of what credit freeze means/what’s the expected outcome, the cost of credit freeze, why someone may want to initiate a credit freeze, their assumptions of what a credit freeze may do.

**Check credit report after the breach:** The mentioning of checking credit report following the data breach as a safeguard measure.

**Fraud alert:** The mentioning of placing a fraud alert on file, either for this breach or previous ones, their assumptions of what a fraud alert might do, the process of how to place a fraud alert.

**Credit monitoring service:** Enroll in credit monitoring services provided by credit bureaus, governments, or other entities.

**Self-monitoring:** The action of checking accounts more frequently, keeping an closer eye on them, and the related outcomes.

**Identity theft protection:** Conceptualization of what this type of service does, why someone may want it.

**General security practices:** Strategies to protect one’s credit data/online privacy in general, e.g., don’t disclose personal information such as SSN and passwords to others, avoiding suspicious emails, not using PayPal.

**Self-initiated actions after the breach:** Things that the participant has done in reaction to the breach or knows that they could have done, also include cases where they say they don’t know.
**Reasons for taking actions**: Any reasons why the participant chose to take any one of the suggested actions above.

**Reasons for not taking actions**: Any reasons why the participant chose to not taking any one of the suggested actions above.

**Triggering new actions**: Any places where participants say they will or might consider doing some actions after the interview, the conversation inspires them to do something, and the reasons behind.

**Suggestion from participants**: The suggestion or proposal made by participants throughout the interview, e.g., credit bureaus shouldn’t charge money for their certain offerings such as credit freeze, and there should be a consistent way to calculate credit scores.

**Sources of recommendation**: Protective actions recommended by anyone who’s considered as reputable, trustworthy or expert by the participant, e.g., family member, financial advisor. Also include cases where participants said they provided recommendations for other people and hence became the source of knowledge.

**Usability issues**: Reporting about problems and hurdles participants encountered (or other people they know) when trying to initiate any one of the suggested actions.

**Compensations after data breaches**: Description of products and services offered by companies following previous data breaches that the participant or someone he/she knows was involved in (e.g., some companies may offer free or paid credit monitoring services and fraud alerts for victims).
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ABSTRACT
Data exposed by breaches persist as a security and privacy threat for Internet users. Despite this, best practices for how companies should respond to breaches, or how to responsibly handle data after it is leaked, have yet to be identified. We bring users into this discussion through two surveys. In the first, we examine the comprehension of 551 participants on the risks of data breaches and their sentiment towards potential remediation steps. In the second survey, we ask 10,212 participants to rate their level of comfort towards eight different scenarios that capture real-world examples of security practitioners, researchers, journalists, and commercial entities investigating leaked data. Our findings indicate that users readily understand the risk of data breaches and have consistent expectations for technical and non-technical remediation steps. We also find that participants are comfortable with applications that examine leaked data—such as threat sharing or a “hacked or not” service—when the application has a direct, tangible security benefit. Our findings help to inform a broader discussion on responsible uses of data exposed by breaches.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, data breaches have exposed the online credentials and personal data of billions of users across the Internet. In 2017 alone, news headlines announced that criminals had stolen usernames and passwords for 3 billion Yahoo users [16], the financial details of 143 million Americans collected by Equifax [10], and private data belonging to 57 million Uber users [17]. Once stolen, this data becomes readily accessible via black markets. Previous studies have identified over 3.3 billion credentials from breaches freely traded on the underground along with credit cards and other financial data [7, 25, 26]. Exposure puts victims at further risk of account takeover, financial theft, identity theft, or worse.

Despite repeated data leaks due to breaches, best practices for how companies should respond to incidents have yet to be formalized. One common remediation step—requested by both victims and increasingly by regulators [1, 3, 19, 22]—is that companies notify any affected victim. However, evidence that notifications influence user behavior is limited. For example, victims do not opt to switch to other, more secure services [1, 4, 14]. Moreover, companies do not always notify victims in a timely manner: Uber waited over a year before disclosing a $100,000 ransom payment in response to a breach [9].

At the same time, there are no clear boundaries for how one should responsibly handle data after it is leaked. Some security systems examine third-party breaches to protect victims from further harm: Google, Facebook, and Netflix automatically reset passwords for victims appearing in password dumps [2, 29]. Others provide information to victims, such as leak aggregation services that collect exposed credentials to help notify victims [13]. Exposed data also plays a role in the construction of password strength meters and investigations of underground market activity [5, 6, 18, 24, 28]. How victims weigh any potential security benefits against other concerns, including their privacy, remains uncertain.

In this paper, we bring users into the discussion of how companies should respond to breaches and how user data should be respected even after it finds its way on to black markets. We do this through two surveys. In the first, we asked 551 participants what actions a company should take upon learning of a data breach including technical solutions such as forcing password resets or enabling two-factor authentication. In the second part of our study, we surveyed 10,212 participants across six countries to assess their level of comfort and concerns towards eight scenarios capturing real-world situations where security practitioners, researchers, journalists, and commercial entities investigated data exposed by breaches. While we focus on lessons for the security community, we include these latter categories to act as a baseline comparison.

We frame our key findings as follows:

Data breaches feature prominently in the public’s mind share: Over 93% of participants understood the meaning of a data breach. These participants cited identity theft (52%), the loss of personal information (25%), and monetary loss (9%) as their top concerns.

Notifications remain the most popularly requested remediation step: 83% of participants requested that companies affected by a breach send an immediate notifi-
cation to victims. Other more technical requests included enabling two-factor authentication on accounts (63%) and resetting exposed passwords (61%).

Users are supportive of applications that consume exposed data if they provide a direct security benefit: Of the 8 scenarios we examined, users were most comfortable with proactive password resetting in the event of reuse and sharing information with other identity providers.

Past experience as a victim of a breach increases support for security use cases: We observed significant differences in a prior victim’s vs. non-victim’s level of comfort for security related use cases. For example, 44% of prior victims expressed comfort with proactive password resetting compared to 34% of non-victims.

Users are wary of interacting with criminals (such as purchasing exposed data), but recognize the potential security benefits: For non-security use cases, over 70% of participants negatively expressed that purchasing exposed data was unethical and incentivized criminal behavior. However, with security related use cases only 40–51% participants expressed similar negative concerns.

Support for security use cases is consistent across countries: Although we observed significant differences in the absolute comfort levels between countries, every country consistently weighed security use cases over non-security use cases in terms of comfort.

2. RELATED WORK

Our work builds upon prior research into the experiences of victims of data breaches. In a study similar to ours, Ablon et al. surveyed 6,000 participants from the United States in 2015 and found 44% reported having received a data breach notification [1]. Credit card details topped the list of exposed data (49%), but health information (21%), social security numbers (17%), and account details (13%) also featured prominently. Reactions from participants to breaches were varied: only 11% of those surveyed stopped interacting with the affected company. More commonly, victims changed their password or PIN (51%) or switched to a new account (24%), while another 22% of participants did nothing at all. Other studies have also found that users rarely switch to another service or stop interacting with a company even upon receiving a breach notification [4, 14]. Our study examines in greater detail the expectations of breach victims and the technical remedies they most strongly prefer.

While financial theft features prominently in the concerns of victims, account takeover is also a significant risk. A survey by Shay et al. found that 15.6% of 1,502 survey participants self-reported having their account taken over [23]. A similar study by Rainie et al. found 21% of 1,002 adults experienced a social network or email account being hijacked [21]. These common experiences stem from billions of usernames and passwords exposed due to data breaches, with Thomas et al. estimating that data breach victims are 11.6x more likely to fall victim to account takeover than a random sample of users [25]. The prevalence of account takeover heavily influences the design of our study scenarios.

3. METHODOLOGY

We conducted two online surveys to evaluate user comprehension, attitudes, and expectations around data breaches. We describe each survey in detail. We refer readers to the Appendix for the full structure and text of both surveys.

3.1 Survey on responding to breaches (N=551)

Our first survey gauged user perceptions of risk surrounding breaches and how users would want a company to respond if their data had been exposed. We recruited participants via Amazon Mechanical Turk in July 2017 and administered the survey through Google Forms. Participants were asked to take a “simple task and experience survey.” We avoided using the term “data breach” to prevent non-response bias. The survey took approximately 3 minutes to complete and participants were each compensated $0.50, including the screened out participants. In total, we received 604 responses, of which 551 feature in our final analysis.

3.1.1 Survey structure

We began the survey with a single screener question with three possible definitions of a data breach. The ordering of these options was randomized.

- Public exposure of usernames and passwords of millions of users of an online system. (N=564)
- Using large sets of data to aid robots to solve a problem that humans cannot solve. (N=13)
- Web page that is unable to load due to too much data on the page. (N=27)

Overall, 564 of 604 participants chose the correct definition and were allowed to continue through the rest of the survey. We dropped the remaining 40 participants from any further questions.

Following the screener, we asked participants to select the single most important “harm” that might arise from their password being exposed through a data breach and what remediation steps a company should take to protect the participant’s account. Finally, we asked participants to rate their level of comfort with six potential actions a company could take in response to a breach. For each action, in addition to rating their level of comfort, participants provided an open-ended reason for their rating.

Outside these core questions, we asked whether participants had ever been the victim of a data breach. We also included two quality control questions, and six demographic questions. In total, we eliminated 13 inattentive responses where participants answered both quality control questions incorrectly, leaving a total of N=551 responses.

We reviewed a small sample (N = 50) of open-ended responses and developed codes. The rest of the open ended responses were then assigned codes through manual inspection. Responses that did not fall into any of the coding buckets were categorized under ‘Other’. Roughly 3% of responses were blank which we did not categorize. The researcher not involved in the coding process conducted the quality checks by independently reviewing a sub-sample. The agreement rate was about 90%.
3.1.2 Survey development
Prior to running the survey, we conducted an initial pilot (N=34) where the single most important harm was left as an open-ended question. We then codified the most popular responses, selecting eight possible options for the final survey. We also expanded the list of remediation steps to include new, incorrect steps (e.g., buying a new computer) to gauge comprehension. We also switched from strictly asking each participant’s comfort towards certain responses to also requesting their reasoning. We then ran a second pilot (N=31). We used the open-ended responses to clarify the six actions a company might take in response to a breach. Finally, we added a demographic question related to whether participants had ever been a victim of a previous breach.

3.1.3 Participant demographics
For the 551 participants, 52% identified as male, 47% identified as female, and 1% preferred not to answer. Roughly 12% were 18–24, 45% 25–34, 22% 35–44, 13% 45–54, 6% 55–64, and 2% older than 65 or preferred not to say. In terms of education, 47% had a bachelor’s degree, 19% a masters degree or higher, and 17% some college education. Participants predominantly resided in the United States—69%—with another 23% residing in India and 8% in other countries. In terms of employment, 80% were had some form of employment (53% full-time, 17% self-employed, and 10% part time), 8% were students, and 12% were unemployed, retired, or looking for work.

3.1.4 Limitations
In terms of the study sample, although the user population on Mechanical Turk is relatively diverse for an Internet sample, there is still a bias. For example, the Mechanical Turk workers are considered WEIRD (Western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic) [15]. To reduce the effect of this bias, we opened the survey to residents of all countries, not just United States residents. However, the underlying demographics of workers still skews towards the United States and India.

3.2 Survey on breach data use cases (N=10,212)
Our second survey examined user comfort towards a spectrum of use cases that handle data exposed by breaches. We recruited participants through an international panel provider that recruits through online communities, social networks and the web. The panel provider also enforced strict quality controls such as digital fingerprinting to identify duplicate participants and pattern recognition to flag fraudulent responses. As such, we do not embed any quality control questions in the survey questions. We specifically stratified our sample to participants from the United States, Canada, United Kingdom, Australia, India, and Germany. We administered the survey using the online survey platform and panel provider Qualtrics. We paid $6 per response to our panel provider, a portion of which was paid to the participants as incentive.

3.2.1 Survey structure
We used a scenario based survey to frame eight potential use cases of data exposed by breaches. To minimize fatigue, each survey was structured to included only two scenarios randomly selected from our pool of eight. When considering a scenario, we asked users to rate their level of comfort if they knew the data had been purchased from criminals via a black market; to explain their rating in an open-ended question; and finally whether their level of comfort would change if they knew the data was freely available. We also included six demographic questions and one question on whether the participant had previously been a victim of a breach. We outline each scenario and highlight real-world equivalents. In total, we received 10,212 responses, with over 400 responses per scenario and per country.

Security research (S1): In the first scenario, we framed whether it was acceptable for a researcher at a university to use data exposed by a breach to study how users select passwords. Examples of such research in practice include studies of password reuse [5] and the development of better password strength meters from existing, exposed data [28, 6, 18].

Hacked or not service (S2): We asked participants whether it was acceptable for a company to provide a paid service where anyone could query for a “username” to determine whether their data was exposed due to a breach. A multitude of such services currently exist, such as haveibeenpwned.com, breachalarm.com, and leakedsources.com. In practice, some of these services operate on donations and only reveal whether an account was present in a breach. Others require a monthly fee and allow a subscriber to look up any username and its associated passwords, at times running afoul of law enforcement [20].

Threat sharing, finance and social (S3, S4): For two scenarios, we asked whether participants were comfortable with a breached company sharing the email addresses of victims with third-party services to protect against lateral attacks. We offered two, independent scenarios for the third-party service involved: a financial institution and an online social network. These scenarios mimic emerging threat exchange services where companies share information on ongoing attacks.

Proactive password resetting (S5): We asked participants whether they were comfortable with a service finding usernames and passwords exposed in third-party breaches to proactively re-secure the participant’s account if they reused an exposed password. This scenario matches how Google, Facebook, and Netflix currently reset passwords for victims appearing in third-party breaches [29, 2].

Journalist, tax fraud (S6): We framed whether participants were comfortable with a journalist writing an article on tax evasion that sourced their materials from private emails exposed due to a breach. Rough equivalents include the Panama Papers [11] and Paradise Papers [8] that exposed millions of email records detailing the financial dealings of offshore investments and entities.

Journalist, dating site (S7): We examined whether it was appropriate for a journalist to use personal information from breached data profiles as source material for an article. Recent examples include the leak of Ashley Madison users, which media outlets used to expose the activities of registered members.
Competitor (S8): We framed whether it was appropriate for a non-breached company to contact victims in order to advertise switching services. For example, after the Equifax breach, one identity theft provider created ads and press releases to announce how it could help victims [12].

3.2.2 Survey development
Prior to running our survey, we conducted two pilots. The first involved user researchers at our institution who provided feedback on the framing text of the scenarios. The second pilot involved a small sample of participants (N=40). Based on the responses, we added a follow-up question for every scenario to understand whether a participant’s comfort would change if data was freely available.

3.2.3 Participant demographics
For the 10,212 participants, 51% identified as male, 48% female, and 1% preferred not to answer. In terms of age, 11% were 18–24, 28% 25–34, 19% 35–44, 17% 45–54, 13% 55–64, and 9% older than 65. Participants were equally distributed across six countries: 16% in Australia, 18% in Canada, 17% in Germany, 14% in India, 16% in the United Kingdom, and 15% in the United States. 46% indicated they were employed full-time, 13% employed part-time, 13% retired, 5% students, 7% self-employed, 7% home makers, 5% unemployed and 4% other. In terms of education, 5% indicated receiving less than high school education, 17% High School, 18% Some college no degree, 15% Associate’s degree, 28% Bachelor’s degree, 12% Master’s degree, 1% Ph.D and 3% Other.

3.2.4 Limitations
Our surveys were spread across several weeks, however we could not control for respondent’s exposure to external information such as news stories and press articles on data breaches. In addition, given that our approach relies on scenarios based assessment, one can argue the presence of availability bias. Availability heuristic is a mental shortcut that relies on immediate examples that come to a given person’s mind when evaluating a specific topic, concept, method or decision [27]. In reality, users would have access to many other pieces of input about the scenario at hand which may also play a role in influencing their level of comfort. Gut reactions and framing may also influence the perceived acceptability of the scenarios we explored. Likewise, privacy enhancing technologies might help to allay user concerns with respect to data sharing.

4. RESPONDING TO A DATA BREACH
We report on the results of our first survey, which explored the familiarity of participants with data breaches as both a concept and a personal experience. We present how participants perceived the risk of breaches, what actions they felt companies should take in response to a breach, such as 51% of victims changing their password or PIN [1]. However, the same is not true for two-factor authentication: fewer than 3% of hijacking victims adopt two-factor authentication after learning their account was compromised [25]. This suggests a disconnect between understanding the protections two-factor authentication provides and actual adoption.

Comprehension: As a first step towards interpreting our results, we examined whether participants were familiar with data breaches and their accompanying risk. The vast majority of participants (N=564, 93%) correctly identified the definition of a breach from one of three choices. As shown in Table 1, their top concerns of what harm might arise included identity theft (N=287, 52%) and the leak of personal information (N=138, 25%). Monetary loss was a distant third (N=50, 9%), possibly due to our framing of data breaches as relating to usernames and passwords. Impossible harms, such as a participant’s computer being infected with a virus, were selected by only 17 participants (3%). More than a hypothetical experience, 232 participants (42%) reported having had their data exposed by a prior breach while 65 participants (12%) reported not knowing. These results suggest that participants are both familiar with the concept of a data breach and the resulting consequences.

Preferred remediation steps: Table 2 provides a breakdown of the remediation steps participants selected as the best ways companies could protect their account in the event of a breach. Participants most frequently selected that companies send an immediate notification to affected users (N=457, 83%). This was followed by more technical account protections such enabling two-factor authentication (N=347, 63%) and resetting an account’s password (N=336, 61%).

### Table 1: Top harm that results from a data breach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential harm</th>
<th>Breakdown</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identity theft</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leak of personal information</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetary loss</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of access to personal information</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone being monitored by hackers</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer being infected with virus</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spam being sent out from your account</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No harm</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Ranking of remediation steps companies should take in response to a breach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Remediation step</th>
<th>Breakdown</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Send you an immediate notification</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable two-factor authentication</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset your password</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide credit monitoring</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue a refund</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give you a new account</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change your username</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay users a consolation bonus for breaking their trust</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade your web browser</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company buys you a new computer</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Account security measures and communication outranked financial protections, such as credit monitoring (N=309, 56%) or companies issuing a refund (N=215, 39%). This mirrors participants’ perception of harm, where monetary loss ranked lower than identity theft or data loss. A small but not insignificant group of participants selected ineffective remediation steps that would provide no security benefit in the context of data breaches. These actions included changing usernames (N=171, 31%) or upgrading web browsers (N=83, 15%). The latter action suggests that users may conflate general security best practices such as keeping software up to date with something that might protect them from a breach.

Remediation and the wider ecosystem: Beyond user-centric remediation steps, we asked participants to rate how comfortable they were with companies taking a range of actions such as communicating with criminals, the press, the government, and other companies in response to a breach. We measured comfort on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 indicating “Not at all comfortable” and 5 indicating “Very comfortable.” We relied on two user-centric actions, namely resetting passwords and notifying victims, as a baseline comparison. Figure 1 shows the spectrum of ratings participants selected.

In the case of notifying victims of the breach, participants in aggregate rated the action with an average comfort level of \( \mu = 3.52 \). Common themes that correlated with a positive level of comfort—surfaced in the coded open-ended questions—included an obligation on the part of the company to be transparent (N=194, 36%) and that such a notification would allow participants to reset their password (N=46, 8%). Conversely, participants that were uncomfortable frequently cited that notifications made them feel insecure (N=63, 12%) and that it did nothing to make up for the loss of data (N=47, 9%). Neutral participants often cited that companies needed to do something more (N=45, 8%). For example:

P474: “The notification is important, however, the company must also inform about the corrective measures it intends to take.”

In comparison, participants were more favorable with notifying the government (\( \mu = 3.77 \)), though less favorable of notifying the press (\( \mu = 3.20 \)). The positive affinity towards government activity relates to prosecuting criminals and holding companies responsible (N=224, 41%):

P355: “In order to prevent other breaches I think the government should be involved at helping catch the criminals responsible.”

Unique concerns for reaching out to the press included feeling that victims should be contacted directly (N=77, 14%) and that headlines might attract criminals to take advantage of the exposed data (N=28, 5%).

P406: “...making it too public may inspire others to try and take advantage of the breach.”

Beyond notifications, a majority of participants expressed discomfort (\( \mu = 2.29 \)) with companies reaching out to criminals to buy a copy of the leaked data to know what was exposed. Participants commonly cited that it was unethical to deal with criminals (N=89, 16%) and that it would incentivize further attacks (N=110, 20%):

P24: “That shows the hackers that that company can be bullied, making them future targets for hacks.”

Surprisingly, participants rated the prospect of companies sharing exposed usernames and passwords with other identity providers as the least comfortable action a company could take, lower even than dealing with criminals (\( \mu = 1.94 \)). Common concerns included a violation of the participant’s trust (N=205, 38%) and feeling it exacerbated the problem by exposing private information further (N=99, 18%):

P338: “OMG no. I don’t want my info shared!!!”
P399: “The company has no permission to share my data, even if it was already stolen.”
Participants most frequently expressed a lingering fear that their financial assets remained at risk (56%) and skepticism regarding the ability of financial institutions to adequately protect victims from financial fraud. Based on our coded responses, participants most frequently cited privacy as their top concern (43%). Others felt that the security benefit outweighed any privacy concerns (20%) or welcomed the extra level of protection (22%).

Taken as a whole, our findings indicate that participants are comfortable with actions that lead to better protections or even catching the criminals involved. However, participants expressed a strong degree of discomfort for actions that might further distribute exposed data or encourage future criminal activity. These concerns heavily influenced the design of our second survey (Section 5).

**Influence of breach experiences on comfort:** As an added dimension, we examined how prior experience with a data breach influenced a participant’s level of comfort towards various actions. For our analysis, we treated participants that reported as being unsure if they had been part of a previous data breach as non-victims. Table 3 presents our results. Overall, victims reported a higher level of comfort for notifying users, the press, and the government than non-victims, while actions beyond notification saw no statistically significant difference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Remediation step</th>
<th>Comfort (victim)</th>
<th>Comfort (non-victim)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notify government</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>0.018**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset password</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>0.443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notify user</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>0.047**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notify press</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>0.012**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy from criminals</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>0.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat sharing</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite these concerns, participants still remained neutral or positive on threat sharing as a minimum step towards responding to a breach. For example:

P[8920]: “[the breached company] owes explanation how my email got hacked in the first place and why they didn’t protect me. This exact scenario happened to me with Yahoo and Paypal and somebody got into my account, took my Paypal credit card number and charged thousands of dollars at Walmart on it.”

**Threat Sharing, Social Network:** Similar to the previous threat sharing scenario, participants reported the second highest level of comfort when a social network was the recipient of threat intelligence (μ = 2.92). Overall, participants most frequently cited privacy as their top concern (43%). Others felt that the security benefit outweighed any privacy concerns (20%) or welcomed the extra level of protection (22%).

P[7429]: “They are doing something to help fix a problem and partnering with a trusted company, so I have no objections to their being proactive.”

**Proactive Password Resetting:** When asked about a company purchasing third-party credential dumps from criminals to proactively protect against password reuse, 35% of participants reported being comfortable with such an activity (μ = 2.85). Of participants, 53% stated this would enhance their security and another 16% that it was good to see proactive activity.

P[9615]: This is a proactive step from [the company], and one that they are not actually obligated to do. This makes me feel like the company cares about protecting my identity.

However, another 25% of participants were concerned with the legality of such activity even if were beneficial, or whether it might encourage criminals:

P[8941]: They’re paying people who obtained the information illegally. This seems a bit odd, almost like they’re encouraging people to hack sites.
Figure 2: Participant comfort towards the eight scenarios involving purchasing (or where the source of data was not applicable). Participants ranked scenarios that provided direct security benefits higher than all other scenarios.

Less frequent, 4% of participants highlighted ethical concerns with any purchasing of data from criminals:

P[575]: “I believe it’s unacceptable for any company, whether their motives are good, to purchase or otherwise obtain illegally-gained data, especially personal information. ... It’s a blatant disregard for people’s privacy.”

Surprisingly, participants were less comfortable (µ = 2.73) when the data was freely available, a phenomenon also observed with the “hacked or not” service scenario as shown in Figure 3. We did not collect open-ended follow ups in conjunction with asking participants about freely available exposed data, so we cannot definitively state why this is the case. One hypothesis is that participants may have felt the damage is already done if credentials become freely available.

Journalist, Tax fraud: As a source of comparison, we asked participants their level of comfort towards journalists using data exposed by a breach to investigate fraud. Roughly 30% of participants reported being comfortable purchasing data from criminals to conduct such an investigation (µ = 2.64). More participants expressed comfort when the data was freely available (µ = 2.77). Participants frequently raised concerns about the legality of such behavior (56%):

P[5414]: “Obtaining the information illegally doesn’t make me feel comfortable. If it was handed to him for free, this feels a little less immoral.”

P[4607]: “It’s important that the information be obtained and revealed, but [the journalist] has done so by potentially breaching the privacy of innocent individuals.”

Others supported the journalist’s actions, with the ends justifying the means:

[7830]: “Even though the method is unethical, he is exposing a corruption. I will have to trade my uncomfortableness.”

P[5102]: “Whilst I wouldn’t necessarily condone the hacking element, it is now a fact of modern society that these methods of information gathering are available. ... Publishing what was found through that means is in the public interest.”

As with purchasing credential dumps, participants fall into a spectrum of ethical frameworks. For some, there is never a justification for using private data. For others, the value extracted from exposed data can override privacy concerns.

Hacked or not service: When asked to rate their level of comfort towards a service aggregating breaches to provide a “hacked or not” service, 25% of participants reported being comfortable (µ = 2.52). As with proactive password resetting, comfort dropped when data was freely available (µ = 2.43). Participants frequently cited the trustworthiness of the “hacked or not” service operator as their top concern (58%). Participants also felt any purchase would encourage criminals. In the words of participants:

P[7550]: “It makes me fear that they work with the hackers and may not be trustworthy.”
Figure 3: Comparison of comfort towards scenarios that involved purchasing data from the black market versus scenarios where data was freely available. All differences are statistically significant.

P[4868]: “The fact that they are buying it from the hackers themselves is of concern...how do they know them? How are they getting the info? Do they have a relationship with the hackers?”

Despite these concerns, participants remained neutral on the prospect of such a service. A minority of participants (9%) highlighted the benefit of such a service, given a lack of clear notifications:

P[10188]: “It is a good idea to see whether your account has been hacked. How else would you find out?”

Competitor: Only 14% of participants reported being comfortable with a competitor purchasing data from criminals in order to identify victims and offer for them to switch services (µ = 2.01). There was little change in comfort if the data was freely available (µ = 2.02). Participants frequently cited ethical concerns (44%) and the illegality of such behavior (30%).

P[6145]: “This seems very unethical since they plan to gain profit from data that has been stolen.”

However, 17% of participants expressed they would be better off in the end:

P[622]: “This is a cheap shot to get consumers but at this stage I would probably go with [the competitor] as I know they have the proper software to avoid hackers.”

Security Research: Faced with the prospect of researchers purchasing stolen credentials to study, participants reported the second lowest level of comfort compared to other scenarios (µ = 1.86)—behind using stolen data for advertising. This comfort increased slightly when researchers obtained credentials from a free source (µ = 1.96). Based on our coded responses, participants’ top concern was the legality of the researchers actions (45%):

P[9507]: “This may help his research and the result may help millions of internet users but the way he acquires the data is illegal and without the permission of account owners.”

Other negative reactions included breaching the privacy of the victim (12%) and a sentiment that it was unethical to deal with criminals (9%):

P[9307]: “It’s incredibly unethical for [the researcher] to buy passwords from hackers. It’s no different than someone buying a car that was stolen.”

Another 23% of participants felt the value of research outweighed other concerns:

P[7953]: “I have faith that this action will ultimately contribute to research that will make the general population less vulnerable in the long run.”

These results suggest that, in the absence of a tangible security benefit, the privacy and ethical concerns of participants outweigh any potential justification. Surprisingly, research is viewed in even lower light than a scenario of a competitor advertising to victims of a breach, yet the latter still provides the prospect of a tangible benefit.

Journalist, Dating site: A mere 13% of participants reported being comfortable with journalists using exposed dating profiles purchased from criminals to reveal the private lives of entities involved (µ = 1.84). Comfort increased when data was freely available (µ = 1.95). Most participants cited this was illegal (50%), a breach of privacy (27%), and unethical (11%).

P[562]: “I find it very disconcerting that someone thinks they have a right to invade my space in any way without permission. It makes me want to withdraw from computors [sic] FULLSTOP. ... Makes for an unsafe unstable unfair dog eats dog world. Where has human respect, honesty and compassion gone.”
Figure 4: Mean level of comfort per scenario, broken down by country. Where applicable, comfort reflects the sub-scenario of purchasing data from a breach. Participants consistently rank security scenarios as the most comfortable compared to other scenarios.

Some participants put a positive spin on the activity, stating it would help expose the threat of data breaches (6%). Others emphasized freedom of speech above all else (3%):

P[613]: “Concrete examples of how the hack has affected the lives of ordinary people makes the story more relatable.”
P[3878]: “Freedom of the press is essential in a well-functioning democracy. Reporters must come in some way to their publications.”

5.2 Demographic variations

Table 4 provides a detailed summary of how the level of comfort, measured as the mean, compared across genders, age-groups and countries alongside the results from tests for statistical significance (p = 0.05). We corrected for multiple testing for Age-groups and Countries, using Bonferroni correction (adj.p = 0.008).

Differences across age groups: Across age groups, younger participants had a higher level of comfort with handling exposed data than older participants. The difference in comfort ranged between 0.14–0.68 for all scenarios, with the exception of the scenario of journalists reporting tax fraud via a public source. With research suggesting that younger adults are more likely to be victims of breaches [30], this may reflect a greater desire for solutions to a common experience.

Differences across country: Among the six countries we surveyed, participants from India and Germany indicated the highest level of comfort towards scenarios where entities purchased exposed data. Canada and Australia expressed the lowest levels of comfort (Figure 4). The difference in comfort for each scenario ranged between 0.53–1.10 per country. Despite absolute differences in comfort, participants universally rated security applications as more comfortable relative to other scenarios.

Differences based on breach experience: Of the respondents we surveyed, 24% self-reported having experienced a data breach. Among countries, 40% of US respondents reported experiencing a breach. Between genders, we did not see a significant difference between men (25%) and women (23%). Among age groups we observed that more respondents between the ages 25-44 years reported experiencing a data breach (28%).

Figure 5 shows the difference in the level of comfort for prior victims of breaches and non-victims for each scenario. A positive value indicates victims were more comfortable than non-victims. Overall, victims reported consistently higher levels of comfort for all scenarios, including purchasing from criminals. The only exceptions were the competitor and tax fraud scenarios. The highest change in comfort related to a “Hacked or not” service. One explanation is that victims are more familiar with the harms that can result from a breach and are thus more supportive of security applications.

Differences across genders: Across genders, men had a higher level of comfort than women ($\mu = 2.57$ vs. $\mu = 2.41$). This was true in all scenarios, other than a “Hacked or Not” service where men had the same comfort level as women.
Table 4: Comparison of mean level of comfort across demographics: Gender, Age-group, and Country.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age-Group</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Research (Purchased)</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001; Mann-U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Research (Public)</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001; Mann-U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hacked or Not (Purchased)</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.597; Mann-U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hacked or Not (Public)</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.122; Mann-U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Threat Sharing, Finance</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.023; Mann-U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Threat Sharing, Social Network</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.035; Mann-U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proactive Password Reset (Purchased)</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001; Mann-U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proactive Password Reset (Public)</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.122; Mann-U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Journalist, Tax Fraud (Purchased)</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001; Mann-U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Journalist, Tax Fraud (Public)</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.003; Mann-U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Journalist, Dating Site (Purchased)</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001; Mann-U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Journalist, Dating Site (Public)</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001; Mann-U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competitor (Purchased)</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.008; Mann-U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competitor (Public)</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.185; Mann-U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. DISCUSSION

User expectations after a breach: Over 40% of participants from the United States and 25% across the United Kingdom, Germany, Australia, Canada, and India reported being former victims of a breach. Our results indicate participants have strong expectations of being notified when their data is exposed. In the case of credentials, participants expressed this allows them to take precautionary measures such as resetting their password for all their affected accounts. Participants also emphasized that transparency remained important, even when a notification alone was viewed as an insufficient response. Other proactive measures included force resetting passwords or otherwise hardening security around accounts, such as with two-factor authentication. Outside of a company’s responsibilities to users, participants also strongly favored interacting with government authorities as a means of holding criminals accountable—as well as the breached company.

Community responses to a breach: Digital identity is not an island; a breach at one company may allow criminals to access other resources due to reused passwords or recovery questions. Our results indicate that participants are supportive, or at least neutral towards, emerging security strategies by identity providers. Between 37–40% of participants expressed comfort towards threat sharing between identity providers as well as proactively resetting passwords exposed by third-party breaches. Another 20–23% of participants expressed a neutral opinion towards these activities. Lingering concerns for participants fell into two categories: skepticism any such actions would help secure their accounts, and strong expectations about privacy and ethical behavior—even when companies can acquire data without engaging with black markets.

Conversely, participants expressed a greater degree of concern towards “Hacked or not” services, and even more concern for research based on data exposed from breaches. Consent was a consistent theme, with common strains of feedback shown in Figure 6. Here, participants valued their privacy over abstract security benefits, though victims of prior breaches reported higher levels of comfort. A key takeaway is that security professionals and researchers need to articulate how any services or investigations can provide a direct benefit to the victims of breaches given the sensitive nature of the data involved.

Responsibly handling exposed data: Our study provides a perspective of user expectations and concerns with respecting breached data. However, before establishing a line in the sand for best practices of responsibly handling exposed data, it is also vital to consider the views of journalists, security experts, and researchers. We leave building such a broad perspective to future work.

7. CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented the results of two surveys that gauged user comprehension, expectations, and concerns with both responding to breaches and how one handles exposed...
data. Our results indicate that data breaches are a highly topical issue in the minds of participants. As such, participants have clear expectations for remediation steps: Breached companies need to be transparent and notify victims; proactively reset passwords and lock down accounts from further damage; and engage with law enforcement to identify the criminals involved.

Zooming out to the wider community, our results show that participants are supportive of emerging security practices including threat sharing between companies in the event of a breach, as well as proactively resetting reused passwords found in password dumps. Other use cases that have less direct or tangible benefits to users, such as research or “hacked or not” services, were viewed less favorably due to overriding privacy concerns. Our findings also help to inform a broader discussion within the community of how to responsibly handle exposed data while respecting concerns around privacy and consent.
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Appendix

Study 1: Questionnaire:

Which of the following according to you is a data breach?
- Public exposure of usernames and passwords of millions of users of an online system [screened in]
- Web page that is unable to load due to too much data on the page [screened out]
- Using large sets of data to aid robots to solve a problem that humans cannot solve [screened out]

According to you, what is the most important harm that can happen due to a data breach?
- Spam being sent out from your account / Receiving Spam
- Your computer will be infected by a virus
- Identity theft
- Monetary Loss
- No harm
- Loss of access to personal information
- Leak of personal information
- Your phone will be monitored by hackers
- Other, Please specify

In response to being hacked, which of the following actions should a company take to protect your account? (Choose all that apply)
- Upgrade your web browser
- Change your username
- Issue a refund
- Send you an immediate notification about the breach
- Enable two-factor authentication
- Provide credit monitoring
- Pay users a consolation bonus for breaking their trust
- Reset your password
- Give you a new account
- Company buys you a new computer
- Other, Please specify

What is the shape of a red ball?
- Red
- Blue
- Square
- Round

How comfortable would you be with a company taking the following actions after the company had a data breach?

ACTION 1: Company that was hacked and experienced the data breach notifies you that your password was stolen
Not at all Comfortable | Very Comfortable
Please explain your rating. open ended response

ACTION 2: Company that was hacked and experienced the data breach notifies the press about the incident
Not at all Comfortable | Very Comfortable
Please explain your rating. open ended response

ACTION 3: Company that was hacked and experienced the data breach reports the incident to the government
Not at all Comfortable | Very Comfortable
Please explain your rating. open ended response

ACTION 4: Company that was hacked and experienced the data breach buys a copy of stolen usernames and passwords from the hacker to know what was exposed
Not at all Comfortable | Very Comfortable
Please explain your rating. open ended response

ACTION 5: Company that was hacked and experienced the data breach resets your password
Not at all Comfortable | 1 2 3 4 5 | Very Comfortable

Please explain your rating
open ended response

ACTION 6: Company that was hacked and experienced the data breach shares a copy of all stolen usernames and passwords with other companies to protect your other accounts where you may have reused your username/password

Not at all Comfortable | 1 2 3 4 5 | Very Comfortable

Please explain your rating
open ended response

Have you ever been a victim of data breach?
o Yes o No o Don’t know

What is your gender?
o Female o Male o Transgender o I prefer not to answer o Other:

What is your age-group?
o 18-24 years old o 25-34 o 35-44 o 45-54 o 55-64 o 65 or older o I prefer not to answer

Which country do you live in?

What is the highest degree or level of school that you have completed?
o Professional doctorate (for example, MD, JD, DDS, DVM, LLB) o Doctoral degree (for example, PhD, EdD) o Masters degree (for example, MS, MBA, MEng, MA, MEd, MSW) o Bachelors degree (for example, BS, BA) o Associates degree (for example, AS, AA) o Some college, no degree o Technical/Trade school o Regular high school diploma o GED or alternative credential o Some high school o I prefer not to answer o Other, Please Specify

Which of the following describes your current employment status?
o Employed full-time o Employed part-time o Self-employed o Homemaker o Retired o Student - Undergraduate o Student - Masters o Student - Doctoral o Looking for work / Unemployed o Other, Please specify

What is the color of a red ball?
o Red o Blue o Square o Round

Study 2: Questionnaire:

WELCOME
The goal of this study is to get your feedback on a few scenarios that are detailed in the next set of screens. You will be presented with two hypothetical scenarios. For each of these scenarios, you will be asked to rate your level of comfort.

Your contribution to this study would be of great value to us as we are always looking for ways to improve the experience of internet users like yourself.

The study will take approximately 5-10 minutes to complete.

When you are ready to proceed, please click

Introduction: Global Inc is a leading online social network that provides services such as Email, Chat, Blogs, and Profile pages with over 100 million users using its services everyday. Global Inc just suffered a data breach resulting in hackers gaining access to the data of every user, including their username and password. The hackers responsible for the attack are now selling the stolen data online for a price.

(Randomly show each respondent 2 out of the 8 questions below)

Security Research
John is a researcher from the Southern University investigating online security. John’s research focuses on identifying how internet users select passwords, including the most commonly selected passwords. When John hears that he can buy millions of passwords exposed by the Global Inc hack via the online black market, he decides to buy a copy to use for his research.

Q1: Imagine you are one of the users of Global Inc who was affected by the breach. Rate your level of comfort with John buying the hacked data which may contain your credentials too?
Extremely Uncomfortable | Somewhat Uncomfortable | Neither comfortable nor Uncomfortable | Somewhat Comfortable | Extremely Comfortable
Q2: Please explain your rating.
   – open ended response –

Q3: If the hacked data was publicly available on the internet for free download, rate your level of comfort with John downloading and using the hacked data for his research.
Extremely Uncomfortable | Somewhat Uncomfortable | Neither comfortable nor Uncomfortable | Somewhat Comfortable | Extremely Comfortable

Hacked or not service
LMN Tech is an online security service provider. They provide a paid service where anyone can look up their username to see whether it was exposed as part of a major data breach. Their service relies on archives of data collected from a variety of data breach incidents. LMN Tech hears about Global Inc's recent data breach and is planning to buy the hacked data from the hackers to be able to add it to their huge archive of breached datasets.

Q1: Imagine you are one of the users of Global Inc. Rate your level of comfort with LMN Tech's purchase.
Extremely Uncomfortable | Somewhat Uncomfortable | Neither comfortable nor Uncomfortable | Somewhat Comfortable | Extremely Comfortable

Q2: Please explain your rating.
   open ended response

Q3: If the hacked data was publicly available on the internet for free download, what will be your level of comfort with LMN Tech downloading and using them to support their service?
Extremely Uncomfortable | Somewhat Uncomfortable | Neither comfortable nor Uncomfortable | Somewhat Comfortable | Extremely Comfortable

Threat sharing: Finance
PayPool is an industry leading online payments provider that supports making online purchases. Global Inc knows that its users often logged into other online services such as PayPool, with their Global Inc email address. The Security team at Global Inc suspect that the hackers will use the hacked data to further hack accounts of PayPool users to commit financial fraud. Global Inc believes that sharing a list of hacked email ids that are definitely linked to PayPool accounts will enable PayPool to guard those user's account on PayPool through proactive password resets.

Q1: Imagine you are one of the users of Global Inc and you use your Global Inc email to login to PayPool for online purchases, rate your level of comfort with the security team's plan.
Extremely Uncomfortable | Somewhat Uncomfortable | Neither comfortable nor Uncomfortable | Somewhat Comfortable | Extremely Comfortable

Q2: Please explain your rating.
   open ended response

Threat Sharing: Social
LoopedIn is a popular professional networking site where job seekers post their CVs and employers post jobs. Global Inc knows that its users often logged into services such as LoopedIn, with their Global Inc email address. The Security team at Global Inc suspect that the hackers will use the hacked data to further hack accounts of LoopedIn users and may leak their job search information. Global Inc believes that sharing a list of hacked email ids that are definitely linked to LoopedIn accounts will enable LoopedIn to guard those user's account on LoopedIn through proactive password resets.

Q1: Imagine you are one of the users of Global Inc and you use your Global Inc email to login to LoopedIn for professional networking. Rate your level of comfort with the security team's plan.
Extremely Uncomfortable | Somewhat Uncomfortable | Neither comfortable nor Uncomfortable | Somewhat Comfortable | Extremely Comfortable

Q2: Please explain your rating.
   open ended response

Proactive Password Reset
Doodle is a large internet company with billions of users. Many of Doodle's users reuse their passwords on third party services. In an attempt to proactively protect users from someone breaking into their account, Doodle regularly buys hacked datasets that are sold on the black market to scan and re-secure accounts of users who have had their password exposed on other third party services.
Q1: Imagine you are a Doodle user. Rate your level of comfort with Doodle’s proactive security measure.
Extremely Uncomfortable | Somewhat Uncomfortable | Neither comfortable nor Uncomfortable | Somewhat Comfortable | Extremely Comfortable

Q2: Please explain your rating.
*open ended response*

Q3: If the hacked data was publicly available on the internet for free download, rate your level of comfort with Doodle downloading and using them as a proactive security measure?
Extremely Uncomfortable | Somewhat Uncomfortable | Neither comfortable nor Uncomfortable | Somewhat Comfortable | Extremely Comfortable

**Journalist, tax fraud**

Jerry is a prominent journalist working at That’s Correct Media and Publishing company. After Global Inc’s hack Jerry buys the hacked data via the online blackmarket and gets access to personal emails of some of Global Inc’s users. These emails reveal a major public scam involving several public officials using offshore financial centers to avoid taxes. Jerry publishes a news article to disclose the tax avoidance scam, using the hacked email as proof.

Q1: Imagine you are one of the users of Global Inc who was affected by the breach. Rate your level of comfort with John buying the hacked data which may contain your credentials too?
Extremely Uncomfortable | Somewhat Uncomfortable | Neither comfortable nor Uncomfortable | Somewhat Comfortable | Extremely Comfortable

Q2: Please explain your rating.
*open ended response*

Q3: If the hacked data was publicly available on the internet for free download, rate your level of comfort with John downloading and using the hacked data for his research.
Extremely Uncomfortable | Somewhat Uncomfortable | Neither comfortable nor Uncomfortable | Somewhat Comfortable | Extremely Comfortable

**Journalist, dating site**

Mark a journalist at TownNews Today learns about a recent data breach of a dating site GoDate.com. He decides to purchase the hacked data to look up names of people from his town and publish information about their private dating profiles. Mark feels that the profiles would make up interesting subject matter for his articles and is planning to publish some articles based on these profiles.

Q1: Imagine you are reading Jerry’s article, rate your level of comfort with Jerry’s source of proof.
Extremely Uncomfortable | Somewhat Uncomfortable | Neither comfortable nor Uncomfortable | Somewhat Comfortable | Extremely Comfortable

Q2: Please explain your rating.
*open ended response*

Q3: If the hacked data was publicly available on the internet for free download, rate your level of comfort with Jerry downloading and using it as a source of proof for his article.
Extremely Uncomfortable | Somewhat Uncomfortable | Neither comfortable nor Uncomfortable | Somewhat Comfortable | Extremely Comfortable

**Competitor**

Moon Inc is a competitor of Global Inc. After hearing about Global Inc’s data breach, the marketing team at Moon Inc plans to buy the hacked data via the online blackmarket to learn about Global Inc’s users who were hacked. The marketing team plans to target these Global Inc users with an offer to switch services.

Q1: Imagine you are one of the users of Global Inc who was affected by the breach. Rate your level of comfort with being approached by Moon Inc offering you to switch to their service.
Extremely Uncomfortable | Somewhat Uncomfortable | Neither comfortable nor Uncomfortable | Somewhat Comfortable | Extremely Comfortable
Q2: Please explain your rating.  
*open ended response*

Q3: If the hacked data was publicly available on the internet for free download, rate your level of comfort with Moon Inc downloading and using them to approach hacked Global Inc users to switch to their service.  
Extremely Uncomfortable | Somewhat Uncomfortable | Neither comfortable nor Uncomfortable | Somewhat Comfortable | Extremely Comfortable

Please specify your gender: o Male o Female o Other o Prefer not to say

Please select your age group: o 18-24 o 25-34 o 35-44 o 45-54 o 55-64 o 65+ o Prefer not to say

What is the highest degree or level of school that you have completed? o Less than high school o High school graduate (includes equivalency) o Some college, no degree o Associate's degree o Bachelor's degree o Master's degree o Ph.D. o Other, Please specify

Please specify your current employment status o Employed Full-time o Employed Part-time o Self-employed o Care-provider o Homemaker o Retired o Student - Undergraduate o Student - Masters o Student - Doctoral o Looking for work / Unemployed o Other, Please Specify

Have you ever been a victim of data breach? o Definitely yes o Probably yes o Might or might not o Probably not o Definitely not
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ABSTRACT
Android apps ask users to allow or deny access to sensitive resources the first time the app needs them. Prior work has shown that users decide whether to grant these requests based on the context. In this work, we investigate user comfort level with resource accesses that happen in a background context, meaning they occur when there is no visual indication of a resource use. For example, accessing the device location after a related button click would be considered an interactive access, and accessing location whenever it changes would be considered a background access. We conducted a 2,198-participant fractional-factorial vignette study, showing each participant a resource-access scenario in one of two mock apps, varying what event triggers the access (when) and how the collected data is used (why). Our results show that both when and why a resource is accessed are important to users’ comfort. In particular, we identify multiple meaningfully different classes of accesses for each these factors, showing that not all background accesses are regarded equally. Based on these results, we make recommendations for how designers of mobile-privacy systems can take these nuanced distinctions into account.

1. INTRODUCTION
Android apps potentially have access to a range of sensitive resources, such as location, contacts, and SMS messages. As a result, Android and similar systems face a critical privacy and usability trade-off: when should the system ask the user to authorize an app to access sensitive resources? Requesting permissions too often can overburden the user; requesting permission too infrequently can lead to security violations.

There has been significant research into this question, much of which shows that users’ access-control decisions depend on the context, including when and why the access attempt is made [7,27,30,38,43,45]. However, this prior work has typically focused on individual aspects of context in isolation, such as app behavior at the point of resource-access [30, 45, 46], or the reason the app requires access to the sensitive resource [27]. In particular, much of this work relies on a binary distinction between foreground and background accesses—sometimes defined as whether the app is visible on the screen [45,46], and sometimes defined as whether the resource access is explicitly triggered by a specific user action [30,36]. (Section 2 discusses related work in more detail.)

In this paper, we investigate more deeply how users understand resource uses that occur in the background, which we broadly define as not explicitly and obviously caused by a user interaction. We examine whether different kinds of background uses are viewed similarly, or whether more fine-grained distinctions are required for user comprehension.

In our investigation, we consider a broad range of possible background accesses, drawn in part from existing literature and in part from reverse-engineering the behavior of popular apps. We examine the context of these background accesses along two key axes: when and why the resource access is triggered. We consider four cases for when: after an Interaction (this is a non-background case, as a control), due to Prefetching, by a Change to a resource such as the device’s location changing, or after an unrelated UI action, which we refer to as a UI Background access. We also consider five cases for why: to Personalize the app, to get data from an app Server, to support Analytics to improve the app, to provide Ads, or for no given reason (NA). We consider these cases for a mock Dating app and a mock Ride Sharing app, and for three sensitive resources: Location, Contacts, and SMS messages.

We performed a 2,198-participant, between-subjects online vignette survey investigating users’ comfort across 52 conditions selected from the full-factorial set. Each participant viewed a slideshow of a mock app being used and then a diagram illustrating when and why the app accessed a selected sensitive resource. The participant was then asked whether they would be comfortable using an app that behaved similarly and whether they would recommend such an app to friends. (Section 3 describes our methodology, and Section 4 reports participant demographics.)

We found that both the why and when aspects of context played a significant role in users’ expressed comfort with background accesses. Background accesses that shared data with third parties for advertising and analytics were more objectionable than accesses providing personalized features, even when data was sent off device to the app developer. Perhaps unsurprisingly, of the third-party accesses, those
associated with with advertising were the least acceptable. Additionally, if no reason for access is provided, participants were likely to assume that the data is accessed for personalization. However, perhaps due to uncertainty about whether this assumption is valid, participants were less comfortable in this case than when personalization was explicitly specified.

While all background accesses were viewed as less acceptable than interactive accesses, participants did not react to all background accesses equally. Participants were significantly more comfortable with background accesses when the app is on-screen than when it is off-screen, even when the resource access is not clearly tied to the app’s UI. (Section 5 discusses our results.)

Based on these results, we make several design recommendations: that apps explicitly differentiate uses in different contexts, that systems provide better incentives to explain benign uses to users (e.g., when the data is used only for personalization), and that privacy policies track not just when data is used, but also where it flows (to explain why). (Section 6 presents our design recommendations.)

2. RELATED WORK

In early versions of Android, users were asked to authorize permissions whenever a new app was installed. Multiple studies showed that users did not understand the privacy risks associated with permissions under this model. Felt et al. found that only 17% of their study participants paid attention to the permissions they granted and just 3% fully understood what those permissions could be used to access. Kelley et al. showed that users found the terms and wording of Android permissions hard to understand. Additionally, other researchers demonstrated that users were unable to make informed decisions on whether to install an app because they did not know the context of the resource use, instead relying on their expectations of the app’s behavior.

Android M and later versions prompt users to grant or deny access to a permission the first time it is required by the app. This model is commonly referred to as Ask-On-First-Use (AOFU). Andriotis et al. found that users feel they have more control of their privacy with AOFU. Bonne et al. showed that users commonly deny a permission and subsequently run the app to determine whether it is truly required.

Unfortunately, further work has shown that even under AOFU, users are still not provided with enough context to make informed decisions. In some cases, AOFU may lead the user to make incorrect decisions due to broken assumptions. Multiple researchers have shown that including a permission’s purpose (e.g., feature personalization, advertising) has a significant effect on user comfort. Of this prior work, the study by Lin et al. is most similar to ours. In their study, participants were told that a popular app accesses a specific sensitive resource, and participants were given the purpose of that access. Lin et al. collected comfort ratings from 725 MTurkers for 1,200 different combinations of 837 apps, 6 resources, and 4 purposes (participants could provide responses for multiple combinations).

They found that the purpose shown had a significant effect on user comfort. We build on their study of user comfort by testing additional purposes, and we compare each purpose to the case where none is given to determine the effect of not informing the user. Also, we add additional variation in our conditions by testing both why and when the access occurs to study the relative strength of their effects and determine whether there is some interaction between these variables.

Other work has sought to study how user comfort is affected by the timing of resource uses (e.g., after a button is clicked, whenever the resource changes). Wijesekera et al. study users in situ, measuring the effect of the app, whether the app is on-screen, and the resource on whether users grant or deny resource access. They found that users expect resources to be accessed directly after a related interaction (e.g., camera is accessed after pressing a button labeled “Take a picture”), but do not always expect accesses that are not tied to an interaction. We expand on these findings by investigating comfort with the latter category of accesses.

Finally, there has been extensive work on Android permissions more broadly. User comfort has been studied in the context of app recommendation systems, which use algorithms to help recommend apps to users based on their privacy preferences. Context has been used to drive static analyses and measure app behavior. Lastly, Roesner et al. present Access Control Gadgets, which allows specific buttons in an app to authorize access to specific permissions.

3. METHODOLOGY

Our study focuses on background resource accesses, by which we mean accesses with no obvious, immediate triggering action by the user. For example, accessing device location whenever it changes is a background use because it occurs without the user’s direct, immediate intervention. Whereas accessing device location after the user clicks a button is a foreground or interactive access. We describe the exact background usage scenarios we study in Section 3.2. From Nissenbaum’s theory of Privacy as Contextual Integrity and prior work, we expect that users’ comfort should be significantly affected by the context of an access, including whether it is in the background.

There are potentially many different kinds of background accesses. To determine which accesses to study, we reviewed prior work on common app behaviors and prior work on user comfort. We also manually reverse engineered a small set of Android apps and investigated their background access patterns. In particular, we selected 20 popular apps from our prior analysis that we identified as having background resource accesses. For each app, we used our tool, AppTracer, to locate those background accesses. We then manually examined the app’s code, as compiled with JEB, to understand the background access patterns.

Based on this analysis, we decided to study two dimensions of background accesses: when the event is triggered and why
the data is accessed. For simplicity, we refer to \textit{when} and \textit{why} as the access context. As an example, consider an app that accesses device location every time the device moves and sends this data to a third party advertiser. The \textit{when} is changing device location, and the \textit{why} is advertising.

### 3.1 Study Overview

We performed a between-subjects, fractional-factorial vignette study [4]. Participants were recruited from the Amazon Mechanical Turk crowd-sourcing service. All participants were at least 18 years old and located in the United States. After completing the vignette study, participants were paid $1.20. Participants took on average 4 minutes and 46 seconds to complete the survey. This study was approved by our organization’s ethics review board. Participants were asked for their opinions regarding a given app’s functionality and behavior, but we did not explicitly mention privacy or the possible sensitivity of specific resources.

Before beginning the main study, we piloted the survey with nine participants selected from a convenience sample, chosen in part for varying levels of technical knowledge. For each pilot, we asked participants to “think aloud” as they read the prompts and answered each question. We iteratively updated our survey following each pilot, eventually reaching the final instrument detailed below.

Figure 1a describes the survey procedure. First, the participant is shown a short description of the app. We used two mock apps in our study: Datr (\textit{Dating}) and Ridr (\textit{Ride Sharing}). Datr presents users with a list of singles they might like to meet, similar to popular dating apps like Tinder and Bumble. Ridr allows users to request rides to a selected destination, similar to popular ride sharing apps like Uber and Lyft. We do not attempt to fully study the effect of app type on user comfort, but instead simply include two apps from different categories to provide some insight into whether an effect may exist.

We begin each survey by describing how Jane, a fictional character, might use the app. We do so by showing a sequence of screenshots in which Jane first uses the app at home; then travels to a coffee shop and uses other apps; and then travels to the park and uses the app again. Figure 1b shows an example. Note that in this first step, the orange boxes and gray circle in the figure are omitted from the vignette. In this example, Jane opens the Datr app at home, presses the “Find Singles” button, and sees a list of recommended singles. Then Jane travels to a coffee shop to meet a friend. While at the coffee shop, she adds the friend’s contact information to her address book and receives a text message. Finally, Jane travels to a park and re-opens Datr, which shows a new list of recommended singles. Vignettes for Ridr are similar, except Jane presses “Request Ride” and is shown a list of recommended destinations.

Figure 1b shows an example. Note that in this first step, the orange boxes and gray circle in the figure are omitted from the vignette. In this example, Jane opens the Datr app at home, presses the “Find Singles” button, and sees a list of recommended singles. Then Jane travels to a coffee shop to meet a friend. While at the coffee shop, she adds the friend’s contact information to her address book and receives a text message. Finally, Jane travels to a park and re-opens Datr, which shows a new list of recommended singles. Vignettes for Ridr are similar, except Jane presses “Request Ride” and is shown a list of recommended destinations.
After viewing the description of the app’s use, participants answer a simple question about the app’s functionality as an attention check (second item in Figure 1a). We include this check to reduce the risk of invalid responses.

Next, participants are informed of the app’s “behind-the-scenes” access context where they are shown the same series of app screens with additional indicators showing when and why the resource access occurred. Figure 11 shows that Datr collects Jane’s location whenever it changes (i.e., when she goes to the coffee shop and later to the park) and sends it to datr.com. The screenshots are also accompanied by a textual description, listed in the caption of Figure 11, explaining the scenario. The server then returns a list of recommended singles, to be displayed the next time she opens the app, based on Jane’s location. For each vignette, the set and order of app pages shown is the same, but we vary the when and the why (i.e., the orange boxes, gray circles, arrows, and text explanations).

For all scenarios where information is sent to a server, we show an arrow from the app to a circle labeled with a suggestive domain name. Kang et al. found that this was the most common convention used by non-technical users to draw in-formation transmitted over a network [21].

After describing the app’s access context, we ask the participants a series of five-point Likert-scale questions. We begin by asking whether participants believe the access context is likely (“Very unlikely” to “Very likely”) to appear in popular apps and whether they agree (“Disagree” to “Agree”) the behavior makes the app more useful. We ask these questions because we expect that participants’ comfort with an access context is likely affected by their prior exposure to similar scenarios and perceived usefulness of the behavior to the user [32, pg. 133-140].

Next, we directly assess the participant’s level of comfort by asking whether they would feel “Very uncomfortable” to “Very comfortable” using an app with the described access context. Additionally, we ask whether they would be “Very unlikely” to “Very likely” to recommend an app with the described access context to a friend who is looking for an app with the given functionality. We add this question to indirectly measure participant comfort.

Some participants were assigned to a condition in which the why is not given. In these conditions, we ask participants to provide a short, open response description of why they think the access occurred.

Finally, we conclude with a set of questions about the participants’ Internet skill level and demographics. We measure Internet skill using the seven-question scale proposed by Hargittai and Hsieh [17]. Each question on the scale asks participants to rate their familiarity with a different Internet-related term, from “No understanding” to “Full understanding.”

### 3.2 Conditions and Hypotheses

Within this study design, we developed a set of conditions varying over four variables: the app, the resource being accessed, why the app accessed the resource, and when the resource was accessed. Table 1 shows the levels for each variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Why</th>
<th>When</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dating</td>
<td>Loc</td>
<td>Personalize</td>
<td>Int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ride Sharing</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>Analytics</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personalize</td>
<td>Analytics</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Server</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ads</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UI-Big</td>
<td></td>
<td>Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **Con - Contacts, Loc - Location, SMS - SMS**
2. **Ads - Advertising, Analytics - Debugging/Analytics,**
3. **Server - Server, Personalize - Personalize, NA - Not Given**
4. **Change - On Change, UI-Big - UI Background, Int - Interactive, Pre - Prefetch**
5. **Never used with Int, and Pre**
6. **Never used with Ride Sharing**
7. **Never used with SMS**
8. **Never used with Int**

Table 1: Possible values for each variable in tested conditions.

Table 1 illustrates the four variables in our study design and shows the possible values for each. Conditions consist of one level from each column. As detailed below, we selected a subset of possible combinations to arrive at a final set of 52 conditions, which were assigned round-robin to participants. The condition levels we selected for when and why map directly to the hypotheses we investigate.

**Reasons for resource access.** We used five variations for why the app collected the sensitive resource. In the personalize (Personalize) case, users were told the app collected data to provide personalized features. Additionally, this case stated that no data was sent off device (i.e., to the app’s server or any third party). Server (Server) is similar, but users were told data was first sent to the app’s own server to support personalization. For example, the Dating app sends the user’s information to the server to retrieve a list of personalized dating matches. Debugging/Analytics (Analytics) stated that the app shared data with a third-party for debugging crashes and collecting analytics to improve the app. For Advertising (Ads), participants were told the app sent their collected data to a third-party advertiser to improve ad targeting.

From these variations, it can be seen that this context variable also implicitly includes a who component. For simplicity, we only consider the general function of the who data is shared with and use generic domain names (e.g., ads.com for Ads). An investigation of the effect of a specific advertisement or analytics provider on user comfort is beyond this scope of this paper.

We also include a Not Given (NA) case, in which the participant was not given a reason for data collection.

These scenarios map to our first two hypotheses, as follows.

**H1.** The provided reason for resource access affects participants’ comfort levels.

Within this broad hypothesis, we test three sub-hypotheses concerning specific categories of possible reasons for resource access.

**H1a. Users are more comfortable if their information is kept on their device.**
H1b. Users are more comfortable if their information is not shared with a third party.

H1c. Users are more comfortable if their information is only shared with a third party to improve general app functionality, as opposed to advertising.

Notice that each of these hypotheses represents an increasing degree of willingness to share information.

We test H1a–c by searching for divergence among our why levels. If H1a is true, then we would expect to see a gap in comfort between Personalize and Server. Similarly, H1b indicates a divide between first party (i.e., Personalize and Pre) and third party (i.e., Analytics and Ads) sharing. Finally, H1c is true if there is a significant difference in comfort between Ads and the other levels.

H2. Users are more comfortable if given a reason for background use.

While H1 investigates how different reasons for resource access compare in terms of user comfort, H2 asks how these different explanations compare to the lack of an explanation. Prior work in psychology has shown that people are generally more accommodating when given a reason for a request, no matter how vague [21]. H2 tests whether this is the case for background resource accesses. If H2 does not hold, then perhaps in some cases the reason for access can be omitted from access notifications or requests, reducing cognitive burden on users without causing undue discomfort.

Triggers for resource access. We considered five variations in when the app requests resources. UI-Interactive (Int) describes the case where an app accesses a resource after a directly related UI event (e.g., a button click). We include this case, which is not a background access, as a control that mimics the interactive resource use patterns described in our previous work, which led users to expect resource accesses [30].

Prefetch (Pre) is similar to Int, as the UI indicates that the resource is accessed. However, the actual resource access occurs prior to the UI event (on startup of the application), so that the accessed data is ready to present when the user performs the UI action. In the Pre case, there is no visual indication of access when the data is collected, but the user is eventually made aware. UI-Background (UI-Bg) presents the same behavior as Int—access after a UI event—except the UI event is unrelated to the resource access. Finally, On Change (Change) describes an app that accesses a sensitive resource directly after that resource has been modified (e.g., the user changes location or adds/deletes a contact). Note that a Change access—unlike UI-Bg and Int—can occur whether the app is or is not currently in use.

These variations map to our final hypothesis:

H3. Users have different comfort levels when resource accesses are triggered by different events.

Prior work has considered two dichotomous categorizations of access triggers: On-screen vs. off-screen [45] and interactive vs. non-interactive [30]. We use the following sub-hypotheses to understand user comfort across and between these categorizations, with more fine-grained distinctions.

H3a. Users are more comfortable with sensitive resource accesses when they are interactive.

H3b. Users are more comfortable with sensitive resource accesses when there is an explicit foreground visual indicator of use, even if the use occurs before the indicator.

H3c. In the absence of an explicit foreground visual indication of use, users are more comfortable when the app is on-screen than when it is off-screen.

To examine H3a, we compare Int to all the other levels. To examine H3b, we compare Pre to the other background levels. Finally, to examine H3c we compare UI-Bg to Change.

Apps and resources. As stated previously, we use two mock apps, Datr (Dating) and Ritr (Ride Sharing). We selected three resources which we found in our prior work to be used with both foreground and background interaction patterns: Location (Loc), Contacts (Con), and Text Messages (SMS) [30]. We test multiple resources because prior work has shown that grant/deny rates varied between permission types [2].

Final condition set. Because the full-factorial combination of all levels of each variable creates too many conditions to be feasibly tested, we discarded combinations that were redundant, logically inappropriate, or less relevant to our hypotheses. After this reduction, we were left with 52 final conditions.

First, we removed any condition that includes Int or Pre together with NA. Since a reason for the resource access is directly presented to the user through the UI (i.e., the button text clearly states that the resource is accessed to provide personalization of a feature), Int-NA and Pre-NA are redundant with Int-Personalize and Pre-Personalize, respectively. Therefore, NA is only included with UI-Bg and Change. This is shown in Table 1 by the orange highlight of NA and indicated by the superscript 4.

As we do not intend to completely investigate the effect of app type and resource, we restrict the Ride Sharing and SMS conditions to only include levels where we expect to observe the largest variation in comfort. Specifically, with Ride Sharing, we do not test the resource SMS; the why levels Analytics and NA; and the when levels Int and Pre. In Table 1 all the highlighted levels are never considered with Ride Sharing as indicated by the superscript 5.

For SMS, we do not test the why levels Analytics and NA or the when levels Int and Pre. The levels that are never associated with SMS are highlighted in blue, orange, and yellow and indicated by the superscript 6.

Finally, due to the similarity in presentation between Pre and Int, we limit the levels included with Int to only those where we expect to observe the largest variation in comfort. Therefore, we do not consider Analytics with Int. In Table 1 we highlight in blue—and indicate with the superscript 7—the levels that are never included with Int due to this rule.

3.3 Statistical Analysis

For all Likert-scale questions, we use an ordered logistic regression (appropriate for ordinal data) [29] to estimate the
effect of the assigned condition on the participant’s comfort, likelihood to recommend the app to others, perceived usefulness of the app behavior, and perceived likelihood that this behavior occurs in popular apps.

For each question, our initial regression model included all the factors and interactions given in Table 2. We applied the standard technique of centering the numerical factor (Internet skill) around its mean before analysis to promote interpretability [10]. To determine the optimal model, we calculated the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)—a standard metric for model fit [34]—on all possible combinations of the given factors. To avoid overfitting, we selected the model with the minimum BIC. This process was completed for each regression separately.

Additionally, to understand what participants believed about the reason for data collection when none was explicitly given (i.e., the NA level of the when factor), we performed an open coding of participants’ free responses. Two researchers individually reviewed each response in sets of 30 and iteratively developed the codebook. The coders reached a Krippendorff’s α of 0.831 after three rounds of pair coding (i.e., 90 responses), which is within the recommended bounds for coding agreement [18]. The remaining responses were divided evenly and each coded by a single researcher.

3.4 Limitations
Our reliance on mock apps for our controlled experiment limits the ecological validity of our study. We chose this setting because it allows us to reason about the statistical effect of specific factors on participant comfort. Additionally, using mock apps allows us to disregard possible confounding factors such as participants’ prior experience with an app or its developer’s reputation. However, in this controlled setting, users may be less concerned about their privacy than if their real data were at risk. They may also overstate their discomfort because they are not actually using the app and therefore not placing emphasis on the functionality benefits gained by allowing access to their personal data [10].

To partially account for this, we asked about comfort both directly and indirectly (i.e., would they recommend the app to a friend) and include a description of the app functionality that is dependent on the given access context. Additionally, we only rely on comparative, rather than absolute, results when analyzing responses.

Limiting our study to two types of apps and restricting the resources and access contexts tested is likely to cause us to miss potential factors, especially interactions between factors that affect user comfort. For example, users are likely to expect different types of apps to use resources differently depending on the app’s functionality, and these differences in expectations are likely to affect comfort. In an attempt to reduce this problem, we selected conditions based on a review of prior work and manual app reverse engineering.

For each finding from our open-response questions, we report the percentage of participants that expressed a concept. However, a participant not mentioning a specific idea does not necessarily indicate disagreement. Instead, they may have simply failed to state it, or they may not have thought it the most likely possibility. Therefore, our results from open-response questions should be interpreted as measuring what was at the front of participants’ thoughts as they responded to the questions.

Since we ask participants to consider app behaviors that occur in the background, it is possible that participants may not completely understand the scenario. However, we attempted to mitigate this issue by using diagrams similar to those drawn by non-technical users to represent network communication [4]. During our pilot interviews, we specifically asked participants to describe what was occurring in the displayed scenario to ensure comprehension, and revised the diagrams accordingly. Finally, all participants who were not shown a reason for the resource access (i.e., NA level of the why variable) were asked to state why they thought the app accessed the resource. We did not observe any responses indicating participants misunderstood the scenario.

As is common for any online studies and self-reported data, it is possible that some participants do not approach the survey seriously, and some may try to make multiple attempts at the survey. We limit repeat attempts by collecting participants’ MTurk ID and compare these to future attempts to restrict access. Though MTurk has been found to produce high-quality data generally [11, 23, 44], the U.S. MTurk population, from which we drew participants, is slightly younger and more male, tech-savvy, and privacy-sensitive than the general population [20]. This restricted population may affect the generalizability of our results.

However, we consider comparisons between conditions to be valid because each of these limitations apply similarly across all conditions.

4. PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS
A total of 2,797 participants attempted our survey. Of these, 2,328 (83.2%) finished. From these, we removed several participants who had previously taken the survey. We also removed 121 participants (5.2%) who failed an attention check. We ultimately had 2,198 total responses, with between 40 and 45 responses per condition.

Demographics for our participants are summarized in Table 3. Participants were more male and more white than the U.S. population, as is expected from MTurk. Additionally, our participants’ average Internet skill of 32.2 was slightly higher than the mean score of 30.5 recorded by Harritai and Hsieh on a more general population several years ago [17]. The vast majority of participants use smartphones regularly. The proportion of accepted participants who own a smartphone (99%) is well above the reported U.S. average of 79% reported by Pew [12]. The majority of participants (97%) also considered themselves to have at least “Average” smartphone expertise on a five-point scale from “Far below average” to “Far above average.”

5. RESULTS
In our online vignette study, we found that both why and when resource accesses occurred had a significant effect on user comfort. Additionally, we found that there are several meaningful classes of accesses for each part of the access context.

With respect to why the access occurred, we observed that users were more comfortable when data was shared with the app developer (Personalize and Server) than a third-party (Analytics and Ads). Further, within third-party sharing, users are more comfortable when data is shared for an-
If the access occurred when the app was on-screen (\textit{Int}), participants were more comfortable. Non-interactive (background) accesses can further be divided into two classes: participants were more comfortable when the data was transferred to the app company’s server (\textit{Pre}) and less comfortable when the data remained on the device (\textit{Per}).

Table 2: Factors used in regression models. We compared categorical variables individually to the given baseline. Candidate models were defined using all possible combinations of factors. The final model was selected by minimum BIC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>African Am.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S. or above</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Smartphone Use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.S. or below</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td>9+</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-29 years</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-49 years</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-64 years</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65+ years</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No smartphone</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Participant demographics. Percentages may not add to 100% because we do not include “Other” or “Pre not to answer” percentages for brevity and selection of multiple options was possible for some questions (i.e., ethnicity).

Interpreting regression results. The majority of our key findings are drawn from our regression analysis over the users’ comfort (Table 4a). We also discuss regression analyses for willingness to recommend an app with a given behavior (Table 4b) and belief that the app’s behavior is useful (Table 5). Overall, these regressions produced very similar significance results. Our discussion will therefore focus primarily on comfort results.

All three regression tables show (as groups of rows) the variables included in the final selected model. For each categorical variable, we present the base case first. We selected base cases that we expected to produce the highest levels of comfort. For \textit{why}, we selected \textit{Personalize} because it involves the least data sharing. For \textit{when}, we selected \textit{Int} because it is the most interactive, which has been shown to correlate with user expectation of resource access [30]. For resource, we selected \textit{Loc} based on prior work that suggests users are more comfortable with apps accessing location than other sensitive resources [14,27].

In the odds ratio (OR) column, we show the variable’s observed effect. For categorical variables, the OR is the odds of comfort increasing one unit on our Likert scale when changing from the base case to the given parameter level. For the numeric variable (Internet skill), the OR represents the odds of comfort increasing one unit on our Likert scale, per one-point increase in Internet skill. The OR for the base case (categorical) and the average Internet skill (numeric) is definitionally 1.0. For each value, we also give the 95% confidence interval for the odds ratio (CI) and the associated p-value.

As an example, the odds ratio for \textit{Pre} in Table 4a indicates that a user who is assigned to \textit{Pre} rather than \textit{Int}—assuming all other variables are the same—would lead to a 0.64× likelihood of increasing one unit in comfort. Because this effect is less than one, participants are less likely to report higher comfort levels for \textit{Pre} than \textit{Int}. In short, users are less comfortable with \textit{Pre}. Furthermore, \textit{Pre}’s CI indicates that the “true” odds ratio is between 0.48 and 0.87 with 95% confidence. The p-value of 0.004 is less than our significance threshold of 0.05, so we consider this difference between \textit{Int} and \textit{Pre} to be significant.

5.1 H1 and H2: Reasons for resource access

For H1 and H2, we primarily focus on the \textit{why} variable, shown in the first section of Tables 4a and 4b.

Data leaving the device (H1a). We first consider whether resource accesses in which data remains on the device (\textit{Personalize}) are more comfortable for users than those in which data is transferred to the app company’s server (\textit{Server}). The first two rows of each Tables 4a and 4b indicate that \textit{Personalize} and \textit{Server} are not significantly different from each other. This is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows participants’ Likert responses to the main comfort question, grouped according to the \textit{why} scenario they were shown. In the \textit{Personalize} condition, 44% selected comfortable or very comfortable, compared to 42% in the \textit{Server} condition.
As shown in Table 4a, differences between first- and third-party explanations are statistically significant. The Analytics and Ads conditions are associated with significantly less comfort than the base Personalize case. Further, the confidence intervals for Analytics and Ads do not overlap with that for Server, indicating that the two third-party conditions are each significantly different from the first-party Server condition as well. The same significance relation holds for app recommendations, as shown in Table 4b.

In terms of effect size, the relative odds ratios among the first- and third-party conditions indicate that participants in third-party conditions were between one-third and two-thirds as likely for Server than for Neural Analytics. For example, participants were 0.34 as likely for Analytics than Server (0.51/0.88), and 0.49 as likely for Ads than Server (0.49/0.88). The effect sizes for willingness to recommend were similar: 0.51 × 0.88 for Analytics and Ads, compared to only 25% across our two third-party conditions.

As shown in Table 5 shows the results of our logistic regression for whether the app’s behavior is useful. This provides additional insight into participant preferences, as users may be more willing to tolerate uncomfortable behavior if it is useful. As shown in this table, the Personalize and Server conditions also do not differ significantly from each other in perceived usefulness. We therefore conclude that H1a does not hold. This corroborates, at a larger scale, the findings of Shklovski et al., who showed that users were comfortable sharing information off device if it was only used by the app’s developer [38].

First vs. third parties (H1b). We next consider whether participants responded to first-party accesses (Personalize and Server) differently than third-party accesses (Analytics and Ads). Figure 2 shows that participants were overall less comfortable with the third party accesses. Across our two first-party conditions, 43% of participants responded comfortable or very comfortable, compared to only 25% across our two third-party conditions.
the behavior of apps in the third-party conditions (Analytics, Ads) to be significantly less likely to be seen as useful than the behavior of apps in the first-party conditions (Personalize, Server).

Overall, we conclude that $H1b$ holds, and that the difference between first- and third-party accesses is meaningful.

**Analytics vs. advertising ($H1c$).** We find partial evidence to support $H1c$, which concerns the difference between our two third-party conditions. With respect to our main comfort question (Table 4a), the confidence intervals between Analytics and Ads overlap, indicating no significant difference between the two. However, comparing confidence intervals in Table 4b does show that participants were significantly more likely to recommend the app in the Analytics condition than in the Ads condition. Ads participants were only 53% ($0.27/0.51$) as likely to report a higher level of recommendation. Perhaps unsurprisingly, a parallel reading of Table 5 indicates that participants also found Analytics more useful than Ads.

**Perception when no why is provided ($H2$).** To test $H2$, we compare the NA condition, in which no reason is provided, to all the other why conditions. Overall, we find that $H2$ holds partially; a lack of explanation is more comfortable than some explanations, but less comfortable than others.

Inspection of Figure 2 suggests that the NA condition falls in the middle of the pack in terms of expressed comfort; 33% of participants in this condition reported being comfortable or very comfortable with this behavior.

Referring again to the top section of Table 4a, we see that this “middle” impression is reflected in our statistical analysis. The NA condition is worse than the most comfortable case, with a point estimate of 0.58 × the likelihood of higher comfort compared to the baseline Personalize condition. On the other hand, comparison of odds ratios suggests that the NA condition is slightly (but significantly) better than the worst case (Ads). Comparing odds ratios with the other why levels, we see that NA is not significantly different from Server or Analytics. The same trend—worse than Personalize but better than Ads—holds as well for responses to the recommendation question (Table 4b). With respect to the usefulness of the app’s behavior, Table 5 indicates that NA scenarios were seen as less useful than Personalize and Server, but not different than Analytics or Ads.

We asked participants in the NA condition to provide an open-ended explanation for the resource accesses they were shown. Figure 3 shows how many participants (grouped according to the type of resource access they were shown) provided each of the most common reasons, according to our manual coding. (Note that an individual participant could provide more than one reason, so totals are greater than 100%).

By far the most common response (76% of all NA participants) was that resource accesses were used for personalization. For example, one participant said Jane’s location was provided each of the most common reasons, according to our manual coding. (Note that an individual participant could provide more than one reason, so totals are greater than 100%).

Our regression results suggest that a lack of explanation (NA) is less comfortable and useful than Personalize, even though most participants assumed the resource access was actually for personalization. Because participants generally did not distinguish between on- and off-device personalization, these personalization responses can be considered roughly equivalent to either our Personalize or Server conditions. One potential explanation is that the uncertainty associated with a lack of explanation creates some discomfort, even when participants assume that the underlying explanation is acceptable.

**Summary of why results.** Overall, our results for $H1$ and $H2$ suggest that both who sensitive data is shared with and why matter: accesses used only by the app company for personalization are most comfortable, followed by third-party accesses associated with analytics, with third-party accesses for advertising least comfortable.

### 5.2 H3: Triggers for Resource Access

We next examine the effect of our *when* variable on users’ responses, shown in the second group of results in Tables 4a, 4b and 5, labeled *when*.

**Interactive vs. non-interactive accesses ($H3a$).** We first compare our three non-interactive triggers to the Int control condition, to validate that interactive accesses are more comfortable. We find that, as expected, $H3a$ does hold. As shown in Tables 4a, 4b and 5, we find that Int is associated with statistically significantly higher levels of comfort, willingness to recommend, and usefulness compared to every other *when* condition. Point estimates range from 1.4 × (1/0.72, UI-Bg) to 2.9 × (1/0.34, Change) more likely to report a higher comfort level.

Figure 3, which shows participants’ Likert responses to the comfort question organized by *when* condition, illustrates this comfort gap between Int and the other *when* conditions.

**Importance of visual indicator ($H3b$).** We next consider whether an explicit foreground indication of use can increase user comfort, even if the indication happens after...
Comparison of odds ratios in Table 4a suggest that the other background when the access occurred. In particular, we compare the Pre condition to the other background when conditions.

Comparison of odds ratios in Table 4 suggest that H3b holds partially: Pre is associated with significantly higher comfort levels than Change (1.9×, 0.64/0.34), but is not significantly different from UI-Bg. The same pattern holds for willingness to recommend and for usefulness, shown in Tables 4b and 5.

On-screen vs. off-screen (H3c). Finally, we compare the two when conditions without visual indicators: UI-Bg, which only includes background accesses while the app is on-screen, and Change, which includes accesses while the app is off-screen. We find that, as might be expected, off-screen accesses are significantly less comfortable, meaning H3c holds.

This finding can be observed visually in Figure 4 which shows that only 24% of participants were comfortable or very comfortable with the Change scenario. As shown by comparing odds ratios in Table 4a, this difference is significant: the point estimate suggests that Change is only 0.47× as likely to be associated with higher comfort as UI-Bg (0.34/0.72). Tables 4b and 5 exhibit the same significance relation for willingness to recommend and usefulness, respectively.

Summary of when results. Taken together, our results for H3a–H3c suggest three distinct classes of access triggers: interactive accesses, non-interactive (background) accesses that occur when the app is on-screen, and background accesses that occur when the app is off-screen.

5.3 Other Findings

As described in Section 5.2, our regression analysis included several other covariates beyond why and when. The final two groups of results shown in Table 4 indicate that the resource shown (Loc, Con, or SMS) and the participants’ Internet skill both had significant effects on comfort. In particular, participants reported the highest levels of comfort with the baseline Loc resource. Access to Con was also significantly (2.8×, 0.33/0.12) more likely to be comfortable than access to SMS. This aligns with prior work from Felt et al. [14]. Additionally, we observed that users who scored higher on Hargittai and Hsieh’s Internet skill scale [17] were significantly likely to be less comfortable (OR 0.95, p < 0.001). This means that a participant with the maximum possible score of 35 would be about 0.87× (0.952.8) as likely to express increased comfort as a participant with the mean score of 32.2. This result is analogous to Liccardi et al.’s finding that users with less understanding of how apps operate were more likely to download apps requiring additional significant permissions [25].

Resource type and Internet skill exhibited similar significance relations in willingness to recommend and usefulness (Tables 4b and 5, last two sections), with one exception: accesses to SMS were not viewed as significantly less useful than accesses to Con.

Notably, none of the interactions we considered (Table 2) appeared in the final minimum-BIC model for any of our outcome variables. This suggests that these variables—most importantly, the when and why context factors—can be considered independent from each other.

Similarly, app type was not included in any of the final models, meaning we did not observe a significant difference between participants’ responses to the Datr and Ritr apps. However, because we only tested two apps, we cannot conclude that the app has no effect on user comfort.

Finally, we observed that a large percentage of participants stated they were uncomfortable or very uncomfortable in all the tested why and when conditions. In fact, Int was the only condition where the majority of participants expressed comfort. In practice, of course, users do use apps with these sorts of background uses. One explanation could be that participants tend to over-report the magnitude of their privacy concerns. Alternatively, users may in practice continue to use apps that violate their privacy preferences because the utility outweighs the cost.

6. DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the results of our study, we make several recommendations for app developers, designers of mobile-privacy systems, and third-party app auditors:

Developers should provide context-sensitive access descriptions. When no reason for an access is given, we found that users are too generous in their assumptions about access context. For example, in absence of explanation, users will tend towards assuming data is being used for personalization (although with slightly lower comfort, perhaps due to uncertainty). If an access is actually used for advertising (or worse, for both advertising and personalization), users might authorize more access than they are actually comfortable with. On the other hand, if data is actually used only for personalization or remains on the device, providing this information could allow the user to feel more comfortable allowing a request than they otherwise would.

Both in Android and iOS, by default whenever an app requests permission to access a sensitive resource (i.e., on first use of the resource), no reason is given for that access. Both systems allow developers to provide a reason, but in practice very few developers take advantage of this feature [14]. Users should be skeptical of any access presented without an explanation, since developers are disincentivized to explain accesses that are used for advertising. Perhaps the Android
API could require an explanation from a fixed set of options, or even default to a “may be used for advertising” explanation if the developer fails to provide a reason. Legitimate developers could presumably be incentivized to provide accurate information to avoid charges of fraud or deceptive practices (analogous to privacy policies).

Further, Tan et al. found that many developers did not include description strings because they did not think they were useful [41]. Our results provide evidence for the utility of these descriptions and could be used to inform design of description strings to ensure users are only shown information relevant to their decisions.

Privacy support agents should consider nuanced variations of context. Because it is unlikely that all app developers will act altruistically, several systems have been proposed to help users make informed decisions according to their privacy preferences, with context in mind [25, 30, 46]. In each, the authors group various access contexts together. We found that such groupings may be insufficiently nuanced. For example, Wijesekera et al. learn user preferences based on whether the app is on- or off-screen at the time of access [46]. This grouping conflates Int, Pre, and UI-Bg, which all occur when the app is on-screen, but were associated with significantly different user comfort levels in our study. Our prior work makes another split, recommending that interactive accesses be treated differently from those that are not associated with user interaction [30]. Again, this oversimplifies user comfort with non-interactive accesses: our results show significant differences between Pre and UI-Bg, in one class, and Change in another.

As a positive example, the privacy assistant developed by Liu et al. divides reasons for resource access into first-party, analytics, and advertisement bins [28]. This grouping accounts for the differences in user comfort we observe in the why context. Future such systems should attempt to accurately capture nuanced resource-access classes across both when and why.

Third-party app auditors should focus on our presented tiers of context. Finally, we believe the job of app auditors can be simplified by concentrating on the most significant contextual classes when investigating app behavior. For example, auditors can focus their efforts on data that is shared off device, because this is most likely to cause user discomfort.

This also highlights the need for tools to support helping auditors answer questions specific to the tiers of context we found. For example, our results underscore the importance of data flow analyses such as Taintdroid [13] and FlowDroid [9].

7. CONCLUSION

In this work, we used a 52-condition, 2,198-participant vignette study to examine how the context of a sensitive resource access in Android—defined as both when and why the access occurs—affects user comfort with that access. In particular, we examined whether users think similarly about different kinds of background resource accesses, or whether there are important distinctions that determine users’ comfort with those accesses.

We found that both when and why a sensitive resource access occurs have a statistically significant effect on user comfort, and that there are meaningful differences between classes of accesses within both access context variables. While users are most comfortable with interactive accesses, they also make a distinction between non-interactive accesses occurring when an app is on- compared to off-screen. Similarly, users are more comfortable with first-party than third-party accesses, but also make a distinction between third-party accesses for analytics as compared to advertising. We recommend that designers of mobile-privacy systems not only consider both when and why a resource access is requested, but also respect nuanced distinctions that influence user comfort.
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While at home, Jane decides to use Datr to look for other singles. She opens the app and presses the button “Find
Singles”. The app then shows her a screen with a list of recommended singles.

Jane closes the app and travels to a nearby coffee shop where she meets her friend, Sarah. As they get ready to leave, Jane realizes she does not have Sarah’s contact information. Jane adds Sarah to her phone’s contacts and Sarah sends Jane a text message to remind her that they should meet again some time.

After leaving the coffee shop, Jane heads to the park. She decides to check Datr again and is presented with a new list of singles.

While Jane was using Datr, the app behaved in the following way:

Whenever Jane’s location changed, Datr learned about the change to her location and sent her updated location to datr.com. datr.com then used her updated location along with other updates it had collected on Jane previously to create a list of recommended singles based on places she has traveled in the past.

For the remaining questions, we’re going to ask you about an app like Datr that collects your location whenever your location changes and sends it to its server to provide personalized features and does not send your location to other parties.

1. Do you think popular dating apps collect your location whenever your location changes and send it to its server to provide personalized features and do not send your location to other parties?
   (a) Very likely
   (b) Likely
   (c) Neither likely nor unlikely
   (d) Unlikely
   (e) Very unlikely

2. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: A dating app like Datr is more useful when it collects your location whenever your location changes and sends it to its server to provide personalized features and does not send your location to other parties?
   (a) Agree
   (b) Somewhat agree
   (c) Neither agree nor disagree
   (d) Somewhat disagree
   (e) Disagree

3. Suppose you were interested in using a dating app like Datr. How would you feel about using a dating app that collects your location whenever your location changes and sends it to its server to provide personalized features and does not send your location to other parties?
   (a) Very comfortable
   (b) comfortable
   (c) Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable
   (d) Uncomfortable
   (e) Very uncomfortable

4. Suppose you know someone who wants to use a dating app like Datr. If you had to recommend an app for them to use, would you recommend an app that collects your location whenever your location changes and sends it to its server to provide personalized features and does not send your location to other parties?
   (a) Very likely
   (b) Likely
   (c) Neither likely nor unlikely
   (d) Unlikely
(e) Very unlikely
Note: For the none case we also included the following free response question
5. Please provide a short description of why you think Datr is interested in knowing Jane’s location.

Internet skill questionnaire.

1. How familiar are you with the following computer and Internet-related items? (Items: Reload, Bookmark, Advanced Search, Favorites, Tagging, Preference Settings, PDF) (Choices: No Understanding, Little Understanding, Good Understanding, Full Understanding)

Demographics.

1. What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you have received? (Choices: Less than high school degree, High school graduate (high school diploma or equivalent including GED), Some college but no degree, Associate degree (2-year), Bachelor’s degree (4-year), Master’s degree, Doctoral degree, Prefer not to answer)
2. Please specify the gender with which you most closely identify. (Choices: Male, Female, Other, Prefer not to answer)
3. Please specify your ethnicity. (Choices (may choose multiple): Hispanic or Latino, Black or African American, White, American Indian or Alaska Native, (Asian, Native Hawaiian, or Pacific Islander), Other, Prefer not to answer)
4. Please specify your age.
5. Please select the response option that best describes your household income in 2017, before taxes. (Choices: Less than $5,000, $5,000 - $14,999, $15,000 - $29,999, $30,000 - $49,999, $50,000 - $74,999, $75,000 - $99,999, $100,000 - $149,999, $150,000 - $199,999, $200,000 or more, Prefer not to answer)
6. Please select the response option that best describes your current employment status. (Choices: Working for payment, Unemployed, Looking after home/family, Student, Retired, Unable to work due to permanent sickness or disability, Other(specify), Prefer not to answer)
7. How many hours a day do you use your smartphone? (Choices: 0-3, 3-6, 6-9, 9+, Unsure, I do not own a smartphone)
8. Rate your expertise using a smartphone. (Choices: Far above average, Somewhat above average, Average, Somewhat below average, Far below average)

B. EXAMPLE SCENARIOS
Here, we give a few representative examples of the different resource access scenarios shown to users along with the description of app behavior provided.

(Rideshare, Contacts, UI Background, Advertising)
When Jane presses the button “Request Ride”, Ridr learned the contacts in her contact list and sent her contact list to a third party advertiser (advertising.com). advertising.com then used her contact list to better target advertisements to her in the future.

(Dating , Location, On Change, Not Given)
Whenever Jane’s location changed, Datr learned about the change and her new location.

(Dating, Location, Interactive, Debugging/Analytics)
When Jane pressed the button “Find Singles Nearby”, Datr learned her current location and sent her location to a third party website (analytics.com). analytics.com then used this location information along with other location data it had collected on Jane previously to fix bugs and other problems in the app. Datr also used her location to create a list of recommended singles based on places she has traveled in the past.
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When Jane opened Datr, Datr learned the contacts in her contact list and used her contact list to create a list of recommended singles nearby. Datr creates this list ahead of time so that the list can be displayed quickly if Jane presses the "Find Singles Based On Contacts" button (instead of having to wait a few seconds after the button is pressed). Datr only uses Jane’s contact list to personalize her recommendations and does not send her contact list to any other parties (i.e., datr.com or advertisers).
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ABSTRACT
In the fight to clean up malware-infected machines, notifications from Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to their customers play a crucial role. Since stand-alone notifications are routinely ignored, some ISPs have invested in a potentially more effective mechanism: quarantining customers in so-called walled gardens. We present the first empirical study on the usability and remediation effectiveness of quarantining infected machines in broadband networks. We analyzed 1,736 quarantining actions involving 1,208 retail customers of a medium-sized ISP in the period of April-October 2017. The first two times they are quarantined, users can easily release themselves from the walled garden and around two-thirds of them use this option. Notwithstanding this easy way out, we find that 71% of these users have actually cleaned up the infection during their first quarantine period and, of the recidivists, 48% are cleaned after their second quarantining. Users who do not self-release either contact customer support (30%) or are released automatically after 30 days (3%). They have even higher cleanup rates. Reinfection rates are quite low and most users get quarantined only once. Users that remain infected spend less time in the walled garden during subsequent quarantining events, without a major drop in cleanup rates. This suggests there are positive learning effects, rather than mere habituation to being notified and self-releasing from the walled garden. In the communications with abuse and support staff, a fraction of quarantined users ask for additional help, request a paid technician, voice frustration about being cut off, or threaten to cancel their subscriptions. All in all, walled gardens seem to be a relatively effective and usable mechanism to improve the security of end users. We reflect on our main findings in terms of how to advance this industry best practice for botnet mitigation by ISPs.

1. INTRODUCTION
Fighting the scourge of malware-infected end user machines is an ongoing challenge that involves many different actors, from software vendors, incident response organizations, antivirus vendors, network operators and, last but not least, the end users themselves. Some efforts are more focused on preventing infections, others on remediation – i.e., cleaning up the compromised hosts. In the context of cleanup, the role of Internet Service Providers has become more salient over time, as it became clear that many end users struggle to detect and remediate infections. The ISPs are a critical control point providing the infected machines with access to the rest of the Internet. In the past 5-10 years, a range of best practices and codes of conduct have been published by leading industry associations [22, 24], public-private initiatives [11, 17] and governmental entities [12, 16]. These documents share a common set of recommendations for ISPs around educating customers, detecting infections, notifying customers, and remediating infections.

The effectiveness of these best practices is disputed. When the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) was developing its own guidance on ‘Models To Advance Voluntary Corporate Notification to Consumers Regarding the Illicit Use of Computer Equipment by Botnets and Related Malware’, it considered using the Australian iCode as an example [26]. The SANS Institute and other stakeholders criticized this idea, arguing the Australian code had not managed to significantly improve cleanup rates of infected users [26]. Academic research has also questioned the effectiveness of these efforts [3, 4].

There are a variety of reasons for the limited impact of botnet remediation efforts by ISPs. At the core, however, is a usability problem: notifying customers that one of their machines is infected does not translate into actual cleanup. As we know from other areas in security, notifications are routinely ignored, especially if the step towards action is complicated and disrupts ongoing activities.

The lack of effectiveness of mere notifications has led some of the more security-minded ISPs to adopt what is arguably the most costly measure: putting infected customer machines into a quarantine network, also known as a ‘walled garden’, which only gives access to a small set of white-listed sites. Users are required to perform cleanup to get their connection restored – i.e., to be released from the walled garden. While the use of walled gardens is identified as a security best practice [25], it is also controversial. The ITU’s Anti-Botnet Toolkit cites ‘technical, financial, legal and customer satisfaction-related disincentives’ that may be raised by an ISP [15].

Quarantining infected users is contested, but also one of the few measures that could improve cleanup rates and help end users to remediate and secure their machines. Remarkably, there has been no publicly available study on the effectiveness of walled gardens. Do they actually help end users to clean up? How often do users get reinfected? How much time do users spend in quarantine? How much support do they need? How much pushback do ISPs face from their users?

We present the first empirical study on the usability and effective-
ness of walled gardens as a notification and remediation mechanism. We analyzed 6 months of data (April-October 2017) from a real-world implementation of a walled garden at a medium-sized ISP that we collaborated with. The ISP is a market leader in its home market that serves retail broadband to several million customers. The ISP took 1,736 quarantining actions involving 1,208 retail customers. In collaboration with the ISP, we correlated these quarantining actions with independent observations from botnet sinkhole data to track remediation success. We also analyzed anonymized communications with quarantined users. In combination, these datasets allow us to estimate cleanup rates, recidivism rates, and user engagement with the walled garden environment.

In short, we make the following contributions:

- We present the first empirical study of a real-world ‘walled garden’ system to notify and quarantine end users with malware-infected machines – a widely-recognized security best practice for ISPs.
- We measure the effectiveness of the walled garden notifications in terms of end user cleanup efforts and find that the majority of users spend a relatively short time in quarantine, while still successfully removing the infection.
- We provide insight into the experiences of users by analyzing their communication with ISP employees and find that a fraction of them are frustrated about their access being cut off. This is especially true for users who turn out to operate business services over their consumer broadband connection.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews prior work. Section 3 outlines the properties of walled garden systems and Section 4 presents the data collection methodology. Next, Section 5, we shed light on the effectiveness of the real-world walled garden and relationship between cleanup success and other factors. Section 6 presents key insights gathered from communications. Section 7 presents the ethical considerations and Section 8 discusses the limitations of the study. We conclude by covering the main lessons learned for the use of walled garden systems in securing end-user machines.

2. RELATED WORK
As far as we are aware, there is no prior work on the effectiveness of notifying end users in an access network and asking them to clean up malware infections on their machines. Here, we briefly survey four related areas of work. The work on abuse and vulnerability notifications has studied similar mechanisms, but typically with a different type of end user, namely webmasters, server admins and network operators, not home users. This makes the effectiveness of those mechanisms difficult to compare with malware notifications and cleanup by consumers. Another area of related work concerns the design of the notifications and warnings for regular end users. These notifications and warnings are mostly meant to prevent compromise, trying to steer the user back to safety. In contrast, we study a notification mechanism where the action is not avoiding danger, but dealing with the damage that has already occurred. Also, the action required of the user in case of compromise is not a single decision for or against a potentially dangerous action, but the execution of a rather complicated set of steps to resolve the incident that has already manifested itself. Finally, there is related work that studies whether and how end users understand the security situations they face and how they behave in those contexts. In our study, we do not observe the users directly, nor elicit their thoughts about the situation, but we do have data on some of their actions, as well as some visibility into their experiences through their communications with the ISP.

2.1 Abuse notifications
A range of studies has focused on if and how abuse notifications can expedite cleanup of compromised websites. Notifications can be sent to the affected owners of the site or to their hosting provider. An early study by Vasek et al. [1] indicated that more verbose abuse notifications to hosting providers resulted in higher cleanup rates than notifications with minimal information. Çetin et al. [10] found that around half of all compromised sites got cleaned up after a notification to the hosting provider. The reputation of the sender of the notifications had no observable impact on the cleanup rate. Li et al. [21] showed that direct notifications to webmasters via Google’s Webmaster Console increased the likelihood of cleanup by over 50%. They report that 6.6% of sites cleaned up within a day of detection, 27.9% within two weeks, and 41.2% within one month. In a qualitative study, Canali et al. [8] set up vulnerable web servers on 22 hosting services, ran different attacks on them that simulated infections and then notified the providers about these attacks. Only one hosting provider notified their customers about a potential compromise of their website after the first notification and only half of the providers after the second notification. Additionally, around 13% of the notified providers warned the user of being compromised upon receiving abuse notifications.

2.2 Vulnerability notifications
Various studies have looked into the feasibility and efficacy of vulnerability notification mechanisms. For example, Kühre et al. [20] issued notifications to administrators of vulnerable Network Time Protocol (NTP) servers, in collaboration with CERTs, clearing-houses and afflicted vendors. Though their study lacks a control group to assess the impact of the campaign itself, they found that 92% of NTP server were remediated in 13 weeks. Stock et al. [29] studied large-scale vulnerability notification campaigns and found that only around 6% of the affected parties could be reached. Of that small fraction, around 40% were remediated upon notification. Similarly, in a study by Çetin et al. [9], the authors concluded that the deliverability of email-based notifications was very poor. They proposed searching for other mechanisms. Stock et al. [28] later tested the effectiveness of other channels such as postal mail, social media, and phone and concluded that the slightly higher remediation rates of these channels do not justify the additional work and costs.

2.3 Design of notifications and warnings
A large body of literature explored user responses to different types of security notifications and warnings, focusing on why users ignore warnings and how this could be avoided. A study conducted by Krol et al. [19] showed that users’ misunderstanding of warnings and notifications is a reason for ignoring them. Almuhimedi et al. [2] studied user reactions to Google Chrome malware warnings. Up to half of the warnings were ignored under certain circumstances. Some users confused the malware warnings with SSL warnings. Sunshine et al. [30] examined users’ reactions to existing and newly designed SSL warnings and suggested that, although existing SSL warnings can be improved, minimizing the use of SSL warnings by blocking users from making insecure connections proves to be more effective. Finally, Mathur et al. concluded that one of the reasons why users ignore software updates is that updates regularly interrupt users who often lack sufficient basic information to decide whether or not to update [23]. A closely related topic is
the problem of habituation of users to ignore warnings after they have learned that this does not seem to cause any harm [18, 27]. Bravo-Lillo et al. tested the effectiveness of user-interface modifications to draw users’ attention to the most important information required for decisions [6, 7].

2.4 End user security behavior

Multiple studies have demonstrated that end users have difficulty securing their computers, either because of lack of knowledge or ignoring security advice that is hard to understand. In a study conducted by Wash et al. [31] on how users perceive automated software updates, the authors observed that the majority of users do not correctly understand the automatic update settings on their computer and cannot manage software updates the way they intend to. This mismatch between intention and behavior frequently led to computers being more or less secure than intended. Fagan et al. [13] studied user motivations regarding their decisions on following common security advice (i.e., update software, use password manager, change passwords) and concluded that the majority of users follow the usability/security trade-off. Finally, Forget et al. [14] developed a Security Behavior Observatory to collect data on users' behavior and their machine configurations. Their findings highlighted the importance of content, presentation, and functionality of security notifications provided to users who have different expertise, expectations, and computer security engagement.

3. WALLED GARDEN

The concept of a “walled garden” stems from the early days of the web, when ISPs implemented closed networks to control the applications, content and media that their subscribers could access. Some ISPs extended the capabilities of these networks to exclude rival content from the heavily curated garden. This model has all but disappeared.

These days, walled gardens are a method to notify subscribers about malware infections and restrict their access to the Internet while infected, so as to protect the infected user from further harm as well as preventing the user’s machine from harming other users or networks. More precisely, a walled garden is a quarantined environment that restricts the information flow and services of an end user inside a network. Besides keeping the infected users safely in quarantine, the walled garden also plays an important role in informing the user. While the user tries to browse the Web, she or he will be redirected to a landing website with information about the type of infection and how to clean it up. Whereas emails or letters with the same content can be ignored relatively easily, this mechanism cannot.

There are different ways of implementing and deploying walled gardens to fight malware infections. RFC6561 [22] describes 2 different types: strict, a walled garden environment that restricts almost all services, except those to a whitelist of malware mitigation services; and leaky, an implementation that permits access to all Internet resources, except those that are deemed malicious, and ensures access to those that can be used to notify users of infections. In this paper, we focus on a strict implementation, which is what was installed at our partner ISP. A strict implementation is potentially more effective, but also more contested.

The quarantine period of an infected user mainly depends on three different processes: (i) the malware detection process; (ii) the infection notification and quarantining process; and (iii) the release process. The flow chart in Figure 1 shows the overall quarantine process in place at our partner ISP. It starts with the ISP realizing that a subscriber is infected and ends with the subscriber leaving the walled garden. The starting point, i.e., the infection detection, is independent of the walled garden environment. Typically, this detection is not based on their own network monitoring, but on third-party notifications, e.g., from botnet sinkhole operators and security intelligence providers. The processing of abuse feeds varies per ISP, ranging from manually checking incoming notifications to highly automated systems that consume the feed and push the relevant incidents into abuse ticketing systems. When certain abuse data fits a predefined policy, on data trustworthiness, timeliness, the affected customer type and other criteria, the ISP places the connection of that particular customer into the walled garden.

In order to leave the walled garden, the customer is requested to provide proof of the cleanup actions that were taken to mitigate the infection. This proof might consist of the log of an anti-virus scan or some description of the steps taken by the user. To facilitate the cleanup, the walled garden can provide access to a range of white-listed services. Typically these services include free antivirus tools and trusted software suppliers. Other white-list entries may be added to protect critical services for the user, such as webmail services and online banking. Thus customers can perform basic remediation steps and communicate with the abuse desk, even though they are quarantined.

After leaving the walled garden, there is no guarantee that the malware infection was actually remediad. There are several reason by which a user could get out of the quarantine network while being still infected. First of all, certain walled garden implementations allow users to self-release at any time. Normally, this option is only available for the first and perhaps second infection event during a specific period of time. When a user is placed in quarantine for a third time, because of a reinfection or because the earlier infection was not actually removed, the option of self-release...
is no longer available. The quarantine removal can now only be executed by the ISP’s abuse or support staff. Second, a user can provide erroneous cleanup proofs. For instance, with an increasing number of connected devices in subscriber networks, it is possible for a non-savvy user to perform cleanup actions on a non-infected device and provide the wrong cleanup proofs to the ISP. It is also possible that advanced malware could remain undetected by common antivirus or removal tools. This will allow infected users to leave temporarily the walled garden until the same infection is detected again. Third, some walled garden implementations have an expiration period after which any user in quarantine is released. Fourth, and last, ISP staff might decide to release the user without cleanup. Infected users might request to leave the walled garden for other reasons, like an urgent need for certain online services or because the malware infection cannot be remediated while being in the walled garden. The ISP might allow the user to access the Internet to gather a non-whitelisted cleanup tool.

Our study has been conducted on a walled garden environment deployed for the home users of a medium-sized ISP. Their enterprise and mobile customers are not quarantined. The walled garden follows a strict implementation that redirects users to a landing page (see Appendix A) and limits the access to a set of 41 white-listed websites, including cleanup tools, antivirus solutions, Microsoft updates, webmail providers and online banking. Their implementation of the walled garden provides users with two chances to self-release within a period of 30 days. With the third quarantine action, the option to self-release is revoked and the intervention of the ISP’s abuse staff is required. After a period of 30 consecutive days in quarantine, the walled garden automatically releases those quarantined customers who did not self-release or contact abuse staff.

4. DATA COLLECTION
In this section we describe the data that was provided by an ISP to analyze the effectiveness of a particular implementation of a strict walled garden. Our study consists of 1,736 quarantine events associated with 1,208 unique subscribers of a medium-sized European ISP’s network during a 6 months period. The data was gathered from four different sources that support the ISP’s abuse management process: (i) abuse feeds providing security incident data to ISPs; (ii) walled garden logs recording details of quarantine events in the ISP’s network; (iii) help desk logs containing the ISP’s help desk communication with customers; and (iv) abuse desk communication logs providing email exchange between abuse desk employees and customers.

4.1 Abuse feeds
In order to detect botnet-related infections, the ISP under study leverages abuse feeds provided by the Shadowserver Foundation. For our analysis, we gathered the Shadowserver botnet reports, collected over a time frame of 9 months between April 10th, 2017 and December 30th, 2017. Three different types of reports are analyzed:

- **Drone Reports**: Drone reports contain detailed information on infected machines discovered through monitoring sinkhole traffic, malicious scans and spam relays. We observed a total of 1,620 number of malware infected customers in the network managed by the ISP under review.

- **Sinkhole Reports**: Sinkhole reports contain information about sinkhole servers that did not use the conventional bot signatures such as HTTP referrers. Due to lack of conventional bot signatures, many IP addresses mentioned in this reports do not have a specific infection name. During our study period, we observed 1,598 unique infected users who had a subscription with the ISP under review.

- **Shadowserver’s Microsoft Sinkhole**: Microsoft shares via Shadowserver the intelligence gathered from some of their sinkhole servers. Throughout our data collection period, a small number of malicious IP address related to our ISP were captured by Microsoft sinkholes. We only found 8 IP addresses during our study period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sinkhole</th>
<th>MS sinkhole</th>
<th>Drone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># infected users</td>
<td>1,598</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% quarantined</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Infections per feed and quarantined users

As shown in Table 1, we observe a total of 1,620 unique infected users in the Drone feed, 1,598 unique infected users in Sinkhole and 8 unique infected users in MS sinkhole feeds. Not all of these infections trigger a quarantine action, as Table 1 illustrates. There are several reasons why infected users are not quarantined: (i) the user is a mobile or enterprise customer; (ii) the abuse staff decides that quarantining would make matters worse (as in the case of ransomware, where users are by definition already aware of the infection and the lack of Internet access means they might have no viable way to recover their files); (iii) the walled garden environment was undergoing maintenance; and (iv) there are no quarantining actions during the weekend. Figure 2 shows the daily number of unique IP addresses seen in the feeds.

![Figure 2: Daily unique infected customers per abuse feed](image-url)

4.2 Walled garden logs
During our study period, 1,208 retail customers were placed into the walled garden based on the abuse feeds provided by Shadowserver. As some customers were quarantined more than once, this corresponds to 1,736 quarantining events. For each one of these events, several factors were recorded: (i) quarantine timestamp; (ii) quarantine release mechanism; (iii) quarantine removal time-stamp; (iv) infection type; (v) quarantine event number; and (v) self-release option.
Beside the logs created by the walled garden itself, the quarantined users also have the possibility to submit a form through the walled garden landing page (see Appendix B). This form allows users to explain what cleanup actions they have taken, as well as any other feedback they might have. During the study period, 1,575 forms were received from 831 different infected customers (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Walled garden form</th>
<th>Abuse desk emails</th>
<th>Help desk phone calls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Users</td>
<td>831</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Messages</td>
<td>1,575</td>
<td>2,027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Messages and users per communication channel

4.3 Help and abuse desks logs
In addition to the walled garden forms (i), customers can also contact the ISP in other ways. We also collected data on (ii) emails between infected customers and the abuse desk; and (iii) phone calls, store visits and social media chat calls between the help desk and the infected customers. Quarantined customers contacted the abuse desk twice as often as the help desk. Table 2 shows that the abuse desk received 2,027 emails, from 600 unique users while help desk employees reported 966 conversations associated with 468 quarantined users.

5. WALLED GARDEN EFFECTIVENESS
We evaluate the impact of the walled garden notification on remediation by looking at the percentage of users that managed to clean the infected machine and at the time an end user remains in the walled garden. We also analyze the relationship between cleanup success and other factors, most notably the type of malware infection, the release mechanism used to get out of the quarantine, and the time spent in the walled garden.

To evaluate cleanup, we distinguish three outcomes when users are released from the walled garden: (i) the user successfully performed cleanup and then stays clean for the rest of the study period; (ii) the user successfully performed cleanup, but the machine is reinfected at a later time in the study period, at least 30 days after the quarantine event; and (iii) the user did not successfully clean up the machine, as evidenced by seeing the offending IP address reported again for the same infection within 30 days of leaving the walled garden.

There is no clear basis for drawing the boundary between a persistent infection and a clean and reinfected machine. Even persistently-infected machines are not seen in the Shadowserver feed every day or even every few days. This depends on a variety of factors, like the malware type and whether the user even turns on the machine. He or she might be on vacation, for example. We decided to count conservatively in terms of cleanup success and use a long period (30 days) before considering the machine clean. Figure 3 shows how these metrics are calculated based on the abuse feeds and the walled garden logs.

There is no clear evidence on where to establish the cut-off point to distinguish persistently infected from clean and reinfected. Figure 4 shows the time between consecutive quarantine events. The median time between quarantine events is 4 days. Roughly 70% of the customers who are seen again after being released from quarantine, are seen within 10 days. As gaps in observations are normal for infected machines, this short interval suggests that these machines were probably not cleaned up. After 20 days, the distribution becomes more or less flat with a slow decay. Choosing a cut-off beyond this point only a modest impact on the results. Reinfection rates would change from 16% (day 20 cut-off) to 13% (day 30) to 7% (day 40). As can be seen in the cumulative distribution, around 13% of the users had a gap between quarantine events of 30 days or more – in other words, these are the users we count as cleaned, but later reinfected.

5.1 Overall remediation rates
In order to understand the effectiveness of the walled garden notifications, we first observe the cleanup and infection rates of the quarantined users after the notifications. We find that 69% of the end users cleaned the infection during their first quarantine event, as shown in Table 3. Another 4% of the clean end users got reinfected with the same malware strain at a later point, more than 30 days after the quarantine event. This suggests they did not correctly address the root cause of the infection. The remaining 27% of users were not able to clean the infection.

Most, but not all, users who remained infected or suffered a rein-
fection, end up in a second quarantine event. Around 20% of them were not quarantined again for a variety of reasons, such as being allowed to leave the quarantine environment to download antivirus solutions. While this makes the infection show up again in the Shadowserver reports, the abuse desk employees withhold the second quarantining action to see if the user is able to resolve it or not.

Of those users who ended up in quarantine for the second time, 49% of them now successfully cleaned up the infection. Again, another 4% also cleaned up, but got reinfected later. Around 47% remained infected. We observed that 139 infected end users ended up in quarantine a third time. This time 56% of them managed to remove the infection, including those who got reinfected later on.

In the tail is a group of users, around 4% of all users who ended up in the walled garden during our study period, who suffered four or more quarantine events. At the extreme end, we found three end users who were put into the walled garden seven times over the course of six months.

Next, we explored the infection time after the initial notification for all quarantined end users. Figure 5 shows the Kaplan-Meier survival curve of the users’ infection and the number of remaining infected users every other day. We find that more than 40% of the infected end users cleaned the infection within a day after initial walled garden notification, 70% within 5 days and only 22% remained after a week. After a month time, only 7% of the users remained infected.

![Figure 5: Survival curve of the users’ infections](image)

### 5.2 Malware type

We saw that most of the users in quarantine manage to clean up the infection. Does the complexity of an infection influences their success rate and time it takes them to perform the cleanup? Some malware infections might be harder to resolve than others and the white-listed cleanup tools might not always succeed. To understand the influence of the infection type on the cleanup rates, we use the infection names mentioned in the quarantine event logs. The events were triggered by 38 unique infection types. Table 4 shows the number of users and quarantined events for the top 10 most frequent infection types, which cover 89% of all the users in our dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infection</th>
<th># Users</th>
<th># Quarantine events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ramnit</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirai</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nymaim</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downadup</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZeroAccess</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rovnix</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sality-p2p</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gozi</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fobber</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeus</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 4: Number of users and quarantine events per malware](image)

Figure 6 plots the survival curves for these infection types during a 30 days period. We can see significant differences in terms of infection duration for the different infection types (Gehan-Wilcoxon test, $\chi^2 = 58.6$ with $p-value = 2.5e-09$). For instance, end users infected with “Gozi” managed to cleanup all their infections during a 30 days period. On the contrary, cleanup of the more recent “Fobber” and “Rovnix” malware families was slower than the others. One possible explanation is that the more recent malware is more resistant to the standard cleanup tools linked to in the ISP notification [5].

![Figure 6: Survival probabilities top 10 infection types during 30 days period](image)

### 5.3 Release mechanisms

As we mentioned in Section 3, the walled garden contains three mechanisms to release users from the quarantine environment: self-release, assisted release performed by the abuse staff, and quarantine expiry release. Self-release can be used only twice in one
month. If this option is disabled, end users can contact help desk employees or abuse desk employees to get out of the quarantine or to ask for more help. However, before releasing the connection back to normal, employees might require evidence of the cleanup action, such as log files of the antivirus software that was used to remove the infection that triggered the notification.

Is there a relationship between the release mechanism and cleanup success? Since self-release is the fastest and easiest option, one might expect poorer cleanup rates. In the worst case, users simply release themselves without doing anything. To analyze the influence of the release mechanism, we compared the cleanup rates across the first three quarantine actions for all users. As shown in Table 5, the first quarantine action ended with 805 users self-releasing, 361 users following assisted release by abuse staff and 42 users were released when the quarantine period expired after 30 days. Of the 805 self-releasing end users, 67% managed to clean the infection. Another 4% also got cleaned, but was later reinfected. In other words, around 71% of all users managed to perform cleanup. Compare this to the cleanup rate of the users who were released by abuse staff after providing evidence of successful cleanup: 75%. These cleanup rates are very close together. Remarkably, self-release does not invite lax security behavior.

Another surprising finding relates to the 3% of users who remained in quarantine until it expired. They had an even higher success rate: around 86%. We do not have an explanation for this. Perhaps these users were fine with only using the white-listed webmail services and, while remaining in quarantine, automated cleanup tools – e.g., Microsoft’s Malicious Software Removal Tool, which is downloaded as part of Windows updates – kicked in at some point.

Users who experienced a second quarantine event chose the self-release option in almost the same proportion (64% versus 67% in the first quarantine event). That being said, cleanup rates are not as high as during the first quarantine. In the self-release group, 48% cleaned up successfully (though 5% later got reinfected). In the provider-assisted release, the cleanup rate is 63%.

During the third walled garden notification period, 82% of the remaining end users ask ISP employees to get them out of the quarantine environment. At this stage, most users no longer get the self-release option, because they were quarantined twice already in one month. Of the users going through assisted release, 54% managed to clean up.

The drop in cleanup rates over successive quarantine events is not large, but might still suggest that perhaps users become habituated and try to get out faster, potentially spending less effort on cleaning and more on getting released. An alternative, and arguably more likely, explanation is that this is caused by selection bias. The users who end up in a second and third quarantine event are likely to be more at risk and perhaps less technically competent. This fits with the fact that with successive quarantine events, the cleanup effectiveness of the assisted-release users become slightly higher compared to the self-release group.

Figure 7 shows the duration of all infections per release mechanism in the form of Kaplan-Meier survival curves. As expected, users that needed assistance to cleanup their infections left the walled garden at a slower rate than the users that self-released. Looking at the speed at which they got removed from the quarantine, we can observe significant differences between these two groups (Gehan-Wilcoxon test, \( \chi^2 = 23.1 \) with \( p-value = 1.5 \times 10^{-6} \). For instance, within the first 2 days in quarantine, 84% of the users that self-released left the walled garden while only 71% of users that needed assistance did so.

### 5.4 Time spent in the walled garden

We now take a closer look at the time users spend in quarantine. Figure 8 displays the distribution of the duration of the quarantine events. The majority of quarantine events lasted less than one day and only 25% of them lasted more than 3 days. A small fraction (57 events) last until they automatically expire.

Figure 9 displays the survival probability curves of users in terms of time spent in the quarantine environment for the first three quarantine events and the rest. As demonstrated in Figure 9, end users spent more time in quarantine during their first time than the second time. This might be due to being unfamiliar with the environment or with the process to clean up the infection.

### Table 5: Quarantine outcomes per release mechanism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>1st Quarantine Event</th>
<th>2nd Quarantine Event</th>
<th>3rd Quarantine Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># users</td>
<td>Cleaned</td>
<td>Not seen again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-release</td>
<td>805 (87%)</td>
<td>539 (67%)</td>
<td>36 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expired</td>
<td>361 (50%)</td>
<td>259 (72%)</td>
<td>11 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1208 (100%)</td>
<td>806 (67%)</td>
<td>51 (4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Histogram and cumulative density function of the quarantine period
shows the median time spent in quarantine during the first three quarantine events. We compare them across the different release mechanisms and cleanup outcomes. End users that managed to remove the infection, stayed longer in the walled garden than those who remained infected, regardless of which release mechanism was used. Take a look at the median time of the assisted end users in the first quarantine event, for example. Those who managed to clean up spent 24 hours in quarantine, while users who remained infected took just around 7 hours. In the self-release group, successful cleanup also took longer, though for the first quarantine event, the difference is surprisingly small with the group that remains infected or got re-infected at a later stage (roughly 11 versus 10 hours).

During the second and third quarantine event, the differences become more pronounced. Longer time spent in quarantine is now clearly related to cleanup success. Users who remain infected spend about half as long in quarantine as the other two groups. It seems a certain group of users is becoming habituated to the walled garden notification and environment. They self-release very quickly and it seems unlikely that they made a serious attempt to perform cleanup.

It is important to note, though, that the self-releasing users who do succeed in cleaning up also leave the walled garden faster over successive quarantine events. The median time drops from 11 hours during the first quarantine to 8 hours (second quarantine) and then to just 3 hours (third quarantine). In other words, it seems there is not just habituation going on, but also actual positive learning effects in terms of how to perform cleanup and navigate the release from the walled garden.

### 6. END USER REACTIONS

To get a better sense of the actual experience of the end users, we qualitatively analyzed the communication of the quarantined users with the abuse and support staff at the ISP. Each communication channel was used for different reasons. Generally, emails were sent to inform abuse desk employees about the cleanup efforts and possible causes of the infection. Interaction with the support staff, on the other hand, were more often asking for more information about the quarantine and how to resolve the situation. The content of the submitted walled garden forms often contained more specific information on the cleanup actions taken by the quarantined users. For instance, some users pasted the output of the antivirus scans in these forms to prove that the infection was no longer present.

First, we manually analyzed a sample of 200 walled garden forms, 200 help desk logs and 50 emails to the abuse desk. We saw five recurring themes that speak to the user experiences of the walled garden: (i) asking for additional help to resolve the infection and leave the walled garden; (ii) requesting a paid technician to visit the user; (iii) expressing distrust of the walled garden notification; (iv) complaining about the disruption of service; and (v) threatening to terminate the contract with the ISP. To get a sense of how many users were associated with these types of communications, we collected keywords from the manual analysis of the sample and then searched the full communication data for their presence. Table 7 shows the number of unique users associated with each topic. For 51% of the users who communicated with the ISP, their messages did not fit any of these topics and we categorized them as ‘Miscellaneous’.

#### 6.1 Requesting additional help

Almost 27% of the users at some point contacted the ISP to ask for additional help to cleanup the infection. The users wanted to solve the problem, but they were unable to understand the notification or to follow the steps towards quarantine release. The type of help that is requested varies widely. Some of this is driven by differences in the type of infection and the operating system of the user. Cleanup software and materials provided in the notification content would not work on all OS types, OS versions and patch levels. Some customers in our study downloaded the requested software to remove the infection, only to find out that it would not install correctly. Some users could not download the software at all from the links provided by the ISP. In those cases, they requested to be released from the quarantine environment so that they could download additional software.

One of the malware families was Mirai – the infamous botnet made up of Internet-of-Things devices. Not surprisingly, users with these infections asked for help in identifying which of their many devices was the problem and how to then secure it from future infections. Not to put too fine a point on it, but from a usability perspective the cleanup of compromised IoT is a world of pain for which we have very little practical guidance. In these cases, ISP staff would ask users additional questions about what devices they had connected to their home network. Based on the replies, staff would try to identify the offending device and more specific cleanup actions. In one case, after contacting the ISP, a user disconnected his IP camera from the network so as to prevent future infections and quarantine events, while the actual problem later turned out to be a DVR. The user ended up getting infected and quarantined again.

#### 6.2 Requesting a paid technician

About 7% of the users in our study were not capable of removing the infection by themselves and requested the ISP to send a paid technician to their home. In a handful of cases, end users mentioned taking their computer to technicians at local computer repair shops. The ISP’s technicians are typically people who also have a background in abuse handling. Some of the communications we analyzed were from these technicians themselves who contacted their colleagues at the ISP abuse department from the customer premises and provided detailed information about their cleanup actions. This way, the abuse desk employees got the required proof of cleanup and could release the connection from the walled garden. Interestingly, in a few rare cases, we found that the paid technician could not actually find the infection. They then referred the end users back to abuse desk employees to communicate the occurrence of a false positive. Unfortunately, as a result of this process, users remained in the walled garden environment longer.
### 6.3 Distrust of the notification

Around 2% of the users contacted ISP employees to confirm the veracity of the email and walled garden notifications. They did not expect that their ISP would notify them about an infection and were worried that this could be a phishing attack to install ransomware or steal personal information. Users mainly contacted help desk employees to confirm the veracity of the notifications. One user replied directly to the notification email, i.e., using the very channel that he did not trust, and voiced his concerns this way to the recipient at the abuse department.

### 6.4 Complaints over disruption of service

Placing a customer in a walled garden environment is a strong incentive for end users to clean up, but also an intrusive measure. During our study period, around 10% of the users complained in some shape or form. Some reported that their business was disrupted due to having no Internet to work with. Usually, these turned out to be users that run small businesses over their consumer broadband connection: shops, restaurants and even a small medical clinic. They claimed that they could not provide services to their customers and, as a consequence, lost customers. Some mentioned, for example, that the payment terminals did not work and so their customers could not complete their purchases. In two cases, the owner of the shop stated he had to close the shop until the problem was fixed. Several of these users provided a calculation of the monetary loss they suffered and demanded a reimbursement from the ISP.

### 6.5 Threats to terminate the contract

Around 3% of the users were so unhappy about their connection getting quarantined that they threatened to terminate their subscription and move to one of the ISP’s competitors. Some of the users pointed to the losses they had incurred, others to the fact that they had to pay for the subscription even though they no longer were provided with Internet access. Also several users threaten to leave the ISP because the user could not, even with their best effort, identify and remove the infection. These users were quarantined multiple times and they spent quite a bit of time in the walled garden environment.

### 7. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Access to data about the user’s experience upon abuse notifications is extremely limited and cooperation with an ISP is essential to enable otherwise impossible research. For this study we leverage secondary data that was originally collected by an ISP for business purposes. This data was pre-processed by a coauthor of this paper while working for this ISP and with the consent of the ISP’s abuse desk manager. Moreover, the data was processed on the ISP premise and within the ISP privacy policies.

Unavoidably, the processed dataset was not fully anonymized as the high dimensionality of the data did not allow for a robust anonymization, i.e., the anonymization would have led to an unacceptable level of data loss. To ensure confidentiality, the raw dataset was stored in a secure server to which only authorized users could access. Moreover, the data was analyzed while preserving the privacy of the ISP’s customers and ensuring that it is not possible to identify them from any of our results. Both the processed and anonymized data were removed after the publication. The original data remains in the ISP systems, allowing for replication if needed.

### 8. LIMITATIONS

We underline four limitations relevant to the findings of our study. First, we based our study on a single ISP with a relatively strict implementation of the walled garden notification system. The generalizability of our results to other implementations and ISPs is a matter for further studies. Second, our study uses data collected as part of the operational process of the ISP. As such, the study lacks an experimental design and a control group. This means we cannot compare the effectiveness of the walled garden notification to the cleanup rate of a mere email or no notification whatsoever. Third, our dataset on infections is limited to what has been reported in the Shadowserver feeds. As a result of this, we lack visibility into notifications triggered by other feeds and infections that are not reported by Shadowserver. This makes our coverage of malware infections biased towards those that are sinkholed and reported by Shadowserver. Malware that has escaped these defender efforts might also be harder to clean. Fourth, the cleanup outcomes are also based on the Shadowserver feeds. It is possible that an infection might not show up in the Shadowserver feeds right away. This is partly driven by user behavior, such as temporarily turning off the infected device or disconnecting it from the Internet, and partly by other factors, such as the properties of the malware families. Some are less aggressive in terms of scanning for victims or contacting the command-and-control server for commands. This absence in the feed may cause us to overestimate the cleanup rate. For this reason we chose a conservative time frame. We only counted a machine as cleaned up if we did not see it for 30 days after release from the walled garden.

### 9. CONCLUSION

In this study, we explored the effectiveness of walled garden notifications and quarantining in terms of helping users in residential networks to perform malware cleanup. Based on data on 1,736 quarantining actions involving 1,208 unique users, collected from April 2017–October 2017 by a medium-sized European ISP, we found that roughly half to three quarters of the quarantined users had managed to clean their machine. There is no clear point of reference for this success rate. When we look at prior work on abuse and vulnerability notifications, it seems to be quite high. Most of
those studies find rates well below 50%. That being said, comparison is difficult as the typical recipient of those notifications is a server admin or webmaster, not a home user.

Most users are quarantined only once, so the effort of cleanup kept them clean for months, if not longer. Perhaps the quarantine experience made users adapt their online behavior or improve their system’s security defaults, like automatic patching and the installation of antivirus tools. This suggests there may also be long-term benefits to quarantining, beyond mitigating the immediate threat posed by the infection.

Users could self-release easily and quickly for the first two quarantine events in a month. Remarkably, this easy way out does not incite lax security behavior. Cleanup rates are either as high, or just a bit lower, than users who have to submit proof of cleanup to a provider and wait for the abuse staff to release them. We see a bit of evidence for habituation among a small group of users who learn how to release themselves from quarantine, rather than clean the infection. We also saw evidence, however, of a positive learning effect: successful cleanup also became faster for users going through successive quarantining events.

All in all, we found substantial support for the effectiveness of this best practice for ISPs in the fight against botnets. Since effectiveness of the other recommended best practices has been questioned, this suggests more ISPs should be considering to adopt a walled-garden solution. In light of the rising problem with IoT malware, this might become a critical line of defense. That being said, IoT malware remediation methods will differ from traditional cleanup strategies and, thus, walled garden implementations will have to be revisited to accommodate the cleanup requirements for IoT malware.

On the downside: setting up and maintaining a walled garden environment is a significant investment for an ISP. Furthermore, providing support to users in their attempts to clean up also imposes a significant cost. Around one out of four quarantined users posed a question for help to a staff member. These costs could perhaps be reduced by allowing self-release more broadly, since it seems to be more or less equally effective as the more labor-intensive form of provider-assisted release. Some of this assistance might provide a business opportunity, as we found that around 7% of the quarantined users asked for a paid technician.

A fraction of the users, around 10% of them, voiced complaints over the disruption. Around 3% even threatened to terminate the contract. We do not know how many users actually terminated their subscription, but the threat alone might, unfortunately, be enough to scare off some ISPs from investing in a walled garden. In competitive broadband markets with high penetration rates, customer acquisition is very expensive. In these situations, a prisoner dilemma might appear as not having a walled garden might be a competitive advantage. This could push ISPs to not deploy it, even though it is effective. On the other hand, if all ISPs adopted it simultaneously, it would generate collective benefits, though these would not necessarily flow back to the ISP, except through lower customer churn rates.

We did notice that the group which seemed the most negative about the quarantining actions were small businesses operating on a consumer broadband connection. ISPs could prevent them from being affected in the future by providing an easy transition to a comparatively-priced business subscription, which would take them out of the consumer market – and thus keep them away from the walled garden. This would reduce the pushback over time and allow the walled garden to do what it does best: protecting home users from further damage caused by their infection, and protecting the rest of the Internet from the infected home user.
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APPENDIX
A. WALLED GARDEN LANDING PAGE

Secure environment

A safe Internet is in everyone’s interest. We strongly care about protecting your (confidential) information.

We have received information from one of our partners that a security issue has been detected on your Internet connection. You probably have not noticed anything yet.

Don’t worry. To protect you against the security risks we have placed your Internet connection in our secure environment. In this environment you can safely solve the security issues. We are willing to help you to do so.

What is the problem and how can you solve it?
One or more computers connected to your Internet connection are infected with a virus.

We kindly ask you to follow the steps to remove viruses on all computers/laptops as described on:

https://address.com

When the scan has finished the program will create a log file with the scan results. Please send us the content of this log file(s).

We would like to be informed what measures have been taken to make sure this abuse will not take place again.

Necessary steps
1. Take the measures stated above
2. Fill in our form (and restore your Internet connection)

General security tips
* Use an up-to-date virus scanner to keep out potential hazards
* Keep computer software, like your operating system, up to date
* Do not open messages and unknown files that you do not expect or trust
* Secure your wireless connection with a unique and strong password
B. WALLED GARDEN RELEASE FORM

By filling in this form you confirm that the problems on your computers/laptops are solved.

You can find more information on your specific problem on the indexpage of the secured environment.

Registered Email address: example@email.com
IP Address: 12.345.678.90

What is your email address? 

What is your name? 

How many computers/laptops are connected? 

Is your modem transmitting a wireless signal? If so, how is this connection secured?
No ☐ Off ☐ Unsecured ☐ WEP ☐ WPA ☐ WPA2 ☐

Found viruses
Place the complete log file of the executed scans here.
In case multiple computers/laptops are connected, please include all log files.

Which anti-virus software do you use? 

Which measures have been taken to remove the infection?
Also please inform us which measures have been taken to avoid future problems.

Do you have any further questions/remarks? 

Check to BailOut automatically [V]

Confirmation code: ☐ ☐ [New image]

Send
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ABSTRACT
Cryptographic API misuse is responsible for a large number of software vulnerabilities. In many cases developers are overburdened by the complex set of programming choices and their security implications. Past studies have identified significant challenges when using cryptographic APIs that lack a certain set of usability features (e.g., easy-to-use documentation or meaningful warning and error messages) leading to an especially high likelihood of writing functionally correct but insecure code.

To support software developers in writing more secure code, this work investigates a novel approach aimed at these hard-to-use cryptographic APIs. In a controlled online experiment with 53 participants, we study the effectiveness of API-integrated security advice which informs about an API misuse and places secure programming hints as guidance close to the developer. This allows us to address insecure cryptographic choices including encryption algorithms, key sizes, modes of operation and hashing algorithms with helpful documentation in the guise of warnings. Whenever possible, the security advice proposes code changes to fix the responsible security issues. We find that our approach significantly improves code security. 73% of the participants who received the security advice fixed their insecure code.

We evaluate the opportunities and challenges of adopting API-integrated security advice and illustrate the potential to reduce the negative implications of cryptographic API misuse and help developers write more secure code.

1 Introduction
A large number of software vulnerabilities are caused by developers who misuse security APIs [12,19,36]. Previous work identified multiple trouble spots including secure network connections [15], the use of permissions in mobile apps [17] and the use of cryptographic APIs [1,32]. Some of the most serious data breaches in recent history were caused by not properly using TLS to secure data in transit or not securely storing data in rest [12,19]. Such incidents affect millions or even billions of users worldwide and jeopardize their security and privacy.

In this work we focus on the challenges of using cryptographic APIs correctly in many cases requires detailed knowledge and overburdens non-security expert developers on a regular basis. Acar et al. conducted several studies and investigated the usability of cryptographic APIs and the impact of information resources developers use to solve programming questions on code security [1,2]. They find that the design of cryptographic APIs and the quality of available developer documentation amongst other factors have a significant impact on code security. In particular, the availability of easy-to-understand documentation and ready-to-use and functional code snippets helped participants in their studies to produce more secure results. Motivated by their findings and results of measurement studies of real world software repositories [2], we design and implement a novel approach to help software developers write more secure cryptographic code.

While there is previous work that tries to improve code security by enhancing API simplicity [23] or by providing IDE plugins [29,34], we propose a different and novel approach that allows providers of existing and future cryptographic APIs to improve code security. Therefore, they do not have to change their programming interfaces, rely on the development and integration of plugins for integrated development environments (IDEs) or hope that security of unsafe information sources such as Stack Overflow becomes better. Instead, we propose the integration of effective security advice directly into cryptographic APIs. We develop an API-integrated security advice concept that provides context sensitive help and offers ready-to-use and secure code snippets to fix security issues. We implement our approach for Python and the PyCryto cryptographic API and conduct a between-subjects online study with 53 experienced Python developers. In the course of this study we try to answer the following research questions:

RQ1: Does API-integrated security advice have a significant effect on code security? With this research question we try to assess the ability of our approach to improve code security. We analyze all changes made to the code after security advice has been shown. We find that our approach had a significant positive impact on 73% of our participants who left their code insecure at the first place: They upgraded bad cryptographic choices to secure ones.
RQ2: Does API-integrated security advice have a significant impact on perceived API usability? We were interested in whether providing context sensitive security advice affects the perceived usability of the PyCrypto API. We find that while security significantly improved, the security advice had no statistical significant impact on the perceived usability.

RQ3: How does our approach compare to other approaches? Previous work by Acar et al. [1,2] found that interfaces and supported use cases of cryptographic APIs and the types of information resources developers use have a significant impact on code security. Nguyen et al. [34] tested their Android studio plugin and found that their approach has a significant contribution to code security.

We find that similar to high quality developer documentation, good API design and helpful IDE plugins, our approach has a significantly positive effect on code security, but allows API providers to improve code security for existing cryptographic APIs in a low-level approach without having to change API design or relying on third party tools.

Our work makes the following contributions:

1. We design a security advice concept that is directly integrated into an API, drawing on guidelines, suggestions and research on human factors on security APIs and warning messages.
2. We implement our concept for the PyCrypto API.
3. We conduct a between-subjects online controlled experiment with experienced Python developers to test the effectiveness of our approach.
4. We assess the real world applicability, limitations and potential of API-integrated security advice, and conclude with lessons learned from our experiment.

2 Related Work

We discuss related work in two key areas: research on human factors on security APIs and tools for developers; research on security warning messages.

Research on Security APIs and Tools: Researchers have investigated challenges developers have when interacting with security APIs and tools.

Both Wurster and Oorschot [31] and Green and Smith [22] analyze the developers’ roles in writing secure software and come to the conclusion that security is often only of secondary or tertiary concern for developers and that (security) APIs and libraries need to be designed with usability in mind. Lo Iacono and Gorski [30] present a classification of security APIs according to their abstraction level. They evaluate their approach by investigating a set of popular software development kits and conducting an online study with developers. They find that developers prefer APIs that provide comfortable abstractions and enable them to take full control as required by the specific programming task. Gorski and Lo Iacono propose a set of eleven characteristics to evaluate security API usability as they find that security API usability goes beyond general API usability [21].

Nadi et al. manually examined the top 100 Java cryptography posts on Stack Overflow and found that a majority of problems were related to API complexity rather than a lack of domain knowledge [52]. Relatedly, Acar et al. investigated how the use of different documentation resources affects developers’ security decisions, including decisions about certificate validation. They report that good usability and the availability of ready-to-use and functional code snippets as part of documentation significantly impacts code security [2]. Barik et al. [6] conducted an eye-tracking study to investigate the use of Java compiler error messages finding that the difficulty of reading error messages is comparable to reading source code. Acar et al. conducted a controlled experiment online and compared the usability of different cryptographic libraries for Python [1]. They found that in addition to safe defaults, the number of supported use cases and the availability of good documentation have a significant impact on code security. Naiakashina et al. conducted a qualitative developer study and investigated how computer science students implemented secure password storage [43].

We develop and test a novel approach that supports developers using a security warning that presents context-sensitive documentation and code snippets as part of an API.

Nguyen et al. present a plugin for the Android Studio IDE called FixDroid which helps developers write more secure code by highlighting insecure code and providing quick fixes. In a user study they find that FixDroid users write significantly more secure code than participants without FixDroid [34]. Similarly, Krueger et al. present the CogniCrypt tool which is an Eclipse IDE plugin for the Java programming language that helps developers to securely use cryptographic APIs by auto-generating secure code for common tasks [29]. Xie et al. present and evaluate an Eclipse IDE called ASIDE that interactively reminds programmers of secure programming practices [22]. Johnson et al. conducted a user study and investigated why developers do not use static analysis tools to find bugs and report that too many false positives and complicated errors messages were significant hurdles for their participants [25].

We propose an IDE-agnostic approach that allows API and library providers to improve code security without having to rely on third parties such as IDE plugins or static code analysis tools.

To the best of our knowledge, in contrast to previous work our paper is the first to introduce and study security advice as part of an API.

Research on Security Warnings: Researchers have investigated challenges in designing usable security warnings. Due to a lack of related work for software developers we limit the following presentation to previous work for warnings for end-users.

Sunshine et al. conducted multiple studies to investigate the effectiveness of SSL warnings and found while they could improve warning message effectiveness still many participants clicked-through a warning. In addition to further improve warnings, they recommend to reduce their occurrence [35]. Felt et al. experimented with SSL warnings for Google Chrome and found that while they could not improve the rate of comprehension of the warnings’ text significantly, opinionated design drastically improved the warnings’ adherence rate [16,18].

Weinberger and Felt run a field study to investigate how long the Chrome browser should store users’ decisions for SSL warnings to minimize the effect of habituation [40]. Sim-
ilarly, Vance et al. conduct an fMRI experiment to study warning message habituation [39]. Both studies conclude that the risk of habituation decreases after one week.

Almuhimedi et al. investigate factors that contribute to why Chrome users click-through their malware warnings and find that familiarity with a website had significant impact on users’ click-through behavior [5]. Egelman et al. investigated the difference between passive and active warnings against phishing attacks and found that active warnings were more successful [13]. Bravo-Lillo et al. designed and tested multiple attractors for security warnings [8].

Bauer et al. present and discuss a set of design guidelines for warning messages [7]. Our approach follows their guidelines and includes lessons learned from other related work presented above.

In contrast to end-users, our work is the first to investigate a novel security warning concept targeted at software developers.

3 API Level Advantages

Making security advice part of the API has multiple advantages over other approaches:

Environment Agnostic: Integrating security advice into an API instead of providing extensions or plugins for integrated development environments (IDEs) or editors (e.g. [29, 34]) makes the security warnings agnostic to developers’ programming environments. Instead of having to provide multiple extensions or plugins for different programming environments only one implementation for a particular API is needed. API integration is not just agnostic to the IDE or editor used but also to the way developers use programming language interpreters or compilers. Security warnings that are part of an API can provide helpful information in terminal as well as in IDE environments.

Immediate Feedback: Making security advice part of an API can provide context sensitive and secure information (e.g. secure code snippets or targeted information) as immediate feedback. Such an approach has the potential to prevent developers from falling back on insecure information resources online such as Stack Overflow [2].

A Bottom Up Approach: An integrated feedback mechanism gives APIs providers the power to provide very specific and context sensitive security advice and make it available through the regular distribution channels of an API. API users immediately benefit from feedback integration after using an updated API version. Instead of having to install or update external third party tools such as plugins or extensions, relying on the regular update channels of an API has the potential to speed up distribution of feedback mechanisms.

4 Security Advice Design

Below we discuss design decisions for our security warning.
consequences of using the insecure API calls that were responsible for the security warning. We use sections (5) and (6) to provide context sensitive and actionable advice for the developer. Section (5) provides actionable advice to improve code security while section (6) shows information that allows developers to turn off future security warnings. Section (7) provides links to further background information.

Goal 2: Describe the Risk Comprehensively. We aim to clearly and comprehensively communicate the underlying risk to the developer. In contrast to TLS warnings [15] or Android permission dialogs [17], our security warning does not have to deal with false positives. Even in cases when developers made insecure choices intentionally, e.g., for backward compatibility requirements of legacy systems, a security warning is still a true positive.

We rely on sections (1), (2) and (4) to communicate the respective risk to the developer. Section (1) uses a red flashing text icon “/!”, indicating a warning sign. Additionally, we integrated “WARNING” text in capital letters and red color in section (1). Section (2) uses red colored text explaining the root causes of the warning, e.g.: “You are using the weak encryption algorithm RC4 (aka ARC4 or ARCFOUR)”. Additional details to communicate the existing risk and its potential consequences are provided in section (4). In case of an RC4 warning, e.g., “The use of ARC4 puts the processed data’s confidentiality at risk and may lead to data disclosure.”

Goal 3: Present Relevant Contextual Information. We aim to present relevant contextual information including the specific location in the source code that triggered the security advice. This helps developers to identify the insecure API use that needs to be fixed. In addition to the filename and line number, section (3) includes a snippet of the source code that triggered the warning.

Goal 4: Offer Meaningful Options. The most crucial aspect of a security warning is to offer meaningful options to get out of the situation that triggered the warning. In our case we expect the developer to modify code to either fix a security issue or suppress the warning message for future runs (i.e. click through the warning). In section (5) we provide a secure code snippet to turn the insecure code into secure code and offer an insecure option in section (6) which disables this specific security warning in future runs. Additionally, we provide links to more background information such as OWASP or NIST guidelines for secure programming.

Goal 5: Be Concise and Accurate. The guideline of Bauer et al. [7], focused on the design of end-user warnings and recommends to refrain from technical jargon. However, since we target software developers, we do not adopt this recommendation. Technical jargon from the software development domain such as specific names, locations and values of source codes are common elements for developers. Thus, we made such terms part of the warning message. Terms, concepts, technologies and standards from the cryptography domain, however, can not be expected to be general knowledge of a developer. Hence, we omitted cryptographic jargon as much as possible.

5 Implementation

We implemented the security warning concept from above for a subset of the PyCrypto API for the Python programming language. Figure 2 shows a sample security warning for the insecure RC4 algorithm for symmetric encryption. To assess API call security, we followed the classification provided by Acar et al. [1].

Selecting Python and PyCrypto: We chose to use Python for our experiment because it is very popular, used across many communities and supports many different fields of application. Since Python is easy to read and write and has a large user base [20] we reasoned that recruiting Python developers for our study would be straightforward.

The Python cryptographic PyCYPHERO API is widely used amongst Python developers. The API provides low level interfaces for cryptographic functionalities, features symmetric as well as asymmetric encryption and supports multiple hashing algorithms as well as some utility features.

PyCYPHERO comes with primarily auto-generated documentation that includes minimal code examples. The documentation recommends the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and provides an example, but also describes the weaker
Data Encryption Standard (DES) as cryptographically secure. The documentation warns against weak exclusive-or (XOR) encryption. However, the documentation does not warn against using the default Electronic Code Book (ECB) mode, or the default empty IV, neither of which is secure.

We chose this API as Acar et al. [1] had identified that developers using this API are likely to produce functionally correct but insecure code. This indicates in general a high potential for improvement. Furthermore, more than 30% of 307 participants in another study [3] preferred PyCrypto over other cryptographic APIs for Python.

5.1 How our Patch works

The PyCrypto patch hooks specific API calls that create instances of weak cryptographic objects such as the call to Crypto.Cipher.ARC2.new() which creates a new cipher object that uses the insecure ARC2 [27] algorithm. Whenever an insecure cryptographic object is created, our patch calls an advice method that uses contextual information to show a security warning. To fetch contextual information, the advice method relies on Python’s inspect module and accesses the cryptographic object’s stack frame. The stack frame is used to add information about the responsible file, the line number in that file and the name of the method that triggered a new security warning. Using the respective stack frame information and information about the cryptographic object instantiation that called the security advice method is then used to compile a context specific security warning (cf. Section 4).

5.2 Covered API Calls

For the security warnings, we focused on aspects that we wanted to test in a developer study later on (cf. Section 6). Table 1 gives an overview of both the API calls the security advice does cover and the API calls for which we did not implement security warnings.

In particular, we addressed weak symmetric encryption algorithms (cf. Table 1) and recommended the use of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) as a secure alternative. This is in line with the recommendation of the official developer documentation of PyCrypto. The security warning also recommended an upgrade from the insecure Electronic Code Book (ECB) mode of operation to the secure counter mode (CTR) streaming cipher. In general, we recommended the counter mode (CTR) as a secure mode of operation in all symmetric security warnings. CTR is considered a secure mode of operation and is recommended by the official PyCrypto documentation.

In addition to security warnings for insecure symmetric encryption algorithms, we triggered security warnings for weak hash algorithms (cf. Table 1) and recommended the use of the SHA-512 hash function as a secure alternative.

In general, all security warnings we provided adhered to the documentation to not confuse participants in case they looked up programming questions.

5.3 Not Implemented

We did not implement a security warning for every insecure cryptographic choice PyCrypto users can make. While we implemented all features that affected the programming tasks in our developer study (cf. Section 5.2), our patch does not cover the PyCrypto API calls below.

We did not implement security warnings for any of the public key and digital signature schemes provided by PyCrypto (cf. Table 1).

6 Developer Study

We used an online, between-subjects study to compare how effectively developers could write correct, secure code using either PyCrypto as a control, or our patched version of PyCrypto with the security intervention. We recruited developers with demonstrated Python experience (on GitHub) for an online study; we also recruited via mailing lists and developer forums.

Participants were assigned to complete a short set of programming tasks; they were randomly assigned either the PyCrypto control condition, or the PyCrypto patch condition, where we tested our security warning.

Within each condition, task order was randomized. All participants were given a symmetric encryption task and a symmetric key generation and storage task.

After finishing the tasks, participants completed a brief exit survey about the experience. We examined participants’ submitted code for functional correctness and security.

Ethics and Pre-testing: Due to the location of our universities, there was no formal IRB process. We did, however, model our study material and procedures after an IRB-approved study and adhered to the strict German data and privacy protection laws.

We conducted expert reviews for the design and implementation of our security advice. Therefore, we asked experienced human computer interaction researchers to walk through the warnings and give us feedback. Additionally, we pre-tested the functionality of our PyCrypto patch extensively with participants we excluded from the study later on.

6.1 Study Design

Our study has two conditions; it is modeled closely after the Acar et al. 2017 study on cryptographic Python APIs, which compared the usability of five cryptographic APIs for Python, namely PyCrypt0, cryptography.io, M2Crypto, Keyczar and PyNaCl in a between-subjects study for symmetric and asymmetric encryption via three symmetric or four asymmetric programming tasks: (a) a key generation and storage task, (b) an encryption and decryption task, (c) key derivation (symmetric condition only), (d) certificate validation (asymmetric condition only). They find that usability varies wildly across libraries and tasks, with poor usability contributing to insecure code.

In our study, we compare the PyCrypto library to our patched version of PyCrypto. The PyCrypto condition

1This might be due to the fact that the library has last been updated on 20 Jun 2014.

2However, extending the patch to cover a more comprehensive list of features is possible.
Table 1: All implemented/not implemented PyCrypto API calls. Implemented calls trigger security warnings; k is the key parameter; iv is the initialization vector parameter. Not implemented calls did not affect our study results, as they were not useful for our selection of study tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Triggers a Security Warning</th>
<th>Security Advice</th>
<th>Not Implemented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crypto.Cipher</td>
<td>AES.new(k, AES.MODE_ECB, iv)</td>
<td>Crypto.Cipher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‣ CAST.new(k, CAST.MODE_ECB, iv)</td>
<td>→ AES.new(k, AES.MODE_CTR, iv)</td>
<td>‣ PKCS1v1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‣ CAST.new(length(k) &lt; 128 bit, mode, iv)</td>
<td>→ CAST.new(k, CAST.MODE_CTR, iv)</td>
<td>Crypto.Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‣ ARC2.new(k, mode, iv)</td>
<td>→ AES.new(k, AES.MODE_CTR, iv)</td>
<td>‣ AllOrNothing.isInt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‣ DES.new(k, mode, iv)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Crypto.PublicKey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‣ DES3.new(k, mode, iv)</td>
<td></td>
<td>‣ DSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‣ Blowfish.new(k, mode, iv)</td>
<td></td>
<td>‣ EIGamal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‣ XOR.new(k, mode, iv)</td>
<td></td>
<td>RSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‣ ARC4.new(k, mode, iv)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crypto.Hash</td>
<td>SHA512.new()</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‣ MD2.new()</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‣ MD4.new()</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‣ MD5.new()</td>
<td>→ SHA.new()</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‣ RIPEMD.new()</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‣ SHA.new()</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our invitation, we asked Python developers to participate in a Python study via an online code editor. Our invitations did not mention a security or cryptography context to avoid biasing potential participants. The invitation email included links to learn more about the study and to blacklist the recipient email from any further communication related to our research, a request which we honored. The participation link contained a unique pseudonymous identifier (ID), which allowed us to assign study results and GitHub statistics to the invited email addresses.

Recipients who clicked the link to participate in the study were sent to a landing page containing a consent form. Once they confirmed their legal age, consented to the study and were comfortable with participating in the study in English, they were introduced to the study framing previously used by Acar et al. [1]. We asked participants to imagine they were developing code for an app called CitizenMeasure, “a new global monitoring system that will allow citizen-scientists to travel to remote locations and make measurements about such issues as water pollution, deforestation, child labor, and human trafficking. Please keep in mind that our citizen-scientists may be operating in locations that are potentially dangerous, collecting information that powerful interests want kept secret. Our citizen scientists may have their devices confiscated and hacked.” We hoped that this framing would both engage participants’ interest and nudge them to attempt to write secure code. We also gave instructions for the study infrastructure, which we describe next.

6.2 Recruitment and Framing

Our study reuses most of the infrastructure of the publicly available Developer Observatory [1,37], and our recruitment strategy closely resembles that described in past studies with the same framework. To gain meaningful, ecologically valid results, we aimed to recruit developers familiar with Python.

We sent a total of 38,533 email invites to randomly sampled contributors from 100,000 publicly available Python repositories. We additionally posted invitations in Python forums and sent emails to our personal network.

In our invitation, we asked Python developers to participate in a Python study via an online code editor. Our invitations did not mention a security or cryptography context to avoid biasing potential participants. The invitation email included links to learn more about the study and to blacklist the recipient email from any further communication related to our research, a request which we honored. The participation link contained a unique pseudonymous identifier (ID), which allowed us to assign study results and GitHub statistics to the invited email addresses.

As our security advice implementation (cf. Section 5) uses ANSI ESCAPE sequences [24] to colorize text in diverse terminals on various platforms, we had to update Jupyter Notebook to the latest version 4.4.0 in order to be able to display our warning appropriately (ANSI colors were not processed correctly by Jupyter until version 4.1.0). Due to API changes we had to adjust some parts of the Developer Observatories implementation. Depending on conditions, the original version of PyCrypto or the patched version of PyCrypto were used by a participant. Because both share

serves as a control. In this study, we focus on symmetric encryption only, and only assign two tasks in random order: In an online Python coding environment [37], our participants were asked to solve two randomly ordered tasks – a symmetric encryption and key generation and storage task – after which they were asked to complete an exit survey that asked usability questions about the library they used in their condition, familiarity with programming in general and Python in particular, and demographic information. In the PyCrypto patch condition, participants were asked to solve both programming tasks with the pre-installed patched PyCrypto version that showed our security advice when triggered according to Section 5.2. Participants could then take the advice for their final solution; ignoring or bypassing the security advice was also possible. In the PyCrypto condition, participants were asked to solve the same two tasks without the support of security advice. Our control condition replicates the 2017 PyCrypto condition for a subset of two out of three of the original tasks [1]. We can therefore not only compare our results across our conditions, but also to the 2017 study.

6.3 Experiment Infrastructure

Our online developer study uses our publicly available framework (cf. [37]). The framework allows participants to write and test cryptographic code in their browser, is based on a Jupyter Notebook environment [26] and was hosted on our server. This allowed us to control the development environment including available libraries (PyCrypto in this study) and to retrieve written code and corresponding metadata (e.g., copy & paste events).

As our security advice implementation (cf. Section 5) uses ANSI ESCAPE sequences [24] to colorize text in diverse terminals on various platforms, we had to update Jupyter Notebook to the latest version 4.4.0 in order to be able to display our warning appropriately (ANSI colors were not processed correctly by Jupyter until version 4.1.0). Due to API changes we had to adjust some parts of the Developer Observatories implementation. Depending on conditions, the original version of PyCrypto or the patched version of PyCrypto were used by a participant. Because both share
Figure 3: Security Information Flows in development environments through the example of the cryptographic Python API PyCrypTo and Developer Observatory.

exactly the same name space and the identical API, we installed each library in a virtual Python 2.7.12 environment of which only one was used as kernel in Jupyter. Figure 3 illustrates how the information of our security advice is technically transferred from the patched PyCrypTo API via the Python interpreter and Python logging facility to the participants homogeneous test environment of Developer Observatory.

To prevent interference between participants, each participant was assigned to a Notebook running on a separate Amazon Web Service (AWS) instance. We maintained a pool of prepared instances so that each new participant could begin without waiting for an instance to boot. Instances were shut down when each participant finished, to avoid between-subjects contamination.

Tasks were shown one at a time, with a progress indicator showing that the participant had completed, e.g., 1 of 2 tasks. For each task, participants were given buttons to "Run and test" their code, and to move on using "Solved, next task" or "Not solved, but next task." After each button press, we stored the participant’s current code, along with metadata like timing, in a remote database.

Allowing participants to write and execute Python code presents serious security concerns. To mitigate this, we removed all unnecessary software packages from the AWS image. We used the AWS firewall to restrict incoming traffic to port 80 and prevent outgoing traffic other than to our study database, which was password protected and restricted to sanitized insert commands. All instances were shut down within 4 hours of the last observed participant activity.

6.4 Task Design

To be able to compare our results not only to our own control, but also to past results both in functionality outcome, security outcome and usability, we re-used a subset of tasks from the Acar et al. study on the usability of cryptographic APIs [1]. These tasks had previously been chosen to be "short enough so that the uncompensated participants would be likely to complete them before losing interest, but still complex enough to be interesting and allow for some mistakes" and designed to “model real world problems that Python developers could reasonably be expected to encounter in their professional career.” We chose two symmetric encryption tasks: generating an encryption key and storing it securely in a password-protected file, and using the key to encrypt some plain text.

For both tasks, participants were provided with stub code and some commented instructions. These stubs were designed to make the task clear and ensure the results could be easily evaluated. We also provided a main method pre-filled with code to test the provided stubs. This helped orient participants and saved time, but it did prevent us from learning how participants might have designed their own tests.

We also asked participants to please use only the PyCrypTo documentation, if at all possible, and to report (in comments) any additional documentation resources they consulted. Task order was randomized between participants.

**Replication:** In the control group, participants were asked to solve the tasks using PyCrypTo as-is. Except for a change in task design (i.e., removing the decryption task), this condition is identical with the Acar et al. study PyCrypTo condition for their set of symmetric tasks.

**Security Advice Condition:** Participants in the PyCrypTo patch condition were asked to solve the same set of tasks using PyCrypTo; they were not alerted that they were using a patched version of PyCrypTo. If they successfully executed functional code that was insecure according to the classification in Table 1 and the insecure programming choice was covered by the patched version of PyCrypTo, the respective warning message was shown.

6.5 Exit Survey

Once both tasks had been completed or abandoned, the participants were directed to a short exit survey. We asked for their opinions about the tasks they had completed and the PyCrypTo API, including the Acar et al. usability questionnaire for security APIs [1]. We also collected their demographics and programming experience. The participant's code for each task was displayed (imported from our database) for their reference with each question about that task. We were also interested in whether participants perceived the security warning at all, if it was helpful and if participants could recall the security warning’s content. The Exit survey can be found in the Appendix D.

6.6 Evaluating Solutions

We based our analysis on the code submitted for each task by our participants. Submitted solutions were evaluated both for functional correctness and security. We evaluated each
task independently with two coders based on a subset of the codebook provided by [1]. Disagreements between the two coders were adjudicated by a third coder allowing us to solve all conflicts.

**Functionality:** For each programming task, we assigned a participant a functionality score of 1 if the code ran without errors, passed the tests and completed the assigned task, or 0 if not.

**Security:** We assigned security scores only to those solutions which were graded as functional. To determine a security score, we considered several different security parameters. Our scoring followed the relevant parts of the security scoring in [1]. Still we give a brief summary of the security scoring we applied.

For key generation, we checked key size and randomness. For key storage we checked if encryption keys were actually encrypted and if a proper encryption key was derived from the password we provided. For key derivation, we scored use of a static or empty salt, HMAC-SHA1 or below as the pseudorandom function, and less than 10,000 iterations as insecure. For the symmetric encryption task, participants had to select encryption parameters. Therefore, we scored the security of the chosen encryption algorithm, mode of operation, and initialization vector. We scored ARC2, ARC4, Blowfish, (3)DES, and XOR as insecure, and AES as secure. We scored the ECB as an insecure mode of operation and scored CBC, CTR and CFB as secure. Static, zero or empty initialization vectors were scored insecure.

We calculated Krippendorff’ alpha [28] for the initial coding by two coders across all security codes; $\alpha = 0.764$, which is within reasonable bounds for agreement [14]. Conflicts were resolved afterwards.

**Participant Stories:** In addition to our assessment of code functionality and security, we analyzed participants’ code in detail, qualitatively, based on the recorded code and console output that we automatically stored for each test run of code. We recreated the sequence of task solutions that each participant executed, the participant story, where we could see whether they were shown our security advice and which version was shown, whether or not they subsequently adapted their code to incorporate our suggestions, and whether or not this reaction lead to a secure version of their solution. We additionally see whether they reported having seen a warning in the exit survey, and whether or not they perceived it as useful. We use these participant stories to give insight into four questions: (1) did the developers see the warning? (2) did they react by modifying their code? (3) did they use our examples in their code? and (4) did this consideration lead to improved code security?

## 7 Data Analysis

In our data analysis, we use the non-parametric Mann-Whitney-U test (MWU) to compare two groups with continuous responses, compare categorical responses with Person’s chi-squared test ($\chi^2$) or instead with Fisher’s exact test where applicable, and fit regression models to our results.

For each regression analysis, we consider a set of candidate models and select the model with the lowest Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [9]. In cases when we consider results on a per-task rather than a per-participant basis, we use a mixed model that adds a random intercept to account for multiple tasks from the same participant. We consider candidate models consisting of the required factors “Task” and “Warning displayed”, as well as (where applicable) the participant random intercept, plus every possible combination of the optional variables. Required factors, optional factors, and corresponding baseline values are described in Table 2.

We present the outcome of our regressions in tables where each row contains a factor and the corresponding change of the analyzed outcome in relation to the baseline of the given factor. For logistic regressions, the odds ratio (O.R.) measures change in likelihood of the targeted outcome in relation to the baseline factor O.R. of one. Linear regression models measure change from baseline factors with a coefficient (Coef.) of zero for the value of the outcome. For each factor of a model, we also list a 95% confidence interval (C.I.) and a p-value indicating statistical significance.

## 8 Results

We present the results for our study based on 53 valid participants. Participants were generally successful in functionally solving the tasks, while security results varied across conditions, the patched condition being an improvement over PyCrypto where applicable. This improvement was pronounced: participants who wrote code that triggered a warning message were 15× as likely to convert it to a secure condition as opposed to participants who wrote similar insecure code in the PyCrypto condition. However, the effectiveness of our PyCrypto patch was negatively impacted by the limited applicability of the warnings.

### 8.1 Participants

We recruited participants for our study by sending email invitations to GitHub developers (cf. Figure 4) and by advertising the study in developer forums. Of 38,533 sent invitation emails, 3,422 (8.9%) bounced and 65 (0.2%) recipients requested to be removed from our mailing list.
We saw that out of 115 participants in the study, one participant refused to participate because he perceived our invitation email to be dubious.

272 people agreed to the consent form and 177 started working on the tasks. Of those, 70 finished the tasks and 68 completed the exit survey. We excluded 15 participants since results indicated a lack of serious answers (4) or were the result of curious clicking-through (3). Unless stated otherwise, we report results for the remaining 53 valid participants which finished the tasks and completed our exit survey.

The majority of our 53 valid participants reported being male (49, 92.5%) while the remaining participants reported being female (1), other (1), or preferred to not answer (2). The reported age was between 20 and 60 (Mean 34.9, SD 8.1). 44 of our participants received invitation emails as GitHub developers, while the remaining 9 were recruited on developer forums. Our participants reported a mean developer experience of 15.8 years (SD 8.2, prefer not to answer: 3) and a mean Python experience of 8.44 years (SD 4.7, prefer not to answer: 3). 48 reported their occupation as being professionals and 3 reported being students (Both: 1, prefer not to answer: 1).

### 8.2 Dropouts

95 did not continue to the study while 177 started the first programming tasks by clicking the begin button. 57 participants stopped in the key storage task, additional 44 in the content encryption task and 4 in the final test routine before finishing the online programming part of the study. 29 had written code to solve a task in contrast to 76 who did not finish the study. Of those, 70 finished the tasks and 68 continued to the exit survey. 27 participants stopped in the key storage task, additional 44 in the content encryption task. We were not able to obtain a meaningful regression model (cf. Appendix B), caused by the small number of tasks that triggered and ended up with insecure code in the PyCryto patch condition (11), as well as the small number of tasks that would have triggered a warning but were not modified to be secure in the PyCryto condition.

### 8.3 Results for Functionality

Generally, participants were well able to solve tasks: 87.8% of attempted tasks were functional (89.7% functional in the PyCryto condition, 85.9% in the PyCryto patch condition).

We were unable to observe a significant impact, positive or negative, of our warning messages on results, as shown in Table 3. Since the warning message was only presented after functionally correct code was executed, there is to be expected. However, the interruption caused by the warning message did not cause developers to break their code.

### 8.4 Results for Security

For security, we observed 26.9% secure solutions in the PyCryto condition; compared with 50.7% in the PyCryto patch condition. We were not able to obtain a meaningful regression model (cf. Appendix B), caused by the small number of tasks that triggered and ended up with insecure code in the PyCryto patch condition (11), as well as the small number of tasks that would have triggered a warning but were not modified to be secure in the PyCryto condition.

We followed this inconclusive model up with Fisher's exact test (cf. Table 4, 22). We were not able to obtain a meaningful regression model (cf. Appendix B), caused by the small number of tasks that triggered and ended up with insecure code in the PyCryto patch condition (11), as well as the small number of tasks that would have triggered a warning but were not modified to be secure in the PyCryto condition. We were not able to obtain a meaningful regression model (cf. Appendix B), caused by the small number of tasks that triggered and ended up with insecure code in the PyCryto patch condition (11), as well as the small number of tasks that would have triggered a warning but were not modified to be secure in the PyCryto patch condition.

We compared this to 34 dropouts out of 62 who started the PyCryto condition. The increased count of starting participants was due to an effort to counterbalance for the limited applicability of the warnings.

Table 2: Factors used in regression models. Model candidates were defined using all possible combinations of optional factors, with the required factors included in every candidate. Final models were selected by minimum AIC. Categorical factors are individually compared to the baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Performed task (Storage or Encryption).</td>
<td>Encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warning</td>
<td>True or False, whether a warning was displayed.</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>Random effect accounting for repeated measures.</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used documentation</td>
<td>True or False, used API documentation, self-reported.</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development experience</td>
<td>Development experience in years, self-reported.</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python experience</td>
<td>Python programming experience in years, self-reported.</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyCryto experience</td>
<td>Previous experience with the PyCryto library (used, seen, none), self-reported.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security task experience</td>
<td>Previous experience in solving security tasks (written, seen, none), self-reported.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results of the final logistic regression model examining whether displayed warnings affect task functionality. Odds ratio (O.R.) indicates relative likelihood of a task being functional. Some trends are observable but no results are statistically significant. See Table 2 for further details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>O.R.</th>
<th>C.I.</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storage Task</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>[0, ∞]</td>
<td>0.972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warning displayed</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>[0.03, 1.9]</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development experience</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>[0.84, 1.07]</td>
<td>0.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python experience</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>[0.93, 1.52]</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the warning message lead to a change from initial insecure code to a secure solution in most cases (8 out of 11). Generally, the applicability of the warning message was limited; it applied to 24 of 44 insecure solutions across conditions, and was shown in 11 of 22 insecure cases in the Pyrypto patch condition.

**Impact of Intervention on Perceived Usability: API usability as interpreted by answers to questionnaire by Acar et al.** [1] based on the Cognitive Dimensions framework [10] did not change for better or worse with the warning (cf. Table 5). This is to be expected, as only one of our 10 questions that are calculated into the usability score focus on meaningful warning/error messages. We investigate in detail the answers to the following questions:

**W1** The security warnings displayed in the console helped to solve this task.

**W2** When I made a mistake, I got a meaningful error message/exception.

**W3** Using the information from the error message/exception, it was easy to fix my mistake.

We transform agreement on a 5-point likert-scale as follows: neutral is represented by 0, while strong disagreement is represented by −2 and strong agreement is represented by +2. The mean agreement to W1 was 1 (median = 1) in the Pyrypto condition compared with 0.76 (median = 1) in the Pyrypto patch condition (MWU-test; U=32.5; p=0.4205). Participants gave a mean agreement of 0.593 (median = 1) to W2 in the Pyrypto condition compared with 0.833 (median = 1) in the Pyrypto patch condition (MWU-test; U=384; p=0.2167), and a mean agreement of 0.846 (median = 1) to W3 in the Pyrypto condition compared with 0.917 (median = 1) in the Pyrypto patch condition (MWU-test; U=296; p=0.4205). We interpret this as a generally positive impression of our warning, despite our preliminary fear of annoying or overwhelming developers. However, even in these specific cases, perceptions were not significantly more positive or negative than in the control condition.

**Table 5: Linear regression model examining usability perceived by participants.** See Table 2 for further details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Coef.</th>
<th>C.I.</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warning displayed</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>[0, 112.5]</td>
<td>0.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development experience</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>[0.35, 1.27]</td>
<td>0.229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python experience</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>[0.23, 2.3]</td>
<td>0.595</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**8.5 Detailed Task Analysis**

Participants were asked to rate their functional and security success after completing the tasks (cf. Figure 3). Interestingly, we found that for the encryption tasks, all participants who saw the warning message were correct in assessing their solution’s security. We compare this to the control condition, where, for the encryption task, only 66% task security ratings were correct in cases where the warning would have applied. In the key storage task in the patched condition, 73% of assessments were correct, while all assessments were correct in the control group.

**Participant Stories**: From the collected participants’ stories we derived further qualitative results. When focusing on the content encryption task, 7 participants were shown a security warning. All of them saw and remembered it, as they reported in the exit survey. 2 of the 7 participants did not choose to use our guidance to improve their code. One tried to suppress the advice, another one ignored it. The remaining 5 participants accepted the advice and modified their code: 2 of them adopted the example code provided by the advice; they later stated their satisfaction: “The warning helpfully directed me towards an improved solution, and provided example code” and “The warning explained clearly that DES was considered as insecure, and provided an example to use AES instead. This helped me solving this task in a more secure manner”. The remaining 3 participants partially followed the advice: they did adapt their code in response to the warning, but chose a different mode of operation than was suggested in the warning. The proposed solution recommended the use of standard encryption algorithm AES in counter (CTR) mode. The 3 participant instantiated AES in cipher block chaining (CBC) mode instead. A closer look at their code revealed that 2 of them appeared to have problems in transferring the suggested code snippet into running code. While this points to a usability problem with the warning/advice, we were able to observe that 4 out of 5 participants who modified their code in reaction to our warning at least attempted to adhere to our suggestion. Altogether, 5 out of 7 participants who saw the warning for the encryption task modified their code into a secure solution.

We could observe similar behavior for the key generation and storage task. Here, 4 participants were shown security advice; all of them noticed the warning. One ignored the warning; the remaining 3 modified their code. One adopted the suggested code snippet as-is; the other 2 chose CBC mode instead of CTR mode.
Limited applicability of warning message: The programming tasks in our study were designed in a way participants had to only use symmetric cryptography. Thus we did not cover insecure asymmetric API features (cf. Table 1). However, 4 participants in the patch condition solved tasks by using asymmetric methods. They implemented key derivation for asymmetric RSA keys or applied RSA to encrypt keys and messages. Our security advice implementation was not able to help these participants using symmetric cryptography since it is not possible to give task sensitive advice at this position. For this reason we had to exclude these tasks from the detailed analysis.

8.6 Replication Results

Our study is based on the study that compared the usability of different cryptographic APIs conducted by Acar et al. [1]. This section discusses the aspects we replicated and the replication results.

Our participants created a similar level of functional tasks as compared to the 2017 study (cf. Figure 6). However, our control group achieved better security results than the original study.

Participants in the PyCryto patch condition of our study achieved a higher level of security than our own control group, which places the PyCryto patch condition among the better-performing of libraries. While the effect of more experience applies here, too, it is interesting to see that this result was achieved without changes to the API abstraction level, learnability, documentation, Stack Overflow or the study design. Additional details about common errors of our participants compared to PyCryto library users from Acar et al. [1] can be found in Appendix C.

9 Limitations

We address multiple limitations below:

Security Advice Design: The design of our security advice is based on heuristics defined by previous research from PyCrypto of libraries from Acar et al. [1] and our PyCryto Control/Patch data. To match our tasks, only symmetric encryption tasks are considered for libraries from Acar et al.

Security Advice Implementation: The implementation of our security advice does not cover all possible insecure choices PyCryto users can make, e.g. we did not implement security warnings for PyCryto’s asymmetric API (cf. Section 5), however, these were not included in our study design. We address participants using APIs not covered by our security advice, as well as cases where we failed to show security advice (e.g., non-random IV’s for symmetric tasks) in our data analysis (cf. Section 7).

User Study: We decided to conduct an online study over a laboratory study because it is difficult to recruit software developers (rather than students) at a reasonable cost. This design decision allowed us less control over the study environment. On the other side, we were able to recruit a geographically diverse set of participants. Possibly, we could not simply recruit participants from an online service such as Amazon Mechanical Turk for end-user focused studies. Since it is difficult to manage participants compensation outside such infrastructures, we did not offer our participants compensation. Due to the combination of unsolicited email invites and no compensation we expected a strong self-selection bias and are aware of the fact that our results might not necessarily be representative for all developers but in particular for those who are interested and motivated enough to participate. Our participants seem to be more active than average GitHub users (cf. Appendix A). However, these limitations apply across both conditions. In any online study, some participants may not provide full effort, or may answer haphazardly. We attempted to remove any obviously low-quality data before analysis, but cannot discriminate perfectly. Additionally, we tested a simple and limited scenario, which may have limited applicability to complex real world code.

Real-world applicability: Critically, a real-world roll-out of our advice is contingent on buy-in from library developers. While this requirement severely limits employment across all libraries, several cryptographic library developers have reached out after the 2017 study and showed commitment to improve their libraries’ usability. We therefore hope that our study is not only of academic relevance, but can and will be applied to libraries with a large userbase.

10 Discussion

Overall, we found that our API-integrated security advice had a significantly positive effect on code security. However, we only tested a first implementation of our approach. Changing parameters such as text or advice design might result in even more secure code. We leave this to future work.
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Other Approaches: Comparing our security advice ap-
proach to previous work yields interesting results. Similar
to high quality developer documentation, simple program-
ing interfaces or IDE plugins our approach has a positive
impact on code security. However, in contrast we could not
find a positive effect on functionality (cf. Table 6). Also, in
contrast to API design, our warning did not have a positive
impact on perceived API usability.

However, our approach has multiple advantages in terms of
deployability (cf. Section 4) and allows API providers to
improve code security for existing cryptographic APIs in a
bottom-up approach without having to change API design
or relying on third party tools.

Lessons Learned: Most importantly we learned that API-
integrated security advice can have a significant impact on
code security. The majority of the participants who received
security advice turned insecure code into secure code. Also,
the adherence rate to our security advice (73%) was similar
to adherence rates for browser warnings reported in previous
work [14]. However, additionally we learned that designing
and implementing effective security advice is challenging and
has its limitations. Providing context sensitive information
and secure and ready-to-use code snippets is complex and
requires future work.

Future Work: Our work leaves room for future work in
multiple directions.

While we evaluated API-integrated security advice for
Python’s PyCRYPTO API and reported a significantly posi-
tive effect on code security, it is unclear to which extent
our concept can be applied to other security APIs. Hence,
we aim to implement and test similar security warning con-
cepts for a number of other security APIs such as for secure
networking (e.g. TLS and HTTPS) or authentication (e.g.
OAuth) as suggested by [30].

We followed security warning design guidelines by Bauer et
al. [7] and considered lessons learned from related work on
developer usable research (cf. [1][2][34]) to design
a first attempt at security advice. However, we only chose
one specific design to test, and did not conduct any testing
against other designs. Likely, the concrete design, content
and presentation of the security advice can be improved.
Future work could investigate the effect of an opinionated
design approach or other security indicators. Warning mes-
 sage research for end-users showed significant impact of such
factors on security (cf. [15]). Also, the integration of our
approach in an integrated development environment (IDE)
needs to be considered.

We conducted a between-subjects first contact study. In
future work we plan to conduct a large scale in-situ field
experiment to investigate the impact of habituation and fa-
tigue on our approach.

11 Conclusion

In this paper, we evaluate the first API-integrated security
advice for cryptographic APIs. We follow design guidelines
by Bauer et al. [7] and consider lessons learned from pre-
vious work on human factors research for software devel-
opers. We implement a first design approach for Python’s
PyCRYPTO API and use the Developer Observatory frame-
work [37] to conduct a between-subjects online controlled
experiment. We evaluate the impact of our security advice
on code security and perceived API usability and put our re-
sults in perspective of other approaches that try to support
developers to write more secure cryptographic code.

Overall, we find that our security advice had a significantly
positive impact on code security (RQ1) and did not affect
the perceived API usability of our participants (RQ2). Sim-
ilar to other approaches in previous work, the presented
security advice helps to improve code security. Differently
from other work, our approach allows API providers them-
selves to fix security and usability shortcomings of their in-
terfaces without having to change programming interfaces or
relying on resources outside their sphere of influence, such as
third party information resources, IDE plugins or static
code analysis tools (RQ3).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
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</tr>
</thead>
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<tr>
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<td>✓</td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
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APPENDIX

A Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Youngest, Oldest</th>
<th>20, 60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to answer</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean years (SD)</td>
<td>34.9 (8.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>49</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to answer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recruitment</th>
<th>GitHub</th>
<th>44</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experience</th>
<th>Mean development years (SD)</th>
<th>15.8 (8.2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Python years (SD)</td>
<td>8.44 (4.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to answer</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Pro</th>
<th>48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to answer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Demographic               Invited    Valid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hireable</th>
<th>20.7%</th>
<th>13.0%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Company listed</td>
<td>41.4%</td>
<td>30.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL to Blog</td>
<td>49.4%</td>
<td>47.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biography added</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location provided</td>
<td>63.9%</td>
<td>65.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public gists (median)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public repositories (median)</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Following (users, median)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Followers (users, median)</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GitHub profile creation (days ago, median)</td>
<td>2431.0</td>
<td>2589.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GitHub profile last update (days ago, median)</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: GitHub-related demographics for invited users and valid GitHub participants.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Our Study</th>
<th>Acar et al.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Encryption</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak Algorithm</td>
<td>10 (35.71%)</td>
<td>17 (41.46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak Mode</td>
<td>9 (32.14%)</td>
<td>23 (56.10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static IV</td>
<td>11 (39.29%)</td>
<td>29 (70.73%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participants</strong></td>
<td>53 (100%)</td>
<td>41 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Common errors in the encryption task of our participants compared to PyCrypto library users from Acar et al. [1].

### B Regression Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>O.R.</th>
<th>C.I.</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warning displayed</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>[0.04, 492.14]</td>
<td>0.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Task</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>[0.01, 1.25]</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development experience</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>[0.88, 1.39]</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Results of the final logistic regression model examining whether displayed warnings improve task security in cases where a warning would have been triggered. Odds ratio (O.R.) indicates relative likelihood of a task being secure. Some trends are observable but not results are statistically significant. See Table 2 for further details.

### C Replication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Our Study</th>
<th>Acar et al.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key In Plain</td>
<td>1 (3.57%)</td>
<td>4 (9.76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak Cipher</td>
<td>9 (32.14%)</td>
<td>11 (26.83%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak Mode</td>
<td>7 (25.00%)</td>
<td>14 (34.15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static IV</td>
<td>9 (32.14%)</td>
<td>3 (7.31%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No KDF</td>
<td>16 (57.14%)</td>
<td>15 (36.59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom KDF</td>
<td>16 (57.15%)</td>
<td>11 (26.83%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDF Salt</td>
<td>1 (3.57%)</td>
<td>1 (2.44%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDF Algorithm</td>
<td>3 (10.71%)</td>
<td>1 (2.44%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDF Iterations</td>
<td>1 (3.57%)</td>
<td>2 (4.88%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participants</strong></td>
<td>53 (100%)</td>
<td>41 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Common errors in the key file task of our participants compared to PyCrypto library users from Acar et al. [1].

### D Exit Survey Questions

#### D.1 Task-specific questions: Asked about each task

Please rate your agreement to the following statements:

**I think I solved this task correctly.**
- strongly agree
- agree
- neutral
- disagree
- strongly disagree
- I don’t know

**I think I solved this task securely.**
- strongly agree
- agree
- neutral
- disagree
- strongly disagree
- I don’t know

Did you use the PyCrypto API documentation to solve this task?
- Yes
- No

If Yes: Please rate your agreement to the following statements:

**The documentation was helpful in solving this task.**
- strongly agree
- agree
- neutral
- disagree
- strongly disagree
- I don’t know

**Which parts of the documentation did you use?**

Did you see any security warnings while working on this task?
- Yes
- No

If Yes: Please rate your agreement to the following statements:

**The security warnings displayed in the console helped to solve this task.**
- strongly agree
- agree
- neutral
- disagree
- strongly disagree
- I don’t know

**Please explain why the security warnings were helpful or rather unhelpful.**
- freetext answer

#### D.2 General questions about previous experience

**Have you used the PyCrypto library before?** For example, maybe you worked on a project that used PyCrypto, but someone else wrote that portion of the code.
- I have used PyCrypto before
- I have seen PyCrypto used but have not used it myself
- No, neither
- I don’t know

**Have you used or seen code for tasks similar to the tasks given in the study before?** For example, maybe you worked on a project that included a similar task, but someone else wrote that portion of the code.
- I have written similar code
- I have seen similar code but have not written it myself
- No, neither
- I don’t know
D.3 Usability perception

Please rate your agreement to the following questions on a scale from 'strongly agree' to 'strongly disagree.' (strongly agree; agree; neutral; disagree; strongly disagree; does not apply)

- I had to understand how most of the assigned library works in order to complete the tasks.
- It would be easy and require only small changes to change parameters or configuration later without breaking my code.
- After doing these tasks, I think I have a good understanding of the assigned library overall.
- I only had to read a little of the documentation for the assigned library to understand the concepts that I needed for these tasks.
- The names of classes and methods in the assigned library corresponded well to the functions they provided.
- It was straightforward and easy to implement the given tasks using the assigned library.
- When I accessed the assigned library documentation, it was easy to find useful help.
- In the documentation, I found helpful explanations
- In the documentation, I found helpful code examples.
- When I made a mistake, I got a meaningful error message/exception.
- Using the information from the error message/exception, it was easy to fix my mistake.

D.4 Message design assessment

Please rate your agreement to the following statements concerning this console warning:

/Example security advice figure/

How helpful would you rate... (not helpful at all; somewhat un-helpful; neutral; somewhat helpful; very helpful; I don’t know)

- ...the risk explanation?
- ...the recommendation for secure action?
- ...the given code example?
- ...the described option for insecure action?
- ...the given background information?
- ...the structure of this security advice?
- ...the amount of information in the message?
- ...the appearance of this kind of messages when using the PyCrypto Library?

What aspects of the warning could be improved, in your opinion?
- free text

D.5 Development Environment

Please tell us some details about your usual Python software development tool chain.

Which console do you use?
- free text

What text editor do you use?
- free text

What IDE do you use?
- free text

Do you use other tools for software development?
- free text

D.6 Demographic Questions

What type(s) of software do you develop?
- Web Applications
- Mobile Applications
- Desktop Applications
- Embedded Applications
- Enterprise Applications
- Other:

How many years of development experience do you have?
- Number field 0-100
- Prefer not to answer

How many years have you been programming in Python?
- Number field 0-100
- Prefer not to answer

What is your current occupation?
- Freelance developer
- Industrial developer
- Industrial researcher
- Academic researcher
- Graduate student
- Undergraduate student
- Prefer not to answer
- Other:

What is your gender?
- Female
- Male
- Prefer not to answer
- Other:

What country do you live in?
- Please choose... (Dropdown)

How old are you?
- Free text for number of years
- Prefer not to answer
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ABSTRACT
We interviewed developers currently employed in industry to explore real-life software security practices during each stage of the development lifecycle. This paper explores steps taken by teams to ensure the security of their applications, how developers’ security knowledge influences the process, and how security fits in (and sometimes conflicts with) the development workflow. We found a wide range of approaches to software security, if it was addressed at all. Furthermore, real-life security practices vary considerably from best practices identified in the literature. Best practices often ignore factors affecting teams’ operational strategies. Division of labour is one example, whereby complying with best practices would require some teams to restructure and re-assign tasks—an effort typically viewed as unreasonable. Other influential factors include company culture, security knowledge, external pressure, and experiencing a security incident.

1. INTRODUCTION
Software security focuses on the resistance of applications to malicious attacks resulting from the exploitation of vulnerabilities. This is different from security functions, which can be expressed as functional requirements, such as authentication [60]. With increasing connectivity and progress towards the Internet of Things (IoT), threats have changed [50]. In addition to vulnerabilities in traditional computing systems (e.g., Heartbleed [21]), vulnerabilities are found in devices and applications that are not necessarily considered security sensitive, such as cars [25], and medical devices [43]. Moreover, the threat is no longer limited to large enterprises; Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are increasingly becoming targets of cyberattacks [50].

With increasing threats, addressing security in the Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC) is critical [25, 54]. Despite initiatives for implementing a secure SDLC and available literature proposing tools and methodologies to assist in the process of detecting and eliminating vulnerabilities (e.g., [16, 18, 20, 18]), vulnerabilities persist. Developers are often viewed as “the weakest link in the chain” and are blamed for security vulnerabilities [27] [58]. However, simply expecting developers to keep investing more efforts in security is unrealistic and unlikely to be fruitful [14].

Usable security research focusing on developers and the human factors of software security—a new area that has not been sufficiently investigated—has the potential for a widespread positive influence on security [14] [27]. Towards guiding research in this area, Acar et al. [14] proposed a research agenda for usable security for developers where they highlight important research questions.

Our work is a step towards addressing one of the prominent research areas outlined by Acar et al.’s research agenda [14]. This paper explores steps that teams are taking to ensure the security of their applications, how developers’ security knowledge influences the process, and how security fits in (and sometimes conflicts with) the development workflow. We interviewed 13 developers who described their tasks, their priorities, as well as tools they use. During the data analysis we recognized that our participants’ practices and attitudes towards security formed two groups, each with trends distinguishable from the other group. On comparing real-life security practices to best practices, we also found significant deviations.

This paper makes the following contributions.

- We present a qualitative study looking at real-life practices employed towards software security.
- We amalgamate software security best practices extracted from the literature into a concise list to assist further research in this area.
- We reflect on how well current security practices follow best practices, identify significant pitfalls, and explore why these occur.
- Finally, we discuss opportunities for future research.

2. RELATED WORK
Green and Smith [27] discussed how research addressing the human factors of software security is generally lacking, and that developers are often viewed as “the weakest link”—mirroring the early attitude towards end-users before usable security research gained prominence. While developers are more technically experienced than typical end-users, they should not be mistaken for security experts [14] [27]. They need support when dealing with security tasks, e.g., through developer-friendly security tools [58] or programming languages that prevent security errors [27]. To this end, Acar et al. [14] outlined a research agenda towards understanding developers’ attitudes and security knowledge,
exploring the usability of available security development tools, and proposing tools and methodologies to support developers in building secure applications. We now discuss relevant research addressing such human aspects of software security.

Generally, studies in this area face challenges in recruiting developers and ensuring ecologically validity. Developers are busy and must often comply with organizational restrictions on what can be shared publicly. To partially address these issues, Stransky et al. [51] designed a platform to facilitate distributed online programming studies with developers.

Oliveira et al. [22] showed that security vulnerabilities are “blind spots” in developers’ decision-making processes; developers mainly focus on functionality and performance. To improve code security, Wurster and van Oorschot [58] recommend taking developers out of the development loop through the use of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Towards this goal, Acar et al. [12] evaluated five cryptographic APIs and found usability issues that sometimes led to insecure code. However, they found that documentation that provided working examples was significantly better at guiding developers to write secure code. Focusing on software security resources in general, Acar et al. [15] found that some available security advice is outdated and most resources lack concrete examples. In addition, they identified some under-represented topics, including program analysis tools.

Focusing on security analysis, Smith et al. [38] showed that tools should better support developers’ information needs. On exploring developers’ interpretation of Static-code Analysis Tool (SAT) warnings, they found that participants frequently sought additional information about the software ecosystem and resources. To help developers to focus on the overall security of their code, Assal et al. [19] proposed a visual analysis environment that supports collaboration while maintaining the codebase hierarchy. This allows developers to build on their existing knowledge of the codebase during code analysis. Perl et al. [41] used machine learning techniques to develop a code analysis tool. Their tool has significantly fewer false-positives compared to similar ones. Nguyen et al. [40] developed a plugin to help Android application developers adhere to, and learn about, security best practices without distributing their workflow.

Despite their benefits [17], SATs are generally underused [31]. Witschey et al. [56] investigated factors influencing the adoption of security tools, such as tool qualities, and developers’ personalities and experiences. They found that more experienced developers are more likely to adopt security tools, whereas tool complexity was a deterring factor. Additionally, Xiao et al. [59] found that the company culture, the application’s domain, and the company’s standards and policies were among the main determinants for the developers’ adoption of security tools. To encourage developers to use security tools, Wurster and van Oorschot [58] suggest mandating their use and rewarding developers who code securely.

As evidenced, several research gaps remain in addressing the human aspects of software security. Our study takes a holistic perspective to explore real-life security practices, an important step in improving the status-quo.

3. STUDY DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

We designed a semi-structured interview study and received IRB clearance. The interviews targeted 5 main topics: general development activities, attitude towards security, security knowledge, security processes, and software testing activities (see Appendix A for interview script). To recruit participants, we posted on development forums and relevant social media groups, and announced the study to professional acquaintances. We recruited 13 participants; each received a $20 Amazon gift card for participation. Before the one-on-one interview, participants filled out a demographics questionnaire. Each interview lasted approximately 1 hour, was audio recorded, and later transcribed for analysis. Interviews were conducted in person (n = 3) or through VOIP/video-conferencing (n = 10). Data collection was done in 3 waves, each followed by preliminary analysis and preliminary conclusions [26]. We followed Glaser and Strauss’s [26] recommendation by concluding recruitment on saturation (i.e., when new data collection does not add new themes or insights to the analysis).

Teams and participants. A project team consist of teams of developers, testers, and others involved in the SDLC. Smaller companies may have only one project team, while bigger companies may have different project teams for different projects. We refer to participants with respect to their project teams; team i is referred to as Ti and P-Ti is the participant from this team. We did not have multiple volunteers from the same company. Our data contains information from 15 teams in 15 different companies all based in North America; one participant discussed work in his current (T7) and previous (T8) teams, another discussed his current work in T10 and his previous work in T11. In our dataset, seven project teams build web applications and services, such as e-finance, online productivity, online booking, website content management, and social networking. Eight teams deliver other types of software, e.g., embedded software, kernels, design and engineering software, support utilities, and information management and support systems. This classification is based on participants’ self-identified role and products with which they are involved, and using Forward and Lethbridge’s [24] software taxonomy. Categorizing the companies to which our teams belong by number of employees [19]. 7 teams belong to SMEs (T4, T7, T10–T14) and 8 teams belong to large enterprises (T1–T3, T5, T6, T8, T9, T15). All participants hold university degrees which included courses in software programming, and are currently employed in development with an average of 9.35 years experience (Md = 8). We did not recruit for specific software development methodologies. Some participants indicated following a waterfall model or variations of Agile. See Table 3 in Appendix B for participant demographics.

Analysis. Data was analyzed using the Qualitative Content Analysis methodology [9,23]. It can be deductive, inductive, or a combination thereof. For the deductive approach, the researcher uses her knowledge of the subject to build an analysis matrix and codes data using this matrix [9]. The inductive method, used when there is no existing knowledge of the topic, includes open coding, identifying categories, and abstraction [9].

We employed both the deductive and inductive methods of content analysis. The deductive method was used to structure our analysis according to the different development stages. We built an initial analysis matrix of the main SDLC stages [49]. After a preliminary stage of categoriz-
We calculated Krippendorff’s alpha \[^{[33]}\] to assess inter-rater reliability, and \(\alpha\) was calculated by a single researcher, two researchers met regularly to thoroughly and collaboratively review and edit coding. To verify the reliability of our coding, we followed best practices by inviting a researcher who has not been involved with the project to act as a second coder, individually coding 30% of the data. We calculated Krippendorff’s alpha \[^{[34]}\] to assess inter-rater reliability, and \(\alpha = 0.89\) (percentage of agreement = 91\%). According to Krippendorff \[^{[34]}\], alpha \(\geq 0.80\) indicates that coding is highly reliable and that data is “similarly interpretable by researchers”. In case of disagreements, we had a discussion and came to an agreement on the codes.

**Limitations:** Our study included a relatively small sample size, thus generalizations cannot be made. However, our sample size followed the concept of saturation \[^{[25]}\]; participant recruitment continued until no new themes were emerging. Additionally, recruiting participants through personal contacts could result in biasing the results. While we cannot guarantee representativeness of a larger population, the interviewer previously knew only 3/13 participants. The remaining ten participants were previously unknown to the researcher and each represented a different company. While interviews allowed us to explore topics in depth, they presented one perspective on the team. Our data may thus be influenced by participants’ personal attitudes and perspectives, and may not necessarily reflect the whole team’s opinions. However, we found that participants mainly described practices as encouraged by their teams.

### 4. RESULTS: SECURITY IN PRACTICE

We assess the degree of security integration in each stage of the SDLC as defined by our final analysis matrix. As mentioned earlier, we found differences in participants’ attitudes and behaviours towards security that naturally fell into two distinct groups. We call the first group the **security adopters**: those who consider security in the majority of development stages (at least four stages out of six). The second group who barely considered security or did not consider it at all form the security inattentive. We chose the term inattentive, as it encompasses different scenarios that led up to poor security approaches. These could be that security was considered and dismissed or it was not considered at all, whether deliberately or erroneously. Table 1 presents two heat maps, one for each group identified in our dataset (see Appendix \[^{C}\] for more information). We classified practices during a development stage as:

- (\(\bullet\)) secure: when security is actively considered, e.g., when developers avoid using deprecated functions during the implementation stage.
- (\(\bullet\)) somewhat secure: when security is not consistently considered, e.g., when threat analysis is performed only if someone raises the subject.
- (\(\times\)) not secure: when security is not considered at all, e.g., when developers do not perform security testing.
- (\(\varnothing\)) not performed: when a stage is not part of their SDLC (i.e., considered not secure).
- (\(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\)?): when a participant did not discuss a stage during their interview, therefore denoting missing data.

The heat maps highlight the distinction in terms of security between practices described by participants from the security adopters and the security inattentive groups. The overwhelming red and orange heat map for the security inattentive group visually demonstrates their minimal secu-

---

1 At least three stages in cases where we have information about four stages only. Note that this is just a numeric representation and the split actually emerged from the data.

---

**Table 1:** The degree of security in the SDLC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Developer testing</th>
<th>Code analysis</th>
<th>Post-dev testing</th>
<th>Code review</th>
<th>Post-dev testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T9</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T10</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T11</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T12</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T13</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T14</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T15</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1:** Security adopters: developer testing abstraction
curity integration in the SDLC. Particularly, comparing each stage across all teams shows that even though the security adopters are not consistently secure throughout the SDLC, they are generally more attentive to security than the other group. The worst stage for the security inattentive group is Code analysis, which is either not performed or lacks security, followed by the developer testing stage, where security consideration is virtually non-existent.

We initially suspected that the degree of security integration in the SDLC would be directly proportional to the company size. However, our data suggests that it is not necessarily an influential factor. In fact, T14, the team from the smallest company in our dataset, is performing much better than T6, the team from the largest company in the security inattentive group. Additionally, we did not find evidence that development methodology influenced security practices.

Although our dataset does not allow us to make conclusive inferences, it shows an alarming trend of low security adoption in many of our project teams. We now discuss data analysis results organized by the six SDLC stages defined in our analysis matrix. All participants discussed their teams’ security policies, as experienced from their perspectives, and not their personal preferences. Results, therefore, represent the reported perspectives of the developers in each team.

4.1 Exploring practices by development stage

We found that the prioritization of security falls along a spectrum: at one end, security is a main priority, or it is completely ignored at the other extreme. For each SDLC stage, we discuss how security was prioritized, present common trends, and highlight key messages from the interviews. Next to each theme we indicate which group contributed to its emergence: (SA) for the security adopters, (SI) for the security inattentive, and (SA/SI) for both groups. Table 2 provides a summary of the themes.

4.1.1 Design stage

We found a large gap in security practices described by our participants in the design stage. This stage saw teams at all points on the security prioritization spectrum, however, most participants indicated that their teams did not view security as part of this stage. Our inductive analysis revealed three emerging themes reflecting security prioritization, with one theme common to both the security adopters and the security inattentive, and one exclusive to each group.

Security is not considered in the design stage. (SA/SI)

Most participants indicated that their teams did not apply security best practices in the design stage. Although they did not give reasons, we can infer from our data (as discussed in other stages) that this may be because developers mainly focus on their functional design task and often miss security, or because they lack the expertise to address security. As an example of the disregard for security, practices described by one participant from the security inattentive group violates the recommendation of simple design; they intentionally introduce complexity to avoid rewriting existing code, and misuse frameworks to fit their existing codebase without worrying about introducing vulnerabilities. P-T10 explained how this behaviour resulted in a highly complex code, “Everything is so convoluted and it’s like going down rabbit holes, you see their code and you are like ‘why did you write it this way?’ [...] It’s too much different custom code that only those guys understand.” Such complexity increases the potential for vulnerabilities and complicates subsequent stages [47]; efforts towards evaluating code security may be hindered by poor readability and complex design choices.

Security consideration in the design stage is ad hoc. (SI)

Two developers said their teams identify security considerations within the design process. In both cases, the design is done by developers who are not necessarily formally trained in security. Security issue identification is ad hoc, e.g., if a developer identifies a component handling sensitive information, this triggers some form of threat modelling. In T10, this takes the form of discussion in a team meeting to consider worst case scenarios and strategies for dealing with them. In T4, the team self-organizes with the developers with most security competence taking the responsibility for designing sensitive components. P-T4 said, “Some developers are assigned the tasks that deal with authorization and authentication, for the specific purpose that they’ll do the security testing properly and they have the background to do it.” In these two teams, security consideration in the design stage lies in the hands of the developer with security expertise; this implies that the process is not very robust. If this developer fails to identify the feature as security-sensitive, security might not be considered at all in this stage.

Security design is very important. (SA) Contrary to all others, one team formally considers security in this stage with a good degree of care. P-T5 indicated that his team considers the design stage as their first line of defense. Developers from his team follow software security best practices [18, 47], e.g., they perform formal threat modelling to generate security requirements, focus on relevant threats, and inform subsequent SDLC stages. P-T5 explains the advantages of considering security from this early stage, “When we go to do a further security analysis, we have a lot more context in terms of what we’re thinking, and people aren’t running around sort of defending threats that aren’t there.”

4.1.2 Implementation stage

Most participants showed general awareness of security during this stage. However, many stated that they are not responsible for security and they are not required to secure their applications. In fact, some developers reported that their companies do not expect them to have any software security knowledge. Our inductive analysis revealed three themes regarding security prioritization in this stage.

Security is a priority during implementation. (SA/SI)

All security adopters and two participants from the security inattentive group discussed the importance of security during the implementation stage. They discussed how the general company culture encourages following secure implementation best practices and using reliable tools. Security is considered a developer’s responsibility during implementation, and participants explained they are conscious about vulnerabilities introduced by errors when writing code.

Developers’ awareness of security is expected when implementing. (SA/SI) For those prioritizing security, the majority of security adopters and one participant from the security inattentive group are expected to stay up-to-date
on vulnerabilities, especially those reported in libraries or third-party code they use. The manner of information dissemination differs and corroborates previous research findings [59]. Some have a structured approach, such as that described by P-T1, “We have a whole system. Whenever security vulnerability information comes from a third-party, [a special team follows] this process: they create an incident, so that whoever is using the third-party code gets alerted that, ‘okay, your code has security vulnerability’, and immediately you need to address it.” Others rely on general discussions between developers, e.g., when they read about a new vulnerability. Participants did not elaborate on if and how they assess the credibility and reliability of information sources. The source of information could have a considerable effect on security; previous research found that relying on informal programming forums might lead to insecure code [13].

In Xiao et al.’s [50] study, developers reported taking the information source’s thoroughness and reputation into consideration to ensure trustworthiness.

**Security is not a priority during implementation.** (SI) On the other end of the security prioritization spectrum, developers from the security inattentive group prioritize functionality and coding standards over security. Their primary goal is to satisfy business requirements of building new applications or integrating new features into existing ones. Some developers also follow standards for code readability and efficiency. However, security is not typically considered a developer’s responsibility, to the extent that there are no consequences if a developer introduces a security vulnerability in their code. P-T7 explained, “If I write a bad code that, let’s say, introduced SQL injection, I can just [say] ‘well I didn’t know that this one introduces SQL injection’ or ‘I don’t even know what SQL injection is’. [...] I didn’t have to actually know about this stuff [and] nobody told me that I need to focus on this stuff.” This statement is particularly troubling given that P-T7 has security background, but feels powerless in changing the perceived state of affairs in his team.

Our analysis also revealed that some developers in the security inattentive group have incomplete mental models of security. This led to the following problematic manifestations, which could explain their poor security practices.

**Developers take security for granted.** (SI) We found, aligning with previous research [22], that developers fully trust existing frameworks with their applications’ security and thus take security for granted. Our study revealed that these teams do not consider security when adopting frameworks, and it is unclear if, and how, these frameworks’ security is ever tested. To partially address this issue, T4 built their own frameworks to handle common security features to relieve developers of the burden of security. This approach may improve security, however verifying frameworks’ security is an important, yet missing, preliminary step.

**Developers misuse frameworks.** (SI) Despite their extreme reliance on frameworks for security, developers in T10 do not always follow their recommended practices. For example, although P-T10 tries to follow them, other developers in his team do not; they occasionally overlook or work-around framework features. P-T10 explains, “I have expressed to [the team] why I am doing things the way I am, because it’s correct, it’s the right way to do it with this framework. They chose to do things a completely different way, it’s completely messed up the framework and their code. They don’t care, they just want something that they feel is right and you know whatever.” Such framework misuse may result in messy code and could lead to potential vulnerabilities [17]. Although frameworks have shown security benefits [22], it is evident that the manner by which some teams are currently using and relying on them is problematic.

**Developers lack security knowledge.** (SI) Developers from the security inattentive group vary greatly in their security knowledge. Some have haphazard knowledge; they only know what they happen to hear or read about in the news. Others have formed their knowledge entirely from practical experience; they only know what they happen to come across in their work. Developers’ lack of software security knowledge could explain why some teams are reluctant to rely on developers for secure implementation. P-T7 said, “I think they kind of assume that if you’re a developer, you’re not necessarily responsible for the security of the system, and you [do] not necessarily have to have the knowledge to deal with it.” On the other hand, some developers have security background, but do not apply their knowledge in practice, as it is neither considered their responsibility nor a priority. P-T7 said, “I recently took an online course on web application security to refresh my knowledge on what were the common attack on web applications [...] So, I gained that theoretical aspect of it recently and played around with a bunch of tools, but in practice I didn’t actually use those tools to test my software to see if I can find any vulnerability in my own code because it’s not that much of a priority.”

**Developers perceive their security knowledge inaccurately.** (SI) We identified a mismatch between developers’ perception of their security knowledge and their actual knowledge. Some developers do not recognize their secure practices as such. When asked about secure coding methods, P-T6 said, “[The] one where we stop [cross-site scripting]. That’s the only one I remember I explicitly used. Maybe I used a couple of other things without knowing they were security stuff.” In some instances, our participants said they are not addressing security in any way. However, after probing and asking more specific questions, we identified security practices they perform which they did not relate to security.

Furthermore, we found that some developers’ mental model of security revolves mainly around security functions, such as using the proper client-server communication protocol. However, conforming with previous research [59], it does not include software security. For example, P-T9 assumes that following requirements generated from the design stage guarantees security, saying “if you follow the requirements, the code is secure. They take those into consideration.” However, he mentioned that requirements do not always include security. In this case, and especially by describing requirements as a definite security guarantee, the developer may be referring to security functions (e.g., using passwords for authentication) that he would implement as identified by the requirements. However, the developer did not discuss vulnerabilities due to implementation mistakes that are not necessarily preventable by security requirements.

Our study also revealed the following incident which illustrates how *Vulnerability discovery can motivate secu*
Security (SI) and improve mental models. Developers in T13 became more security conscious after discovering a vulnerability in their application. P-T13 said, “We started making sure all of our URLs couldn’t be manipulated. [...] If you change the URL and the information you are looking at, at the server side, we’d verify that the information belongs to the site or the account you are logged in for.” Discovering this vulnerability was eye-opening to the team; our participant said that they started thinking about their code from a perspective they had not been considering and they became aware that their code can have undesirable security consequences. In addition, this first-hand experience led them to the knowledge of how to avoid and prevent similar threats.

4.1.3 Developer testing stage
Across the vast majority of our participants, whether adopters or inattentive, security is lacking in the developer testing stage. Functionality is developers’ main objective; they are blamed if they do not properly fulfill functional requirements, but their companies do not hold them accountable if a security vulnerability is discovered. P-T7 said, “I can get away with introducing security bugs but with other things like just your day-to-day developer tasks where you develop a feature and you introduce a bug, that kind of falls under your responsibility. Security doesn’t.” Thus, any security-related efforts by developers are viewed as doing something extraordinary. For example, P-T2 explained, “If I want to be the hero of the day [and] I know there’s a slight possible chance that these can be security vulnerabilities, then I write a test and submit it to the test team.” We grouped participants’ approaches to security during this stage into four categories.

Developers do not test for security. (SA/SI) The priority at this stage is almost exclusively functionality; it increases in scope until the developer is satisfied that their code is fulfilling functional requirements and does not break any existing code. And even then, these tests vary in quality. Some developers perform adhoc testing or simply test as a sanity check where they only verify positive test cases with valid input. Others erroneously, and at times deliberately, test only ideal-case scenarios and fail to recognize worst-case scenarios. The majority of developers do not view security as their responsibility in this stage; instead they are relying on the later SDLC stages. P-T2 said, “I usually don’t as a developer go to the extreme of testing vulnerability in my feature, that’s someone else’s to do. Honestly, I have to say, I don’t do security testing. I do functional testing.” The participant acknowledged the importance of security testing, however, this task was considered the testing team’s responsibility as they have more knowledge in this area.

Security is a priority during developer testing. (SA) As an exception, our analysis of P-T14’s interview indicates that his company culture emphasizes the importance of addressing security in this stage. His team uses both automated and manual tests to ensure that their application is secure and is behaving as expected. P-T14’s explained that the reason why they prefer to incorporate security in this stage was that it is more cost efficient to address security issues early in the SDLC. He explained, “We have a small company, so it’s very hard to catch all the bugs after release.”

Developers test for security fortuitously. (SA) In other cases, security is not completely dismissed, yet it is not an explicit priority. Some security adopters run existing test suites that may include security at varying degrees. These test suites include test cases that any application is expected to pass, however, there is not necessarily a differentiation between security and non-security tests. Some developers run these tests because they are required to, without actual knowledge of their purpose. For example, P-T3 presumes that since his company did not have security breaches, security must be incorporated in existing test suites. He explained, “[Security] has to be there because basically, if it wasn’t, then our company would have lots of problems.”

Developers’ security testing is feature-driven. (SI) In another example where security is not dismissed, yet not prioritized, one participant from the security inattentive group (out of the only two who perform security testing), considers that security is not a concern as his application is not outward facing, i.e., it does not involve direct user interaction. P-T9 explained, “Security testing [pause] I would say less than 5%. Because we’re doing embedded systems, so security is pretty low in this kind of work.” While this may have been true in the past, the IoT is increasingly connecting embedded systems to the Internet and attacks against these systems are increasing [28]. Moreover, classifying embedded systems as relatively low-risk is particularly interesting as it echoes what Schneier [46] described as a road towards “a security disaster”. On the other hand, P-T4 explained that only features that are classified as sensitive in the design stage are tested, due to the shortage in security expertise. As the company’s only developer with security background, these features are assigned to P-T4. Other developers in T4 do not have security experience, thus they do not security-test their code and they are not expected to.

4.1.4 Code analysis stage
Eight developers reported that their teams have a mandatory code analysis stage. Participants from the security adopters group mentioned that the main objectives in this stage is to verify the code’s conformity to standards and in-house rules, as well as detect security issues. On the other hand, participants from the security inattentive group generally do not perform this stage, and rarely for security.

Security is a priority during code analysis. (SA) All security adopters who perform this stage reported that security is a main component of code analysis in their team. T5 mandates analysis using multiple commercial tools and in-house tools before the code is passed to the next stage. T3 has an in-house tool that automates the process of analysis to help developers with the burden of security. P-T3 explained, “[Our tool] automatically does a lot of that for us, which is nice, it does static analysis, things like that and won’t even let the code compile if there are certain requirements that are not met.” One of the advantages of automating security analysis is that security is off-loaded to the tools; P-T3 explains that security “sort of comes for free”.

Security is a secondary objective during code analysis. (SI) P-T2 explained that in his team, developers’ main objective when using a SAT is to verify conformity to industry standards. Although they might check security warnings, other security testing methods are considered more powerful. P-T2 explained, “[SAT name] doesn’t really look at the whole picture. [...] In terms of: is it similar to a security
vulnerability testing? No. Pen testers? No. It’s very weak.” In addition to the lack of trust in SATs’ ability to identify security issues, and similar to previous research (e.g., [31]), our participants complained about the overwhelming number of false positives and irrelevant warnings.

Developers rarely perform code analysis, never for security. (SI) Code analysis is not commonly part of the development process for the security inattentive group. According to their developers, T2, T6, and T15 use SATs, but not for security. Code analysis is performed as a preliminary step to optimize code and ensure readability before the code review stage, with no consideration to security.

Reasons for underusing SATs were explored in other contexts [31]. The two main reasons in our interviews were that their use was not mandated or that developers were unaware of their existence. We found that Developers vary in awareness of analysis tools. (SI) In addition to those unaware, some developers use SATs without fully understanding their functionality. P-T10 does not use such tools since it is not mandated and his teammates are unlikely to do so. He said, “I know that there’s tools out there that can scan your code to see if there’s any vulnerability risks [...] We are not running anything like that and I don’t see these guys doing that. I don’t really trust them to run any kind of source code scanners or anything like that. I know I’m certainly not going to.” Despite his awareness of the potential benefits, he is basically saying no one else is doing it, so why should I? Since it is not mandatory or common practice, running and analyzing SATs reports would add to the developer’s workload without recognition for his efforts.

4.1.5 Code review stage

Most security adopters say that security is a primary component in this stage. Reviewers examine the code to verify functionality and to look for potential security vulnerabilities. P-T14 explained, “We usually look for common mistakes or bad practices that may induce attack vectors for hackers such as, not clearing buffers after they’ve been used. On top of that, it’s also [about the] efficiency of the code.”

Contrarily, the security inattentive discount security in this stage—security is either not considered, or is considered in an informal and adhoc way and by unqualified reviewers. Code review can be as simple as a sanity check, or a walkthrough, where developers explain their code to other developers in their team. Some reviewers are thorough, while others consider reviews a secondary task, and are more inclined to accept the code and return to their own tasks. P-T10 explained, “Sometimes they just accept the code because maybe they are busy and they don’t want to sit around and criticize or critically think through everything.” Moreover, reviewers in T9 examine vulnerabilities to assess their impact on performance. P-T9 explained, “[Security in code review is] minimum, I’d say less than 5%. So, yeah you might have like buffer overflow, but then for us, that’s more of the stability than security issue.” We grouped participants’ descriptions of the code review stage into four distinct approaches.

Code review is a formal process that includes security. (SA) All security adopters mentioned that their teams include security in this stage. For some teams, it is a structured process informed by security activities in previous stages. For example, security-related warnings flagged during the code analysis phase are re-examined during code reviews. Reviewers can be senior developers, or an independent team. Being independent, reviewers bring in a new perspective, without being influenced by prior knowledge, such as expected user input. P-T5 said, “We do require that all the code goes through a security code review that’s disconnected from the developing team, so that they’re not suffered by that burden of knowledge of ‘no one will do this’, uh, they will.” Sometimes reviewers might not have adequate knowledge of the applications. In such cases, T1 requires developers to explain the requirements and their implementation to the reviewers. P-T1 said, “You have to explain what you have done and why. [...] so that they need not invest so much time to understand what is the problem [...] Then they will do a comparative study and they will take some time to go over every line and think whether it is required or not, or can it be done in some other way.” Although cooperation between different teams is a healthy attitude, there might be a risk of developers influencing the reviewers by their explanation. P-T13 indicated the possibility of creating a bias when reviewers are walked-through the code rather than looking at it with a fresh set of eyes. He said, “umm, I have not really thought about [the possibility of influencing the reviewers.] [...] Maybe. Maybe there is a bit.”

Preliminary code review is done as a checkpoint before the formal review. (SA) This is an interesting example of developers collaborating with reviewers. P-T1 mentioned that reviewers sometimes quickly inspect the code prior to the formal review process and in case of a potential issue, they provide the developer with specific testing to do before the code proceeds to the review stage. This saves reviewers time and effort during the formal code review, and it could help focus the formal process on intricate issues, rather than being overwhelmed with simple ones.

Security is not considered during code review. (SI) The majority of the security inattentive participants explained that their teams’ main focus for code review is assessing code efficiency and style, and verifying how well new features fulfill functional requirements and fit within the rest of the application. In fact, some participants indicated that their teams pay no attention to security during this stage. It is either not the reviewers’ responsibility, or is not an overall priority for the team. P-T7 explained that because reviewers are developers, they are not required to focus on security. In addition to not being mandated, our participants explained that most developers in their teams do not have the necessary expertise to comment on security. P-T7 said, “Probably in the two years that I’ve been working, I never got feedback on the security of my code [...] [Developers] don’t pay attention to the security aspect and they can’t basically make a comment about the security of your code.”

Security consideration in code review is minimal. (SI) According to developers from the security inattentive group, some of their teams pay little attention to security during code review only by looking for obvious vulnerabilities. Additionally, this may only be performed if the feature is security-sensitive. In either case, teams do not have a formal method or plan, and reviewers do not necessarily have the expertise to identify vulnerabilities [22]. Our participants explained that reviewers are either assigned or chosen
by the developer, based on the reviewer’s qualifications and familiarity with the application. However, this can have serious implications, e.g., those who have security expertise will carry the burden of security reviews in addition to their regular development tasks. P-T12 explained that this caused the individuals who had security knowledge to become “overloaded”. Although our data does not allow us to make such explorations, it is important to investigate the effect of workload on the quality of code reviews, and whether it has an effect on developers’ willingness to gain security knowledge. For example, does being the person designated to do security code reviews motivate developers to gain security knowledge? Or would they rather avoid being assigned extra reviewing workload?

4.1.6 Post-development testing stage

Security is a priority during post-development testing. (SA) Three participants from the security adopters group mentioned that their project teams have their own testers that evaluate different aspects, including security. The general expectation is that the testers would have some security knowledge. Additionally, P-T12 mentioned that his company hires external security consultants for further security testing of their applications. However, because the testing process by such experts is usually “more expensive and more thorough” (P-T12), they usually postpone this step until just before releasing the application. We identified two distinct motivations for performing security testing at this stage: Post-development testing is used to discover security vulnerabilities, or for final verification. (SA) Unsurprisingly, the majority of security adopters rely on post-development testing as an additional opportunity to identify and discover security vulnerabilities before their applications are put out to production. T1, on the other hand, expects security post-development testing to reveal zero vulnerabilities. P-T1 explained, “If they find a security issue, then you will be in trouble. Everybody will be at your back, and you have to fix it as soon as possible.” Thus, this stage is used as a final verification that security practices in the previous stages were indeed successful in producing a vulnerability-free application.

Similar to the code review stage, we found evidence of collaboration between the development and the testing team, however, Testers have the final approval. (SA). Testers would usually discuss with developers to verify that they understand the requirements properly, since they do not have the same familiarity with the application as developers. However, P-T5 explained that although developers can challenge the testing team’s analysis, they cannot dismiss their comments without justification. Addressing security issues is consistently a priority. P-T5 said, “[The testing team will] talk to the development teams and say, ‘here’s what we think of this’, and the development team will sometimes point out and say, ‘oh, you missed this section over here’ […] but one of the things is, we don’t let the development teams just say, ‘oh, you can’t do that because we don’t want you to’. So the security teams can do whatever they want.” Cooperation between developers and testers could help clear ambiguities or misunderstandings. In T5 testers have some privilege over developers; issues raised by testers have to be addressed by developers, either by solving them or justifying why they can be ignored. P-T5 hinted that disagreements may arise between different teams, but did not detail how they are resolved. Further exploration of this subject is needed, taking into consideration the level of security knowledge of the development team compared to the testing team.

Security is prioritized in post-development testing for all of our security adopters, where they rely on an independent team to test the application as a whole. On the other hand, although post-development testing appears to be common to all teams from the security inattentive group (with the exception of T10), it often focuses primarily on functionality, performance and quality analysis, with little to no regard for security. Our analysis revealed the following insights and approaches to post-development security testing.

Security is not considered in post-development testing. (SI) According to their developers, two teams (T10, T15) do not consider security during this stage. T10 does not perform any testing, security or otherwise. The company to which T15 belongs has its own Quality Analysis (QA) team, though they do not perform security testing. P-T15 said, “I’ve never seen a bug related to security raised by QA.” The case of T15 is particularly concerning; many teams rely on this stage to address software security, while T15 does not. According to our data, security is not part of the development lifecycle in T15. It would be interesting to further explore why some teams completely ignore software security, and what factors could encourage them to adopt a security initiative.

Post-development testing plans include a security dimension. (SI) As mentioned earlier, P-T2 relies mainly on this stage for security testing. In addition, P-T6, and P-T13 say that their teams consider security during this stage. However, there seems to be a disconnect between developers and testers in T6; developers are unaware of the testing process and consider security testing out of scope. Despite her knowledge that security is included in this stage, P-T6 mentioned, “I don’t remember any tester coming back and telling [me] there are [any] kinds of vulnerability issues.” T13 started integrating security in their post-development testing after a newly hired tester who decided to approach the application from a different perspective discovered a serious security issue. P-T13 explained, “No one had really been thinking about looking at the product from security standpoint and so the new tester we had hired, he really went at it from ‘how can I really break this thing?’ […] and found quite a few problems with the product that way.” The starting point of security testing in T13 was a matter of chance. When an actual security issue was discovered in their code, security was brought to the surface and post-development testing started addressing security.

Through our analysis, we found that along the security prioritization spectrum, there are cases where security in this stage is driven by different factors, as explained below.

Some participants discussed that their team relies on a single person to handle security, thus security consideration is driven by specific factors. For example, in T4, Post-development security testing is feature-driven. (SI). T4 is the only developer in his company with security expertise, thus he is responsible for security. He explained that his company has limited resources and few employees, thus they focus their security testing efforts only on security-
sensitive features (e.g., authentication processes), as flagged by the developers. Thus, the question is how reliable are assessments in this case given that they are done by developers with limited security expertise? On the other hand, in T7, Post-development security testing is adhoc. (SI). P-T7 explained that they rely on a single operations-level engineer who maintains the IT infrastructure and handles security testing. Thus, testing is unplanned and could happen whenever the engineer has time or "whenever he decides." P-T7 erroneously presumes their applications are risk-free since they are a "small company", and thus they are not an interesting target for cyberattacks. Company size was used by some of our participants to justify their practices in multiple instances. Although in our data we did not find evidence to support that company size affects actual security practices, it shows our participants’ perception.

We also found that an external mandate to the company can be a driving factor for security consideration. For example, P-T8 reported that his company needs to comply with certain security standards, thus his team performs security testing when they are expecting an external audit “to make sure the auditors can’t find any issue during the penetration test.” In this case, Post-development security testing is externally-driven. (SI) Such external pressure by an overseeing entity was described as “the main” driving factor to schedule security testing; P-T8 explained that if it were not for these audits, his team would not have bothered with security tests. Mandating security thus proved to be effective in encouraging security practices in a team that was not proactively considering it.

As evidenced by our data, the security inattentive group’s security practices, if existent, are generally informal, unstructured, and not necessarily performed by those qualified. The main focus is delivering features to customers; security is not necessarily a priority unless triggered, e.g., by experiencing a security breach or expecting an external audit.

4.2 The adopters vs. the inattentive
In general, security practices appear to be encouraged in teams to which the security adopters belong. In contrast, as explained by participants from the security inattentive group, their teams’ main priority is functionality; security is an afterthought. Contrary to a trend towards labelling developers as “the weakest link” [27], our analysis highlights that poor security practices is a rather complex problem that extends beyond the developer. Just as we have identified instances where developers lack security knowledge or lack motivation to address security, we have also identified instances where security was ignored or dismissed by developers’ supervisors, despite the developer’s expertise and interest. It is especially concerning when security is dismissed by those high in the company hierarchy. As an extreme case, P-T15 reported zero security practices in their SDL; she explained “To be honest, I don’t think anybody cares about [security]. I’ve never heard or seen people talk about security at work [...] I did ask about this to my managers, but they just said ‘well, that’s how the company is. Security is not something we focus on right now.'”

It was interesting to find that all our participants who identified themselves as developers of web applications and services, i.e., in their current daily duties, (namely, P-T4, P-T6, P-T7, P-T8, P-T10, P-T13, P-T15) fall in the security inattentive group. Specific reasons for this are unclear. It may be because web-development is generally less mature and has a quick pace [44], and teams are eager to roll-out functionality to beat their competitors. In such cases, functional requirements may be prioritized and security may be viewed as something that can be addressed as an update, essentially gambling that attackers will miss any vulnerabilities in the intervening time. Teams who have not yet become victims may view this as a reasonable strategy, especially since patching generally does not requires end-user involvement (e.g., web server fixes do not require users to update their software), making it a less complicated process. However, since participants building other types of software also fall in the security inattentive group, it is hard to draw a generic conclusion that web-development is particularly insecure.

Table 2 summarizes the themes that emerged from our analysis. As expected, we found conflicting themes between the security adopters and the security inattentive group, where the more secure themes consistently belongs to the security adopters. However, our analysis also revealed common themes (see Table 2), some of which are promising while others are problematic for security. On the positive side, participants from both groups discussed developers’ role in security during implementation. On the other hand, participants from both groups also indicated a lack of attention to security in the design stage. Reasons leading to these common themes sometimes vary. Consider the theme Developers do not test for security; the security inattentive group ignored security testing because developers often lack the knowledge necessary to perform this task. Whereas for the security adopters, the reason is that security testing is not included in developers’ tasks even if they have the required knowledge. In Section 6.2 we discuss factors that we identified as influential to security practices.

5. INITIATIVES AND BEST PRACTICES
After exploring real life security practices, how do these compare to security best practices? To answer, we offer background on popular sources of best practices. We then amalgamate them into a concise list of the most common recommendations. In Section 6, we discuss the relationship between practices found in our study and best practices.

5.1 Secure SDLC initiatives
This section gives a brief background on prominent processes and recommendations for secure software development.

Security Development Lifecycle (SDL). Microsoft SDL [8] is the first initiative to encourage the integration of security in the SDLC from the early stages. It consists of 16 security practices and can be employed regardless of the platform.

Building Security In Maturity Model (BSIMM). Currently maintained by Cigital [2], the BSIMM [9] recommends 12 main security practices. It provides high-level insights to help companies plan their secure SDLIC initiative and assess their security practices compared to other organizations.

Table 2: Summary of themes emerging from the security adopters and the security inattentive, and common themes between the two groups. Although common themes exist, driving factors for these themes may differ. See Section 4.2 for more details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security Adopters Themes</th>
<th>Common Themes</th>
<th>Security Inattentive Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>· Security design is very important</td>
<td>· Security is not considered in the design stage</td>
<td>Security consideration in the design stage is adhoc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>· Security is a priority during implementation</td>
<td>· Security is not a priority during implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Developers’ awareness of security is expected when implementing</td>
<td>Developers take security for granted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Developers misuse frameworks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Developers lack security knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Developers perceive their security knowledge inaccurately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vulnerability discovery can motivate security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer Testing</td>
<td>· Developers test for security fortuitously</td>
<td>Developers’ security testing is feature-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Security is a priority during developer testing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Analysis</td>
<td>· Code review is a formal process that includes security</td>
<td>Security is a secondary objective during code analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Preliminary code review is done as a checkpoint before the formal review</td>
<td>Developers rarely perform code analysis, never for security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Developers vary in awareness of analysis tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Review</td>
<td>· Security is a priority during code analysis</td>
<td>Security is not considered during code review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Security is not considered in code review</td>
<td>Security consideration in code review is minimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-development Testing</td>
<td>· Security is a priority during post-development testing</td>
<td>Security is not considered in post-development testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Post-development testing is used to discover security vulnerabilities, or for final verification</td>
<td>Post-development testing plans include a security dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Testers have the final approval</td>
<td>Post-development security testing is feature-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Post-development security testing is adhoc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Post-development security testing is externally-driven</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and developers, whereas the Testing Guide \[4\] focuses on best practices for testing and evaluating security activities.

**Others.** Additional resources for security best practices include: NASA’s Software Assurance Guidebook \[32\], US-CERT’s Top 10 Secure Coding Practices \[47\], as well as various articles emphasizing the importance of secure development \[39,42,54\].

### 5.2 Security Best Practices

Available resources for security best practices vary in their organization and their presentation style, e.g., they vary in technical details. Practitioners may find difficulty deciding on best practices to follow and establishing processes within their organizations \[38,42,54\]. To help frame security practices we identified, we collected recommendations from the sources discussed in Section 7.4 to compose a concise set of best practices. This resulted in an initial set of 57 unorganized recommendations varying in format and technical details. We then grouped related recommendations, organized them in high-level themes, and iterated this process to finally produce the following 12 best practices. Other amalgamations may be possible, but we found this list helpful to interpret our study results. The list could be of independent interest to complementary research in this area.

**B1 Identify security requirements.** Identify security requirements for your application during the initial planning stages. The security of the application throughout its different stages should be evaluated based on its compliance with security requirements.

**B2 Design for security.** Aim for simple designs because the likelihood of implementation errors increases with design complexity. Architect and design your software to implement security policies and comply with security principles such as: secure defaults, default deny, fail safe, and the principle of least privilege.

**B3 Perform threat modelling.** Use threat modelling to analyze potential threats to your application. The result of threat modelling should inform security practices in the different SDLC stages, e.g., for creating test plans.

**B4 Perform secure implementation.** Adopt secure coding standards for the programming language you use, e.g., validate input and sanitize data sent to other systems, and avoid using unsafe or deprecated functions.

**B5 Use approved tools and analyze third-party tools’ security.** Only use approved tools, APIs, and frameworks or those evaluated for security and effectiveness.

**B6 Include security in testing.** Integrate security testing in functional test plans to reduce redundancy.

**B7 Perform code analysis.** Leverage automated tools such as SATs to detect vulnerabilities like buffer overflows and improper user input validation.

**B8 Perform code review for security.** Include security in code reviews and look for common programming errors that can lead to security vulnerabilities.

**B9 Perform post-development testing.** Identify security issues further by using a combination of methods, e.g., dynamic analysis, penetration testing, or hiring external security reviewers to bring in a new perspective.

**B10 Apply defense in depth.** Build security in all stages of the SDLC, so that if a vulnerability is missed in one stage, there is a chance to eliminate it through practices implemented in the remaining stages.
B11 Recognize that defense is a shared responsibility. Address software security as a collective responsibility of all SDLC entities, e.g., developers, testers, and designers.

B12 Apply security to all applications. Secure low risk applications and high risk ones. The suggested effort spent on security can be derived from assessing the value of assets and the risks, however, security should not be ignored in even the lowest risk applications.

6. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

In this section, we compare security practices from our study to best practices, present factors influencing those practices, and discuss future research directions. We comment on teams’ practices as described by their developers (our participants), recognizing that we have only one perspective per team. Compliance (or lack thereof) to all best practices is not proof of a secure (or insecure) SDLC. However, this list of widely agreed upon best practices allows us to make preliminary deduction on the software security status quo.

6.1 Current practices versus best practices

Our analysis showed different approaches to security and varying degrees of compliance with best practices. The best practice with most compliance is [B9] almost all participants reported that their team performs security post-development testing (to varying degrees). Contrarily, most do not apply defense in depth [B10]; the security adopters do not consistently integrate security throughout the SDLC and the security inattentive group relies mainly on specific stages to verify security (e.g., post-development testing). In addition, security is generally not a part of the company culture for the security inattentive group and they commonly delegate a specific person or team to be solely responsible for security. This leads to adhoc processes and violates [B11] recognize that defense is a shared responsibility. Moreover, the security inattentive group violate [B12] by ignoring security in applications considered low-risk without evidence that they performed proper risk analysis.

Deviations from best practices are apparent even from the design stage. The majority of participants indicate that their teams do not address security during design, contradicting [B1] [B3]. Some developers may even deliberately violate the Design for security best practice [B2] to achieve their business goals and avoid extra work. On the other hand, the two participants who discussed formal consideration of security in design claimed the advantages of having more informed development processes, identifying all relevant threats and vulnerabilities, and not getting distracted by irrelevant ones [17].

The implementation stage is particularly interesting; it shows the contradictions between the security adopters and the security inattentive. Participants from both groups perform secure implementation [B4], yet this only applied to three security inattentive participants. For most of the security inattentive group, security is not a priority and developers take security for granted, assuming that frameworks will handle security. While frameworks have security benefits [52], each has its own secure usage recommendations (e.g., [4]), often buried in their documentations, and it is unclear if developers follow them. In fact, our study suggests that developers misuse frameworks by circumventing correct usage to more easily achieve their functional goals, another violation of [B4]. Moreover, despite their reliance on frameworks, participants report that security is not factored in their teams’ framework choices (violating [B5]).

We found non-compliance with best practices in other development stages as well. For example, some teams do not include security in their functional testing plans, violating [B6] and some teams do not perform code analysis, violating [B7]. Ignoring code analysis is a missed opportunity for automatic code quality analysis and detection of common programming errors [17]. Participants who said their teams use security code analysis tools, do so to focus subsequent development stages on the more unusual security issues. Others do not review their code for security (violating [B8]), rather code review is mainly functionality-focused. In some cases, participants said that reviewers do not have the expertise to conduct security reviews, in others they maybe overloaded with tasks, and sometimes code review plans simply do not include security.

6.2 Factors affecting security practices

Through close inspection of our results and being immersed in participants’ reported experiences, we recognized factors that appear to shape their practices and that may not be adequately considered by best practices. We present each factor and its conflict with best practices, if applicable.

Division of labour. Best practices conflict with some of our teams’ division of labour styles. Participants explained that some teams violate the Apply defense in depth [B10] best practice because applying security in each SDLC stage conflicts with their team members’ roles and responsibilities. In some teams, developers are responsible for the functional aspect (i.e., implementation and functional testing) and testers handle security testing. These teams are also violating [B5] because integrating security in functional testing plans would conflict with the developers’ assigned tasks. Complying with these best practices likely means they need to change the team’s structure and re-distribute the assigned responsibilities. Teams may be reluctant to make such changes [12] that may conflict with their software development methodologies [35], especially since security is not their primary objective [27].

Security knowledge. We found that the expectation of security knowledge (or lack thereof) directly affects the degree of security integration in developers’ tasks. When security knowledge was expected, participants said that developers were assigned security tasks (e.g., performing security testing). On the other hand, we found that developers’ (expected) lack of security knowledge resulted in lax security practices (Security is not considered in the design stage, Security is not a priority during implementation). Developers do not test for security and Security is not considered during code review). While these violate best practices (e.g., [B1] [B3] [B5]), it is unrational to rely on developers to perform security tasks while lacking the expertise. From teams’ perspective, they are relieving developers from the security burden. This may be a reasonable approach, loosely following recommendations of taking the developer out of the security loop when possible [14] [27]. Another obvious, yet complicated, answer would be to educate developers [8]. However, companies may lack the resources to offer security training, and there is evidence that developers remain focused mainly...
on their primary functional task and not security.

Company culture. Another influential factor indicated by participants is the team’s consciousness of security and whether it is part of the company culture. In teams where security was reportedly advocated, developers spoke of security as a shared responsibility (conforming with [11]). In instances where security was dismissed, participants said that developers did not consider security, and even those with security knowledge were reluctant to apply it. For successful adoption of security initiatives, should emerge from upper management and security should be rooted in the company’s policies and culture. Developers are more likely to follow security practices if mandated by their company and its policies [59]. Integrating and rewarding security in the company culture can significantly motivate security practices [58-59], compared to instances where security is being viewed as something that only “heroes” do if there is time.

Resource availability. Some participants said their team decides their security practices based on the available budget and/or employees who can perform security tasks. As reported, some teams violate B3 as they do not have enough employees who can perform all the recommended security tasks in addition to their original workload. Also, others reportedly violate B50 because they neither have the budget to hire external penetration testers, nor do their members have the expertise to perform such post-development tests. For such companies, the price for conforming with these best practices is too steep for little perceived gain. In other cases, participants said their team strains their resources in ways that can be detrimental. For example, the one developer with the most security knowledge is handed responsibility to identify security-sensitive features and to verify the security of the team’s code. This is a significant burden, yet with little support or guidance. Besides the obvious security risks of such an approach, it may also lead to employee fatigue and ultimately to the loss of valuable team members.

External pressure. Monitoring by an overseeing entity can drive teams to adopt security practices to ensure they comply with its standards. Encouraging security practices through external mandates is not new, e.g., the UK government mandated that applications for the central government should be tested using the National Technical Authority for Information Assurance CHECK scheme [11]. As a result of this initiative, companies have improved their management and response to cyber threats [10]. It would be interesting to explore how to mandate security practices in companies, and how governments and not-for-profit agencies could support teams, particularly those from the security inattentive group, to become more secure.

Experiencing a security incident. Participants reported that discovering a vulnerability or experiencing a security breach first-hand is another factor that encouraged security practices and awareness in their teams. Despite extensive publicity around security vulnerabilities, awareness of and commitment to security remains low [45]. Our analysis shows that direct vulnerability discovery influenced security practices more than hearing news-coverage of high-profile vulnerabilities (e.g., 21, 53). This can be explained by the optimistic bias [45], the belief that “misfortune will not strike me” [45]. Rhee et al. [45] found that the optimistic bias strongly influences perception of security risks in Information Technology (IT). It is even greater when the misfortune seems distant, without a close comparison target. Thus, to overcome such bias, security training and awareness has to reach all levels from upper management to those directly involved in the development process. Similar to Harbach and Smith’s [29] personalized privacy warnings which led users to make more privacy-aware decisions, software security training should be personalized and provide concrete examples of the consequences of these threats to the company. We recommend that training should also not focus exclusively on threats; it should provide concrete proactive steps with expected outcomes. Additionally, it should include case studies and first-hand accounts of security incidents, and approaches to overcome them. Hence, security training moves from the theoretical world to the real world, aiding in avoiding the optimism bias.

6.3 Future research directions
Security best practices advocate for integrating security starting from the early SDLC stages. However, with limited resources and expertise, if a team can only address security in post-development testing, is this team insecure? Or might this testing be sufficient? Is the security inattentive group in our dataset really guilty of being insecure? Or did they just find the cost of following security best practices too steep? Available best practices fail to discuss the baseline for ensuring security, or how to choose which best practices to follow based on limited resources and expertise. It was also interesting to find that most security best practices are from industry sources and are not necessarily empirically verified.

For future research, we suggest devising a lightweight version of security best practices and evaluating its benefit for teams that do not have enough resources to implement security throughout the SDLC, or when implementing traditional security practices would be too disruptive to their workflow. Additionally, teams that succeeded at building a security-oriented culture should be further explored to better understand how others can adopt their approach. Further exploration of how to incorporate security in the company culture and evaluating its benefits can be a starting point for more coherent security processes, since developers are more likely to follow security practices if mandated by their company and its policy [59]. Particularly, what lessons can be carried from the security adopters over to the security inattentive group? Our work explores some of the issues surrounding secure development practices. Surveys with a larger sample of companies and more stakeholders would be an interesting next step.

7. CONCLUSION
Through interviews with developers, we investigated SDLC practices relating to software security. Our analysis showed that real-life security practices differ markedly from best practices identified in the literature. Best practices are often ignored, simply since compliance would increase the burden on the team; in their view, teams are making a reasonable cost-benefit trade-off. Rather than blaming developers, our analysis shows that the problem extends up in company hierarchies. Our results highlight the need for new, lightweight best practices that take into account the realities and pressures of development. This may include additional automation or rethinking of secure programming practices to ease the burden on humans without sacrificing security.
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APPENDIX

A. INTERVIEW SCRIPT

The following questions represent the main themes discussed during the interviews. We may have probed for more details depending on participants' responses.

- What type of development do you do?
- What are your main priorities when doing development? (In order of priority)
- Do your priorities change when a deadline approaches?
- What about security? Is it something you worry about?
- How does security fit in your priorities?
- Which software security best practices are you familiar with?
- Are there any obligations by your supervisor/employer for performing security testing?
- What methods do you use to try to ensure the security of applications?
- Do you perform testing on your (or someone else’s) applications/code?
- Do you perform code reviews?

B. PARTICIPANTS DEMOGRAPHICS

Table 3: Participants demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant ID</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>SK</th>
<th>Company size</th>
<th>Team size¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-T1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Software engineer</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Large enterprise</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-T2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Software engineer</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Large enterprise</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-T3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Software engineer</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Large enterprise</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-T4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Software developer</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>SME</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-T5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Product manager</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Large enterprise</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-T6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Software engineering analyst</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Large enterprise</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-T7, P-T8*</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Senior web engineer</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>SME – n/a*</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-T9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Software developer</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Large enterprise</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-T10, P-T11*</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Software engineer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SME – SME*</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-T12</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Principal software engineer</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>SME</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-T13</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Senior software developer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SME</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-T14</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Software developer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SME</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-T15</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Junior software developer</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Large enterprise</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Years: years of experience in development
SK: self-rating of security knowledge 1(no knowledge) - 5(expert)
* indicates participant’s previous company
SME: Small-Medium Enterprise
¹ Team size for the current company
C. DEGREE OF SECURITY IN THE SDLC

Table 4: Extending Table 1 to show the degree of security in the SDLC and the application type. •: secure, ◦: somewhat secure, ×: not secure, ⊗: not performed, ? : no data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) The Security Adopters</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Developer testing</th>
<th>Code analysis</th>
<th>Code review</th>
<th>Post-dev testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>embedded software T1</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>design and engineering software T3</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>design and engineering software T5</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>info. management &amp; decision support T11</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>support utilities T12</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>support utilities T14</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(b) The Security Inattentive</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Developer testing</th>
<th>Code analysis</th>
<th>Code review</th>
<th>Post-dev testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kernels T2</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>website content management T4</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-finance T6</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>online productivity T7</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social networking T8</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>embedded software T9</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>online booking T10</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>⊗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>online productivity T13</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>online productivity T15</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT
Studying developer behavior is a hot topic for usable security researchers. While the usable security community has ample experience and best-practice knowledge concerning the design of end-user studies, such knowledge is still lacking for developer studies. We know from end-user studies that task design and framing can have significant effects on the outcome of the study. To offer initial insights into these effects for developer research, we extended our previous password storage study [42]. We did so to examine the effects of deception studies with regard to developers. Our results show that there is a huge effect - only 2 out of the 20 non-primed participants even attempted a secure solution, as compared to the 14 out of 20 for the primed participants. In this paper, we will discuss the duration of the task and contrast qualitative vs. quantitative research methods for future developer studies. In addition to these methodological contributions, we also provide further insights into why developers store passwords insecurely.

1. INTRODUCTION
Applying the philosophy and methods of usable security and privacy research to developers [31] is still a fairly new field of research. As such, the community does not yet have the body of experience concerning study design that it does for end-user studies. Many factors need to be considered when designing experiments. In what setting should they be conducted: a laboratory, online, or in the field? Who should the participants be: computer science students, or professional administrators and developers? Is a longitudinal study needed, or is a first contact study sufficient? Should a qualitative or quantitative approach be taken? How many participants are needed and can realistically be recruited? Is deception necessary to elicit unbiased behavior? How big do tasks need to be? And so forth. All these factors have an influence on the ecological validity of studies with developers. Thus, research is needed to analyze the effects of these design variables.

In this paper, we present a study exploring two of these design choices. First, we examine the effect of deception/priming on computer science students in a developer study.

To do so, we extended a developer study on password storage (primary study) using different study designs (meta-study) to evaluate the effects of the design.

In end-user studies, deception is a divisive topic. For instance, Haque et al. [32] argue that deception is necessary for password studies: “We did not want to give the participants any clue about our experimental motive because we expected the participants to spontaneously construct new passwords, exactly in the same way as they do in real life.” However, Forget et al. [28] explicitly told their participants that they were studying passwords and asked participants to create them as they would in real life, in the hope of getting more realistic passwords. In an experiment to determine whether stating that the study is about passwords has an effect (i.e., priming the participants), Fahl et al. [20] found that there was no significant effect in an end-user study. Thus, there is evidence that deception is not needed for end-user studies. This is particularly relevant in terms of ethical considerations, since deception studies should only be used if absolutely necessary and the potential harm to participants must be weighed carefully.

We face similar questions when designing developer studies. For example, should we inform participants that we are studying the security of their password storage code and thus prime them, or do we need to use deception to gain insights into their “natural” behavior?

Second, we share our insights on the differences between our quantitative study and a qualitative exploration of password storage. One of the big challenges of developer studies is recruiting enough participants to conduct quantitative research. To examine this, we extended our qualitative password storage study [42] to implement a quantitative analysis and contrast the insights gained with both methods.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we discuss related work. In section 3, we introduce our study methodology and explain how the study was extended. Section 4 discusses the limitations of our study and section 5 the ethical considerations. Section 6 contains the main hypotheses of our study. Section 7 presents the results and section 8 discusses the methodological contributions. Finally, section 9 summarizes the take-aways and section 10 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
This paper contributes to two distinct areas of research. The main contribution concerns the effect of priming/deception in usable security studies for developers. The related work on this topic is discussed in section [41]. We also extend the body of knowledge on...
developer studies specifically concerning password storage. Here, the related work is divided into multiple sections. Section 2.2 discusses other developer studies in general, section 2.3 focuses on developer studies concerning passwords, section 2.4 is about technical studies of password storage, and finally, section 2.5 discusses work on the usability of application program interfaces (APIs).

2.1 Priming in study design

In their research on website authentication protection mechanisms, Schechter et al. [27] explored the practice of deception in the form of a priming effect. They conducted a study with three groups. The participants of the first two groups were asked to role-play working with authentication data in a bank setting. One of these groups was thereby primed by receiving security-focused instructions. Fahl et al. [20] conducted a between-groups study with two variables (lab vs. online study, priming vs. non-priming). They specifically compared real-world password choices with passwords chosen by end-users in a study environment, considering priming and non-priming conditions. While the primed group was asked to behave as in real life when creating and managing passwords, the term “password” was not mentioned at all in the introductory text for the non-primed group. Neither Schechter et al. nor Fahl et al. found a significant effect for either the priming or non-priming conditions. However, both studies were conducted with end-users. Past research has shown that experts such as developers differ from end-users with regard to their mental models, behavior etc. [50, 34, 8]. Research on significant effects for developers concerning the priming and non-priming conditions does not yet exist.

In [22], we conducted a qualitative study (from which the present study acquired part of its data) with 20 computer science students, in order to investigate why developers fail with regard to password storage. Participants were asked to implement a registration task for a web application in 8 hours. We explored four scenarios: (1) priming (telling participants to consider password storage security) vs. (2) non-priming (deceiving participants by telling them the study was about API usability); and (3) web application framework with password storage support vs. (4) web application framework without password storage support. Our results indicated that frameworks offering only opt-in support for password storage and participants having strong background knowledge in software security practices were not sufficient for the production of secure software. Developers need to be told about when and how to use such security mechanisms. While the study in [22] was of a qualitative nature, we aimed at a more extensive study and invited 20 more participants for a quantitative analysis.

With consideration for the results and findings of previous studies, we offer initial insights into how developer security studies should be designed. Furthermore, we compare qualitative vs. quantitative studies and analyses, discuss time conditions for studies and examine participants’ search behavior when working on a security-related task.

2.2 Developer studies

Acar et al. [10] conducted an online study with Python developers, recruited from GitHub (www.github.com). They were asked to use one of five cryptographic libraries to implement a set of security-related tasks. The main finding of this study was that simple APIs help developers to produce secure code; however, good documentation with a wide range of examples is still essential. For most of the tested libraries, security success was under 80%. Furthermore, 20% of the functional solutions were incorrectly rated by participants as being secure.

Acar et al. [10] conducted a between-subjects study to examine the impact of different documentation resources on the security of code. Fifty-four developers were given a skeleton Android app, which they had to extend in four security-related tasks. For assistance, they had access either to (1) Stack Overflow (www.stackoverflow.com), (2) books, (3) the official Android documentation, or (4) could freely choose which source to use. Programmers assigned to Stack Overflow produced less secure code. Furthermore, Fischer et al. [26] analyzed 1.3 million Android apps and found that 15.4% of them contained Stack Overflow source code. Of the analyzed source code, 97.9% contained at least one insecure code part.

Fahl et al. [23] interviewed software developers who implemented vulnerable applications regarding Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) issues. As a result, a framework was designed that prevented developers from producing insecure software in terms of SSL.

Stylos and Myers [48] investigated the relationship between secure code and the method placement of crypto APIs. They created two different versions of three APIs and asked programmers to solve three small tasks. For the same task, developers tended to use the same starting class. This resulted in faster task solution when using APIs with starting classes that referenced the class they needed.

Prechelt [44] investigated whether diverse programming languages (Java EE, Perl, PHP) or differences between the programmer teams are reflected in the security of the resulting code. For each programming language, they asked three programmer teams, comprising three professional developers each, to implement a web application in 30 h. The outcome was analyzed in terms of usability, functionality, reliability, structure, and security. They found the smallest within-platform variations for PHP.

2.3 Passwords - Developer studies

As it is often difficult to recruit professional developers for studies, Acar et al. [11] wanted to find out whether active GitHub users could be of interest for usable security studies. They conducted an online experiment with 307 GitHub users, who had to implement security-related tasks. One of these tasks considered credential storage. Neither the self-reported status as student or professional developer nor the participants’ security background correlated with the functionality or security of their solutions. However, they found a significant effect for Python experience on functionality and security of program code.

Bau et al. [13] examined the vulnerability rate of web applications and programming language as well as developers in terms of career (start-up, freelancer) and their security background knowledge. For the start-up group, existing programs were analyzed. For the freelance group, eight compensated developers were invited to participate in a developer study. As compared to the start-up group, the freelancers were primed for security in the task description. With regard to secure password storage, it was found that there is a huge gap between the freelancers’ knowledge and their actual implementation. Furthermore, the use of PHP and freelancers increased the software vulnerability rate.

Nadi et al. [31] studied the kinds of problems developers struggle with when using APIs. They analyzed the top 100 cryptographic questions on Stack Overflow as well as 100 randomly selected GitHub repositories that used Java crypto APIs. Within the analyzed projects, they found passwords being encrypted. This is a discouraged practice, which should be replaced by hashing. Afterwards, they conducted a study with 11 developers and a survey with 48 developers. Code templates, tools to catch common mistakes and
better documentation that includes examples were suggested for solving problems.

2.4 Passwords - Technical analysis

Bonneau and Preibusch [15] analyzed 150 websites and found they all lacked secure implementation choices. They did not use encryption, stored end-user passwords in plain text, or offered only little or no protection against brute-force attacks. This was particularly true for websites with few security incentives, such as newspapers.

Finifter and Wagner [24] analyzed nine implementations of the same web application, written in three different programming languages (Java, Perl, and PHP) in order to find correlations between the number of vulnerabilities and the programming language as well as the framework support for various aspects of security. They found no correlation between the security of web applications and the programming language. Automatic features offered by frameworks were an effective way of preventing vulnerabilities in general; however, this did not apply for secure password storage.

Egele et al. [19] analyzed more than 11,000 Android apps, with a focus on previously formulated security rules as well as password storage security. According to their findings, 88% violated at least one of those rules.

2.5 Usability of crypto APIs

While APIs are crucial for implementing secure applications that handle sensitive data, many of them seem to be too complex. As a conclusion to various examples [19,40,41], Green and Smith [31] presented ten principles for crypto APIs in order to reduce developer errors. Further, Gorski et al. [29] evaluated studies concerning API usability. They proposed eleven usability characteristics they consider necessary for secure APIs.

Lazar et al. [40] studied cryptographic vulnerabilities that were reported in the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) database. Of these, 83% were found to be a consequence of API misuse. They stated that no existing technique could prevent certain classes of mistakes.

3. METHODOLOGY

The aim of our study was to gain insight into the design of developer studies. To that end, we used two different kinds of independent variables (IVs). The first was on the meta-level, i.e., variables concerning study design. In our case, we had two meta-IVs: task design (priming and deception) and type of study (qualitative and quantitative). We refer to these as meta-variables of the meta-study. We also have an independent variable concerning the actual study subject, in our case the framework used to store passwords (JavaServer Faces [JSF] or Spring). We refer to this variable as the primary variable of the primary study.

The study presented in this paper is an extension of our previous qualitative study on password storage [42]. This quantitative study was planned at the same time to facilitate the analysis of the study type meta-variable, comparing the qualitative and quantitative approaches.

To summarize the qualitative study: participants were told that they should implement the user registration functionality for a social networking platform. Half the participants were instructed to use the Spring framework, which has built-in features for secure password storage. The other half was instructed to use JSF, a framework with manual support for password storage. This part of the design addressed the primary study. Additionally, half the participants were told the purpose of the study was to examine their password behavior and that they should store the passwords securely. The other half received a deceptive study description, which stated that the study was about the usability of APIs. For more detailed information and the exact phrasing of the tasks, see [42]. After the task was completed, a questionnaire was administered and semi-structured interviews were conducted. For the task description and the interviews, participants could choose their preferred language, either English or German. The survey, however, was in English and had to be answered in English. The study was set up for 8 h.

The main difference between the two studies was that in the qualitative study, the exit interviews were used to gain qualitative insights into the development process, while in the quantitative study, we used the survey responses and data gathered by the platform to conduct statistical testing. The hypotheses for this paper were developed before the qualitative analysis in [42] was started. This approach allowed us to gain insights into how a qualitative approach compares to a more quantitative approach.

In the combined study, we examined the following independent variables: for the primary study, the IV was the framework used for development (either Spring or JSF). For the meta-study, we used the IVs priming (deception or true purpose) and the type of study (qualitative or quantitative).

Participants for both studies were recruited together via a prescreening survey advertised through the computer science email list of the University of Bonn and flyers on the computer science campus. In total, 82 computer science students completed the questionnaire. Of these, 67 were invited to take part in the study. Seven of these were used for pilot studies, leaving 60 invited participants.

The first 20 participants were used for the qualitative study published in [42]. The remaining participants were used to extend the participant pool for this study. Although we had not planned to do a qualitative analysis on the remaining candidates, we conducted the exit interviews with all participants. This was done to treat all participants equally and to enable extending the qualitative analysis beyond the initially planned 20 in the event we did not reach saturation.

We removed two participants from the dataset of [42], JN1 and SP2. Due to a technical fault, the code history was not stored for JN1, and SP2 misunderstood the task so completely that no useful data was collected. This was not a big problem for the qualitative analysis but would have made the quantitative comparisons more complicated. Two random participants with a similar skill profile were selected as replacements. Of the remaining 30 invited participants, only 22 showed up. This left us with a total of 40 participants. Participation was compensated with 100 euros. Table 1 shows the demographics of all 40 participants. In the rest of the paper, we will present the quantitative analysis based on these 40 participants. The four conditions being tested are shown in section 3.1. In addition, we will contrast the qualitative findings in [42] with the quantitative findings.

3.1 Conditions

We conducted an experiment with 40 computer science students in order to explore whether task framing and different levels of framework support for password storage affect the security of software. Participants were asked to implement a registration process for a web application in a social network context, as described in [42].

The experiment was conducted under the following four conditions:

1. Priming - Participants were explicitly told to store the user...
We examined the effect that concealing the true purpose of the study had as opposed to openly making it about secure password storage. Kimmel indicated three stages in which deception can be integrated: subject recruitment, research procedure and post-storage. Kimmel indicated three stages in which deception can be integrated: subject recruitment, research procedure and post-storage.

3.2 Deception

We examined the effect that concealing the true purpose of the study had as opposed to openly making it about secure password storage. Kimmel indicated three stages in which deception can be integrated: subject recruitment, research procedure and post-storage. In our study, we investigated whether participants made sure to store end-user passwords securely, if they were not explicitly told to do so in either the Introductory Text or the Task Description (non-primed group). In the recruiting phase, all candidates (primed and non-primed) were told the purpose of the study is API usability research (“The goal of the study is to test the usability of different Java web development APIs.”). Consequently, we used deception in the subject recruitment and research procedure stages.

3.3 Experimental environment

The experiment was performed in an in-person laboratory, which allowed us to control the study environment and the participants’ behavior. We created an instrumented Ubuntu distribution designed for developer studies that included code-specific tracking features. Thus, we were able to collect all data produced by the participants within the 8 h sessions (e.g., the web history and program code history). Every code snippet that was compiled was secured in a history folder. In addition to a video recording of the participants’ desktops, the setup also allowed us to take frequent snapshots of their progress. In order to capture copy/paste events, we used Glipper, a clipboard manager for GNOME, which we modified slightly to meet our requirements (e.g., adding a time stamp to the events in a log file). In this manner, the study environment allowed us to identify all participants who copied and pasted code for password storage and the websites from which they received the code.

3.4 Survey

Before working on the task, participants filled out a short entry survey regarding their expectations for task difficulty. They also completed a self-assessment of their programming skills (see Appendix B). After finishing the implementation task, participants were required to complete an exit survey (see Appendix C). We asked participants for their demographics, security background knowledge, programming experience, and experience with the task and APIs. Furthermore, we asked open questions that could be answered with free text. Two coders independently coded the participants’ answers by using Grounded-Theory and compared their final code books using the inter-coder agreement. The Cohen’s kappa coefficient (κ) for all themes was 0.78. A value above 0.75 is considered a good level of coding agreement.

To analyze the usability of the APIs, we applied the 11-question scoring system as was used in [42]. For each section, we examined its functionality and security. We rated participants’ solutions as functional if “an end user was able to register the Web application, meaning that his/her data provided through the interface was stored to a database.” We used two measures to record the security of a participant’s
solution. Every solution was rated on a scale from 0 to 7, according to the security score introduced in [42] (see Appendix D). This value is referred to as the security score. In addition, we used a binary variable called secure which was given if participants used at least a hash function in their final solutions and thus did not store the passwords in plain text.

We were also interested in participants who attempted to store user passwords securely, but struggled and then deleted their attempts from their solutions (this was coded as attempted but failed, or ABF). For this, we collected and analyzed participants’ code history. In order to identify security attempts, we used the Unix grep utility. With grep, we searched for security-relevant terms based on the frameworks and best practices (see Appendix F). When a term was found, we analyzed the code snippets manually.

It is important to note that we still gave security scores to participants who implemented secure password storage but failed to create a functional solution, i.e., the user registration did not work. The rationale for this was that we were interested in how participants stored passwords. All other parts of the task were distraction tasks and thus of less relevance.

4. LIMITATIONS
Our study has several limitations that need to be considered when interpreting the results.

The most noteworthy limitation is that we used a convenience sample comprising 40 computer science students from a single university. Despite having a pool of 1600 computer science students at our university and offering fairly high compensation, we did not get more volunteers. We will discuss this limitation in the context of both the primary study and the meta-study. For the meta-study, we wanted a homogeneous sample so we could attribute any changes in outcome to the difference in task design. The limitation of this decision is that our results are not currently transferable to other participant groups. While we believe it is likely that other student samples will produce similar results, we expect bigger differences when working professionals are considered. It is also likely that there will be big differences between different groups of working professionals. These differences will need to be explored in future work.

The primary study is limited in the same way. Here, it would have been more desirable to have a more diverse sample; however, this would have conflicted with the need for a homogeneous sample for the meta-study. Since the meta-study was our main goal, we accepted the limitation of the primary study. That being said, there are early indications that computer science students can be acceptable proxies for professionals in developer studies [51, 38, 10, 11, 33, 14, 49, 39, 46]. This sample was not selected for its representatives and thus should not be used to infer anything about non-students.

Since our study was performed in a laboratory environment with laboratory PCs, we have an unknown amount of bias in our results. This is particularly relevant to the meta-study. While the low amount of attempted security in the non-priming condition seems plausible in light of the many password database compromises, we have no way of confirming that we are measuring the same effect. It is possible that the low amount of attempted security in the non-primed group is not due to participants’ lack of awareness that passwords should be hashed and salted, but rather to a lack of concern for passwords in a study environment. In fact, we received statements to this effect in the exit survey. Of the 20 non-primed participants,

- two attempted to implement a secure solution but failed,
- two thought it was secure despite not having done anything to secure it themselves,
- two stated that they did not implement security because it was not part of the task,
- three stated that the functionality was more important to them than security,
- three were aware that security was needed but did not give any reason why they did not implement it, and
- eight were not aware that hashing and salting were important for password storage.

We must point out that the above statements are based on self-reporting by the participants. False reporting is possible in both directions. Participants who might not have been aware of the need for security might have felt embarrassed and stated that they did know but chose not to implement it and made up a reason for it. It is also possible that a participant who did know stated otherwise so as not to have to explain why security was not implemented. We must acknowledge these limitations.

We only conducted Bonferroni-Holm correction for our main hypotheses. For the rest of the exploratory analysis, we accepted the higher probability of type 1 errors to lower the risk of type 2 errors. Thus, new findings need to be confirmed by replication before they are used.

5. ETHICS
At the time of the study, our institution did not have an IRB for computer science studies. The study design was instead discussed and cleared with our independent project ethics officer. Our study also complied with the local privacy regulations. Participants gave written informed consent before participating in the study. Since half our participants underwent a deception condition, the study ended with an in-person debriefing, where all participants were informed of the true purpose of the study. Most participants were not bothered by the deception condition at all. However, some participants felt that they were judged unfairly and they stated that they would have included security if we had asked for it. After re-stating that this was completely fine, that we were interested in the APIs’ ability to nudge developers toward security, and that they were not at fault, there did not seem to be any lingering negative feelings. There were also positive reactions to the deception. The majority of participants remarked that they learned a lot through the deception and will be more aware of security in future tasks and jobs, even if they are not explicitly asked to think of security.

6. HYPOTHESES & TESTS
We examined seven main hypotheses in our experiment. Two concerned the meta-focus of this paper, namely, the effect of priming/deception, denoted by P(priming). Two further concerned the A/B test comparing the two frameworks, denoted by F(framework), and the final three were general tests concerning password storage security, denoted by G(eneral).

H-P1 Priming has an effect on the likelihood of participants attempting security.

H-P2 Priming does not have an effect on achieving a secure solution once the attempt is made.
H-F1 Framework has an effect on the security score of participants attempting security.

H-F2 Framework has an effect on the likelihood of achieving functional solutions.

H-G1 Years of Java experience have an effect on the security scores.

H-G2 If participants state that they have previously stored passwords, it affects the likelihood that they store them securely.

H-G3 Copying/pasting has an effect on the security score.

6.1 Meta-study
It is natural to assume that requesting a secure solution will lead to more attempts at security (H-P1). The interesting aspect here was how many of the non-primed participants attempted a secure solution. While we expected priming to increase the number of attempts, we did not expect a different failure rate between the priming and non-priming group (H-P2), i.e., if non-primed participants attempted security, they should not have failed more often than primed members.

6.2 Primary study
While only indirectly linked to security, we also considered the possibility that the differences between the two frameworks (JSF and Spring) could lead to different rates of functionality (H-F2). We also expected that the greater level of support offered by Spring would increase the security score of Spring participants (H-F1).

6.3 General
The above hypotheses are novel to this work. However, we also wanted to confirm findings from related studies. In their study, Acar et al. [11] observed that the programming language experience had an effect on the security of participants’ solutions. Therefore, we also assumed we would observe an effect regarding experience with the Java programming language and the security score of participants’ solutions (H-G1). In addition, we assumed that if participants had experience with storing user passwords in a database backend, they would be more likely to create a secure solution in the study (H-G2). Finally, several studies noted the effects of copy/paste on study results [9], especially in terms of security [10, 21, 22, 23]. Thus, we assumed that copy/paste events would affect the security code of our participants as well (H-G3).

6.4 Statistical testing
We chose the common significance level of $\alpha = 0.05$. When conducting tests on all 40 participants, we labeled the group as “all”. When only testing subgroups, these were also labeled for easy interpretation. We used the Fisher’s Exact Test (FET) for categorical data. For numeric data, we considered linear regression and logistic regression for binary data if the data was normally distributed. In order to test for normality, we used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and plotted the data for manual inspection. For data that was not normally distributed, we used the following non-parametric tests: in order to find differences between all four conditions, we used the Kruskal-Wallis test; for two groups, we used the Mann-Whitney U test. In both cases, the Levene’s median-based homogeneity of variance test showed the distributions among the groups to be similar. Statistically significant values are indicated with an asterisk (*).

Of the seven main hypotheses, three concerned the security score, two concerned the binary secure value, one concerned the attempted security, and one concerned functionality. Since all but the functionality tests were closely related, we applied family-wise error correction using the Bonferroni-Holm method with a family-wise correction of 6. These analysis sections are marked with the relevant hypothesis label. However, we did not apply multiple testing correction in the exploratory part of our analysis (sections not marked with a hypothesis label). Since virtually no research has been conducted on study design for developer studies, we thought it was more important to discover interesting effects for future research to explore than it was to avoid type 1 errors while potentially dismissing an important effect merely because our sample size was not big enough (i.e., type 2 errors). For more information on family-wise errors, see [12]. To ease identification, we labelled Bonferroni-Holm corrected tests with “family = N”, where N was the family size, and reported both the initial and corrected p-values.

7. RESULTS
While our main goal was analyzing the meta-study results, we began by analyzing the functionality and security of the primary study since these results were needed for the meta-analysis. Sections analyzing one of the seven main hypotheses are marked with the hypothesis label.

7.1 Functionality
Here, we discuss the functionality of the code the participants produced. We considered a solution as functional if an end-user account could be created. Figure [1] shows the distribution of functional solutions across our conditions. Of all 40 participants, 26 (65%) produced a functional solution. As shown in Figure [1], the number of participants who were able to solve the functional task is a bit higher in the Spring group compared to the JSF group.

7.1.1 Framework effects functional solution (H-F2)
Eleven of 20 (55%) participants using JSF and 15 of 20 (75%) using Spring managed to solve the task functionally. These differences were not statistically significant (sub-sample = all, FET, $p = 0.32$, odds ratio = 2.40, CI = [0.54, 11.93]). Thus, we do not reject H-F2. However, we only had a power of 0.17, so this effect is worth looking at in follow-up studies. Interestingly, a significant result would mean that the more complex framework actually has better usability with respect to functional solutions.

7.1.2 Part-time job in computer science
We asked our participants whether they had a part-time job in computer science. In prior research, Acar et al. counted students who had part-time jobs as professionals [1]. We, however, found no significant effect between having a part-time job in computer science and a functional solution (sub-sample = all, FET, $p = 1.0$, odds ratio = 0.84, CI = [0.19, 3.89]).

7.2 Security
Figure [2] shows the distribution of secure solutions across our conditions. Twelve (30%) of our 40 participants implemented some level of security for their password storage. Of the 20 participants in the non-primed groups, 0% stored the passwords securely. While we had expected significantly fewer secure solutions in the non-primed groups, we were surprised by this extreme result. From the primed group using JSF, 5 of 10 (50%) implemented some level of security (mean security score = 2.15, median = 1, sd = 2.67). From the primed group with the Spring framework, 7 of 10 (70%) participants implemented some level of security (mean security score = 4.2, median = 6.0, sd = 2.9). Table [4] shows an overview of the security scores achieved by our participants (Appendix [E]).
We thus fail to reject the null hypothesis of H-G2 and cannot draw
conclusions on this hypothesis. Furthermore, we calculated a power
erate = 1.10, CI = [0.22, 5.30]). We found no significant effect comparing all four groups (sub-sample = all, Kruskal-Wallis: \( \chi^2 = 3.169, p = 0.37 \)). Furthermore, we examined whether the frameworks had different usability scores when the participants attempted to solve the task securely. We did not find a significant effect in this case either (sub-sample = all \& attempted security = 1, Mann-Whitney U = 21.5, p = 0.29).

7.2.4 Usability of frameworks
We used the usability score from Acar et al. [9] (see Appendix C.1) to evaluate how participants perceived the usability of the two frameworks. We compared the values of the usability score for all four groups: non-primed JSF (mean = 48.25, median = 51.25, sd = 13.54), primed JSF (mean = 50.50, median = 53.75, sd = 9.78), non-primed Spring (mean = 50.50, median = 55.00, sd = 20.10), primed Spring (mean = 58.75, median = 57.50, sd = 15.65). We found no significant effect comparing all four groups (sub-sample = all, Kruskal-Wallis: \( \chi^2 = 6.316, p = 0.12 \)). We found no significant evidence in the overall group (sub-sample = all, FET: \( p = 0.737, \text{odds ratio} = 1.39, \text{CI} = [0.29, 7.022] \)).

7.2.5 Security awareness
Fifteen primed and two non-primed participants believed that they managed to store user passwords securely. The two non-primed participants erroneously believed they had stored passwords securely (JN5, JN7). Their given survey answers suggested that neither had any background knowledge of password storage security at all. The primed participants were additionally asked whether they would have been aware of security if we had not explicitly asked them for it. Nine of the 14 participants indicated they would have stored user passwords securely, even if they had not been explicitly asked to do so. The fact that only two out of 20 non-primed participants attempted security suggests this is overly optimistic.

7.2.6 Security classes
In prior work, Acar et al. found that security classes had a significant effect on security [11]; therefore, we asked our participants which courses they had attended at our university in the past. We gave one point per security-relevant course. Since not all Masters students had completed their undergraduate studies at the same university, we also asked for other courses. None of the participants added a security-relevant class in the open question space. Participants reported they had attended between 0 and 4 security classes (mean = 0.8, median = 1, sd = 0.99). We found no significant evidence in the overall group (sub-sample = all, FET: \( p = 0.737, \text{odds ratio} = 1.39, \text{CI} = [0.29, 7.022] \)).

7.2.7 Part-time job in computer science
We found no effect between having a part-time job in computer science and a secure solution (sub-sample = all, FET: \( p = 1.0, \text{odds ratio} = 1.10, \text{CI} = [0.22, 5.30] \)).
7.2.8 Web browser history & task completion time

In order to analyze the web browser history, we aggregated all our participants’ browser history. We assessed the visit count of all participants (mean = 179.0, median = 174.5, sd = 97.02). We could not analyze the browser history of one of our participants, because he had deleted it after completing the task. We found a total of 6224 distinct web pages for all participants. We also measured the time our participants needed to solve the task [hours] (mean = 5.11, median = 5.35, sd = 1.72). On average, participants visited 36.2 pages per hour (mean = 36.2, median = 31.52, sd = 16.44). We tested whether there was a difference in security that depended on the number of websites participants used. The results show that the website count was not significantly relevant (logistic regression, odds ratio = 1.0, CI = [0.99, 1.00], p = 0.423).

7.3 Priming

7.3.1 Priming leads to more attempts to store user passwords securely (H-P1)

The main goal of our study was to measure the effect of priming. Only two of 20 non-primed participants attempted to store the passwords securely, compared to 14 of 20 in the primed groups. This difference is statistically significant (sub-sample = all, FET: p = 0.000*, cor-p = 0.001*, odds ratio = 19.02, CI = [3.10, 219.79], family = 6). Thus, we can reject the null of H-P1 and conclude that priming has a significant effect. We already stated we were surprised that no non-primed participant achieved a secure solution. This is mirrored in the very low number of participants who attempted to create a solution. However, we were also surprised that six participants in the primed group did not attempt a secure solution, since it was explicitly asked of them. Of these, though, three also did not manage to create a functional solution. In the exit survey, all six participants stated that they had not achieved an optimal solution and cited technical difficulties that prevented them from attempting to create a secure solution. For instance, SP6 noted: “[I] encountered errors in connecting with the DB through Spring JPA and was not able to come up with the solution. As a result [I] could not focus on implementing an algorithm to securely store the password.”

It is interesting to note that even when security was explicitly stated as the goal of the study, these participants still wanted to create the functional solution before adding the security code.

7.3.2 Priming effect on achieving a secure solution once the attempt is made (H-P2)

We had hypothesized that the priming effect would only influence whether a participant would think of adding security, but once a participant had made the decision to add security, the will to follow through would be independent of priming. Now, it is very difficult to make a convincing case of no-effect using frequentist statistics with a small sample size; however, this may not be a concern. It turned out that there might actually be an effect. In the non-primed group, two of 20 attempted security but did not follow through to achieve a secure solution. In the priming group, 14 of 20 attempted and 12 achieved a secure solution. The difference between the groups is significant before correcting for multiple testing (sub-sample = all ∧ attempted security = 1, FET: p = 0.05, cor-p = 0.20, odds ratio = Inf, CI = [0.64, Inf], family = 6). The same goes for the security scores (sub-sample = all ∧ attempted security = 1, Mann-Whitney U: 2.0, p = 0.034*). Although this effect was not significant after correction, we think this is an important observation which should be examined in future studies. While it is possible that the small number of attempts in the non-primed group skewed our results, it is also possible that the failure to mention security in the task not only meant participants were not explicitly informed that security is important for password storage, but potentially discouraged participants who knew this from implementing it. This could have implications outside of study design since this effect is likely to occur in everyday life as well where developers might not be explicitly asked to secure their code and thus be dissuaded from doing so even if they know they should.

While we fail to reject the null of H-P2 due to the Bonferroni-Holm correction, we find the data to be highly interesting and suggest examining this effect in future studies.

7.4 Copy/Paste

7.4.1 Security and copy/paste (H-G3)

Our analysis of the copy/paste behavior of our participants showed another interesting result.

Of the 40 participants, only 17 copied and pasted code. Of these, 12 created a secure solution. The surprising aspect is that all secure solutions come from participants who copied and pasted security code. Not a single “non-copy/paste” participant achieved security. This difference was statistically significant (sub-sample = all, Mann-Whitney U = 57.5, p = 0.000*, cor-p = 0.000*, family = 6). Thus, we reject the null of H-G3. However, it is noteworthy that we see a positive effect of copy/paste. This is in contrast to previous work by Acar et al. [10] and Fischer et al [26]. For example, Acar et al. stated in their discussion: “Because Stack Overflow contains many insecure answers, Android developers who rely on this resource are likely to create less secure code” [10]. And Fisher et al. stated in their conclusion: “We show that 196,403 (15%) of the 1.3 million Android applications contain vulnerable code snippets that were very likely copied from Stack Overflow” [26].

These negative views are in stark contrast to our findings that 0% of participants who did not use copy/paste created a secure solution. We do not dispute the findings of Acar et al. and Fisher et al., but we do show that there is also a significant positive effect of copy/paste.

This finding also changes how we must interpret the difference in security scores between the two framework conditions presented in section 7.2.2. All secure Spring participants scored 6 points, while the JSF scores varied between 2 and 6. This could indicate that the Spring API has better usability, because it has safer defaults. However, this usability advantage seems to only affect our participants indirectly, via the web sources they use. This suggests that it is worth considering testing the usability of APIs not only with software developers but also with those who create web content. In the following section, we take a closer look at the websites used by our participants.

7.4.2 Websites used for copy/paste

Almost half of the participants (42.5%; 17/40) copied password storage examples from various websites on the Internet and pasted it to their program code. Of these, 82% (14/17) were primed participants. In all other cases, participants copied code from websites covering storage of user data in general (e.g., name, gender, email), adapting it for passwords. These websites were not considered for further analysis, since we were only interested in password storage examples.

Table 5 (Appendix F) shows all websites from which participants copied and pasted code for password storage into their solutions. The table also considers participants who attempted to store user passwords securely but did not include the security code in their final
solutions (ABF). We manually analyzed all proposed examples for password storage on these websites by using the same security scale as applied to the evaluation of participants’ code (see Appendix I). If websites introduced generic solutions without predefined parameters for secure password storage, but discussed how these should be chosen in order to achieve security (e.g., OWASP: General Hashing Example (Appendix F)), we still awarded points for these parameters according to the security scale. Additionally, we compared the security scores participants received for their solutions with the scores of password storage examples from the websites they used. Since websites often contain more than one code snippet, we manually scored all of them and then used the following classification of snippets:

- **Most insecure example** - The worst solution we found on the page.
- **Obvious example** - The most obvious solution in our subjective assessment, e.g., answers on Stack Overflow that are rated with a high score by the community. For all other websites, we classified examples as obvious if they were posted at the beginning of the website.
- **Most secure example** - The solution with the highest security score.

We found that all participants who implemented password storage security (100%, 12/12) copied their program code from websites on the Internet. The majority, 75% (9/12) of participants, achieved the almost maximum score of 6/7 points in our study. These participants copied and pasted code from websites introducing up-to-date, strong algorithms. One thing the websites had in common was that all solutions had good security scores. Only one participant was on a website where the least secure example was “only” a 5.5 score. However, the most obvious example was scored with a 6 and taken by the participant.

The other three participants came across blog posts and tutorials with outdated or unsecure implementation (JP2, JP3, and JP10). For instance, JP2 copied code from a tutorial that was published in 2013 (see Appendix F: Blog Post: Hashing Example). Thus, he adopted an iteration count of 1000 for PBKDF2, although 10000 iterations are recommended by NIST today. Interestingly, this tutorial also discussed the usage of MD5, bcrypt, and even scrypt with associated program code examples. The example for MD5 was listed at the top of the website; we therefore classified it as the obvious example. But the author did state that this solution is vulnerable to diverse attacks and should be used with a salt. The blog post also discussed a program example for scrypt, which we classified as most secure. This was the only website visited by our participants where an example scored 7/7 points. However, JP2 decided to use PBKDF2, for which he found a general hashing example at the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) website (see Appendix F: OWASP: General Hashing Example). Although properties of parameters are discussed on the OWASP website in general, they are not applied in the code example. Therefore, JP2 searched for a similar implementation with predefined parameters and ended up with an outdated iteration count.

JP3 copied code that only contained a weak SHA1-based example. More interestingly, JP10 merged program code from four websites. Although one website included code with three points for an obvious example and five points for a most-secure example, he received only two points for his final solution. He did not use a salt, despite the fact that he copied code from an obvious example on Stack Overflow that considered a function with a salt as an input parameter. However, the example did not include a predefined implementation of the salt and was not implemented by our participant.

An interesting priming effect can be seen between the two participants, JP7 and SN8, who both copied code from websites in which user credentials were stored in plain text. The primed participant, JP7, used the unsecure blog post for gaining a functional solution and afterward installed a Java implementation of OpenBSD’s Blowfish password hashing scheme, jBCrypt, and received six points. In contrast, the non-primed participant, SN8, did not take any further action to implement security.

Only two of the 20 non-primed participants considered security while programming, though they did not provide secure solutions in the end (JN9, SN4). JN9 was able to implement a functional solution storing user passwords securely. However, he accidentally deleted parts of his code, resulting in errors he was unable to correct. At the end, he provided a functional solution without including secure password storage. In terms of copy/paste, JN9 is interesting since the solution he implemented had, at one point, a security score of 3, although the website he used for copy/paste was scored with 2 points. He was the only participant who used a salt that he did not copy and paste from a website, but rather included it by himself. However, he used the user’s email address as the salt, which is not considered a security best practice.

In summary, no participant who copied/pasted code used the most unsecure example on websites. Whenever the obvious security score differed from the most secure examples (true for 3/21 websites), participants used the latter. If participants’ code was merged from more than one website (JP2, JP7, and JP10), participants’ security score was always higher compared to the lowest-scored website, considering most secure examples.

### 7.5 Statistical testing summary

Table 2 gives an overview of the seven main hypotheses and the results of our statistical tests, with both the original and Bonferroni-Holm corrected p-values. We have two very clear results. First, concerning the meta-study: priming has a huge effect. Second, concerning the primary study: copy/paste has a strong positive effect on code security.

The effects of H-P2 and H-F1 were not statistically significant after correcting for multiple testing, but seem promising enough to examine in future work. It is also noteworthy that we did not find a significant effect for H-G1, which has been found in other studies. This is likely due to the fact that with only a student sample, the range of experience was so small that the effect is not large enough. This is important to know since it simplifies study design for developer studies conducted with students.

### 7.6 Examining survey open questions

We analyzed open questions of the exit survey for trends rather than for statistical significance, to gather deeper insights into the rationale behind participants’ behavior.

Before mentioning security at all, we asked our participants whether they solved the task in an optimal way (see Appendix C: Q2). Thus, we were able to observe whether non-primed participants based their answers on functionality rather than on security. Seven out of 40 participants believed their solution was optimal (JP3, JN10, SN1, SN2, SN5, SN7, and SP1). In fact, most of the participants were non-primed and solved the task functionally but not securely.
even stated that all requirements were functionally solved and thus their solution was optimal (JN10, SN7, SN1, SN2, and SN5). SN1, for instance, noted: “My [manually performed] tests [...] worked as expected, I should have covered everything.” His answer shows that he invested some time in testing his implementation. Still, since SN1 did not think about storing the user credentials securely, it might be interesting to involve security in the testing process as well. The primed participant SP1, though, argued that his solution was optimal because the security part was sufficiently solved: “It uses bcrypt [with the] highest vote on [Stack Overflow link].” In contrast, a number of participants said that the quality of their code was not optimal because it did not rely on best practices, e.g., SP11: “I have probably not used best practices for Spring/Hibernate as it is the first time I used them.” Other participants mentioned that exceptions and warnings need to be caught and the code can be written more cleanly and clearly (SP4, SP9, SP10, SN4, and SN9).

If participants believed they stored the user password securely, they were asked whether they solved the task in an optimal way with regard to security (see Appendix C Q9). Only 7 of 40 participants believed that their security code was optimal (JN5, JN7, JP4, JP7, JP10, SP7, and SP11). SP7, for instance, noted that he used an “industry standard way of storing passwords” and assumed that Fahl et al. [20] found no significant difference in password validation for the end-user was missing in their solutions (SN1, SN2, SN4, SP5, JP7, SP9, and SP11). SP7, for instance, noted: “My [manually performed] tests [...] worked as expected, I should have covered everything.” His answer shows that he invested some time in testing his implementation. Still, since SN1 did not think about storing the user credentials securely, it might be interesting to involve security in the testing process as well. The primed participant SP1, though, argued that his solution was optimal because the security part was sufficiently solved: “It uses bcrypt [with the] highest vote on [Stack Overflow link].” In contrast, a number of participants said that the quality of their code was not optimal because it did not rely on best practices, e.g., SP11: “I have probably not used best practices for Spring/Hibernate as it is the first time I used them.” Other participants mentioned that exceptions and warnings need to be caught and the code can be written more cleanly and clearly (SP4, SP9, SP10, SN4, and SN9).

If participants believed they stored the user password securely, they were asked whether they solved the task in an optimal way with regard to security (see Appendix C Q9). Only 7 of 40 participants believed that their security code was optimal (JN5, JN7, JP4, JP7, JP10, SP7, and SP11). SP7, for instance, noted that he used an “industry standard way of storing passwords” and assumed that his solution was therefore optimal. While JP3 and SP1 indicated they solved the task in an optimal way at first, they changed their minds when the question was asked in terms of security. While JP3 noted “everything is implemented”, thus indicating his solution was optimal, he changed his mind with regard to security, “because the [iteration count] is not implemented yet.” SP1 listed three reasons explaining why his solution is not optimal in terms of security:

1. “User is not enforced to use symbol, combination of numbers, etc.,”
2. “Storing the password securely does not mean that one [person] cannot hack into another’s account,” and
3. “Lacking [...] 2 step validation (by phone, for example).”

First, SP1 assumed that security should be implemented involving the end-user. This assumption was also made by other participants, who noticed that password validation for the end-user was missing in their solutions (SN1, SN2, SN4, SP5, JP7, SP9, and SP11). Second, SP1 did not trust password security at all, although he suggested a method for improvement (two-factor authentication). Interestingly, the non-primed participants, JN5 and JN7, indicated they stored the user password securely in an optimal way. However, we did not find any evidence of security at all, in either their solutions or in their attempts. Their answers suggested a general lack of knowledge of password storage security.

8. METHODOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

8.1 Deception

While Fahl et al. [20] found no significant difference in password studies in the behavior of end-users who were primed that the study was about passwords or received deceptive treatment, we see a very strong effect on the behavior of developers. Both design choices offer interesting insights into the problem of storing passwords securely.

If researchers wish to study the usability of a security API, priming participants is clearly the best choice, since the majority of participants in the non-primed group had no contact with the API at all and thus do not produce any data to analyze. The majority of developer user studies fall into this category.

However, these studies only look at one aspect of a much larger problem. In [21], Fahl et al. analyzed the misuse of transport layer security (TLS) APIs in Android. They found that 17% of applications using HTTPS contained dangerous code. However, 53.8% of apps did not use the TLS API at all, exposing a wealth of data to the Internet without any protection. We think it is important to study this aspect as well, and help developers become aware they need to think about security. Our results suggest that deception in studies is a promising way of studying this. It can be argued that the students simply did not include secure storage because they were in a study environment. Some participants even stated this in the exit survey and interviews. However, since there are many cases in the real world in which security is not explicitly stipulated, we think that the non-priming condition can be a valuable design for studies. This is definitively an area in which more research is needed before a reliable statement can be made.

For now, we do suggest that the usable security community also conducts developer studies using deception instead of focusing only on API use on its own. It is, however, important to conduct a full debriefing at the end to ensure the wellbeing of participants. In our case, we did not see any issues with the debriefing that were not addressed to the satisfaction of the participants.

8.2 Task length

The most difficult aspect of designing a deception study for developers is that distraction tasks are necessary to avoid tipping off the participants.

Short tasks Most related studies are very short [9, 10, 11, 48]. As noticed by Acar et al. [11], tasks for uncompensated developers should be designed in a way that “participants would be likely to complete them before losing interest, but still complex enough to be interesting and allow for some mistakes.” Acar et al. [11] conducted an online experiment with 307 uncompensated GitHub users, who were asked to complete three different tasks: (1) URL shortener, (2) credential storage, and (3) string encryption. Each participant was assigned the tasks in random order. For the user credential storage task, only one function was given, which had to be completed by developers. The task was formulated in a straightforward way and 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>Sub-sample</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>DV</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>O.R.</th>
<th>C.I.</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>cor – p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H-P1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Priming</td>
<td>Attempted security</td>
<td>FET</td>
<td>19.02</td>
<td>[3.10, 219.79]</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-P2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Priming</td>
<td>Secure</td>
<td>FET</td>
<td>Inf</td>
<td>[0.64, Inf]</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-F1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Security score (incl. ABF)</td>
<td>Mann-Whitney</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.051*</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-F2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>FET</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>[0.54, 11.93]</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-G1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Java experience</td>
<td>Security score</td>
<td>Kruskal-Wallis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-G2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Stored passwords before</td>
<td>Secure</td>
<td>FET</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>[0.49, 17.72]</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-G3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Copy/Paste</td>
<td>Security score</td>
<td>Mann-Whitney</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV: Independent variable, DV: Dependent variable, O.R.: Odds ratio, C.I.: Confidence interval. Significant tests are marked with *.

Table 2: Summary of main hypotheses.
it was clear where to insert the needed code and why. Additionally, clear instructions were given to the participants, answering the question when the problem was solved. The participants were not explicitly asked to consider security. In their study, only a small number, 17.4%, stored the user passwords in plain text. A direct comparison cannot be made since the GitHub users were more experienced than the students in our study; however, the short task time and the direct instruction to store the passwords is likely to have an effect as well.

**One-day time frame** In contrast to tasks completed over a short time frame, longer studies are more realistic since developers have long-lasting projects and tasks they work on in the real world. In particular, it is possible to create competing requirements, pitting functionality against security in a way that is not possible in short, focused tasks. In [42], we discussed the design process of the task used in this paper in detail and how the 8 h time frame was calibrated with several pilot studies. The rational was that 8 hours is the longest time we could reasonably ask participants to remain in a lab setting. In addition, there are a number of benefits to having the participants in a controlled environment. In particular, we could fully configure the lab computers to gather a wealth of information, including full-screen capture, history of all code, copy/paste events, search history, and websites visited. Remote studies could easily use web-based editors to capture code and copy/paste events; however, gathering the rest of the information would be much more intrusive.

**Multi-day time frame** In a one-day time frame, we were able to conduct a task that was sufficiently long and complex that participants could perceive security as a secondary task. A multi-day time frame also offers this benefit. For instance, Bau et al. [13] investigated web application vulnerability in a multi-day experiment with eight freelancers. They were asked to develop an identity site for youth sports photo-sharing with login and different permission levels for coaches, parents, and administrators. The freelancers were primed for security by mentioning that the website “was mandated by ‘legal regulations’ to be ‘secure’, due to hosting photos of minors as well as storing sensitive contact information” [13]. The developers promised a delivery period of 35 days. Participants were compensated from three different price ranges (< $1000, $1000 - $2500, and > $2500). Two of the eight freelancers stored passwords in plain text, showing a similar distribution as in our priming condition. This design offers higher ecological validity; however, far less detailed information about the code creation process can be gathered. Both our study and the studies conducted by Acar et al. [10] have shown that information sources play a vital role in code security, which is much trickier to gather in this kind of study. So there is a trade-off between ecological validity and the ability to gather high-fidelity data.

In short, we see benefits in all three time frames and researchers now have initial data to help choose which is most appropriate for their setting.

### 8.3 Laboratory setting

Many developer studies are conducted online due to the difficulty of recruiting enough participants to come to a lab study. However, we found the information gathered by our instrument OS very valuable. Most developer studies contain both coding tasks and questionnaires. The questionnaires are used both for pre-screening and for gathering information on the task. While it is possible to detect the use of web sources indirectly through paste events, it is also critical to be able to detect the use of online sources during the administration of surveys.

We manually analyzed all the screen capture videos of our participants while they were answering the surveys. We could only analyze the videos of 38 participants due to technical difficulties, which meant that we were missing two videos (JN8 and SN5).

We found that half the participants (20/38) used Google when answering the survey, either searching for framework-related topics (6/38) or for password storage-related topics (14/38; see Table 5). Interestingly, half the non-primed participants who did not attempt to store user passwords securely (4/8) started to search how this could be done while answering the survey. SN1, for instance, copied a survey answer from Wikipedia, explaining what hashing functions are defending against.

Of the primed participants with secure solutions, 58% (7/12) searched for additional password storage security details, e.g., in order to explain why the used algorithms were optimal or not.

Since our laboratory setting captured this information, we could take it into account during data analysis. In most online settings, this information is not available and thus there can be no certainty that the answers reflect the knowledge of the participant or just their ability to use Google.

This is particularly critical in the use of pre-screening surveys, as is done in most studies (including this one). It is common to try to screen out unsuitable candidates who do not have the technical skills needed to take part. Luckily, we only used self-assessment and reported experience to conduct the counter-balancing. However, there are also expert studies which used content-based questions for participant selection, such as the study by Krombholz et al. [38]. Here, the researchers had to be aware that a potentially large number of the participants used Google to answer the questions, which might not properly reflect their actual skills.

Being able to see all searches and information sources in direct relation to questions and answers was very valuable and is an important strength of lab-based studies. We will be releasing the study OS as an open source project, so other studies can easily capture the same information.

### 8.4 Qualitative vs. Quantitative study design

Finally, we want to share some observations contrasting the qualitative approach from [42] with our quantitative extension. Here, we need to distinguish between the primary study and the meta-study.

Concerning the meta-variable priming, the qualitative study already delivered a good indication that there was a significant effect, with 0 of 10 non-primed participants and 7 out of 10 primed participants achieving a secure solution. However, since small samples tend to produce more extreme results, we would not have recommended basing study design decisions on these results. With a sample size of 40 participants in the present study, we are confident this is not a fluke and that the use of deception changes the behavior of participants dramatically. It would be useful to conduct even larger studies since we currently can only expect to find large effects. However, with regard to study design, we would very much want to catch medium or even small effects as well.

For the primary study, extending the sample size allowed us to conduct an A/B test to compare two frameworks. While H-F1 was not significant in this study due to the addition of the meta-variables and consequent correction for multiple tests, even the relatively small sample size in a normal developer study would be sufficient

---

1 We later discovered there was a keyboard shortcut that participants seemed to have used by accident which stopped the recording.
to get good results. That being said, the qualitative study already highlighted many of the problems faced by developers, and the interviews were very valuable in gaining deeper insights. We did not find much to add to the conclusions of the primary study of [42] other than having stronger evidence that library support as offered by Spring has tangible benefits.

A particularly salient benefit to qualitative developer studies is that fewer participants are needed. As such, unless rigorous evidence in the context of an A/B test is needed, we think that usable security research into developers is at a stage where qualitative studies have a lot to offer and encourage the community to be more accepting of them.

9. TAKE-AWAYS

Below, we summarize the main take-aways from our study.

- Task design has a huge effect on participant behavior and deception studies seem to be a promising method for examining a previously overlooked component of developer behavior when using student participants. That said, we must reiterate important limitations to this finding. We cannot make any claims concerning studies with professionals. It seems likely that even within a group comprising professionals, there will be multiple sub-groups that will react differently under priming. This will need to be examined in future work. It is also possible that a large portion of this effect is a study artifact. In any case, we recommend more experimentation concerning the design of developer studies. Currently, researchers base task and study design mostly on gut feelings. Since we have shown that one gets vastly different outcomes, we believe it is worth investing the effort into testing multiple designs in pilot studies instead of just going with one design as is currently often the case. We also believe more effort needs to be invested in understanding what motivates developers to implement security instead of focusing too narrowly on the easier measure of API usability.

- The use of Google by participants during surveys is problematic and researchers should not rely on answers reflecting the internal knowledge of the participants. This is particularly relevant for pre-screening surveys and we strongly recommend avoiding use of answers that can be googled for participant selection or condition assignment. If at all possible, we recommend that search behavior and web usage should be tracked, because a) thus, researchers can distinguish between internal knowledge and the ability to search for knowledge; and b) seeing when and what participants google is very enlightening in itself and a valuable research instrument.

- It is our belief that qualitative research into developer behavior offers a good cost/benefit trade-off and that many valuable insights can be gained without the need for large(r) sample sizes. In addition, the use of interviews as opposed to surveys avoids the googling problem. We hope that our comparison of quantitative and qualitative examination of the same topic encourages more qualitative studies and lowers the barriers to entering into this field, since recruitment of participants is one of the biggest challenges.

- While Acar et al. have found that programming language experience has a significant effect on the security of code produced in developer studies [11], we did not find a significant effect for this. In contrast to their study, our student sample had a much smaller range of programming skills; this could explain the lack of a measurable effect. This suggests that it might not be necessary to balance programming experience when working with students, thus simplifying random condition assignment. However, our power on this test was low so this result should be replicated before it is used confidently.

- We found copy/paste has a significant positive effect on the security of our participants’ code. The way previous work was set up meant that they mainly found negative effects, thus potentially skewing the perception. We think highlighting the positive side of copy/paste behavior is important.

10. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an extension of our qualitative developer study on password storage [42]. The extension had the dual goal of generating insights into the effect of design for developer studies, as well as furthering the understanding of why developers struggle to store passwords securely. We examined seven main hypotheses concerning both the primary study and the meta-study. We also compared our quantitative extension to the qualitative results of [42]. Our results suggest that priming or not priming participants allows us to study different aspects of student developer behavior. Priming can be used to discover usability problems of security APIs and test improvements with a straightforward study setup. Non-priming (i.e., deception), though, might be used to research why developers do not add security without study countermeasures or being prompted. However, more work is needed to validate the ecological validity of deception in this context. We also found many participants use Google to answer survey questions. This is potentially very damaging to studies that do not account for this effect and one of many reasons we see for using qualitative research methods such as interviews to study developers.

The next step in this research endeavor is designing an experiment to study the priming effect with professionals. Since it is unrealistic to expect even a small number of working professionals to sacrifice a full day to take part in a lab study, a different study design will be needed. We also plan to study additional design variables for developer studies to create a stronger foundation for conducting usable security and privacy research with professionals.
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APPENDIX

We used a seven-point rating scale according to [25].

A. PRE-SCREENING QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Gender: Female/Male/Other/Prefer not to say
2. Which university are you at? University of Bonn/Other: [free text]
3. In which program are you currently enrolled? Bachelor Computer Science/Master Computer Science/Other: [free text]
4. Your semester: [free text]
5. How familiar are you with Java? I - Not familiar at all - 7 - Very familiar
6. How familiar are you with PostgreSQL? I - Not familiar at all - 7 - Very familiar
7. How familiar are you with Hibernate? I - Not familiar at all - 7 - Very familiar
8. How familiar are you with Eclipse IDE? I - Not familiar at all - 7 - Very familiar

B. ENTRY SURVEY

Before solving the task, participants were asked questions Q5 - Q8 from the pre-screening questionnaire (Appendix A) one more time for consistency reasons. Additionally, they were asked two further questions:

1. Expectation:
   What is your expectation? Overall, this task is
   I - Very difficult - 7 - Very easy

2. How familiar are you with JavaServer Faces (JSF)/Spring? I - Not familiar at all - 7 - Very familiar

C. EXIT SURVEY

Questions asked after solving the task:

1. Experience
   Overall, this task was
   I - Very difficult - 7 - Very easy

2. Do you think your solution is optimal? No / Yes
   - Why do you think your solution is (not) optimal? [free text]

3. I have a good understanding of security concepts.
   I - Strongly disagree - 7 - Strongly agree

4. How often do you ask for help facing security problems?
   I - Never - 7 - Every time

5. How often are you asked for help when somebody is facing security problems?
   I - Never - 7 - Every time

6. How often do you need to add security to the software you develop in general (Primed group: apart from this study)?
   I - Never - 7 - Every time

7. How often have you stored passwords in the software you have developed (Primed group: apart from this study)?
   I - Not knowledgeable at all - 7 Very knowledgeable

8. Do you think that you stored the end-user passwords securely? No / Yes
   - If Yes:
     - What did you do to store the passwords securely? [free text]
   - Do you think your solution is optimal? No / Yes
     * Why do you think your solution is (not) optimal? [free text]
   - Primed group: Do you think you would have stored end-user passwords securely, if you had not been told about it? Please explain your decision. [free text]
   - If No:
     - Why do you think that you did not store the passwords securely? [free text]
10. Did you use libraries to store the end-user passwords securely? 
\[ \text{No / Yes} \]
- If Yes:
  - Which libraries did you use to store the end-user passwords securely (in this study)? [free text]
  - Please name the most relevant library you have used to store the end-user passwords securely (in this study). [free text]
  - You have identified [participant’s answer] as the most relevant library to store end-user passwords securely. How would you rate its ease of use in terms of accomplishing your tasks functionally / securely? 1- Very Difficult - 7- Very Easy
  - Please explain your decision. [free text]
  - Usability scale for [participant’s answer] (see C.1)

11. JSF/ Spring supported me in storing the end-user password securely. 1 - Strongly disagree - 7 - Strongly agree
Please explain your decision. [free text]

12. JSF/ Spring prevented me in storing the end-user password securely. 1 - Strongly disagree - 7 - Strongly agree
Please explain your decision. [free text]

13. JSF/ Spring: Usability scale (see C.1); the term library was replaced by framework.

14. Have you used Java APIs/libraries to store end-user passwords securely before? No / Yes
- If Yes:
  - Which Java APIs/libraries to store end-user passwords securely have you used before? [free text]
  - What is your most-used API/library for secure password storage? [free text]
  - How would you rate its ease of use in terms of accomplishing your tasks functionally? 1- Very Difficult - 7- Very Easy
  - Please explain your decision. [free text]
  - How would you rate its ease of use in terms of accomplishing your tasks securely? 1- Very Difficult - 7- Very Easy
  - Please explain your decision. [free text]

C.1 Usability scale from [9]
By contrast to [9] we dropped the option "does not apply" for the last two questions, Q10 and Q11. Used scale in our study:

Please rate your agreement to the following questions on a scale from 'strongly agree' to 'strongly disagree.' (Strongly agree; agree; neutral; disagree; strongly disagree). Calculate the 0-100 score from 'strongly agree' to 'strongly disagree.' (Strongly agree; agree; neutral; disagree; strongly disagree).

- The names of classes and methods in the assigned library corresponded well to the functions they provided.
- It was straightforward and easy to implement the given tasks using the assigned library.
- When I accessed the assigned library documentation, it was easy to find useful help.
- In the documentation, I found helpful explanations.
- In the documentation, I found helpful code examples.

Please rate your agreement to the following questions on a scale from 'strongly agree' to 'strongly disagree'. (Strongly agree; agree; neutral; disagree; strongly disagree).

- When I made a mistake, I got a meaningful error message/exception.
- Using the information from the error message/exception, it was easy to fix my mistake.

C.2 Demographics

- Please select your gender. Female/Male/Other/Prefer not to say
- Age: [free text]
- What is your current occupation? Student Undergraduate/Student Graduate/Other: [free text]
- At which university are you currently enrolled? University of Bonn / University of Aachen
- Which security lectures did you pass in your Bachelor/Master programme? (To select)/Other: [free text]
- Currently, do you have a part-time job in the field of Computer Science? If yes, please specify: [free text]
- How many years of experience do you have with Java development? < 1 year/ 1 - 2 years/ 3 - 5 years/ 6 - 10 years/ 11+ year
- What is your nationality? [free text]
- Thank you for answering the questions! If you have any comments or suggestions, please leave them here: [free text]

D. SECURITY SCORE

We used the following security score from Naiakshina et al. [42] for the evaluation of participants’ solutions:

1. The end-user password is salted (+1) and hashed (+1).
2. The derived length of the hash is at least 160 bits long (+1).
3. The iteration count for key stretching is at least 1000 (+0.5) or 10000 (+1) for PBKDF2 [35] and at least 2\(^{10} = 1024\) for bcrypt [35] (+1).
4. A memory-hard hashing function is used (+1).
5. The salt value is generated randomly (+1).
6. The salt is at least 32 bits in length (+1).

E. SECURITY RESULTS

Table [H] summarizes the security evaluation for participants’ implemented solutions as introduced in [42] with slightly modifications, e.g., the digest size of bcrypt was changed from 192 bits to 184 bits, reasonable by practical implementation standards. Table [H] also considers participants who attempted to store end-user passwords securely during programming, but removed the security code from their final solutions (ABF = attempted but failed).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Hashing function (at most +2)</th>
<th>Digest size (bits) (+1 if ≥ 160)</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Salt</th>
<th>Length (bits) (+1 if ≥ 32)</th>
<th>Total (7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JN2*</td>
<td>04:05</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>SHA1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>end-user email address</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JN3*</td>
<td>03:01</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>PBKDF2(SHA256)</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>SecureRandom</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JN4*</td>
<td>04:11</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>SHA256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SecureRandom</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JN5*</td>
<td>05:30</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>PBKDF2(SHA1)</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>SecureRandom</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JN6</td>
<td>05:13</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JN7</td>
<td>07:33</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JN8</td>
<td>07:33</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JN9</td>
<td>06:08</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JN10</td>
<td>03:45</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JN11</td>
<td>06:36</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP1*</td>
<td>04:55</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP2*</td>
<td>03:12</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP3*</td>
<td>05:29</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP4*</td>
<td>04:12</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP5*</td>
<td>06:32</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP6</td>
<td>07:33</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP7</td>
<td>06:08</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP8</td>
<td>07:22</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP9</td>
<td>07:18</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP10</td>
<td>04:45</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN1*</td>
<td>03:15</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN2*</td>
<td>02:24</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN3*</td>
<td>02:01</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN4*</td>
<td>04:01</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN5*</td>
<td>04:50</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN6</td>
<td>07:03</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN7</td>
<td>05:35</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN8</td>
<td>07:33</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN9</td>
<td>05:31</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN10</td>
<td>03:23</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1*</td>
<td>03:15</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2*</td>
<td>07:00</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP3*</td>
<td>03:39</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP4*</td>
<td>03:44</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP5*</td>
<td>03:15</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP6</td>
<td>07:33</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP7</td>
<td>01:49</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8</td>
<td>08:59</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP9</td>
<td>05:50</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP10</td>
<td>05:53</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP11</td>
<td>03:15</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Password security evaluation, including participants who attempted to implement security but failed (ABF).

Labeling of participants: S = Spring, J = JSF, P = Priming, N = Non-Priming
* = Used for the qualitative study in [42].
# = Used Spring Security’s PasswordEncoder interface without deciding for an algorithm.

F. COPY/PASTE WEBSITES

Table [5] lists all websites used by participants who implemented user password storage security. We also examined websites used by participants who attempted to store passwords securely, but removed all security-relevant code from their solutions (ABF = attempted but failed). In order to search for programming security attempts we used the Unix utility grep. The following search words were used for security attempt identification: encode, sha, pbkdf2, scrypt, hashpw, salt, MD5, passwordencoder, iterations, pbekeyspec, argon2, bcrypt, messagedigest, crypt.
## Table 5: Websites from which participants copied and pasted code for password storage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Security score</th>
<th>Website Description</th>
<th>Most insecure example</th>
<th>Obvious example</th>
<th>Most secure example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JN9</td>
<td>3 (ABF)</td>
<td>Blog Post: SHA1 Java</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>OWASP: General Hashing Example</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Stack Overflow: Salt Example</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stack Overflow: Hashing Example</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Documentation: Java Implementation jBCrypt</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP9</td>
<td>5.5 (ABF)</td>
<td>Blog Post: Hased Passwords with PostgreSQL's pgcrypto</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Stack Overflow: Hashing Example</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN4</td>
<td>6 (ABF)</td>
<td>Stack Overflow: Hashing Example</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Documentation: Class MessageDigest</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stack Overflow: Hashing Example</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP3, SP4, SP11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stack Overflow: Hashing Example</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Blog Post: Hashing Example</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP8</td>
<td>0 (ABF)</td>
<td>Blog Post: Hashing Example</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stack Overflow: Hashing Example</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stack Overflow: Password Encryption in Spring MVC</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT
Despite the best efforts of the security community, security vulnerabilities in software are still prevalent, with new vulnerabilities reported daily and older ones stubbornly repeating themselves. One potential source of these vulnerabilities is shortcomings in the used language and library APIs. Developers tend to trust APIs, but can misunderstand or misuse them, introducing vulnerabilities. We call the causes of such misuse blindspots. In this paper, we study API blindspots from the developers’ perspective to: (1) determine the extent to which developers can detect API blindspots in code and (2) examine the extent to which developer characteristics (i.e., perception of code correctness, familiarity with code, confidence, professional experience, cognitive function, and personality) affect this capability. We conducted a study with 109 developers from four countries solving programming puzzles that involve Java APIs known to contain blindspots. We find that (1) The presence of blindspots correlated negatively with the developers’ accuracy in answering implicit security questions and the developers’ ability to identify potential security concerns in the code. This effect was more pronounced for I/O-related APIs and for puzzles with higher cyclomatic complexity. (2) Higher cognitive functioning and more programming experience did not predict better ability to detect API blindspots. (3) Developers exhibiting greater openness as a personality trait were more likely to detect API blindspots. This study has the potential to advance API security in (1) design, implementation, and testing of new APIs; (2) addressing blindspots in legacy APIs; (3) development of novel methods for developer recruitment and training based on cognitive and personality assessments; and (4) improvement of software development processes (e.g., establishment of security and functionality teams).

1. INTRODUCTION

Despite efforts by the security community, software vulnerabilities are still prevalent in all types of computer devices [56]. Symantec Internet Security reported that 76% of all websites scanned in 2016 contained software vulnerabilities and 9% of those vulnerabilities were deemed critical [56]. According to a 2016 Vera- code report [53] on software security risk, 61% of all web applications contained vulnerabilities that fell into the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Top 10 2013 vulnerability categories [39] (e.g., information leakage: 72%, flawed cryptographic implementations: 65%, carriage-return-line-feed (CRLF) injection: 53%). Further, 66% of the vulnerabilities represented programming practices that failed to avoid the “top 25 most dangerous programming errors” identified by CWE/SANS [12]. In addition, new instances of existing, well-known vulnerabilities, such as SQL injections and buffer overflows, are still frequently reported in vulnerability databases [50, 26]. These data affirm that current software security awareness efforts have not eradicated these problems in practice.

A contributing factor in the introduction of software vulnerabilities may be the way developers view the programming language resources they routinely use. APIs provide developers with high-level abstractions of complex functionalities and are crucial in scaling software development. Yet, studies on API usability [46, 47] and code comprehension [25] show that developers experience a number of challenges while using APIs, such as mapping developer-specific requirements to proper usage protocols, making sense of internal implementation and related side effects, and deciding between expert opinions. Further, misunderstandings in developers’ use of APIs are frequently the cause of security vulnerabilities [9, 14, 45]. Developers often blindly trust APIs and their misunderstanding of the way API functions are called may lead to blindspots, or oversights regarding a particular function usage (e.g., assumptions, results, limitations, exceptions). More significantly, when developers use an API function, they may behave as if they are outsourcing any security implications of its use [37]. That is, they do not see themselves as responsible for the correct usage of the function and any possible resulting security consequences.

An API security blindspot is a misconception, misunderstanding, or oversight [9] on the part of the developer when using an API function, which leads to a violation of the recommended API usage protocol with possible introduction of security vulnerabilities. Blindspots can be caused by API functions whose invocations have security implications that are not readily apparent to the developer. It is analogous to the concept of a car blindspot, an area on the side of a car that is not visible to the driver that can lead to accidents. For an example of an API blindspot, consider the strcpy() function from the C standard library. For almost three decades [41], this function has been known to lead to a buffer overflow vulnerability if developers do not check and match sizes of the destination and source arrays. Yet, developers tend to have a blindspot with respect
to this function. In a recent study [37], a developer who could not detect a buffer overflow in a programming scenario mentioned that “It's not straightforward that misusing strcpy() can lead to very serious problems. Since it's part of the standard library, developers will assume it's OK to use. It's not called unsafe strcpy() or anything, so it's not immediately clear that there is a problem.”

In this paper, we present an empirical study of API blindspots from the developers’ perspective, and consider personal characteristics that may contribute to the development of these blindspots. Our study goals were to: (1) determine developers’ ability to detect API blindspots in code and (2) examine the extent to which developer characteristics (i.e., perception of code correctness, familiarity with code, confidence in correctly solving the code, professional experience, cognitive function, personality) affected this capability. We also explored the extent to which API function or programming scenario characteristics (i.e., category of API function and cyclical complexity of the scenario) contributed to developers’ ability to detect blindspots.

We recruited 109 developers, including professional developers and senior undergraduate and graduate students (professionals = 70, students = 39, mean age = 26.4, 80.7% male). Developers worked online on six programming scenarios (called puzzles) in Java. Each puzzle contained a short code snippet simulating a real-world programming scenario. Four of the six puzzles contained one API function known to cause developers to experience blindspots. The other two puzzles involved an innocuous API function. Puzzles were developed by our team and were based on API functions commonly reported in vulnerability databases [36, 49] or frequently discussed in developer forums [51]. The API functions considered addressed file and stream handling, cryptography, logging, SQL operations, directory access, regular expressions (regex), and process manipulation. Following completion of each puzzle, developers responded to one open-ended question about the functionality of the code and one multiple-choice question that captured developers’ perceptions of code correctness, familiarity with code, confidence in correctly solving the code, professional experience, and reduced developers’ ability to identify potential security concerns in the code. These results have the potential to inform the design of APIs that are inherently more secure. For example, testing and validation of API functions should take into account potential security blindspots developers may have, particularly for certain types of API functions (e.g., I/O). Furthermore, since our data suggest that experience and cognition may not predict developers’ ability to detect API blindspots, it corroborates the validity of the emerging practice of establishing separate functionality and security development teams. Separate teams for these domains may be a better strategy to assure secure software development than sole reliance on one group of experts to simultaneously address both aspects.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports on the study methodology and the development of the puzzles. Section 3 assesses the results, while Section 4 discusses some of the implications of these findings. Section 5 places this study in the context of related work, and Section 6 summarizes its primary contributions.

2. METHODOLOGY

This section presents the study methodology, describing recruitment, participant management, and procedures. Data collection took place between December 2016 and November 2017.

2.1 Participants

This study, approved by the University of Florida IRB, targeted developers who actively worked with Java. These individuals were recruited from the United States, Brazil, India, Bangladesh, and Malaysia via a number of recruitment mechanisms, including flyers and handouts disseminated throughout the university campus, particularly in locations frequented by students and professionals with programming experience (e.g., Computer Science and Engineering departments), social media advertisements (i.e., Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn), and online computer programming forums, Computer Science/Engineering department groups, and contacts via the authors’ personal networks of computer programmers at universities and software development companies in the United States, Brazil, India, Bangladesh, and Malaysia. We also used a word-of-mouth recruiting technique, which gave participants the option to refer friends or colleagues. Participants were informed that the purpose of the study was to investigate how developers interpreted and reasoned about code. We aimed to have developers work on the programming tasks as naturally as possible, without any priming or nudging towards software security aspects, we did not explicitly mention that code security was the metric of interest. Figure 1 summarizes the demographic information of participating developers.

As shown in Figure 1, developers in the final sample size (N = 109) ranged between the ages of 21 and 52 years (M = 26.67, SD = 5.28) and were largely male (n = 88, 80.7%). The sample was composed of 70 (64.2%) professional developers and 39 (35.8%) senior undergraduate or graduate students in Computer Science and Computer Engineering though in this paper, we collectively refer to all participants as “developers”. The large majority of developers (n = 83, 82.5%) had been programming in Java for two or more years, and almost all developers reported at least a working knowledge of Java (n = 101, 97.1%). Student participants self-reported a relatively high programming experience (M = 5.8 years, SD = 5.8), probably because they had been programming before entering university or had been students for more than six years (e.g., PhD students).

We received a total of 168 emails from interested developers, 33 (19.6%) of which were not included in the study because they never
complete the psychological/cognitive assessment). Student developers were asked to complete the demographic questionnaire, and the other sitting to evaluate any possible fatigue effects (one sitting to work on the puzzles and other sitting to complete the study in two separate sittings to counteract any ordering effects). A unique identifier was assigned to assure confidentiality. Developers were strongly encouraged to complete the study in two separate sittings to counteract possible fatigue effects (one sitting to work on the puzzles and complete the demographic questionnaire, and the other sitting to complete the psychological/cognitive assessment). Student developers were compensated with a US$20 Amazon gift card, while professionals received a US$50 Amazon gift card, as professional developers had a larger financial incentive in consideration of their relatively high-paying jobs and their more limited availability, as approved by our IRB. The study procedure comprised five parts. The first part (Puzzles) involved responding to the programming puzzles and related questions (see Section 2.3). The second part (Demographics) asked basic demographic questions about the subject, including age, gender, race/ethnicity, education, field of study, employment status, and primary language.

The third part (Professional Experience and Expertise) included questions about the developers’ technical proficiency and years of programming experience in six commonly used programming languages (i.e., Java, Python, C/C++, PHP, Visual Basic.Net, and JavaScript). A free-text response field was provided for developers to record their preferred programming language, if it was not listed. Developers also indicated their level of knowledge in and experience with 17 programming concepts and technologies identified from the literature and via job postings for software developers [6, 30] (e.g., SQL/MySQL, Cryptography, File compression, Networking, HTTP/HTTPS, I/O operations).

The fourth part (Personality Assessment) used the Big Five Inventory (BFI) questionnaire to measure aspects of personality [29]. This questionnaire contains 44 items to assess five personality dimensions: Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism. Developers rated the extent to which they endorsed each personality statement on a Likert scale (1 = disagree strongly; 5 = agree strongly). We computed the sum score across all items for each of the five personality dimensions.

The fifth part (Cognitive Assessment) comprised two instruments: the Oral Symbol Digit Test from the NIH Toolbox [21] and the Brief Test of Adult Cognition by Telephone (BTACT) [58]. Figure 2 illustrates the Oral Symbol Digit Test. This test is a brief measure of processing speed and working memory. In this task, developers were presented with a coding key containing nine abstract symbols, each paired with a number between 1 and 9. They were then given 120 seconds to call out as many numbers that went with the corresponding symbols, in the order presented and without skipping any. The BTACT is a battery of cognitive processing tasks for adults of different ages and takes approximately 20 minutes to complete. The BTACT sub-tests refer to episodic verbal memory, working memory, verbal fluency, inductive reasoning, and processing speed. Figure 3 presents instructions for the BTACT Word List Recall task, which measures immediate and delayed episodic memory for verbal material. This particular task asked developers to recall a number of spoken words. The Oral Symbol Digit Test and the BTACT were chosen based on the cognitive processes (e.g., reasoning, working memory, processing speed) developers likely use when working on code. Traditionally, the Oral Symbol Digit Test and the BTACT are administered in-person and over the phone, respectively. Given the online format of our study, we implemented browser-based audio recordings of the two measures. In particular, audio narrations for all the tasks instructions were created, with calculated timings, vocal inflections, and pauses. Formal time limits were maintained. To capture oral responses, we built an audio recording plugin leveraging the Qualtrics JavaScript API. All task modifications underwent pilot testing to ensure that content and response sensitivity was maintained. As part of the study infrastructure, recorded audio files were sent to a secure and encrypted study server and were stored in an anonymized fashion. Trained coders coded these files for performance in the various tasks. For

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country of Residence</th>
<th>Professionals (n = 70) Mean (SD)/ %</th>
<th>Students (n = 39) Mean (SD)/ %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>72.3 (9.4)</td>
<td>94.9 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>15.7 (2.6)</td>
<td>2.6 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>8.6 (2.6)</td>
<td>2.6 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>1.4 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 1: Demographic and professional expertise/experience information about participating developers by professional group.](image-url)
Puzzle creation. This process began with a literature review to study, as we aimed to recruit from a diverse pool of developers.

Features made Java a good choice of programming language for our visit to Stack Overflow with programming-related Q&As [52]. These are the third most popular technology by developers who frequently language in GitHub repositories after JavaScript [22] and was voted the second most used programming language in Android. Its wide availability of toolkits, tutorials, and online/offline resources has made it a popular choice for those learning object-oriented programming. It is the second most used programming language in GitHub repositories after JavaScript [22] and was voted the third most popular technology by developers who frequently visit Stack Overflow with programming-related Q&As [52]. These features made Java a good choice of programming language for our study, as we aimed to recruit from a diverse pool of developers.

Puzzle creation. This process began with a literature review to determine secure Java coding practices and the potential risks of misusing Java APIs. For puzzle selection and design principles, we were guided by the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) [40], CERT's secure coding guidelines [32], vulnerability databases [36, 49], HPE's Software Security Taxonomy [19, 57], and the Java API official documentation [28]. We also leveraged programming Q&A forums, such as Stack Overflow [51] to select commonly discussed API functions. We did not look for candidate blindspot functions in bug repositories because we did not want developers in our study to fix bugs in code. Instead, our aim was to analyze whether developers would detect improper API usage to infer the insecure behaviors to which it may lead. Thus, all the code snippets were free from bugs and compilation errors, and were compatible with Java standard edition version 7 or higher. Our API function selection process included functions from different categories, including I/O, cryptography, SQL, and string.

We initially identified 61 API function candidates and created 61 corresponding puzzles, each targeting one particular function. This pool encompassed a variety of Java API misuse scenarios, including file I/O operations, garbage collection, de/serialization, cryptography, secure connection establishment, command line arguments, user input processing for database query, logging, user authentication, and multithreading.

Each puzzle contained four parts: (1) the puzzle scenario itself; (2) an accompanying code snippet; (3) a question about the puzzle's functionality, and (4) a multiple-choice question, which, for blindspot puzzles was implicitly related to code security and for non-blindspot puzzles related to code functionality. Developers' accuracy on the multiple-choice question served as the central outcome measure. It captured the developers' understanding of the blindspot in the code.

Puzzle review and final selection. Three co-authors, who had not created the puzzles, independently reviewed the initial set of 61 blindspot puzzles, together with eight non-blindspot puzzles, to ensure puzzle accuracy, legibility, coherence, and relevance to real-life programming situations. The specific criteria used for puzzle approval were:

1. Is the scenario clear and realistic?
2. Is the code snippet clear and concise (maximum one screen)?
3. Does the code snippet compile and run if provided with the necessary Java packages?
4. Does the choice of API function contribute to diversity in the puzzle set (API function category, blindspot vs. non-blindspot function, blindspot by function omission vs. presence, and number of parameters)?
5. Does the multiple-choice question have only one answer without ambiguity?
6. For blindspot puzzles, does the multiple-choice question address the security implications subtly without priming developers about security concerns?

7. For blindspot puzzles, is there a way to rewrite the puzzle to address the security vulnerability, thus avoiding the blindspot?

To be contained in the final pool, puzzles had to be independently approved by all three reviewers.

The final set comprised 16 blindspot puzzles and eight non-blindspot puzzles, which varied in the following categories: (1) blindspot vs. non-blindspot; (2) API usage category; and (3) cyclomatic complexity.

**Blindspot vs. non-blindspot.** We included non-blindspot puzzles as a control and to cover the security focus of the study. Blindspot puzzles were bug-free and functionally correct, but could cause a blindspot in developers when they used them, thus having the potential to cause developers to introduce one of the following vulnerabilities in code: (1) arbitrary code/command injection; (2) DoS (exhaustion of local resources); (3) time-of-check-to-time-of-use (TOCTTOU); (4) sensitive data disclosure; (5) broken or flawed cryptographic implementation, and (6) insecure file and I/O operations.

**API usage category.** The puzzles referred to three different API usage contexts: (1) I/O, involving operations, such as reading and writing from/to streams and files, internal memory buffers, and networking activity; (2) Crypto, involving functions handling cryptographic operations, such as encryption, decryption, and key agreement, and (3) String, involving functions that perform string processing or manipulation, or queries and user input.

**Cyclomatic complexity [31].** Puzzles varied in their cyclomatic complexity, defined as a quantitative measure of the number of linearly independent paths in the source code. We classified the cyclomatic complexity of each puzzle into one of three levels: an integer value of low (cyclomatic complexity of 1–2), medium (cyclomatic complexity of 3–4), or high (cyclomatic complexity > 4) complexity.

We divided the final set of 24 puzzles into four subsets, each set containing six puzzles, four with a blindspot and two without a blindspot. This counterbalancing scheme ensured that each puzzle set was comparable regarding representation of API category and cyclomatic complexity. Statistical analysis found no effects for puzzle sets as covariate, confirming successful counterbalancing. We assigned each developer randomly to one of the four puzzle sets.

Figure 4 illustrates a blindspot puzzle, involving a Java Runtime API usage. The puzzle scenario was presented to developers as follows:

“*You are asked to review a utility method written for a web application. The method, `setDate()`, changes the date of the server. It takes a String as the new date ("dd-mm-yyyy" format), attempts to change the date of the server, and returns true if it succeeded, and false otherwise. Consider the snippet of code below (assuming the code runs on a Windows operating system) and answer the following questions, assuming that the code has all required permissions to execute.***

After presenting the code snippet, developers were asked which of the following statements would be correct if the `setDate()` method was invoked with an arbitrary `String` value as the new date:

- a. If the given `String` value does not conform to the “dd-mm-yyyy” format, an exception is thrown.
- b. The `setDate()` method cannot change the date.
- c. The `setDate()` method might do more than change the date.
- d. The return value of the `waitFor()` method is not interpreted correctly (lines 14–17).
- e. The web application will crash.

The correct answer is option ‘c’. A close inspection of the code shows that the `Runtime.getRuntime().exec()` method executes, in a separate process, the specified string command (line 10) which is provided by the `setDate()` method. The `setDate()` method takes a String type argument and does not implement any input sanitization and validation, which makes it vulnerable to format string injection attacks. For example, calling the `setDate()` method with “10-12-2018 & & shutdown /s” as the argument changes the date and turns off the server. Either the argument for `setDate()` method has to be sanitized or its type should be an instance of the Java `Date` class, which can be formatted as a `String` type before passing to the `Runtime.getRuntime().exec()` method. As the outcome of the program (executing in a benign or malicious fashion) depends solely on the (un)sanitized input of the `Runtime.exec()` method, the blindspot API function for this puzzle is `Runtime.exec()`.

Table 1 details the complete list of puzzles used in the study with information about the puzzle’s vulnerability, the API usage context, and the Java API function targeted for both blindspot and non-blindspot puzzles.

After completion of a puzzle and related security questions, developers responded to the following four questions about their puzzle perceptions using a Likert scale (1 = not at all to 10 = very): (1) **Difficulty** (How difficult was this scenario?); (2) **Clarity** (How clear was this scenario?); (3) **Familiarity** with the API functions presented in the code snippet (How familiar were you with the functions in this scenario?); and (4) **Confidence** (How confident were you that you solved the scenario correctly?).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Has Blindspot</th>
<th>Vulnerability (if any)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>API Usage Context</th>
<th>Targeted (non) Blindspot API function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>TOCTTOU race condition</td>
<td>A program that performs two or more file operations on a single file name or path name creates a race window between the two file operations. Thus, <code>File.createNewFile()</code> may overwrite an existing file even after the overwrite flag is set to false. <code>File.renameTo()</code> relies solely on file names for identification, which does not guarantee that the file renamed was the same file that was opened, processed, and closed, thus being vulnerable to the TOCTTOU vulnerability. JVM does not guarantee the timing for garbage collection of an object. Malicious subclasses that override the <code>Object.finalize()</code> method can resurrect objects meant for garbage collection.</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>java.io.File.createNewFile()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>TOCTTOU race condition</td>
<td>File.renameTo() relies solely on file names for identification, which does not guarantee that the file renamed was the same file that was opened, processed, and closed, thus being vulnerable to the TOCTTOU vulnerability. JVM does not guarantee the timing for garbage collection of an object. Malicious subclasses that override the <code>Object.finalize()</code> method can resurrect objects meant for garbage collection.</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>java.io.File.renameTo()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Resurrectable object</td>
<td>The <code>getSize()</code> method of the <code>ZipEntry</code> class is not reliable because it returns -1 when the size of the entry (file) is unknown. It allows an attacker to forge the field in the zip entry, which can lead to a DoS or data corruption attack. Forgetting to call <code>Cipher.doFinal()</code> causes a <code>Cipher</code> object not to flush the bytes it is holding on to as the object tries to assemble a block for an invalid ciphertext. This will lead to truncated data in the final output. After calling <code>Cipher.update()</code>, an inappropriate selection of <code>Cipher.doFinal()</code> overloaded method (in this case, <code>Cipher.doFinal(byte[] input)</code> instead of <code>Cipher.doFinal(byte[] output, int outputOffset)</code>) creates an invalid ciphertext.</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>java.lang.Object.finalize()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Ambiguous return value</td>
<td>The <code>getSize()</code> method of the <code>ZipEntry</code> class is not reliable because it returns -1 when the size of the entry (file) is unknown. It allows an attacker to forge the field in the zip entry, which can lead to a DoS or data corruption attack. Forgetting to call <code>Cipher.doFinal()</code> causes a <code>Cipher</code> object not to flush the bytes it is holding on to as the object tries to assemble a block for an invalid ciphertext. This will lead to truncated data in the final output. After calling <code>Cipher.update()</code>, an inappropriate selection of <code>Cipher.doFinal()</code> overloaded method (in this case, <code>Cipher.doFinal(byte[] input)</code> instead of <code>Cipher.doFinal(byte[] output, int outputOffset)</code>) creates an invalid ciphertext.</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>java.util.zip.Zipentry.getSize()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Flawed cryptographic implementation</td>
<td>The <code>getSize()</code> method of the <code>ZipEntry</code> class is not reliable because it returns -1 when the size of the entry (file) is unknown. It allows an attacker to forge the field in the zip entry, which can lead to a DoS or data corruption attack. Forgetting to call <code>Cipher.doFinal()</code> causes a <code>Cipher</code> object not to flush the bytes it is holding on to as the object tries to assemble a block for an invalid ciphertext. This will lead to truncated data in the final output. After calling <code>Cipher.update()</code>, an inappropriate selection of <code>Cipher.doFinal()</code> overloaded method (in this case, <code>Cipher.doFinal(byte[] input)</code> instead of <code>Cipher.doFinal(byte[] output, int outputOffset)</code>) creates an invalid ciphertext.</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>javax.crypto.Cipher.doFinal()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Flawed cryptographic implementation</td>
<td>The <code>getSize()</code> method of the <code>ZipEntry</code> class is not reliable because it returns -1 when the size of the entry (file) is unknown. It allows an attacker to forge the field in the zip entry, which can lead to a DoS or data corruption attack. Forgetting to call <code>Cipher.doFinal()</code> causes a <code>Cipher</code> object not to flush the bytes it is holding on to as the object tries to assemble a block for an invalid ciphertext. This will lead to truncated data in the final output. After calling <code>Cipher.update()</code>, an inappropriate selection of <code>Cipher.doFinal()</code> overloaded method (in this case, <code>Cipher.doFinal(byte[] input)</code> instead of <code>Cipher.doFinal(byte[] output, int outputOffset)</code>) creates an invalid ciphertext.</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>javax.crypto.Cipher.update()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Flawed cryptographic implementation</td>
<td>The <code>getSize()</code> method of the <code>ZipEntry</code> class is not reliable because it returns -1 when the size of the entry (file) is unknown. It allows an attacker to forge the field in the zip entry, which can lead to a DoS or data corruption attack. Forgetting to call <code>Cipher.doFinal()</code> causes a <code>Cipher</code> object not to flush the bytes it is holding on to as the object tries to assemble a block for an invalid ciphertext. This will lead to truncated data in the final output. After calling <code>Cipher.update()</code>, an inappropriate selection of <code>Cipher.doFinal()</code> overloaded method (in this case, <code>Cipher.doFinal(byte[] input)</code> instead of <code>Cipher.doFinal(byte[] output, int outputOffset)</code>) creates an invalid ciphertext.</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>javax.crypto.Cipher.doFinal()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Flawed cryptographic implementation</td>
<td>The <code>getSize()</code> method of the <code>ZipEntry</code> class is not reliable because it returns -1 when the size of the entry (file) is unknown. It allows an attacker to forge the field in the zip entry, which can lead to a DoS or data corruption attack. Forgetting to call <code>Cipher.doFinal()</code> causes a <code>Cipher</code> object not to flush the bytes it is holding on to as the object tries to assemble a block for an invalid ciphertext. This will lead to truncated data in the final output. After calling <code>Cipher.update()</code>, an inappropriate selection of <code>Cipher.doFinal()</code> overloaded method (in this case, <code>Cipher.doFinal(byte[] input)</code> instead of <code>Cipher.doFinal(byte[] output, int outputOffset)</code>) creates an invalid ciphertext.</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>javax.crypto.Cipher.update()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Improper input validation</td>
<td>Without proper input/argument sanitization, <code>Runtime.exec()</code> is vulnerable to command injection attacks.</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>java.lang.Runtime.exec()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Improper input validation</td>
<td>Susceptible to inline command injection attacks without proper input sanitization.</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>new java.lang.ProcessBuilder()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Improper input validation</td>
<td>Only using the <code>PreparedStatement</code> class cannot stop SQL injection attacks if string concatenation is used to build an SQL query.</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>java.sql.PreparedStatement.setString()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Improper input validation</td>
<td>Inadequate input sanitization and validation allow malicious users to glean restricted information using the directory service.</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>javax.naming.directory.DirContext.search()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Improper input validation</td>
<td>By using an evil regex, an attacker can make a program enter a prolonged unresponsive condition, thus enabling DoS attacks.</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>java.util.regex.Matcher.matches()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Improper input validation</td>
<td>Without verifying sources, an attacker can make a program write false/verified information into log files.</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>java.util.logging.Logger.info()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Disclosure of sensitive information</td>
<td>Temporary file deletion by invoking <code>File.deleteOnExit()</code> occurs only in the case of a normal JVM shutdown, but not when the JVM crashes or is killed. An implementation with <code>StandardOpenOption.DELETE_ON_CLOSE</code> may be unable to guarantee that it deletes the expected file when replaced by an attacker while the file is open. Consequently, sensitive data may be leaked.</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>java.io.File.deleteOnExit()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Disclosure of sensitive information</td>
<td>An implementation with <code>StandardOpenOption.DELETE_ON_CLOSE</code> may be unable to guarantee that it deletes the expected file when replaced by an attacker while the file is open. Consequently, sensitive data may be leaked.</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>java.nio.file.Files.write()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>java.io.File.createNewFile()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>java.io.File.renameTo()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>java.io.InputStream.read()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>java.util.zip.Zipentry.getSize()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>java.io.File.listFiles()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>java.sql.PreparedStatement.setString()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>javax.crypto.Cipher.doFinal()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>javax.crypto.CipherOutputStream.close()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>java.sql.PreparedStatement.setString()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In sum, we collected the following measures from the developers: (1) responses to puzzles; (2) developer-reported perceptions of puzzle difficulty, clarity, familiarity with puzzle functions, and confidence in solving the puzzle; (3) demographic information; (4) programming experience and skills; (5) personality traits; and (6) cognitive functioning scores.

Debriefing. All developers were debriefed at the end of the study about its true purpose and presented with the correct solutions for each puzzle they had worked on, including the rationale for the correct answer. The study ended by soliciting feedback about the study and processing compensation.

3. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

This section presents the results of the study and the findings that emerged from the data. We used the statistical software package STATA 14.0 for data analysis. As described in Section 1, the study goals were to (1) determine developers’ ability to detect API blindspots in code and (2) examine the extent to which developer characteristics affected this capability. In particular, we tested the following hypotheses:

**H1:** Developers are less likely to correctly solve puzzles with API functions containing blindspots than puzzles with innocuous functions (non-blindspot puzzles).

**H2:**

- **a:** Developers perceive puzzles with API functions containing blindspots as more difficult than non-blindspot puzzles.
- **b:** Developers perceive puzzles with API functions containing blindspots as less clear than non-blindspot puzzles.
- **c:** Developers perceive puzzles with API functions containing blindspots as less familiar than non-blindspot puzzles.
- **d:** Developers are less confident about their puzzle solution when working on puzzles with API functions containing blindspots than non-blindspot puzzles.

**H3:** Higher cognitive functioning (reasoning, working memory, processing speed) in developers is associated with greater accuracy in solving puzzles with API functions containing blindspots.

**H4:** Higher levels of professional experience and expertise in developers are associated with greater accuracy in solving puzzles with API functions containing blindspots.

**H5:** Higher levels of conscientiousness and openness, and lower levels of neuroticism and agreeableness in developers are associated with greater accuracy in solving puzzles with API functions containing blindspots.

We used multilevel modeling to test H1 and H2a-d and ordinal logistic regression to test H3, H4, and H5 (see details below).

The main purpose of our analyses for all hypotheses was to determine the significance of specific effects (e.g., effect of a given personality trait on accuracy for blindspot puzzles), rather than identifying the best model to represent our data. Therefore, we did not apply a model comparison approach in our central analyses. In the exploratory analyses in Section 3.1, however, we were interested in determining the extent to which adding moderators (i.e., API usage type, cyclomatic complexity) enhanced the fit of our model, compared to the model originally tested under H1. In these instances, we report relevant goodness of fit indices (Akaike Information Criterion [AIC] and Bayesian Information Criteria [BIC]) [8].

Unless mentioned otherwise, we considered effects with p-values smaller than 0.05 as significant.

### 3.1 H1: Puzzle accuracy for blindspot vs. non-blindspot puzzles

We used multilevel logistic regression to test H1, accommodating for (1) the hierarchical data structure in which each set of six puzzles (level-1) was nested within each developer (level-2) and (2) the dichotomous outcome variable puzzle accuracy (1 = correct answer, 0 = incorrect answer). The independent variable was the presence of a blindspot (0 = no blindspot; 1 = blindspot). In this model, we also considered the random effect of the intercept to accommodate for inter-individual differences in overall puzzle accuracy. Presence of a blindspot had a significant effect on puzzle accuracy (Wald $\chi^2(2) = 20.60, p < .001$, Table 2), supporting H1 that developers were less likely to correctly solve puzzles with API functions containing blindspots than in those puzzles without blindspots.

In an exploratory fashion, we examined the extent to which (1) API usage type (i.e., I/O, Crypto, and String, see Section 2.3) and (2) puzzle cyclomatic complexity qualified the observed effect of the presence of blindspot on puzzle accuracy. The small number of puzzles in each set limited our capability to examine those two predictors in a single model. Therefore, we ran these exploratory analyses in two separate models, one for API usage type and the other for puzzle cyclomatic complexity. We used Wald tests to determine the significance of the main effects and interactions. To control for family-wise type-I error inflation due to multiple dependent models (i.e., models that share the same dependent variable), we applied Bonferroni correction for the threshold of the p-value to determine statistical significance in these exploratory analyses ($p < 0.025$).

**API usage type.** We added the categorical variable API usage type (1 = I/O, 2 = Crypto, 3 = String) and its interaction with the presence of blindspot as predictors in the model. Both the AIC and BIC were smaller for this model with the added moderator than for the H1 model (Table 2), suggesting a better goodness of fit when adding API usage as a moderator into the model. The main effect of presence of blindspot was not significant (Wald $\chi^2(1) = 0.91, p = 0.34$), but the main effect of API usage type...
Figure 6: Interaction effect of API usage type and presence of blindspot on puzzle accuracy. The x-axis shows the three types of API usage: I/O, Crypto, and String. The y-axis shows predicted accuracy (predicted probability of correctly solving a puzzle). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals after Bonferroni correction of the p-value.

\( \chi^2(2) = 10.64, p = 0.005 \) and its interaction with the presence of blindspot \( \chi^2(2) = 24.81, p < 0.001 \) was significant. As shown in Figure 6, accuracy was higher for non-blindspot puzzles than for blindspot ones with an API function that involved I/O. Accuracy was comparable in both non-blindspot and blindspot puzzles with API functions that involved the other two usage types (i.e., Crypto, String).

Cyclomatic complexity. We added the categorical variable cyclomatic complexity (1 = low, 2 = medium, 3 = high) and its interaction with the presence of blindspot as predictors in the model. Both the AIC and BIC were smaller for this model with the added moderator than for the H1 model (Table 2), suggesting a better goodness of fit when adding puzzle cyclomatic complexity as an additional predictor. The main effect of cyclomatic complexity was not significant \( \chi^2(1) = 0.74, p < 0.69 \), but the main effect of the presence of blindspot \( \chi^2(1) = 23.95, p < 0.001 \) and its interaction with cyclomatic complexity \( \chi^2(2) = 30.1, p < 0.001 \) was significant. As shown in Figure 7, accuracy was higher for non-blindspot than for blindspot puzzles at medium cyclomatic complexity, and, even more pronounced at high cyclomatic complexity. That is, the higher the cyclomatic complexity of the code in a puzzle containing blindspots, the less likely developers were to correctly solve the puzzle.

3.2 H2: Developers’ perceptions for blindspot vs. non-blindspot puzzles

For H2a–d, we again used multilevel modeling to accommodate for the hierarchical data structure. The dependent variables for H2a–d were the four continuous rating dimensions (i.e., difficulty, clarity, familiarity, confidence), respectively, which we submitted to four separate multilevel regression models to examine the effect of the presence of blindspot on each of the four rating dimensions. In each model, we also considered the random effect of the intercept to accommodate for the inter-individual differences in the overall ratings for the respective dimension. As shown in Table 3, developers’ perceptions did not differ as a function of the presence of blindspot in puzzles. Thus, the data did not support H2a–d.

3.3 H3–5: Cognitive function, technical expertise/experience, and personality traits

For H3, H4, and H5, the number of correctly solved blindspot puzzles across the four blindspot puzzles constituted the ordinal outcome variable blindspot puzzle accuracy, with a range from 0 to 4. Given this ordinal outcome variable, we conducted ordinal logistic regressions to test these hypotheses.

For various reasons (e.g., audio recording failure, incompatibility between the developers’ browser version and our audio recording plugin and survey software), four cognitive measures from the BTACT (i.e., immediate recall, delay recall, verbal fluency, backward counting) had more than 25% data points missing. These four measures were therefore not analyzed. In addition, only 80 out of 109 developers had complete data on the Series and Digit-Back task from the BTACT, and the Oral Symbol Digit Task from the NIH toolbox. Given this missing data on the cognitive measures, which would have largely reduced the sample size, and thus power to detect significant effects, if collapsed across predictor variables (i.e., the three cognitive measures for H3 as well as the experience/expertise measures for H4 and the personality traits for H5), we conducted three separate models for H3, but tested H4 and H5 in one single model. For testing H4 and H5, three measures of professional expertise (Years of programming, Technical score, Java skills) and five personality traits (Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Neuroticism, Openness) served as independent variables. As all four models (three for the cognitive measures and one for experience/expertise and personality) referred to the same dependent variable (i.e., blindspot puzzle accuracy), we applied Bonferroni correction on the threshold of the p-values \( p < 0.008 \) for H3 and \( p < 0.025 \) for H4 and H5.

Cognitive Function. Our analyses pertaining to H3 resulted in no significant effects for any of the three cognitive measures on blindspot puzzle accuracy (all \( ps > 0.10 \), Table 4). Thus, the data did not support H3.

Technical Experience/Expertise. As shown in Table 5, none of the three predictors of experience/expertise predicted blindspot puzzle accuracy (all \( ps > 0.10 \)). Thus, the data did not support H4.

Personality Traits. As shown in Table 5, the effect of openness on blindspot puzzle accuracy was significant \( p < 0.001 \). That is, greater openness as a personality trait in developers was associated with greater accuracy in solving blindspot puzzles. None of the other personality dimensions showed significant effects (all \( p > 0.09 \)).

4. DISCUSSION
This section summarizes the study findings, discusses study strengths and limitations, and offers actionable recommendations.

4.1 Summary of findings

The goal of this study was to examine API blindspots from the developers’ perspective to: (1) determine the extent to which developers can detect API blindspots in code with the goal to improve understanding of the implication blindspots have on software security, and (2) determine the extent to which developer characteristics (i.e., difficulties with code, perceptions of code clarity, familiarity with code, confidence in solving puzzles, developers’ level of cognitive functioning, their professional experience and expertise, and their personality traits) influenced developers’ ability to detect blindspots. We also explored the extent to which API usage category and cyclomatic complexity of the puzzles impacted developers’ ability to detect blindspots.
### Table 2: Effect of presence of blindspot on puzzle accuracy (H1) and results of exploratory analyses on the moderation of API usage type and cyclomatic complexity on puzzle accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed Effect</th>
<th>Hypothesis 1</th>
<th>Expl. Anal. – API Usage Type</th>
<th>Expl. Anal. – Cyclomatic Complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O.R. (SE) 95% CI</td>
<td>O.R. (SE) 95% CI</td>
<td>O.R. (SE) 95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of blindspot</td>
<td><strong>Blindspot</strong> 0.44 (0.08) [0.31, 0.63]</td>
<td>0.16 (0.05) [0.09, 0.31]</td>
<td>1.72 (0.55) [0.92, 3.21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API usage type</td>
<td><strong>Crypto</strong> 0.33 (0.13) [0.15, 0.71]</td>
<td><strong>String</strong> 0.11 (0.07) [0.04, 0.37]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of blindspot × API usage type</td>
<td><strong>Blindspot × Crypto</strong> 9.10 (4.50) [3.45, 23.98]</td>
<td><strong>Blindspot × String</strong> 11.35 (7.85) [2.92, 44.04]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclomatic complexity</td>
<td><strong>Medium</strong> 1.52 (0.68) [0.64, 3.63]</td>
<td><strong>High</strong> 6.88 (2.62) [3.26, 14.53]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of blindspot × Cyclomatic complexity</td>
<td><strong>Blindspot × Medium</strong> 0.29 (0.15) [0.10, 0.82]</td>
<td><strong>Blindspot × High</strong> 0.02 (0.01) [0.005, 0.08]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Random Effect**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>σ² (SE) 95% CI</th>
<th>σ² (SE) 95% CI</th>
<th>σ² (SE) 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.43 (0.20) [0.17, 1.09]</td>
<td>0.72 (0.28) [0.34, 1.52]</td>
<td>0.54 (0.25) [0.22, 1.33]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goodness of Fit**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>824.13</td>
<td>837.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>794.63</td>
<td>826.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>773.26</td>
<td>804.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. O. R. = odds ratio; SE = standard error; CI = confidence interval. We used robust standard errors to accommodate for the hierarchical data structure. The reference category is non-blindspot for “presence of blindspot”, I/O for “API usage type”, and low for “cyclomatic complexity”. Bonferroni correction was applied to p-values in the simple effect analyses for the main effect of API usage type and cyclomatic complexity and the follow-up analyses to counter inflation of type-I errors due to multiple comparison. **Bold** indicates significant effects at p < .05.

### Table 3: Effect of presence of blindspot on developers’ perception of puzzles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed Effect</th>
<th>H2a: Difficulty</th>
<th>H2b: Clarity</th>
<th>H2c: Familiarity</th>
<th>H2d: Confidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presence of Blindspot</td>
<td>0.16 (0.14) [-0.12, 0.43]</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.12) [-0.25, 0.23]</td>
<td>-0.10 (0.15) [-0.40, 0.19]</td>
<td>-0.11 (0.13) [-0.36, 0.15]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Random Effect**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intercept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.27 (0.33) [1.31, 3.01]</td>
<td>2.22 (0.37) [1.61, 3.07]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. B = unstandardized regression coefficient; SE = standard error; CI = confidence interval. The reference category is non-blindspot for “presence of blindspot”. **Bold** indicates significant effects at p < .05.

### Table 4: Effect of developers’ level of cognitive function on puzzle accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive Function</th>
<th>Blindspot Puzzles</th>
<th>Non-Blindspot Puzzles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O.R. (SE) 95% CI</td>
<td>O.R. (SE) 95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning</td>
<td>1.16 (0.17) [0.87, 1.54]</td>
<td>1.31 (0.21) [0.96, 1.80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Memory</td>
<td>1.12 (0.08) [0.97, 1.28]</td>
<td>1.09 (0.11) [0.90, 1.33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing Speed</td>
<td>1.00 (0.01) [0.99, 1.02]</td>
<td>1.01 (0.01) [0.99, 1.03]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. O.R. = odds ratio; SE = standard error; CI = confidence interval. 91 developers were included in the analysis for reasoning, 90 for working memory, and 89 developers for processing speed.

Our exploratory analyses suggested that the presence of blindspot particularly impacts accuracy in solving puzzles with I/O-related API functions, and with more complex programming scenarios (i.e., high cyclomatic complexity).

Our data did not support H2a-H2d, that posited developers’ perceptions of puzzle difficulty, clarity, familiarity, and confidence are associated with their ability to detect blindspots. Our results also did not support H3 that developers’ level of cognitive functioning could predict their ability to detect blindspots.

We also found no support for H4 that professional and technical experience were associated with developers’ ability to detect blindspots. This finding is in line with research on code review that showed a developer’s amount of experience does not correlate with greater accuracy or effectiveness in detecting security issues in code [16].

Our results partially support H5 as more openness as a personality trait in developers does appear to be associated with a higher likelihood to detect blindspots. Openness relates to intellectual curiosity and the ability to use one’s imagination [29]. It is plausible...
Figure 7: Interaction effect of presence of blindspot and cyclo-matic complexity (CC) on puzzle accuracy. X-axis shows the three levels of CC: low (≤ 2), medium (3 – 4) and high (> 4). Y-axis shows predicted accuracy (predicted probability of correctly solving a puzzle). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals after Bonferroni correction of the p-value.

that detection of security vulnerabilities benefits from a developer’s ability and willingness to think of different scenarios and program inputs that might cause a piece of software to generate unexpected results. None of the other tested personality traits showed any significant effect. This finding is in line with previous research [23] that programming aptitude was not associated with agreeableness or neuroticism.

4.2 Strengths and limitations

Our work takes a novel approach by analyzing blindspots in API functions from the developers’ perspective, thereby considering variables such as perception of code, level of cognitive function, experience, and personality. This interdisciplinary approach joints forces from computer science and psychology to understand how API blindspots cause security vulnerabilities.

A strength of our study was that it used a behavioral approach in addition to self-reporting by providing developers actual programming scenarios and assessing their ability to solve them. Our study also assessed performance-based cognitive functioning levels as possible predictors of puzzle accuracy.

Our sample was diverse, comprising 109 developers, made up of mostly professionals from different countries. For recruitment, we used snowball sampling [5], which meant participants could refer other developers. This word-of-mouth technique is often applied in research, particularly when targeting a specific group of individuals (i.e., developers). It was advantageous in allowing our team to reach developers we could not have otherwise found using our standard recruiting techniques (flyers, forums, social media groups, personal networks). However, it can also introduce bias by reducing random sampling and adding possible interdependence to the data. In our study, 41.3% of the participants chose the referral option with only 8.3% of the referred individuals enrolling in the study.

We conducted an a-priori power analysis to determine the appropriate sample size and number of puzzles needed considering our factorial design and with regard to our primary study aims. However, to counter possible fatigue effects, as suggested during the piloting phase of this research, we asked developers to only complete six puzzles. This resulted in a limited number of observations, thus not allowing a robust examination of some of the effects (i.e., API usage type, cyclo-matic complexity). Therefore, we conducted exploratory analysis on these puzzle features to generate preliminary results, which we hope will spur future research. These preliminary results suggested that developers’ detection of blindspots was particularly difficult for puzzles with I/O usage function and with high cyclo-matic complexity. Increasing the number of puzzles each developer solves would, in future research, enhance the analytic power and allow a more comprehensive analysis of diverse puzzle subtypes. However, to avoid fatigue and attrition, future studies should focus on a few such categories at a time. For example, to examine the moderation effect of I/O functions on developers’ ability to detect blindspots, I/O functions could be varied between puzzles, while keeping cyclo-matic complexity and number of parameters consistent.

Because of compatibility issues between some developers’ browser versions and our audio recording system software, we were not able to collect complete cognitive data for all participants. This missing data reduced the sample size in the analyses pertaining to the cognitive measures, thus reducing power to detect significant effects. Also, even though the cognitive tasks administered in the present study are widely used, they may not have been sensitive enough to differentiate between developers and/or may not have targeted cognitive processes that are particularly relevant for detection of blindspots in API functions.

4.3 Recommendations

Our results provide important insights for the software and API development community and corroborates aspects of related research in code review and developers’ perceptions of code. Our data supports the notion that blindspots in API functions lead to the introduction of vulnerabilities in software, even when used by experienced developers. Given these findings, API designers should consider addressing developers’ misconceptions and flawed assumptions when working with APIs to increase code security. For example, before release to the public, new or updated API functions should undergo pilot testing with developers not involved in the function’s design and implementation. This pilot testing could be modeled after the approach used in our study. Furthermore, developer-centric testing should be conducted with existing APIs, so that misconceptions of specific categories of APIs can be better documented. In this context, given our preliminary findings regarding the more pronounced effect of blindspots for I/O-related API func-
tions, greater effort should be invested in improving the design and documentation of I/O-related functions, especially considering the high prevalence of I/O operations in today’s software.

Our data did not provide support for the claim that developers’ ability to detect blindspots could be associated with their perceptions of problem difficulty, code clarity, function familiarity, confidence in their ability to solve code, their experience, expertise, and cognitive functioning, or any tested personality traits, with the exception of openness. It could be assumed that a developer who is confident and familiar with the programming scenario and API functions at hand, who has many years of programming experience, especially with a particular programming language, is cognitively high functioning, and is self-disciplined (high conscientiousness), suspicious of situations in general (low agreeableness) and emotionally stable (low neuroticism), would be better in detecting security blindspots, and would, consequently, write more secure code. These assumptions were not supported by our data. Rather, our data suggests that cognitively high functioning, experienced, confident developers can still fall for security blindspots. Software security awareness education may be a useful approach to educate developers about these risks. Such educational approaches could train developers not to rely on beliefs and gut feelings when using API functions. Increased risk awareness could lead to developers asking themselves more questions about how API function usage may result in unexpected outcomes, and could motivate them to rely more on diagnostic tools.

In large software development companies, it has become common to assign different teams to work on the various aspects of code. For example, within Google [42, 24], three distinct groups may work on functionality, security, and privacy aspects of the software separately. Such a diversified approach has the potential to minimize the introduction of vulnerabilities in code because there will be a group of developers whose primary task would be to identify how an adversary can exploit source code and cause security and privacy breaches. However, not many companies can afford to hire developers to address security alone. The common rationale is that all developers should create secure functionality. However, as discussed in Section 1, and supported by our data, this mindset maybe misleading. Both of these tasks are cognitively demanding and thus, one team to address both might be a zero-sum game.

Another practice often applied in companies is to hire an expert who is highly familiar with security vulnerabilities and has good knowledge of programming languages to decrease the chance of code vulnerabilities. Our results suggest that this rationale might also be misleading, in that even highly experienced, cognitively high functioning developers experience difficulties in detecting security blindspots in API functions.

Taken together, our study findings are applicable in the following areas: (1) design, implementation, and evaluation of new APIs; (2) addressing blindspots in legacy APIs; (3) development of novel methods for developer recruitment/training based on personality assessment; and (4) improvement of software development processes in organizations (e.g., establishment of separate security vs. functionality teams).

5. RELATED WORK
Our work intersects the areas of API usability, programming language design, and developers’ practices and perceptions of security. In this section we provide a discussion of related work, and position our work with respect to these earlier initiatives.

5.1 API usability
Our work falls into the still young, but growing topic of API usability, which focuses on how to design APIs in a manner that reduces the likelihood of developer errors that can create software vulnerabilities. A recent article presents an overview of this field [34]. For example, Ellis et al. [17] showed that, despite its popularity, the factory design pattern [20] was detrimental to API usability because when incorporated into an API it was difficult to use.

Most studies of API usability have focused on non-security considerations, such as examining how well programmers can use the functionality that an API intends to provide. Our work is, thus, a significant departure from this research direction, although it shares many of the same methodologies.

Two of the few existing studies on security-related API usability were conducted by Coblenz et al. [10, 11] and by Weber et al. [61]. Stylos and Clarke [55] had concluded that the immutability feature of a programming language (i.e., complete restriction on an object to change its state once it is created) was detrimental to API usability. Since this perspective contradicted the standard security guidance (“Mutability, whilst appearing innocuous, can cause a surprising variety of security problems” [48, 32]), Coblenz et al. investigated the impact of immutability on API usability and security. From a series of empirical studies, they concluded that immutability had positive effects on both security and usability [11]. Based on these findings they designed and implemented a Java language extension to realize these benefits [10].

Recent work has investigated the usability of cryptographic APIs. Nadi et al. [35] identified challenges developers face when using Java Crypto APIs, namely poor documentation, lack of cryptography knowledge by the developers, and poor API design. Acar et al. [1] conducted an online study with open source Python developers about the usability of the Python Crypto API. In this study, developers reported the need for simpler interfaces and easier-to-use code examples.

In contrast to previous work, our study focused on understanding blindspots that developers experience while working with general classes of API functions.

5.2 Programming language design
Usability in programming language design has been a long-standing concern. Initially, most of the related literature was non-empirical, but empirical studies of programming language design have become more popular. For example, Steflk and Siebert [54] showed that syntax used in a programming language was a significant barrier for novices. Our work has the potential to contribute to programming language design, since our focus is on understanding security blindspots in API function usage, and the function traits that exacerbate the problem.

5.3 Developer practices and perceptions of security and privacy
Balebako et al. discussed the relationship between the security and privacy mindsets of mobile app developers and company characteristics (e.g., company size, having a Chief Privacy Officer, etc.). They found that developers tend to prioritize security tools over privacy policies, mostly because of the language of privacy policies is so obscure [7].

Xie et al. [66] conducted interviews with professional developers to understand secure coding practices. They reported a disconnect between developers’ conceptual understanding of security and their
attitudes regarding personal responsibility and practices for software security. Developers also often hold a “not-my-problem” attitude when it comes to securing the software they are developing; that is, they appear to rely on other processes, people, or organizations to handle software security.

Witschey et al. [63] conducted a survey with professional developers to understand factors contributing to the adoption of security tools. They found that peer effects and the frequency of interaction with security experts were more important than security education, office policy, easy-to-use tools, personal inquisitiveness, and better job performance to promote security tool adoption.

A survey conducted by Acar et al. [2] with 295 app developers concluded that developers learned security through web search and peers. The authors also conducted an experiment with over 50 Android developers to evaluate the effectiveness of different strategies to learn about app security. Programmers who used digital books achieved better security than those who used web searches. Recent research corroborates this finding by showing that the use of code-snippets from online developer forums (e.g., Stack Overflow) can lead to software vulnerabilities [3, 18, 59].

Recent studies have investigated the need and type of interventions required for developers to adopt secure software development practices. Xie et al. [65] found that developers needed to be motivated to fix software bugs. There has also been some work on how to create this motivation and encourage use of security tools. Several surveys identified the importance of social proof for developers’ adoption of security tools [33, 62, 64].

Research on the effects of external software security consultancy suggests [43] that a single time-limited involvement of developers with security awareness programs is generally ineffective in the long-term. Poller et al. [44] explored the effect of organizational practices and priorities on the adoption of developers’ secure programming. They found that security vulnerability patching is done as a stand-alone procedure, rather than being part of product feature development. In an interview-based study by Votipka et al. [60] with a group of 25 white-hat hackers and software testers on bug finding related issues, hackers were more adept and efficient in finding software vulnerabilities than testers, but they had more difficulty in communicating such issues to developers because of a lack of shared vocabulary.

In a position paper, Cappos et al. [9] proposed that software vulnerabilities are a blindspot in developers’ heuristic-based decision making mental models. Oliveira et al. [37] further showed that security is not a priority in the developers’ mindsets while coding. They found, however, that developers did adopt a security mindset once primed about the topic.

Our work complements and extends previous investigations on the effect of API blindspots on writing secure code, and in determining the extent to which developers’ characteristics (perceptions, expertise/experience, cognitive function, and personality) influence such capabilities.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we report the results of an empirical study on understanding blindspots in API functions from the perspective of the developer. We evaluated developers’ ability to perceive blindspots in a variety of code scenarios and examined how personal characteristics, such as perceptions of the correctness of their answers, familiarity with the code, years of professional experience, level of cognitive functioning, and personality, affected this capability. We also explored the influence of programming scenario characteristics (API usage type, cyclomatic complexity) on developers’ performance in detecting blindspots.

Our study asked 109 developers to work on a set of six naturalistic programming scenarios (puzzles), comprising four puzzles with blindspots and two without blindspots. Developers were not informed about the security focus of this investigation. Our results showed that: (1) developers were less likely to correctly solve puzzles with blindspots than puzzles without blindspots, with this effect more pronounced for I/O API functions and complex code scenarios; (2) developers’ level of cognitive functioning and (3) their expertise and experience did not predict their ability to detect blindspots; however, (4) those who exhibited more openness as a personality trait did show a greater ability to detect blindspots.

Our findings have the potential to inform the design of more secure APIs. Our data suggests that API design, implementation, and testing should take into account the potential security blindspots developers may have, particularly when using I/O functions. Further, our findings that experience and cognition may not predict developers’ ability to detect blindspots, suggest that the emerging practice of establishing separate functionality vs. security teams in a given project may be a promising strategy to improve software security. This strategy may also constitute a more cost-effective paradigm for secure software development than solely relying on one group of experts, expected to simultaneously address both functionality and security.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present the results of an interview study with 22 participants and two focus groups with 7 data deletion experts. The studies explored understanding of online data deletion and retention, as well as expiration of user data. We used different scenarios to shed light on what parts of the deletion process users understand and what they struggle with. As one of our results, we identified two major views on how online data deletion works: UI-Based and Backend-Aware (further divided into levels of detail). Their main difference is on whether users think beyond the user interface or not. The results indicate that communicating deletion based on components such as servers or “the cloud” has potential. Furthermore, generic expiration periods do not seem to work while controllable expiration periods are preferred.

1. INTRODUCTION
With growing storage capabilities and the large amounts of data that people store online, data deletion is a common practice for internet users these days [12]. Reasons for deletion are manifold and range from simple things such as cleaning up your account to more critical tasks like getting data out of the reach of others, i.e. privacy [12].

We know that incomplete understanding of online data deletion can cause problems such as mishandling personal data due to misinterpretation of the process [12]. Ultimately, this can lead to issues with maintaining user privacy. Despite this importance, understanding online data deletion practices from a user perspective is still an understudied topic that deserves more attention. It is important to study what users actually know, need, and want when it comes to online data deletion.

To fill this gap, we conducted a user study with 22 participants with varying demographic backgrounds. In addition, we ran two focus groups with 7 data deletion experts. The main focus of this workstream was on deletion, retention, and expiration. In this work, we define deletion as the process of a user-invoked event to remove user generated content from an account. Retention refers to how long it takes until data is removed from all entities after it has been deleted. Finally, with expiration, we explored if it makes sense to have certain data automatically disappear after a certain period of time (think for instance about Snapchat messages that disappear after a user-defined timeframe).

In this paper, we provide insights into users’ understanding of online data deletion, retention, and expiration. Our results can help with designing and communicating deletion in a way that is graspable for users, and as such, help the community to create better user interfaces and user education for online data deletion. For example, we identified two major views on online deletion: one solely based on the user interface and the second about what is going on in the background (with different levels of detail). We also found that data expiration does not follow a chronological order but is rather context-dependent. This means that data that is considered worthless at a certain point in time can become useful again later due to certain events.

2. RELATED WORK
For a long time, humans’ ability to remember relied on biological memory and media with limited storage and sharing capacities. Most things were forgotten, and only few were remembered [9]. Even most acts violating social norms were forgotten after some time [1]. However, modern technology, and especially the internet, provides us with new abilities to overcome forgetting. Data can easily be stored, distributed, searched and used. Despite its benefits, this presents new challenges, especially with respect to an individual’s privacy. For example, in 2006, a student teacher posted a picture of herself in a pirate costume with the caption “Drunken Pirate” on MySpace. Based on this picture, she was later denied her teaching degree [13].

A lot of research work in the past years has focused on helping people to protect their privacy while still being able to live a digital life. Not surprisingly, much of this work is centered around the content of online social networks, and more precisely, deletion and permanence of this content. For example, Wang et al. [17] showed that regret is a major factor for deletion in Facebook. Similar results were found in research on regrets on Twitter [14]. Interestingly, despite regret, a large scale study on deletion on Twitter [1] found that the majority of deletion cases are rather for corrections/edits. They also showed that content on public social networks like Twitter might not really be gone after deletion due to replies, comments, and internet archives storing them. For example, the meaning of a deleted tweet can, in many cases, be recreated based on replies and mentions. To mitigate this issue, Wang et al. proposed a system to support social network users to post fewer regrettable posts by providing them hints on who will be able to see their posts [15].
In a field trial, this system indeed significantly reduced sharing of potentially regrettable content.

Another important dimension of online data privacy is permanence. Much online content is designed to remain available until it is actively removed by the user, raising questions of how data sharing preferences might change longitudinally. Ayallon and Toch [3] looked at sharing preferences of Facebook content over time, finding a meaningful decrease in willingness to share content as it ages. User behavior, however, did not directly align with these stated preferences, since users did not tend to delete old posts to the same degree that their sharing preferences would have implied. The authors suggest expiration controls as a method to manage longitudinal privacy, with users setting expiration dates for content as they post it. This assumes that people will be able to predict their sharing preferences for content with some degree of certainty. However, past research [3], has found that participants were not particularly good at predicting their privacy preferences over time, therefore, raising questions as to whether setting an expiration date for content as it is created would be in line with users’ evolving privacy needs. Bauer et al. [3] also found that participants wanted constant access to posts over time, even if only for reminiscing purposes. Posts associated with changing privacy preferences seemed to be the exception.

Considering that users might not accurately predict their future privacy preferences for their data, Mondal et al. [10] suggested an alternative online data privacy preserving mechanism for older data that moves away from time-based deletion. The authors suggest that, after a given period of inactivity, the user could receive suggestions to remove online content (e.g., Twitter posts).

This past research suggests the use of deletion mechanisms, in the form of expiration, to help users manage their online data privacy. Although users might not be very accurate in their predictions for desired expiration dates for their data, they are quite familiar with the use of deletion as a privacy preserving mechanism. A recent study on deletion practices in cloud storage [12] showed that one of the main motivators for deleting data in the cloud is privacy. Moreover, the paper showed that many problems that came with deletion are grounded in incomplete “mental models”. Other research has also established the connection between “mental models” and their impact on user behavior. Wash [13] has also researched user “folk models” about security, finding that users relied on their models to guide their choice of security software, what expert security advice to follow, and how to justify ignoring certain advice. Other “mental models of security and privacy” research has found that knowledge of “mental models” can also be used as a foundation to create better user communication [5].

Most research has focused on the how and why of users’ decision making process about deletion. That is, there is only little data on how users see deletion and whether this has consequences for their privacy. In addition, misunderstandings and unfounded expectations of deletion are grounded in incomplete understanding of the deletion process. With this work we provide first insights to fill this gap. This foundational research can then help us better design user education and implementation of data protection regulations.

3. STUDY

To uncover users’ understanding of online data deletion and their expectations, we conducted semi-structured interviews in combination with a think-aloud drawing task. In addition, we conducted two expert focus groups to set a baseline to compare the interview study results against.

3.1 Interview Study

We conducted interviews in combinations with drawing tasks. Drawing tasks are a useful tool to uncover participants’ understanding [8, 13]. They are particularly appropriate when researching underlying understandings which are hard to verbalize, as can be the case with abstract concepts where participants might lack technical vocabulary [11]. Additionally, drawing tasks are particularly well suited to generate reflective feedback as opposed to reactive feedback [15]. Drawing tasks are usually combined with the think-aloud protocol [2], meaning that participants verbalize what they are thinking as they are drawing, giving the observing researchers further insights into the meaning behind their drawings.

Each interview consisted of three main parts: General Deletion, Deletion Scenarios, and Expiration.

General Deletion - In this part, we explored the participants’ online data use and understanding of deletion on a general level. For example, we asked them what online services they use that store data. At the end of this part, participants were asked to draw how they think online data deletion works in general (without a specific use case). As mentioned before, this included a think-aloud task.

Deletion Scenarios - This part explored two deletion scenarios: Email and Social Media [7]. We picked these two scenarios because they a) are very common, b) come with common deletion tasks, and c) are significantly distinct in how data is shown to users and how deletion works. This includes potential consequences such as the fact that social media data might still retain or be recoverable (literally or by meaning) after deletion due to shares, comments, archives etc. [1]. The two scenarios were counterbalanced, to mitigate learning effects.

Since there are plenty of different email and social media services, which could influence the results, we recruited for the following: We made sure that all participants used the online user interfaces of their respective email provider. All participants used either GMX, Web.de (the two most dominant email providers on the German market), or Gmail, or a combination of those. For social media, all participants were knowledgeable of Facebook (and referred to Facebook in their examples). Please be aware that this limits generalizability.

For each scenario, we asked the same questions, including why and when participants delete data on the respective platform. Similar to the general questions part, we also asked participants to create a drawing about how deletion works in each respective scenario again, applying the think-aloud methodology. For details on the scenarios script, see Appendix A.

Three resulting drawings can be found in Figure 1.

Expiration - The final part was about online data expiration. Here, we wanted to explore if and under what circumstances, participants thought specific data could or should be automatically deleted. We used four scenarios: Online shopping (data: address), email (data: email), social media (data: post/tweet), and search (data: search history). Online shopping and search were added in addition to the deletion scenarios to provide a wide spectrum of potential data. In addition, active deletion (as opposed to expiration) is rather rare in those two scenarios.

The main tool we used in this section was the graph shown in Figure 2. On the x-axis, participants were asked to add events which
would influence the usefulness of the data. On the y-axis, we asked them to add the respective usefulness rating (for them as users of the service). The question was: “How useful it is for you that the service provider has this data?”. In the end, they were also asked if there would be an event, at which the data completely loses its usefulness (for details, see Appendix B).

3.1.1 Pilot Study
To verify and improve the study instrument, we ran an internal pilot study. To avoid or mitigate technical bias in the pilot study sessions, we recruited for co-workers from non-tech divisions of our company.

In addition to simple wording improvements, the pilot study helped us to identify more significant changes: For instance, we used the results to identify appropriate scenarios for the expiration and deletion tasks, meaning the tasks covered a wide spectrum both in terms of how the service works and in how it is received by participants. The biggest change after the pilot was in the expiration graph which turned out to be much easier to understand with a time component involved in it as this seemed closer to how users perceive expiration.

3.1.2 Procedure
All interviews were conducted in-person at our premises. At the beginning of each session, participants were introduced to the study. First, they were asked to read and sign a consent form and NDA (was sent to all participants before the study so they had the chance to familiarize themselves with it). After this, the procedure was explained to them and the interviewer told them that they were free to stop the interview at any time or skip questions/parts they did not feel comfortable with (this option was not used by any participant). We also asked them for permission to make a video (and audio) recording of the session which was needed to analyze the data. To protect their privacy, the recordings were anonymized. For example, we only filmed participants’ hands and drawings.

After the introduction, an anonymous ID was assigned to each participant, which was used during the analysis instead of their real data. This was followed by the interview. After the interview part was finished, the participants were debriefed and were given the chance to ask questions themselves. Each session lasted around 40 to 70 minutes. Since we always target to provide fair compensation for each respective country, participants received a compensation of around €60, which was based on their travel and time effort.

3.1.3 Participants
We recruited 22 interview participants from Germany. In order to recruit participants from the general population, we worked together with an external recruiting agency providing them with a detailed screener. The study was advertised as being about online data. The most important screening criteria were that they regularly engaged in online deletion activities and the categories of our scenarios: They had to use some sort of social network and own...
Table 1: Demographics of the interview study participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>M/F</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>18 - 24</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Student (Business Mgmt.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>45 - 54</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Industrial Eng.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>45 - 54</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Self-employed (Tourism sector)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>45 - 54</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Freelance Manager in Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>45 - 54</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Insurance Salesman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>35 - 44</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Hotel Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>35 - 44</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Tour Guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>55 - 64</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>25 - 34</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Business Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>18 - 24</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Student (Accounting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>25 - 34</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Financial services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>25 - 34</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Electrician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>45 - 54</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Business Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>45 - 54</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Office Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>25 - 34</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Automotive Engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>45 - 54</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Painter/Varnisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>35 - 44</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Office Comm. Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>35 - 44</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Real Estate Mgmt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>45 - 54</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Florist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>45 - 54</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>45 - 54</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Insurance Salesman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>35 - 44</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Office Clerk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 lists the demographics of all interview participants.

3.2 Expert Focus Groups

Instead of reproducing the interview study for the experts, we decided to run focus groups. This decision was made to enable discussion among the experts, which we identified as a vital step to come up with a solid baseline to compare the interview results against.

The focus groups were conducted in combination with a drawing task identical to the interview study. In contrast to the interview study, we asked focus group participants to do the 3 drawings (General (no scenario), Email scenario, Social Media scenario) as homework before the actual meeting. All necessary instructions were sent to them via email. They were also asked to bring these drawings with them to the focus group.

The actual focus group session consisted of 3 main parts (in this order): Data deletion in general, the Email scenario, and the Social Media scenario. For each part, each participant (counterbalanced per part) presented the respective drawing and discussed it with the rest of the group. Then, after everyone presented, the participants were asked to decide which parts of the presented drawings they thought were the most important ones that a lay person should know in order to have a good understanding about what is going on when deleting online data.

3.2.1 Procedure

Both focus groups were conducted at our premises in Switzerland. Two researchers conducted the focus groups together. One of them took notes and the other researcher was leading the focus group (including presentations and discussion).

Before attending the focus group, participants were introduced to the study via email. Moreover, they were asked to read and sign a consent form. At the beginning of the sessions, we ensured that all participants understood and signed the consent form, after which we explained the focus group procedure to them. The consent form mainly asked for permission to make a video (and audio) recording of the session which was needed to analyze the data. To protect participants’ privacy, the recordings were anonymized like in the interview study. After the introduction, an anonymous ID was assigned to each participant, which was used during the analysis instead of their real data.

This was followed by the actual focus group. In the end, participants were debriefed and were given the chance to ask questions.

Both focus groups lasted around 60 minutes. Each expert received a compensation worth €30 with respect to the time they invested in being part of the study. Please note that they did not have to travel as we conducted the focus groups in their office spaces.

3.2.2 Participants

Overall, we recruited 7 participants from a major tech company, three for the first and four for the second focus group. Recruitment was done through the company’s internal communication channels by specifically targeting pre-identified product areas that involve data deletion.

We targeted participants working in security and privacy and for whom online data deletion and retention are part of their daily job. Thus, we considered these participants experts in the technical parts of online data deletion. We aimed for a good mix of job level and nationalities. We also made sure they all worked on different types of products, and thus, types of online data deletion, to mitigate the influence of a certain type of application on the results. For example, occupations ranged from log specialists to data monitoring.

3.3 Data Analysis

Data analysis of the study results (both interviews and focus groups) took roughly two months from first to last session. Overall, three researchers were involved in the analysis process.

For both, the open-ended questions and the drawings, we used the same inductive coding approach: Two researchers independently coded the entire dataset and each separately came up with a codebook. Disagreements between both codebooks (<7%) were discussed by these researchers and resolved in two in-person sessions. The resulting codebook was then iterated on by both researchers by independently re-coding the dataset. Further disagreements were resolved in further in-person meetings. The final codebook was then used by one researcher to code the entire dataset.

Please note that for the drawings, the analysis did not only involve the actual drawings but also the transcripts of what participants said while drawing (think-aloud). Based on those two data sources (transcripts and drawings), we identified all elements that participants thought were part of the process as well as the elements’ interdependencies (e.g. backup servers that are connected with each other). For the sketches, we did not differentiate between written elements (in words, e.g. “cloud”) and drawn elements.

After the final codes were assigned, a third researcher joined the analysis process and took part in a two days analysis workshop and two additional refinement sessions. In those sessions, the data of the two studies (interviews and focus groups) was used by the three researchers to identify and discuss overarching themes. For instance, the final list of the expert focus group codes was used.
to iteratively go through the interview data (and codes) again to identify how they related to each other (i.e., how they were similar or different).

For all themes, saturation was reached after a maximum of 14 participants (excluding the experts), which indicates that we caught the main insights with the 22 participants that we recruited.

### 3.4 Results

In the following, we will outline the main themes that came out of the analysis. The results cover the interview study as well as the expert focus groups. For sake of ease, we will refer to the interview study participants as “participants” and to the focus group participants as “experts”. For a discussion of the results, please refer to the discussion section.

#### 3.4.1 Reasons for Deletion

We identified 5 main reasons for why participants delete data. Table 2 shows a frequency table of these themes split up by scenario, as well as the number of participants who stated they to not delete data in those two scenarios at all.

The data shows that deletion is much more frequent in the Email scenario with storage limitation being one of the major reasons. Participants also deleted emails because the data were no longer needed (10 participants). For 6 participants, deletion was carried out to keep a tidy inbox, and to avoid cognitive overload when checking emails.

In the case of Social Media, participants’ main reason for deletion was to remove data which they considered outdated and no longer useful (mentioned by 6 participants), as well as potentially embarrassing content (mentioned by 4 participants and not mentioned at all in the Email scenario). For example, Participant 1 recalled deleting a few posts from a Social Media site because “they were old, weird, embarrassing stuff I posted when I was 15”. This is in line with reasons for deletion in social media as presented by Wang et al. [16] (we cover all of them under this category).

The number of participants who did not delete their online data differed in the two scenarios as well. While only 3 participants stated they did not delete emails, 7 participants stated that they do not delete social media data. For the Email scenario, essentially unlimited storage was one of the reasons mentioned why online data was not deleted, as stated by Participant 1: “I just archive them [emails], in case I need them later on”. For the Social Media scenario, data was not deleted because many participants declared to be passive users, therefore not having much of their own data added to the social media platforms they used, as exemplified by Participant 4: “I mostly look at others’ content, until now I have no need for that [referring to deletion], I don’t have any information there that should be deleted”.

#### 3.4.2 Dimensions of Deletion

Participants mostly described deletion along two main dimensions: components involved (e.g., server, “the cloud”), and finality of the deletion process (e.g., the end state of the process). Table 3 shows the frequency with which participants mentioned each of the components involved, their understandings regarding the finality of the deletion, and if they expressed privacy concerns regarding the deletion process.

Ten participants in the general deletion scenario and 7 participants in the Social Media scenario associated the process of deletion with elements of the UI, using UI terminology (such as “trash can”) to
explain deletion. The general understanding of deletion at the front end was that data is selected, a delete command is given (e.g., pushing a “delete” button), and then data is gone. We can see this deletion process explained by Participant 4: “If I press delete, it’s gone, not anymore inside, that’s what I understand.” Four participants’ view of online data deletion only included interactions which occurred at the UI front end.

The rest of the participants (18) described a second part of the deletion process which occurs in the back end. The major part of these participants were most familiar with servers as components, although they were not always clear on exactly what functions they served, often using the terms “server” and “cloud” interchangeably (please refer to Table for the number of participants for each scenario). Participants who were aware of the backend also mentioned components such as databases (3 participants in the Social Media scenario), and the internet (6 participants, for the general scenario). In terms of the deletion process, these participants generally described a server or cloud as a place through where data transits, with data being stored on servers, the cloud or databases. Participant 6 describes this process: “So my data is on the server, I am on the internet and I connect to the server and telling it to delete my data. Then the server isn’t going to delete it completely. I think they have a second server, and they transfer the data there, the ‘trash’ server, and I don’t know what will happen afterwards.”

Seven participants in the Email scenario and 3 in the Social Media scenario mentioned that data remains in other places, such as with the recipient, or on the provider’s server. Ten participants mentioned that data is retained (general scenario), and four participants mentioned that deletion is not entirely possible (Email scenario), as explained by Participant 10: “I think that no data is really deleted.” Most privacy concerns were mentioned for the Social Media scenario (10 participants). Also in the Social Media scenario, 9 participants mentioned that data is just gone after deletion.

### 3.4.3 Data Storage

Across the different interview parts, participants mentioned data storage before deletion as an essential part of the deletion process as its complexity influences whether or not data will be gone (immediately). The most common responses for both scenarios were server, database, cloud or “the internet.” As we can see in Table, 13 (Email) and 18 participants (Social Media) thought that data was stored in these locations. Please note that participants often used the terms “server” and “cloud” interchangeably, so in their understanding they serve the same or similar purposes. Eleven participants also mentioned that data could be stored with the recipient in the Email scenario, but this was only mentioned by 3 participants in the Social Media scenario (please refer to Table). In both scenarios, participants referred to their accounts or their devices as places where data can be located as well.

Participants also discussed reasons for data being stored at these locations. As shown in Table for the Email scenario, 6 participants noted that data is stored for a given retention period (the exact duration of which could not be specified), but not indefinitely. In the case of Social Media, this was not the case, with only 1 participant mentioning that data was not stored indefinitely. In terms of reasons why Email data was stored, law enforcement (e.g., as evidence in a criminal case) was the most often mentioned reason (8 participants), such as stated by Participant 17: “[data is stored] under certain circumstances like legal enforcement.” Backups were another prominent reason why data was kept by the provider (3 participants). Only two participants mentioned that Email data was retained to profile users, possibly for marketing purposes.

In the case of Social Media, as shown in Table backups by the service provider were the most commonly cited reason (given by 11 participants) explaining why providers keep data. The next most commonly given reasons were law enforcement, mentioned by 6 participants, and 5 participants mentioned profiling users for marketing purposes, as explained by participant 8: “I think they are collecting all data. I don’t know where they store it, but they keep it for sending commercials or something like that to your profile, to see your habits and what you like.” In this scenario, two participants thought a consequence of this was that deletion in the world wide web is not possible, and three participants thought that their data was sold to third parties.

Although several participants in both scenarios mentioned data being kept by providers in the form of backups, only 2 participants in the Email scenario and 1 participant in the Social Media scenario thought that these backups were kept to help the user recover data which was accidentally deleted. The other participants saw backups as a part of business processes, and these backups were not necessarily accessible by users.
3.4.4 Automatic Deletion
As mentioned before, one part of the interview study was dedicated to data expiration, i.e. automatic deletion of data. While expiration was mentioned as a theme across the study, the results in this section are mainly based on the expiration exercise.

We explored expiration by having participants consider how useful it is to them that a specific service provider has their data, and how this value evolves over time. It turned out that all participants had major issues thinking about changes to this value over time, for all 4 different scenarios. The overwhelming majority of participants thought that changes to this value were related to specific events which were not time bound, for example canceling their account with the service provider.

In some instances, participants could think about specific situations in which it was no longer useful for them that the service provider held their data. However, this did not necessarily mean the overall end of its usefulness. Certain events were able to “revive” data and increase its value again. For example, several participants thought that it was always useful for websites from which they shop online to have their address for delivery. In the short term, after a particular delivery is received, it was no longer as immediately useful that the service provider has their address data. However, as participants put up another order with those shops, it was once again useful that the provider has their data. Therefore, as opposed to our assumption, the value to users that service providers have their data does not change in a linear fashion but comes in waves or short bursts of usefulness because it is highly context-dependent.

3.4.5 Supportive Deletion Knowledge
Based on their detailed knowledge of online data deletion, experts agreed on six major topics they thought would be beneficial for users to know. “Beneficial” refers to the fact that experts thought that knowing these things will help users to make appropriate decisions that help them better maintain their data privacy. However, they did not expect users to have such detailed knowledge. However, they assumed that users would benefit from this knowledge. How users could acquire this knowledge was not part of the discussion.

The six topics are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What experts consider helpful for users to know</th>
<th>Participants’ mentions across all scenarios (N=22)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Backend</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Backup</strong></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Derived information</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anonymization</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shared Copy</strong></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Concepts experts think users should know in order to better understand deletion, and the number of participants who are at least slightly aware of these.

**Shared Copies** - Experts added that users should know about shared copies. Other users might have a copy of the data, e.g., a deleted email. As one expert put it: “Better think before posting and regretting it later.”

3.4.6 Expert and Participant Knowledge
In the last rounds of data analysis (e.g., during the workshop days), this list was used to analyze overlap with what participants mentioned throughout the study. We counted an overlap if the participant had mentioned the item at least once during the whole interview (including the drawing tasks). Please note that degrees of knowledge between participants varied significantly. Some participants briefly or inaccurately touched one of the topics and did not further elaborate - even when prompted to do so. However, we wanted to learn, if participants are generally aware of the topics experts mentioned. Thus, we did not differentiate whether participants thoroughly discussed these topics or only briefly mentioned them.

In this analysis, we observed a huge discrepancy between the different topics experts consider helpful for users to know about deletion. Most interview participants expressed awareness for two of the topics: 18 out of 22 participants were aware that something is happening in the Backend and 16 participants acknowledged that it will take some time until data is finally deleted (see Table 6). However, only few participants brought up the topics of Backup (7/22), Derived Information (1/22) and Anonymization (1/22). In the Email and Social Media scenarios, only 7 participants mentioned that other users might still hold a copy of the data they deleted.

3.4.7 Views and Understanding of Deletion
Overall, we found that participants differed in their view of online data deletion across five parameters. The first two were components involved in deletion, and the terminology used to refer to them. The third was how these components interact, and the fourth was whether a backend (anything beyond the UI) was identified. Finally, their understanding of online data deletion was also different in the duration of the deletion process.

It should be noted that these parameters are reflecting the complexity of the participants’ views of deletion, and not their technical accuracy. Thus, the following should not be interpreted as a quality rating of the responses.

By analyzing participants’ responses across these parameters, we identified two general distinct categories of understanding of deletion as shown in Figure 3. The first category reflects a UI-centric understanding of deletion. Therefore, we refer to it as the UI-Based

3 During the iterative analysis process, we at first identified 4 categories that we then narrowed down to the 2 presented here.
category. The 4 participants that fell into this category displayed an understanding of deletion and a terminology completely based on the UI components they were most familiar with, such as checkboxes to select emails, and then pressing the delete button, so that data ends up in the trash bin. Backend knowledge was not part of this view. Consequently, participants in the UI-Based category described the deletion process as being completed within seconds of clicking the delete button. Figure 4 shows a sample diagram of the UI-Based category.

The second category we identified was more complex. The 18 participants that fell in this category identified more components involved in the deletion process, particularly backend components such as servers or the cloud. Therefore, we refer to this as the Backend-Aware category. The components mentioned by the participants also interact with each other, such as sending a delete command to a server from a device where the user is accessing their email account. However, the terminology used to describe these components was often inconsistent, with terms such as “cloud” and “server” being used interchangeably. Since a backend to the deletion process was identified, participants tended to understand the deletion process as taking longer than a few seconds, even if the exact duration of the process could not be identified. Please refer to Figure 5 for two sample drawings of the Backend-Aware category.

Participants that fell into this category distinguished between deletion at the UI level as opposed to data being purged from backend. No participant mentioned the risk of data being stolen nor the advantages of retention after deletion for recovery. However, this advantage was mentioned for data in the trash.

Unsurprisingly, all experts fell into the Backend-Aware category expressing varying degrees of knowledge about what exactly goes on in the background. In general, experts’ knowledge around deletion surpassed all interview participants’ knowledge by far.

While the understandings and drawings categorized as the UI-Based category were rather homogeneous, this was not the case for the Backend-Aware category. Since all topics mentioned by the experts fall into this more complex view, we used those six topics to further divide this category into three sub-categories, based on how many of these dimensions were included.

Two participants had a view which only included “backend” (see Figure 3). Nine participants fell into the next sub-category, which includes both concepts of a backend and time. Seven participants fell into the more complex sub-category, which includes both a backend, time, and at least one of the other dimensions. Of all the participants, only one mentioned all the dimensions, and was the only one to include the more complex concepts of derived information and anonymization.

4. DISCUSSION

Our study results revealed a plethora of reasons, views and understanding, and needs when it comes to online data deletion. In this section, we will provide some lessons learned and implications based on these results. Please note that while the results are based on two specific use cases (plus two for expiration), our recommendations go beyond these two instances.

4.1 No One-Size-Fits-All Solution

As mentioned before, we used email and social media as scenarios because we hypothesized that they represent different ends of the deletion spectrum (i.e., different types of data generated in different ways). Our results show that this assumption held true. Understanding as well as views and needs for the two scenarios differed to a great extent. For instance, reasons for deletion had little to no overlap and were highly service-dependent.

This shows that there is likely no one-size-fits-all solution when it comes to deletion strategies (from both a UI and technological point of view) which means that these individual differences need to be taken into account when designing deletion for a specific online service. For instance, understanding of (what happens during and after) deletion depends to a great extent on how a service handles its data and deletion should be reflective of this.

4.2 No Generalization of Data Deletion Needs

Related to this, we observed a great number of reasons to delete data, including privacy issues. The most prominent one (and also the only one consistent across the two scenarios) was getting rid of old or outdated data that is not needed anymore. Another interesting reason, which is related to the value of data, is deletion to tidy (or clean) an account. Participants mentioned that certain data would pollute their accounts and they wanted to get rid of this data.
Figure 5: The differing complexity of the Backend-Aware categories can be seen by comparing diagrams (a) and (b), drawn by Participants 10 and 11, respectively.

Whether data is still needed is decided on a highly individual level depending on different factors such as context, service, and usefulness, and it cannot be generalized. Even within a participant, no consistent reasons for deleting data across services (or cases) could be identified as they decide these issues on a case-to-case base.

Similar to the previous insight (no one-size-fits-all solution), a major consequence of this is that we cannot generalize user needs of online data deletion across services. For instance, while providing unlimited storage space can make many cases of deletion unnecessary in the email space, this does not translate to social networks in which publicness and embarrassment are much bigger factors.

4.3 Communicating Deletion

The study results showed that certain concepts related to online data deletion were highly present in the participants' view of deletion even though they were not necessarily correctly used from a technical point of view.

Terms and functionality related to different components in the backend (or the backend in general) were mentioned by the majority of participants. In many cases, they referred to them as the reason for increased data retention periods, i.e., the fact that data is not deleted immediately. The participants that connected these technical constraints with data retention were also more likely to find it acceptable or understandable as opposed to the participants who thought that data was solely retained for business purposes.

Other concepts were harder to understand and thus seldom part of their mindsets. One example is anonymization, which was only mentioned once.

A consequence of this is that communicating (and explaining) online data deletion using these more common concepts has the potential to positively affect users' attitude towards technological constraints of deletion. As an example, based on this, a promising direction for explaining retention periods might be to build it around technical complexity of removing it from servers, backup servers, and the like.

4.4 Deletion in the UI

Related to the previous section on communicating deletion, we think that our results can have direct influence on how deletion user interfaces are designed.

For instance, a common practice for services with a trash folder is to highlight that fact in the deletion dialogue (e.g., along the lines of “This file has been moved to the trash.”). Similar to this, one could imagine that when deleting a file for good by removing it from the trash, the following procedure could be teased, again, based on parts of the process that users understand (e.g., “This file will now be deleted from our servers” to indicate technical complexity).

That said, we do not have data to judge how this should look like exactly and thus argue that this would have to be evaluated in further studies, especially with a focus on how upfront such messages would have to be to provide the best effect.

4.5 Control of Expiration

Expiration is a special use case of deletion: automatic deletion after a certain time. We worked based on the assumption that expiration for data could be represented on a timeline together with certain events that mark the end of its usefulness to a user.

However, the study results showed that this did not hold true for any of the scenarios. While there are single instances (or single participants) that could identify such an event, it was highly context-dependent. In addition, for each data item (and scenario), participants could identify events or situations which would give new value to information that was previously marked as useless.

This indicates that enforcing specific expiration periods on undeleted user data is likely to create situations in which useful (or wanted) data is not available anymore. A potential consequence of this would be a reduction in service quality from a user's point of view.

Participants indicated that control, especially self-selected expiration conditions, would be a better way to approach this issue. One participant proposed the following approach for email deletion: “You could have a folder which allows you to set an expiration date for items in this folder. Like when I move an email in there, it could be automatically deleted after 30 days or whatever amount I decide.”

This type of control mechanism highlights another result of this research: users can relate even abstract concepts very well to the UI. Therefore, we can leverage this to communicate with users through well-known concepts and metaphors, such as the “trash can”.

Summed up, this means that, instead of automatic (default) data expiration, allowing control over how data expiration is handled on an individual level is a more promising direction. This would also give users more control over their data (preferences).
4.6 Shared/Implicit Copies Not Well Understood

Participants understood the concept of shared copies for emails rather well. It is easy to comprehend that when you send out an email, a copy of it will exist with the recipients. As a consequence, they pay more attention to what they write due to the fact that control about the data will be lost [6].

As opposed to this, for social networks, this problem was not well understood, despite it being similarly likely as shown by related work on Twitter and Facebook [1]. For instance, only 3 out of 22 participants mentioned that data might be stored with a recipient (or the like). Thus, the idea of (not necessarily verbatim) copies based on retweets and other ways of interacting with a post seems to be less graspable. This is even worse as implicit copies can be a challenge to the user privacy as the user loses control over the content but might not even be aware of the existence of the copies.

While our data provides further insights into this being an issue that potentially affects user privacy, we do not have data to make recommendations on how to mitigate this risk. However, we argue that this is an important topic for the research community to study and want to highlight its necessity.

5. LIMITATIONS

The main limitation of this work is the limited sample size of the interview study. While we made sure to recruit participants from a wide spectrum of society, the data should not be interpreted as generalizable to the whole (internet) population but rather as trends. That said, we are confident that we cover the most relevant themes, which is supported by the fact that we reached saturation of themes after (max) 14 participants.

Furthermore, despite carefully selecting the scenarios to cover a wide range, the results are limited to the two tested contexts (plus two for expiration). As mentioned in the discussion, results might have been different had we tested other services (e.g., cloud storage), and thus, recommendations in this paper should be handled with care in these contexts. Since the selected scenarios cover different ends of the deletion spectrum, we argue that the major insights of this work are still (partially) applicable to online deletion overall.

6. CONCLUSION

In the present work, we explored users’ understanding of online data deletion which is essential to maintaining user privacy and protecting their data. We identified two main views on how deletion works: UI-Based and Backend-Aware. We found that a large majority of participants were aware of a backend to the deletion process. Although participants’ understanding of the backend processes of deletion varied in their complexity, explanations of online data deletion can build off of this understanding to explain the technical constraints of deletion in conceptual terms. Our results indicate that doing so could also have the potential to positively affect users’ attitudes toward these constraints and be more accepting of certain retention periods.

Our results also provide insights into expiration preferences. We found that participants considered the usefulness of their online data to be very context-dependent, as opposed to time bound. Consequently, participants did not envision their online data having an expiration date that could be set on a chronological scale. Participants therefore favored control over the expiration of their data, such as moving data to a specific folder where they can manually set expiration dates.

A challenge raised by this work relates to user understanding of shared copies of online data for services where it is not well understood and can be problematic in terms of privacy. While the concept of a shared copy is clear for email (i.e., the recipient has a copy), it is not so clear in the social media contexts, where different ways of interacting with the data could lead to different copies (e.g., re-posts) or traces of it (e.g., comments referencing a post). Future work should explore these understandings, and how to best communicate to users this concept of shared copies in complex settings.
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APPENDIX

The following two sections list the study instruments used for the deletion scenarios and the expiration exercise. Please note that: a) They have been slightly adapted (e.g., the scenarios script actually consists of 3 parts that we merged for the appendix); b) They are listed out of context.

A. DELETION SCENARIOS SCRIPT

1. Do you sometimes delete [emails/tweets/posts]?
   (a) If yes: Why?
   (b) If no: Why not?

2. Now let’s imagine you just deleted an [email/tweet/post]. Please draw what happens after you press the “Delete” button.
   (instruction: hand participant pen and paper)

3. You just named a few things that occur when you delete an [email/tweet/post]. Please write them down as a list in the order in which they occur. Use “Press the delete button” as the first item on your list.

4. Imagine that you pressed the delete button now. When would the last item on your list take place?

5. After this last point on the list, is it possible for you to recover the deleted [email/tweet/post]?
   (a) If yes: Why?
   (b) If no: Why not?

6. Is it possible for the [service provider] to recover the deleted [email/tweet/post]?
   (a) If yes: Why? For what purpose is the data stored?
   (b) If no: Why not?

B. EXPIRATION GRAPH SCRIPT

1. Here is a card with an online context, and a type of personal data associated with that context written on it.
   (instruction: hand participant one of the cards in counterbalanced order)

2. Here is a screenshot of what this online context would look like.
   (instruction: hand participant screenshot, read description)

3. On a scale from 1-5, with 1 being the least sensitive and 5 being the most sensitive, how sensitive is this type of data to you? Please write your rating on the card.

4. Now we will be referring to this graph.
   (instruction: hand participant the expiration graph)

5. On the horizontal axis, please add different events which can occur in this scenario that could have an influence on the usefulness of this data. Usefulness refers to how useful it is for you that the service provider has this data.

6. The usefulness might change over time. Let me give you an example: It is most useful for your dentist to know the time of your appointment before it happens, and still quite useful on the day of the appointment. After the day of the appointment, it is perhaps less useful that your dentist has this information.

7. After the point when this data is no longer useful to you, what should happen to it, if anything?
   (instruction: if participant added an event with a usefulness rating of 0/1, refer to that point)
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ABSTRACT
Software obfuscation is a technique to protect programs from malicious reverse engineering by explicitly making them harder to understand. We investigate the effect of two specific source code obfuscation methods on the program comprehension efforts of 66 university students playing the role of attackers in a reverse engineering experiment by partially replicating experiments of Ceccatto et al. We confirm that the two obfuscation methods have a measurable negative effect on program comprehension in general but also show that this effect inversely correlates with the programming experience of attackers. So while the comprehension effectiveness of experienced programmers is generally higher than for inexperienced programmers, the comprehension gap between these groups narrows considerably if source code obfuscation is used. In extension of previous work, an investigation of the code analysis behavior of attackers reveals that there exist obfuscation techniques that significantly impede comprehension even if tool support exists to revert them, giving first supportive empirical evidence for the classical distinction between potent and resilient obfuscation techniques defined by Collberg et al. more than 20 years ago.

1. INTRODUCTION
In many developed economies, software is a major driver of innovation and industrial growth. To protect their intellectual property, prevent the creation of illegal copies of software and to avoid the unauthorized program flow changes that might benefit the attackers, software vendors employ various software protection techniques. Software protection is also a technique employed by cybercriminals to prevent malware analysis by security researchers.

Software protection can be achieved in multiple ways. Historically, one of the most successful techniques is using specialized hardware, i.e., to disallow access to source or binary by moving it into an external tamper-proof execution compartment [1, 2]. A slightly weaker possibility to achieve software protection is to move only critical parts of software to a trusted processing environment such as a special processor mode [3] or a remote server [4]. While such trusted processing environments are much cheaper than specialized tamper-proof hardware compartments, both techniques incur a significant economical and organizational overhead.

A comparatively cheap alternative to additional specialized hardware is to assume that the attacker will eventually be able to access the code, but that the code is constructed in such a way that it cannot be easily reverse engineered. A central method to deter attackers in this context is software obfuscation, i.e., a software transformation that makes the program code harder to comprehend and to analyze. In contrast to many techniques offered in classical software engineering, software obfuscation is a security technique that aims at inhibiting software comprehension by attackers. It is the standard means to protect the bytecode of Android apps from analysis today, and it is applied in almost all malware samples spreading in the wild. Understanding the strength of software obfuscation is therefore key both (1) to raise the protection level for software vendors and (2) to help malware analysts to prioritize reverse engineering tasks.

In 2001 Barak et al. [5] showed that perfect obfuscation (meaning that a program does not expose more information than can be derived from its input/output behavior) is impossible in general. In practice, most software protection techniques rely on the definition of obfuscation transformation provided by Collberg et al. [6], which means that the program’s code is made somewhat more obscure by the application of the transformation without introducing a too high performance overhead.

Reverse engineering is always a combination of human ingenuity and tool support. This led Collberg et al. [6] to distinguish between resilience and potency of obfuscating transformations: resilience means the ability to withstand an au-
tomated deobfuscation attack, while potency refers to the grade of “obscurity” for the human reverse engineer added by the obfuscation. While formal complexity metrics can help approximate resilience and potency [7], the strength of obfuscation cannot be fully understood without analyzing its effect on program comprehension abilities of real users, a topic which we further study in this paper.

1.1 Related Work
Program comprehension is a mature field in software engineering, where qualitative and quantitative human factors methods have been used to study software comprehension and to evaluate tools [8, 9, 10, 11]. However, there is surprisingly little work on software comprehension in the context of software obfuscation. Ceccato et al. [12] pioneered the area by performing a series of five controlled experiments to measure the influence of code obfuscation on understanding decompiled Java source code. They studied two obfuscation methods, identifier renaming and opaque predicates, and showed that they have a measurable effect on the ability of humans to solve code comprehension and change tasks. In this work, we partially replicate their study and confirm their results. Using a similar experimental setup but with different programs, Viticchié et al. [13] analyzed the influence of the VarMerge obfuscation. Compared with clear code, VarMerge obfuscated code led to significant differences concerning time and efficiency of the attack, but not in correctness.

Although attacker modeling has been identified as one of the fundamental challenges in usable security research [14], user studies in secure programming have focused on the defenders so far. Oliveira et al. [15] showed that security is not a priority in programming tasks and needs additional cognitive effort. Acar et al. [16, 17] analyzed the influence of the documentation that programmers use when writing code. In an experiment with GitHub users, Acar et al. [18] found that correctly fulfilling security requirements is influenced by the years of programming experience, but not by professional status, e.g., student or working programmer. The latter is most relevant to our work as we investigate the influence of programming experience on reverse engineering skills.

1.2 Contributions
In this work, we measure the effect of source code obfuscation on program comprehension skills of human reverse engineers by means of a controlled experiment with 66 participants and advance the insight into the distinction between resilience and potency of obfuscating transformations as defined by Collberg et al. [6]. More specifically, our contributions are as follows:

- Using a slightly different study design, we replicate and validate the results by Ceccato et al. [12], i.e., we provide further experimental evidence that source code obfuscation makes program comprehension significantly harder.
- We provide original insight into the effect of two obfuscating transformations onto the reverse engineering behavior. We show that code analysis behavior differs significantly when trying to comprehend the results of an obfuscation method considered to be potent in comparison to a method that is considered to be resilient. We therefore provide first empirical evidence into the usefulness of these concepts that were defined in 1997 [6].
- To better understand the factors influencing the potency of obfuscation methods, we provide additional original insight into the impact of different programming experience levels on reverse engineering performance and behavior. We show that classical programming experience does not prepare well for the task of comprehending obfuscated code: While experienced participants were much more efficient than beginners when they worked on non-obfuscated code, the gap in efficiency narrowed significantly when given the obfuscated code. Specific obfuscation and debugging experience, however, appears to be helpful.

Overall, if software obfuscation is applied to protect malicious software, our insights may help to improve the education of malware analysis professionals. If obfuscation is used to protect legal software, then our insights may be helpful to evaluate the quality of protection.

1.3 Outlook
After providing background in Section 2, we state the research hypotheses in Section 3 and describe the experimental setup and methods in Section 4. Results are presented in Section 5. We discuss implications and limitations of our study in Sections 6 resp. 7, and conclude in Section 8.

2. BACKGROUND
We first provide background on the obfuscation techniques and code analysis. We further give details on the experimental setup of Ceccato et al. [12] upon which we build.

2.1 Obfuscation
The generally accepted view on obfuscation is based on the notion of program transformation making the code harder to analyze and to comprehend. Obfuscation can be applied at any level of abstraction, be it source code, byte-code or machine code. Here, we focus on source code obfuscation for two reasons: Firstly, source code obfuscation is still common in the context of Java since byte-code can be easily decompiled. Secondly, source code obfuscation has been studied by Ceccato et al. [12], whose work we partially replicate.

One of the most widely used obfuscation techniques is identifier renaming where the names of classes, fields and methods, as well as of local variables are changed to meaningless character sequences. Since identifiers are usually carefully selected to reflect their semantic meaning, removal of this information complicates the process of code comprehension. Name overloading [19] extends identifier renaming by using the same names for multiple different entities. We use name overloading as the first obfuscation technique in our study and abbreviate it by NO.2

Name overloading does not change the structure of the code. The obfuscation technique of opaque predicates (abbreviated as OP) can be used to alter the program’s execution flow. A predicate is called opaque if its outcome is known at obfuscation time but is hard to deduce by the reverse engineer [19].3

3Examples of true and false opaque predicates are \((x^2 + x) \mod 2 = 0\) and \(x^2 + 1 \leq 0\) respectively for any real value \(x\).
Opaque predicates can be used to extend existing branches or to insert dead code. We use OP as second obfuscation technique in our experiments. Appendix A provides code examples to illustrate both obfuscation techniques.

2.2 Code Analysis and Eclipse
The process of understanding of the program’s code and its key features is referred to as code analysis. Static code analysis does not involve actual execution of the program, whereas in dynamic analysis, code is at least partially executed. Usually, code analysis is supported by tools. For the purpose of Java source code analysis, the Eclipse IDE can be utilized. It can perform both static and dynamic analysis. In the following we briefly describe the capabilities of this tool, as it was used by participants in our study.

The Eclipse IDE supports static analysis by providing additional information for the source code, such as showing the class inheritance hierarchy or call graph, or highlighting cross-references. It can also automate standard modifications of the program performed by the analyst, such as renaming of variables, methods, and fields, or moving methods from one class to another. In this paper we refer to the latter operations as advanced Eclipse commands.

The Eclipse IDE also supports program execution in the debugging mode. Using this mode, the analyst can perform single-stepping, executing only one instruction at a time, set breakpoints, watch the variable values, and so on. This functionality can be useful to follow the execution of the code under analysis, in order to better understand the dependencies between code and external program’s behavior, or to identify predicates suspicious of being opaque, namely those that always have the same value at runtime.

2.3 Obfuscation Studies by Ceccato et al.
Ceccato et al. [20, 21, 12] conducted a series of experiments using two programs and letting participants solve two code comprehension tasks and two code modification tasks for each program. The experiments varied in the type of obfuscation, the type of students (bachelor, master or PhD) and the universities in which they took place, while the experimental tasks remained the same. Since the results of all experiments are summarized in one single paper [12], we refer to this paper in the following.

One of the programs (called Race in the following) is an online game that lets two players conduct a car race. Another program, called Chat, lets people have public or private online conversations. The programs were given to the participants as source code decompiled from Java bytecode, as this is the usual way how the reverse engineers work on Java code. Depending on the experiment, the programs were provided in different variants: as clear code (unobfuscated), obfuscated with identifier renaming (which was in fact name overloading), or obfuscated with opaque predicates. General software metrics for both programs presented in Table 1 show that the programs are comparable in their complexity. Although Race has a higher number of methods and lines of codes (LOC) than Chat, it has a lower overall cyclomatic number [22] (roughly corresponding to the number of linearly independent paths in a function’s code).

Ceccato et al. [12] conducted five experiments that cumulatively evaluated whether code obfuscation influences performance of reverse engineers: Do people solve code comprehension tasks slower and less correct on obfuscated code? If yes, which of the obfuscation methods (NO or OP) reduces the performance more severely? The code comprehension tasks from the study can be found in Table 2. Overall, Ceccato et al. found statistically significant differences only for the obfuscation technique NO, supporting the belief that opaque predicates help to slow down automated analysis rather than performance of human reverse engineers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Race: Box</td>
<td>In order to refuel the car has to enter the box. The box area is delimited by a red rectangle. What is the width of the box entrance (in pixel)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race: Laps</td>
<td>When the car crosses the start line, the number of laps is increased. Identify the section of code that increases the number of laps the car has completed (report the class name/s and line number/s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat: Messages</td>
<td>Messages going from the client to the server use an integer as header to distinguish the type of the message. What is the value of the header for an outgoing public message sent by the client?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat: Users</td>
<td>When a new user joins, the list of the displayed “Online users” is updated. Identify the section of code that updates the list of users when a new user joins (report the class name/s and line number/s).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Participants’ tasks for the study of Ceccato et al. [12] and ours.

3. HYPOTHESES
We formulate research hypotheses that aim at answering the following research questions:

- Can we validate the results of Ceccato et al. concerning code comprehension?
- Does obfuscation influence the code analysis behavior of attackers?
- Does programming experience influence code comprehension and behavior of the attackers?

4Ceccato et al. also investigated code change tasks that we do not consider in our study. We present differences between their and our study in more detail in Section 4.
3.1 Code Comprehension Hypotheses

Considering the effect of code obfuscation on code comprehension, we evaluate the following hypothesis:

Obfuscated code is more difficult to comprehend than clear code.

However, the term “obfuscated code” can be instantiated in many different ways. To evaluate such a hypothesis it would be necessary to investigate the effects of a “representative” set of obfuscation methods and it is not entirely clear what this could be. We therefore focus on the effects of the two obfuscation techniques NO and OP and conduct partial replication of prior work by Ceccato et al. [12].

Ceccato et al. found no significant difference between correctly comprehending clear code and code obfuscated with any of the two obfuscation techniques. For the efficiency the results differed. While no significant difference in the efficiency between working on clear and OP-obfuscated code was found, efficiency of working on NO-obfuscated code significantly decreased compared to working on clear code. Similarly, only working on NO-obfuscated code took significantly longer than working on clear code. Ceccato et al. [12] therefore rejected several of their hypotheses concerning OP-obfuscated code. However, since the number of participants in the various studies was quite small (10 to 22), we assume that some effects of the obfuscation methods might have been missed. Therefore, for code comprehension we formulate the same set of hypotheses as Ceccato et al. [12], where capitalized words set in italics indicate independent variables for the statistical analysis:

HC1NO NO-obfuscated code is more difficult to comprehend than Clear code.
HC1OP OP-obfuscated code is more difficult to comprehend than Clear code.

These hypotheses attempt to approximate the hypothesis on the general effect of obfuscation presented above.

Following the discussion on the potency of obfuscation methods [6], i.e., the differing grades of “obscuring” for the human reverse engineer added by the obfuscation, the next hypothesis aims at insights into the effects of conceptually different obfuscation techniques. Ceccato et al. found that understanding NO-obfuscated code is more difficult than understanding OP-obfuscated code. However, this difference was statistically significant in only one of two experiments that they conducted with this goal. We seek to validate their hypotheses with regard to the behavior of the attackers for code comprehension tasks:

HB1NO When analyzing NO-obfuscated code attackers behave differently than when analyzing Clear code.
HB1OP When analyzing OP-obfuscated code attackers behave differently than when analyzing Clear code.
HB2 When analyzing NO-obfuscated code attackers behave differently than when analyzing OP-obfuscated code.

Since comprehending obfuscated code in practice seems to require additional expertise, we also formulate hypotheses concerning the influence of experience, as previously done for code comprehension:

HB3 Experienced attackers behave differently than beginners when analyzing Clear and Obfuscated code.

3.2 Code Analysis Behavior Hypotheses

Ceccato et al. did not investigate behavior of attackers in solving their tasks. However, they asked participants some questions about their analysis behavior in a post-experimental question, e.g., which percentage of the task time they spent reading the code, or how many program executions in debugging mode they used. They report some (mostly not statistically significant) differences in the answers for clear and obfuscated code. We take their investigation as an inspiration for looking at the actual attacker behavior.

In practice, the first step in code comprehension of obfuscated code is usually to identify the particular obfuscation technique and perform experiments with tools for automatic deobfuscation [23]. It is therefore to be expected that comprehension of obfuscated code results in different code analysis behavior from classical reverse engineering, namely that behavior attempts to first identify the obfuscation method or performs simple deobfuscation tasks. In general, we therefore evaluate the following hypothesis:

Code obfuscation significantly changes code analysis behavior in comparison to analysis behavior for clear code.

Since code analysis behavior appears to target the obfuscation method first, we expect to find differences not only between clear code and obfuscated code in general, but also differences in the behavior between code obfuscated by different obfuscation techniques. We therefore explore the novel behavioral research question by evaluating the following hypotheses with regard to the behavior of the attackers for code comprehension tasks:

HB1NO When analyzing NO-obfuscated code attackers behave differently than when analyzing Clear code.
HB1OP When analyzing OP-obfuscated code attackers behave differently than when analyzing Clear code.
HB2 When analyzing NO-obfuscated code attackers behave differently than when analyzing OP-obfuscated code.

Since comprehending obfuscated code in practice seems to require additional expertise, we also formulate hypotheses concerning the influence of experience, as previously done for code comprehension:

HB3 Experienced attackers behave differently than beginners when analyzing Clear and Obfuscated code.

3.3 Measurements

We now describe how we measured code comprehension, behavior and experience.

3.3.1 Code Comprehension Measurements

We measure code comprehension in exactly the same way as proposed by Ceccato et al. [12]:

- **Correctness** (measured per program) is the number of correctly solved tasks: 0 if no task is solved correctly, 1 if precisely one task is solved correctly and 2 if both tasks are correct.
- **Time correct** (measured per program in minutes) is the time spent on average for correctly solving tasks for a program. It is computed as the sum of times spent on correctly solved tasks divided by the number of correctly solved tasks. If no answer was given correctly, the participant was taken out of the calculations.
- **Total time** (measured per program in minutes) shows how long a participant worked on the program, independently on the correctness of solutions. Although this is not a
code comprehension variable by itself, we use it to derive the notion of efficiency below.

- **Efficiency** (measured per program) is Correctness divided by Total time.

For the tasks that ask to point out a line number where a certain action is performed (“Race: Laps” and “Chat: Users” in Table 2), we evaluated the Correctness of the participants’ answers in a different way than Ceccato et al. [12]. Whereas they accepted only one specific line number as correct answer, we have adopted a less restrictive interpretation that allowed the following solutions:

- The exact line according to Ceccato et al. [12].
- The line number of the corresponding function header, or the lines interval of the whole corresponding function.
- The exact line of the corresponding function’s call site.

We think that all three answers provide a sufficient proof of the participant’s understanding of the code functionality. In the hypotheses testing in the sequel, we consider Ceccato et al.’s evaluation for comparison. Two other tasks (“Race: Box” and “Chat: Messages”) were evaluated exactly as by Ceccato et al.

### 3.3.2 Behavior Measurements

To record actions performed by participants during code analysis, we use the Eclipse plugin Fluorite [24] that creates an XML-log of all commands and events with the corresponding timestamps. This data allows us to reconstruct the reversing procedure of each participant with high precision. We extract the following information from the logs:

- The number of the file open operations, which correspond to either opening a new file or switching the focus to the already opened one.
- The number of executed advanced commands such as automatic identifier renaming, construction of call graphs and type hierarchies.\(^5\)
- The number and the total time of program executions.
- The number of times and the total time of the program being in debugging mode.
- The total time of code reading, which is defined as the overall processing duration for the given program minus the execution and debugging time.

For each action, i.e., program execution, debugging, file open and advanced command, the start and the end timestamp relative to the begin of the program processing are used.

### 3.3.3 Experience Measurements

Ceccato et al. evaluated the experience of the participants based on whether they were bachelor, master or PhD students. They argued that this is a reliable measure since the authors were in charge of the participants’ courses at the corresponding universities [12]. For our study we assume that the participants might have studied at different universities before. Moreover, the attended courses can greatly differ at our university due to different study programs. Further, Acar et al. [18] found that even differentiating between students and non-students showed no significant differences in their participants’ skills. We therefore evaluated experience using a more general explorative approach.

Individual differences in programming skills, programming experience or experience in dealing with obfuscated code may influence the performance of participants and their analysis behavior. Experience relates to the hypotheses HC3 and HB3 and is measured as follows:

- **Programming Experience** is measured on a scale from 1 to 4 using the following question in the pre-study questionnaire: “How would you describe the quality and the type of the code you wrote so far?” This question originates from Ceccato et al. [12] and has the following answer options:
  1. Few and small programs (e.g., course exercises)
  2. Many small programs
  3. Small programs and 1 or 2 big programs (e.g., thesis and projects)
  4. Big programs

- **Study-relevant Experience** refers to the experience and knowledge in code obfuscation, Java, the usage of Eclipse for software development, debugging software, the usage of Eclipse for debugging software. These factors are measured using questions “Please indicate your experience with...” in the pre-study questionnaire on a 5-point Likert scale with values from 1 = very low to 5 = very high.

- **Comprehension Skills** are measured by considering the efficiency of a participant when working with Clear code.

### 4. METHOD

In this section we outline study materials and design, including ethical considerations, and describe recruitment and demographics of the participants. Finally, data analysis techniques are presented.

#### 4.1 Study Materials

##### 4.1.1 Code and Questionnaires

Ceccato et al. [12] provided us with original .jar-files for the clear code of the Chat and Race programs used in their studies. We obfuscated the source code of both programs (Chat and Race) either with name overloading (NO) or with opaque predicates (OP) using the SandMark tool [25] which was reportedly also used in previous work.\(^6\) The resulting three .jar files were decompiled using JAD [26], leading to three source code versions of each program: two obfuscated versions (NO and OP) and the unobfuscated original version. These were used by the participants in our study.

We used the questionnaires by Ceccato et al. [12] that were slightly adapted for our study. For example, we did not ask the participants to estimate the number of code executions per task, since we could measure this in our setup. The questions asked in the survey, their order and under which circumstances they were presented to the participants can be found in Appendix B.

##### 4.1.2 Technical Setup

The technical setup of our study was designed to be especially easy and efficient to replicate. We prepared virtual machines equipped with the Eclipse IDE for analyzing the

---

\(^5\)Advanced commands have the command ids starting with org.eclipse.jdt.ui.edit.text.java.

\(^6\)While Ceccato et al. [12] claim to have investigated the effect of identifier renaming (IR) using SandMark, SandMark does not explicitly offer this obfuscation method. So while we were able to reproduce the obfuscated version of OP, we could not reproduce the code for IR. We therefore chose the “closest” obfuscation variant to identifier renaming provided by SandMark which was name overloading (NO).
programs and with the Firefox browser for filling out the online questionnaires. All questionnaires and the code comprehension tasks were combined into one online questionnaire that was developed with LimeSurvey\(^7\). Participants therefore did not have to change the medium they work on. This also ensured that the participants did not forget to answer the questions, as they could not proceed to the next task otherwise. We were also able to take more precise time measurements than the previous work \([12]\), where the participants filled in the questionnaires on paper and wrote down start and end time of each task.

4.2 Participants
The participants were recruited at an engineering department of a German university. The recruiting materials (flyers, posters and emails) required the participants to have at least basic knowledge of Java and Eclipse.

In total 76 participants took part in our study (8 female). For the evaluation, data of 10 participants were excluded from the analysis because they indicated in the survey that they did not have enough time to successfully complete all tasks. This leaves a total of 66 participants. Most of them (44) were bachelor students, 20 master and 2 PhD students. Ages ranged from 18 to 31 with an average of 22 years.

Most participants were studying computer science (40), followed by computational engineering (4) and medical engineering (4). Furthermore, 16 participants (24.2\%) stated that they already participated in a course related to software obfuscation, 7 participants stated that they already worked full-time as a programmer. Part-time working experience was reported by 16 participants.

Concerning previous coding experience, 34 participants (51.5\%) stated that they already wrote one or two big programs. The two groups who either only worked on few small programs (19.7\%) or on many small programs (21.2\%) were almost equally represented. Participants with high experience in big programs made up 7.6\% of the participants.

4.3 Study Design

4.3.1 Experimental Setup
Our experimental setup is slightly different from Ceccato et al. \([12]\). The main differences are summarized in Table 3. Whereas in their work, each participant attended two sessions on two different days in order to reduce the fatigue effects, we opted for having only one session per participant, because a simplified study design allowed us to recruit more participants and thus obtain more results for robust statistical analysis.

To reduce the fatigue effects in our study, we reduced the number of tasks on which each participant worked. For each program, the participants worked on two comprehension tasks from the original study (Table 2). The two additional change tasks given by Ceccato et al. \([12]\) were omitted.

Moreover, Ceccato et al. \([12]\) used the within subjects design \([27, 28]\) where each participant worked on all tasks for a particular study. For example, when they compared between clear code and OP, all 16 participants worked on clear and OP-obfuscated code. In the study where the influence of OP

\(^7\)https://www.limesurvey.org

and NO were compared, all participants performed tasks on programs obfuscated with NO as well as with OP. This design is especially useful for small numbers of participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ceccato et al. ([12])</th>
<th>this paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sessions per participant</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tasks per program</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants (Clear vs NO)</td>
<td>10 and 22(^2)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants (Clear vs OP)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants (NO vs OP)</td>
<td>13 and 13(^3)</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants (total)</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Experimental setups by Ceccato et al. versus this work. Due to different study designs \((within subjects) [12]\) versus \((between subjects) in this work\), data of all our participants (66) could be used for comparison of NO- versus OP-obfuscated code. \(^1\) Two separate studies were conducted.

We opted for the \((between subjects) design\) when comparing the performance of participants working on NO-obfuscated code with the performance of different participants working on OP-obfuscated code. For robust statistical analysis, between subjects design needs a higher number of participants. However, we let all participants first work on the clear code, because we decided to assess their level of expertise in program understanding in this way (see Section 3.3.3). This measurement of expertise should therefore be free from fatigue effects. This study design also lets us compare performance on non-obfuscated code with performance on obfuscated code for each participant (i.e., within subjects).

4.3.2 Groups and Tasks
The overall study design is presented in Table 4. The participants were randomly assigned to one of the four experimental groups. Each participant first worked on the clear code of one program, and then on the code of the other program obfuscated with NO or OP. For each program, the participant had to solve two tasks that are presented earlier in Table 2. The tasks were presented in the randomized order.

4.3.3 Procedure and Ethics
The study received approval by the data protection office of the Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg. Participants worked under anonymous IDs and were informed at the beginning of their session about data collected during the experiment. We also explained that our goal is not to test their individual performance, but to understand in general how people work on various code comprehension tasks.

We conducted 14 sessions with 7 participants per session on average. Each session lasted 90 minutes, but the participants could leave earlier. In particular, if participants found the tasks too demanding, they could quit and were nevertheless fully paid. They received a 10 EUR gift voucher for participation. On average they worked for 47 minutes.

Each session started with a short presentation by the same researcher using the standardized set of slides. First, the purpose of software obfuscation was introduced, then the procedure was explained. The screenshots of the two programs were included, to make the participants familiar with
the programs. One or two additional researchers (depending on the number of the session participants) were in the lab to ensure the smooth execution of the experiment.

After the presentation, the participants logged into the virtual machine with their anonymized participant ID. There, they opened Firefox and started filling out the online survey. After answering the pre-study questionnaire, they were shown a password that they entered to unzip the zip-file with the program code. By entering the password, Eclipse was automatically set up with the corresponding source code (unobfuscated for the first program) according to the group the participants belonged to. Also, the logging of all events and timings in Eclipse started.

Back in the online survey, a description of the the first program was shown. On the next page of the survey the first task was presented and the solution had to be filled in. When the first task was successfully completed, the survey asked the post-task questions. Next, the second task was presented in the survey. After finishing this task, participants where asked to close Eclipse. By doing so, a log-file with all events in Eclipse was sent to our server. Participants then filled out post-task questions again. Furthermore, the post-program questions were asked. Then the password for the second program was shown and the same procedure was repeated for the second (obfuscated) program.

### 4.4 Data Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS [29]. For all tests, a significance level of $\alpha = 0.05$ was employed.

#### 4.4.1 Effect of Code Obfuscation

To compare code comprehension and code analysis behavior for clear and for obfuscated code, we used Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (within subjects design). To compare both obfuscation methods with each other, we used Mann-Whitney U tests (between subjects design). Non-parametric tests were used because the assumption of normal distribution was violated for most variables (as indicated by Shapiro-Wilk and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests).

#### 4.4.2 Impact of Experience

Experience was assessed with three measures: Programming Experience, Study-relevant Experience, and Comprehension Skills (Section 3.3.3). We first analyzed the five questions of Study-relevant Experience. With a factor analysis, we extracted two factors with eigenvalues larger than 1 (Kaiser Guttman criterion). These two factors explained 82% of the variance in the data. Table 5 shows the factor loadings after varimax rotation. Factor 1 summarizes experience with obfuscated code and debugging and Factor 2 encompasses experience with Java and Eclipse. Individual experience levels were computed by averaging across the respective questions. In summary, we consider four indicators of experience:

- **Programming Experience**: quality and type of code written so far;
- **Obfuscation Experience**: experience with obfuscation and debugging;
- **Java Experience**: experience with Java and using Eclipse;
- **Comprehension Skills**: efficiency in working on clear code.

The four indicators were moderately correlated with each other (see Table 6), indicating that they can be integrated to measure individual levels of experience.

On the basis of the four experience indicators, we divided participants into experience groups using a data-driven approach. We ran a cluster analysis, which tries to identify homogeneous groups of cases, such that observations in the same group are as similar as possible, and observations in different groups are as different as possible. A $k$-means cluster analysis was performed, setting the parameter $k$ to the value 2 to extract two groups of experience. The final groups, “Beginners” ($N = 21$) and “Experienced” ($N = 45$), differed significantly in all four indicators, all $F'\alpha(s)(64) > 5.952, p's < 0.018$ (see Table 7).

To assess the moderating effect of experience on code comprehension and code analysis behavior, mixed-model Analyses of Variance (ANOVA) were run with Obfuscation (Clear vs. Obfuscated Code) as within subjects factor and Ex-

### Table 4: Groups and tasks. Each user first worked on the clear code of one program, and then on the NO- or OP-obfuscated code of another program. $Rnd$ denotes the randomization of task order within each program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>1st Program (clear code)</th>
<th>2nd Program (obfuscated)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Race: $Rnd$(Box,Laps)</td>
<td>NO(Chat): $Rnd$(Messages,Users)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Race: $Rnd$(Box,Laps)</td>
<td>OP(Chat): $Rnd$(Messages,Users)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Chat: $Rnd$(Messages,Users)</td>
<td>NO(Race): $Rnd$(Box,Laps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Chat: $Rnd$(Messages,Users)</td>
<td>OP(Race): $Rnd$(Box,Laps)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Factor loadings after varimax rotation. Values below 0.4 are omitted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obfus. Exp.</td>
<td>0.648**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Exp.</td>
<td>0.466**</td>
<td>0.298*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compr. Skill$^1$</td>
<td>0.323**</td>
<td>0.411**</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compr. Skill$^2$</td>
<td>0.264*</td>
<td>0.326**</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.945**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6: Correlations between experience indicators; $^1$ our measurement, $^2$ strict measurement (Cecatto et al.); $^*p<.05$, $^{**}p<.01$.
experience (Beginners vs. Experienced) between subjects factor. Effects of obfuscation (irrespective of experience) are reflected by the main effect Obfuscation. Similarly, effects of experience (irrespective of the type of code) is reflected in the main effect Experience. Whether experience moderates the obfuscation effect (i.e., whether beginners and experts differ in working with obfuscated code) is reflected by the interaction between Obfuscation and Experience. If the interaction was significant, we run post hoc t-tests in order to compare beginners and experienced programmers when working with obfuscated code.

4.4.3 Effect Sizes and Statistical Power
To assess the practical meaning of the empirical results, we calculated effect sizes. For Wilcoxon signed-rank tests and Mann-Whitney U tests, we report $r$. For ANOVAs we report partial eta-squared ($\eta^2_p$). For unpaired t-tests, we report Cohen’s $d$. For paired t-tests, we report Cohen’s $d_s$, which corrects the effect size for correlations in a within-subjects design. However, both Cohen’s $d$ and $\eta^2_p$ can be greater than 1, making an intuitive interpretation difficult. Therefore, we also report $\omega^2$, which ranges between 0 and 1. It can be interpreted as the percentage of variance in the data that is explained by the experimental manipulation. For interpretation, we followed the convention provided by Cohen [30].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Cohen’s $d$ or $d_s$</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>$\eta^2_p$ and $\omega^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no effect</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.20$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.10$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small effect</td>
<td>0.20-0.50</td>
<td>0.10-0.30</td>
<td>0.01-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium effect</td>
<td>0.50-0.80</td>
<td>0.30-0.50</td>
<td>0.06-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>large effect</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.80$</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.50$</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.14$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Interpretation of effect sizes.

We assume that effects indicate practical relevance if they are of at least medium size (Table 8). A power analysis showed that we were able to detect such an effect in the population with a probability of $\beta = 0.80$ in a within subjects design with a sample of $N = 35$ participants (i.e., running a Wilcoxon test) and in a between subjects design with a sample of $N = 134$ (i.e., running a Mann-Whitney U test). Referring to the actual number of participants (Table 3).

Table 7: Description of the experience groups (Mean±SD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experience</th>
<th>Beginners</th>
<th>Experienced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N = 21$</td>
<td>1.42 ± 0.60</td>
<td>2.96 ± 0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obfuscation Exp.</td>
<td>1.55 ± 0.44</td>
<td>2.99 ± 0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Exp.</td>
<td>2.30 ± 0.60</td>
<td>3.13 ± 0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compr. Skill</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Task correctness rates when evaluating the results with our evaluation method versus with the stricter rules by Ceccato et al. (Section 3.3.1).

most of our tests (apart from Clear vs OP) are underpowered, meaning that we might have missed some effects due to small sample size.

5. RESULTS
We present our results and, if applicable, compare them with the findings of Ceccato et al. [12]. We start with descriptive results (Section 5.1), and then analyze differences between clear and obfuscated code with regard to code comprehension and analysis behavior (Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4). The results of these evaluations are summarized in Table 10. Finally, we assess the moderating effect of experience (Section 5.5 and Table 11).

5.1 Descriptive Results
Correctness results are presented in Table 9. Each of the 66 participants worked on four tasks, two with clear and two with obfuscated code. Using our less strict evaluation of all 264 solutions (see Section 3.3.1), 163 were rated correct and the remaining 101 were false. Using the more strict evaluation by Ceccato et al., our participants scored 138 correct and 126 false answers. In both cases, “Chat: Users” was the most difficult task, and “Race: Box” the easiest one.

The fastest participant took 21 minutes, the slowest finished after 90 minutes. For the Chat program 90.9% and for the Race program 95.5% of the participants agreed or strongly agreed that the descriptions of the application was clear.

5.2 Name Overloading (HC1NO & HB1SO)
Tasks with clear and obfuscated code were solved with similar correctness, $T(31) = 91.50, p = 0.373, z = -0.892, r = -0.113$ (Table 10). To show the same level of correctness with obfuscated code, participants needed significantly longer, $T(31) = 384.00, p = 0.008, z = 2.665, r = 0.338$. This speed-accuracy trade-off was reflected in a significant effect on efficiency, $T(31) = 104.00, p = 0.014, z = -2.454, r = -0.312$. Time needed to correctly solve a task, i.e., a successful attack, was significantly longer for obfuscated code, $T(21) = 181.00, p = 0.023, z = 2.277, r = 0.351$.

Using stricter correctness by Ceccato et al. [12], we also found no difference concerning the correctness of code comprehension between clear and obfuscated code, $T(31) = 67.50, p = 0.648, z = -0.456, r = -0.058$. The effect of NO on efficiency was significant, $T(31) = 106.00, p = 0.046, z = -1.994, r = -0.253$. The time to correctly solve tasks showed no difference between the groups, $T(20) = 152.00, p = 0.079, z = 1.755, r = 0.277$. However, our sample size was not sufficient to detect effects of medium size (Section 4.4.3), such that we might have missed some effects.
Table 10: Descriptive results and parameter-free statistics (Wilcoxon & Mann-Whitney-U tests) comparing clear and obfuscated code; all times are in minutes; *p < .05, **p < .01.

Reduced efficiency and increased total time may be due to changes in code analysis behavior. Participants opened files more frequently, $T(31) = 429.00, p < .001, z = 3.548, r = 0.451$, used more advanced commands, $T(31) = 121.50, p = 0.006, z = 2.771, r = 0.352$, and more often the debugging mode, $T(31) = 105.00, p = 0.001, z = 3.311, r = 0.420$. Overall they spent more time with program executions, $T(31) = 265.50, p = 0.022, z = 2.286, r = 0.290$, and debugging, $T(31) = 120.00, p = 0.001, z = 3.408, r = 0.433$. The observed effects were of medium size.

In summary, obfuscating source code with NO significantly reduced the efficiency of code comprehension (HC1(NO)). Participants changed their code analysis behavior (HB1(NO)), i.e., they opened files more frequently, used more advanced commands, and the debugging mode. The observed effects were of medium size, indicating their practical importance. The behavior of participants corresponds to what can be expected when dealing with NO since the inverse transformation to NO (rename identifier) is an advanced command in Eclipse. Other increases can be explained by additional effort to understand the meaning of individual identifiers.

### 5.3 Opaque predicates (HC1_{OP} & HB1_{OP})

If the source code was obfuscated with opaque predicates, we observed similar effects (Table 10). Participants needed significantly longer to understand the code, $T(35) = 456.00, p = 0.021, z = 2.309, r = 0.276$, in order to reach about the same level of correctness, $T(35) = 80.50, p = 0.198, z = -1.286, r = -0.154$. This is reflected in reduced efficiency, $T(35) = 125.00, p = 0.005, z = -2.778, r = -0.332$. Concerning the time needed to correctly solve a task, i.e., a successful attack, no difference between clear and obfuscated source code was found, $T(22) = 166.00, p = 0.200, z = 1.282, r = 0.193$.

Again, using the stricter measurements by Ceccato et al. [12], participants reached about the same performance in terms of correctness, $T(35) = 77.00, p = 0.980, z = 0.025, r = 0.004$, and were marginally less efficient, $T(35) = 161.00, p = 0.054, z = -1.926, r = -0.326$.

The impact of code obfuscation was also visible in code analysis behavior. Participants more often used advanced commands, $T(35) = 126.00, p = 0.018, z = 2.359, r = 0.282$, executed the program more frequently, $T(35) = 376.00, p = 0.003, z = 2.979, r = 0.356$, executed code longer in total $T(35) = 388.50, p = 0.020, z = 2.328, r = 0.278$, used the debugging mode more often, $T(35) = 138.00, p = 0.003, z = 2.923, r = 0.349$, and spent more time debugging, $T(35) = 131.00, p = 0.010, z = 2.580, r = 0.308$.

In summary, obfuscating source code with OP significantly reduced the efficiency of code comprehension (HC1_{OP}). Participants changed their analysis behavior (HB1_{OP}), i.e., they used more advanced commands, executed the program more frequently, and used the debugging mode more often. The observed effects were of medium size, indicating their practical importance. Compared to the changes with NO, the differences in behavior between Clear and OP appear to be more random which can be interpreted as an unguided search for understanding.

### 5.4 Comparison of Obfuscation Methods (HC2 & HB2)

The previous analyses showed that both obfuscation methods, name overloading and opaque predicates, significantly reduced code comprehension performance. To achieve a similar level of comprehension, participants changed their behavior of code analysis. A direct comparison between both obfuscation methods indicates that code comprehension was hindered similarly, i.e., we found no differences in correctness, total time or efficiency. Also, the effect on time needed...
to correctly solve a task, i.e., time for a successful attack, was small and non-significant, \(U(50) = 216.00, p = 0.066, z = -1.839, r = -0.260\) (Table 10).

Concerning behavior, participants opened files significantly more frequently when the source code was obfuscated with NO than with OP, \(U(66) = 307.00, p = 0.002, z = -3.027, r = -0.373\). This effect is of medium size.

In summary, both obfuscation methods reduced efficiency of code comprehension and led to similar behavior of the participants in almost all aspects. The number of file openings being higher in NO could be due to the fact that the structure of the code is not changed by the transformation and thus many aspects of semantics remain. The main effort is to deduce useful meanings of identifiers using static and dynamic analysis techniques. We would have expected a significant difference in using advanced commands for NO than OP due to the expected higher use of the advanced command “rename identifier”, but the usage of this particular primitive does not appear to be different in the data. We note, however, that our sample size was too small for a between subjects comparison, such that we might have missed some effects (Section 4.4.3).

5.5 Impact of Experience (HC3 & HB3)

Here we assess whether experience moderates code comprehension and code analysis behavior. We performed ANOVAs with Obfuscation (clear vs. obfuscated) as within subjects factor and Experience (beginners vs. experienced) as between subjects factors (see Section 4.4.2). As the main effect of Obfuscation replicates the results reported before, we only report the main effect of Experience and the interaction between Obfuscation and Experience here. Descriptive results and inferential statistics are presented in Table 11.

5.5.1 General Effect of Experience

The difference between beginners and experienced programmers, irrespective of the type of code, is reflected in the main effect of Experience. Beginners and experienced participants spent about the same time to solve the tasks (15.8 minutes vs. 17.6 minutes), \(F(1, 64) < 1\). As experienced participants solved about 1.4 tasks whereas beginners solved only 0.8 task in this time correctly, \(F(1, 64) = 13.907, p = 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.18, \omega^2 = 0.16\), their efficiency was significantly higher, \(F(1, 64) = 8.008, p = 0.006, \eta^2_p = 0.10, \omega^2 = 0.10\). The effects were of medium size, explaining 10% to 16% of the variability in the data. The same results were observed for the strict correctness of Ceccato et al. [12].

Beginners and experienced programmers showed different code analysis behaviors. Experienced participants executed advanced commands ten times more often than beginners, \(F(1, 64) = 11.157, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.15, \omega^2 = 0.13,\) and used the debugging mode eight times more often, \(F(1, 64) = 11.252, p = 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.15, \omega^2 = 0.13\). This was also visible in the overall time they spent in debugging mode, \(F(1, 64) = 4.531, p = 0.037, \eta^2_p = 0.07, \omega^2 = 0.05\). The latter effect was small, the other effects were of medium size.

In summary, experienced programmers solved 36% more tasks correctly in the same amount of time as beginners, which was reflected in a higher efficiency. To analyze the code, experienced participants used advanced commands and the debugging mode more often, which is consistent with the expected behavior of experienced reverse engineers.

5.5.2 Experience as Moderator of Comprehension

Solving tasks with obfuscated code requires more time to keep the level of correctness, i.e., efficiency is lower. Moreover, working on obfuscated code requires a change in code analysis behavior (see Sections 5.2 and 5.3). We are now interested in whether beginners and experienced programmers show similar or different changes. Statistically, this effect is reflected by the interaction between Obfuscation and Experience in the ANOVAs.

With regard to code comprehension, experience moderated the obfuscation effect on efficiency significantly, \(F(1, 64) = 4.385, p = 0.040, \eta^2_p = 0.05, \omega^2 = 0.05\). Beginners’ efficiency did not significantly change when working on obfuscated code (0.06 tasks per minute) compared to clear code (0.07 tasks per minute), \(t(20) < 1\). In contrast, experienced programmers were significantly more efficient with clear code (0.19 tasks per minute) than with obfuscated code (0.08 tasks per minute), \(t(44) = 3.499, p = 0.011, d_s = 0.68\). When working with obfuscated code, their efficiency almost dropped to those of beginners (i.e., 0.08 vs. 0.07 tasks per minute). This difference between beginners and experienced programmers was statistically not significant, \(t(64) = 1.387, p = 0.174, d = 0.37\). One may argue that the statistical power was not sufficient to detect the effect. Indeed, the small effect size \(d < 0.50\) indicates that there is probably a small effect in the population. That is, programming experience may have an advantage for comprehending obfuscated code efficiently but this advantage is probably only minor (see Figure 1). This issue needs further investigation with a more appropriate sample size.

This drop in efficiency for experienced participants, \(F(1, 64) = 1.609, p = 0.209, \eta^2_p = 0.03, \omega^2 = 0.01\), might be due to an increase in total time in order to keep a similar level of correctness, \(F(1, 64) < 1\). That is, experienced programmers invested more time to keep a high level of correctness, whereas beginners did not. However, the effects were of quite small size and the sample size was insufficient to detect these effects statistically. Also, we were not able to replicate them using the strict measurements by Ceccato et al. [12], although they point into the same direction.

When working on obfuscated code compared to clear code, experienced programmers changed their code analysis behavior, whereas beginners did not (Figure 1). This moderating effect of experience occurred for the usage of advanced commands, \(F(1, 64) = 5.321, p = 0.024, \eta^2_p = 0.08, \omega^2 = 0.06\), and the usage of the debugging mode, \(F(1, 64) = 7.615, p = 0.008, \eta^2_p = 0.11, \omega^2 = 0.09\). All effects were of medium size, explaining 6% to 9% of the variability in the data.

In summary, code comprehension and analysis behavior of beginners was not much impacted by obfuscated code. As expected, experienced programmers were more efficient when working with clear code. However, code obfuscation impeded code comprehension. The efficiency dropped by 57% to those of beginners. In our view, this is the most interesting result of our study. To keep the higher level of correctness compared to beginners, experienced programmers invested more time to solve the tasks. They changed their code analysis strategies, i.e., they used more often advanced commands and the debugging mode. Overall they spent more time with reading the source code. It appears
that classical programming experience does not help much in comprehending obfuscated source code.

### 5.5.3 Exploration: Areas of Experience

The previous analysis shows that no evidence was found that experienced programmers, who were much more efficient with clear code than beginners, differ from the latter when the source code was obfuscated. In the following we explore whether experience in a particular area may prevent from the drop in efficiency.

We correlated the level of experience (in one of the four areas of experience we had measured, see Section sec:analysis-experience) with the efficiency in working with obfuscated code (Pearson correlation). A positive correlation indicates that more experienced participants were able to keep a higher level of efficiency. Maybe not surprisingly, this was indeed the case if participants had experience with obfuscated code and debugging before, \( r = 0.43, p < 0.001 \). Neither programming experience in general, \( r = 0.14, p = 0.271 \), experience with Java and Eclipse, \( r = 0.08, p = 0.544 \), nor comprehension skills (measured as efficiency in working on clear code), \( r = 0.16, p = 0.191 \), did help. We conclude that reverse engineering needs special training in obfuscation techniques.

### 6. DISCUSSION

Before this study, we knew that obfuscation impedes program comprehension [12]. We were able to reproduce these findings for the same obfuscation methods, NO and OP, that were previously studied. We also obtained original results by studying the reverse engineering behavior. As might be expected, we found many significant differences in behavior between clear and obfuscated versions. These differences appeared to be more intentional for NO than OP. Participants appeared to have a clear strategy in countering NO but were still inhibited severely regarding efficiency. Given OP-obfuscated code, the analysis behavior appeared to be more random both in numbers of commands and time spent on different activities. With such a behavior, a decrease in efficiency is an understandable consequence.

Overall, the different behaviors for NO and OP are a first empirical support of the taxonomy of Collberg et al. [6] who distinguished obfuscating transformations regarding resilience and potency. For NO we found significant decreases in efficiency despite clear and understandable adoptions in behavior by participants. Such a strategic behavior change was not observable with OP. NO therefore appears to belong to the class of potent obfuscation techniques, increasing the “obscurity” for the human reverse engineers.

Furthermore, obfuscation seems to “reduce experience”, i.e., the effect of software engineering experience on the success of program comprehension is much lower for obfuscated code than for unobfuscated code. This insight is important since it indicates that code comprehension in the realm of obfuscated software may be different from comprehension of traditional programs. We conjecture that comprehension strategies follow a two-step approach: in the first step the particular obfuscation method is identified; in a second step, an inverse transformation is attempted. Such a strategy can, however, only be applied if reverse engineers have (1) an understanding of different obfuscation techniques, and (2) the ability to inverse the obfuscation using ingenuity and/or tools. This is consistent with the findings of our experiment where understanding of obfuscation methods was more helpful than general programming experience.

### 7. LIMITATIONS

Because the analyzed programs and tasks could be of different difficulty, we used counterbalancing to mitigate this concern. We did not counterbalance clear and obfuscated code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Beginner</th>
<th>Experienced</th>
<th>ANOVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>Obfuscated</td>
<td>Clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>Mean SD</td>
<td>Mean SD</td>
<td>Mean SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>0.90 0.77</td>
<td>0.86 0.85</td>
<td>1.53 0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Time</td>
<td>14.4 7.6</td>
<td>17.3 11.8</td>
<td>13.9 9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time correct</td>
<td>8.4 3.9</td>
<td>10.4 8.9</td>
<td>6.3 5.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Strict correctness as measured by Ceccato et al.:**

| Correctness | 0.62 0.74 | 0.71 0.78 | 1.27 0.62 | 1.18 0.68 | 0.001 16.213** | 0.604 |
| Efficiency  | 0.049 0.061 | 0.048 0.057 | 0.151 0.188 | 0.075 0.059 | 3.061 8.145** | 2.925 |
| Time correct| 10.0 7.7  | 7.6 2.8   | 6.3 5.4   | 9.1 5.9   | 0.015 0.329  | 2.743 |

**Number of:**

| File open comm. | 18.7 18.1 | 23.0 20.5 | 17.4 16.7 | 30.2 17.2 | 6.719* 0.752 | 1.641 |
| Advanced comm.  | 0.3 0.8   | 0.4 0.8   | 2.3 3.4   | 5.4 7.1   | 5.662* 11.157** | 5.321* |
| Program exec.   | 0.8 0.9   | 2.6 2.6   | 2.5 4.0   | 4.5 6.7   | 6.286* 3.225  | 0.021 |
| Debugging mode  | 0.1 0.3   | 0.4 0.9   | 0.9 1.9   | 3.0 3.4   | 13.368** 11.252** | 7.615** |

**Time spent on:**

| Program exec.   | 0.8 1.6   | 3.2 4.4   | 1.5 2.5   | 3.4 7.7   | 5.800* 0.169  | 0.081 |
| Debugging mode  | 0.1 0.2   | 3.1 9.2   | 1.7 4.5   | 7.0 8.4   | 12.793** 4.531* | 1.019 |
| Code reading    | 14.0 8.7  | 12.1 8.0  | 11.0 8.1  | 13.8 9.1  | 0.064 0.157  | 2.110 |

Table 11: Descriptive results and inferential statistics comparing clear and obfuscated code for beginners and experienced programmers; all times are in minutes; *p<.05, **p<.01.
Figure 1: On clear code, experienced users were more efficient than beginners. This advantage of experience disappeared when the code was obfuscated. Experienced users invested more time to keep their level of correctness, but beginners did not. Beginners did not change their code analysis behavior when working on obfuscated code. Experienced users opened files more frequently and used advance commands and the debugging mode more often than when working on clear code. (Error bars indicate confidence intervals.)

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we measured effects of source code obfuscation on program comprehension skills of reverse engineers by means of a controlled experiment with 66 participants. We successfully replicated results by Ceccato et al. [12] that obfuscation techniques have a significantly negative effect on program comprehension. We also showed that the obfuscation methods NO and OP lead to significantly different analysis behavior. The differences provided insight into the relative strength of NO which withstood reverse engineering efforts, although it was clearly identifiable and the de-obfuscation tool (rename identifier) was available. This supports the distinction between resilience and potency of obfuscating transformations as defined by Collberg et al. [6] more than 20 years ago.

Future research should focus more specifically on the behavior of humans when facing obfuscated code. Do they follow a two-step approach as conjectured above? What if an unknown obfuscation technique or the combination of several is used? How do performance results change for professional malware analysts, or when deobfuscation tools are used?
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APPENDIX

A. EXAMPLES OF OBFUSCATED CODE

We illustrate the code obfuscation techniques by showing excerpts of code from our study in the Race program. Listing 1 shows the definition of the method changeSpeed from the file MovingCarModel.java, which changes the speed by a certain value (given as a parameter) depending on whether the car still has fuel (a value stored in the variable gas).

Listing 1: Clear code from Race MovingCarModel.java

```java
public void changeSpeed(int i)
{
    if (started)
    {
        if (gas == 0)
        {
            speed += i;
            if (speed > maxSpeed / 10)
                speed = maxSpeed / 10;
            else
                if (speed < minSpeed / 10)
                    speed = minSpeed / 10;
        }
        else
        {
            speed += i;
            if (speed > maxSpeed)
                speed = maxSpeed;
            else
                if (speed < minSpeed)
                    speed = minSpeed;
        }
    }
}
```

Listing 2 shows the same code after applying name overloading where all identifiers have been renamed to some arbitrary values that have nothing to do with program semantics. The comparison between Listings 1 and 2 shows that apart from changing names of identifiers, the code stays structurally the same (e.g. lines 6 and 27 correspond).

Listing 2: Code from Listing 1 obfuscated with NO

```java
public void __m1(int i)
{
    if (__f22)
        if (__f19 == 0)
            __f5 += i;
            if (__f5 > __f6 / 10)
                __f5 = __f6 / 10;
        else
            if (__f5 < __f7 / 10)
                __f5 = __f7 / 10;
    else
        {__f5 += i;
         if (__f5 > __f6)
             __f5 = __f6;
         else
             if (__f5 < __f7)
                 __f5 = __f7;
         }
    }
```

Listing 3 shows the code from Listing 1 after introducing opaque predicates. In the given version of Sandmark, opaque predicates are generated using queries to a tree data structure which is manipulated in randomly looking ways. Predicates are then used to insert dead code that uses valid identifiers in random ways (see for example lines 45–47). To determine the truth value of a predicate (and therefore to eliminate dead code), an analyst has to first understand the way in which the tree was changed. The example shows that while all original code is maintained (e.g. line 6 corresponds to line 57), opaque predicates can be used to considerably complicate a program’s control flow.

Listing 3: Code from Listing 1 obfuscated with OP

```java
public void changeSpeed(int i) {
    if (Node.getI() != Node.getH()) {
        lastFuel = (0L + time2) - (long) lap;
        started = lastFuel == 0L;
        Node.getF().setLeft(Node.getH().getLeft());
    }
}
```


B. THE ONLINE SURVEY
In this section we present the full survey used in the study. This survey was slightly adapted from the materials of Cecatto et al. [12] to reflect the fact that we measured times of task completion and programming behavior, whereas Cecatto et al. asked their participants to note down their starting and finishing times, and to estimate the percentage of time they spent on reading and running the code, and executing the code in debugging mode.

B.1 Pre-Test Questions
At first the participants filled out a pre-test questionnaire in the online survey.

Q1. What is your position?
  ( ) Bachelor student
  ( ) Master student
  ( ) Diploma student
  ( ) PhD student
  ( ) Post Doc
  ( ) Professor
  ( ) Other:

Q2. What is your study subject? (this question was only displayed for participants who are either Bachelor, Master or Diploma student)

Q3. At which department are you working? (this question was only displayed for participants who are either PhD student, Post Doc or Professor)

Q4. How old are you?

Q5. How would you describe the quality and the type of the code you wrote so far?
  ( ) Few and small programs (e.g., course exercises)
  ( ) Many small programs
  ( ) Small programs and few (1 or 2) big programs (e.g., thesis and projects)
  ( ) Big programs

Q6. Have you ever worked as computer programmer?
  ( ) No
  ( ) Yes, part-time
  ( ) Yes, full-time

Q7. Do you have high or very high experience in any programming language(s)? If yes, please name them:

Q8. Did you participate in a Software Reverse Engineering or Hacking Lab Course?
  ( ) Yes
  ( ) No
  ( ) Other:
What is your experience/knowledge in... (5-point Likert scale from “very low” to “very high”)

Q9. code obfuscation?
Q10. Java?
Q11. the usage of Eclipse for software development?
Q12. debugging software?
Q13. the usage of Eclipse for debugging software?

Before being able to work on the programs a password was displayed in the survey to gain access to the directory of the source files of the first program. This was done in order to prevent participants from analyzing the source code before the tasks to solve were presented.

B.2 Program Descriptions
After the participants got access to the source files for a program, a short description about the program’s general usage was displayed in the survey.

Race program
CarRace is a network game that allows two players run a car race.

The player that first completes the total number of laps wins the race. Use the arrow keys to control the car (your car is the green one). Keep “up” and “down” keys pressed to accelerate and brake. Press “right” and “left” arrows to turn right and left.

The car constantly consumes fuel, when the car runs out of fuel the speed drops. In order to avoid this case the players should stop at the box to refuel. The number of completed laps and the fuel level is displayed on the upper part of the window.

Chat program
ChatClient is a network application that allows people to have text based conversation through the network. Conversations can be public or private, depending on how they are initiated.

The application shows on the right a list of available rooms. When the application starts, the “default” room is accessed. It is a public room where all the users are participating. In order to access another room (e.g., Room 1) the name of the room must be clicked from the “Available Rooms” list, a new tab will be visualized. All the messages sent to a conversation within a room are received to all the users registered to that room.

A private conversation (only two users) can be initiated by clicking the name of a user from the “Online Users” list.

B.3 Questions after each task
After the completing the Pre-Test Questions the participants worked on the tasks as specified in the main part of the paper in Table 2. The tasks were presented in random order. After each task the following question had to be answered by all participants.

Q14. Did you have enough time to solve this task?
    ( ) Yes
    ( ) No

Only if the participant had enough time, the next questions were displayed and had to be answered using a 5-point Likert scale from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”.

Q15. I had enough time to perform the tasks
Q16. The description of the task was perfectly clear to me
Q17. I experienced no difficulty in the identification of the segment of code relevant for the task
Q18. The debugging environment is useful to execute the task
Q19. I found the Eclipse Refactor facility useful for this task
Q20. For this task I spent a lot of time reading the code
Q21. For this task I spent a lot of time running the code

B.4 Questions after completing both tasks for a program
After both tasks and the corresponding questions about them were answered, questions regarding the programs itself were posed. Again, a 5-point Likert scale from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree” had to be used.

Q22. The description of the application was clear
Q23. I experienced no difficulty in understanding the program
Q24. Running the code was useful to understand the code

The completion of these answers for the first program led to the password for getting access to the second program being displayed.

B.5 Post-Test Questions
After the questions about the second program were answered, some post-test questions had to be answered using a 5-point Likert scale from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”.

Q25. I experienced no difficulty in using the development environment (Eclipse)
Q26. I experienced no difficulty in using the Eclipse debugger

The experiments were conducted over the course of two semesters. For the second semester we added two questions at the end of the survey in which the participants could indicate if they worked on similar code before. These questions were added after an additional analysis of the literature on code comprehension, where the so-called domain experience emerged as an additional performance factor [8].

Q27. Have you ever programmed any kind of program which was in your personal opinion similar to the chat program? If yes, please specify
Q28. Have you ever programmed any kind of program which was in your personal opinion similar to the race game?
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ABSTRACT
Cryptography is an essential component of modern computing. Unfortunately, implementing cryptography correctly is a non-trivial undertaking. Past studies have supported this observation by revealing a multitude of errors and developer pitfalls in the cryptographic implementations of software products. However, the emphasis of these studies was on individual developers; there is an obvious gap in more thoroughly understanding cryptographic development practices of organizations. To address this gap, we conducted 21 in-depth interviews of highly experienced individuals representing organizations that include cryptography in their products. Our findings suggest a security mindset not seen in other research results, demonstrated by strong organizational security culture and the deep expertise of those performing cryptographic development. This mindset, in turn, guides the careful selection of cryptographic resources and informs formal, rigorous development and testing practices. The enhanced understanding of organizational practices encourages additional research initiatives to explore variations in those implementing cryptography, which can aid in transferring lessons learned from more security-mature organizations to the broader development community through educational opportunities, tools, and other mechanisms. The findings also support past studies that suggest that the usability of cryptographic resources may be deficient, and provide additional suggestions for making these resources more accessible and usable to developers of varying skill levels.

1. INTRODUCTION
In a dynamic, threat-laden, and interconnected digital environment, cryptography protects privacy, provides for anonymity, ensures the confidentiality and integrity of communications, and safeguards sensitive information. Given the need for cryptography, there is an abundance of cryptographic algorithm and library choices for developers wishing to integrate cryptography into their products and services. However, developers often lack the expertise to navigate these choices, resulting in the introduction of security vulnerabilities. A 2016 industry survey that included over 300,000 code assessments found that 39% of those applications had cryptographic problems. Implementing cryptography correctly is a non-trivial undertaking.

In 1997, security expert Bruce Schneier commented on the lack of cryptographic implementation rigor and expertise at that time, asserting, “You can’t make systems secure by tacking on cryptography as an afterthought. You have to know what you are doing every step of the way, from conception to installation” [61]. Past studies have supported this observation by revealing a multitude of errors in the cryptographic implementations of software products (e.g., [17,19,22]) and the pitfalls developers encounter when implementing cryptography within products (e.g., [1,2,48]). This body of research suggests that developers have not progressed much in the past 20 years. However, as these studies have been largely focused on individual practices outside the professional work context or on the development of mobile apps, it is unclear if these shortcomings also apply to organizational development and testing, particularly among organizations for which security and cryptography are essential components. One exploratory survey examined high-level organizational practices in cryptographic development, but lacked rich insight into actual practices and motivators behind those [31]. Clearly, there is a gap in the literature in more thoroughly understanding organizational cryptographic development practices.

To address this gap, we performed a qualitative investigation into the processes and resources that organizations employ to ensure their cryptographic products are not fraught with errors and vulnerabilities. We define the scope of cryptographic products as those implementing cryptographic algorithms or using crypto (cryptography) to perform some function. We conducted 21 in-depth interviews involving participants representing organizations that develop either a security product that uses cryptography or a non-security product that heavily relies on cryptography. Unlike previous studies, our participants were professionals who were highly experienced in cryptographic development and testing, not computer science students or developers with little cryptographic experience.

The study aimed to answer the following research questions:

Q1 What are the cryptographic development and testing practices of organizations?
Q2 What challenges, if any, do organizations encounter while developing and testing these products?

Q3 What cryptographic resources do these organizations use, and what are their reasons for choosing these?

Our findings went deeper than uncovering practices, revealing a security mindset not noted in other research results. We discovered that some organizations believe they have achieved the expertise and rigor recommended by Schneier. Compared to developer populations studied in the past, the organizations in our investigation appear to have a stronger security culture and are more mature in their cryptography and security experience. The strong security culture we observed does not appear to be linked to company size or available resources. These security mindsets permeate the entire development process as they inform judicious selection of cryptographic resources and rigorous development practices.

Our work has several contributions. To our knowledge, this is the first in-depth study to explore cryptographic development practices and security mindsets in organizations from the viewpoint of those with extensive experience in the field. While some of the practices identified in our study may be considered known best practice within the security community, our paper is novel in that there are few research studies documenting occurrences of strong security culture and development in actual practice, and none within the cryptography context. Our study provides systematic, scientific validation to the anecdotal point often made by security experts that there is no magical, one-dimensional solution to cryptographic development. Rather, good crypto is the result of a concerted effort to build expertise and implement secure development practices. The enhanced understanding encourages additional research initiatives to explore variations in those implementing cryptography. This can aid in transferring lessons learned from more security-mature organizations to the broader development community through educational opportunities, tools, and other mechanisms. Our findings also support past studies that suggest that the usability of cryptographic resources may be deficient, and provide additional suggestions for making these resources more accessible and usable to developers of varying skill levels.

2. RELATED WORK

To provide context, this section begins with a brief overview of cryptographic standards and certifications frequently referenced in our interviews. We then underpin our assertion that cryptographic development is not a trivial undertaking by summarizing past research on crypto misuse and lack of crypto resource usability. We also present an overview of prior work on lack of security mindsets and secure development practices to serve as a contrast to the more security-conscious approaches of our study organizations.

2.1 Cryptographic Standards

Cryptographic algorithm standards are developed by consensus of community stakeholders (e.g., vendors, researchers, governments) to foster compatibility, interoperability, and minimum levels of security. These can be found in formal standards documents from organizations such as Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) [35], International Organization for Standardization (ISO) [46], and the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [52]. Likely due to the U.S. locations of most of the study organizations, the participants most often mentioned cryptographic requirements issued by NIST. As perhaps the best known government standard, the Federal Information Processing Standards Publication (FIPS) 140-2 “specifies the security requirements that will be satisfied by a cryptographic module utilized within a security system protecting sensitive but unclassified information” [49]. These requirements are mandatory for cryptographic products purchased by the U.S. Government, but also are used voluntarily outside the government. There are two certification programs associated with FIPS 140-2 [50,51]. Under these programs, vendors may submit cryptographic algorithm and module implementations for validation testing to accredited testing laboratories.

2.2 Cryptographic Misuse

Numerous studies have highlighted the difficulty developers have in correctly implementing cryptography. In 2002, Gutmman observed that security bugs were often introduced by software developers who did not understand the implications of their choices [30]. Nguyen showed that even open-source implementations under public scrutiny have cryptographic flaws [53]. Lazar performed a systematic study of 269 cryptographic vulnerabilities in the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) database, noting that 17% of bugs were in cryptographic libraries and the remaining 83% were in individual applications, usually due to cryptographic library misuses [33]. Georgiev et al. discovered rampant misuse of Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) in security-critical applications due to poorly designed application programming interfaces (APIs) [25]. Fahl et al. analyzed 13,500 Android apps and found that 8% were susceptible to man-in-the-middle attacks [19]. Using static analysis, Egele et al. found similar issues, observing that 88% of over 11,000 examined Android apps contained a significant error in their use of a cryptographic API [33]. Li et al. analyzed 98 apps from the Apple App Store and found 64 (65.3%) that contained cryptographic misuse flaws [42].

2.3 Usability of Cryptographic Resources

Usability is often neglected in cryptographic resources such as standards and libraries, resulting in complex solutions that provide little assistance to developers in making secure choices [18]. Several research groups attempted to remedy this by developing tools, e.g., OpenCCE [4], Crypto-Assistant [23], and Crypto Misuse Analyzer [64], to guide developers in choosing and integrating appropriate cryptographic methods. Others proposed more usable cryptographic libraries. Forler et al. developed libadacrypt, a cryptographic library created to be “misuse-resistant” [20]. Bernstein et al. created the Networking and Cryptography library (NaCl) [8], a cross-platform cryptographic library designed to avoid errors found in widely used cryptographic libraries like OpenSSL [55]. Acar et al. conducted a usability study of cryptographic APIs that revealed that, in addition to usable interfaces, clear documentation with code samples and support for common cryptographic tasks were important in aiding developers [1].

2.4 Security Development and Mindset

There is much to learn from an examination of secure de-
development and testing practices since even the best imple-
mented cryptography can be subverted by the flawed im-
plementation of another system component. McGraw ad-
vocated for security to be integrated into all aspects of the
software development lifecycle [45]. Several documents, for
example the Microsoft Security Development Lifecycle [54]
and the System Security Engineering Capability Maturity
Model (SSE-CMM) [45], formally define secure development
practices. More recently, the Open Web Application Secu-
rity Project (OWASP) Secure Software Development Lifecy-
cle project is working towards providing guidelines for web
and application developers [54]. However, none of these re-
sources specifically mentions considerations for cryptogra-
phy.

Not surprisingly, the implementation of formal secure de-
velopment processes is not an easy task. A 2016 Veracode
survey of over 350 developers indicated that organizations
are prevented from fully implementing a secure develop-
ment process due to a variety of challenges, including security testing
causeing product timeline delays, complexity in support-
ing legacy security processes, security standards and policies
varying across the organization, and developers not consis-
tently following secure coding practices [73]. Kanniah and
Mahrin found that a variety of organizational, technical, and
human factors affected implementation of secure software
development practices [38]. These factors included developer
skill and expertise, communication among stakeholders, and
 collaboration between security experts and developers.

Failures in development and testing leading to security errors
appear to reflect a deficiency in a security mindset. Schneier
claimed that “Security requires a particular mindset. Secu-
rity professionals – at least the good ones – see the world
differently” [62]. A security mindset involves being able to
think like an attacker, maintaining a commitment to secure
practices, and perpetuating a strong security culture.

A need for a security mindset is revealed in several studies
that explored reasons why developers make security errors.
For example, Xie, Lipford, and Chu identified an absence of
personal responsibility for security as well as a gap between
developers’ understanding of security and how to implement
it [76]. Xiao et al. discovered that the failure to adopt se-
cure development tools was heavily dependent on social envi-
nvironments and how test information was communicated
[75]. From a testing perspective, Potter and McGraw argued that
security testing is commonly misunderstood and should be
more risk-based, involving an understanding of a potential
attacker’s mentality [38]. Bonver and Cohen agreed, noting
that security testers should work closely with architects and
developers to identify potential vulnerabilities, taking into
account how an attacker may exploit a system [9].

3. METHODOLOGY

Between January and June 2017, we conducted 21 interviews
of individuals working in organizations that develop prod-
ucts that use cryptography. Following rigorous, commonly
accepted qualitative research methods, we continued inter-
viewing until we reached theoretical saturation, the point at
which no new themes or ideas emerged from the data [15],
exceeding the minimum of 12 interviews prescribed in qual-
itative research best practices [29].

Our research team was multidisciplinary and consisted of a
computer scientist specializing in information security and
human-computer interaction, a computer scientist specializing
in usability, a mathematician with research experience in
usable security and privacy, and a sociologist experienced in
qualitative research. Having a diverse team may improve re-
search quality “in terms of enabling sounder methodological
design, increasing rigor, and encouraging richer conceptual
analysis and interpretation” [6].

The study was approved by our institutional review board.
Prior to the interviews, participants were informed of the
purpose of the study and how their data would be used and
protected. Interview data were collected and recorded with-
out personal identifiers and not linked back to the partici-
 pants or organizations. Interviews were assigned an identi-
fier (e.g., C08) used for all associated data in the study.

3.1 Recruitment

To ensure that we could explore different perspectives within
the cryptographic product space, our sampling frame con-
sisted of individuals who had organizational experience de-
signing, developing, or testing products that use cryptogra-
phy or who were knowledgeable about and had played a key
role in these activities (e.g., managers of teams that per-
formed these tasks). We utilized a combination of purposeful
and convenience sampling strategies, which are widely em-
ployed in exploratory qualitative research [50]. Purposeful
sampling was used to select organizations of different sizes
and participants who had knowledge and experience within
this specialized topic area. This was combined with conve-
nience sampling, where participants were sought based on
ease of accessibility to the researchers and their willingness
to participate in the study.

Nine individuals were recruited from prior researcher con-
acts. Additional participants were recruited from among
vendors at the RSA conference [14], a large industry IT se-
curity conference that also hosts an exhibition floor with
security-focused vendors. A list of 54 potential organiza-
tions was compiled after in-person researcher contact on the
exhibition floor. After the conference, we identified organi-
zations that provided organizational diversity in our sample
and that were accessible to the researchers. We emailed 17
of them to invite participation in the study. Eleven organi-
zations agreed to participate. One additional organization
was recruited based on the recommendation of a participant.

3.2 Interviews

We collected data via semi-structured interviews. Interviews
were conducted by two of the researchers and ranged from
30 to 64 minutes, lasting on average 44 minutes. We con-
ducted 21 interviews with 1-3 participants per interview, 29
participants total. Five organizations opted to have more
than one participant in the interview: three organizations
had three participants and two organizations had two par-
 ticipants. Face-to-face interviews were conducted if feasible.
Otherwise, participants were given the choice of a phone or
video conference interview. Five interviews were conducted
face-to-face, 10 by phone, and six via video. Interviews were
audio recorded and transcribed by a third-party transcrip-
tion service.

After the first nine interviews, we performed a preliminary
analysis and chose to make minor revisions to the interview
protocol in accordance with the qualitative research practice of theoretical sampling. Theoretical sampling involves adjusting data collection while the study is in-progress to better explore themes as they arise 13.

The interviews began with demographic questions about the organization (e.g., size, products) and the individual participants (e.g., role within the organization, professional background). Subsequently, participants were asked to describe their organizations’ development and testing practices and associated challenges for their cryptographic products. Questions then transitioned into exploring cryptographic resources used by the organizations and how the participants thought those resources might be improved, if at all. The complete interview protocol is included in Appendix A.

3.3 Analysis
We utilized both deductive and inductive coding practices. Initially we constructed an a priori code list based on our research questions and literature in the field to provide direction in the analysis. As we performed multiple rounds of coding, we also identified emergent codes in the data. This iterative, recursive process helped us identify additional codes and categories as we worked with the data until we reached saturation 26,69.

Five interviews (almost 24%) were first coded individually, then discussed as a group to develop a codebook. Although there is debate on the amount of text to collectively sample in qualitative research, the amount of text we group coded far exceeds the minimum of 10% often cited as standard practice 33. We calculated intercoder reliability on this subset of the data using the ReCal3 software as a tool to help us refine our codes 21,22. For the five interviews, we reached an average Krippendorff’s Alpha score of .70, with a high of .78, which is considered within the fair to good bounds for exploratory research having rich data with many codes and a larger number of coders 11,15,39.

Beyond the agreement metric, and in line with the views of many qualitative research methodologists, we thought it was important to focus on how and why disagreements in coding arose and the insights gained from discussions about these 5,63. These discussions better allow researchers to refine coding frames and pursue alternative interpretations of the data. During analysis, we found that each coder brought a unique perspective that contributed to a more complete picture of the data. For example, two of our coders more often identified high-level, nuanced codes about emotions and personal values, which may be due to their many years of working in human-focused contexts. These interpretations were often missed by the other coders who had more of a technology-focused background.

After coding of the initial subset of data, the remaining 16 interviews were coded by two coders each. Once each pair completed their coding, they had a discussion about the data to address areas of divergence about their use and application of the codes. This discussion resulted in the coders being able to understand each other’s perspectives and come to a final coding determination. New codes that were identified during these discussions were added to the codebook, with previously coded interviews then re-examined to account for additions. The final codebook is included in Appendix B.

During the coding phase, we also engaged in writing analytic memos to capture thoughts about emerging themes 13. For example, one memo captured thoughts on cryptography complexity. Once coding was complete, we reorganized and reassembled the data, created coding arrays, discussed patterns and categories, drew models, discussed relationships in codes and data, and began to move from codes to themes 59. The team met regularly to discuss our emergent ideas and refine our interpretations. This process allowed for the abstraction of ideas and the development of overarching themes, such as how an organization’s maturity and security culture drive formal development practices.

3.4 Limitations
Our study has several limitations. First, interviews are subject to self-report bias in which participants tend to under-report behaviors they think may be viewed as less desirable by the researchers, and over-report behaviors deemed to be desirable 16. Given that the researchers who conducted the interviews represented an institution known for its security expertise, this bias may have influenced participant responses. We also note that the answers to some of the interview questions reflected participants’ perceptions of the security level of their products and the security mindset of their organizations, which may or may not reflect reality.

Since there is no prior research into what is representative of the cryptographic development community, our sample is not characteristic of all types of organizations in this space. Although we did strive for diversity in organization size, with a smaller sample size common in qualitative research, we cannot definitively identify differences due to this variable.

4. DEMOGRAPHICS
Table 1 provides an overview of the organizations and participants in our study. To protect confidentiality, product types and participant roles are generalized.

The organizations represented in our study were of different sizes, with six being very large (10,000 or more employees), six large (10,00 - 99,99 employees), three medium (100 - 999 employees), three small (10 - 99 employees), and three very small/micro (1 - 9 employees) 21,32. All organizations developed a security product that uses cryptography (e.g., end user security software, hardware security module) or a non-security product that heavily relies upon cryptography to protect it (e.g., Internet of Things devices, storage devices, operating systems). Customers of these products ranged widely and included consumers, other parts of the organization, and organizations and businesses in multiple sectors such as government, technology, health, finance, automotive, and retail. Of the 15 organizations that discussed how long their companies had been implementing cryptography in their products, 12 had 10 or more years experience, with six of those having at least 20 years experience. The remaining three were startup companies that had been doing cryptographic development since their inception.

The 29 participants were a highly experienced group with several having made major contributions to the cryptography field. All participants had technical careers spanning 10 or more years, with several having been in the field for 30+ years. At least one individual from each of the interviews either currently worked on cryptography and security as a major component of their jobs (19 participants), or had
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Org Size</th>
<th>Reg</th>
<th>Prod Type</th>
<th>Participant(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C01</td>
<td>VL</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>HW</td>
<td>Lead crypto architect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C02</td>
<td>VL</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>COM</td>
<td>Lead cryptographer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C03</td>
<td>VL</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>HW, SW</td>
<td>Systems architect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C04</td>
<td>VL</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>HW</td>
<td>Crypto design reviewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C05</td>
<td>VL</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>HW</td>
<td>Crypto architect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C06</td>
<td>VS</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Systems analyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C07</td>
<td>VS</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>COM</td>
<td>Founder &amp; researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C08</td>
<td>VS</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>IOT</td>
<td>Founder &amp; developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C09</td>
<td>VL</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>IOT</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Founder &amp; engineering lead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>HW, SW</td>
<td>Product manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>1) CTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) Marketing engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3) Business manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>1) Chief Evangelist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) Strategy Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>1) Marketing lead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) Developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3) Quality assurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C15</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Principal engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C16</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>CISO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C17</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Eur</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>1) CTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) Security engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C18</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Aus</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Crypto engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C19</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>CTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C20</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>COM</td>
<td>1) Founder &amp; architect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) Compliance lead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3) Marketing director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C21</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Eur</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Crypto specialist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The interviews revealed an organizational security mindset seldom seen in other cryptographic development studies. Our results suggest that the security mindsets had their roots in organizational attributes and culture that lay the foundation for the selection and use of cryptographic resources and rigorous development and testing practices.

For this section, we report counts of interviews throughout, joining group interview participants’ answers to account for their organization. Due to the semi-structured nature of the interviews, the counts do not indicate quantitative results, but are reported to give weight to certain themes that were mentioned across interviews.

5.1 Security Mindset Characteristics
The interviews revealed organizational and personal characteristics that demonstrated a strong security mindset. These characteristics included professional maturity gained through experience, a deep understanding of the complexity of cryptography, and evidence of a strong security culture.

5.1.1 Emphasis on Experience and Maturity
Bruce Schneier said, “Only experience, and the intuition born of experience, can help the cryptographer design secure systems and find flaws in existing systems” [6]. The study participants expressed the importance of this experience as they repeatedly highlighted their own and their organizations’ substantial maturity with respect to developing secure products and working with cryptography.

Overall, the organizations placed great value on hiring and retaining experienced technical staff. As previously mentioned, the majority of participants had substantial individual experience with cryptographic products. They also tended to work with other seasoned individuals. One participant described his team: “We have a couple of the same core people on our test team who’ve been here for 25 years. They’ve gotten very good” (C01). A startup company had only a few employees, but they all were veteran security software developers: “Everyone we have have a lot of experience. I think the most junior person has a master’s degree... and 10 and a half, 11 years of experience” (C07).

Eight interviews noted the importance of experience when doing secure development, especially with cryptography. One participant remarked that secure products are ultimately dependent on “the people that are designing it having the necessary knowledge and experience and understanding the whole picture, not just the little microscopic piece they’re working on” (C01). An interviewee with a long cryptographic background emphasized that there is no substitute for experience as he recounted a story of how his former company had to hire three less-qualified, full-time people to replace him in the work he had been doing on a part-time basis. A company founder remarked about the high level of technical maturity needed to properly deal with the complexity of cryptography: “The level of education somebody needs to attain to be effective at doing crypto is relatively high. So it’s not like I can put somebody who’s fresh out of school on something and expect good results” (C05).

5.1.2 Recognition of Cryptography Complexity
Based on their own experiences, participants and their organizations were keenly aware that, even though developing secure cryptographic implementations may appear to be easy, it is deceptively difficult. Despite proven algorithms being available, “the algorithms are fairly involved,
and they’re difficult to understand” (C20). Yet understanding the algorithm is just the first step. As described by an IoT researcher, translating the algorithm correctly into a product is “not a trivial implementation” (C09). One design reviewer remarked about the pervasiveness of cryptographic design errors he encountered over the course of his career: “I think I reviewed about 2,500 products...I can only remember eight that did not have a problem that either...they had to fix, or...they had to change their marketing claims” (C04).

Our interviews also suggest that building cryptographic systems appears to be more of an art than a science, requiring a careful balance between security, performance, and usability. One participant described these tensions:

“Crypto algorithms are already very highly optimized...It’s like balancing a supertanker on a 40,000-foot high razor blade, and if you make one small change you destroy the performance. If you make it the other way, you just destroy the security.” (C04)

Because of the complexity, our participants recognized that design and implementation errors can be rampant and require rigorous review and testing to answer the misleadingly simple question “How do you know it’s right?” (C08). However, assessing cryptographic products can be challenging, requiring knowledge and experience to construct good tests. A cryptographic development architect described challenges his organization had in the past when they lacked maturity in cryptographic implementation and testing:

“We actually implemented a new symmetric encryption algorithm, and it passed all the tests...and it turned out that they did the algorithm completely wrong. That was because...they wrote a test which said, ‘Generate some random data, encrypt it with the algorithm, decrypt it, and see if you get back the original data.’ Well, yeah, it got back the original data, but the encrypted data was incorrect. It just was symmetric, so it did the same wrong thing encrypting and decrypting.” (C01)

The organizations also understood that cryptography is just one of many interdependent product components, with all of them having to be properly implemented to ensure security. This sentiment was echoed by one participant who commented, “For us, the design of the overall architecture that uses the crypto algorithms is almost as important as the correctness of the underlying algorithms themselves” (C01).

5.1.3 Security Culture

Each organization in our study appeared to have a strong security culture that was interdependent on the maturity and experience of its employees. A security culture is a subculture of an organization in which security becomes a natural aspect in the daily activities of every employee [60]. For development organizations, this involves having dedicated security people, spending money on security, making security a company core value, and offering secure products. For the studied organizations, the culture included a commitment to address security and the perpetuation of a security mindset to others in the organization.

Commitment to Security: The organizations we studied thought that having good product security and strong cryptographic implementations was a “core value” (C07), “the key to quality” (C09), and essential to company identity. As an example, a Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) of a large company remarked, “In our company, we are developing and selling security to our customers. So we care about, basically, all three sides of the sort of security triangle [confidentiality, integrity, availability] in what we do.” (C15). A security engineer talked about his company’s belief that security must be an important consideration even when faced with competing tensions such as time-to-market: “Since we do a [security product], everybody feels that we need to add security and good crypto at every step, so it’s not a big issue to find the right balance” (C17). Another participant commented on how his company demonstrates its commitment to secure cryptography: “We have some fairly large teams which concern themselves with cryptography and secure design methodology. All engineers get training on secure design and we make it a big deal in the company” (C05).

Security culture is not just internally-motivated. External motivators, like gaining a larger market share or customer requirements, often necessitate strong attention to security. One participant commented on how customer expectations fostered a security culture that drove rigorous testing processes within his company:

“We serve the kinds of customers who rely on the stuff to work reliably and properly from the get-go, when they buy it. So it’s not like...’Maybe we’ll update something later, if we find some problems.’ That’s not our philosophy, and that’s not what our kind of customers expect...Part of that is also company culture.” (C01)

Although security culture is often thought of as a “top-down” phenomenon, it must be accepted by and acted upon at all levels. One participant, a CISO for a large company, commented on the importance of the security culture being pervasive throughout an organization:

“If there’s senior executive support for a strong security program...that helps tremendously. At the same time, if there is still a very strong feeling amongst a large number of developers that security, cryptography, and everything that’s related to that is really a nuisance that should get out of the way and just to prevent them from writing more interesting features, it’s definitely a concern.” (C16)

The interviews showed evidence that our participants are critical to the “bottom-up” support of organizational security culture. They serve as security champions and self-appointed educators, leading by example and projecting their values, personal philosophies, and commitment to security on the rest of the organization. Two of the participants explicitly embraced this role as a personal mission when they referred to themselves as “security evangelists.” Another expressed his feeling of personal accountability to enact security in the products he supported: “It’s essentially a mark of my success or not, that I’m measured against, of whether those things remain secure or hacked” (C05).

Perpetuating a Security Mindset: Just as the employees influence security culture, so does the culture influence employees by perpetuating a security mindset. Part of this perpetuation involves expert employees mentoring and supporting less-experienced personnel in their learning of secure programming methods and specialized security topics such
as cryptography, as discussed in ten interviews.

The interviews suggest that providing an opportunity for individuals to gain hands-on experience with real products is important in understanding the issues involved in developing a cryptographic product. However, given the distinct possibility that a novice will make errors in the implementation, precautions must be taken. Two participants suggested that mock training exercises conducted on a separate testing infrastructure may be valuable initial steps. Others discussed mentoring and peer review activities within their organizations. For example, one organization enacted “parent programming” (C14) for any code that uses cryptography. Another had a formal peer review process:

“We review everyone’s code... When I write something down and it has a flaw in it, I’m told about it, which is good... I think what we do is we take smart people who care about doing good work, and we foster an environment where they’re not afraid to receive constructive criticism, and they’re not intimidated away from giving it.” (C15)

The influence of an organization’s security mindset does not necessarily end when an individual leaves that organization. As evidenced by three participants who left large companies to start their own small businesses, there seemed to be a transfer of security culture and practices from previous employers. A small company founder described this transfer: “I think some of it could be just kind of from my career background, what I learned were the best practices... I think we’ve just kind of learned them in the beginning and kind of kept that culture.” (C08)

**Size Doesn’t Matter:** We found no significant differences in perceived security culture or overall security practices based on size. Obviously, larger organizations had more resources to dedicate to security and cryptographic development. However, smaller organizations understood that vulnerabilities in their products could do great harm to the company’s reputation, and so were committed to security and made thoughtful decisions about how they developed and tested, even if on a smaller scale. For example, the founder of a micro business noted:

“Being a small company, we’re trying to also gain credibility. And we don’t want to just claim that we have the fastest [crypto implementation] in the world, we also want to make sure that it is built safely and validated... We cannot afford for this thing not to work properly.” (C07)

### 5.2 Selection of Resources

Because of security mindsets, participants revealed a proclivity towards careful selection of resources to help them attain their goal of secure cryptographic implementations. In this section, we describe considerations taken when choosing and evaluating cryptographic resources.

#### 5.2.1 Standards

In line with the popular quote “The nice thing about standards is that you have so many to choose from” by Andrew S. Tanenbaum [67], the interviews revealed that all the organizations used some type of cryptographic standards from organizations such as IEEE, ISO, American National Standards Institute (ANSI) [3], Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [27], and Payment Card Industry (PCI) [57]. All but one described using NIST standards or guidance documents, most commonly FIPS 140-2. The participants and their organizations were knowledgeable enough to understand and evaluate the appropriateness of cryptographic standards. However, not all organizations have the need to directly read the standards. For those that do, this requires maturity in the field given the standards’ complexity. A Chief Technology Officer (CTO) at a small company expressed this challenge: “A lot of standards are notoriously difficult to read. Unless you’re an expert in the field, a lot of them don’t make sense” (C12). In another interview, a principal engineer commented on the difficulty in translating standards to products:

“I can tell you from my personal experience understanding the fundamentals of these things, still the standards were a challenge to use because they were very divorced from the implementation day-to-day details that I encounter while I’m trying to plug all the pieces together.” (C15)

Despite the complexity, when selected carefully and implemented correctly, standards were seen as beneficial for several reasons noted by our participants. Participants in eight out of 21 interviews commented that the community review of standards results in a more correct and secure solution. A CISO at a large software as a service company reflected on the value of public scrutiny: “By relying on other standards that [were] vetted by multiple parties, I have much higher assurance that the underlying cryptography and design [are] done in an appropriate way” (C16). A director of product management concurred with this: “So the standards, because it’s out there and everybody’s looking at it and testing it, we depend on that as kind of a layer of security” (C14).

Included in community review is the transparency of the standards process. One participant illustrated this observation using the popular AES standard as an example:

“It gave us a lot of comfort knowing how AES evolved... being able to see all the steps, having that all happen out in the open and why and how it happened. Very helpful to us making the decision for what we’re going to use and why we’re going to use it.” (C10)

Participants in nine out of 21 interviews commented that the use of standards eliminates some of the difficulty of cryptographic development and testing by providing an authoritative foundation. The founder of a software company said his organization relies heavily on standards because “inventing it on your own is just a different level of complexity that we knew enough to know we did not want to be involved in” (C10). Standards also add confidence that a product will be “interoperable with our customers, with our partners, even with our competitors” (C16).

Finally, participants noted that standards-based products may elicit customer confidence. The director of product line management at a large credential management company spoke of the importance of customer trust in gaining market share, saying, “If the standard is mature, then it means our product’s going to be more easily accepted by customers” (C11).
Standards meet the needs of most companies we interviewed; however, there are cases in which standards fail to address a specific need. In these situations, organizations may extend or modify standards. These extensions were viewed as adding rigor and security in addition to functionality, making the cryptographic implementations “really ahead of any industry standard practices” (C05).

-interestingly, three participants commented on distrust of government standards because of allegations that a U.S. government agency purposely weakened cryptographic algorithms [28]. For example, although one organization made extensive use of standards, they took special measures to exclude aspects of a government standard they felt were questionable and exercised extra rigor in their testing processes to account for potential vulnerabilities. In an extreme case, a consulting company’s observation of customer distrust of government standards and their own frustration with the complexity of those led them to develop a new cryptographic primitive: “I think it [the distrust] comes from . . . news reports or exposés that say this standard may not be as secure as we think . . . There is a lot of doubt out there . . . That’s why there has to be additional options and alternatives” (C06).

5.2.2 Certifications
Seventeen out of 21 organizations obtained at least one formal certification that the implementation of cryptographic algorithms in their products met standards specifications. Three additional organizations developed and tested to certify criteria without undergoing full certification. Eighteen organizations referenced FIPS 140-2 certification [70], five Common Criteria [11], three the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS) [57] validation program, one the Underwriters Laboratories (UL) certification [70], and others pursued country-specific certifications.

The perception of the benefit provided by adhering to certification requirements was mixed among our participants. Among those who obtain certifications, only five organizations expressed that certifications establish additional confidence through independent testing. One of these remarked, “You have a lot of assurance that everything’s going to be tested and get that nice, kind of warm and fuzzy” (C08). Six organizations noted that, even though they do not undergo the formal FIPS 140-2 certification process, they build to and test against the certification specifications to gain added assurance. A participant from a key and identity management software company stated, “as a small company, I think it is actually extra important to make sure that we go through this battery of tests just to in a way reassure the people we’re talking to that this is a robust product” (C12).

For some participants, certifications are perceived as being more useful for meeting customer expectations than for bolstering security. Organizations most often obtain certifications because these are requirements of their customers in certain sectors (e.g. government, financial): “for some areas, if you don’t get the check-mark you don’t get to play” (C11).

Unfortunately, as noted in 12 of 21 interviews, certifications can be expensive in time and resources, making them prohibitive for smaller companies, especially those with products that run on multiple platforms and have frequent version updates. However, our interviews suggest that confidence in the cryptographic implementations may not be dependent on any certification, but rather on the rigorous development and testing practices these organizations undertake. The founder of a small company commented that FIPS 140-2 certification was too costly for them to pursue, but was confident that his product met the certification requirements: “It’s a place where we’ve done enough testing ourselves. I know it’s fine. I know we would pass” (C10).

Another participant, whose company did undergo certifications, felt that the certifications provided little assurance beyond what was provided by their own internal processes:

“We always design and test ourselves to have confidence that [the product] meets all those requirements before we release it to the lab for their testing. So when they come back and say, ‘It passed this,’ we say, ‘Well, okay, we expected that. Thank you.’ So the surprise is if something fails, that we expected to pass. That doesn’t happen very often.” (C01)

Four of our participants also remarked that certifications may not be a robust contributor to the security of a product. They expressed strong sentiments that certifications, especially FIPS 140-2, are more of a “checkbox” for customers “without any additional benefit of security” (C02). A CTO and long-time cryptographer added, “FIPS 140 is . . . not focused on how to use crypto securely. It’s focused on how to safely provide crypto functionality” (C19).

In addition, seven out of 21 organizations commented that maintaining FIPS certification may, in some cases, weaken security by discouraging updates throughout the lifecycle of the product. Once a product undergoes a significant update (for example, fixing a security vulnerability), it may lose its certification. Organizations are then put in a difficult position: “this ability to address vulnerabilities and to patch validated code is a real problem. It sends the wrong message if you do what you should do, which is patch it and live without [the certification]” (C19).

5.2.3 Third-Party Implementations
The complexity of implementing algorithms from scratch and the expertise required to write those compelled two thirds of the organizations to follow industry best practices by not writing their own cryptographic code and instead using third-party cryptographic implementations, for example open source libraries such as OpenSSL or built-in operating system APIs. One participant used an analogy to explain why his organization used these resources: “Not every person should be performing brain surgery on another person. I also don’t believe every software engineer should really go write crypto code” (C07).

The organizations selected these third-party implementations based on several factors. First, four mentioned an implicit trust of the resource based on the reputation of the vendor or general community acceptance. In describing why his organization chose a set of cryptographic libraries, one participant said, “You pretty much trust those libraries because they are widely used, and you can run test vectors against them easily” (C20). A third of the organizations said that they have more confidence in formally vetted, certified implementations. A participant from a small company that works on IoT cryptography commented, “If a vendor has submitted a library through FIPS 140-2 certification, versus a code that was up on GitHub for example, . . . I would
be more inclined to trust the one that has gone through the FIPS validation” (C08).

Despite benefits of using third-party implementations, the organizations respected that the use of these external resources can still be difficult for less-knowledgeable individuals. A developer provided an example:

“[Crypto libraries] in general don’t provide enough to be able to use them correctly out of the box. . . But there’s many out there that think that they can just use AES, and I included it and I’m using it. But I’m not using it correctly, and then I’m leaving myself open to attack.” (C14)

This point illustrates that there is an important distinction between a cryptographic algorithm being certified or deemed “secure” and the proper use of the algorithm by developers. Similarly, third-party libraries have faced their share of security vulnerabilities due to implementation errors of otherwise sound cryptographic algorithms. Some of these vulnerabilities have had far-reaching impacts, for example the Heartbleed vulnerability in OpenSSL [71]. A security architect commented that third-party implementations are “much more likely to contain implementation bugs and vulnerabilities” (C20). Therefore, some organizations attempted to vet third-party implementations by doing their own vulnerability checks. One participant noted that his organization monitors the vulnerability databases for security issues with the libraries they use. Another commented on the extra security checks his company performs: “We validate outside third-party libraries and software as they come in and confirm that they are bug-free and up to the latest standard or perform the right risk assessments” (C16).

Finally, organizations may augment third-party implementations with their own internally developed modifications to avoid potential errors or address gaps in the resources. For example, to prevent developers from making errors while using the Windows CryptoAPI, a vulnerability assessment software company had “written libraries on top of that to present a prettier facade in front of it because it’s a fairly difficult library to use the way it’s delivered” (C15).

5.2.4 Academic and Research Resources
Our interviews revealed differing views on the value of academic research resources. Participants in three out of 21 interviews said that they have referenced academic resources (e.g., attended academic conferences or read (attack) research papers) to either better understand cryptography or to keep up with advances in the field. However, other participants passionately voiced their lack of confidence in the relevance of cryptographic research to their organizations’ real-world industry challenges. One participant commented, “People out in academia are famous for claiming there are holes in this kind of stuff where they don’t actually exist, because they don’t configure things according to the recommendations” (C01). A cryptographic architect asserted that his company’s testing methods for cryptographic implementations were more state-of-the-art than those described in the academic world: “No, we don’t reference academic papers. They’re not where we are in understanding the test problem...So there’s a six-year gap between the...methods that we developed being identified in academia” (C05).

5.3 Development and Testing Rigor
Our interviews revealed that the organizations translated their commitment to security and their expertise into rigorous development and testing practices. Interestingly, when participants spoke about how they test the cryptographic components, they saw secure software development as the foundation to providing cryptographic functionality.

5.3.1 Formal Processes
Of our 21 interviews, 20 reported that their companies employed formal development and testing strategies (those that are structured and standardized within the company) to ensure that their products, including the cryptographic components, were secure, while one participant said that they contracted developers to do that for them.

The development and testing practices were often the result of an evolutionary process spanning many years, as noted by 10 interviews. A director of quality assurance remarked, “Part of [the role of] our test lead is now to verify that we’re at the appropriate levels from a security standpoint...so it’s a big focus for us now, whereas in the past, it was kind of a side item” (C14). A company founder described his organization’s introduction of more robust techniques over time:

“And it was an evolution, honestly. It started to where we didn’t have hardly anything and new tools came on the market, as well as we had more time to focus on it. That allowed us to kind of improve code incrementally over time.” (C10)

Twelve interviews revealed a strong security mindset when they described developing and testing their products’ cryptographic components based on risk. They would carefully build threat models to protect against strong adversaries, perform penetration testing, and would monitor current vulnerabilities to ensure their products were secure against those. A cryptographic design reviewer commented on this risk-based approach: “All we can do is try to build good adversary models and then try to determine if our systems can stand up to those adversaries” (C04).

Another discussed how his company’s practices ensured that security had been considered throughout development:

“We have architects that do security reviews, that do threat modeling. And it’s not just about the crypto, but more in general, how do you use the product. Who gets to do what? What are the risks? How do we mitigate those risks?...And one of the items for the engineering gate release is making sure...we mitigated anything that needed to be mitigated.” (C11)

Generally, the organizations’ development and testing processes adhered to the principles in Figure 1. First, security specifications, architectures, and designs would be developed and reviewed. These would then be programmed against. Internal or external code reviews would be subsequently conducted. During testing, tests would be run using internally developed test vectors or those provided with cryptographic resources. Static analysis tools and testing tools were also generally used. This development and testing process would be iterated whenever functionality changed, and performed in an expedited fashion if updates were being made due to a discovered security vulnerability.
5.3.2 Development

As mentioned above, the development phase for the organizations followed typical, commonly accepted development practices such as requirements and risk analysis and programming. We specifically highlight two practices that were mentioned most often in the interviews.

Participants in nine interviews spoke about design reviews, which were critical for finding potential errors in cryptographic components early in the process. Those that do cryptographic review must be highly skilled and able to piece together others’ thought processes:

“A lot of the review is really just archeology. It’s delving down into what they’re producing, trying to understand both the explicit and the implicit assumptions, and then identifying where there are conflicts that lead to attacks.” (C04)

Nine organizations also mentioned the importance of doing code reviews to look for security and functional errors and vulnerabilities. A participant from a security software company remarked, “We have a mandatory and systematic code review. Each line of code and each comment of code needs to be reviewed by usually at least two peers” (C17).

5.3.3 Testing

Figure 2 shows the types of testing mentioned in the interviews. In 16 interviews, automated testing was discussed, often as being integrated with manual testing. The CTO of a company that produces security software discussed this integration of automated and manual testing: “We have automatic tests, unit tests, integration tests, functional tests . . . , code analysis. . . . We have additional, manual tests being done. . . on top of the automated tests” (C17).

Ten interviews mentioned the use of third-party testing to improve the security of their cryptographic products. For example, organizations used bug-hunting services, or external testing such as blackbox, greybox, or whitebox penetration tests to increase the chances that bugs would be found in a controlled environment, and prior to product release. One participant described the benefit of his company using a bug-finding platform:

“You have some complete geniuses there that have found things that we never would have found. . . I feel like you’re way more trustworthy if you are actually upfront about this stuff and you are actively soliciting people to attack you and paying them for their effort. You get a much higher confidence that some random person attacking won’t just find something easy.” (C10)

Third-party review can also be used to gain trust with customers as expressed by a product manager: “When customers ask us. . . ‘Can you prove to me that it’s done securely?’ we can point to another organization that’s independent to show” (C11).
End-user testing was not deemed as important for some organizations as they mostly develop products that become components in other products. However, this type of testing is critical for those producing products that will be directly used by businesses and consumers, and was discussed in eight interviews. These interviews mentioned formal beta-testing, continuous feedback, employing a user testing service, or recruiting convenience samples to test the product. One participant described the importance of user testing for his organization’s consumer security software:

“We’d bring in our friends and family and sit them down and watch them. And it was eye-opening. It caused us to change a lot of what we did because, essentially, they didn’t get the concept... We also used usertesting.com, which has been very great. You can show 10 people something and you have a pretty good idea.” (C10)

Another company takes advantage of beta testing to identify potential issues in their product: “We have a very extensive beta program, and we have a very active customer base... so we have no lack of feedback” (C15).

5.3.4 Challenges
All 21 of our interviews mentioned challenges to development and testing (Figure 3). We focus here on challenges directly related to cryptography, excluding challenges that have already been discussed, e.g., cryptographic complexity.

One challenge mentioned in six interviews was the tension between getting a product to market and taking the time to do robust security development and testing. For example, a participant from a company that spends years securely developing its cryptographic hardware modules observed that in most of the hardware/software industry, “The design focus is simply not to do a solid job which will last a long time cryptographically... They cannot care because they have to get the products out in a timely fashion” (C05).

Testing for vulnerabilities in cryptographic implementations was another challenge mentioned in seven interviews, with three expressing concern for adequate testing of side-channel attacks. A participant who integrates cryptography into IoT devices said, “especially in the embedded world, what the test vectors don’t address I think is side-channel attacks, which could be really detrimental to the embedded device” (C08).

Another challenge, as mentioned in three interviews, was the longevity of cryptographic products in customer spaces. An IoT researcher commented, “Many devices are going to be deployed for 20 years. So, maybe the crypto in 20 years is no longer secure” (C09). Another participant expressed the difficulty of having to maintain legacy cryptographic algorithms in a product: “Old things become weak and you shouldn’t use them anymore, and you need to add new ones... However, customers are not so cooperative... It may take 10 years before everybody stops using something” (C01).

Four interviews discussed challenges in having to troubleshoot or update third-party cryptographic implementations when vulnerabilities or errors are found. A principal engineer at a security software company described, “when we’re using any third-party library... and you happen to do something, and it fails, it’s really hard to figure out what went wrong” (C15).

Other cryptography-related challenges included the need for more test vectors (3 interviews), keeping up with changes in cryptographic standards (3), and having to use cryptographic libraries on multiple platforms (3). In spite of these challenges, organizations in our study reported confidence in their processes and the resulting security of their cryptographic products (16 interviews). For example, a senior systems analyst at a small company described his confidence in the cryptographic algorithm they had developed: “I don’t make any bold claims, but at the same time, we looked at our encryption algorithm and we considered it quantum-proof” (C06). In another interview, a company founder stated, “I think we are definitely in the higher echelon for going above and beyond” (C10).

6. IMPLICATIONS
6.1 Expanding Research Contexts
Our results suggested that the organizations believe they have a mature workforce, appreciate the complexity of crypto, possess a strong security culture, effectively use cryptographic resources, and practice secure development. However, the various studies mentioned in Related Work (e.g., [12, 17, 19, 42, 48]) indicate that there are many poor cryptographic implementations “in the wild,” and developers typically lack a fundamental understanding of cryptography.

Where, then, is the disconnect between our findings and past research? It is possible that our self-report data are merely perceptions and do not accurately reflect the security mind-sets of the organizations. Participants may be overconfident or may have overstated their organizations’ security practices because of observer bias. We also recognize the value of future research to verify organizational claims by examining vulnerability databases, for example Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) [68], to enumerate security issues in their products. Additionally, knowledge of an organization’s development maturity level (e.g. Capability Maturity Model [12]) could be used as a comparison point.

Alternatively, this population is likely quite distinctive from previously studied developer populations and contexts, which may explain some of the differences in our findings. First, our participants exhibited more maturity in security and cryptography, with all having more than 10 years of security development experience. Second, organizational culture and constructs were an important driver of security mind-sets within our study, while previous studies often involved
independent application developers, many of whom were not full-time developers or had not received formal education or organizational training in programming, cryptography or security. Third, there was a marked difference in the types of cryptographic resources used. Other studies (e.g., [2]) indicated that developers are reliant on information gleaned from search engines and Stack Overflow, which was only mentioned once in our interviews. Instead, the organizations in our study turned to more authoritative resources such as cryptographic standards and certification specifications. Finally, many of the studies that identified cryptographic vulnerabilities examined mobile apps, presumably because these were easy to obtain from public application stores, and open source projects. Our participants were developing more complex, expensive software and hardware products. Lack of security in these products had greater consequences, with the potential of harming the company’s reputation or resulting in loss of sales.

These differences suggest that perhaps the security research community is not capturing a comprehensive picture of the cryptographic development environment. This demonstrates the need for the research community to diversify their study populations and contexts, and consider mechanisms to bridge the gap between more security-mature and less-skilled developers who implement cryptography in their products.

6.2 Support for Other Populations
The evidence of the criticality of organizational security culture and collaboration during development and testing raises the question of whether it is even possible for “solo” developers, such as the application developers with little cryptography experience or peer support represented in previous studies, to be truly successful in this area. How then can the research community explore ways to facilitate the transfer of strong security practices observed in some organizations to others with less support and experience?

As previously stated, unlike the population in our study, many developers sampled in past studies rely on online communities such as Stack Overflow when implementing cryptography. But there is little evidence that these communities provide the level of support necessary for secure development. Future research may involve further assessing the value of current online communities for cryptographic development and exploring alternatives as means by which security mindsets can be created and perpetuated.

The findings also reveal that mentoring and peer review are critical to perpetuating security mindsets within organizations. Past studies have sought to understand the effectiveness of software development mentoring, peer review, and pair programming (e.g., [4], [14], [24]). However, more work needs to be done to determine whether mentoring for cryptographic development requires different tactics and how to best support this outside of organizational constructs.

6.3 Cryptographic Resource Usability
Whereas the bulk of responsibility in producing secure cryptographic products lies with the organizations themselves, our results imply that cryptographic resource providers can also do more to contribute to developer confidence. The most mentioned complaint our participants had with standards and certification guidance was the complexity of the language. This underlies a need for standards organizations to work towards a common language between cryptography experts who write the standards and developers and engineers who use them. Although standards documents may not be the appropriate place for large amounts of explanatory text, supplementary guidance that contains more instruction, cautions against common errors, and provides example implementations may prove to be valuable. Just as research has been done on language for security alerts and warnings (e.g., [10, 66]), it would also be helpful for researchers to explore the efficacy of language that explains cryptography concepts to non-experts.

Additionally, developers could benefit from more explanations of motivation, in other words, the “why” behind cryptographic choices. One participant echoed this recommendation as an important way to move beyond the “checkbox” mentality of standards: “So you’re thinking big picture, ‘I’m doing this for this a reason,’ because otherwise, you just get in the cookbook approach of, ‘Do I meet this? Yes, yes, yes. Check, check, check: ‘” (C19).

Of course, many developers have no need to look at the standards directly since they use third-party implementations. However, third-party implementations may also be difficult to interpret and use securely if one lacks basic knowledge of cryptography. Our study results support past research calling for increased usability of cryptographic APIs. Similar to the work of Montandon et al. that proposed a new platform for providing API code examples [16], we also recommend investigating new approaches to community vetting of sample code since developers often copy flawed code snippets from forums such as Stack Overflow [2].

Notably, the participants spoke of a security problem with FIPS 140-2: updating certified software for security would break its certification, so companies relying on the certification had to decide between withholding an update or having to undergo recertification. This insight into an instance where reliance on a certification can decrease security underlines the need to closely and continuously involve cryptographic experts in the certification process. Their experience as users of the certification can help evolve the process and shape it to be more resilient, usable, and secure.

7. CONCLUSION
Our study offers new insight into the cryptographic development and testing practices of a previously unstudied population of organizations and participants who were highly experienced in cryptographic development. Our results suggest that organizational security mindsets are based on maturity and a strong security culture, which in turn guide selection of cryptographic resources and inform rigorous development and testing practices. Based on these observations, we see opportunities for development organizations, cryptographic resource providers, and security researchers to facilitate an environment conducive to building the expertise required to correctly and securely implement cryptography.
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APPENDIX

A. INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Can you tell me about your organization - what it does, what it produces?
2. What is your role within your organization with respect to cryptographic products?
3. How did you get into this field?
   (a) At what point and why did you become concerned with cryptography and secure development?
   (b) In which field(s) is your formal education?
4. Do you work in a unit or department that is part of a larger organization?
   If yes: What is the size of the unit or department?
   (a) What is the size of your overall organization?
5. Can you tell me about the kinds of products your organization develops, and specifically those that use cryptography?
6. Who are the typical customers for your products that use cryptography?
7. How long has your organization been working on products that use cryptography?
8. Is cryptography your organization’s primary business focus, or is it an enabler within your products?
9. For your products that use cryptography, what processes or techniques, if any, does your organization use to minimize bugs and errors in code during the development process?
   (a) Why does your organization choose to use these methods? [only use if participant has difficulty coming up with response:] for example, industry standard, customer demand, robustness and quality
10. What processes or techniques does your organization use to test and validate the cryptography component in your products?
    (a) Why does your organization choose to use these methods? [only use if participant has difficulty coming up with response:] for example, industry standard, customer demand, robustness and quality
    (b) What kind of end-user testing, if any, does your organization do to prevent customers from misconfiguring or misusing the cryptography component in your products?
11. Does your organization do any certifications or third-party testing?
    (a) What reasons led you to decide to use certifications or third-party testing?
    (b) How do you establish confidence in the results of the certifications or third-party testing?
    (c) What are the challenges or issues your organization has experienced with certifications or third-party testing, if any?
12. What, if any, are your organization’s biggest challenges with respect to developing and testing cryptography within your products?
    (a) How do you think these challenges can be overcome, if at all?
    (b) Has your organization experienced a tension between secure development and testing and getting a product to market? If so, how has that impacted your organization’s processes?
13. Do your customers have specific requirements regarding development and testing? If so, what are those requirements?
14. How do updates impact your development and testing processes, if at all? (time-sensitive vs. deprecation)
15. What resources do you use to help you develop and test the cryptography component of your products? [only use if participant has difficulty coming up with response:] for example, standards, industry specifications, books, academic papers, standard libraries, APIs
    (a) What are the reasons your organization chooses to use those particular resources?
    If the participant does NOT use standards: What are the reasons that your organization does not use standards?
16. [If the participant uses standards:] What kinds of standards do you use?
    (a) What is the role of standards in your organization’s development and testing processes?
    (b) What do you see as the value or benefit of using these standards, if any?
17. How could standards or other cryptographic resources be improved to be more useful?
    (a) How could NIST standards and guidance be improved to be more useful?
18. Is there anything else you’d like to add about the topics we’ve discussed?
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ABSTRACT
We conducted a user study that compares three secure email tools that share a common user interface and differ only by key management scheme: passwords, public key directory (PKD), and identity-based encryption (IBE). Our work is the first comparative (i.e., A/B) usability evaluation of three different key management schemes and utilizes a standard quantitative metric for cross-system comparisons. We also share qualitative feedback from participants that provides valuable insights into user attitudes regarding each key management approach and secure email generally. The study serves as a model for future secure email research with A/B studies, standard metrics, and the two-person study methodology.

1. INTRODUCTION
The cryptography needed to deploy secure email is well studied and has been available for years, and a number of secure email systems have been deployed and promoted recently, including ProtonMail, Tutanota, Mailvelope, Virtru, Voltage, Encipher.it, etc. While some of these systems have millions of users, the vast majority of email users still do not use secure email [21]. The lack of adoption of secure email is often attributed to the significant gap between what the technology can offer and the ability of users to successfully use the technology to encrypt their emails.

Beginning with Whitten and Tygar [36], secure email usability studies have shown that key management is a significant hurdle for users. More recent usability studies (e.g., [1, 2, 23]) show signs that progress toward greater usability is being made, but limitations in each study make it difficult to draw conclusions regarding the impact key management has on secure email usability, other than the need for automation. We previously conducted studies [23, 24, 26, 27] that directly compared key management schemes from different families, but the systems implementing the various key management schemes were wildly different, introducing a significant confounding factor. Bai et al. [2] compared two key management schemes, but their study explored user mental models and trust, not usability generally.

Additionally, even though public key directories have recently received significant attention [19, 29], it is unclear how their usability compares to other key management schemes. Lerner et al. [18] studied a public key directory system but didn’t use a standard metric, making it difficult to directly compare their results to past work. Atwater et al. [1] simulated a public key directory, but permitted a user to send an email to a recipient who had not yet generated a key pair. Normally, when a user attempts to send an email to a recipient who has not yet generated a key pair, they must wait until the user does so and uploads their public key to the key directory. Because this affected numerous participants in their study, it is unclear how this issue impacted their results.

Our study was motivated by the desire to build on these earlier studies and reduce the number of confounding factors in order to increase our confidence in the resulting usability measurements. In this paper, we describe a user study comparing three key management schemes, taken from different families, to better understand how key management impacts the usability of secure email during initial setup and first use of the system. Using the MessageGuard research platform, we built three secure email tools which differ only in the key management scheme they implement (passwords, public key directory [PKD], and identity-based encryption [IBE]), reducing potential confounding factors in the study. In our study design we used a standard metric, allowing comparison to results from past studies. Finally, we replicated our earlier paired participant study setup [23], allowing us to evaluate grass roots adoptability.

In total, 47 pairs of participants completed our study. All three systems received favorable ratings from users, with server-derived public keys being considered the most usable, followed by user-generated public keys, and finally shared secrets. Each system performed better than similar (i.e., same key management) systems previously studied in the literature. Users also provided valuable qualitative feedback helping identify pros and cons of each key management scheme.

The contributions of this paper include:

1. First A/B evaluation of key management using standard metrics. Our study was able to confirm Atwater et al.’s [1] findings that public key directories...
are usable. Additionally, we find evidence that the secure email design principles we identified in previous work [24] generalize beyond server-derived public keys.

2. The MessageGuard platform. To enable this work, we built MessageGuard, a research platform for building secure email and other end-to-end encryption prototypes. MessageGuard significantly simplifies the effort required to work in this space and provides a means whereby research results may be shared and replicated. MessageGuard has a pluggable architecture, making it easy to build prototype variants for use in A/B testing.

3. Lessons learned and recommendations. Our study elicits user attitudes regarding the three key management schemes we evaluate, including security and usability trade-offs identified by participants. For example, even after understanding that the user-generated public key scheme protects against a stronger threat model than server-derived public keys, many users indicate that they do not need that level of security and prefer server-derived public keys because they can immediately send email without waiting for the recipient to generate a public/private keypair. Based on our findings, we give recommendations for future work.

2. BACKGROUND

In this section, we first describe several key management schemes commonly used with end-to-end email encryption. Next, we provide a chronological review of usable secure email research.

2.1 Key Management

We study three families of key management schemes used in end-to-end encryption of email: shared secrets, user-generated public keys, and server-derived public keys. Each has different methods for creating, sharing, and linking cryptographic keys to email addresses. We describe each scheme briefly; a more complete treatment can be found in [9].

2.1.1 Shared Secrets

Users can encrypt their emails using symmetric keys derived from a secret shared between pairs of users. Most commonly, these secrets are in the form of simple passwords, which are more readily communicated and remembered by users than cryptographically secure random values. The security of this key management scheme is dependent on users’ ability to satisfy the following requirements when they create and share passwords: (1) choose a unique password for each user they will communicate with, (2) choose passwords that will resist a brute-force attack, (3) communicate passwords over a secure channel, and (4) safely store passwords.

2.1.2 User-generated Public Keys

Before sending or receiving encrypted email, users must first generate a cryptographic key pair. A user’s private key should never be shared with any other party and must be safely stored by the user. The user’s public key, with relevant metadata, is then distributed to other users in a number of ways, such as sending the key directly to other users, posting the key to a personal website, or uploading the key to a key directory. There are numerous ways to verify the authenticity of a public key (i.e., the binding of a public key to an email address), some of which include:

1. Manual validation. Users can directly communicate with each other and directly share their public key or compare key fingerprints. Users are expected to know each other personally and thus be able to confirm the identity of those they are communicating with.

2. Web of trust. Users can have their public key signed by one or more other users, who are expected to only sign public keys that they have verified using manual key validation. When retrieving a public key, users check to see if it has been signed by a user they trust to have validated it properly. Users may choose to transitively trust public keys that are trusted by users they trust, forming a web of trust.

3. Hierarchical validation. Users can have their public key signed by an authoritative signer (e.g., a certificate authority), which will only sign a public key after verifying that the user who submitted it owns the associated email address. When retrieving a public key, its signature is validated to ensure that it was properly signed by an authoritative signer. This method of key validation is most commonly associated with S/MIME [8, 13].

4. Public key directory. Users can submit their public keys to a trusted key directory. This directory will only accept and disseminate public keys for which it has verified that the user who submitted the key owns the associated email address. Due to its trusted nature, keys retrieved from the directory are assumed to be authentic. The behavior of the key directory can be audited through the use of certificate transparency [29] or a CONIKS-like ledger [19].

Manual verification and the web of trust are commonly associated with PGP [12], though any of the above can be used with PGP.

The security of these schemes depends on the ability of users to protect their private keys, obtain necessary public keys, and faithfully validate these public keys. If users lose access to their private keys (e.g., disk failure with no backup), they will be unable to access their encrypted email.

2.1.3 Server-derived Public Keys

In this scheme, a user’s public key is generated for them by a server they trust, which may also store their private key (called key escrow). This alleviates the problems associated with a user losing their private key, and is often used in corporate environments. A variant of this scheme is identity-based encryption (IBE) [31]. With IBE, a user’s public key is generated mathematically based on their email address and public parameters provided by an IBE key server. A user’s private key is also generated by the IBE key server, which will only release that key to the user after the user verifies ownership of the associated email address. In any situation

1 A public key’s fingerprint is typically derived from a cryptographic hash of the public key.
when a user cannot trust a server with their private key (e.g., an activist in an oppressive regime, or a journalist that needs to protect sources) key escrow should not be used.

### 2.2 Usable Secure Email

Whitten and Tygar [36] conducted the first formal user study of a secure email system (PGP 5 with manual key validation), uncovering serious usability issues with key management and users’ understanding of the underlying public key cryptography. The results of their study took the security community by surprise and helped shape modern usable security research.

Garfinkel and Miller [13] created a secure email system using S/MIME (hierarchical key validation) and demonstrated that automating key management provides significant usability gains. However, their study also revealed that the tool “was a little too transparent,” leading to confusion and mistakes.

We previously created Private WebMail (Pwm) [27], a secure email system that tightly integrates with Gmail and uses identity-based encryption (IBE) to provide key management that is entirely transparent to users. User studies of Pwm demonstrate that it was viewed very positively by users, and significantly outperformed competing secure email systems.

Atwater et al. [1] compared the usability and trustworthiness of automatic versus manual encryption, finding that there were no significant differences between the two approaches. As part of this study, Atwater et al. developed two email clients—one integrated with Gmail and one standalone—both of which simulated the user experience of using a public key directory.

We also developed a novel two-person methodology [23] for studying the usability and grassroots adoptability of secure email. In particular, this study involved recruiting pairs of recipients (e.g., friends, spouses), who would then be responsible for sending secure email among themselves. Compared to single-participant studies, this methodology revealed differences between the experience of initiating others and being initiated by others into using secure email. Our study compared systems using three different families of key management: shared password, public key directory, and IBE; unfortunately, confounding factors in this study make it difficult to draw any conclusion on how key management affects secure email’s usability.

Bai et al. explored user attitudes toward different models for obtaining a recipient’s public key in PGP [2]. In their study, they built two PGP-based secure email systems, one that used manual key validation and one that used a public key directory. Users were provided with instructions on how to use each tool and given several tasks to complete. The results of this study showed that, overall, individuals recognized the security benefits of manual key validation, but preferred the public key directory and considered it to have sufficient security. While this study gathered data on user attitudes regarding two key management schemes, it did not evaluate their usability.

More recently, we further refined our Pwm system [24], identifying four design principles that increase the usability, correct behavior, and understanding of secure email: (1) having informative and personalized initiation messages that guide users through installing the secure email software and give them confidence that the email they received is not malicious;

(2) adding an artificial delay during encryption to build trust in the system and show users who their message is being encrypted for; (3) incorporating inline, context-aware tutorials to assist users as they are sending and receiving their first encrypted emails; and (4) using a visually distinctive interface to clearly demarcate which content is encrypted/to-be-encrypted and helping users avoid accidentally sending sensitive information in the clear.

Lerner et al. [18] built Confidante, a secure email tool that leverages Keybase, a public key directory, for key management. A user study of Confidante with lawyers and journalists demonstrated that these users could quickly and correctly use the system.

The significant differences between this earlier work and our current work are summarized in Table 1.

### 3. SYSTEMS

To limit confounding factors in our study, it was necessary to build several secure email tools that differed only in how key management was handled. To accomplish this we substantially modified our Private WebMail 2.0 (Pwm 2.0) system [24], leaving its UI unchanged, but otherwise completely rewriting its codebase to add support for a pluggable key management subsystem. This allowed us to rapidly develop three secure email prototypes that only differed in how they handled key management, while keeping the remaining system components consistent. We call this pluggable version of Pwm 2.0 MessageGuard.

We choose to extend Pwm 2.0 for several reasons. First, it is an existing system with established favorable reviews, saving us a significant amount of development time and helping avoid the possibility of designing a new secure email tool that was viewed unfavorably by users. Second, it had the highest usability score [24] of any secure email systems evaluated using the System Usability Metric (SUS) [6]. Third, this allowed us to test whether the secure email design principles proposed by Ruoti et al. and implemented in Pwm 2.0 (see Section 2.2) generalize beyond IBE-based systems.

In addition to adding a pluggable key management system to MessageGuard, we also added several other features to MessageGuard in order to allow other researchers to use it as a research platform for building end-to-end encryption.
prototypes. First, MessageGuard supports a wide range of non-email sites (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Blogger), automatically scanning these pages for user-editable content and allowing users to encrypt this content end-to-end. Second, the page scanning functionality is pluggable, allowing researchers to create finely-tuned, per-site end-to-end encryption plugins. Finally, MessageGuard includes pluggable user interface, encryption, and content packaging subsystems.

There are three key benefits to using MessageGuard as a research platform:

1. Accelerates the creation of content-based encryption prototypes. MessageGuard provides a fully functional content-based encryption system, including user interfaces, messaging protocols, and key management schemes. The modular design of MessageGuard allows researchers to easily modify only the portions of the system they wish to experiment with, while the remaining portions continue operating as intended. This simplifies development and allows researchers to focus on their areas of expertise—either usability or security.

2. Provides a platform for sharing research results. Researchers who create prototypes using MessageGuard can share their specialized interfaces, protocols, or key management schemes as one or more patches, allowing researchers to leverage and replicate each other’s work. Additionally, research can be merged into MessageGuard’s code base, allowing the community to benefit from these advances and reducing fragmentation of efforts.

3. Simplifies the comparison of competing designs. MessageGuard can be used to rapidly develop prototypes for use in A/B testing. Two prototypes built using MessageGuard will only differ in the areas that have been modified by researchers. This helps limit the confounding factors that have proven problematic in past comparisons of content-based encryption systems.

The source code for MessageGuard is available at https://bitbucket.org/account/user/isrlemail/projects/MES.

In the remainder of this section, we give a brief overview of MessageGuard. Additional details are available in Appendix A–C, and a complete description can be found in a technical report [25]. Next, we describe the workflow for the three secure email variants that we created using MessageGuard. We chose well-known instances of each key management scheme and explain the rationale for that choice: passwords, public key directory (PKD), and IBE. Other alternatives and hybrids of these approaches are possible.

These systems can be downloaded and are available for testing at https://{pgp,ibe,Passwords}.messageguard.io

### 3.1 MessageGuard

MessageGuard tightly integrates with existing web applications, in this case Gmail, using security overlays. Security overlays function by replacing portions of Gmail’s interface with secure interfaces that are inaccessible to Gmail. Users then interact with these secure overlays to create and read encrypted email (Figure 1a and Figure 1b).

Figure 2 shows the MessageGuard architecture:

- The **front end** scans for encrypted payloads and data entry interfaces and replaces these items with a secure overlay. The front end is the only component that runs outside of MessageGuard’s protected origin, and it can only communicate with overlays using the `window.postMessage` API. The overlay always encrypts user data before transmitting it to the front end component and sanitizes any data it receives from the front end. In addition, the front end also displays tutorials that instruct new users how to use MessageGuard. These are all context-sensitive, appearing as the user performs a given task for the first time.

- **Overlays** use `iframes` and the browser’s same-origin policy to keep plaintext from being exposed to the email server and its application. A read overlay displays sensitive information to the user, and a compose overlay allows users to encrypt sensitive information before sending it to the website. Overlays have a distinctive, dark color scheme that stands out from most websites, allowing users to easily identify secure overlays from insecure website interfaces.

- The **packager** encrypts/decrypts user data and encodes the encrypted data to make it suitable for transmission through web applications. The packager uses standard cryptographic primitives and techniques to encrypt/decrypt data (e.g., AES-GCM). Ciphertext is packaged with all information, save the key material, necessary for recipients of the message to decrypt it.

- The **key management** component enables a variety of key management schemes to be configured, without changing other aspects of MessageGuard such as the read or compose overlays.
A user’s sensitive data is only accessible within the MessageGuard origin.

Figure 2: MessageGuard Architecture

3.2 Passwords
We choose to evaluate passwords as they are a scheme that should be familiar to users. The workflow for our password system is as follows:

1. The user visits the MessageGuard website. They are prompted to download the system.
2. After installation, the system is immediately ready for use.
3. When the user attempts to send an encrypted email, they are informed that they need to create a password for encrypting the email (see Figure 3). After creating the password, the user can send their encrypted email.
4. The user must communicate to the recipient the password used to encrypt the email message. This should happen over an out-of-band (i.e., non-email) channel.

Figure 3: Dialog for Entering a New Password with Which to Encrypt Email.

3.3 Public Key Directory (PKD)
We choose to evaluate public key directories because they have received significant attention lately [2, 18, 19, 29]. The workflow for our public key directory system is as follows:

1. The user visits the MessageGuard website. They are instructed to create an account with their email address. Their address is verified by having the user click a link in an email sent to them. They are then able to download the system.
2. After installation, the user is told that the system will generate a key pair for them. The public key is automatically uploaded to the key directory, as the user is already authenticated to the key directory from the previous step.
3. The user attempts to send an encrypted email but is informed that the recipient hasn’t yet installed the system. They are then prompted to send their recipient an email inviting them to install the system. This email message is auto-generated by MessageGuard, with the system able to add a custom introduction message if desired.
4. Once the recipient has installed the system, which generates and publishes their public key, they inform the sender that they are ready to proceed. The sender can now send their encrypted email.

3.4 Identity-based Encryption (IBE)
We choose to evaluate IBE because it is the key management scheme that has been shown to be most usable in past studies, providing a good baseline for this work. The workflow for our IBE-based system is as follows:

1. The user visits the MessageGuard website. They are instructed to create an account with their email address. Their address is then verified by having the user click a link in an email sent to them. They are then able to download the system.
2. After installation, the user is informed that the system will retrieve their IBE key from the key server. This happens automatically because the user is already authenticated to the key server from the previous step.
3. The user can send encrypted email to any address.
4. The recipient, upon receiving the encrypted email, is prompted to visit the MessageGuard website and create an account. After their address is verified and their private key is downloaded from the key server, they can read the encrypted message.

4. METHODOLOGY
We conducted a within-subjects, IRB-approved lab study wherein pairs of participants used three secure email systems to communicate sensitive information to each other (study materials are found in Appendix D). Our study methodology is patterned after our previous paired participant methodology [23], allowing us to examine usability in the context of

We chose to require a MessageGuard account in order to prevent a compromised email provider from being able to transparently upload (PKD) or download (IBE) cryptographic keys from the MessageGuard key server, which would be possible if these operations were only protected by email-based authentication.

The recipient must install the system and use it to upload a public key before the sender can encrypt email for the recipient.
two novice users, without potential bias or other behaviors introduced by direct involvement with a study coordinator.

The study ran for two and a half weeks—beginning Monday, May 23, 2016, and ending Tuesday, June 7, 2016. In total, 55 pairs of participants (110 total participants) took the study. Due to various reasons discussed later in this section, we excluded results from eight participant pairs. For the remainder of this paper, we refer exclusively to the remaining 47 pairs (94 participants).

4.1 Study Setup
Participants took 50–60 minutes to complete the study, and each participant was compensated $15 USD in cash. Participants were required to be accompanied by a friend, who served as their counterpart for the study, and were instructed to use their own Gmail accounts.\(^4\) When participants arrived, they were given a consent form to sign, detailing the study and their rights as participants. Participants were informed that they would be in separate rooms during the study and would need to use email to share some sensitive information with each other. They were told that they were free to communicate with each other however they normally would, with the caveat that the sensitive information they were provided must be transmitted over email. Additionally, participants were informed that they could browse the Internet, use their phones, or engage in other similar activities while waiting for email from their friend. This was done to provide a more natural setting for the participants, and to avoid frustration if participants had to wait for an extended period of time while their friend figured out an encrypted email system. Finally, participants were told that a study coordinator would be with them at all times and could answer questions related to the study but were not allowed to provide instructions on how to use any of the systems being tested.

4.2 Study Tasks
Using a coin flip, one participant was randomly assigned as Participant A and the other as Participant B (referred to as “Johnny” and “Jane”, respectively, throughout the paper). The participants were then led to separate rooms to begin the study. The participants were then guided through the study by following a Qualtrics survey, which included both instructions and questions regarding their experience. After answering demographic questions, participants were asked to complete a multi-stage task three times, once for each of the secure email systems being tested. The order in which the participants used the systems was randomized. To complete this task, participants were asked to role-play a scenario about completing taxes. Johnny was told that his friend, Jane, had graduated in accounting and was going to be encrypted. The participants were then guided through the study by following a Qualtrics survey, which included both instructions and questions regarding their experience. After answering demographic questions, participants were asked to complete a multi-stage task three times, once for each of the secure email systems being tested. The order in which the participants used the systems was randomized. To complete this task, participants were asked to role-play a scenario about completing taxes. Johnny was told that his friend, Jane, had graduated in accounting and was going to help Johnny prepare his taxes. To do so, Johnny needed to send her his social security number and his last year’s tax PIN. Johnny was told that because this information was sensitive, he should encrypt it using a secure email system he could download at a URL we gave him. Jane was told that she would receive some information regarding taxes from Johnny but was not informed that the information would be encrypted.

The tasks they were asked to perform were:

1. Johnny would encrypt and send his SSN and last year’s tax PIN to Jane.
2. Jane would decrypt this information, then reply to Johnny with a confirmation code and this year’s tax PIN. The reply was required to be encrypted.
3. After Johnny received this information, he would inform Jane that he had received the necessary information, and then the task would end. This confirmation step is added to ensure that Johnny could decrypt Jane’s message. We did not require the confirmation message to be encrypted.

During each stage, participants were provided with worksheets containing instructions regarding the task and space for participants to record the sensitive information they received. These instructions did not include directions on how to use any of the systems. Both participants were provided with the information they would send (e.g., SSN and PIN), but were told to treat this information as they would their own sensitive information. Participants completed the same tasks for each of the three systems being tested.

Immediately upon completing the tasks for a given secure email system, participants were asked several questions related to their experience with that system. First, participants completed the ten questions from the System Usability Scale (SUS) [6, 7]. Multiple studies have shown that SUS is a good indicator of perceived usability [34], is consistent across populations [28], and has been used in the past to rate secure email systems [1, 23, 24, 27]. Next, participants were asked to describe what they liked about each system, what they would change, and why they would change it.

After completing the tasks and questions for all three secure email systems, participants were asked to select which of the email systems they had used was their favorite, and to describe why they liked this system. Participants were next asked to rate the following statements using a five-point Likert scale (Strongly Disagree–Strongly Agree): “I want to be able to encrypt my email,” and “I would encrypt email frequently.”

Finally, the survey told participants that MessageGuard could be enhanced with a master password, which they would be required to enter before MessageGuard would function. This would help protect their sensitive messages from other individuals who might also use the same computer. After reading the description about adding a master password to MessageGuard, users were asked to describe whether they would want this feature and why they felt that way.

4.3 Post-Study Interview
After completing the survey, participants were interviewed by their respective study coordinators. The coordinators asked participants about their general impressions of the study and the secure email systems they had used. Furthermore, the coordinators were instructed to note when the participants struggled or had other interesting events occur, and
during the post-study interview the coordinators reviewed and further explored these events with the participants.

To assess whether participants understood the security provided by each secure email system, coordinators questioned participants regarding what an attacker would need to do to read their encrypted messages. Coordinators would continue probing participants’ answers until they were confident whether or not the user correctly understood the security model of each system.

After describing their perceived security models, participants were then read short descriptions detailing the actual security models of each system. Participants were encouraged to ask questions if they wanted further clarification for any of the described models. After hearing these descriptions, participants were then asked to indicate whether their opinions regarding any of the systems had changed. Participants were also asked whether they would change their answer regarding their favorite system on the survey.

Upon completion of the post-study interview, participants were brought together for a final post-study interview. First, participants were asked to share their opinions on doing a study with a friend, as opposed to a traditional study. Second, participants were asked to describe their ideal secure email system. While participants are not system designers, we hoped that this question might elicit responses that participants had not yet felt comfortable sharing.

4.4 Quality Control

We excluded responses from eight pairs of participants. First, three pairs were removed because the secure email tools became inoperative during the study, making it impossible for participants to complete the study. Second, two pairs were removed because the participants did not speak or read English well enough to understand the study instructions and study coordinators. Third, we removed three participant pairs that were not paying attention to the study survey and filled in nonsense answers.

4.5 Demographics

We recruited Gmail users for our study at a local university, as well as through Craigslist. We distributed posters across campus to avoid biasing our participants toward any particular major. Participants were evenly split between male and female: male (47; 50%), female (47; 50%). Participants skewed young: 18 to 24 years old (75; 80%), 25 to 34 years old (18; 19%), 35 to 44 years old (1; 1%). Most participants were college students: high school graduates (1; 1%), undergraduate students (71; 76%), college graduates (15; 16%), graduate students (7; 7%). Participants were evenly split between male and female: male (47; 50%), female (47; 50%). Participants skewed young: 18 to 24 years old (75; 80%), 25 to 34 years old (18; 19%), 35 to 44 years old (1; 1%). Most participants were college students: high school graduates (1; 1%), undergraduate students (71; 76%), college graduates (15; 16%), graduate students (7; 7%). Participants were enrolled in a variety of technical and non-technical majors.

4.6 Limitations

Our study involved each user sending email to one other user. This approach was helpful in understanding the basic usability of the systems tested, but it might not reveal all the usability issues that would occur in other communication models, such as a user sending email to multiple individuals. Future work could examine other usage scenarios.

Our study also has several common limitations. First, our population is not representative of all groups, and future research could broaden the population (e.g., non-students, non-Gmail users). While we did use Craigslist to try and gather a more diverse population, these efforts were largely unsuccessful. Second, our study was a short-term study, and future research should look at these issues in a longer-term longitudinal study. Third, since our study was run in a trusted lab environment, participants may not have behaved the same as they would in the real world [20, 33].

5. RESULTS

This section contains the quantitative results from our study: the SUS score for each system, task completion times, mistakes made by participants, participant understanding of each system's security model, rankings for the favorite system, and several other minor results. For brevity, we refer to the three variants tested as Passwords, PKD (public key directory), and IBE (identity-based encryption). The data for this study can be downloaded at https://isrl.byu.edu/data/soups2018/.

In several situations, we performed multiple statistical comparisons on the same data. In these cases, we use the Bonferroni correction to adjust our $\alpha$ value appropriately. Where a correction is not needed, we used the standard value $\alpha = 0.05$.
5.1 System Usability Scale

The System Usability Scale (SUS) score for each system is listed in Table 2. To give context to these scores, we leverage the work of several researchers that correlated SUS scores with more intuitive descriptions of usability [3, 4, 30, 34]. The descriptions are presented in Figure 4.

Passwords’ score of 70.0 is rated as having “Good” usability, receives a “C” grade, and reaches the 56th percentile. PKD’s SUS score of 75.7 is rated as having “Good” usability, receives a “B” grade, and falls in the 76th percentile of systems tested with SUS. IBE’s score of 77.3 is also rated as having “Good” usability, receives a “B+” grade, and is in the 81st percentile.

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA comparing the effect of system on SUS scores revealed a statistically significant omnibus (F(2,186) = 13.43, p < .001). The difference between Passwords’ and PKD’s scores are statistically significant (Tukey’s HSD test—p < 0.01) as is the difference between Passwords’ and IBE’s SUS scores (Tukey’s HSD test—p < 0.01). In both cases, the differences in means represent a significant improvement (20 and 25 percentile difference, respectively). In contrast, the difference between PKD’s and IBE’s SUS scores are not statistically significant. We also tested to see whether there was a difference between the SUS score ratings of Johnny and Jane, but the difference was not statistically significant (two-tailed student t-test, matched pairs—p = 0.29, α = 0.0125).

Next, we compared the SUS scores for our variants against SUS scores of publicly available systems that used the same key management schemes. In each case our secure email variants outperformed these publicly available systems. We compared Encipher.it [27] against our Password variant, which scored 8.75 points higher (~25 percentile difference), Tutanota [23] against our PKD variant, which scored 23.5 points higher (~60 percentile difference), and Voltage Mail against our IBE variant [27], which scored 14.64 points higher (~45 percentile difference).

Finally, we explored whether the order in which systems were tested had an effect on their SUS scores, finding three orderings with a non-negligible effect size: (1) Passwords scored 9.5 points higher when tested immediately after PKD, (2) PKD scores 9.5 points lower when it is tested after Passwords, (3) IBE scores 14.1 points lower when the system ordering is Passwords—>IBE—>PKD. All three of these differences are statistically significant (two-tailed student t-test, equal variance—p < 0.001, p = 0.002, p < 0.001, respectively, α = 0.0125).

5.2 Time

We recorded the time it took each participant to finish the assigned task with each system. For timing purposes the tasks were split into two stages. The first stage started when Johnny visited the MessageGuard website and ended when he had successfully sent an encrypted email with his SSN and last year’s tax PIN. The second stage started when Jane received her first encrypted email and ended when she had decrypted it, replied with the appropriate information, and received the confirmation email from Johnny. It is possible for stage one and two to overlap; if Johnny first sends an encrypted message without the required information, this will start the timer for stage two without stopping the timer for stage one. We took this approach because stage one is not statistically significant for either Stage 1 or Stage 2.

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA comparing the effect of system and stage on stage completion time fails to find a statistically significant overall difference between systems, but does reveal a statistically significant interaction effect (System—F(2, 82) = 2.60, p = .08, Stage—F(1, 41) = 1.936, p < .17, Interaction—F(2, 82) = 82.52, p < .001). By design, PKD shifts a significant portion of user effort from Stage 2 to Stage 1—Jane installs PKD in Stage 1 instead of Stage 2—resulting in a statistically significant difference in stage completion times (Tukey’s HSD test—in all cases p < 0.001) with a large effect size (Stage 1—+4:30, Stage 2—+3:00). The difference between Passwords and IBE was not statistically significant for either Stage 1 or Stage 2.

We also explored whether system ordering had an effect on task completion times. As shown in Table 4, if a system was the first system tested, its task took considerably longer to complete than if it was not the first system tested. This difference is statistically significant for all three systems (two-tailed student t-test, equal variance—in all cases p < 0.001, α = 0.016).

5.3 Mistakes

We define mistakes to be instances when users send sensitive information in normal email when it should have been

Table 3: Time Taken to Complete Task (min:sec)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Confidence Interval (α = 0.05)</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3:31</td>
<td>1:43</td>
<td>±0:03</td>
<td>03:06–03:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passwords</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3:31</td>
<td>1:25</td>
<td>±0:25</td>
<td>03:06–03:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>6:54</td>
<td>3:34</td>
<td>±1:03</td>
<td>05:51–07:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 + 2</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>10:22</td>
<td>4:00</td>
<td>±1:12</td>
<td>09:10–11:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>8:02</td>
<td>3:06</td>
<td>±0:53</td>
<td>07:09–08:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3:24</td>
<td>1:28</td>
<td>±0:26</td>
<td>02:58–03:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 + 2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>11:33</td>
<td>5:54</td>
<td>±1:08</td>
<td>10:25–12:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3:30</td>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>±0:26</td>
<td>03:04–03:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>5:58</td>
<td>2:36</td>
<td>±0:46</td>
<td>05:12–06:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 + 2</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>3:50</td>
<td>±1:09</td>
<td>08:21–10:39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Individual Participant Task Completion Times

Table 2: Time Taken to Complete Task (min:sec)
In Passwords, all mistakes were a result of users sending their password in plaintext email (Johnny–9; 19%, Jane–1; 2%). For five of these mistakes (5; 11%), Johnny first sent the password over cellular text messaging, but for various reasons Jane never got this message. When Jane received her encrypted email, she didn’t yet have the password and would email Johnny requesting the password, which he sent to her using email. Additionally, in four cases Johnny used Google Chat to send their password, giving Google access to both the secure email and the password used to encrypt it. Still, we chose not to include this as a mistake as it is not as egregious as sending the password over email.

In PKD and IBE there were a low number of mistakes, and each was made by Johnny (PKD–[n = 1; 2%], IBE–[2; 4%]). In all three cases, the participant transmitted the sensitive information in the unencrypted greeting of the encrypted message. This happened in spite of the fact that two of these participants watched the compose tutorial, which warned them that text in that field would not be encrypted.

### 5.4 Understanding

In the post-study interview we asked participants to identify what an attacker would need to do to read their encrypted email. The goal of this question was to evaluate whether participants understood the security model of each system they had tested. Study coordinators asked follow-up questions until they were confident that they could judge whether the participant had a correct understanding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Mean When First</th>
<th>Mean When Not First</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passwords</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3:01</td>
<td>−1:49 (−38%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>5:48</td>
<td>−4:01 (−41%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8:50</td>
<td>−5:58 (−40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>7:13</td>
<td>−2:23 (−25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2:54</td>
<td>−1:26 (−33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>10:14</td>
<td>−3:42 (−27%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2:49</td>
<td>−1:58 (−41%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4:38</td>
<td>−3:13 (−40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>7:39</td>
<td>−5:16 (−41%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Time Taken to Complete Task as a Function of Whether it Was Tested First (min:sec)

In five cases (Johnny–2, Jane–3), the study session ran late and participants had to leave without completing the post-study interview. As such, percentages in this Subsection are calculated off a different total number of participants (Johnny–45, Jane–44, Both–89).

Few participants had a correct understanding of PKD’s (Johnny–[2; 4%], Jane–[2; 5%], Both–[4; 4%]) and IBE’s (Johnny–[2; 4%], Jane–[3; 7%], Both–[5; 6%]) security models. Generally, participants believed that if an attacker could gain access to a user’s email then they could decrypt that user’s messages. Only a handful of participants recognized that signing up for an account was meaningful. During the interviews, most participants indicated they saw no difference in the security of IBE and PKD.

In strong contrast, nearly all participants had a clear understanding of how password-based encryption protected their emails (Johnny–[41; 91%], Jane–[41; 93%], Both–[82; 92%]).

### 5.5 Favorite System

At the end of the study survey, participants were asked to indicate their favorite system, and why. Later, during the post-study interview, participants were given descriptions of each system’s security model and were invited to ask further clarifying questions as needed. After hearing these descriptions, participants were allowed to update which system they felt was their favorite. Participants’ preferences, both pre- and post-survey, are summarized in Figure 6.

Overall, participants were split on which system they preferred (During Survey—PKD–[26; 28%], IBE–[36; 38%], Passwords–[29; 31%]; After Interview—PKD–[29; 31%], IBE–[34; 36%], Passwords–[28; 30%]). While IBE was a slight favorite, the difference was not statistically significant (Chi-squared test—Survey–χ²[2, N = 282] = 2.56, p = 0.28, Interview–χ²[2, N = 282] = 1.01, p = 0.60). Of the three participants who did not select a favorite system (3; 3%), two indicated that they liked all three systems equally, and the third participant indicated that he disliked all three systems because he erroneously believed that the systems caused his encrypted email to not be stored by Gmail.

Approximately a sixth of participants (15; 16%) changed their favorite system after better understanding the security

---

5Mistakes could conceivably also include revealing PKD or IBE private keys, but neither of our systems allowed users to make this mistake.

6The MessageGuard front end provides an unencrypted greeting field, which senders can populate with text readable by recipients who have not installed MessageGuard, aiding in the onboarding process.

9This problem could potentially be addressed by making users explicitly enable unencrypted greetings, instead of displaying it as a default field.
models of each system: one from Passwords to PKD, two from passwords to IBE, four from PKD to IBE, six from IBE to PKD, and two from IBE to Passwords. In total, Passwords lost one vote, PKD gained three votes, and IBE lost two votes.

5.6 Other Results
We also recorded how often participants used various features in MessageGuard. We noted that Johnny frequently watched both the compose and read tutorials (Compose–41; 87%, Read–38; 81%). Jane similarly watched the read tutorial (43; 91%), with a slightly lower rate of watching the compose tutorial (6 out of 10 participants; 60%).

We found that Johnny was likely to include a plaintext greeting with his encrypted email (33; 70%). When Jane did send a new encrypted message, she included an unencrypted greeting a little under half of the time (4 of 10 participants; 40%).

We noted that Johnny used a variety of methods to transmit the password used to encrypt his email, overall preferring phone-based communication channels (cellular text messaging–23, phone call–11, email–9, Google Chat–4, in person–2, Facebook Chat–1). In three cases (phone call–2, email–1) Johnny did not transmit the password, but merely gave clues to Jane that were sufficient for her to figure it out.

At the end of the survey, participants were asked whether they wanted to be able to encrypt their email and whether they would frequently do so. Participant responses to these questions are summarized in Figure 7. Overall, participants were in strong agreement that email encryption is something they want (want–71; 76%, unsure–18; 19%, don’t want–5; 5%).

Still, participants were split on how often they would use secure email, with the plurality going to infrequent use (frequent use–[30; 32%], unsure–[28; 30%], infrequent use–[36; 39%]). This is in line with previous results regarding desired secure email usage [24].

6. QUALITATIVE RESULTS
In this section we discuss participants’ qualitative feedback and observations from the study coordinators. We refer to participants using a unique identifier R[1–47][A,B], where A refers to the Johnny role and B refers to the Jane role.

6.1 Passwords
Participants gave Passwords a lower SUS score than both PKD and IBE, but overall indicated it was quite usable. Even though users rated Passwords as usable, a substantial number indicated they preferred PKD and IBE due to these systems not requiring a password to encrypt email.

Communicating the password to the recipient was the main problem with password-based encryption. As already discussed, many participants shared their password over plaintext email. In some cases, they recognized this didn’t seem secure, but still proceeded. Some participants questioned the security of using out-of-band channels to send the password.

“…We also communicated the password through a text message. I’m not sure what that does for the security of the system if we are using an outside and unprotected means of communication in order to make it work.” [R24B]

Many participants also felt that communicating a password out-of-band negated the need to use secure email, as they could just communicate the sensitive information over the out-of-band channel. R39B indicated,

“It was way lame that I had to call him because I might as well have just given him the info that way… If I’m gonna communicate with them through email, it’s because I want to do it through email, not through a phone call.”

Several participants noted it would be annoying to manage separate passwords while communicating securely with multiple people. In this regard, R9A expressed,

“I may want to use [Passwords] often in sending regular messages to many people. If I had to share a password each time, it may make the process cumbersome.”

Participants had several suggestions to improve Passwords. First, participants proposed allowing only a single password to protect an email thread. Users could reuse passwords to encrypt replies, but many participants became confused and created new passwords, necessitating more password exchanges. Second, some participants felt that it would be helpful to have a built-in password complexity meter or random password generator when creating passwords.

“If you don’t have a random password generator, then people will just end up using familiar passwords, which is actually more of a problem than if there were no passwords at all.” [R18B]

Unlike PKD and IBE, the security model for the Passwords system was well-understood by participants. Understanding the security model of passwords helped users trust the system’s security.

“It was nice to be able to create a password that only myself and the sender know. It felt more secure….” [R3A]

6.2 PKD
In general, participants described the PKD system as fast and easy-to-use. The most common complaint about PKD
was that recipients needed to install PKD before they could be sent encrypted messages. As stated by R1A, “It’s not great that sending someone an encrypted email means you have to ask them to download an extension.” Additionally, some participants felt they were less likely to install the system if they didn’t already have an encrypted message.

“I am more motivated (i.e., I can more readily see the need) to install the app if the encrypted message is already sitting there in my inbox. Also, the fewer emails I have to send/receive the better.” [R9B]

The most significant issue we discovered with our PKD system was that very few participants understood its security model (4; 4%), with most participants assuming an attacker only needed access to the user’s email account to read their encrypted email. After explaining PKD’s security model to participants, they felt much more confident in its security. Particularly, participants liked that it did not rely on any third parties. For example, after hearing about PKD’s security model R47B enthusiastically changed her favorite system from Passwords to PKD and stated,

“Just because it had to be from your computer, it seems like, if they were to get the [encrypted contents], it’d be a little bit harder for them to get [the plaintext contents].”

Participants’ interest in PKD was tempered by the risk of losing all their encrypted email if something were to happen to the private key stored on their computer.

“I guess, depending on what you’re doing, [PKD] could be helpful, but it could also be very frustrating... if you changed systems or something like that, it could be frustrating to realize that you couldn’t decrypt previously sent messages.” [R18A]

6.3 IBE

Similar to previous studies [23, 24, 27], participants found IBE to be extremely usable. Task completion times show that IBE was faster than the other two systems.

Prior implementations of IBE relied on automatic email authentication to deliver private keys [24, 27]. Our implementation has users create a username and password on the key server for authenticating a request to retrieve a private key. This prevents the email provider from being able to access the user’s private key. This added security can impact usability. While most users did not mind setting up an account, several participants disliked this aspect.

“As a general comment, I think the password one was my favorite, since you didn’t have to create an account for MessageGuard.” [R3B]

As with PKD, participants had a poor understanding of IBE’s security model. Nearly all participants thought PKD and IBE had poor security, incorrectly believing that anyone who broke into their Gmail account could read all encrypted emails. After receiving instructions on IBE’s security model, some participants who initially preferred IBE switched their preference to PKD; most remained with IBE, stating it had adequate security. Additionally, these participants felt that the ability to send an IBE-encrypted message to a recipient without waiting for them to first install MessageGuard trumped the security drawbacks of IBE.

6.4 User Attitudes

We asked participants if they would be interested in MessageGuard including a master password. With a master password, MessageGuard would not encrypt or decrypt email until this password was entered. Moreover, cryptographic keys would be encrypted using the master password before being stored to disk. Overall, participants were interested in this feature (Johnny–[33; 70%], Jane–[35; 74%], Both–[72; 77%]). Participants felt this would provide an important security property when multiple users shared a single computer. The participants not interested in a master password indicated they had sole access to their computer, and a master would add a hassle for no real security gain.

Participants also expressed a strong desire to better understand how the secure email systems worked. They felt this would help them verify the system was properly protecting their data. Additionally, several participants stated they would not feel comfortable using a “random” tool from the Internet. Instead, they looked for tools that were verified by security experts or were distributed and endorsed by a well-known brand (e.g., Google).

7. DISCUSSION

We discuss lessons learned, usability and security trade-offs, and validation of prior work.

7.1 Lessons Learned

It is unclear whether the mistake of sending the password via email represents users’ lack of understanding regarding the security of email [22], a lack of concern for the safety of their sensitive information during the role play, an artifact of taking the study in a trusted environment [33], or a mixture of the three.

With so much of PKD’s key management automated (e.g., key generation, uploading and retrieval of public keys), it is likely participants had insufficient contextual clues showing the system’s security model. While reducing the automation of the system could improve understanding, these changes would likely come at an unacceptably high usability cost [23, 26, 32, 36]. Future work should examine ways the system could conform to users’ existing mental models.

During the user study, several participant pairs encountered an edge case for IBE—Jane had multiple email address aliases, and the message was encrypted for a different alias than Jane used when she set up her MessageGuard account. This resulted in Jane being unable to decrypt Johnny’s message. This was especially confusing for Johnny and Jane because they had no indication of what they needed to do to resolve the issue. MessageGuard’s design anonymizes the identity of the recipients, so the system could not inform Jane which email alias she needed to register with her MessageGuard account.

The master password differs from the MessageGuard account password in that the former is used only locally to protect access to cryptographic keys stored on the local device, whereas the latter is used to protect against an adversary uploading (PKD) or downloading (IBE) cryptographic keys to/from the MessageGuard key server. Users could choose to use the same password for both use cases.
account in order to read the message. The difficulty of handling email aliases is not limited to IBE. It affects PKD as well. It is unclear how best to solve this problem, and this is an area for future work.

7.2 Usability and Security Trade-offs
Hiding cryptographic details increases usability, but inhibits understanding of a system’s security model.\textsuperscript{15} For example, both IBE and PKD hid key management from the user, leading to high usability scores. However, post-study interviews revealed participants did not understand the security model of either system. In contrast, the Passwords system required users to manually manage their keys (using passwords). This led to lower usability scores for Passwords, but nearly all users understood its security model.

Tools relying on third-party key servers sacrifice security but significantly reduce the burden of adopting the system. For example, evaluations of PKD systems using manual key exchange have consistently found these systems to be unusable [26, 32, 36]. Our PKD system significantly improved its usability at the expense of trusting a third-party by employing a public key directory. Similarly, IBE fully trusts its third-party server with private keys, making it trivial to send any recipient an encrypted message. Even though participants recognized the lower security of IBE, many indicated that it had “good enough” security for their needs.

7.3 Validation of Prior Research
Our results demonstrate that the design principles we identified in previous work [24, 27] generalize beyond IBE, and are also applicable to PKD and password-based systems. Many favorable participant responses demonstrated the importance of tight-integration; context-sensitive, inline tutorials; and unencrypted greetings (R7A, R9A, R26B, respectively):

“I really like the integration into Gmail, so that I can safely send information without having to use an entirely new system.”

“The tutorial was very helpful. I also found the icons to be helpful in using the tool. I was surprised at how easily the program integrated into my e-mail. There was never any confusion as to what I needed to do or as to what was going on.”

“I like . . . that the subject/top of the email are not encrypted to help others realize that this is not spam.”

We also gathered further evidence showing paired-participant usability studies [24] are helpful in assessing the usability of secure email systems. Both the quantitative and qualitative data revealed strong differences between Johnny and Jane, indicating that there is value in gathering information for both roles. When asked, participants indicated they enjoyed working with a friend and felt it was more natural than working with a study coordinator. This was especially true for our Passwords system, where they indicated calling their friend was natural, but not something they would feel comfortable doing with a coordinator.

\textsuperscript{15}Understanding a system’s security model is important as it allows users to understand what actions are safe and what put them at risk.
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This includes the software’s website and any web services trying to steal user content. Users’ computers, operating systems, software, and content-based encryption software are all considered part of the trusted computing base in our threat model.

While our threat model is necessarily strict to support the wide range of web applications that researchers may wish to investigate, we note that research prototypes built using the MessageGuard platform are free to adopt a weaker threat model that may be more appropriate for that particular research.

A.2 Security Overlays

There are several approaches for implementing overlays: iframes [16, 27], the ShadowDOM [14], user script engines such as Greasemonkey [11], and the operating system’s accessibility framework [17]. Based on our analysis of each of these approaches, iframes are the implementation strategy best suited to work across all operating systems and browsers (including mobile). Additionally, iframe-based security overlays have security and usability that are greater than or equal to that of other approaches. As such, we designed MessageGuard using security overlays based on iframes.

Relying on iframes largely restricts MessageGuard to supporting only web applications deployed in the browser. Still the browser is an ideal location for studying content-based encryption: (1) There are a large number of high-usage browser-based web applications (e.g., webmail, Google Docs). (2) Traditional desktop and mobile application development increasingly mimics web development, allowing lessons learned in browser-based research to also apply to these other platforms. (3) There is already a substantial amount of research into adding content-based encryption to web applications, both academic (e.g., [1, 11, 14, 27]) and professional (e.g., Virtru, Mailvelope, Encipher.it).

A.1 Threat Model

In content-based encryption, sensitive content is only accessible to the author of that data and the intended recipient. In contrast to transport-level encryption (e.g., TLS), which only protects data during transit, content-based encryption protects data both during transit and while it is at rest. In our threat model, we consider web applications, middleboxes (e.g. CDNs), and the content they serve to be within the control of the adversary. The adversary wins if she is able to use these resources to access the user’s encrypted data. While it is true that most websites are not malicious, in order to support ubiquitous, content-based encryption, it is necessary to protect against cases where websites are actively trying to steal user content. Users’ computers, operating systems, software, and content-based encryption software are all considered part of the trusted computing base in our threat model.

Our threat model is concerned with ensuring the confidentiality and integrity of encrypted data, but does allow for the leakage of metadata necessary for the encrypted data to be transmitted and/or stored by the underlying web application. For example, in order to transmit an encrypted email message, the webmail system must have access to the unencrypted email addresses of the message’s recipient. Additionally, the webmail provider will be able to inspect the encrypted package and gain basic information about the encrypted package (e.g., approximate length of message, number of recipients).\(^{17}\)

APPENDIX

A. MESSAGEGUARD’S DESIGN GOALS

In this section, we give the threat model that motivates our work. Next, we describe how to implement security overlays in order to enhance existing web applications with content-based encryption. Finally, we discuss our goals for MessageGuard, that are necessary to support research of content-based encryption in a usable, secure, and extensible manner.

\(^{16}\)This includes the software’s website and any web services the software relies upon (e.g., a key server).

\(^{17}\)This type of leakage also occurs in HTTPS.
A.3 Platform Goals

We examined the existing work on content-based encryption (e.g., [13, 32, 35, 36]) in order to establish a set of design goals for MessageGuard. These goals are centered around enabling a researcher to investigate usable, content-based encryption.

A.3.1 Secure

MessageGuard should secure users’ sensitive content from web applications and network adversaries.

MessageGuard should protect data in its overlays from being accessed by the web application. Sensitive data that is being created or consumed using MessageGuard should be inaccessible to the underlying web application. A corollary to this rule is that no entities that observe the transmission of data encrypted by MessageGuard should be able to decipher that data unless they are the intended recipients.

MessageGuard’s interfaces should be clearly distinguishable from the web application’s interfaces. In addition to protecting content-based messages from websites, it is important that systems clearly delineate which interfaces belong to the website and which belong to the content-based encryption software. This helps users to feel assured that their data is being protected and assists them in avoiding mistakes [24, 27]. Additionally, visual indicators should be included that can help protect against an adversary that attempts to social engineer a user into believing they are entering text into a secure interface when in reality they are entering text directly into the adversary’s interface [5, 10].

A.3.2 Usable

MessageGuard should provide a usable base for future research efforts.

MessageGuard should be approachable to novice users. Easy-to-use systems are more likely to be adopted by the public at large [35]. Furthermore, complicated systems foster user errors, decreasing system security [27, 36]. While some systems need to expose users to complex security choices, basic functionality (e.g., sending or receiving an encrypted email) should be approachable for new users. At a minimum this includes building intuitive interfaces, providing integrated, context-sensitive tutorials, and helping first-time recipients of encrypted messages understand what they need to do in order to decrypt their message.

MessageGuard should integrate with existing web applications. Users enjoy the web services and applications they are currently using and are disinclined to adopt a new system solely because it offers greater security. Instead, users prefer that content-based encryption be integrated into their existing applications [1, 27]. Equally important, content-based encryption should have a minimal effect on the application’s user experience; if encryption gets in the way of users completing tasks it is more likely that they will turn off content-based encryption [15].

MessageGuard’s interfaces should be usable at any size. Current web interfaces allowing users to consume or create content come in a wide variety of sizes (i.e., height and width). When MessageGuard integrates with these web services, it is important that MessageGuard’s interfaces work at these same dimensions. To support the widest range of sizes, MessageGuard’s interfaces should react to the space available, providing as much functionality as is possible at that display size.

A.3.3 Ubiquitous

MessageGuard should support most websites and platforms.

MessageGuard should work with most websites MessageGuard should make it easy for researchers to explore adding end-to-end encryption into whichever web applications they are interested in. While it may be impossible to fully support all web applications (e.g., Flash applications or applications drawn using an HTML canvas), most standard web applications should work out-of-the-box. For those applications which don’t work out-of-the-box, MessageGuard should allow researchers to create customized prototypes that handle these edge cases.

MessageGuard should function in all major desktop and mobile browsers. Prototypes built with MessageGuard should function both on desktop and mobile browsers, allowing researchers to experiment with both of these form factors. Furthermore, MessageGuard should work on all major browsers, allowing users to work with the web browser they are most familiar with, obviating the need to restrict study recruitment to users of a specific browser.

A.3.4 Extensible

MessageGuard should be easily extensible and contribute to the rapid development of content-based encryption prototypes.

MessageGuard should be modular. MessageGuard’s functionality should be split into a variety of modules, with each module taking care of a specific function. Researchers should also be free to only change the modules that relate to their research and have the system continue to function as expected. Similarly, MessageGuard’s modules should be extensible, allowing researchers to create new custom modules with a minimal amount of effort.

MessageGuard should provide reference functionality. As a base for other researchers’ work, MessageGuard should include a reference implementation of the various modules that adds content-based encryption to a wide range of web applications. This reference implementation should be able to be easily modified and extended to allow researchers to rapidly implement their own ideas.

A.3.5 Reliable

The usability and security of MessageGuard should be reliable, protecting researchers from unintentionally compromising MessageGuard’s security or usability.

Reducing the security of MessageGuard should require deliberate intent. HCI researchers should feel comfortable customizing MessageGuard’s interface without needing to worry that they are compromising security. To facilitate this, MessageGuard should separate UI and security functionality into separate components. As long as researchers limit themselves to changing only UI components, there should be no effect on security.

Modifying the cryptographic primitives should have minimal effect on MessageGuard’s usability. As above, MessageGuard should separate its UI and security functionality into separate
components. This will allow security researchers to modify the cryptographic primitives without worrying about how they will affect MessageGuard’s usability. One caveat is if a new key management scheme requires a user interface that MessageGuard does not already make available. In this case, researchers will need to provide this key management scheme’s interface, which could affect usability, but other interfaces should remain unaffected.

**B. MESSAGEGUARD AS A RESEARCH PLATFORM**

In this section, we describe the ways researchers can employ MessageGuard as a platform for their own research. In addition to the details described in this section, we invite researchers to download MessageGuard’s source code. To help researchers quickly familiarize themselves with MessageGuard’s code base, we have included instructive comments throughout the code and have provided a reference implementation that supports most websites that researchers can refer to as they build their own systems.

MessageGuard was designed to minimize the amount of code that must be changed in order for researchers to build new prototypes. The customizable classes enabling this rapid prototyping are shown in Figure 8. MessageGuard includes a default instantiation for each of the base classes (e.g., ControllerBase) seen in the figure. To change the global functionality of MessageGuard, researchers need to change the aforementioned default implementations. If researchers desire to implement new functionality (e.g., create a new overlay, support a new application), they can instead subclass these base classes. All classes, both base classes and default implementations, can be extended, but only allow researchers to override the methods that are unique to their functionality.

**B.1 Frontend**

The main class is responsible for parsing the URL and instantiating the appropriate controller (i.e., classes extending ControllerBase). Frontend controllers are responsible for the actual operations of the frontend, including detecting when overlays are needed and placing those overlays. Every overlay is created by and coupled to an overlay manager, which is responsible for handling communication between the overlay and MessageGuard’s frontend. Currently, MessageGuard provides overlay managers for both reading and composing encrypted content.

The simplest way to modify the frontend is to change the elements that it will overlay. This can be done by changing the CSS selector that is passed to ControllerBase’s constructor. The controller can also be configured to support additional types of overlays (i.e., creating a unified read and compose overlay for instant messaging clients). In this case, it will also be necessary to create an overlay manager to communicate with the new overlay.

Using these base classes, MessageGuard’s default functionality was implemented using less than 200 lines of JavaScript.

**B.2 Overlays**

Overlays are composed of both HTML interfaces and JavaScript code. Researchers can either modify the existing overlays (read and compose) or create their own overlays. The steps for creating a new overlay modifying overlays on a per-application basis are as follows:

1. Create a new HTML file for each overlay. This will define the visual appearance of the overlay.

2. Create a custom read, compose, or entirely new overlay (e.g., file upload) by extending either the OverlayBase or one of the reference overlays (read and compose). These parent classes provide basic functionality (e.g., positioning, communication with the frontend).

3. Connect the overlay’s HTML interface to its controlling code by referencing this new JavaScript class in the new HTML.

4. Create a new overlay manager to work with the new overlay. You can extend any of the existing overlay managers, or create a new one by extending OverlayManagerBase.

5. Add any custom communication code to both the new overlay and overlay manager.

MessageGuard’s default read overlay required 70 lines of HTML and 150 lines of JavaScript to implement. The default compose overlay needed 190 lines of HTML and 670 lines of JavaScript, most of which was responsible for setting up the HTML5 rich-text interface and allowing users to select a specific key for encryption.

**B.3 Packager**

By overriding PackagerBase, it is possible to create custom message packages, allowing MessageGuard to support a wide range of content-based encryption protocols. This functionality can be used to allow prototypes developed with MessageGuard to inter-operate with existing cryptographic systems (e.g., using the PGP package syntax in order to be compatible with existing PGP clients). It could also be used

18 Though unlikely to be necessary, it is also possible to modify the controller to do more complex selection that does not rely on CSS selection.
to experiment with advanced cryptographic features, such as key ratcheting [35].

B.4 Key Management

One key goal of MessageGuard is to allow existing proposals for key management to be implemented in a real system, and then compared against alternative schemes. As such, we took special care to ensure that MessageGuard would be compatible with all key management schemes we are currently aware of. In order to create a new key management scheme, the following two classes must be implemented:

KeyScheme. The KeyScheme is responsible for handling scheme-specific UI functionality for the key manager (e.g., importing public/private keys, authenticating to a key server). The KeyScheme methods are:

- `getUI` Retrieves a scheme-specific UI that will be included with the KeyUIManager's generic UI. This method is provided with the KeySystem being created/updated and a callback which notifies the KeyUIManager that the KeySystem is ready to be saved.
- `handleError` Modifies an existing KeySystem’s UI to allow it to address an error. This method is provided with details about the error, the KeySystem UI to modify, and a callback which notifies the KeyUIManager that the error has been resolved. Examples of errors include not having a necessary key or expired authentication credentials.
- `create` Creates a KeySystem from the scheme-specific UI provided to this method.
- `update` Updates a KeySystem from the scheme-specific UI provided to this method.

KeySystem. A KeySystem is an instantiation of a key management scheme that allows the users to decrypt/sign data for a single identity and encrypt/verify data for any number of identities. KeySystem is responsible for performing cryptographic operations with the keys it manages. Every KeySystem has a fingerprint that uniquely identifies it. The KeySystem methods are:

- `serialize/deserialize` Prepares data that is not a part of the KeyAttributes type for storage by the KeyStorage class.
- `encrypt` Encrypts data for the provided identity. Returns the encrypted data along with the fingerprint of the KeySystem that can decrypt it.
- `decrypt` Decrypts the provided data.
- `sign` Signs the provided data.
- `verify` Verifies that the provided signature is valid for the provided data.

By default, MessageGuard will allow users to use all available key management schemes, though this can be overridden on a per-prototype basis.

C. VALIDATION OF MESSAGEGUARD

We evaluated MessageGuard ability to support usable, content-based encryption research on a wide range of platforms. Additionally, we measured the performance overhead that MessageGuard creates. Our results indicate that MessageGuard is compatible with most web applications and has minimal performance overhead.

C.1 Ubiquity

We tested MessageGuard on major browsers and it worked in all cases: Desktop—Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, Opera, and Safari. Android—Chrome, Firefox, Opera. iOS—Chrome, Mercury, Safari.

We tested MessageGuard on the Alexa top 50 web sites. One of the sites is not a web application (t.co) and another requires a Chinese phone number in order to use it (weibo.com). MessageGuard was able to encrypt data in 47 of the 48 remaining web applications. The one site that failed (youtube.com) did so because the application removed the comments field when it lost focus, which happens when focus switched to MessageGuard’s compose overlay. We were able to address this problem with a customized frontend that required only five lines of code to implement.

These results indicate that researchers should be able to use MessageGuard to research content-based encryption for the web applications of their choice with little difficulty.

C.2 Performance

We profiled MessageGuard on several popular web applications and analyzed MessageGuard’s impact on load times. In each case, we started the profiler, reloaded the page, and stopped profiling once the page was loaded. Our results show that MessageGuard has little impact on page load times and does not degrade the user’s experience as they surf the Web: Facebook—0.93%, Gmail—2.92%, Disqus—0.54%, Twitter—1.98%.

Since MessageGuard is intended to work with all websites, we created a synthetic web app that allowed us to test MessageGuard’s performance in extreme situations. This app measures MessageGuard’s performance when overlaying static content present at page load (Stage 1) and when overlaying dynamic content that is added to the page after load (Stage 2).
2. The application takes as input \( n \), the number elements that will be overlayed in each stage. Half of these elements will require read overlays and half will require compose overlays.

Using this synthetic web application, we tested MessageGuard with six browsers and three values of \( n \). We averaged measurements over ten runs and report our findings in Table 5. Performance for overlaying static content does not significantly vary based on the number of overlays created. In contrast, performance for overlaying dynamic content for most browsers seems to grow polynomial in the number of overlays added. Still, performance in the Firefox desktop browser demonstrates that this is not an inherent limitation of MessageGuard. Finally, we note that even in extreme cases (dynamic—\( n = 1000 \)) overlaying occurs quickly (max 61 ms).

MessageGuard’s low performance overhead indicates it is suitable for building responsive prototypes for testing by users. Moreover, if performance problems arise, researchers can be reasonably sure that the problems are in their changes to MessageGuard.

D. USER STUDY MATERIALS

This section of the appendix contains instructions and surveys from the user study that will allow others to replicate this research. The following items are included: A) instructions to the study coordinators that supervise Johnny and Jane; B) demographic questions; C) initial instructions to Johnny and Jane describing the user study scenario; D) instructions to Johnny and Jane regarding the tasks they must complete for each MessageGuard variant; E) survey questions Johnny and Jane answer after using each MessageGuard variant; F) post-study questions; G) and descriptions of the security of each key management scheme.

D.1 Study Coordinator Instructions

1. Have each participant sign two copies of the consent form. Give one copy to the participant to keep.
2. Use a coin flip to determine who is Johnny.
3. Johnny will remain in this room and Jane will go next door.
   - (a) Ask the participant to sit down. Invite them to adjust the chair if they wish.
   - (b) Tell them, “You and your friend are in different rooms, and will need to work together to complete a task. During this task, we will provide you with some information that needs to be sent over email. Other than this information, you can feel free to communicate with your friend however you normally would. While you are waiting for email from your friend, feel free to relax and use your phone or the Internet”
4. Do the following:
   - (a) Start the audio recorder.
   - (b) Open {Screen recording software}. Start recording.
   - (c) {Open the survey}
5. Before using each system, the survey will instruct the participant to tell you they are ready to begin the next task. When they do so, complete the following steps:
   - (a) (Johnny) Look at which system the participant will be using, and provide Johnny with the appropriate information sheet.
   - (b) (Jane) Provide Jane with the generic information sheet.
   - (c) Start the VM software and resume the snapshot.
   - (d) Change the view to full screen-exclusive mode.
   - (e) Notify the other coordinator which system will be used.
   - (f) Record in the notes the order the systems are used.
6. During the course of the task pay attention to the following items:
   - (a) (Jane) When Jane decrypts her email, give her the appropriate information sheet for her to complete the task.
   - (b) Make notes of anything interesting you see.
   - (c) If the participant sends sensitive information in the clear, make a note of this, then instruct them that they need to use the secure email system to send that information.
   - (d) Note how participants transmit passwords (e.g., phone call, text, email).
   - (e) During the study, participants may have questions for you. Answer any questions regarding the study task, but do not instruct participants on how to use the systems being tested. Instead, encourage them to continue trying.
   - (f) In case users wrote their codes down incorrectly, we have included them at the end of this document.
7. When the task is complete, the participants will be instructed to tell you they have finished the task. When they do so, complete the following steps:
   - (a) Ensure that the participants have correctly completed the task.
   - (b) Exit exclusive mode.
   - (c) Restore the snapshot.
   - (d) Switch to the survey and have the participant continue the survey.
8. When the survey is finished, ask the participant about their experience.
   - (a) Ask the participants about any problems they encountered during the study and how they dealt with them. Try and understand what the user was thinking. Also ask the participant if something in MessageGuard could be changed to address this issue.
   - (b) Ask them about anything you felt was unusual or unique in their experience.
   - (c) For each key management scheme (follow the order they used the systems in):
     - i. Ask participants who can read their messages. If unclear, ask them what would an attacker need to do to steal their secure email.
     - ii. Record whether the user correctly understood the scheme in the notes.
   - (d) For each key management scheme (not concurrent with previous bullet, follow the order they used the systems in):
i. “I will now describe to you what an attacker would need to do in order to read your encrypted email. If you have any questions about my descriptions or how the systems work, feel free to ask.”

ii. Explain to the users the security provided by each scheme.

iii. Ask the participant if, based on this information, their opinion on any system changes.

iv. Ask the participant which system they would prefer to use in the real-world with their friends.

v. Record this information in the notes.

9. Close out the individual portion of the study.
   (a) Stop the video recording.
   (b) (Jane) Stop the audio recording, and bring your participant back to the main room.

10. Now that the participants are together, ask the participants about their experience.
   (a) How would your ideal email encryption system function? If you would like to, feel free to use the whiteboard to sketch ideas.
   (b) What did you think about doing a study with a friend?

11. Close out the study.
   (a) (Johnny) Stop the audio recording.
   (b) Clean the whiteboard if needed.
   (c) Thank the participants for their time.
   (d) Help them fill out the compensation form, and direct them to the CS office.

D.2 Demographic Questions
In our study, Johnny was shown these questions at the end of the survey, while Jane was shown them at the beginning of the survey. This was done to let Johnny get started working on the first task right away and to give Jane something to do while waiting for the first email.

What is your gender?
- Male
- Female
- I prefer not to answer

What is your age?
- 18–24 years old
- 25–34 years old
- 35–44 years old
- 45–54 years old
- 55 years or older
- I prefer not to answer

What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed?
- Some school, no high school diploma
- High school graduate, diploma or the equivalent (for example: GED)
- Some college or university credit, no degree
- College or university degree
- Post-Secondary Education
- I prefer not to answer

What is your occupation or major?

How would you rate your level of computer expertise?
- Beginner
- Intermediate
- Advanced

D.3 Scenario Instructions

D.3.1 Johnny Scenario
In this study, you will be role playing the following scenario:
Your friend graduated in accounting and you have asked their help in preparing your taxes. They told you that they needed you to email them your last year’s tax PIN and your social security number. Since this information is sensitive, you want to protect (encrypt) this information when you send it over email.

You will be asked to send this information using three different secure email systems. In each task, you’ll be told which system to use and assigned a new PIN and SSN. After correctly sending the information, your friend will reply to you with a confirmation code that can be used to continue with the study.

D.3.2 Jane Scenario
In this study, you will be role playing the following scenario:
You graduated in accounting and have agreed to help a friend prepare their taxes. You have asked them to email you their last year’s tax PIN and their social security number. As part of the study, your friend will send you this information three different times. Each time, after receiving their PIN and SSN, you will be provided with a confirmation code and a PIN number to send to your friend so that both of you can continue with the study.

D.4 Task Instructions

D.4.1 Johnny’s Task
Johnny repeats the following for each MessageGuard variant.
Tell the study coordinator that you are ready to begin this task.

System: MessageGuard—{Insert encryption scheme}

In this task, you’ll be using MessageGuard—{Insert encryption scheme}. The system can be found at the following website: {Insert url}

Please encrypt and send the following information to your friend using MessageGuard—{Insert encryption scheme}:
SSN: {Task SSN}
PIN: {Task PIN}

Enter the confirmation code provided by your friend. Enter the PIN provided by your friend.

Once you have received the confirmation code and PIN from your friend, send an email to your friend letting them know...
you received this information. After you have sent this confirmation email, let the study coordinator know you have finished this task.

D.4.2 Jane Task

Jane repeats the following for each MessageGuard variant.

Tell the study coordinator that you are ready to begin this task.

Please wait for your friend’s email with their last year’s tax PIN and SSN.

Enter your friend’s SSN. Include dashes. Enter your friend’s PIN.

Once you have written down your friend’s SSN and PIN, let the study coordinator know that you are ready to reply to your friend with their confirmation code and PIN.

You have completed your friend’s taxes and need to send them the confirmation code and this year’s tax PIN from their tax submission.

Since your friend used MessageGuard—{System name} to send sensitive information to you, please also use MessageGuard—{System name} to send them the confirmation code and PIN.

- Confirmation code: {Task SSN}
- PIN: {Task PIN}

Once you have sent the confirmation code and PIN to your friend, wait for them to reply to you and confirm they got the information. Once you have gotten this confirmation, let the study coordinator know you have finished this task.

D.5 Survey

Johnny and Jane complete the following survey after each MessageGuard variant.

You will now be asked several questions concerning your experience with MessageGuard—{Insert encryption scheme}.

Please answer the following questions about {Insert encryption scheme}. Try to give your immediate reaction to each statement without pausing to think for a long time. Mark the middle column if you don’t have a response to a particular statement.

<SUS Questions>

What did you like most about using MessageGuard—{Insert encryption scheme}?

What would you change about MessageGuard—{Insert encryption scheme}?

Please explain why.

D.6 Post-study questions

You have finished all the tasks for this study. Please answer the following questions about your experience.

Which system was your favorite? (Ask the coordinator if you are unclear which system is which.)

- First system: MessageGuard—{First system name}
- Second system: MessageGuard—{Second system name}
- Third system: MessageGuard—{Third system name}
- I don’t like any of the systems I used

Please explain why.

Please answer the following questions. Try to give your immediate reaction to each statement without pausing to think for a long time. Mark the middle column if you don’t have a response to a particular statement.

I want to be able to encrypt my email.

I would encrypt email frequently.

Would you prefer MessageGuard to use a master password?

- Yes
- No

Please explain why.

D.7 Key Management Descriptions

PKD: “In the {first, second, third} system you tested, your email was secured using PKD. In PKD, when you installed the system, a lock and key were created. The lock was stored on the MessageGuard website, allowing anyone to download it and use it to encrypt email for you. The key is kept on your own computer and is needed to decrypt your email. To read your encrypted email, an attacker would need to break into your computer and steal this key.” “In PKD, your recipients need to install the system and generate their lock and key before you can encrypt and send email to them. If you lose or delete your key, email encrypted with your lock will be inaccessible.”

IBE: “In the {first, second, third} system you tested, your email was secured using IBE. In IBE, anyone logged into Gmail on your computer can read your encrypted email. This could be changed by adding a master password to MessageGuard. You would select your master password when you install MessageGuard. From then on, whenever you open your browser, MessageGuard would require you to enter your master password before functioning. This would protect your IBE- and PKD-encrypted emails from others who use your computer.

Passwords: “In the {first, second, third} system you tested, your email was secured using a password you or your friend chose. To read your email, an attacker would need to steal or guess that password.”
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ABSTRACT
Mental models are a driving force in the way users interact with systems, and thus have important implications for design. This is especially true for encryption because the cost of mistakes can be disastrous. Nevertheless, until now, mental models of encryption have only been tangentially explored as part of more broadly focused studies. In this work, we present the first directed effort at exploring user perceptions of encryption: both mental models of what encryption is and how it works as well as views on its role in everyday life. We performed 19 semi-structured phone interviews with participants across the United States, using both standard interview techniques and a diagramming exercise where participants visually demonstrated their perception of the encryption process. We identified four mental models of encryption which, though varying in detail and complexity, ultimately reduce to a functional abstraction of restrictive access control and naturally coincide with a model of symmetric encryption. Additionally, we find the impersonal use of encryption to be an important part of participants’ models of security, with a widespread belief that encryption is frequently employed by service providers to encrypt data at rest. In contrast, the personal use of encryption is viewed as reserved for illicit or immoral activity, or for the paranoid.

1. INTRODUCTION
Many security and privacy experts advocate for the widespread adoption of encryption, both as a security measure for protecting against third-party attackers and as a privacy preserving tool. Indeed, recent years have seen encryption incorporated by default into popular software, such as instant messaging apps like WhatsApp and in mobile devices operating systems like Google’s Android and Apple’s iOS. However, previous studies have shown that when users are actively involved in the process of encryption, they can struggle to accomplish this task [5, 10, 11, 15, 17, 23]. This is important because the misuse or misapplication of encryption technologies can be devastating. Those who incorrectly use encryption tools may falsely believe themselves protected by technology whose guarantees no longer hold due to their mistakes. Perhaps more dangerous still, users who do not understand the risks of the technology could well find themselves in a situation of self-imposed denial of service, permanently locked out of accounts and data which they have lost the keys for, and—unlike with passwords—no one who can help them recover them.

In the context of encryption, where the cost of users’ mistakes can be grievous, circumventing the possibility of user error by transparently incorporating encryption into software, thus bypassing the user entirely, is a desirable and effective option. Indeed, in scenarios where encryption has already achieved widespread deployment—smartphone encryption, TLS / HTTPS, and secure messaging apps—it has succeeded by doing precisely this. Unfortunately, while this approach is indeed effective, its applicability is not without limits [6, 12]. Automation is not always a perfect solution; even the best software at times encounters errors that require user interaction to proceed [22]. With high levels of automation, users likely lack the context necessary to make the correct response. In two cases where encryption has been transparently applied, for example, studies of the efficacy of TLS browser warnings [2] and of the authentication ceremony in secure
messaging apps [14] have shown that users are confused by generated warnings and unsure of the correct action to take.

It is this context which is the focus of our study: when users must interact with encryption tools, how do they make sense of them? If all you knew was that a tool “used encryption,” what would you understand about it, and how would your mental model—the representation of your thought process of how something works—guide your efforts to interact with it?

The functional nature of mental models has serious implications for design: accurate or inaccurate, someone’s mental model is what they rely on when they interact with and troubleshoot systems [19]. Subsequently, a proper understanding of mental models can be beneficial in user-centered design, affecting both the intuitiveness of tools as well as the efficacy of our communication with users [21]. Extending beyond use, mental models also have implications for adoption, as users’ perceptions of the utility of a security or privacy tool is a critical element in their decision of whether or not to adopt.

There is some evidence from previous research that suggests that users’ mental models of encryption are flawed or incomplete [1], although there has heretofore never been a systematic effort to profile and understand what these mental models may be. To help us better understand how users perceive encryption, we have executed a qualitative study consisting of 19 semi-structured interviews focused on profiling users’ models of encryption. We thus present the first directed effort to explore users’ mental models of encryption.

We explored three facets of participants’ perceptions of encryption: what it is, how it works, and its role in their lives. Interviews with participants were divided into two halves. The first half of the interview was designed to elicit their mental models of encryption and pertain to the mechanics of encryption. In addition to questions probing these concepts, participants were tasked with “encrypting” both text and non-textual data (a picture) in a brief, but illustrative diagramming exercise, an example of which can be seen in Figure 1. The second half of the interview focused on how encryption might be used, and presented participants with three distinct encryption use cases for discussion.

By analyzing the results from our interviews, we have categorized participant responses into a set of four mental models. These models vary in complexity and detail, but ultimately reduce to a functional abstraction of access control. Based on our observations about these models and other remarks made by our participants, we outline a number of important implications regarding the future of encryption software design and risk communication.

The contributions made by this work are as follows:

1. **Presents first directed effort at exploring mental models of encryption.** Previous research that has investigated perceptions of encryption have only done so as parts of larger efforts, such as to understand secure communication or general security behaviors. This work is the first to focus exclusively on this issue.

2. **Identifies four mental models of encryption.** Based on interviews consisting of both verbal questioning and a diagramming exercise, we identify four properties—some functional, some structural—that comprise a mental model of encryption. By correlating individual participant responses with these properties in a data matrix, we compiled a set of four mental models of encryption that highlight the differences in the way people perceive the structure and function of encryption.

3. **Outlines implications for design and risk communication that arise from participants’ perceptions of encryption:**

   **Encryption is restrictive access control.** Despite the varying levels of detail and complexity in participants’ mental models of encryption, they nevertheless produce the same functional abstraction: restrictive access control. Designers should contemplate whether encryption contexts align with this model and, if not, consider presenting users with a functional model for interaction that more closely aligns with that of access control.

   **Models of encryption are of symmetric encryption.** Participants’ functional models for the role of keys and sharing keys coincide closely with symmetric encryption. Their structural view of what keys are, furthermore, does not align well with asymmetric encryption, and could be a major usability obstacle in the use of software employing public key cryptography unless an alternative model is presented to users.

   **Confusion about encryption strength.** Even participants with similar mental models described a wide array of timescales in which they believed encryption could be broken. A number of factors appear to play a role in this discrepancy, such as varying perceptions about the capabilities of attackers.

   **Grassroots adoption is also a public relations battle.** Participants largely viewed encryption as already being deployed by the service providers they deal with regularly, such as banks and online merchants. However, when it turned to personal use of encryption, they felt strongly that the use of encryption was the domain of those engaging in illegal or immoral activity, or the paranoid.

2. **METHODOLOGY**

The data presented in this work is sourced from 19 semi-structured interviews conducted with participants from the United States. Each interview lasted between 30–60 minutes, and participants were each compensated the equivalent of $15 USD for their time. Our study was approved by our institutional review board.

2.1 **Recruitment**

Participants were recruited using the Prolific research platform, and interviews were conducted until data saturation was reached. Prolific allows for prescreening of potential participants by filtering for a number of demographic variables. To maximize ease of communication, we limited the pool of potential candidates to only those Prolific participants who both reside in the United States and speak English as a first language.

Our study was listed as a task on Prolific, advertised as “phone interview on an Internet-related topic.” Interested participants self-selected into the study and registered via an online scheduling form that was linked in the Prolific task. In accordance with Prolific’s requirements, we did not collect...
any personal information beyond first name and Prolific email address (Prolific provides an associated email to each account for communication purposes). Participants who scheduled were contacted via their Prolific email, and three things were communicated: (1) the study coordinator’s phone number, (2) an instruction to have pen and paper ready during the scheduled time in preparation for the diagramming exercise, and (3) a request for consent to transcribe and share study data after anonymization.

2.2 Demographics
19 participants in total participated in our study. Our sample skewed heavily male (n=13, 68.4%). Participant age ranges were fairly diverse: 7 between 20-29, 5 between 30-39, 5 between 40-49, 1 between 50-59, and 1 between 60-69. We had some students (n=6, 31.6%), but most of our participants were not in school. While we did not seek explicit socio-economic demographics, we know that 7 of our participants had full-time employment (36.8%), while the remainder worked either part-time or not at all.

2.3 Study design
Interviews were conducted remotely, by phone. They were semi-structured, with a set of questions that were asked of each participant, and others that were asked only of specific individuals as their responses warranted. The interview guide can be found in the Appendix, and interview transcripts have been made available for download at https://mentalmodels.internet.byu.edu.

2.3.1 Introductory information
As each interview began, the coordinator informed the participant that the topic for discussion would be technical in nature, and that it was expected that there would be questions for which they had no answer; in such an event, they were to instead offer their best guess. While such answers might be speculative in nature, and thus seem undesirable, our goal was to understand how participants would perceive software if all they knew was that it used encryption in general, which mirrors this situation.

They were then reminded of the need for pen and paper for the drawing exercise, and asked to prepare them if they had not already done so (no participants actually needed the reminder). Finally, participants were asked to give a brief description of their line of employment and/or area of study, to get a sense for technical background. They were also asked to describe what types of devices they own and use, and what types of tasks they perform on them.

2.3.2 Encryption mechanics
At this point, the main portion of the interview began. Participants were first asked to describe what came to mind when they hear the word “encryption.” Follow-up questions were asked as necessary to have participants clarify their responses. They were typically asked to explain where they might have seen or heard the term used, to seek insight into the contexts in which they believe encryption appears. They were then asked to describe what types of imagery they associate with the term, with the goal being to help us understand what types of visual metaphors might work well when communicating about encryption. As discussion on these questions drew to a close, the coordinator initiated the diagramming exercise.

2.3.3 Diagramming exercise
The diagramming exercise consisted of two tasks where we asked participants to illustrate the encryption of textual and non-textual data respectively. The latter was particularly important because we supposed that imagery of textual encryption would be prevalent in popular media, and were curious how participants might react to the idea of encrypting something else.

When this segment of the interview began, participants were first informed that the point of the exercise was to help the coordinator visualize what the participant had in mind, and not a test of artistic ability. They were asked to write the following sentence on their paper, “This is a message to be encrypted.” It was then explained that they were to imagine encrypting this message: their task would be to draw what they imagined would happen. No explicit instructions were given as to form to avoid influencing participants, which unfortunately led a couple participants to generate diagrams that were too lacking in detail to have interpretative value. Participants were given as much time as needed to finish the task, being told to alert the coordinator when they were done. Once they had finished this first task, they were then told to draw “a simple picture, such as a tree, cloud, or stick figure,” and repeat the same task, diagramming what they imagined would happen if this picture were to be encrypted. Upon completion of this second task, they were asked to text or email a picture of their work to the coordinator.

After the picture of their drawing was received by the coordinator, discussion about its contents began. Participants were asked to walk the coordinator through their drawings and explain the various elements of their illustration, with the coordinator prompting for clarification as needed. Participants were also asked to explain how they imagined the process of decryption would work: the coordinator described a scenario in which an encrypted message was sent to a friend or family member, and asked what the receiving party would need to do to read the original message. Finally, participants were asked to characterize how difficult they expected it would be for two groups—hackers (representing individual attackers) and the NSA (representing institutional resources)—to break encryption.

2.3.4 The role of encryption in life
After the diagramming phase, participants were informed that the discussion was about to transition away from what encryption is and how it works to how it might be used. They were then asked if they thought encryption played any role in their life. If participants’ responses were restricted to institutional use—such as by banks, the government, online vendors—we also asked them if they thought there might be individuals who used encryption for personal reasons.

Finally, the last segment of the interview involved introducing each participant to three encryption use cases that are available to normal users. These are mobile device encryption, HTTPS, and secure messengers. Some participants had already mentioned one or more of these prior to this part of the interview; if they did so, the topic was discussed at that earlier point. Otherwise, the three use cases were presented and discussed in this order.

With the partial exception of HTTPS, our aim with this part of the interview was not to assess participants’ famil-
We explained to our participants that both Android and Apple enable encryption by default on devices running iOS 8 or higher. As a result of fragmentation issues, the number of Android devices that are encrypted is much lower, although it is expected to improve with time as new Android devices now also ship with encryption enabled by default. Because of the relative ubiquity of smart devices, the importance in daily life, and the likelihood of their being encrypted, they serve as a useful first look at the perceived utility of encryption in daily life.

We explained to our participants that both Android and iOS devices had functionality that allowed for encryption. Each of our participants had, and regularly used, at least one mobile device, and thus had the necessary context needed to share their impressions. We asked what they thought it meant to encrypt their smartphone or tablet, drawing a juxtaposition to the encryption of data as had been discussed previously. Participants were then asked why they imagined someone might wish to encrypt their device, that is, what would be protected by doing so? Finally, we asked them to explain who they considered enabling device encryption would protect them from.

**HTTPS**

User interactions with HTTPS are well-studied, and the technology is extremely widely deployed, with efforts in play to make it ubiquitous; it thus provides another useful example for examination. With this use case only, we began by asking participants if they had ever noticed an “HTTPS” or lock icon in their browser, located near the address bar. Since all had, we then asked them to describe what they believed these indicators to mean. After they had responded, we informed them that it represented an encrypted connection between their browser and the web server of the site they were visiting. We then asked them to describe what information they believed it was meant to protect and whom it would protect them from.

**Secure messaging apps**

Our final examined use case, secure messaging apps, are a class of instant messaging apps that use end-to-end encryption. A handful have seen fast-growing adoption, albeit not for their security properties [1], and are a growing area of interest for security research. We began by asking participants if they used any popular instant messaging apps, such as WhatsApp or Facebook Messenger, to establish a frame of reference. We then explained that secure messaging apps are a subset of these types of apps, the difference being that they encrypt all communication made via the app. Participants were asked why they imagined someone might wish to encrypt daily communications, and not just what is more commonly considered sensitive data, such as financial information. They were also asked who they thought encryption was meant to protect their communications from.

### 2.4 Data analysis

The audio of each interview was recorded and transcribed. These transcriptions were then jointly coded by the study researchers via open collaborative coding per the conventional content analysis approach. Coding was only performed in meetings where both authors were physically present and jointly reviewing the transcripts. Any disagreement was resolved via on-the-spot discussion, and thus we did not calculate inter-rater agreement.

We separated participant responses into two types: those to be explored as individual themes, and those that we identified as serving functional or structural roles in users’ mental models. From our codes, we chose four structural and functional properties that comprise the mental model of encryption.

We then went through each participants’ transcripts anew, and filled in a matrix, matching each participant’s responses to the corresponding mental model components. Finally, we grouped these individual models into sets based on what we identified as critical dividing boundaries derived from fundamental structural or functional differences. Each of these sets became one of our final mental models, and represents a unique abstraction of encryption.

### 3. RESULTS

In executing this study, our goal has been to explore the space of user perceptions of encryption and not to quantify the extent to which users possess certain views. Accordingly, we do not provide quantitative measures of the frequency with which various opinions were expressed, and instead have attempted to characterize a representative set of the issues our participants described.

#### 3.1 Impressions about encryption

At the start of each interview, we began by asking each participant to describe what came to mind when hearing the word “encryption.” This served to give us some sense of the context in which they imagine encryption exists—the environments in which it is used and the purposes it serves. Responses broadly fell into three categories: characterizations of encryption itself and then contexts and current events that they associate with encryption.

A number of participants described encryption itself, including terms such as “algorithm,” “encode,” or “secret code.” Participants also described imagery that they associated with encryption, such as Lloyd1, who related encryption with “that scene in the Matrix, where the letters are falling out of the sky and it’s like the code of the Matrix.” This imagery of long, indecipherable strings of symbols was commonly shared by our participants, and particularly evident during the diagramming phase of the interviews.

Encryption was also clearly associated with security and privacy in our participants’ minds. They mentioned both broad properties such as “security,” “safety,” “protect,” and “privacy” in addition to specific contexts where they imagined encryption was used such as “access control,” “email,” and “passwords.”

---

1 All names used are pseudonyms
Current events involving encryption also stood out to participants when they became notable enough to be covered by mainstream news media, as with Edward, who explained that he noticed such events “when they’re big enough to show up in the normal news. I’m not putting much effort into looking for this.”

3.2 Mental models of encryption
Mental models have been described as having alternatively structural and functional properties. Structural properties describe how participants perceive the internals of how encryption works, while functional properties characterize how participants interact with encryption. Because, as we expected, our participants largely did not have any experience with encryption tools, our focus is primarily on the structural properties, although we did evaluate some functional aspects via presented scenarios. Based on our coding of participant responses, we compiled a set of four properties that comprise a mental model of encryption:

1. **Inputs to encryption/decryption**: This property is taken from the follow-up questioning segment of the diagramming exercise, and describes what inputs, if any, participants believe are necessary for the encryption process (aside from the object to be encrypted).

2. **Encryption output format**: This property is taken from each participant’s diagram, and refers to how they depicted the output of encrypting the text/picture.

3. **Encryption process**: This property is taken from each participant’s diagram and follow-up questioning, and characterizes what they imagine the process of encryption itself entails.

4. **Decryption process**: This property is taken from follow-up questioning about each participant’s diagram, and characterizes how they imagine the process of decryption occurs.

Before continuing further, there is something we wish to impress upon the reader: the “obvious” solution to the issues we explore—i.e., improving the accuracy of users’ mental models—may not be as simple as it seems. If we leave tool design static, attempting instead to correct inaccurate mental models, we run into the issue of the difficulty of effective communication regarding encryption, both in terms of message (what to convey) and medium (how to convey it). Moreover, this approach places the responsibility for change upon users.

Alternatively, we can alter software design to more closely align with users’ mental models. This places the onus for change upon developers, who we feel have both stronger incentives and the knowhow to do so. This is the approach we espouse in this work. We do note, however, that if the community as a whole can make headway on communication efforts, the most productive approach will be to tackle this problem from both ends.

The following mental models are listed in general order of complexity/detail, proceeding from the simplest to the most detailed, although some models may be “equally” complex, and differ instead on certain critical details. A diagram of these models and their relationship can be found in Figure 2.

### 3.2.1 Model #1: Access control
The first and most basic model of encryption provides only the most minimal abstraction of access control. Unlike the remainder of our participants who recognized that encryption transformed the source data somehow, the two participants who possessed this model instead viewed encryption as an extension of credential-based access. As can be seen in Figure 2, this model has multiple “N/A” entries, to signify that their model did not even allow for the existence of these properties.

When first presented with the diagramming task, Edward immediately felt at a loss to characterize what encryption might look like. He asked, “Does it actually have a look? Is it just something that ‘what comes in your mind’ or does it actually have a certain look? It’s all just... online. It’s all zeroes and ones.” When later discussing his illustration (Figure 3) with the coordinator, he added, “I didn’t really think of a physical change, really, aside from something coming up on a barrier,” which indicates that he had likely never previously considered that encryption might actually transform data somehow, instead associating encryption solely with a notion of access control.
Figure 3: Edward’s barrier diagram, which represents “the symbolism of locking.” The skull is “just blocking, something that’s just blocking the message.”

Selena employed a similar metaphor, analogizing encryption to a “wall”: “I mean, I’ve like heard of protection but I don’t know exactly what it means. And I’ll be honest, I’m really a person who’s been—I don’t want to say sheltered, but— But I’m thinking a wall.”

3.2.2 Model #2: Black box
The next model advances the previous model slightly. It is functionally similar to the first model in that participants with this model similarly viewed it as an extension of existing credential-based access. However, participants who had this model did understand that encryption would transform the source data—that is, they understood that encryption was an active process, though they did not have a strong sense of how this process functions. As Diana explained, “You don’t really know what it means, but you know that it means something; you just don’t know what. I feel like that kind of works with encryption, because when they’re like, ‘oh, it’s encrypted, your stuff is protected,’ I kind of know what that means, but I don’t really know what they’re doing to make that happen.”

Wally explained how encryption is something that “sort of run[s] in the background.” The software would transparently handle both encryption and decryption as it “gets the information and gobbles it all up and translates it into something else and as it comes out the other side it’s sort of put back together.” This black box perception of encryption is well-captured in his diagram, shown in Figure 4.

In another example, Figure 5 depicts Eva’s diagram for encrypting the cloud that she had drawn. She, as with many of our participants, did not have a concept for the digital representation of image data, and so did not first transform her illustration into a digital representation before transforming it. Instead, she drew the “only thing [she] could think of”—a watermark—because she knew that “they put watermarks to keep people from stealing,” and she associated encryption with protection against theft.

This model is more functional than structural, with some conception of what encryption will do for you, but not how it works. Subsequently, participants had to analogize from other security mechanisms that were more familiar to them, such as a “watermark” in Eva’s case or “password dots” in Diana’s. Because this model correctly perceives encryption as a process, these participants did have some notion of necessary inputs, even if, due to a loose conception of how encryption worked, that input might simply be the encryption algorithm itself.

When asked how decryption might occur, Diana shared that a “key” would be needed—“I think they’d have to send a key with it, or else I wouldn’t know what to do with it.” What, then, was this key? Her response was one echoed by many of our participants: a key is a reversed list of the operations executed during the transformation (encryption) process. “Well, if the letters were sort of mixed-up randomized, then I think, from that, they could make a key based on how it’s been randomized, where the letters went or where they originally were, and they could hand me that, and from there, I could...”
unrandomize the letters.” (A handful of others possessed a similar, if slightly different view: a key was a like translator that guided the reversal.)

3.2.3 Model #3: Cipher
The cipher model differs from the black box model in that participants with this model had a clear sense of how the “transformation” process of encryption works: constituent portions of the source are deterministically substituted into another form, i.e., a cipher. As can be seen in Figure 6, this substitution cipher behavior extended even to the encryption of image data: Allen defined deterministic transformations of the various curves in his cloud to be enacted by the encryption process.

For example, Fred described “a simple algorithm for it,” where each letter would be replaced by the letter a specified distance from it alphabetically. “[If the original letter is ‘T,’]—that’s the first variable—it’ll add four letters, so it’ll go ‘U,’ ‘V,’ ‘W,’ and end on ‘X.’ And then every letter after that, continue to add 4 to each. The cipher is ‘+4’ basically.”

3.2.4 Model #4: Iterative encryption
Participants with this model were the most descriptive and detailed. When it comes to the properties we have discussed in other models, they share only some superficial similarities. They all believed that encryption would transform the source data. Their notion of what type of operations are performed by the encryption process varied. Their impressions of the difficulty of breaking encryption similarly varied, although they generally imagined it would be a non-trivial task. We chose to unify these participants under a single model, however, because their models jointly exhibit a shared property not found elsewhere: they explicitly described the encryption process as an iterative one involving multiple passes over the source data in order to produce the encrypted output.

3.2.5 Shared secrets
One vital aspect of interaction with encryption software is an understanding of the requirements for decryption. To help us understand how participants envisioned this process, we asked them to imagine a scenario where they had encrypted a message for a friend or family member, just as in the diagramming exercise. We then asked them to describe what they felt the receiving party would need in order to read the original message. As mentioned earlier, participants described needing something to reverse the operations that encryption had performed, which they frequently called a key.

When asked how their friend or family member would acquire access to such a key, most participants did not have an idea or answered that they would make arrangements in-person. Some thought about sending the key over another medium, but at least one participant, Lloyd, recognized the circular nature of this problem: if the goal was to establish a secure channel, then wouldn’t you need an existing secure channel to convey the key? “I have no idea. Arcane computer wizardry?”

For example, Figure 7 shows Franklin’s depiction of how textual encryption would work:

“Interviewer (I): Okay, great. Let’s start with the part at the top where you’re encrypting the message. Can you explain what that second line is to me? You have something on the left and an equals sign and then something on the right and it says one trillion or some very big number. Can you explain that to me?

Participant (P): Yeah, it’s converted to those various symbols to the power I’ve put it in.

I: And when you say ‘to the power,’ what do you mean, what are you describing?

P: The conversions are that many times or roughly that many times.”

Their model for what types of operations were to be performed at each iteration varied from person to person. Lloyd, for example, described a model where “scrambling” happens “a bunch of times.” Franklin believed encryption to be a mathematical process at heart, explaining that if math were responsible, then encryption would “be uniform, it would follow certain specific laws, it would be rational.” Nicole described a complex process where encryption “would be either swapping or rearranging and [...] adding an infinite amount of extra garbage to it or just infinitely changing all the different parts of it to be different things.”
'cuz you think you'd have to encrypt the key and encrypt the encryption on the key." Brent, on the other hand, imagined that perhaps keys might be tied to login credentials, such that "maybe you just receive them when you log on or view something that's encrypted."

3.2.6 Encryption strength
We asked participants to contextualize their responses as timescales in which two parties would attempt to break an encrypted message: hackers and the NSA. Conceptions of what it would take to break encryption were all over the board, ranging from minutes to years to practically impossible. A deeper discussion of these responses is included in Section 4.4.

3.3 The role of encryption
Perceptions of encryption extend beyond what it is and how it works to more functional views, such as the role it plays in life. As part of our effort to better understand how people view encryption, we asked participants to describe the perceived role of encryption in daily life in general and also in three use cases that we presented for discussion.

3.3.1 Encryption in daily life
When we first planned to include a question about the role of encryption in daily life, we were concerned that participants would not think that encryption was at all present in their lives, and that we would subsequently be unable to glean anything from their responses. To our pleasant surprise, however, all of our participants responded immediately with examples to this question. Indeed, their answers throughout our interviews make it apparent that encryption plays an important role in our participants’ models of computer security as a whole.

Nearly all participants felt confident that any service providers they engage with that deal in sensitive information proactively encrypt their data, with banks and major online vendors first coming to mind. Most participants seemed to associate encryption with online activity, although a couple participants did mention credit/debit cards, a likely reference to EMV chip technology. Despite this online-oriented view of the entities responsible for encrypting their data, however, it was clear that—excepting those few participants who were explicitly aware of TLS and its purpose—participants simply did not have a model allowing for encryption of data in transit, only at rest. For example, Diana informed us that "I think once you send the data or whatever, that it’s not really yours anymore because now they have it, so maybe once they get it, they can do whatever they want with it, so they can encrypt it that way. Once you send the data and they get it, they can fuzz it or jumble it or do whatever they do when they encrypt it, and then you’re good to go."

Because our participants unilaterally brought up institutional use of encryption in response to this question, we also asked whether they imagined there were individuals who used encryption in personal contexts as well. Participants all believed that there were, although their responses centered on sensitive contexts, whether that be business interests such as investment information or intellectual property or for more nefarious uses, such as illicit or immoral activity.

For example, when we asked Diana about the individual use of encryption, the following dialogue played out:

"I: What about individuals as opposed to institutions? So not talking about a company or the government, do you think there are people that use encryption on a regular basis?

P: Maybe if they’re doing something illegal?

I: And why do you think they would be using encryption in that case?

P: So they don’t get caught?

I: So you mean to hide what they’re doing from other people?

P: Yeah.

I: Any other examples that you might be able to think of?

P: Maybe if they’re an entrepreneur and they’re making something that they don’t want to be stolen, they’d use encryption.

I: So again, basically any time what you’re doing is sensitive?

P: Yeah."

Participants also recognized that there might be some who employed encryption out of generic privacy concerns, but typically classified such concerns as "paranoid." Nicole, who sometimes needed to use encryption tools at the request of clients, characterized the situation in this manner: "For some people, I think it’s a level of paranoia, almost. To have everything need to be encrypted. But for some people, particularly that are in the tech industry, it’s almost like a biblical need. So when I’m dealing with someone who’s really into encryption, I have to think of it from their standpoint of a desire for privacy and security—Of course, the paranoia that someone’s gonna care."

In general, the personal (non-business) use of encryption seemed to be viewed quite negatively: either you use encryption because you have something bad to hide or because you’re paranoid.

3.3.2 Use case #1: Smartphone encryption
The first use case we presented for discussion was that of smartphone encryption. All of our participants used mobile devices—many had both smartphones and tablets—and thus all had the context necessary to understand this use case. When we asked participants to explain what they believed smartphone encryption meant, responses primarily viewed it as a form of access control, tied to the passcode lock they already had on their devices. In one example, Abe explains that, "I imagine that it means to take the data on it and do the same thing: put it in a code that’s only able to be broken by you, by something like your passcode or thumbprint."

Some participants recognized that encryption would protect their storage medium itself, such that "if someone stole my phone and they didn’t have my passcode, they wouldn’t be able to access my phone’s hard drive or storage and read all my data" (Allen). Some, however, just saw it as an additional protection over the passcode lock of unknown nature, such as Brent: "It might just add another extra layer of it, ‘cuz I thought the password lock was up there in terms of protection because it’s a thing only you would know unless someone used social engineering to figure it out. I feel like it would just add another layer."

Participants viewed their phones as important stores of personal data, with encryption potentially protecting items such
as login info (via apps), photos, contacts, and texts. When describing who encryption was meant to protect their phones against, the ever-present catchall of “hacker” was present, but participants also described the need to defend against physical threats (when devices are either misplaced or stolen) and law enforcement. For example, Mary first described smartphone encryption as protecting things one “wouldn’t want other people to see.” When asked to clarify who she meant by “people,” she explained, “I was just gonna say somebody who just steals your phone, but yeah. Probably hackers too because there was the huge photo dump with the iCloud stuff.”

3.3.3 Use case #2: HTTPS

As mentioned earlier, with our second use case—HTTPS—we began by asking if participants were familiar with seeing either “https” in the address bar or the lock icon nearby. All participants were, and so we asked them to explain what they believed these indicators represent. While a small number were fully aware of TLS and its purposes, by and large, participants responded that they were indicators of site security. Edward, for example, believed that it meant sites had been reviewed by a third party and received a seal of approval: “maybe it’s just another entity, like a government entity, that would review certain sites and give a seal of approval. But other sites, that are newer or not as established, that don’t have that because they’re not under review.” Interestingly, a couple had previously clicked on these indicators and read a little about them, and knew that HTTPS involved certificates, although they nevertheless still conflated these with site security. Brent explained, “it informs me of who it belongs to, like what company stands behind it and basically it’s like a certificate of who we are, we are authorized, and we are secure.”

Participants’ model for what types of information were being protected involved the sensitive data they conveyed when online, such as credit card information when shopping at online merchant sites. Interestingly, while there was some variance in their model of technique and/or target, i.e., the site or you directly, the attacker model was consistently that of hackers.

3.3.4 Use case #3: Secure messaging apps

Our final use case was that of secure messaging apps. While not all of our participants had previously used instant messengers, and thus lacked the direct comparison, all regularly texted and had at least this level of context. We explained to them that secure messaging apps were a class of instant messengers that encrypted communications via the app. We drew an explicit contrast to “sensitive information,” such as financial information, and participants were asked to describe why they thought someone might want to encrypt daily communications by comparison.

While many participants did first think of sensitive, potentially damaging conversations such as those pertaining to cheating on a partner, there were a number of responses that saw potential use for privacy in more mundane settings, though they didn’t personally envision such a use for themselves. This dialogue with Carol is an illustrative example of this sentiment:

“I: What I want to ask is: why do you think we might want to encrypt daily communication? For example, it’s easy to see why you might want to encrypt financial or medical information, but why do you think someone might want to encrypt their daily communication?
P: Probably for illegal reasons.
I: Can you explain a little?
P: Well, if you’re doing things that aren’t necessarily legal, you don’t want people knowing about it that shouldn’t know about it or the government looking into your things.
I: Are there other use cases that you might imagine?
P: Why a normal person wouldn’t want people looking into their stuff, basically? Because it’s none of their business, for one thing *laughs* You might have personal things going on too, like an affair or something like that, that you wouldn’t want other people knowing. But normal people can’t look into that, so it would be more like government or police.
I: Is this something that you would ever do personally? Use something that encrypts your daily communication?
P: Personally? I doubt it.
I: Can you explain why you might not?
P: I don’t have anything to hide or worry about.”

4. DISCUSSION

The models we observed, and other remarks our participants made, have implications for the way encryption is presented to users, both in design and communication. We now discuss the issues we observed and include our suggestions for a way forward.

4.1 Encryption is access control with a symmetric model

From the simplest mental model we observed to the most detailed and complex, they all reduced to the same functional abstraction: restrictive access control. Structurally, participants varied in how they imagined the encryption process acted on the data it was meant to protect, but all of our participants believed that encryption served one purpose: preventing undesired access.

Simultaneously, participants’ mental models of encryption coincide very nicely with symmetric encryption. They understood that a shared secret would be needed, and also struggled to imagine how key sharing could safely occur, which hints at the key distribution struggles of symmetric encryption. Moreover, while their structural models of what the shared secret actually was were inaccurate, this mistaken belief nevertheless carries similar functional properties. More specifically: (1) if you believe the shared secret to be the set of transformations itself, then compromise of the key is tantamount to compromise of the encrypted data, and (2) loss of the shared secret results in the loss of ability to decrypt encrypted data. Thus, while participants had a flawed model of what a symmetric key is, their ability to interact with one is likely unimpacted.

Relevantly, this strong correlation of existing mental models with a symmetric encryption model also implies that the asymmetric encryption model is non-intuitive. Because keys
in symmetric and asymmetric encryption fulfill such different roles, getting users to understand public and private keys—even from a functional perspective—seems an uphill battle, particularly because we have yet to find an appropriate real-world analogy for the role of public and private keys [17].

Consider, for example, the task of verifying keys (e.g., in an authentication ceremony) in secure messaging apps. In a standard access control model, authentication is a unidirectional process: the accessing party verifies to the mechanism; only one agent is active in this scenario. Verification in an asymmetric encryption model, such as the authentication ceremony, however, requires both sending and receiving parties to validate one another. Given an access-control abstraction for encryption, what does the process of verifying the sending party’s key even mean in the context of receiving encrypted data? Lacking a model, when users are asked to perform verification, they are likely to fall back on ad-hoc, non-cryptographic methods done, as has been observed [18].

Recommendation

This common perception of encryption as access control can be useful in the right contexts. Because it was shared by all our participants, even those with the most simple mental models, it can serve as a lowest common denominator model off which to build, and is likely a useful and intuitive abstraction in certain use cases. For example, encryption of personal data at rest, such as that done by mobile devices, is a good fit for this functional model. Digital wallets, such as those commonly employed by cryptocurrency, are likely another use case that fits well with the access control model.

Because asymmetric encryption necessitates a functional abstraction so foreign to participants’ existing models, the presentation of interaction mechanisms as “encryption” is perhaps an unwise approach in these contexts. Instead, perhaps the way forward is to present users with interaction abstractions altogether separate from encryption, with a focus on matching functional, rather than structural, models.

4.2 Grassroots adoption is also a public relations battle

Participants felt that encryption is meant to protect sensitive information. While, on the surface, this view isn’t necessarily incorrect, the nuances of this belief have grave implications for the grassroots adoption of encryption because it suggests that the perceived utility of encryption is low. More specifically, from a security perspective, participants believed that companies already encrypt their sensitive customer data, such as financial information. With respect to privacy concerns, the personal use of encryption in contexts such as daily communication, by contrast, is viewed negatively because it is believed that such data would only be perceived as sensitive if the user were engaging in either illicit or immoral activity, or were “paranoid” about the value of their data.

Thus, in scenarios where encryption is seen as having value, using it is seen as the responsibility of someone else, whereas in scenarios where using encryption would fall upon them personally, its use is perceived as improper. This has serious implications for adoption: if users do not perceive encryption as having utility—or worse, see its use as stigmatized—then they are unlikely to make proactive effort to adopt encryption software even if usability concerns could all be resolved.

Recommendation

If our participants’ responses generalize to larger populations, then it suggests that improving the usability of encryption is likely not enough: improved risk communication will also be necessary. That is to say, improving the how of encryption is unlikely to alone resolve adoption issues; we must also focus on the why. Users can perhaps be helped to understand that there are benefits deriving from their individual use of encryption; even if not personally, but then perhaps to society as a whole. One of our participants, for example, described how the personal use of encryption might make sense in a different cultural context:

Lloyd: “So keeping all that stuff that’s very personal to yourself is probably good both from a ‘keeping personal stuff personal’ sort of way and—although this is a little paranoid in itself, and although this isn’t a big deal right now—but if in ten years, that person’s engaging in civil unrest, and that information’s out there, that person can be threatened indirectly. It sounds really paranoid but that sort of shit happens in China all the time, you know? […] that sort of stuff happens when governments have the ability to straight up read all the data and you have that kind of oppressive government going on.”

4.3 Confusion about encryption strength

Participants’ perceptions about what it would take to undo encryption varied greatly, even among participants with similar mental models, and even among participants’ individual responses themselves.

One potential cause for this is that factors external to their mental model seem to have influenced participants’ beliefs. One participant was aware of the FBI’s inability to break the encryption on the iPhone of a suspect, and so decided that encryption was therefore very strong. Another participant explained that she had seen encryption in popular media and it had always been broken, leading her to conclude that “[i]t obviously can be done pretty easily.” Other participants noted the existence of data breaches, which, in combination with their belief that companies routinely encrypt data, signified to them that encryption is regularly broken by criminals.

Participants’ responses also made it evident that beliefs about the strength of encryption—and by extension, its ability to protect their data—appeared to be focused more on the capabilities of attackers than it was on the fundamentals of the technology itself. In other words, even if it takes incredible resources to break encryption, that doesn’t mean anything if an attacker has those resources. For example, Fred assumed that encryption would take “years” to undo without a quantum computer, which would instead need just “seconds.” However, because he believed that the NSA does possess quantum computers, he believed encryption to be rather fragile as far as they were concerned.

Recommendation

It seems that if we wish users to understand the protective capabilities that encryption can offer them, we must convey its strength specifically within the context of the capabilities of likely attackers. We echo the sentiments made by Wash in his mental modeling effort [20]: “without an understanding of threats, home computer users intentionally choose to ignore advice that they don’t believe will help them. Security edu-
cation efforts should focus not only on recommending what actions to take, but also emphasize why those actions are necessary."

4.4 Learning how encryption works doesn't help
Given that the mental models we describe seem to be flawed or incomplete, one natural reaction might be to assume that the proper course of action is to simply teach users how encryption really works. Research has shown, however, that "correcting" existing mental models can be a difficult task: "one cannot merely present people who hold an incorrect understanding with the correct information" [19]. Indeed, "the 'broadcast of facts' approach has been discredited by experts in safety risk communications" [16].

In our study, two participants had been exposed to the detailed mechanics of encryption previously, and yet still evidenced confusion. Clark, having learned of the WannaCry ransomware attack when it made the news, had attempted to learn something about how encryption worked, including watching a video on "how AES-256 encrypts stuff." This glance into the inner workings of encryption had nevertheless failed to fully impress itself on him, and he explained that all he knew was that "[i]t's scrambling the, uh, the message. Uh - By doing a lot of math, I don't know much beyond that." Brent described how his girlfriend was well versed in security matters, and had once taught him about encryption. For that reason, he remembered the terms "public" and "private" key, although he remembered neither their function nor their purpose.

Recommendation
Rather than relying on attempts to imbue users with an accurate model of how encryption works as the path to usable encryption, we should make efforts to align designs and communication efforts with the functional models users already possess.

4.5 Consider the context
The way security indicators are interpreted is dependent on users' perception of what threats exist within the respective context. The HTTPS/TLS browser indicators (e.g., the lock icon) were very effective in the sense that our participants had noticed their existence, and a couple of participants had even clicked them for more information. However, their interpretation of what these indicators meant is worryingly inaccurate.

Participants mostly lacked a model of the man-in-the-middle as a potential threat, and thus when presented with security indicators, believed them to be representative of site security and not connection security. Those who had clicked through and were aware of the existence of certificates similarly misinterpreted their meaning, believing they meant that a certain site had been "certified" by a third-party. As these browser indicators are not at all a direct measure of site security, but rather indicative of an encrypted TLS connection between the user’s browser and the web server, one could very well have a secure connection to an unsafe website, as Lloyd suddenly realized during his interview. “Oh, really; that’s what that means. I shouldn’t do that then! Because it could be an encrypted way to send my password to hackers!”

Recommendation
Security indicators must be carefully designed, with an aim of not just being noticed and trusted, but also with an eye to construct validity. That is, we must take caution to ensure not only that users understand indicators, but that they do not misunderstand them.

5. LIMITATIONS
Our study carries with it several limitations that are a direct consequence of our sample and sampling method. First, our sample consisted entirely of residents of the United States, and results may be subject to cultural effects. Similarly, our participant recruitment requirements necessitated English speakers; it is conceivable that this would have strengthened cultural effects, if any. Finally, our sample skewed heavily male, and it is possible that this had an effect on our findings, though we did not observe any notable differences between the models of male and female respondents.

The data collected was self-reported, qualitative in nature, and subjected to a coding process. Our findings, as presented, are thus subject to interpretation, and it is entirely possible that other researchers may come to different conclusions. For this reason, we have made our data publicly available.

Additionally, while we did continue our interviews until a perceived data saturation point, it must be acknowledged that our sample size falls on the low end. It is possible that with additional interviews, we would have observed additional behavior. However, because we were exploring a topic for which people's perceptions are fairly shallow due to limited exposure, and because participants' mental models were already very similar, we do not believe it likely that we would find any substantially different results with more interviews.

Finally, as explained to our participants before each interview began, encryption is a technical topic that our participants were largely unfamiliar with, and their mental models were unlikely to have been very developed beforehand. For example, when we asked Eva how decryption might occur, she proudly declared, "I never thought about that! You don't."

Indeed, it was often evident that participants’ models were evolving during the interview itself, as they considered issues that had not previously occurred to them; this is in contrast to investigating mental models of systems that users frequently interact with, which guide existing behavior. In one explicit example of this occurring, when Sam was asked to explain what a “key” was (a term he had used unprompted), he changed his mind mid-sentence: “The key is kind of like the schema of the code. [...] The algorithm so to speak— No, it’s not the algorithm. The algorithm is what actually does the encryption, but it has to function with a certain pattern, and the key is like the file that knows exactly what pattern that the encryption then does.”

Because participants had to think through issues such as this as part of the interview, and because such thought was typically prompted by questions from the interviewer, it is possible that mental models of encryption in practice are more shallow than as presented here.

6. RELATED WORK
Previous research in this space, as it relates to our study, can largely be divided into two categories: (1) studies concerned
with the usability of encryption and (2) mental modeling efforts in the computer security space.

6.1 Encryption usability

Beginning with the seminal work, “Why Johnny Can’t Encrypt” [23], now published almost 20 years ago, many studies have documented the long history of usability struggles in the encryption domain. As our study is directed at perceptions of encryption, however, we focus on those that reveal difficulties of understanding and not use.

Whitten and Tygar’s classic work [23] tested how standard usability design principles hold up in the domain of computer security by evaluating PGP 5.0, an example of encryption software that was (at the time) considered to meet principles of good design. In addition to a number of interface design flaws discovered via a cognitive walkthrough, a user test found that participants struggled to execute a simple encryption task, simultaneously evincing confusion about core concepts such as the public key model. Tong et al. [17] examined in detail one of the criticisms posed by Whitten and Tygar, evaluating the metaphors used to communicate public key cryptography concepts. They developed a new set of metaphors that focused on the actions involved in the encryption process instead of the cryptographic primitives at work. Testing revealed that these new metaphors improved the efficacy of communication and improved the user-experience. These studies reveal that the mismatch between developers’ and users’ models of how to use encryption tools is a major cause of usability problems, underlining the importance of first understanding how users think when designing security tools.

Two more recent studies have made some progress in understanding mental models of encryption, although only as part of an investigation of broader topics. Abu-salma et al. [1] studied mental models of secure communication as part of a larger effort to understand obstacles to the adoption of such tools. They found frequent misunderstandings, several of which reinforce our own. First, some of their participants conflated authentication and encryption, which is captured by our access control model. They also found that participants often equated encryption with some sort of data encoding or scrambling process, which we frequently observed in our interviews. Probing participants’ understanding of the differences between end-to-end encryption and client-server encryption, they found nearly no one who could distinguish between them. This coincides with our findings that participants’ perception of encryption was nearly unilaterally that of encrypting data at rest, with the exception of a few informed individuals who had some knowledge of HTTPS.

Ruoti et al. [13] examined the risk perceptions and security behaviors of a number of suburban adults. As part of their effort, they asked participants if they had heard of encryption before. They reported that most of their participants understood the basic principles of symmetric key cryptography, recognizing that “encryption relies on a shared key.” By contrast, our more focused exploration of this issue revealed that while participants indeed had some notion of a shared secret in its broadest sense, their conception of what a shared secret might be differs quite drastically from the traditional cryptographic sense. More specifically, instead of an input to an encryption algorithm, many of our participants believed that the set of operations performed during the encryption process were themselves the shared secret.

6.2 Mental modeling in computer security

While not directly relevant to our study, similar efforts have been to explore mental models in a computer security domain, their application in computer security having been previously encouraged [4, 9, 16].

Vollamer and Renaud [19] described the concept and its role in computer security. Importantly, they characterized the methods for exploring mental models, such as think-aloud and diagramming. Wash [20] presented findings of users’ mental models for home security, identifying eight “folk models” that users rely on to guide them in making security decisions. (This was later replicated with a German population, by Kauer et al. [8].) His approach for synthesizing interview data into discrete mental models served as a guide for the process we followed in this work. Bravo-Lillo et al. [3] demonstrated how mental modeling can be used to understand how novice users and advanced users interpret and react differently to security warnings. They presented participants with a series of warnings and asked questions about their perceptions and thought process. Kang et al. [7] explored mental models of the Internet and how that affects user perception of privacy and security and included a diagramming portion as a central element of their work. As mentioned previously, we employed both a question-and-answer process (similar to Wash and Bravo-Lillo et al.) as well as a diagramming exercise (like that used by Kang et al.).

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present our findings drawn from 19 semi-structured interviews with U.S. participants about their perceptions of encryption. Our focused effort to explore these perceptions sheds additional light on, and adds nuance to, existing research that touched upon aspects of this problem. We identify four mental models of encryption, of varying levels of detail and complexity, that convey functional abstractions of access control and the mechanics of a symmetric encryption model. We highlight concerns about the current state of how encryption is presented to users and how they are expected to interact with encryption tools.

Perhaps because our study focuses on perceptions of encryption divorced from implementation, we find an urgent need for improved risk communication efforts regarding encryption. Notably, we must make greater attempts to contextualize why participants should use encryption in a manner that takes into consideration their threat models. Similarly, we should strive to frame the functional aspects of encryption in a form that matches the intuitive models users possess, regardless of their technical accuracy.
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Appendix

Interview introduction

1. Before we start, I just wanted to say that what we’re going to talk about today is likely to be a subject you’re not very familiar with—so please don’t worry, this isn’t a test. Instead, I’m interested in hearing what you think and feel, so don’t be worried if you don’t think you know the answer to a question. If that happens, just take your best guess. Also, if you’re ever confused by a question I’m asking, please let me know, and I’ll try to explain or rephrase.

2. If there are no other questions, let’s get started.

3. To begin, I’d like to get a general sense for your background, and so I’d like to ask: what do you do for a living?

4. Now I’d like to get a sense for your computing environment. Can I ask what types of devices you own: laptop, desktop, smartphone, etc.? What types of things do you do with them on a regular basis?

Existing thoughts on encryption

1. Now I’d like to turn to the topic for today. My first question is: what comes to mind when I say the word “encryption”?

   • What sorts of imagery do you picture in your head when I say that word?

   • Where have you seen or heard that term before?

2. Now I’d like to begin the diagramming task I mentioned in the email. Before we start, I’d like to remind you that this isn’t a test of your artistic ability; this is just to help me get a better sense for how you imagine things work.

3. I’d asked you to prepare a pen and paper for this: do you have them ready?

4. Great. Now, on your piece of paper, please write the sentence, “This is a message to be encrypted.” Now, what I want you to do is imagine you’re going to encrypt this sentence, and draw whatever you think that looks like. Take as much time as you need and let me know when you’re done.

5. Next, could you just draw a simple little picture for me? It can be anything, like a cloud, tree, stick figure—anything. Now, I want you to do the same thing you just did, but with the picture. Imagine you’re going to encrypt this picture, and draw whatever you think that looks like. Again, take as much time as you need and let me know when you’re done.

6. Could you take a picture of the drawing with your phone and text or email that to me? Thanks.

7. [Once the email with their picture arrives...] Great, I got it. Could you walk me through what you drew?

8. Okay, so my next question is: imagine you’re going to send an encrypted message to a friend or family member and what they get is just the encrypted part. What would they have to do to read the original message?

Examples of encryption

1. Okay, we’re going to change gears a bit now from what encryption is and how it works to how it gets used.

2. First, what role do you think encryption plays in your life?
3. What about individuals? Do you think there are people that use encryption on a personal basis?

4. Now, I’m going to introduce a few examples of places where encryption does exist. Again, it's entirely fine if you’ve never heard of any of these before: I’m interested in hearing your impressions anyway, so please make your best guess.

5. [Smartphone encryption]: The first example is smartphone encryption. Both iOS—if you have an Apple device—and Android allow you to encrypt your smartphone. Now, my first question is: what do you think it even means to “encrypt” your smartphone?
   - Why do you think this function exists? What do you think encryption is supposed to protect?
   - Who do you think encryption would be protecting your phone from?

6. [Web encryption/HTTPS]: The next example we’re going to discuss is encryption of data that goes out over the Internet. Have you ever noticed an “HTTPS” or little lock icon near your address bar when using a browser? What do you think it means?

7. So what it means is that the data going between your browser and the web server is encrypted.
   - What do you think encryption is protecting in this case?
   - Who do you think it’s protecting you from?

8. [Secure messengers]: Now I want to talk about secure messaging apps. Have you ever used an instant messenger like WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Signal, or Telegram?
   - So it makes sense why you’d want to encrypt sensitive information like financial information. But why do you think someone might want to encrypt their daily communications?
   - Who do you think you’d be protecting your communications from by encrypting them?
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ABSTRACT
Cyber attacks are on the rise, but individuals and organizations fail to implement basic security practices and technologies. Cybersecurity advocates are security professionals who encourage and facilitate the adoption of these best practices. To be successful, they must motivate their audiences to engage in beneficial security behaviors, often first by overcoming negative perceptions that security is scary, confusing, and dull. However, there has been little prior research to explore how they do so. To address this gap, we conducted an interview study of 28 cybersecurity advocates from industry, higher education, government, and non-profits. Findings reveal that advocates must first establish trust with their audience and address concerns by being honest about risks while striving to be empowering. They address confusion by establishing common ground between security experts and non-experts, educating, providing practical recommendations, and promoting usable security solutions. Finally, to overcome perceptions that security is uninteresting, advocates incentivize behaviors and employ engaging communication techniques via multiple communication channels. This research provides insight into real-world security advocacy techniques in a variety of contexts, permitting an investigation into how advocates leverage general risk communication practices and where they have security-specific innovations. These practices may then inform the design of security interfaces and training. The research also suggests the value of establishing cybersecurity advocacy as a new work role within the security field.

1. INTRODUCTION
"From the audience’s perspective, security can be characterized by three major factors: one, it’s scary; two, it’s confusing; three, it’s dull" (P08, security consultant).

On a regular basis, the news is filled with reports of cybersecurity attacks, with companies, government agencies, and individuals being exploited at an alarming pace. Despite real and evolving cyber threats, users are falling behind in defending their systems and networks. They often fail to implement and effectively use basic cybersecurity practices and technologies, due in part to negative feelings about security.

Cybersecurity advocates are security professionals who attempt to remedy implementation failures by actively encouraging and facilitating the adoption of security best practices. “Cybersecurity advocate” is an emerging term-of-art among practitioners, with few holding it as their official job title. Indeed, many perform advocacy tasks in parallel with other responsibilities. They promote security to a variety of individuals, including home users, office workers, students, faculty, technical staff, developers, and executives. Examples of cybersecurity advocates include: organizational security awareness professionals; secure development champions; security consultants; and non-profit staff who publish resources to aid others in securing their digital assets. Regardless of the scope, advocacy is instrumental to their professional success. To be effective, these advocates must motivate people to engage in beneficial security behaviors, which often necessitates overcoming negative perceptions.

Prior research studies have investigated user perceptions of security and intentions toward following security practices. This body of work reveals incomplete, inaccurate mental models and a variety of sociotechnical factors that influence people’s decisions to implement security solutions (e.g., [15, 19,35,49]). However, no research has been done to explore this problem space from the perspective of those actually doing the influencing, such as cybersecurity advocates.

To address this gap, we interviewed 28 self-identified cybersecurity advocates from industry, higher education, government, and non-profits. This paper presents a subset of findings from this larger study. Here we focus on answering the following research questions: 1) What are the professional characteristics and skills that security advocates employ in their work? and 2) What techniques do security advocates use to encourage security adoption?

The findings reveal ways in which advocates attempt to overcome users’ widely-held negative views of security. We found that, as a foundation, advocates must first establish trust with their audience. To overcome perceptions of security being fear-invoking, advocates are honest, yet discerning, about the risks they communicate. They also attempt to empower their audience by engendering a feeling of hope and self-efficacy. Advocates address feelings that security is con-
fusing, complex, and difficult by “bridging the gap” between security experts and non-experts. They do this by serving as security educators who promote recommendations that can be realistically accomplished with usable security solutions. Finally, to overcome perceptions that security is irrelevant and boring, advocates create interest by incentivizing and employing engaging rhetorical techniques.

Our research has several contributions. Foremost, it identifies the cybersecurity advocacy role and its evolving definitional boundaries. It also provides insight into real-world security advocacy techniques in a variety of contexts, including how advocates leverage general risk communication practices and where they have security specific innovations. These practices may then inform the design of security interfaces and training resources. Additionally, the research suggests that there is value in establishing cybersecurity advocacy as a new work role within the security field, and provides a foundation for the recommended attributes of those who might perform it.

2. RELATED WORK

In this section, we lay the foundation for our study and its implications by summarizing past research in risk communication and persuasion within the security context.

2.1 Risk Communication

To form a basis for the skills, knowledge, and abilities necessary for cybersecurity advocacy, it is helpful to look at the literature on risk communication. Although much of this work has been conducted outside the cybersecurity context in fields such as health, environmental hazards, disaster planning, and home security, there can be much to learn about strategies to effectively communicate risk.

Kaspertson [20] found that risk communicators aim to develop trust, create awareness strategies, facilitate understanding of concepts, employ mediating skills, and motivate people to act. Rowan [35] observed that risk communication can be controversial because it involves threatening and poorly understood concepts that can invoke hostile feelings towards the communicator. Therefore, they must be able to diffuse negative feelings so as not to erode trust, reframe negative messages into positive ones when appropriate, and use negotiation skills. Since a foundational aspect of risk communication is the establishment of trust and credibility, communicators need to exhibit empathy, honesty, openness, listening skills, and commitment [9, 42]. Trustworthy risk communicators serve as the bridge between technical experts and non-experts [14]. This bridging is akin to establishing common ground, which is the mutual knowledge, beliefs, and assumptions that are believed to be essential for successful communication between people [7].

Risk communication is a learned competency that includes a variety of approaches, including: keeping communications simple, but specific and unambiguous; customizing information to target audiences; assisting people in seeing the consequences of their decisions; providing clear and precise directions for action; building self-efficacy; and presenting information in an engaging manner [9, 11, 26, 39].

The risk communication literature begins to form a picture of what is required to be effective. However, little research has been done to investigate whether these characteristics, approaches, and goals are relevant for advocates within the security realm.

2.2 Influencing Security Behavior

Understanding what motivates people to change their behavior and practice good security is essential to evaluating whether advocates’ approaches address these motivations.

2.2.1 Perceptions of Security

Before determining the most effective way to persuade people to practice good security, there needs to be an underlying understanding of their perceptions of security. Numerous studies have explored these perceptions, mostly among non-technical users. Huang et al. [16] conducted a survey of over 600 individuals that revealed influential factors, including knowledge, impact, controllability, and awareness of exposure to a threat. Furnell and Thomson [12] and Stanton et al. [44] discussed “security fatigue,” a weariness towards security when it becomes too burdensome. From an organizational perspective, Post and Kagan [31] found that employees view stringent security measures as counterproductive since it impedes their ability to be flexible in their day-to-day operations.

A set of researchers explored mental models of security, with some examining the general public’s often incomplete and inaccurate mental models and how these perpetuate poor security practices [19, 32, 59]. Other researchers shed light on the differences in mental models of security experts and non-experts [14, 30]. Bravo-Lillo et al. [5] and Raja et al. [33] examined mental models while applying risk communication principles to security warnings. Camp [5] discussed how mental models of physical security, medical infections, criminal behavior, economics failure, and warfare might be applied to communicate cybersecurity risk. Zhang-Kennedy et al. [51] extended these models, suggesting that the use of surveillance and medical metaphors within infographics and a comic resulted in better security learning. However, Brase et al. [1] investigated the impact of Camp’s suggested models in cybersecurity situations and found that there was little indication that any of these resulted in significantly better outcomes.

2.2.2 Persuasive Techniques

Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) [22, 37] claims that risk behavior is based on a cost-benefit analysis in which a threat appraisal (severity, likelihood, rewards/consequences) is weighed against a coping appraisal (response cost, effectiveness of response, self-efficacy). Sommestad et al. [43] sought to determine whether the PMT held true in the information security domain and found that it did explain security behavior if the threat and coping mechanism were concrete and when the threat was personally relatable.

Several studies applied PMT to explore the effectiveness of fear appeals in changing security behaviors within organizations. Johnston and Warkentin [18] suggested that, because people naively think that bad things will not happen to them, fear appeals should emphasize the likelihood of an occurrence by using concrete examples of negative consequences related to a threat. Herath [15] found that both intrinsic (e.g., perceived effectiveness, contribution to the greater good) and extrinsic (e.g., social pressures, penalties) motivators influenced security behavior. However, the
severity of penalty approach has a negative impact because penalties are often inconsistently applied or may generate hostilities.

Additional efforts investigated approaches for influencing security behavior change among employees. Albrechtsen and Hovden [4] found that small group workshops were more effective at changing security behaviors than mass communications. Siponen [41] suggested that security awareness programs should include reasons for why people should follow security guidelines and engender feelings of wellbeing, rationality, and logic. Other efforts examined similar techniques from a home user perspective. Rhee et al. [56] discovered that the threat of negative consequences has limited impact on decisions to implement security, whereas users with higher feelings of self-efficacy were more likely to engage in positive behaviors. In a study on the adoption of security technologies, Shropshire et al. [40] found that negative framing (presenting outcomes in loss terms) is better suited for detection technologies (e.g., virus scanners, firewalls) than for prevention technologies (e.g., password settings, access controls). Redmiles et al. [34] investigated why people choose to accept security advice, discovering that advice sources were evaluated based on perceived trustworthiness, and that fictional narratives with relatable characters may be effective for teaching security concepts.

Although much literature has focused on persuasion in security, little research examined this topic from the viewpoint of those attempting to do the persuading. This paper seeks to understand their expert craft and how they appropriate these techniques and creatively respond to the particular context at hand. Ultimately this reveals the art of effective security advocacy. To best illuminate these practices, we had to deeply engage with expert advocates.

3. METHODOLOGY

Over a nine-month period, we conducted semi-structured interviews of cybersecurity professionals performing advocacy tasks as a major component of their jobs. We chose semi-structured interviews over other methods, such as surveys, because of the richness of data afforded, the latitude to ask follow-up questions to clarify or delve deeper into participant responses, and the ability to encourage participants to add other relevant information not explicitly targeted.

Our institutional review board approved the project. Prior to the interviews, participants were informed of the purpose of the study and how their data would be used and protected. Participants then signed a consent-to-participate form, also indicating whether they would allow audio recording of the interview (two declined). All interviews were transcribed from the audio recordings or field notes and stored without personal identifiers. Interviewees were not compensated for their participation.

3.1 Recruitment

Our conceptualization of an advocate originated from field observations on how this group of professionals described themselves. Therefore, we initially recruited from researcher contacts and internet searches those who self-identified as security advocates. We then were open to snowballing recommendations that allowed interviewees to identify others like themselves. Our definitional boundary of the cybersecurity advocate role continued to take shape and guided our subsequent recruitment as the interviews progressed. To ensure that a broad range of security advocacy contexts would be included in the study, we purposefully selected individuals who performed different types of security advocacy, for example, security awareness training, public campaigns, advocacy for a particular community, or security consultation. Additionally, we sampled advocates working in a variety of organizational types, including government, industry, higher education, and non-profits, to account for different viewpoints that may be inherent in each of these sectors. This yielded a collection of information-rich cases.

We employed theoretical sampling throughout data collection to guide recruitment. Following this approach, we recruited participants four or five at a time. The next group of potential participants was then purposefully chosen to include those who might be able to provide more insight on concepts or areas of interest emerging from the analysis of the preceding set. For example, when several participants raised gender diversity concerns in the security field, we subsequently made an effort to recruit additional female participants to gain their perspectives.

3.2 Data Collection

We conducted 28 semi-structured interviews lasting on average 45 minutes. If logistically feasible, interviews were face-to-face (12 interviews). Otherwise, participants were given the option of a phone (9) or video conference (7) interview.

The first three interviews were pilots to discover potential flow and timing issues. Because there were only minor revisions to the protocol following, data from these interviews are included in the final data set. In line with accepted qualitative research methods, we interviewed until we reached theoretical saturation, the point at which no new themes or ideas emerged from the data.

Interview questions addressed several areas: work practices, professional motivations and challenges, characteristics of successful advocacy, and how participants stay up-to-date on security happenings. The interview protocol is included in the appendix. Separate from the interview, participants also completed a short, online demographic survey that collected information about years of experience in the field, current position, sectors in which they had worked, and education. One participant did not complete the survey.

3.3 Analysis

We conducted iterative, inductive coding and analysis on the data. This commonly used qualitative research approach allows for an organic emergence of core concepts, starting with the categorization of the data into initial codes and then progressing to the recognition of relationships among those codes. We began preliminary analysis at the onset of data collection to assess the quality of data and themes arising from the interviews. This allowed for small adjustments in the interview protocol over time as some questions reached saturation or when new themes started to arise as part of theoretical sampling. Throughout this process, we also engaged in axial coding to link related codes together (demonstrated by the subsections in section 5), wrote analytic memos, and identified core concepts. We regularly met to discuss emerging themes and our interpretations.

At the conclusion of data collection, both researchers began
construction of a final codebook. We reviewed five interviews (2,482 lines) individually and performed open coding to label, look for meaning, and begin to categorize the data. We then met multiple times to discuss identified concepts in those interviews. These discussions led to the development of the codebook. The first author then used the codebook to deductively code the remaining interviews.

4. PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS
We interviewed 10 female and 18 male professionals, clustered in age from 25-34 (3 participants), 35-44 (7), 45-54 (7), and 55+ (10), with one undisclosed. Overall, they were a veteran group, with all but six having more than 10 years experience in the security field, and the rest having at least five years. Table 1 summarizes participant demographics. Some details are generalized to protect confidentiality.

The participants had diverse educational and career backgrounds. Interestingly, 14 participants had at least one degree in non-technical fields as diverse as public policy, communication, history, law, business, English, and graphic design. Participants had worked in a variety of government, private industry, higher education, and non-profit organizations, with most having experience in more than one of these sectors. When asked to describe their target audience, 10 said their audience was mainly external to their organization, three mainly focus within their organization, and 15 said they advocate both externally and internally. Their diverse audiences included the general public, co-workers, professional communities, government organizations, students and faculty, policy makers, corporate boards, developers, and other security professionals. The advocates performed a number of functions, several having more than one. Some were security engineers, led organizational security awareness programs, or served as security consultants. Others were security educators, non-profit organizers, researchers, or secure development experts.

5. FINDINGS
In this paper, we focus on how advocates attempt to overcome negative perceptions that security is scary, confusing, and dull. An overview of our framework is provided in Fig. 1. We first discuss a prerequisite condition for successfully overcoming negative perceptions: the advocate’s ability to be viewed as a trustworthy information source. Subsequent sections begin with a description of each underlying negativity. We provide an overview of our framework in Fig. 1 and provide a structured format of the interviews, we caution the reader against making quantitative inferences beyond frequency. Counts are reported to add weight to concepts that were repeatedly mentioned throughout the interviews, but the significance of an insight may not be determined solely by the number of participants voicing it.

5.1 Establishing Trust
Before advocates can overcome negative perceptions of security, they must first establish trust, which is a foundational aspect of risk communication. A security engineer who provides consultation to government customers spoke of this trust: “To me, trust is the most important thing that I have. If they trust that what I’m telling them and what I’m doing is the right thing, then I am much more successful” (P12). Advocates gain audience trust by relying on organizational reputation, demonstrating technical knowledge, building relationships, and leveraging insider access.

5.1.1 Relying on Organization Reputation
As noted in four interviews, organizational reputation may help to establish credibility, at least initially. One participant suggested that the most effective advocates are sometimes “people who have the credentials and are associated with organizations that are viewed as having some authority” (P07). This credentialing can especially be helpful when advocating to the general public, especially online where personal interactions are rare. However, when interacting directly with an audience, organizational reputation only goes so far, and must ultimately be upheld on an individual basis. A government security analyst discussed this external bump versus sustained personal reputation: “Our agency... carries with it a great deal of credibility... And I think that helps out a lot. But [individuals have] to be able to exhibit and illustrate the qualities that go along with the respect they bring into the door” (P01).

5.1.2 Demonstrating Technical Knowledge
One way that advocates establish individual credibility is by demonstrating technical knowledge, as suggested as an important characteristic by 19 participants. One participant exclaimed, “First and foremost, you really do need to understand the technology... This stuff’s tricky, and you don’t just guess your way out of it” (P08). Advocates that work with technical staff are particularly held to high standards with respect to technical acumen. A participant with over 30 years in the security field emphasized this: “This is a business that is very technology oriented, and full of people... who want to one-up you. So if you can’t kind of deal with that, it’s going to be hard for you to be an effective advocate because people will kind of eat you up” (P04).

5.1.3 Building Relationships
Whereas technical skill may be an important component in building credibility and trust, our findings support previous risk communication research that emphasizes the importance of exercising interpersonal skills to build relationships and foster trust. A security usability specialist emphasized the value of those non-technical skills: “If you’re a computer scientist, and all you know is the computer science, and you don’t have the empathy, you don’t have the skills to listen... you don’t have that psychological side, I don’t think you can make it work” (P03). Relationship building is facilitated by demonstrating empathy (mentioned by four participants) and listening skills (by six). A participant suggested, “The most important part is to go in and listen... to what their challenges are, what their problems are” (P05). A technical executive at a higher education institution expressed the importance of empathy:

“I think people have to have a high emotional intelligence and especially empathy. Part of being successful in this is being able to have a conversation and put
Table 1: Participant Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Gen</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Edu</th>
<th>Audience</th>
<th>Audience Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P01</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Security analyst</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>T,N</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P02</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>E,G,I</td>
<td>T,N</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>general public, students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P03</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Computer scientist</td>
<td>G,I</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>tech staff, managers, general public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P04</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Security evangelist</td>
<td>N,G</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P05</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Security researcher</td>
<td>I,G</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P06</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>N,G,E,I</td>
<td>T,N</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>public policy makers, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P07</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Senior technologist</td>
<td>G,E,I</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>general public, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P08</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Security consultant</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>non-tech professionals, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P09</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Training director</td>
<td>E,G</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>tech staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Instructor, consultant</td>
<td>I,E,G</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>N,I</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>public policy makers, tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Security engineer</td>
<td>I,E,G</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Security engineer</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Security awareness director</td>
<td>E,G</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>students, faculty, tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>N,E,I</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Computer scientist</td>
<td>G,E,I</td>
<td>T,N</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>developers, tech staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>CIO</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>students, faculty, tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Senior Architect</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>E,G</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>students, tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Company co-founder</td>
<td>I,G</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>end users, tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Security researcher</td>
<td>I,E</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P23</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Security consultant</td>
<td>I,E</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>tech staff, general public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P24</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>general public, tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P25</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Deputy CIO</td>
<td>G,I</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>end users, tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P26</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>CISO</td>
<td>G,I</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>end users, tech staff, industry partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P27</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>N,I</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P28</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Security Awareness director</td>
<td>I,E</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>end users, tech staff, managers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sector (Current, Past): E=Education, G=Government, I=Industry, N=Non-profit; Edu (Education): T=Technical degree, N=Non-technical degree, U=unreported; Audience: I=Internal to own organization, E=External to own organization, B=Both internal and external

Figure 1: Framework of how cybersecurity advocates overcome negative perceptions of security
Humility was mentioned by five participants as another interpersonal skill important for trust-building. Several noted that those advocates who approach a situation with an attitude of “I’m in charge. I know best. You must listen to me” (P02) are not generally very effective in enacting security behavior change because they put their audience on the defensive. A deputy CIO with a strong technical background remarked on the importance of not being arrogant because “You’ll never have all the answers” (P25). A security consultant discussed his personal philosophy of humility: “Whenever I walk in the room, I assume I’m the stupidest one there, and everything works out great” (P10).

Trust is also created by being open to multiple viewpoints and building consensus. Consensus was especially important for the participants from non-profit organizations that relied on volunteers to inform their advocacy efforts. A founder of a non-profit group discussed their commitment to consensus building: “We prioritize and cherish a multi-stakeholder approach. There are lots of voices. . . . The goal is to surface beliefs, combine them with other beliefs, come to a set of shared beliefs” (P11). Another participant described her collaborative role with members of her non-profit organization as “an uber-facilitator. Our job is to get these people together and make them work for the common good” (P15).

Interpersonal skills do not only apply to advocates who have in-person interactions with their audience; others must utilize these skills for any security guidance that reaches their audience. For example, P24’s non-profit conducts extensive anonymous consumer research prior to publishing security guidance to ensure they address their audience’s concerns and use language that will be easily understood. This attention to their audience’s needs, in effect, demonstrates listening skills and empathy.

5.1.4 Leveraging Insider Access
Nine participants gained credibility due to their past experience in the professional communities to which they advocated. This experience helped them to be portrayed as “insiders.” For example, one participant with a law background began her career in security advocacy when a legal organization recruited her to help with security compliance: “They needed a translator to translate law to geek. . . . And I learned that I sort of have a unique aptitude in this area where law and information security policy intersect” (P15). Another participant remarked, “It’s very difficult to integrate yourself into someone else’s daily work when you don’t know what the daily work is” (P17).

However, gaining credibility can be challenging when the advocate is perceived as an outsider. To overcome this, six mentioned the value of enlisting the support of opinion leaders and decision-makers within the target community. One participant talked about this value: “You need to find wherever it is that you think is a change maker and make sure they have that data, that they’re excited by that data, and they can use it to their benefit to make a difference” (P03).

5.2 Overcoming “It’s Scary”
The consequences of poor security can be catastrophic personally, organizationally, and societally. All participants had a solid understanding of the current state of security and potential consequences of poor security practices. One participant opined that the internet is “getting more insecure constantly. . . . The bad guys are getting better” (P06). Another was concerned with global consequences, saying, “It is so easy to imagine a really big cyber incident. And the barrier to entry is really, really low” (P16).

Security risks are real, but several participants believed that, in some cases, these risks are sensationalized. Two participants partially blamed other security professionals, with one advocate noting, “We’re just really a fear-mongering industry” (P21). Another who came into the security field with a humanities background observed security professionals “tend to be really negative and really fatalistic. Everything’s awful, everything’s burning, everything’s dead” (P23).

Three participants also blamed media portrayals of security incidents for creating anxiety, particularly among non-technical audiences. A security consultant reflected that when people see depictions of cyber incidents on television and in the movies, “the computer looks like some kind of magic box where somebody touches it, and zing! They attacked our network and taken our children, and look, they’ve wilted our lettuce!” (P08). Another commented on how media portrayals can build fear around concepts that are unfamiliar: “People are afraid of what they don’t understand or don’t want to learn. . . . Their consciousness is kind of framed in this Hollywood. . . . sort of approach where it’s this evildoer. And that terrifies people” (P02).

It is not surprising, then, that some people view cybersecurity as scary. To address this, advocates must strike a careful balance between being candid about security risks while being hopeful and encouraging. The latter are essential for developing a sense of empowerment in the audience.

5.2.1 Being Honest, Yet Discerning, About Risk
To convey a sense of importance and urgency to their audience, our participants said that they must be forthcoming about risks. One remarked, “You can’t appreciate the importance of security without first understanding what’s at stake, what’s at risk” (P14). Another recommended, “In terms of it being scary. . . . take that head on. Here are all the terrible things that can happen” (P08).

However, six participants noted the importance of being discerning: not “crying wolf” (being an unnecessary alarmist) over every little security issue, lest their audience become overwhelmed, disinterested, or skeptical. One said a mistake in security advocacy is “being more sensational, and theoretical, and hypothetical than practical and rational. . . . Focusing on the possibility is a very easy way to get known as crying wolf” (P02).

In some cases, advocates may only want to engage a select group with the authority to address a security issue, especially when dealing with issues that have broader-reaching organizational or national consequences. An advocate who promotes security to industries that build safety-critical products, such as medical devices, commented, “If I told everybody what I know, they’d freak out. I want to tell a smaller
5.2.2 Empowering

For many users, an overabundance of fear may result in a feeling of futility regarding their security situation. This can lead to paralysis and inaction. This was echoed by one participant when she opined, “if you have a little bit of fear, it’s actionable. But if you have too much fear, it becomes so overwhelming that you give up on it” (P21).

Feelings of helplessness can be perpetuated by security professionals who regularly express their belief that users are unable to comprehend and practice good security behaviors (mentioned by six). An advocate who had led her company’s security awareness program expressed her frustration with these professionals: “I feel like there’s just a lot of people saying, ‘Oh humans are the weakest link. They’re always hopeless. They haven’t changed their behaviors, so what’s the point?’” (P21). Another commented on the harsh way non-experts are treated by security experts in online forums, remarking, “smashing them and telling them they’re stupid, that’s not going to help. Instead, we need to be more encouraging, more open-armed in the industry” (P10).

To overcome feelings of inadequacy, advocates must empower their audience to take action. Empowerment was a concept mentioned by 16 participants, mostly in the context of non-technical users. A prerequisite seemed to be instilling a sense of hope, as noted by eight advocates. One participant reflected:

“You can’t last for decades in this cybersecurity business without being one of two personality types: the hopeless cynic or the hopeless optimist… You can make an entire living just pointing out other people’s problems or mistakes. But I just don’t find that satisfying. I’m much more interested in creating positive change” (P04).

Advocates then use this hope to foster self-efficacy in their audience. Self-efficacy is a belief in one’s own ability to exert control in specific situations or accomplish a task [3]. This is the cornerstone of independence, which was expressed by one advocate when he said, “we have to be able to get to a point at which they can do a lot of it themselves” (P01).

The interviews suggested that self-efficacy can be encouraged by providing people with basic, concrete actions that will allow them to be proactive in their security situation. Instead of simply raising an alarm, a security technologist believed, “it’s really important to tell people what they can do so they that don’t just go, ‘Oh my gosh, the world is a scary place, but there’s nothing I can do about it, so I guess I just won’t worry about it’” (P07). Another commented,

“I love empowering people and seeing their lightbulbs go off in the moment that they understand why they are a target and what they can do about it. So, it’s not a place of fear. You have to start with fear to get them to understand that there’s a problem, but then you also give them the tools” (P21).

Framing messages in a positive light and comparing security measures to more familiar, accessible protective mechanisms can also help to alleviate fear and empower. A security advocate talked about how she chooses to frame her communications during her work with senior citizens:

“you slip that message of ‘You’re going to get attacked and everything’s going to get stolen’ to ‘Well, it’s kind of like home improvement when you put a better deadbolt on your door or you decide that you’re going to shore up your foundation’” (P23).

5.3 Overcoming “It’s Confusing”

Few non-professionals have the technical know-how to address security issues, so “security is mysterious to most people” (P07). A participant underscored the impact of this knowledge deficiency when she commented, “people don’t actually know what the names of the tools they need are. They don’t know the proper, technical words that are going to lead them to a solution” (P23). This lack of understanding leads to the perception that security solutions are confusing and difficult to implement, as noted by 20 participants.

The barrage of security messages and advice people receive at work, from the media, and from friends can create “a lot of uncertainty of what is the right thing to do” (P04). One participant commented on this state of being overwhelmed: “You’re getting hit from every single side... We have almost an information overload happening, and it’s hard to sort through it” (P08).

Security can also be seen as a burden, “just one more thing to remember, one more rule” (P28) that gets in the way of doing other tasks. A participant observed, “there’s a complete misunderstanding that to be secure takes an immense amount of time. That’s a huge obstacle to get over” (P23).

To overcome the perception that security is confusing, advocates “bridge the gap” between security experts and non-experts, educate people on how to practice good security, provide practical recommendations, and promote usable security solutions.

5.3.1 Bridging the Gap

The process of mediating between technical and non-technical audiences requires establishing common ground, which necessitates advocates to have strong communication and translation skills and an awareness of audience context. A non-profit director underscored the importance of communicating in a manner that is meaningful to the audience:

“you can produce as many policies and processes as you like, if you cannot communicate them to people in a language that they understand, in a language that means they’re going to be receptive to your message, then they’re worthless” (P27).

A security consultant described his role as a connector between groups: “I’m sort of the in-between person, between the business interests of the company and the technical interests because they don’t talk to each other very well. I can translate both languages” (P08).

Bridging the gap was a concept discussed in 22 interviews. Participants described their connective capacity with various terms such as translators, boundary spanners, ambassadors, cross-pollinators, and information carriers.

Translating: Highly technical security experts often unwittingly make security seem more elusive as they rely heavily on disciplinary jargon. One participant remarked, “There’s
also, I think, a big language issue... it is a highly technical field with a very specialized language” (P04). A lack of understanding of the skill level of their audience also results in confusion, as described by a security awareness educator: “It’s not that people are stupid, it’s that we need to communicate in their language” (P09).

To overcome the language difference, advocates act as “translators,” reframing highly technical concepts using terms their audience can understand. Twenty-three participants commented that the underlying communication skills required for translation were important for security advocacy. In fact, despite being a highly technical person, when asked about the characteristics of successful security advocates, a security consultant said, “communication skills I think are number one” (P10). While describing the importance of effective communication in his work, a participant asserted, “Being able to translate complicated things very simply is crucial to... advocating security” (P02).

**Being Context Aware:** Context awareness is critical for effective security advocacy, as expressed by 22 participants. As much as possible, they need to be aware of the operational environment of their audience, including technology, roles, social structures, constraints, and goals. One participant commented, “Understanding your environment, and the different, unique threats and vulnerabilities in your environment is hugely important” (P14). A non-profit organizer used a metaphor to convey this necessity:

“This is more of an ambassador role where you’re going to a foreign country. You need to represent your own country, but you have to assimilate to and acculturate to the language and the beliefs and the culture that you are trying to affect” (P11).

Advocates must also use their knowledge of context to tailor the security message to the skill level and concerns of the audience. When appealing to non-technical audiences, a veteran security evangelist realized, “You have to change your language, which means in the non-techno speak figure out how to translate what you know into concerns people have about economic and social issues” (P04). A security engineer who advocates to a wide swath of people within his organization remarked, “The message, even though it’s going to be the same, it’s going to be delivered differently depending on the level of person that you’re talking to” (P13).

5.3.2 Educating

A greater understanding of security helps to overcome confusion and leads to empowerment, as discussed earlier. To that end, advocates saw themselves as security educators. Eleven participants had served at one point in a formal educator role, but all discussed the educational component of their jobs. A security awareness director at a large university saw his role as foundational: “The only way you can fully understand what’s at risk and what’s at stake is through education and awareness. So, it’s the starting point for everyone. I’m ground zero in security” (P14).

Eleven participants mainly taught non-technical audiences. Their goal was to provide simple, straightforward instruction and help people make informed decisions about their security behaviors: “I think it’s a lot like knowing when you see power lines are down, not to touch the power lines. It’s just a basic level of knowledge you need to know for self-preservation purposes” (P15). For example, P08 created “security awareness basics” videos targeted at the general public. For his other audiences of non-technical professionals in the legal, healthcare, and finance industries, he tailored both video and in-person presentations to their specific needs. He commented on the value of his security education courses: “I’m not going to make you into a security expert in three hours... But I want you to be able to have a conversation with one where you can be able to follow each other” (P08).

In contrast, 15 participants primarily taught technical audiences of developers, IT specialists, college students, and other security professionals on issues such as secure products and network security. For example, P22 educated product teams within his organization on secure development practices. Five mentioned that it was important to educate the next generation of security professionals “so that they don’t make or sustain the same mistakes... that got us into the mess that we’re in with cybersecurity” (P02). One participant often does presentations for high school students at cybersecurity summer camps, “just talking about information security, and just having fun and making them laugh. And talking about how meaningful this is” (P10).

5.3.3 Providing Practical Recommendations

Our participants agreed that the amount of security information to be aware of can be overwhelming, even for them. To counter this, 16 participants discussed providing practical, prioritized recommendations. Six mentioned condensing security information into more manageable chunks containing the most important security actions to take. P11 mentioned how his advocacy group had developed a set of “first principles,” which are foundational security measures that should be in place within an organization before anything else.

While some security guidance is universal, other recommendations are dependent on the audience’s environment. Several participants spoke out against “one-size-fits all” solutions, emphasizing the importance of context. A non-profit organization approached this issue by producing general guidance that can be customized and disseminated by others: “Our goal is to create non-proprietary resources so that our local partners can take those and tailor them for their community... because it could mean different consequences for different people” (P24). Others felt the responsibility to directly provide tailored security guidance that is based on the actual risk within a given situation. One participant was a proponent of this approach within organizations:

“I think in the security area there’s a lot of mythology and a lot of things we do because we heard it’s the right thing to do, and we have no idea why, but everybody else seems to be doing it, so we should do it, too. And so, trying to get people to stop and think it through, and figure out what’s actually going to be effective” (P07).

To ensure guidance was practical to their audience, an advocate in higher education described her organization’s efforts to regularly poll members on their biggest security risks and challenges. These risks then became the cornerstone of their annual “top 10 list” of security recommendations:

“You’re never going to be able to remediate or mitigate every single information security risk that you have,
but you should be able to identify the ones that are the most likely and the ones that would be the most devastating to your environment, and take steps to mitigate those” (P15).

5.3.4 Promoting Usability

Security technologies and policies are not generally known for usability, leading to feelings of frustration and confusion. One participant felt that security professionals are putting too much pressure on the user, and the user doesn’t have the knowledge” (P03). She also observed that the volume of security-related tasks a user must perform on a daily basis (e.g., multiple logins, security warnings) can be overwhelming when viewed as a whole: “In isolation, none of these security things are that big of a hardship or have significant usability concerns. The aggregation of them is what causes the usability concerns” (P03).

To alleviate the complexity and burden of security, nine participants emphasized the need to advocate for systems and policies that are usable, minimize requisite knowledge, and compensate for the inevitability of user error. Three participants conducted usability research to directly influence vendor products as well as organizational and national policies. One of these participants explained her motivation metaphorically: “Most of us drive a car, but don’t know how to fix cars. We shouldn’t have to know how to fix cars in order to drive them. And I think that should be true about computers, too” (P07). Another participant who has been a champion for usable security both internally and externally to his organization, stated that the usable security challenge must address the question of “How do we build and deploy systems that are easy to use, easy to manage, that result in cost savings?” (P16).

5.4 Overcoming “It’s Dull”

Another negative perception, voiced by 19 participants, is that security is boring: not relevant, not of concern, or not worth the investment. This drives user apathy in adopting good security behaviors.

Security can seem boring to less technical audiences, especially when a technologist fails to frame it in terms the audience can understand. This can be exacerbated by poor communication skills, for example “presentations where the speaker’s doing monotone and talking security. If you really love it, you can get through those, but for normal people, they’re torture” (P08). Additionally, the most common negative exposure users receive is from their annual security awareness training for organizational compliance, described vividly by one participant as “a layer of Dante’s Hell” (P21). A security engineer who had once been tasked with refreshing an organization’s security training noted that the original training “was boring. . . there [was] absolutely nothing to get the user to buy into security thinking” (P12). The training often mandates specific actions that are deemed unenforceable, unnecessary inconveniences. For example, one participant lamented password policies: “You force them to change their password. We all hate that” (P28).

Besides disinterest, people may be apathetic towards security because of not appreciating their own personal vulnerability and responsibility. A security awareness director expanded on this: “if people don’t understand why and how this affects them, they’re simply not going to comply with whatever initiative it is you’re trying to roll out” (P14). Another participant discussed how security is not something most people take under consideration when acquiring a computing device: “We don’t want secure…we don’t even want to think about it. [We want] pretty, functional, cheap” (P06). Security is also not a primary function for most: “I think for end users, it’s just nobody wants to spend their time doing security. That’s not what they signed up for when they bought a computer” (P07). Lack of concern may be partially due to a “belief of it won’t happen to me. It’s like I’m a great driver, so I can text while driving because it won’t ever happen to me, so I don’t have to worry about it” (P21).

From an institutional perspective, organizations may also be apathetic to security because it can be hard to show a clear return on any investment. Security measures are preventive in that they are implemented to lower the likelihood of some unwanted event occurring in the future. Therefore, it is hard to measure prevented events because they typically cannot be observed. A participant discussed this challenge, remarking, “It’s hard to prove that it’s working for you. Is it working because you’ve done such a good job and you’ve invested in all the right places, or is it working because you’re just not the target today?” (P05). An advocate working at a non-profit observed:

“One of the other trends that we see…is that of cyber fatigue in the boardroom: people constantly asking for more resources, yet they can’t guarantee any form of security. There’s no real return on investment, and it seems to be a black hole that we pour money constantly into” (P27).

Cybersecurity advocates attempt to overcome boredom and apathy by incentivizing security behaviors and using engaging communication techniques.

5.4.1 Incentivizing Security Behaviors

Successful advocates must be able to persuade their audience to practice good security behaviors by appealing to both intrinsic and extrinsic motivations, as mentioned by 17 participants. A former security awareness director reflected, “I really want to get people to want to do security instead of having to” (P21).

Selling Security: Advocates, in effect, must market security in order to motivate people to take appropriate security actions. A participant commented on the importance of marketing skills: “you have to be able to make a…good case…that’s based on good data, that the dollar figures support, and that you can get excited and get them excited about. And if you can’t…market that, you can forget it” (P03). One advocate had an interesting and honest perspective on his use of persuasion:

“I am trying to drive them to make themselves more secure by using various argumentative techniques, and, in some way, that’s manipulating them. But if you’re manipulating somebody for their own good, that’s not wrong” (P10).

As discussed earlier, having context awareness is critical to being able to sell security in a manner that the audience understands and cares about. One advocate observed, “you need to be able to be flexible in terms of adapting your argu-
ment to their particular needs” (P06). Another commented: “It’s not a one-size-fits-all approach. You could take a given security concern and have to frame it four or five different ways depending on who you’re talking to” (P02). As an example, one security consultant was having a difficult time convincing an executive to spend resources to implement secure hypertext transfer protocol (HTTPS) for his company’s website. However, when the consultant mentioned that Google ranks websites using HTTPS higher in its search results, the executive immediately changed his mind since “Their biggest business risk was not being on the first page of Google” (P10).

Ten participants said that they must also be able to communicate the reasons behind their security recommendations in order to convince their audience of potential benefits. An advocate stressed the importance of providing concrete reasoning: “We gotta stop leading with ‘what’ and start leading with ‘why.’ Like why does this matter? If you get someone to care why, they’ll seek the what and the how” (P11). Along this vein, for those advocating within an organizational context, establishing the business drivers for security is essential. A former business executive believed, “we should be concerned with selling security as mission assurance, revenue assurance, reputation assurance” (P02).

Interestingly, three participants thought that lessons learned from persuasion within the public health field could inform the security advocacy field. An IT executive commented: “It has struck me that we have not leveraged the hundred plus years of research in public health to really garner how to change people’s behavior effectively. How do you teach people to wash their hands? How do you teach people to do the handful of basic things that we know will solve 80% of the problems is the hard part of this” (P18).

A non-profit security evangelist echoed this thought, saying that public health is “well-defined, it’s a social expectation, and you know that it provides value even though you probably can’t quote the actually medical studies... You should just do it. We’re not to that stage yet [in security]” (P04).

Creating Reward (and Consequence) Systems: Advocates encourage a culture that incentivizes security adoption. As mentioned earlier, showing return on investment in security can be a challenge. A non-profit director saw his role of influencing public policy as critical to creating an economic incentive for organizations to practice good security: “We gotta stop leading with ‘what’ and start leading with ‘why.’” (P04). Along this vein, for those advocating within an organizational context, establishing the business drivers for security is essential. A former business executive believed, “we should be concerned with selling security as mission assurance, revenue assurance, reputation assurance” (P02).

Interestingly, three participants thought that lessons learned from persuasion within the public health field could inform the security advocacy field. An IT executive commented: “It has struck me that we have not leveraged the hundred plus years of research in public health to really garner how to change people’s behavior effectively. How do you teach people to wash their hands? How do you teach people to do the handful of basic things that we know will solve 80% of the problems is the hard part of this” (P18).

A non-profit security evangelist echoed this thought, saying that public health is “well-defined, it’s a social expectation, and you know that it provides value even though you probably can’t quote the actually medical studies... You should just do it. We’re not to that stage yet [in security]” (P04).

Creating Reward (and Consequence) Systems: Advocates encourage a culture that incentivizes security adoption. As mentioned earlier, showing return on investment in security can be a challenge. A non-profit director saw his role of influencing public policy as critical to creating an economic incentive for organizations to practice good security: “Most of these people are not doing what they ought to be doing with cybersecurity for economic reasons. And so we need to find ways to make cybersecurity more economically attractive to these people” (P06).

Several participants saw economic incentives as only part of the solution in that they need to be coupled with appeals to the values of the audience. For example, one participant discussed motivating secure development practices, not by framing them in security terms, but in terms developers care about, such as “you can avoid unplanned, unscheduled work, you’ll be on time, on budget, you’ll reclaim 20% boost in developer productivity across the calendar year. You’ll get your bonus. You’ll crush your competitors” (P11).

We uncovered a tension regarding the use of negative re-

inforcement strategies based on audience type. Three participants pushed for more accountability with negative consequences for organizations that experience serious security breaches that result in the loss of sensitive, personal information. However, three others believed that negative incentives were not useful from an end user perspective. A security awareness director at a large university opined that these kinds of incentives are “completely the wrong way to approach things in security. It’s all about education. It’s all about driving awareness, raising awareness, and getting people to understand the importance of security through non-punitive measures” (P14). Another participant felt that simple, positive incentives could be effective, but observed: “security teams generally have a lot of history and best practice in negative behaviors... We have very few examples where ‘Here are the compliance requirements. When you meet or exceed this, we will reward and recognize you as being a champion’. It doesn’t have to be monetary, it can be a thank you” (P21).

5.4.2 Using Engaging Communication Techniques

To overcome feelings that security is boring and irrelevant, advocates attempt to make their communications engaging and relatable while varying communication channels.

Exhibiting Enthusiasm: To overcome disinterest, participants felt that modeling enthusiasm for security to their audience captured their attention and promoted greater engagement. This was not difficult for the participants, considering 18 expressed passion for their role as advocates. The director of a non-profit expressed, “I believe in what we’re doing, and I think we’re making the world a better place” (P06). When asked about effective security advocates he had encountered in his career, a security engineer mentioned those for whom “you can really feel the energy that they believe in it” (P12). Another participant expressed the importance of having passion for her work when she remarked, “I can’t sell something I don’t believe in. I can’t sell something I don’t like. I mean, I’m not going to sit and lie to you. And so, I am passionate about it” (P03).

Making Security Relatable: Our findings reveal that advocates also overcome apathy by making security relatable, described by one participant as putting “the personal use and behavior in it so that people own what you’re telling them” (P28). To do so, they often used rhetorical devices in both written and oral communications to convey meaning and persuade people to take action. Among the rhetorical devices mentioned were anecdotes and narratives (by eight advocates), analogies and metaphors (4), imagery (3), alliteration (2), and pop culture references (2).

Narratives might involve stories about hypothetical, but plausible scenarios, or actual occurrences of security-related incidents. One advocate liked to share stories about her own experiences since she believed, “Personalizing the message is useful, seeing that this happens to real people” (P07). Another discussed how he shares stories of things that have happened to others, for example “a person whose money might have been stolen out of their bank account because of the poor security they did at home, not because of what the bank did, but because of what they did” (P05). Four advocates mentioned how leveraging narratives of current events can serve as “an opportunity because [the audience’s] aware-
ness is already heightened” (P24).

Advocates also used analogies and metaphors to relate security to situations and phenomena that are more familiar to their audience. For example, the analogy to public health and basic hygiene (e.g., washing your hands, brushing your teeth) was mentioned several times to explain the concept of cyber hygiene (basic, fundamental security practices). This was described by one participant:

“Do you tell someone to exercise and get enough sleep, or do you wait until they are having some serious problems and then you’re going to bring them in for surgery? Which route would you rather go? It’s not exactly the same, but it’s kind of analogous to what’s going on there [with security]. And it’s getting people to understand, OK, here’s your basic network health hygiene” (P08).

Even though analogies and metaphors can be useful, two participants cautioned that these must be meaningful and tailored to the audience. One participant thought that over-simplifying these “can be dangerous. You can be too glib, and it’s superficial” (P06). P08 provided a critique of a security training video that depicted someone fishing to explain the concept of phishing. He felt that such a metaphor was “corn-ball” (trite and unsophisticated) and would not resonate with his audience of attorneys.

Visual representations were also valuable in making complex topics more relatable and memorable. For example, after the Heartbleed vulnerability [46] was announced, one participant said, “I was trying to explain that and ended up using a cartoon to explain a very complex topic to people” (P25). Another revealed, “When I start talking about two-factor authentication, I like to call it two-raptor authentication. I like dinosaurs. It’s more fun when you imagine that they’re going to eat someone’s face off. People will remember the name of the feature” (P23).

The participants used a variety of platforms to peak interest and advocate for security. The most mentioned communication channels were: written materials (e.g., books, papers, frameworks, newsletters) (by 18 advocates); small group/individual face-to-face interactions (17); large forum and conference presentations (16); social media (12); and formal classroom training (9). Interestingly, several participants utilized particularly unique communication channels. For example, three had developed games to teach security concepts. One organization sponsored a food truck event where they planned to use a cartoon to explain a very complex topic to people (P08). P08 provided a critique of a security training video that depicted someone fishing to explain the concept of phishing. He felt that such a metaphor was “corn-ball” (trite and unsophisticated) and would not resonate with his audience of attorneys.

Visual representations were also valuable in making complex topics more relatable and memorable. For example, after the Heartbleed vulnerability [46] was announced, one participant said, “I was trying to explain that and ended up using a cartoon to explain a very complex topic to people” (P25). Another revealed, “When I start talking about two-factor authentication, I like to call it two-raptor authentication. I like dinosaurs. It’s more fun when you imagine that they’re going to eat someone’s face off. People will remember the name of the feature” (P23).

The participants used a variety of platforms to peak interest and advocate for security. The most mentioned communication channels were: written materials (e.g., books, papers, frameworks, newsletters) (by 18 advocates); small group/individual face-to-face interactions (17); large forum and conference presentations (16); social media (12); and formal classroom training (9). Interestingly, several participants utilized particularly unique communication channels. For example, three had developed games to teach security concepts. One organization sponsored a food truck event where they planned to use a cartoon to explain a very complex topic to people (P08). P08 provided a critique of a security training video that depicted someone fishing to explain the concept of phishing. He felt that such a metaphor was “corn-ball” (trite and unsophisticated) and would not resonate with his audience of attorneys.

6. IMPLICATIONS

Although there have been research studies exploring techniques to encourage security best practices and technology adoption, there is much to learn from successful practitioners who are engaged in this activity on a regular basis. We also discuss the potential of cybersecurity advocacy becoming a formally recognized work role in the security field.

6.1 Advancing Risk Communication

6.1.1 Relationship to Non-Security Risk Domains

Our results confirm that cybersecurity advocates exercise many of the same risk communication best practices observed in other fields such as health (e.g., [3]), environmental hazards (e.g., [39]), and home security (e.g., [11]). For example, they expressed common goals, such as building trust, creating awareness strategies, and motivating people to act. To build trust and credibility, they employed a variety of non-technical “soft” skills. In communicating their message, security advocates similarly used engaging techniques, served as a bridge between security experts and non-experts, encouraged audience self-efficacy, and tailored their message to the audience based on context awareness.

Similarities suggest there may be much to learn from risk communication in non-security fields, especially those with longer histories and hard-fought successes. In particular, we see the value of greater investigation into how lessons learned in public health advocacy might be applied to cybersecurity given that this connection was raised repeatedly in our interviews.

Moving beyond these similarities, our findings suggest some unique properties of security risk which may advance the overall discipline. Specifically, we identified how advocacy in the security domain may be more urgent and challenging than in other domains, and may require additional tactics. Foremost, the security field is incredibly dynamic, having to adjust to constantly changing technologies and defend against determined adversaries who can exact significant damage with relatively little cost or sophistication. Second, security applies to everyone and every organization within an interconnected, technology-dependent society. However, most are not equipped to deal with security measures since security consists of abstract concepts not well understood by the typical person, and people are often dependent on security interfaces with poor usability. Motivation to enact security measures may likewise be problematic because consequences of poor behavior are not always immediate or easily observed. The economics and effectiveness of security are hard to measure. To better explore these similarities and differences, we see future research potential in performing in-depth comparisons of security advocacy practices to those in other domains.

6.1.2 Strategies for Communicating Security Risk

As discussed in Related Work, most prior research on persuasive methods in the security context has taken the perspective of the target end users and not those who do the influencing. Our study addressed this gap and does indeed confirm previous findings concerning the value of small group interactions [1], the necessity of framing security communications [40], the use of positive vs. negative incentives [14], and the importance of encouraging security self-efficacy [35]. However, our findings go beyond, for example, by uncovering a set of non-technical advocacy skills and competencies focused on bridging the gap between security experts and non-experts.

The study also questions the universal effectiveness of rhetorical devices like narratives, analogies, and metaphors, within security contexts. For example, even though only four participants explicitly said that they employ metaphors and analogies when communicating with their target audiences,
we observed that many advocates naturally used a variety of these to describe security concepts during our interviews. This was the case even though the interviewer was known to be a security expert, suggesting that their use goes beyond being purely instructive. Additionally, in line with the mixed findings in past studies about the efficacy of metaphors [4], two of our participants cautioned against incorrect use of these for fear that they may oversimplify security concepts and create misunderstandings leading to risky behaviors. Future work is needed to look more deeply into the use of metaphors and the level of detail and relevance they must provide in order to affect security learning and behavior.

We also see value in applying security advocacy techniques to the design of security interfaces and training resources. To overcome negative perceptions of security, these resources should aim to empower users to take appropriate security actions and create a positive affect towards security. Security resources should create a level of concern without overwhelming or paralyzing by conveying severity and likelihood in clear, understandable terms. Resources must be usable, tailored to the audience, and encourage empowerment by providing concrete, achievable steps in simple language. Additional references to threat information that includes real stories of security incidents can lend greater credibility to risk claims. Training materials should consider the incorporation of storytelling and other creative rhetorical methods (e.g., [21]).

6.2 Emerging Cybersecurity Advocate Role
The majority of the participants in our study demonstrated an innate understanding of human behavior, even though few had formal training in the social sciences or humanities. They regularly employed techniques to combat common behavioral heuristics and biases that could negatively affect security decisions, as suggested by Pfleeger and Caputo [29]. For example, they addressed cognitive load by breaking recommendations down into manageable, prioritized chunks. Storytelling, sharing personal experiences, and referencing recent events helped with availability, which is an evaluation of the likelihood of an event based on recall of similar events happening.

Although the participants seemed to consider these behavioral aspects (even if subconsciously), they suggested that most other security practitioners do not share this basic interpersonal orientation. These professionals often contribute to negative perceptions of security by not taking the human element under consideration when describing, designing, administering, and enforcing security mechanisms. The advocates revealed a desire to move away from common security practitioner perceptions that “users are the enemy” and “users are stupid” to instead take the human element under consideration and regard users and security professionals as capable partners.

In some meaningful ways, the practice of securing a system appears to be different than advocating for securing a system. Yet, there is no professional preparation for the latter. An analogous situation was the foundation of human-factors/usability engineering as a profession distinct from other disciplines such as testing or business analysis. This was rooted in a discovery that human errors in systems were fundamentally different than system errors. As a result, this observation necessitated different approaches. Similarly, we see a new and rapidly growing need for security professionals with a special set of advocacy skills and techniques. Therefore, we propose that there should be continuing education efforts to aid in the progression to cybersecurity advocate from both security and non-security fields.

Currently, most of the emphasis within security professional development curricula [22, 24, 25] is on gaining technical knowledge. A quick review of cybersecurity work roles in these guidelines reveals that none contain set of skills that resemble the work of an advocate. Therefore, our future work may include developing a framework of cybersecurity advocate knowledge, skills, and abilities, along with an outline of a development program to facilitate advocate professionalization.

6.3 Limitations and Future Work
The study has a few limitations we intend to address in the next phase of the project. This study is a one-sided view through the lens of security advocates themselves. While this is critical for constructing a grounded understanding of their work, it does not provide evidence that any of the techniques they deemed successful were indeed effective with their intended audiences. Second, interviews may suffer from self-report bias in which participants may adjust their answers to appear more acceptable to the researcher, who had been revealed to be a security professional. This was a reasoned tradeoff in the study design meant to assist with recruitment and trust building as the researcher spoke the same technical language as the participants.

To address these potential issues, results can be triangulated with data from planned follow-on studies. We next intend to reverse the polarization of our lens and work with a diversity of organizations to understand their experiences with security advocates.

7. CONCLUSION
Cybersecurity advocates are emerging as a unique role in the ecology of security professionals. They employ a variety of skills and techniques to overcome negative perceptions of security. Our study confirms the applicability of past risk communication literature to the security domain while revealing additional considerations to address differences in cybersecurity. It also proposes the establishment of a new cybersecurity advocate career track to address the urgent need for security adoption.
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APPENDIX

Interview Questions

1. Can you tell me about what you do in your job?
2. How did you come to do this type of work?
3. What motivates you to do this work?
4. What do you think is the importance of your role in promoting security?
5. How is your work is valued by others?
   (a) What kind of feedback do you get?
   (b) Can you talk about any times when you felt that your work wasn’t appreciated?
6. What do you think are qualities or characteristics of people who are successful in promoting security?
7. Have you had experiences with or know of security advocates who you don’t think were particularly effective? What was it about them or what did they do or did not do that contributed to their ineffectiveness?
8. Through what means do you promote security? For example, conferences, invited talks, blogs, social media, articles, client visits, face-to-face meetings, phone, email.
   (a) Which of those means do you think are the most effective? Why?
9. What are your thoughts about whether or not you are reaching the right population of people and organizations?
   (a) What is preventing you from reaching the right people?
   (b) What do you wish you could do to reach the right population?
10. How do you keep up with the latest in security?
11. What do you find most rewarding about your work?
12. What do you find most challenging or frustrating about your work?
13. What do you think are the biggest obstacles individuals and organizations face with respect to implementing security measures and technologies?
14. What do you see as your role in helping organizations overcome these obstacles?
15. Is there anything else you’d like to add with respect to what we’ve talked about today?
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ABSTRACT
Virtual reality (VR) technology aims to transport the user to a virtual world, fully immersing them in an experience entirely separate from the real world. VR devices can use sensor data to draw deeply personal inferences (e.g., medical conditions, emotions) and can enable virtual crimes (e.g., theft, assault on virtual representations of the user) from which users have been shown to experience real, significant emotional pain. As such, VR may involve especially sensitive user data and interactions. To effectively mitigate such risks and design for safer experiences, we aim to understand end-user perceptions of VR risks and how, if at all, developers are considering and addressing those risks. In this paper, we present the first work on VR security and privacy perceptions: a mixed-methods study involving semi-structured interviews with 20 VR users and developers, a survey of VR privacy policies, and an ethics co-design study with VR developers. We establish a foundational understanding of perceived risks in VR; raise concerns about the state of VR privacy policies; and contribute a concrete VR developer “code of ethics”, created by developers, for developers.

1. INTRODUCTION
Virtual Reality (VR) technology aims to create “immersive, interactive, and imaginative” simulations for the user through visual, haptic, and auditory output [13]. The goal of VR is to create an entirely immersive experience that fully transports the user away from reality and into a virtual world [48]. While VR headsets have existed since the 1960s, they are fairly recent to the commercial market [48]; the first headset with fully-realized VR capabilities—the Oculus Rift—became commercially available in 2016. The VR market has been growing ever since, with VR revenue projected to grow from $12B to a $100B in the next five years [32].

VR systems may collect sensitive data such as facial muscle movements, which can be used to discern users’ emotions or quality of health, and high-fidelity infrared images of users’ environments [38]. Perhaps most uniquely, VR technology can lead to visceral real-world emotional pain caused by virtual crimes (e.g., physical attacks on virtual characters that the VR user feels they embody) [34], can cause seizures [9], and has been used as a medical device, including for PTSD therapy [41]. While prior work has studied user perceptions of privacy and security for augmented reality (AR) [42, 27, 23, 15], as well as for other IoT devices such as drones [7, 10, 8, 49] and health trackers [39, 33, 28, 51, 26, 40], no such similar examination has focused on VR.

By studying VR early in the technology-adoption lifecycle, we have a unique opportunity to understand security and privacy perceptions and practices as they develop. Unlike fitness trackers, for example, which are already widely adopted, VR headsets only recently became widely available for consumer purchase and only 3% of the US population uses VR monthly [43]. Thus, the current users of VR are “innovators”, as defined by Diffusion of Innovations theory [44], willing to explore the uncertain, adopting technologies that are not yet socially supported or pervasive. As privacy and security researchers, we rarely have the opportunity to develop mitigations before problems become widespread. As such, VR presents a unique opportunity for future research and proactive technological and design solutions.

In this work, we use a mixed-methods approach to form a foundational understanding of human-centered privacy and security risks in VR. We conduct semi-structured interviews with VR users (n=10) and developers (n=10); survey the current state of privacy policies for VR experiences (i.e., applications); and conduct a co-design study with VR developers to create a “code of ethics” for development in VR.

In our interviews, we query users’ and developers’ information sources and concerns, especially around security and privacy; knowledge and perception of data collection; and VR fits into their social structures. Highlights of our find-
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ings include identifying three domains of VR concern: wellbeing, which encompasses both the physical (e.g., motion sickness, vision damage) and psychological (e.g., intensity of experiences, harassment); privacy, primarily data collection; and, to a lesser extent, security. We also identify a strong emphasis on community. Users describe the VR community as exclusive and small, which consequently makes them feel safe, but wary of the future, when the “general public” can afford to use VR. On the other hand, developers describe the community as small, supportive, and open, which facilitates knowledge sharing and learning, including discussion of privacy, security, and other ethics-related topics.

One such privacy topic brought up by the developers was privacy policies. The developers we interviewed viewed privacy policies as a method for achieving transparency around data-collection with end-users. Although prior research suggests that privacy policies may be ineffective for achieving this goal, to gain a supplemental, objective, understanding of the state of data collection transparency between users and developers we examined VR privacy policies. We randomly sampled 10% of the applications available for HTC Vive and Oculus (the producers of the VR systems our participants used most). Only 30% of the HTC Vive applications we sampled had a privacy policy posted. And, while 82% of the Oculus applications had a posted policy, only 19% of those policies explicitly mentioned VR or VR data. Thus, even if privacy policies were a good method of developer-user transparency, the current ecosystem of VR privacy policies would not achieve this goal.

Our interview results provide one possible hypothesis for the problematic state of VR privacy policies: a lack of standards for developers. The majority of developers with whom we spoke reported struggling to figure out how best to protect end-users. They cited a lack of guidelines in the community as one of the causes for this struggle. As two developers mentioned, “there are no advisors right now,” and “there’s quite a big list of unknowns right now in terms of what’s best etiquette for a user and what’s gonna keep them the most safe, comfortable, and satisfied.” As a first step toward filling this gap, and better aligning the concerns and desired protections expressed by the VR users and developers, we conducted a co-design study open to 11 online communities of developers. In our study, developers from these communities came together, with our moderation, to create a “code of ethics” for VR development. The resulting code includes 10 principles for development in VR, including principles focused on accessibility, maintenance of safe social spaces, and avoiding causing physical or psychological harm to users.

The relative success of our co-design study, and the sustained views and comments on the document after the study period ended, suggest that collaborative work with developer communities may be an effective method for ensuring end-user protection and more secure applications, even beyond VR. Such collaborative processes may be especially successful in small, open communities such as that described by the VR developers we interviewed. While the close-knit nature of the community described by users and developers has benefits—it elicits the users we interviewed feel safer and appear to support developer learning—it can also lead to the exclusion of certain demographic or social groups, risking the development of a technology tailored toward the needs and interests of only those with enough resources to become early adopters. Finally, our results suggest a number of emerging concerns in VR including harassment, transparency about data collection, and security vulnerabilities, which future work should push to address early, before VR becomes more widely adopted.

2. RELATED WORK

We briefly review prior work on VR risks and potential mitigations and on IoT privacy and security, more broadly.

2.1 VR Risks

VR risks to users fall broadly into three categories: data collection and inference; physical harms; and manipulation and violation of immersive experiences. VR systems collect haptic, audio, and camera inputs that can be used to infer or even treat medical conditions, enhance simulations, and drive profits. Such information may be collected even when the user believes the system is off, as many headsets are “always on,” enabling developers to gain data without the users’ knowledge. This data may then be sold to third parties or be leaked through known vulnerabilities, which may have consequences such as modifying the quality and pricing of goods or services advertised to users.

Finally, Óbrolchin et al. theorize that virtual reality social networks will create a ‘global village’ with stronger discourse and interaction than is available in current social networks. While enhanced community is a great potential benefit of VR, it also increases the risk of users sharing personal and sensitive information with unknown and untrusted third parties or being harassed. VR also enables virtual crimes (e.g., physical attacks on virtual characters, stealing of digital goods), which prior work has found generate strong emotional reactions similar to real-world crimes. To protect against these threats, early work has explored defenses for VR, including specialized authentication systems for 3D environments.
knowledge, has explored user privacy and security perceptions around VR: Motti et al. collected online comments about digital glasses and other head-mounted devices (which included a small number of VR headsets) from forums, social media, and various websites. We expand on Motti et al.'s findings, focusing exclusively on VR and collecting more in-depth data than is available through online comments.

2.2 Privacy and Security in IoT

Users' perceptions of privacy and security risks have also been explored in related domains, such as drones and fitness trackers. Prior work has found that people are acutely aware of the privacy and security risks around drones and worry about the potential sale of data collected from their fitness tracking devices. However, despite these concerns, Rader et al. found that fitness tracker users often struggle to consider the broader consequences of inferences that can be made with this data, making it challenging for them to self-manage their privacy around sensor data collection. This finding, together with prior findings that transparent information helps users make more informed decisions, underscores the importance of assessing user and developer awareness of privacy risks in VR so that we can increase awareness and provide strategies to mitigate emerging risks.

3. METHODS

In this section we describe our interview methodology and analysis approach, our privacy policy analysis, and our code-sense study with VR developers and subsequent trace ethnography analysis. We conclude with a discussion of the limitations of our approach.

3.1 Interview Study

3.1.1 Recruitment

We were interested in studying home consumers of VR and the developers of content for commercially available VR systems. Given the low adoption rate of VR (3%) in the United States, we do not focus on users or developers for a particular VR platform or application (e.g., Oculus Rift users or VR gamers). We recruited both users and developers by posting advertisements in 17 VR-related Reddit communities, Facebook groups, and online forums (list of communities and advertisement text is included in Appendix A). Participants completed a consent form for the entire study prior to completing the interviews.

3.1.2 Protocol

Eligible participants were invited to participate in a 20 minute semi-structured interview via phone, Skype, or Google hangouts, and were compensated with a $15 Amazon gift card for their participation.

We used different protocols for the developers than for the users (see Appendix A for full protocols), however, both protocols covered the same high level topics:

- VR Background. We attempted to capture background information regarding the participants' VR use to better contextualize our findings. This included capturing the VR platform used or developed on (e.g., Oculus Rift, HTC Vive), the VR domain (i.e., what users do with their headsets or the type of experiences developers are creating), participants' goals for using or developing in VR, and evangelizing experiences (i.e., whether the user or developer recommends VR to others).

- Information Sources. For users, how they learned about VR and what heuristics they used to select their VR platform. For developers, how they learned about the possibility of developing for VR and what resources they used to learn necessary development skills.

- Concerns. Our questions about concerns began generally, "Did you have any concerns about starting to [use/develop for] VR? Do you still have concerns?" With follow up questions probing specifically about security concerns or envisioned threats and privacy concerns or threats.

- Data Collection. what data they thought was being or could be collected in VR (for developers what data their experiences collected or could collect), recommendations for others/evangelizing of VR.

Six different researchers conducted the interviews in pairs, researchers of different ethnicities and genders were used to randomize and minimize interviewer biases.

3.1.3 Analysis

Each interview was transcribed word-for-word. Then, six researchers reviewed four of the twenty interview transcripts to develop a qualitative codebook. Separate, but similar, codebooks were created for the developer and user interviews. Each interview was double coded: interviews were coded by Researcher 1 and by one of the five other researchers, such that there was a single researcher who had coded every interview for comparison consistency. The researchers achieved an average Krippendorff’s alpha of 0.72 across all the transcripts, which is above the minimum suggested threshold for exploratory studies such as this one.

3.2 Privacy Policy Analysis

To better understand data collection and transparency between developers and users in VR, we analyzed VR experience privacy policies. To do so, we randomly sampled 10% of the experiences in the “experience stores” for the two commercially available headsets that were used or developed for most by our participants: Oculus Rift/Gear (90 applications) and HTC Vive (50 applications). We labeled the sampled applications for whether they had a posted privacy policy posted and, if so, whether that policy mentioned VR (e.g., VR data, sensors, or experiences). If the policy
mentioned VR, we recorded what was mentioned. Three researchers labeled the sample of 140 applications; as the labeling was objective (had a privacy policy or not; mentioned VR or not) we did not double-label.

3.3 Code of Ethics Co-Design Study
A majority of the developers we interviewed mentioned, unprompted, that they wished for an agreed upon standard of practice or “code of ethics” for development in VR. To fill this gap, we conducted a co-design study in which we invited VR developers and content creators to collaboratively develop a code of ethics for VR development.

3.3.1 Advertisement
To reach developers, we posted in most of the same Facebook, Reddit, and forum communities (11 developer-specific or developer-heavy communities, identified in Appendix A) as we did when recruiting for interview participants. In our post, we briefly described our motivation for our project and then directed readers to the document described below and asked them to help create a VR developer code of ethics (Appendix A). We offered a $2 Amazon gift card to any developer who made a meaningful contribution to the document and emailed us about their contribution.

3.3.2 Document Collaboration
To help the developers get started on the code of ethics, we created a starter document in Google Docs— a collaborative document editing platform. The document contained seven potential principles such as “Do No Harm” that emerged from our interview results. We provided the following instructions: “We have placed some ideas for a set of standards for ethical development in VR based on our research findings and the thoughts raised by participant in our research. Please feel free to completely rewrite the standards, discuss your changes in the chat, and etc.”

3.3.3 Analysis
To analyze the process by which developers collaborated on creating the code of ethics, we use trace ethnography [17]. Trace ethnography is an extension of document ethnography specifically designed for digital environments and has been used to analyze similar online collaborative processes such as Wikipedia editing [17]. We explore which sections of the document were most edited or commented upon, the different roles of those engaged in developing the document, and the process by which consensus was reached. As is typical of ethnographic research, one of the researchers who was trained in ethnography conducted this portion of the analysis.

3.4 Limitations
In qualitative studies, sufficient sample size and participant diversity are necessary to decrease bias and increase the generalizability of findings. In the interview portion of our study, we conducted interviews until new themes stopped emerging and reaching a sample size within qualitative recommendations [16] for exploratory, foundational studies such as ours. We attempted to ensure that our participants were demographically diverse through demographic screening; however due to bias in the demographics of potential participants who signed up for the study and subsequently attended interviews, and the fact that VR users and developers make up less than 3% of the US population, our sample skew male, more Asian, more educated, and young. Finally, privacy-sensitive participants may have dropped out of the study due to the requirement to upload an image. However, we find that our screening survey drop-out rate (17%) is in line with typical online survey drop-out rates [], suggesting that there was not significant privacy bias.

For the privacy policy portion of our study, we sampled only 10% of the apps in each provider’s online store. This led to a maximum margin of error of 7.86%, however it is still possible that the apps we sampled were not representative.

Finally, for the co-design portion of our study, we did not control which developers chose to edit our document nor did we collect any information about those who viewed, shared, or edited the document. Our co-design study, and resulting code of ethics document, is thus biased by those who chose to participate. However, when considering our research within the broader context of the VR community, we felt that it was most important to ensure organic, open participation.

4. RESULTS
In this section we present the results of our three-part study, beginning with a description of the interview participants and findings, followed by the results of our VR privacy policy analysis and, finally, the results of our code of ethics co-design.

4.1 VR Privacy and Security Perceptions
Overall, we find that developers and users express concerns around three classes of risks: well-being, security, and privacy. These concerns vary by their role (developer or user) and, for about half of them, their experiences in the VR community. Figure 4 summarizes the types of risks that users and developers discussed, as well as the background information about their VR use, goals, and community perceptions that we analyze. Figure 2 summarizes the similarities and differences between user and developer concerns: overall we find that developers focus more on well-being—especially physical and psychological—while users focus more on security; both groups mentioned privacy concerns with near equal frequency and emphasis. Neither group was as concerned about security as about well-being and privacy.

4.1.1 Participant Overview
Participant Pool. 98 potential participants completed our demographic screening form. According to the data from the form, sixty-eight were males (69%) and thirty were females (31%). Sixty-three (64%) identified as White, fifteen percent as Asian (15%), eleven as Black or Hispanic (11%), and the remainder as “Other”. Ninety-six hold a high school degree or higher (98%) and fifty-nine hold a bachelor’s degree or higher (60%). Fifty-two participants are under the age of 29 (53%), forty-two are between 30-49 (43%), and four are over the age of 50 (4%).

Participant Sample. From this sample, we selected 72 participants for interviews, attempting to stratify on age, race, gender, and education to achieve diversity. 20 of those selected attended their interview appointment (see Table 1 for an overview). Sixteen of the participants are male (80%), eleven are White (55%), seven are Asian (35%), and one participant identified as Hispanic (5%) and as Other (5%), re-
Figure 1: Diagram of the classes of concerns described by users as well as the components of their VR background that we analyze, and in some cases, find influences their concern perceptions.

Figure 2: Counts of the number of developers and users who mentioned each type of concern during our interviews.

Table 1: Participant Demographics. Educ. is education level, Plat. is VR platform(s) used or developed for (O: Oculus Rift or Gear, H: HTC Vive, C: Google Cardboard), and App. is VR application types used or developed (V: video, G: games, A: art, S: social, E: education).

Representativeness of Participant Pool and Sample. Both our sample of potential participants and our 20 participants are more male than the U.S. population (51% Male), as White as the general population (62% in the U.S. population), more educated (87% hold a high school degree or higher and 30.3% hold a bachelor degree or higher), and younger (40% are under the age of 29, 26% are between 30-49, and 34% are over the age of 50 in the U.S. [1]).

VR Platform and Usage. Finally, nine of our ten users reported using an Oculus product, either the Rift or Gear, while the other used an HTC Vive. Of the nine Oculus users, three also used other platforms, two a Google Cardboard and two the HTC Vive. Four users used their headsets for multiple applications, while the other six used their headset for multiple uses. In total, seven users used their headsets to watch videos, six used the headset to play games, and two used the headset for art experiences. Eight of the developers developed for Oculus Rift and Gear, three of whom also developed for HTC Vive, the other two developers developed only for HTC Vive. Five reported developing games, three reported creating interactive art or videos, one reported creating a social application, one reported creating an educational tool, and the final developer reported creating a work-specific simulation.
4.1.2 Developer Interview Results

Goals of VR development center around presence. The VR developers that were interviewed were creating a variety of experiences. Across these varied domains, the majority of developers (six) mentioned that their primary goal when developing was to facilitate and ensure a sense of “presence.” For example, D9 says, “you have to focus all your design actions on making sure that you don’t break the state of presence and you add to the immersive experience.” D4 notes that well-being and security are closely intertwined with this goal: “motion sickness breaks presence, while presence enhances risks of psychological threat or someone screwing with people by getting into the virtual environment.”

VR developer community is strong and enhances learning. When asked how they learned to develop for VR, five developers reported using online tutorials and three reported signing up for a more structured online bootcamp or course. The other two developers, as well as six of the eight who also reported learning from only tutorials or bootcamps, also mentioned asking questions to other VR developers in various online communities. More broadly, four of the developers, without prompting, mentioned the strength of the VR community. For example, D10 says, “you could fit them all in a small room really, and it’s really close, it’s really tight knit. I actually became close friends with most of them even still to this day I consider them almost family in a way. And yeah, I have been developing for VR ever since [meeting other VR developers online].” Similarly, D7 describes an open, supportive community, “we are still in the phase in the industry where people are very open and willing to help each other and that’s a huge blessing because we are still you know its still evolving and...instead of like hoarding knowledge, we need to sort of cross develop.”

Concerns for user well-being encompass the physical and psychological. Developers’ concerns for their users often focused on well-being. All of the developers raised concerns about motion sickness. For example, D6 says, “motion sickness isn’t really a concern at all when developing for a game you are going to play on a computer screen. But when you’re looking at VR, motion sickness is...a driving factor, you could say, in development.”

Additionally two developers raised concerns about participants being unaware of danger in their real-world physical environment (e.g., not hearing fire alarm, bumping into objects as a result of game play). On this point, D1 says, “the biggest issue is probably letting people know that there needs to be a specific and safe environment to use VR. Because obviously you’re not interacting with the rest of the world [while you’re in VR]...[this is an] issue that I don’t actually see very many people looking into. [For example,] say that you’re in VR and a alarm fire goes off in the building, who is to say that you actually are going to hear that alarm...this disconnect from the actual world and the VR experience is a definite issue.”

Four developers mentioned concerns with the psychological well-being of their users. D9 and D4 mention that harms (e.g., bullying or intentional scary moments) in VR may feel more realistic and thus may be more traumatizing. D9 explains, “VR is a very personal, intimate situation and when you wear a VR headset...you really believe it, it’s really immersive. So if someone harms you in VR—either verbally or something else—you will also feel that after taking off the headset.” Similarly, D4 says, “VR content is a lot more impactful...the feeling of like being scared in VR is much more real. Because everything does feel so real and so tactile, so you have to be extra careful with the content you are introducing to people.” D8 and D5 express similar concerns, and also raise a connection between psychological well-being and security—potential psychological harms that may come from a malicious entity being able to alter the VR experience. D8 says, “I think that it’s on the developer to try and limit the user to being able to only experience what the developer was intending for them experience in the first place.”

Developers mention privacy concerns about variety of issues. Six developers mention privacy concerns about VR, but none of them feel these concerns are relevant for their own products. Two mention concerns with the fact that the headsets are “always on” and users could be unaware of the data collection that is happening when they are not using their headset. Three others expressed concern about the ability of the headset to use camera sensors to detect users locations or to access the microphone in their space: “what somebody is doing while in VR is recordable and trackable on a different level” than on other digital platforms, which is something you “have to acknowledge,” D8 notes.

Three developers mentioned privacy concerns specifically related to Facebook’s ownership of Oculus and the developer’s perception of Facebook’s reputation around privacy issues. For example, D10 remarks on his perception of Facebook’s attitude toward privacy, “they are not afraid to manipulate to see if you’re happy or sad, they are not afraid to get caught, in the end, it’s all about the money to them. It’s not about these altruistic goals and that is definitely one of my biggest concerns hands down. That’s why you know, Facebook acquired Oculus, so they could get a monopoly over the next form of advertising and control media and connecting people.” D7 expresses a similar sentiment: “I think Facebook is pouring money into VR because it is going to generate this kind of super personal data that will help create a biological map or biological key, of who their users are.”

On the other hand, two developers felt that VR “was not there yet” to worry about privacy. D4 likens VR to the early days of the Internet, “remember the beginning of the Internet and chat rooms, [in VR] potential issues haven’t been addressed yet because it hasn’t happened yet.” The final two developers did not explicitly comment on privacy, despite being prompted.

Developers suggest permission requests to mitigate privacy concerns, yet no such capability exists for most headsets. Four developers suggest that using permission requests could help mitigate privacy issues for end users. For example, D8 recommends that VR should do something “identical to current privacy methodologies in terms of your requesting permission from the end user ahead of time.” However, no desktop VR applications include any such permission requests (the Samsung Gear VR which runs off a Samsung phone does include permission requests, although it is unclear from the documentation whether there are per-
mission requests made for e.g., camera sensors on the VR headset rather than phone sensors). D9 also recommends adding permission requests within the VR environment, but notes that this may be difficult to design because there is no single view point (e.g., screen) in VR: “if you want to [request] some information from the player you cannot simply display it on the screen because it is not there.”

Finally, five developers recommend using privacy policies rather than permissions to help users make informed privacy and data collection choices. However, as summarized in Section 4.2, we find that, currently, few VR applications offer privacy policies that discuss VR data collection.

**Little mention of security.** Overall, when discussing potential concerns about VR, the developers we interviewed spoke the least about security. Two developers mentioned security concerns for health applications. For example, D6 says they would be concerned about security for applications used for “medical or for education [purposes].” For those applications, he says, “the issues with hacking are more serious. I think [that is where] protecting data [would be] important. But you know, there has got to be some serious push for that or else there would be no incentives...to do that right.”

Two other developers mention security, but they reference passing off security responsibilities to others. For example, D5 explains that they use Unity and Google cloud storage to store data collected from the user. When asked about security they explain that they do so in part because, “it means that we don’t have to deal with securing information ourselves. It makes it their problem and not ours.”

**Developers appear to take concerns about users’ privacy and well-being on themselves.** While these two developers passed off security responsibility to the storage services, it is interesting to note that no developers mentioned “passing-the-buck” for well-being or privacy. For example, while the OS would typically be key for managing permission requests and ensuring that information was shared only when it should be, no developers mentioned the responsibility of Windows- or Android-system developers to mitigate vulnerabilities and enforce permissions. (It is possible that the four developers who mentioned permissions meant to imply this.) More generally developers appeared to take responsibility for end-user privacy and well-being onto themselves, never mentioning that Oculus, HTC Vive, Windows, or Android could make improvements to address such issues. “it’s gonna be something that developers have to...keep an eye on and implement” (D8).

**Marked disconnect between developers’ general security and privacy concerns and concerns about their own products.** However, despite feelings of responsibility, there seems to be marked disconnects between developer’s privacy- and security-related concerns for VR users in general and the privacy and security risks they see in their own products. While most of the developers who mention well-being concerns also mention working to mitigate these concerns for their own projects, the majority of those who mention privacy and security risks (5/6 for privacy and 2/2 for security) do not see privacy and security risks with their own products. For example, even D9, who raised security concerns and is working on an application that infers users health conditions via sensor data and then provides VR-based treatments says, “yeah I actually [can]not think of a privacy or security problem...[with my product] maybe it’s an issue in the future.”

**Developers express desire for standards and ethical guidance.** Finally, and perhaps relatedly, D5 notes that no one in the VR development community “is experienced” or is “an advisor” about ethics and privacy and security issues: “just the fact of the matter is there are no VR power users. You know I can count on the number of fingers the number of experienced ‘devs’ I’ve actually met.” This lack of guidance, he says, makes it hard to “know where the right line is.” Five other developers expressed similar sentiments, with D8 explaining “there’s a quite a big list of unknowns right now in terms of what’s best etiquette for a user and what’s gonna keep them the most comfortable and satisfied in the experience. That has already been hashed out for web development over the last couple of decades [but not in VR]...[the VR] industry needs to start using standards.”

Thus, D10 suggests that a “mantra” or code of ethics is needed, and suggests that the big companies are not going to step in, so an emphasis on ethics will need to come from developers themselves. He explains, “I would encourage developers to be transparent and to just not talk down to customers, don’t treat them as numbers. Don’t do onto others what you wouldn’t want onto you. I’d like to have a mantra like that. And just because Facebook does something different doesn’t mean I or anybody else [in the community] has to do that.” Thus, we hypothesize that the disconnect between developer’s general concerns for VR users and concerns about their own products may, in part, arise from inconsistent or ill-defined guidance about what should be a concern and what needs to be addressed in development. As explored more closely in Section 4.3 we take a first step toward helping the VR developer community define their desired code of ethics via a co-design study, resulting in the code of ethics shown in Figure 5.

**4.1.3 User Interview Results**

**Immersiveness and, to a lesser extent addictiveness, are key user desires.** We find that developer and user goals seem to be in alignment: the developers we spoke with focused their development around achieving “presence” and, similarly, we find that most users (7/10) sought out VR for the “immersive experience of the experience.” As U8 explains, “I think it’s really just about being immersed in a different type of world...As opposed to a TV where I can constantly be distracted. When I’m in VR...100 percent of my attention is dedicated to that because I can’t text or I can’t just multitask.” Two users also mentioned that they wanted VR to be addictive: “VR needs that addicting label...those features that keep people going back again and again” (U4).

**Majority of users learn about VR online.** When asked how they learned about VR and selected the VR platform they use, users mentioned three primary information sources: friends and family (two users), the Internet (seven users), and school (one user). Of those who mentioned learning about VR from the Internet, three specifically mentioned learning about VR from Reddit: “Reddit is awesome for anything” U1 says. As U6 explains, one of the ways he learned about VR is by being a “group reddit with some friends and
stuff”. Further, after learning about VR, three users, including two of whom did not learn about VR from Reddit, reported relying on Reddit reviews to select their headset: “you read a 100 posts on something you’re gonna get a good gauge on whether a product is good bad or otherwise” (U1).

Users’ concerns about well-being are focused on the physical. Four users expressed concern about motion sickness in VR. However, their concerns, are more muted than developers were. U2 explains, “it happens to some people and doesn’t happen to some others...It’s basically an individual kind of thing so I just had an awareness...[it was] not so much a problem to be weighed.” Two users also expressed a different type of physical concern, not considered by developers: vision deterioration from VR use.

Only one user—U2 who also brought up “awareness” of motion sickness—brings up concerns around psychological harms. He worries about other users who “aren’t mentally as strong,” elaborating, “some people don’t have the mind to handle things...I’m sure if you put a soldier into VR and play the wrong experience like Call of Duty or Battlefield or something like that. That could trigger some sort of...flashback or bipolar moment...really, what VR is trying to do here is duplicate reality where it tricks your mind into feeling like you are somewhere else. Some people might not be ready for something like that, some people might not be mentally developed enough to take something like that and not be messed up over it, you know?”

Finally, two other users bringing up a different type of well-being concern: cyberbullying / harassment. U8 expresses concern about harassment in the future, “For me, VR has just been pretty much stand alone. I haven’t interacted with others in VR...[interacting with others] is, you know, a big concern. The type of people who are online: spouting racism, sexism. I mean if they have ability to [use] VR they’re probably going to...know it will [become] like any message board.”

More users than developers raised security concerns. Seven users raised concerns about security: four raised current concerns while the other three raised concerns about the future. U1 and U5 expressed concerns about the security of applications the experience stores. U1 says, “as soon as I moved over to the Gear...I didn’t have as much concern as with the you know the old Cardboard glasses where third parties could produce content that I could see. I’m aware of the concerns with vulnerabilities in those applications. I’m much more comfortable you know going through the Oculus store for the Gear [because] they do all the vetting and stuff up front.” U6 and U10 raise concerns about malicious attackers modifying their virtual experience or gaining access to headset sensors. U10 believes that “someone could hack into your systems network...take control of your centers and use his camera to spy on you”, but is “not really concerned about that”. Similar to U10, U6 acknowledges that “there are different hacks you can do to change the game to have someone password or whatever”.

U2, U4, and U7, on the other hand, are not concerned about security now, but would be concerned in the future as the VR industry expands. U4 says, “if VR gets the chance that it needs...that’s when you’re going to get to...worrying about hackers altering your experience. What’s going to be crazy is at that point...[is] just like your buddy can pick up your phone and post on your Facebook, and everybody thinks it’s you...someone can put on a VR head unit and go into a virtual world assuming your identity. I think that identity theft, if [VR] becomes mainstream, will become rampant.” More generally, U7 explains, “I’m sure someone will figure out a way to exploit what we do. For now, everything is still new...we still haven’t even figured out typing in VR. Like I feel like someone needs to invent technology [to monetize VR]...when people actually start making money in VR,” that is when she thinks issues will arise.

Users worry most about microphone and infrared camera data collection. Six users expressed concern about privacy related to data collection. All six focused on microphones or infrared sensors in the headsets collecting data because these sensors are “always on, which I find is weird” (U6). U5 says, “the Rift actually has a microphone in it...[so I realized] oh crap people can hear me...I’ve [also] seen somebody who posted a picture of what the sensors actually picked up and it was a pretty clear view of the room and what not” (see Figure 3 for an example of an infrared image captured by the sensors on an Oculus Rift).

Two users mentioned knowing that their headset collected this type of data about them, but said there was no reason to be worried unless “you were up to no good” (U7). For example, U2 explains, “if you’re worried about something, you’re up to something you shouldn’t be doing. As far as what these things are going to collect, yeah you know...they could be collecting something...[but unless] you’re doing something bad...what could they be collecting?”

Similar to security, three users felt that they would have more concerns about privacy in the future, but VR was not there yet. U8 explains, “I don’t think there’s probably anything. Because I’m just playing you know these little games...I think [privacy’s] going to be a big concern of mine going forward especially when you know VR is more mainstream and more affordable.”

Users raise privacy issues around headset producer reputation. Just as three developers raised concerns about privacy in the Oculus products due to the reputation of Face-
book’s approach toward privacy for their other services, four users raise similar concerns. U3 explains that these concerns about reputation are, “one of the reasons that I didn’t install the Facebook app within virtual reality...it can read and write your contacts, it can call phones, it can send data to whoever whenever without you knowing.” Similarly, U5 worries based on what he’s heard in the news about Facebook, “considering that Oculus Rift is owned by Facebook, I am concerned...you know Facebook has been in the news recently about just how much information they pick up based on your habit, posting activities and other things like that.”

Users vary in their comparative perception of privacy risk in VR. Overall, four users felt they were at more privacy risk on VR than on other platforms, four felt that VR exposed them to the same level of risk as any other platform, and two felt that less data was collected about them on VR than elsewhere. U6 explains that he feels VR is the same as anything else because, “I’ve reached a point where I guess it’s pessimism. Where I realize you know there’s all these data breaches and hacks, you know, all of our information is out there so that after I got over that concern you know I just learned not to stress too much about it...So, I kind of took a pessimistic view towards privacy that way and I realize hey, they already have this information.”

Users perceive the VR community as exclusive and, consequently, safe. Interestingly, four participants, unprompted, describe the community of other users on VR. They describe their community of peers as an exclusive one, which requires money and technical savvy to get in. For example, U4 says, there’s a “high entry barrier to even get started in VR. Usually it’s pretty high. You know people with disposable income and who are you know tech oriented. It’s not just you know [anyone] typing on a keyboard.”

Similarly, U2 describes the typical user he meets in VR as “somebody who has a lot of money and has a premium setup you know...I mean you are talking people with 4 plus sensors.” This sense of exclusivity makes these four users feel safe, especially from well-being concerns around harassment. For example, U4 continues her above comment to explain that she will be more concerned about virtual crimes and bullying once VR becomes more accessible to the “general public.” Similarly, U2 continues, “people in virtual reality are a lot more open, a lot nicer, they’re a lot more accepting. You know, online, some people can be really rude, some people can be helpful, some people can be just annoying. I found that in VR you kind of bring back that element where you feel like you are looking at somebody in the face...The way that the market is right now, there is a specific group of people that are using these devices. So, it makes for interesting conversation. Usually the people you would meet online are not on Reddit. But, if I play with you on big screen [e.g., VR] most likely you would be on Reddit because there’s a certain type of crowd that’s really into this, you know?”

Some users evangelize VR, even buying headsets for others. Three of the users with whom we spoke specifically mentioned evangelizing VR to others. U6 says, “Oh I’ve already recommended to every person that came over to my house I’ve already brought my rig up to my parents to let them just play with it...I would recommend it to anybody.” U2 even bought multiple headsets—and gave a headset to a friend—so that he could use VR with others and so that they could “experience the magic.” Part of his motivation for doing so is social, he says, “one thing I noticed about virtual reality that kind of sucks is it can be a very solo, anti-social experience if you think about it...what you end up having is one person with glasses saying oh wow wow and everybody else is sitting there scratching their head like okay, hopefully I can try that in a few minutes. [I] found that the most you can get from these things will be when you actually link up a couple units. The social experience makes the entire thing a completely different game changer. When you are doing it with a couple other people, the social aspect completely turns VR into a totally different animal.”

Two more users mention more tempered evangelizing, saying, “Like I think everyone should try it. I don’t think everyone should necessarily buy it” (U7) and raising concerns around making recommendations too broadly because VR is so expensive. Finally, two users mention explicitly not recommending VR to others. U1 explains, “I’m certainly not the evangelical type to say oh you have to like it...I let them know it’s out there and what’s available and what the future holds” but, he says, some people get sick or don’t have the right depth perception to make it right for them.

4.2 VR Privacy Policies
Overall, we find that 82% (74) of the Oculus experiences and 30% (15) of HTC Vive applications have a privacy policy posted on the page from which users can download the experience. Of these privacy policies, 19% (14 of 74) of the Oculus policies mentioned VR or VR-specific data collection; 33% (5 of 15) of the HTC Vive policies did the same.

Some policies that did mention VR or VR-specific data provided vague descriptions (4 of 14 Oculus, none of the HTC Vive applications), refering the reader to the Unity or Oculus privacy policies or state that they will “collect the data you share with us” with no further detail. Seven of the 14 Oculus policies and 3 of the 5 Vive policies stated that they would only collect personal information such as the user’s email address, billing code, phone number, and etc. Four of the Oculus policies explicitly mention inferring the user’s movements, for example the Virtual Desktop privacy policy states, “Information about your physical movements and dimensions when you use a virtual reality headset.” Sprint Vector’s policy spoke more broadly about biometrics and biofeedback, saying, “We may collect biometric and biofeedback information relating to your use of the Services, including information about your physical movements and dimensions when you use a virtual reality headset.”

Finally, one Oculus policy and two of the five Vive policies warn that the experience captures audio or IR camera data. For example, MetaTable Poker’s policy explains that once you join the application, your microphone will be activated and everything you do and say will be transmitted to every player in room (and will be stored by the application).

4.3 Code of Ethics Co-Design
Our code of ethics document received 1053 views from our posts to 11 online communities. Of these viewers, we anticipate that 245 were able to potentially make an edit. The
remaining viewers were on a mobile device, on which it is only possible to edit a Google doc if the app is installed and even then it takes multiple additional clicks to edit. Of these 245 people that we estimate could make an edit, 19 people made contributions—edits, comments, or additions of new sections—to the document. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the document about three-quarters of the way through contributions being added. Interestingly, contributions were made only asynchronously: no participants used the chat feature in GoogleDocs. This may be because they did not want to communicate synchronously or because the chat was difficult to locate.

An additional seven people were “sharers”—people in the communities who indicated that they did not edit themselves, but were passing along the document to specific people to ask them to edit (or promote). Thus, we observe a phenomena similar to that observed in other editing scenarios such as Wikipedia editing: a large proportion (approx. 90% in our study) of lurkers in comparison with a small proportion of active editors [35].

Interestingly, while we offered a $2 incentive to those who made a contribution to the document, only one of the 19 contributors requested their incentive. We hypothesize that this may be due to the type of people choosing to contribute (those concerned about ethics may be more altruistic) or out of concern about anonymity (this hypothesis is less supported, as 10 of the 19 contributors revealed their names).

The initial code of ethics that we proposed had seven principles (the first seven shown in Figure 4). The developers contributing as part of our co-design modified the title and body for all but one of our proposed principles (Diversity of Representation was untouched). The contributors also added three additional principles: Accessibility for All, User-Centric User Design and Experience, and Proactive Innovation; all of which were subsequently edited or commented on by contributors other than the ones who proposed them.

Below, we present a case study of the process through which one of these new principles—Accessibility for All—was developed. We conclude with a discussion of future use of our “Ethical Co-Design” method.

Figure 4: A screenshot of the code of ethics document about three-quarters of the way through the co-design process. Contributor names and researcher names have been blinded from the figure.

Case Study: Developing the “Accessibility for All” principle. One developer added the Accessibility for All section, after feeling that there was not enough emphasis on inclusivity in the existing code. She commented on the word inclusivity (originally in the Social Spaces principle), saying, “need to add [inclusivity] as a different heading and not un-

https://support.google.com/docs/answer/2494891?co=GENIE.Platform%3DDesktop&hl=en
Figure 6: A diagram of the editing process for the Accessibility for All principle in the code of ethics document.

The first contributor added a sentence weakening the proposed section, suggesting that inclusivity should not come before the vision of the product. The second contribution was a comment following up on this edit, agreeing, and, as we interpret it, suggesting that people with disabilities could be told what extra hardware they would need to get the same experience—seemingly a compromise between the original contribution and the edit. The third contribution was an edit, changing meaningfully to fully. This contribution also appears to have been executed in response to the conversation about the added line from contribution #1. This third contribution was explained by the contributor as follows: “I’d amend this to "meaningfully" instead of fully. Substitution of faculty is only a substitution and not a full restoration. "meaningful" interaction that facilitates their involvement and acknowledges their particular needs is more appropriate - even if [special] hardware to interface as required without specifically tailoring the experience around their needs. This would be a better approach (I believe) and therefore address the need for maintaining the vision of said project without negating [inclusion] at any point.” Finally, a fourth contribution was made, which synthesized the comments from the second and third contributions—the fourth contributor removed the red line added by contributor one and added a more moderate statement recommending modular design so that users with accessibility needs could add hardware (as suggested by contributor #2’s comment) to obtain a similarly meaningful experience.

Reflections and Recommendations for Future Work Using Ethical Co-Design. In sum, our work offers the first proof-of-concept for the method of ethical co-design, in which people (in this case developers) collaborate and reach agreement on an ethical topic (in this case, a code of ethics). We note findings of interest from our first implementation. Although a chat system was offered to participants, all collaborations took place primarily asynchronously. While discussions became heated at times—an interesting sign of engagement / care—contributors appeared to exhibit respect for each other and consistently worked to incorporate others’ comments or intentions into their future revisions, never entirely destroying or ignoring a previous edit. Although we offered compensation, only one participant requested their reimbursement, perhaps suggesting that more altruistic people are more likely to participate in such studies.

Finally, while ethics were, at times, controversial—as exemplified in the Accessibility for All case study—in all cases consensus was reached. Combined with recent work on algorithmic fairness showing that people may have a “common fairness mapping” [10], this suggests that people may have commonly shared ethical views. Ethical co-design may help “non-expert” or unheard stakeholders express these views, which may otherwise remain unconsidered in favor of the normative decisions of more powerful stakeholders.

However, ethical co-design is not without pitfalls. Participants may not always have a good code of ethics, even if they have a consistent one. For example, in this work we found that multiple participants reported a desire to exclude people different from them in order to maintain safety. If they used such views to inform a standard of ethics, the result may be harmful. Thus, researchers must take care before blindly applying such methods, and should consider vetting co-designed codes of ethics with panels of experts in a relevant domain.

5. DISCUSSION & FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Below, we highlight takeaways and areas of future work.

Collaboration with Developer Communities May Improve Application Privacy and Security. In our code of ethics co-design study we found engagement levels typical of Wikipedia editing communities and observed that VR developers were able to effectively work together to reach consensus on a code of ethics. Our interview results suggest that VR developers rely on each other, through the small and supportive community they describe, to figure out how best to build applications for end-users, including how to secure applications, respect user privacy, and ensure well-being. VR developers do not appear to seek out this guidance from the companies creating the platforms, as some developers express distrust of the headset producers, with one developer saying, for example, “Don’t do onto others what you wouldn’t want onto you...just because Facebook does something...doesn’t mean [I] have to do that.”

The success of our co-design study and developers’ sustained engagement with the document (100 views every three days, plus additional shares, since the study period ended) suggests that collaborative work with developers, such as future co-design work for additional standards and or training of security or privacy peer advocates (such as those in workplaces)—who could provide guidance to their peers on how to design affordances for privacy and well-being—may be an effective methods for improving applications for end-users.

While other prior work has similarly investigated how developers make ethical decisions in different domains [46, 45, 29], neither the work presented here nor this prior work has moved from inquiry to action: using collaboration and social influence with developers to drive privacy and security improvements. There is, however, support that such an approach may be useful, as social influence has been shown to be effective for promoting security behavior among
end-users [13]. Thus, future work may wish to investigate whether such strong communities exist for other types of development (e.g., IoT apps, certain types of mobile phone application development) and, if so, how to leverage collaborative interventions with these communities to solve developer-driven security and privacy issues raised by prior work [4, 52].

Users’ Threat Model Includes Exclusivity of Community. Our results underscore a strong role of community not only for developers but also for users. Four of the users we interviewed described the VR community as small, exclusive, and consequently: safe. They mentioned that they would start to have concerns about security, privacy, or harassment later on but they were not currently concerned because the community was “nice” and the “people aren’t like that.”

While the close-knit nature of the user community makes users feel safer, such exclusivity has a downside: lack of diversity (as observed at a small scale in the demographic bias of the pool of potential participants recruited for our interview study). Lack of diversity among technology “innovators” is a known problem and exacerbates the digital divide [53, 22]: if no “innovators” from particular social groups are present, concerns these groups have may not be identified or addressed, applications of the technology that are of interest to these groups may not be developed, and these groups do not have an influencer to expand adoption of the technology in their community.

Further, the attitude expressed by some of the VR users in our study—that they did not want the “general population” to begin using VR—suggests that expanding the groups using VR may be difficult not just due to problems of access, but also due to exclusionary attitudes and narrow perceptions of who the users of VR are or should be (e.g., one user explained “the way that the market is right now, there is a specific group of people that are using these devices...Usually the people you would meet online are not on Reddit. But, if I play with you on big screen [e.g., VR] most likely you would be on Reddit because there’s a certain type of crowd that’s really into this, you know?”). This desire for exclusivity among users contrasts with the emphasis that developers in our co-design study placed on Accessibility for All (accommodating those with disabilities) and Diversity of Representation (offering diverse avatars).

To increase the diversity of early adopters of VR, producers of VR headsets or technology activism organizations may wish to place VR booths or arcades in communities to enable access to those who cannot purchase a headset for their home or may consider providing headsets to Beta testers (e.g., “influencers”) who sign up within communities with no adopters [24]. Future work may wish to explore the efficacy of such approaches and investigate the risks and experiences of populations who were not well represented in this study.

Looking Forward: Harassment, Security, and Policy. Overall, we find developers to be more focused on and concerned about well-being, including both motion sickness and psychological well-being (e.g., ensuring that experiences are not too intense) than users, perhaps because developers are doing a good job at mitigating these issues. However, as new developers join it will be important to ensure that addressing these well-being related facets of VR risk remains a high priority, as emphasized by a recent news piece on one user’s traumatic seizure in VR [9].

We find that one well-being risk not mentioned by developers is harassment. Only users mention any harassment concerns, suggesting that such concerns may be an emerging issue especially with increasing adoption of VR and increasing release of social applications.

Additionally, very few developers, and relatively few users, expressed security concerns—many explaining that VR did not have a big enough user base and was not monetized enough to be concerned. Given this attitude, it is likely that many early VR applications will have a number of security vulnerabilities and that vulnerabilities may increase with accelerating adoption. Raising developer awareness about potential problems early, which may require additional VR-focused research similar Roesner et al.’s work on AR threats [42] and can perhaps be achieved through approaches like those discussed above, may help stop problems before VR becomes a more enticing target for attackers.

Both users and developers did raise privacy concerns. Developers primarily suggested mitigating concerns around data collection (the majority of privacy concerns expressed by both groups) through “notice and choice”: that is, the use of privacy policies. However, our findings show that VR privacy policies are currently lacking—either not posted or not mentioning VR data (e.g., what data they are collecting) and prior work shows that privacy policies are hard for users to read and largely ineffective [31, 12, 48]. Further, as one developer in our study noted, desktop VR does not currently use permissions, in part because of the difficulty of presenting a permission screen in the virtual environment. Future work may wish to expand beyond exploring VR authentication [55, 18, 66] to also consider permissions and data transparency solutions.

Finally, the application developers with whom we spoke felt that they needed to lead and take responsibility for addressing risks to end-users. This emphasis seemed largely to be due to concern with the reputation of the developers of the headsets, which was expressed by both users and developers. While it is important for application developers to be part of the ecosystem designed to keep users safe, future work may wish to explore policy and system-level guidelines, especially for privacy policies (GDPR legislation which explicitly requires companies to discuss the type of data they are collecting, its’ uses and a justification for that use, and a way to opt out of many of the data collection types may be a step in the right direction) and medical and educational applications that touch on HIPPA- or FERPA-regulated data, such that the burden of protecting users does not fall only on application developers.

In sum, our initial results are encouraging: developers express significant concern about end-user risks and exhibited an interest in engaging in developing solutions in our co-design study. But, our results also underscore that issues around harassment and security may be coming, especially as many developers exhibit a disconnect between identifying general concerns for users and concerns with their own products and many users feel that they do not yet need to worry.
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APPENDIX

A. ADVERTISING

A.1 Groups in Which We Advertised
We advertised in the following groups to recruit our interview participants.

- Reddit
     [www.reddit.com/r/gearvr](http://www.reddit.com/r/gearvr)
     [www.reddit.com/r/googlecardboard](http://www.reddit.com/r/googlecardboard)
  3. R/oculus: Forum for users of Oculus to discuss VR.
     [https://www.reddit.com/r/oculus](https://www.reddit.com/r/oculus)
  4. R/RiftForSale: Forum for people to buy or sell VR tech.
     [www.reddit.com/r/RiftForSale](http://www.reddit.com/r/RiftForSale)
  5. R/steamVR: Forum for VR users to discuss STEAM VR games.
     [www.reddit.com/r/steamvr](http://www.reddit.com/r/steamvr)

- Facebook
  6. Virtual reality group: Facebook group for users and developers of VR to discuss VR.
     [www.facebook.com/groups/virtualrealty](http://www.facebook.com/groups/virtualrealty)
  7. Oculus Rift group: For Oculus and VR users and developers to discuss VR platforms that focus on the Oculus Rift.
     [www.facebook.com/groups/OculusRift](http://www.facebook.com/groups/OculusRift)
  8. Women in VR/AR group: For women developing in VR and AR to discuss opportunities and etc.
     [www.facebook.com/groups/womeninvr](http://www.facebook.com/groups/womeninvr)
  9. Oculus Rift Users Au group: Users of VR to discuss topics about VR that pertain to the Oculus Rift.
     [www.facebook.com/groups/277312492704516](http://www.facebook.com/groups/277312492704516)
      [www.facebook.com/groups/1568155100117690](http://www.facebook.com/groups/1568155100117690)
      [www.facebook.com/groups/cardboarddev](http://www.facebook.com/groups/cardboarddev)
      [www.facebook.com/groups/gearvr/about](http://www.facebook.com/groups/gearvr/about)
      [www.facebook.com/groups/daydreamvirtualreality](http://www.facebook.com/groups/daydreamvirtualreality)
  14. AR & VR Developers: Everything developers need to know about: augmented and Virtual reality (VR), Mixed reality, VR/AR apps & games development, and Hardware.
      [www.facebook.com/groups/ARVRMR/about](http://www.facebook.com/groups/ARVRMR/about)
  15. Two institution-related groups omitted for blind ing.

- Forums
     [forums.oculusvr.com/community/categories/general](http://forums.oculusvr.com/community/categories/general)

We advertised our co-design study to groups that were explicitly developer focused or from which we recruited the most developers, groups 1-5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15.

A.2 Advertising Text

A.2.1 Interview Study
The following advertising text was posted in the 17 online communities to recruit participants to complete our screening questionnaire for the interview study.

Join an Exciting Study on Virtual Reality
Are you 18 or over the age of 18? Do you use VR systems or applications?

If you answered YES to these questions, you may be eligible to participate in a virtual reality research study.

We want to talk to you about your experience using a VR system. We want your input for a 20 minute interview! Interviews will be conducted over the phone or through Skype. Participants will be compensated with a $15 Amazon gift card.

A.2.2 Code of Ethics Co-Design Study
The following advertising text was posted in nine VR developer online communities to recruit developers to contribute to the design of a VR developer code of ethics.

tl;dr edit this document: [url] to help create a collaborative VR developer code of ethics. Email [address] to get a $2 amazon gift card for helping out!

Long explanation: You might remember us from a post a little while back. We are a team of researchers studying development, security, and privacy in VR. As part of this project we interviewed developers from the VR community (thank you for participating!) about their experiences developing, what they see as the safety, security, and privacy concerns in VR, and etc. We also interviewed VR users about their use of VR and their concerns.

One of the key points raised by developers was that there is no standardized “code of ethics” or “instruction sheet” for what to do with user data, how to notify users of data use, and how to practice ethical VR development.

We would like to invite you to come together as a community (the strength and openness of the VR development community was also a common theme mentioned in the research), with our support, to develop a set of standards for ethical development in VR.

Every contributor to the code of ethics will receive a $2 amazon gift card as a “thank you” from our team. We will host the code of ethics on a public website once it is finished and credit you (if desired) for your hard work, as well as publish the code in the research paper we are preparing.

B. INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
The following protocols were used during the 20 minute semi-structured interview conducted via phone, Skype, or Google hangouts.

B.1 Developers
Introduction

Hello. My name is [INSERT NAME] and this is [INTRODUCE OTHER PERSON]. Today we will be conducting a study on virtual reality.

Today we are going to chat about your experiences with virtual reality. I expect that our conversation will take approximately 30 minutes.

Motivations
I’d like to start our conversation with a discussion of what made you want to develop applications or systems for virtual reality.

1. How did you get into developing for VR?
2. Why did you choose VR?

Skill Acquisition
Next I would like to talk about how you learned the skills for your VR development.

1. How did you learn to develop on VR?
2. What resources or tools did you use to learn VR development?
3. Which ones?
4. Did you talk to anyone to learn to work with VR?
5. What do you feel is different about developing for VR?
6. Do you have any different concerns when you are developing?

Concerns

1. What are you currently developing or what have you developed for VR?
2. Why did you decide to develop this product?
3. What does your product do?
4. Do you foresee any barriers [if product already released: are there any barriers you feel are currently] preventing your product from reaching the market saturation you want to achieve?
5. How do you plan to address these barriers?
6. Do you foresee any privacy and security concerns with your product or VR in general?
7. For each concern: why?

Data Collection

1. What user data does your product collect?
2. For each data type: What are you planning to do with this data?
3. If no collection reported: What type of data could you collect? What might it be used for?
4. Do you think that users will be [would be] concerned about this data being collected?
5. Why/why not?

Recommendations
1. (if sensible based on prior answers) How would you educate other developers on privacy and security risks for VR?
2. What do you wish you had known?
3. What materials would you like to have had access to?
4. In general, what advice would you give to someone wanting to develop with VR?
5. What information or resources would you point to for someone wanting to learn about developing VR?

B.2 Users
Introduction
Hello. My name is [INSERT NAME] and this is [INTRODUCE OTHER PERSON]. Today we will be conducting a study on virtual reality.

Today we are going to chat about your experiences with virtual reality. I expect that our conversation will take approximately 20 minutes.

Motivations
I would like to begin with a few questions about your current use of VR.

1. How long have you been using VR?
2. How did you learn about VR?
3. What made you decide to buy/use a VR headset?
4. Ask why for each thing they mention?
5. Why did you choose your particular VR software over others?
6. Where did you go to find out information about the systems?
7. What do you usually do with VR?
8. What do you see as the benefits of virtual reality?
9. What were your goals when you started using these systems?

Concerns
1. When you were making your purchase, did you have any concerns?
2. Why/why not?
3. What about with your specific headset?
4. Did you worry about privacy at all when you were deciding whether to purchase the system?
5. Could you tell me a bit more about your concerns with <each item>
6. Do you still have these concerns?
7. Do you do anything to try to prevent this?
8. How about security, any concerns there?
9. Could you tell me a bit more about your concerns with <each item>
10. Do you still have these concerns?
11. Do you do anything to try to prevent this?

Data Collection
1. Do you think your virtual reality system collect information about you?
2. What do you think it collects?
3. How do you think this information is used?
4. Are you concerned by this?
5. Would you say you feel differently about this than about data that gets collected by your other devices? Why?

Recommendations
1. How likely is it that you could recommend VR to a friend or colleague?
2. What concerns would you share or discuss?
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ABSTRACT
Despite increased awareness of cybersecurity incidents and consequences, organisations still struggle to convince employees to comply with information security policies and engage in effective cyber prevention. Here we introduce and evaluate The Cybersurvival Task, a ranking task that highlights cybersecurity misconceptions amongst employees and that serves as a reflective exercise for security experts. We describe an initial deployment and refinement of the task in one organisation and a second deployment and evaluation in another. We show how the Cybersurvival Task could be used to detect ‘shadow security’ cultures within an organisation and illustrate how a group discussion about the importance of different cyber behaviours led to the weakening of staff’s cybersecurity positions (i.e. more disagreement with experts). We also discuss its use as a tool to inform organisational policy-making and the design of campaigns and training events, ensuring that they are better tailored to specific staff groups and designed to target problematic behaviours.

1. INTRODUCTION
The number and scale of cyber-attacks targeted at organisations over the past few years is unprecedented. These include hackers compromising 55 million voter records in the Philippines, hospitals worldwide hit by ransomware attacks, 33 million Twitter user names and passwords being compromised, and 11.5 million documents relating to offshore accounts of international politicians, business leaders and celebrities being leaked from a law firm [51].

Many major breaches still go unreported, with only a quarter of businesses in the UK reporting their major breaches last year [33]. Business email compromise, ransomware, and phishing are cited across industries as the top vector of compromise. In many of these cases, the attack vector involves the employee. Organisations and their employees understand that they have a responsibility to change employee behaviour as an important tool in their defence strategy, yet there is very little consensus about exactly what protective behaviours are to be advocated and prioritised. Security practitioners, policy-makers, managers, and employees tend to advocate different approaches and the end result is that users receive conflicting advice, become sceptical about the information they are given, and are consequently less proactive in cyber defence than they might otherwise be [9, 35].

Organisations typically have one or more policies addressing appropriate cybersecurity behaviour, referred to as security policies from here on. There is now significant literature that describes those factors that influence employees’ intentions to comply with security policies [21, 31, 37, 46] and further literature documenting poor outcomes from cybersecurity awareness campaigns and organisational training initiatives [5, 41, 49, 55]. Sometimes the reason for these failures is straightforward. For example, security policies are often inaccessible or buried deep within an organisation’s website, tend to be over-complex, incomprehensible and/or poorly tailored to staff needs and workload [39]. They are generally poor calls to action, not least because of the aforementioned confusion about the protective actions they promote. This is a particular problem when we consider the psychology of threat, where we know that highlighting the threat to a user, without also offering them a simple, consistent response to that threat, produces ‘defensive’ reactions that can include simply ignoring the problem and continuing to engage in old behaviours [29].

One example is the conflicting advice surrounding the password, where standard advice was once to create strong, unique passwords for every user account involving combinations of letters, numbers and ‘special’ characters. Recently, this advice has been supplanted (e.g. by NIST and GCHQ) with a ‘three random words’ instruction for password creation [25]. This would seem to constitute an advance, but can lead to greater confusion on the part of the end user as many current accounts still enforce ‘strong’ passwords requiring multiple character types, effectively rendering GCHQ and NIST advice useless in that particular context.

In this paper, we focus on the consensus problem in cyber protection and describe a tool (The Cybersurvival Task) that highlights the many different behaviours encompassed by a cybersecurity policy and the mental models held by members of an organisation. The task requires users to rank protective behaviours in terms of their effectiveness as a cybersecurity defence. Unlike other self-report measurement tools (e.g. [19]), these rankings provide a means for staff to disclose their assumptions in a structured way, so that organisations can understand where employee confusion and associated defensive responding might be taking place. Most importantly, the process allows for organisational security experts to reflect upon their policy and training priorities, based on direct feedback from their own
employees. The ultimate aim is that the Cybersurvival Task could inform the development of organisational policy-making and the design of campaigns and training events, ensuring that they are better tailored to specific staff groups and/or misconceptions. Here, we describe the development of the task and describe a process whereby we piloted the task in one institution, made some refinements, and then conducted an evaluation of the final task in a second institution. We show how the task highlighted misconceptions and revealed behavioural discrepancies between experts and employees, and between different employee groups, and discuss how organisations can benefit from the Cybersurvival Task.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 The Human Factor in Cyber Protection

Organisations face a growing range of security threats, including denial of service (DoS) and ransomware attacks that aim to take down a business or service, as well as social engineering attacks that are designed to obtain and exploit private information. While it may be possible to stay safe from such attacks by improving and maintaining the organisation’s technical defences – e.g. firewalls and anti-virus software – employees have often been labelled as the ‘weak link’ in the security ecosystem (e.g. [53]). In recent years, this weak link argument has been replaced by an understanding that humans, far from being ‘the enemy’ [2] are an integral part of the whole system and that a proper understanding of human behaviour and of employee motivation should inform the cybersecurity design process [45].

Much of the work in this space has focused upon the fact that cybersecurity does not comprise the primary task for most employees. Unsurprisingly, people attend to their primary work tasks and tend to overlook security actions. Beaumont, Sasse, & Wonham [8] have suggested that employees have a relatively small ‘compliance budget’ that they can allocate to security procedures and that this can shrink when job demands are particularly high or the protective behaviours demanded of users are too onerous. There are unrealistic expectations that users will create a strong password for every unique account they have [56], that they will be vigilant in checking for phishing emails they receive [54] or that they will simply not click on any links or open any email attachment in the workplace [27]. The reality is that the vast majority of people reuse simple passwords [1, 26] and that almost half of all users are likely to fall for phishing emails, with some 17% on average entering credentials on phishing websites [12].

2.2 The Non-Compliance Problem

There is often a disconnect between how organisations would like their employees to behave and how the employees actually behave and this is an important consideration for computer security (e.g. [8, 30]). Much of the existing organisational research tends to focus upon this as a ‘policy compliance problem’ rather than see it more holistically as an issue around the ways that employees come to understand both the cybersecurity threat and the kinds of protective security behaviours they can use to ameliorate that threat. This is important, because employees do not typically gain their understanding directly from security policies, but rather from their work peers and from the media, building up a set of shadow security beliefs and behaviours [34] that deviate from company policy. In other words, employees reach a compromise between security and productivity that allows them to achieve their work goals by utilising non-compliant but sufficient security behaviours.

Regardless, many organisational policies and procedures are simply not fit for purpose. There are issues with policies that are too dense and contain tracts of information that are irrelevant for many users. There are also issues with policies that are too vague and provide very little in the way of useful information [3]. Unsurprisingly there are also many organisations that have no security policies in place and many users who are simply unaware of their own organisation’s stance on cybersecurity behaviour. In short, it is not easy for organisations to develop usable cybersecurity policies to keep employees safe.

2.3 Choosing the ‘Right’ Behaviour

We noted that users often struggle to protect themselves and their organisation online, and part of the problem is that they are given inconsistent advice about what actions to take. As cyber security experts differ in their opinion of the skills and behaviours that are important [13], so too do the security policies they create. This means security policies vary between organisations and include many different behaviours associated with accessing, categorising, storing, and transferring data – but may also cover general computer user policies including internet and email behaviours and use of external devices (USBs, personal devices). With this in mind, researchers at Google distributed a survey to both security experts (those having at least 5 years of experience working or studying in computer security) and security non-experts (Mechanical Turk workers) and found a discrepancy between online security behaviours reported as essential between the expert and non-expert group [32]. Most importantly, the researchers compiled a list of advice considered ‘good’ by experts consisting of 20 items. While this list constitutes a step in the right direction for identifying security behaviours that are important for staying safe online – for both policy creation and advice-generation – this advice is based on both academic and industry experts which may have contrasting views on a number of topics [32]. Additionally, this list is based on ‘good’ advice, defined as advice that is both effective and realistic, which potentially means that security behaviours that are very important for the organisation may have been pushed down the list. Finally, the list was compiled for the average internet user, meaning that some behaviours may not apply to everyone and this is already a problem faced by users who are overloaded with occasionally irrelevant advice [30]. In a corporate environment where job roles are clearly defined and responsibilities differ across individuals, such a generic list will likely offer excessive or irrelevant advice to individuals.

2.4 Measuring Security Behaviours and Beliefs

We have highlighted the problems that organisations face when writing security policies, so it is no surprise that enforcing the policy becomes even more challenging. But how can organisations understand what their employees are doing in the security spectrum?

Direct measurement of actual security behaviour in a live environment has proved elusive for cybersecurity researchers and many have adopted self-report scales as workable alternatives. These, of course, measure intentions to behave in a certain way and assume there are no barriers to converting these intentions into actual behaviour. A range of psychometric scales have been developed and these typically include different behavioural items where participants are asked to rate the likelihood of complying or agreement with the behavioural statements. For example, Egelman
& Peer [19] start off with 30 items which they reduce to 16 security behaviours covering 3 security topics, whereas Parsons et al. [48] list 63 different behaviours covering 7 topics. However, Wash et al. [61] found that people are poor at self-reporting security behaviours, as they may not understand what the behaviours are and may underreport less salient behaviours. This has important implications for the validity of such scales.

With this in mind, a different approach to measuring and observing behaviour may be necessary and in this paper we consider the advantages of ranking behaviours instead of rating them. The inspiration from this work comes from two seminal examples of ranking tasks used both to facilitate group discussions and to study group dynamics in occupational settings: The Desert Survival Situation [38] and the Moon Landing Task [16]. While these tasks do not measure organisationally-relevant behaviours and beliefs, they are worth considering here as they have been used for over four decades to understand the kinds of decision-processes individuals and groups make within the work context and to determine which factors are most likely to shape attitudes within the workplace.

2.5 Ranking Tasks as a Measure of Work-Related Behaviour

The Desert Survival Task [38] places participants in a simulated scenario where they are stranded in the desert after a plane crash and must rank 15 items in order of importance for survival. Participants’ answers are then compared to the ‘correct’ answers – i.e. the rankings offered by experts – in order to indicate the accuracy of the individual and group rankings. The task has been a popular tool for understanding the behaviour of leaders in groups (e.g. [23, 42, 52]), evaluating group facilitation techniques (e.g. [58]) and exploring both individual and group decision making and problem-solving processes (e.g. [15, 24, 44]). The Desert Survival Task has also been used in disciplines other than management as a tool for understanding gender differences in schools [6], understanding what features of embodied conversation agents are most important for communicating feedback [40] and for understanding reactions to different computer personalities [20] amongst many others.

Similarly, the Moon Landing Task [16] requires participants to rank 15 items in order of importance for surviving a trip to a rescue vessel off the moon’s surface. Individual and group rankings are then compared with an expert list compiled by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The Moon Landing Task has been used largely as a problem-solving task in studies, e.g. for understanding role of stereotypical context on the judgement of groups [4], cognitive busyness [17, 28], and teasing [10]. The task has also been used to understand group interactions amongst children [16] and as a tool for facilitating intelligence expectancy judgements on peers [43].

3. THE CYBERSURVIVAL TASK

The Cybersurvival Task asks participants (employees in an organisation) to rank the security behaviours that would best help protect their own organisation. This process is different from other security questionnaires that operate on a self-report basis, where users are asked to disclose whether or not they perform certain behaviours [19, 48]. By asking users to rank behaviours, we ensure that participants prioritise certain behaviours over others. By asking users to justify these rankings, we ensure that they articulate their beliefs about the benefits and drawbacks of these behaviours.

The task involves a process similar to the Moon Landing and Desert Survival tasks – in which participants engage in both individual and group ranking decisions and compare them against previously-obtained expert rankings. The major difference in this implementation is that the task items are highly salient to the cybersecurity context. In other words, the Moon Landing and Desert Survival tasks allowed exploration of a problem that was not directly relevant to the organisation in order to understand group dynamics in a ‘neutral’ problem space. In contrast, the Cybersurvival Task is highly relevant and allows not only the exploration of group dynamics, but the elicitation of specific mental models (at group and individual level) that are cybersecurity relevant. Critically, the Cybersurvival Task also incorporates a final reflection stage (see Table 1) not present in similar ranking tasks, where experts (those responsible for setting the security agenda in an organisation) can be presented with data capturing employee rankings, assumptions and beliefs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Approx. Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generate appropriate list of behaviours with the organisation’s security experts tailored to workplace</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshops with employees</td>
<td>60 minutes (each)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection with experts</td>
<td>45 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The task itself is simple; each participant is initially presented with a sheet (the Cybersurvival Sheet) consisting of n relevant security behaviours (agreed in advance with the organisation’s security experts), listed in a random order, and is required to rank those behaviours in order of importance for staying safe online. The task is conducted individually, then conducted as a group, where participants are encouraged to discuss and agree on the importance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Approx. Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction by Facilitator</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual ranking of Cybersurvival Sheet</td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reveal of top 3 and bottom 3 behaviours from individual rankings, plus suggestions for new behaviours</td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group ranking of Cybersurvival Sheet – assisted by facilitator</td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group ranking of Cybersurvival Sheet – independent</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reveal of expert rankings &amp; scoring</td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debrief</td>
<td>3 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the different behaviours. The discussion through which participants come to a group consensus is as important as the rankings themselves, which are then compared with those derived from security experts in their organisation. Each participant is given a set of laminated note cards with the printed behaviours that they can use to facilitate both the individual and group ranking process (e.g. by arranging the notes before committing pen to Sheet (see Figure 1).

The security experts’ rankings are obtained via a similar process where each expert is asked to rank an initial list of behaviours (see 3.1 below) individually, followed by a group discussion where all experts have to agree on an order that suits their organisation. Experts are allowed to add, rename, and remove any behaviours at any time during the process. The initial expert ranking exercise lasts approximately 30 minutes, while the final reflection stage lasts approximately 45 minutes.

This final reflection stage highlights a striking difference between the Cybersurvival Task and the Dessert Survival or Moon Landing tasks. While the latter two tasks operate under an absolute and ‘best set’ of rankings, the Cybersurvival Task challenges the quality of the expert rankings in the final stage where they are encouraged to reflect on (and re-assess) their priorities and training programmes. The reflection stage consists of the researchers presenting the findings to the experts and allowing them to seek clarification on any of the findings (or specifics on behaviour choices). See Section 3.3 for more information on this stage.

We acknowledge that experts can be wrong (as we will show later), and by no means do we believe that the expert rankings from each institution necessarily represent ‘best practice’, but we do see the value in comparing employee rankings to their institutional experts as they have been tasked with setting and enforcing the security culture within their organisation.

Below we describe the multi-phase process undertaken to refine and evaluate the Cybersurvival Task, comprising a first deployment, task refinement and second deployment and evaluation in an institution of similar character and size.

3.1 Phase I Deployment

The first Cybersurvival Task deployment was in a large academic institution (approximately 3,000 members of staff). The goal was to understand the ‘face validity’ of the task from the point of view of experts and employees and to see whether any improvement should be made to its structure, activities, and delivery. We were also interested in whether the organisational experts and employees believed there was any value in engaging with the Task.

We first needed to develop a list of protective behaviours that were deemed relevant to the organisation, and so we conducted an initial workshop with two security experts from the organisation (the Head of IT Security and the Head of IT Services). We began with an initial list comprising the 20 behaviours from Ion et al.’s [32] study described above (see Appendix A). The two experts were asked to work individually and to rank the list of behaviours in order of their importance for protecting their organisation, and they were also given the chance to add and remove behaviours. Both experts were then asked to work together to rank the complete set of behaviours, including any new ones they had added. Their final ranked list, the ‘expert agreed list’, presented in randomised order, formed the Cybersurvival Sheet for employees (see Appendix B). We then used this sheet to run the Cybersurvival Task in four workshops (see Table 2 for activities) with staff in the same organisation, followed by one final workshop with the same experts who generated the initial list. Both this and the subsequent deployment received ethical approval from our university.

Twenty employees were recruited using strategically-located flyers and email distribution lists. There were 13 support staff with roles ranging from procurement to personal assistants and 7 academic staff responsible for either research or student learning. The 20 participants were split into four workshops of five participants each. One workshop consisted of solely support staff and one of solely academic staff, with the remaining two mixed. The activities and procedures in all four sessions were identical (see Table 2). Each workshop involved the participants ranking the behaviours on their own, discussing any additional behaviours with the group, and then ranking the behaviours again as a group, with a final ranking order agreed by all members of the group (see Figure 1).
Participants were then shown the agreed ‘expert rankings’ and were given the opportunity to discuss any differences between their rankings and those of the security experts. The sessions lasted approximately one hour. Thus, we collected the ranked list of behaviours for every participant (n=20) and the ranked list of each group (n=5) as well as the qualitative discussions during the group ranking activity (n=5).

Finally, the organisation’s security experts were briefed on the findings and allowed to reflect on these (see Section 3.3).

3.1.1 Lessons Learned
The Phase I deployment of the Cybersurvival Task provided us with very valuable feedback and led us to improve upon the procedures and materials for Phase II. Below we cover the most important lessons that we learned from Phase I.

Experts expressed major interest in the reflection stage and viewed this as the most valuable aspect of the Task. However, its importance was not evident at the beginning of the task, thus leading to lower engagement with the initial ranking task. Therefore, in Phase II we were clearer with experts upfront about the entire process and highlighted the benefits of tailoring the initial set of behaviours to their own organisation.

In Phase I we focussed on the ranking of the top 5 behaviours, which meant that subsequent discussion between the group members centred around those 5behaviours with less discussion around the lowest-ranked items. In Phase II we decided to facilitate the ranking of the top and bottom 3behaviours, thus resulting in a more balanced discussion of ‘good’ and ‘bad’behaviours.

We also improved the presentation of the Cybersurvival Sheet based on feedback from participants. The most important change was numbering the behaviours on the sheet to facilitate discussion amongst participant (e.g. “cookies, number 7, should go below two factor authentication, number 17”). Feedback from participants also highlighted their appreciation for the laminated cards, so we continued using these facilitators during Phase II.

Finally, we observed from the initial set of 4 workshops that the most insightful data was generated by the group ranking activity, where participants were forced to directly compare the pros and cons of behaviours which led to uncovering flawed mental models and/or shadow security measures, as well as exposing issues with the security policy. Thus, we altered the timings during Phase II to allow staff more time in the group ranking activity and less time in the expert reveal, where participants predominantly dismissed the expert rankings.

3.2 Phase II Deployment
The second phase involved a deployment of the revised Cybersurvival Task in a larger but structurally similar university (approximately 5,300 members of staff). This meant that the lessons learned from Phase I were appropriate to the new context and that the kinds of attacks and protective behaviours described were appropriate, recognising that universities are prime targets for attackers due to publicly-available information [50].

The list of behaviours for Phase II was again developed through an initial workshop with security experts from that organisation – the Chief Information Security Officer and a Faculty deputy (see Table 3 for ranked list). The format of the workshop was similar to that used in Phase I, with a greater emphasis on the potential benefits of the task during the initial briefing. The initial list of behaviours comprised the list from Phase I, plus additional behaviours that were recommended in the new organisation’s security policy. This resulted in the experts spending more time adding, removing, and rewording behaviours on the list in order to tailor it to their specific organisation.

Again, the participants were 20 non-expert employees who were split into 4 groups of 5 participants each. In Phase II, we kept support and academic staff separate – with two groups of each. Note that while we chose to separate academic and support staff due to differences observed during Phase I, it is possible for organisations to separate staff as they see appropriate (e.g. by job role or subjective experience). In fact, the Cybersurvival Task can serve as an exercise for identifying potential subgroups of employees who may share similar misconceptions.

Table 3: Final ranking of behaviours by the security experts for Phase II. Keys correspond to Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Behaviour</th>
<th>Key</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ask for advice</td>
<td>ASK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Save files to the network</td>
<td>SAV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Use different passwords for accounts outside the organisation</td>
<td>DIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Keep passwords safe if written down</td>
<td>WRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Report any data loss incidents</td>
<td>REP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Turn on automatic software updates</td>
<td>AUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Do not disclose your personal password, even to the IT department</td>
<td>DIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Use anti-malware software and keep it up to date</td>
<td>ANT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Use strong passwords</td>
<td>STR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Educate yourself on how to avoid fraud</td>
<td>EDU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Use additional authentication options (e.g. two-factor authentication)</td>
<td>ADD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Restrict physical access to computers and removable media</td>
<td>PHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Check if website you’re visiting uses HTTPS</td>
<td>HTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Look at the URL bar to verify you are visiting intended website</td>
<td>URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Don’t open attachments from unknown senders</td>
<td>UNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Don’t open unnecessary attachments</td>
<td>UNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Don’t click on links from unknown senders</td>
<td>LIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Don’t enter password when you click on a link in an email that takes you to a website that asks for the password</td>
<td>PAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Clear browser cookies</td>
<td>COO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Participants were recruited via snowball emails across all Faculties of the university with the exception of Computing Science (who were excluded on the basis that they may have had particular cybersecurity expertise). Academic participants included PhD students, researchers and lecturers, while support participants included receptionists and staff in finance and human resources departments. All these ‘non-expert’ participants were compensated with a £10 voucher.

Once all data was analysed, experts were briefed on the findings during the Reflection Stage (see below).

### 3.3 Reflection

The purpose of the reflection stage was to brief the organisational security experts on the findings from the workshops and collect their thoughts on the process and understand their reaction to the findings. In total, the session lasted 45 minutes.

Half of the session consisted of an oral presentation describing the methodology of the Task, a reminder of their rankings, and an overview of the main findings including the graphs in Figure 3.

A brief physical report was generated for the experts that summarised the purpose of the Task, the methodology used to collect the data, and the most salient findings (see Figure 2 for example). The main section contained a table that included each behaviour (ordered according to the expert ranking), the individual range for the employee scores, the individual mean rank for the scores, the group mean rank, and the expert rank (for easy comparison). The key reasons for the overall scores were also included. The behaviours were highlighted where the individual and group scores were markedly different – in green if the change resulted in a higher score, or red if it resulted in a lower score. In this specific case, different tables were created for academic and support staff to highlight the differences between the groups. Finally, a section with the main takeaways (summarising the most controversial opinions or differences) closed the report.

Following the presentation, experts were engaged in a brief semi-structured interview where they were asked to comment on the Cybersurvival Task and reflect on the findings. Experts were also encouraged to seek clarifications on conflicting behaviours and were asked about future actions based on the presented data.

### 4. RESULTS

Below we present both quantitative and qualitative results from Phase II, including insights from both employees and experts. The quantitative data was analysed by averaging the scores across groups for each behaviour (e.g. Ask for Advice). All tests carried out were two-tailed. The qualitative data was obtained from the employee discussions during the group ranking activities and was analysed using thematic analysis.

#### 4.1 Comparison of Rankings Between Experts and Staff

The rankings of experts were plotted against those given by staff (academic and support). These are presented in Figure 3. The identity line (dotted) shows perfect calibration between experts and staff. However, the further away the behaviours are from the identity line, the bigger the discrepancy between staff and experts’ security priorities. Behaviours above the identity line represent those that are most important to staff, while those below the line represent behaviours that are most important to experts. Figure 3 also shows the difference between those rankings made as individuals and those made following group discussion with arrows indicating the shift between mean individual and group scores. One important thing to note here is that group discussion seldom moves individuals and those made following group discussion with arrows indicating the shift between mean individual and group scores. One important thing to note here is that group discussion seldom moves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behaviour</th>
<th>Individual Mean Rank</th>
<th>Individual Mean Rank</th>
<th>Group Mean Rank</th>
<th>Expert Rank</th>
<th>Key Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ask for advice</td>
<td>7-19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not practical to do due to time required for response. Use own experience instead to make the correct judgement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Save files to network</td>
<td>2-16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>More likely to ask a colleague for advice than ask if.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use different passwords for access outside organisation</td>
<td>2-18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Acknowledged as an important behaviour, but practically not feasible as cannot be expected to remember 20 unique passwords.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep passwords safe if written down</td>
<td>3-19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tensions between ‘never’ and ‘limited access’ points of view, but generally seen as a poor security behaviour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report any data loss incidents</td>
<td>5-15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Important as if data has been lost then it is an indication that there is something wrong (and it may happen again).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn off automatic software updates</td>
<td>4-19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Seen as necessary for functional improvements but: not security patches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not disclose personal password even to IT</td>
<td>1-17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Very important, as disclosing password means any effort put into the creation of the password is rendered useless.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use anti-virus software and keep it up to date</td>
<td>8-19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Seen as IT responsibility (installation and maintenance). Although they do not need to actively manage it, AV is seen as a very important safeguard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use strong passwords</td>
<td>1-16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Worthless if given away or stolen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educate yourself on how to avoid fraud</td>
<td>8-18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Seen as losing battle against fraudsters as they are always ahead of the curve, so time intensive to stay up-to-date.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Screenshot of the report produced for experts.

The sessions consisted of a quick introduction by the facilitator, an individual ranking task followed by a ‘reveal’ of each participant’s top and bottom three behaviours (see Table 2 for activities and timings). Staff were given a chance to suggest new behaviours to add to the list. These were written on the board by the facilitator (see Figure 1). Participants were then asked to rank all the behaviours as a group with everyone having to agree on the final list at the end of the process. The group discussion was facilitated by a researcher for the top 3 and bottom 3 behaviours, and once those were agreed participants were allowed to continue with the group ranking activity unassisted. Once all participants were in agreement, the expert agreed list was shown to the group and they were allowed to discuss discrepancies both with the group and with the facilitator. Finally, participants were debriefed and allowed to go.

We collected the ranked list of behaviours for every participant (n=20) and the ranked list of each group (n=5) as well as the qualitative discussions during the group ranking activity (n=5).
4.2 Discrepancies in Rankings

At first glance, our graph shows poor calibration between experts and staff, with experts wanting staff to prioritise asking for advice and with staff (both academic and support) opting for the creation of strong passwords as their number one priority (again, an interesting issue in the light of recently shifting password advice).

Strong passwords have been the subject of many campaigns and are one of the few ‘engineered’ behaviours that staff are likely to encounter (as password systems often force the inclusion of upper and lower case, numerical and special characters as a means of creating stronger passwords). There is a certain irony here, given the new advice of three random words issued by GCHQ. Interestingly, support staff were more aware than academic staff of the need to use different (unique) passwords for each account, something that could possibly be tied to their use of systems that could hold sensitive data (e.g. finance, student performance, student identity, etc.).

A set of behaviours around not opening attachments or links from unknown senders were also seen as very important by academic and support staff but not so much by experts (who tended to place more trust in automated detection of malware). Similarly, checking URLs and checking HTTPS (to a lesser extent) were seen as important behaviours by the academic staff while they were rated low by the experts, although these behaviours were ranked as being less important after the group discussion and more in line with the expert scores.

Experts prioritised asking for advice as the single most important behaviour, but this was very poorly ranked by staff who generally believed that asking for advice was unnecessary and they could not envisage a scenario when that would happen (see below). Reporting data loss and turning on automatic updates were also seen as less important by academic staff when compared with the expert agreed rankings.

4.3 Individual vs. Group Rankings

In order to understand the differences in individual and group rankings, we calculated the absolute difference between the staff scores and the expert agreed scores (i.e. expert ranking minus staff ranking) for each of the subgroups: academic staff’s individual rankings, academic staff’s group rankings, support staff’s individual rankings, and support staff’s group rankings. The lower the added score, the closer the rankings were to the expert ones (0 = perfect, 361 = complete opposite). We then ran a Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test between the individual scores and the group scores to measure any significant changes to ranking scores that emerged as a function of group discussion (in relation to the expert ones).

Table 4: Mean scores in the Cybersurvival Task (0 = perfect score; 361 = worst score).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Individual Score</th>
<th>Group Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic Staff</td>
<td>131.13</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Staff</td>
<td>117.11</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We found no significant difference in individual and group rankings for academics, Z=-.140, p=.889. We did, however, find a significant difference in individual and group rankings for support staff where individual scores were higher (i.e. more secure) than group scores, Z=-2.668, p=.008.

These results are worrying as they show that a group discussion about the importance of different cyber behaviours led to a weakening of the support staff’s cybersecurity position (i.e. more disagreement with experts). This finding is also reflected in a statistical comparison of academic and support staff, where a Mann-Whitney U test did not find a statistically significant difference in the performance of individuals, U=21, p=.167 but where there was a significant difference in group performance, with academic staff generating rankings that were much more closely aligned with experts, U=10, p=.011.

4.4 Expert Assumptions

Here we report some of the qualitative data from the discussions within the different groups. We start by detailing some of the assumptions made by security experts about staff behaviour. Firstly, experts were adamantly that there was an onus on employees to learn about security threats and to educate themselves. This notion was thoroughly rejected by our employees who felt that such behaviour would be too time consuming:

*Academic Group 1 (Male): “Yeah, I think it’s one of the things on my list that, I would really like to do, but you never get the time to actually get*
This misconception is in line with work showing how updating software was rarely seen as a key security behaviour [60].

**Academic Group 2 (Female 2):** “I’ve got the turn on automatic software updates, because I thought software was quite general and there’s the other one that covers the anti-malware software – so any software updates could be anything. Uhm, that’s why I thought it was not specific to internet security.”

There was extended discussion regarding the threats from email attachments and links. While staff were generally aware that clicking or downloading items from emails could harm their computer, the exact nature of the harm was disputed. Some employees believed that links were more dangerous than attachments as clicking them automatically compromised the computer, while others argued that attachments were harmless if you did not allow them to install. While most points argued were true to an extent, it was worrying how varied their perspectives of the threats were.

**Academic Group 2 (Female 1):** “But if you opened it, I wouldn’t anyway, but open an attachment from someone I didn’t know – I would just delete it – but if I did open it I would assume that unless I clicked on a link within that attachment then the attachment couldn’t, unless, you know like a Word attachment, if they sent me some kind of attachment that could be actually downloading a virus.”

**Academic Group 2 (Male):** “I think an attachment is more important because that’s a file that you download to your computer and could potentially run directly on your computer”

**Academic Group 1 (Female 1):** “to actually open an attachment itself may be important, because I know that you don’t need to put your password in and malware starts to come, and there are many of those everyday. So if we put that as a priority behaviour then we can prevent a lot of malware from coming in. And it’s very simple as well – that’s my opinion.”

**Academic Group 2 (Female 2):** “The more that I talk the more I realise I don’t know”

This last observation is important. Employees lacked a good mental model of the nature of the threat and the way that they could realistically guard against it. This led to disagreements about the most effective forms of protection. For example, there were heated discussions about writing passwords down, with the majority of participants agreeing that it was a ‘must not do’ behaviour and should be avoided at all costs. In the meantime, password reuse was seen as a negative, but necessary, behaviour – especially given that mapping personal accounts to work accounts would be difficult for attackers. This demonstrates a mental model where most staff prioritise the need to protect themselves against colleagues rather than against external threats.

This is possibly one of our most predictable findings, given the extensive research literature on ‘productive security’ that notes the unrealistic and unacceptable ‘cost’ of cybersecurity policy compliance [7].

Secondly, experts assumed that users would save all their work regularly to the network drive in order to allow immediate restoration in the case of infections or attacks. In reality, this was common practice, but many staff chose convenience over security and downloaded a local working copy, which would then be uploaded to the network once access was no longer required.

**Support Group 2 (Male):** A lot of the time for me it’s something that I’ll only need access to for a limited time so once I’m done with it I’ll just delete it.

Finally, experts believed that users would report any data breaches immediately. Employees, however, questioned how they would know if a data breach had occurred:

**Support Group 2 (Female):** “But how do you know that you’ve lost something? I’m not sure I would recognise a data loss unless it said to me, you’ve lost some data.”

This assumption highlights an important problem for experts: employees do not possess a concrete understanding of the consequences associated with cybersecurity – e.g. what actually happens when you have suffered a data breach? A possible remedy would appear to be for experts to contextualise advice and policy in order to encourage compliance.

### 4.5 Employee Misconceptions and Disagreements

Next, we explore employees’ misconceptions about security behaviours and their failures to come to any agreement about appropriate actions. Firstly, staff believed that software updates – whether applications or an operating system – were primarily a means to access new features, arguing that updates could be delayed without any adverse impact, a finding previously reported by Vaniea et al. [59].

Additionally, they erroneously believed that if the update was important, it would get pushed through by the IT staff regardless.

around to it. Presumably the fraudsters are getting cleverer and cleverer, so you have to keep up to date with new ways of helping and keeping yourself stay safe”
“Academic Group 2 (Female 3): See it’s funny because I’ve put keep passwords safe if written down before I’ve put use strong passwords because obviously if you have it written down it doesn’t matter how strong it is – people can get it.

Academic Group 2 (Male 1): But if you’ve got it written down there is maybe only a handful of corrupt people who could get their hands on it...”

While previous literature (e.g. [56]) has reported this as a flawed mental model, other work [14] argues that this might not actually be a serious security threat, while Zhang-Kennedy et al. [62] suggest that this rule should be changed, promoting the keeping of written down passwords secure. Again, these academic disagreements demonstrate the difficulties with generating security advice. Ultimately, both GCHQ and NIST have taken the stance of promoting secure storage of written down passwords in their new guidelines.

4.6 The Sources of Guidance

We now look at some of the issues around where employees would turn to for education and guidance. Firstly, as we noted, participants were reluctant to ask experts for advice as they felt it was time consuming and unnecessary. They seldom knew who they could turn to for advice either within the Department, the Faculty or the University. Participants generally agreed that learning from each other or from their own personal experience was more realistic than asking for advice from an expert.

Academic Group 2 (Male 1): “I think people are more likely to ask their immediate colleagues for advice about things.”

Support Group 2 (Female 1): “Would you not just tend to ask for advice once you’ve done something wrong or something bad has happened?”

This is a problem when local knowledge is based upon poor mental models of both threat and effective deterrence. The tendency to rely upon peers and to trust social norms is a known problem in cybersecurity research, leading to the development of shadow security cultures within an organisation [36]. We know that teams do have an important role to play in the development of security behaviours, but we also know that these teams can appropriate security behaviours and practices, moulding them to better fit their own work context, but occasionally introducing vulnerabilities and misconceptions as a result [47].

Our employees felt that they could not be expected to stay on top of the latest advice and information. They were aware of certain ‘rules’ (such as not opening attachments and clicking on links) but they felt that they should not be held responsible for cyber defence as they could not be expected stay current with that knowledge and were unwilling to put extra time into learning.

Support Group 2 (Female 3): “Yeah, just come and ask us – spend an hour educating you. I mean, nobody has that time, so...”

Finally, employees recognised that certain issues were out of their control. They believed that the IT department was responsible for cyber defence and that this defence was primarily undertaken with automated detection and control systems. This is an interesting issue as it reflects the kinds of culture that evolves around staff who have restricted access in relation to installing or updating software. Knowing that IT services have control over such matters brings with it the assumption that staff have no real responsibilities in this area.

Academic Group 1 (Male 2): “So the anti-malware thing, because it’s the university computer I just take it that’s it’s all sorted out anyway. It’s not like you’re meant to keep it up to date yourself personally.”

Again, this speaks to the way that employees are empowered in the cybersecurity space. We know from the psychology literature on social loafing that in the presence of others, an individual user may not react to a request, assuming that others will make the required response [11, 22].

4.7 Feedback to Experts

The final step in the Cybersurvival Task was to present the findings to the university experts. Below we cover the lessons learnt from that session as well as feedback regarding the findings and the methodology.

Firstly, the experts were surprised at some of the misconceptions shown by employees. They had made assumptions that certain behaviours or terms were common knowledge, and the results of the exercise made them realise that extra effort was required to better understand their audience.

CISO: “It forced us to re-evaluate our desired behaviours. Because, I have, based on years of experience, developed a prejudice towards certain desired behaviours that I now think, based on this, perhaps I’ve allowed that prejudice to drive my own personal baseline. And I think this tool helps break that and forces me to re-evaluate my concept of desired behaviours.”

Secondly, experts took the output from the Cybersurvival Task as evidence that their one-size-fits-all training approach was failing the university.

CISO: “One size fits all is a fallacy. It’s not going to work. You need to cater your risk management programmes specifically to the people within their respective work areas. I think that’s what I’m taking from this.”

While this school of thought is not necessarily new for the academic security community, it is important to note that it is still being employed in organisations (this was a common finding across both Phases I & II). By utilising this tool, the CISO was able to make this realisation for himself and thus can seek more effective ways of promoting secure behaviours.

Thirdly, they argued that the task would be an excellent tool for establishing a baseline prior to undertaking training development and then using this baseline data to deliver more targeted training:
We also found that a group of employees, expertise tended to be ignored in the Cybersurvival Task can individual task. We disagree given the social behaviours, as well as realising how their approach to training was able to reflect upon flawed specific highlights how the organisation’s security experts were specifically highlight how the organisation’s security experts were able to reflect upon flawed assumptions regarding certain employee behaviours, as well as realising how their approach to training was not fit for purpose. While the reported employee misconceptions are not all novel, it is important for the organisational experts to know which security issues exist within their realm so that they are able to address problematic behaviours or beliefs. Importantly, the fact that the task has highlighted some well-known behavioural issues serves as a sanity check that participants were being truthful and that the task is externally valid.

Here, we discuss the benefits of using the Cybersurvival Task over other existing security behaviour measurement tools and explore how organisations can use the tool to improve training programmes, tailor their security policies, and understand the development of non-compliant attitudes and shadow security behaviours. We should note that the Cybersurvival Task has two quite discrete functions. Firstly, in keeping with the Desert Survival task and the Moon Landing task, the Cybersurvival Task can highlight individual and group opinion differences between staff groups and see how they are resolved. Secondly, the task can produce useful cybersecurity data about staff behaviours, understanding and possible compliance with security policies. We will explore these functions in more detail below.

5.1 Measuring Individual and Group Decision-Making

In terms of the first function – to observe the processes of individual and group decision making – it was very interesting to note the differences between groups within the organisation, but perhaps more intriguing to note that group discussion never resulted in more secure rankings overall, when compared to individual rankings. Indeed, in the case of support staff, group discussion resulted in a set of beliefs that were less secure (i.e. less aligned with expert opinion). Earlier we talked about this in relation to the development of a shadow security culture within the organisation in which social norms can come to dominate [36]. However, we should also note that this resonates with other studies using ranking tasks to measure group behaviour, when the dynamics of the group can result in sub-optimal decisions. For example, in a ‘Desert Survival’ study involving mixed gender groups, expertise tended to be ignored in group settings if the experts were women, resulting in poor group performance, but not if they were men [57].

While it is certainly interesting to observe the differences between individual and group scores, some may argue that cybersecurity is predominantly an individual task. We disagree given the social nature of organisations and the data suggesting that users are more likely to turn to colleagues rather than experts for advice. However, it is possible to build the visual representations (e.g. Figure 3) using the individual scores, although we would recommend running the group ranking sessions regardless due to the insights they generate (see below).

5.2 Measuring Cybersecurity Attitudes and Behaviours

In terms of the second function of the task – to measure cybersecurity attitudes and behaviours – we should ask how the Cybersecurity Task compares with other available measures. The most obvious point of comparison – albeit serving a different purpose – is the Security Behaviour Intentions Scale (SeBIS) which was initially developed in 2015 with the aim of becoming the standard tool for assessing the security behaviours of end-users [19]. This has since been validated to show how some security behaviours can be reliably predicted using the scale [18]. One of the interesting differences between SeBIS (and self-reporting
questionnaires in general) and the Cybersurvival Task is the request in the latter to rank behaviours, rather than indicate compliance level. There is no obvious ‘correct’ ranking and so we can attenuate the problem of ‘social desirability’ (giving the ‘right’ answers to questions irrespective of behaviour). Additionally, by having to justify priorities, participants in the Cybersurvival Task reveal underlying assumptions and/or flawed mental models that can then be used by experts to deliver appropriate remediation.

However, there are two further issues that come to light when comparing tasks. The SeBIS is not resource heavy – it can be completed quickly and can therefore give organisations rapid, actionable data about the beliefs and reported behaviours of their staff. In contrast, the Cybersurvival Task when done properly (involving both individual and group stages) can be quite resource intensive but also allows for training opportunities while also providing a baseline measure of security knowledge within the organisation. This is not a negative thing if it results in greater understanding and ownership of the problem. In addition, the SeBIS has a static set of items to be used in any organisation, despite the fact that there are always disagreements over what items should be included and prioritised depending on the context (e.g. [32]). In contrast, the Cybersurvival Task, as we have described it, sees cybersecurity as an evolving process and adapts this list to those set up by a specific organisation. At the beginning of our study, we asked the organisation’s CISO to generate 19 important behaviours and compared these with the 16 items on SeBIS [19] and the 20 “good” behaviours identified by Ion et al. [32]. There was a substantial overlap, but our CISO added certain behaviours (ask for advice and educate yourself on how to avoid fraud) which he ranked very highly. Staff did not prioritise these items and so it would be easy to argue that they were unimportant, but this would be missing the point. The Cybersurvival Task is designed to show differences between the beliefs and opinions held by the CISO and those held by employee groups throughout the organisation. Where there is disagreement, then there is an opportunity to consider whether staff communication has been adequate or whether expectations are unrealistic.

5.3 How Can Organisations Benefit from the Cybersurvival Task?
It is clear from our expert feedback session that security experts in organisations make assumptions about their institution’s security culture and that these assumptions are not always correct. This means that organisations may not be providing staff with the necessary and/or relevant training programmes. While the Cybersurvival Task does not measure employee compliance – it is possible that employees engage in all behaviours on the list – it can be used to obtain a snapshot of security subcultures within an organisation, and to identify any misinformation that might be circulating in those subcultures. This would allow experts the opportunity to tailor solutions that would help prevent the proliferation of non-compliant security practices.

The Cybersurvival Task can also serve as a sanity check for an organisation’s security policies. During the first step when the organisation’s security experts modify and rank the list of behaviours, they can identify any policy items that may no longer apply, or others that they may not have considered before. Additionally, this process should make experts aware of what the most important message to staff should be. The act of having to rank a particular behaviour as first or second on a list can give pause for thought – how are these important behaviours being communicated to staff across the organisation? Note, too, that rankings may change in keeping with the dynamic cybersecurity threat landscape.

Lastly, it may be possible to use the Cybersurvival Task as a training tool, exploiting the way it can readily highlight misconceptions and promote discussions about why the experts prioritise certain behaviours and why staff might find these behaviours challenging to execute in their own work contexts. While such an approach would require a greater degree of coordination (e.g. scheduling for both employees and experts), the direct outcome with regards to mutual understanding by both parties would seem to be beneficial. The task certainly generated high levels of engagement across all groups – something which is not always said of cybersecurity training material.

5.4 Limitations and Future Work
The most obvious limitation regarding this implementation of the Cybersurvival Task related to the time taken to conduct the workshops and collate and present the findings. Despite our participants finding it an enjoyable task, we do recognise that length could be an issue for both organisations and individuals. In future settings, the individual rankings could be completed online and analysed before the group meeting to discuss differences and agree a consensus ranking (thus speeding up the process). We are hesitant to suggest running the complete task online as it is currently presented, as this would miss out on valuable qualitative data that shows the reasoning behind the rankings and reveals any underlying misconceptions or erroneous mental models that management can then address. However, it may be possible to redesign some of the activities (e.g. the group ranking task) to accommodate digital technologies for carrying out the workshops in a distributed manner and reducing the time taken to complete them.

We also recognise that our deployments have been restricted to academic organisations and so, in future work, we aim to take the tool into other sectors, streamlining some aspects of the data collection process, and exploring the automatic generation of reports.

5.5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have shown that security experts and staff do not always agree on the most important security behaviours and this will be a big concern for organisations. Ideally, all members of an organisation should be working towards the same security goals and should understand their role in achieving those goals, yet we have found that group discussions on cybersecurity behaviours in fact led to more disagreement between staff and expert priorities. We have shown that a simple ranking task, conducted individually and then in groups, can highlight such disagreements and illustrate the different normative beliefs held by specific staff groups as well as illustrating the differing priorities shown by security experts and employees at different levels of the organisation. We believe the Cybersurvival Task would be useful for any CISO seeking to understand the kinds of sub-optimal security subcultures that develop within their organisation.
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**APPENDIX**

A. **Initial set of behaviours as presented to experts in Phase I.**

The original list of behaviours was obtained from Ion et al. (2015). Below they are presented unranked as seen by the security experts in Phase I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behaviour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Be suspicious of links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be sceptical of everything</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn on automatic updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Save passwords in a file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear browser cookies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use a password manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use 2-factor authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check if HTTPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look at the URL Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install OS Updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t click on links from unknown people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use strong passwords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use unique passwords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t write down passwords</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. **Ranked list of behaviours agreed by experts in Phase I.**

Our two security experts from Phase I were given the opportunity to add, remove, and rename behaviours from the original list (Appendix A). Below is the final agreed rank list from experts for Phase I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Behaviour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Use strong passwords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Use antivirus software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Turn on auto software updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Check every message is genuine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Keep OS up to date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Be aware of fake phone calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Use different passwords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Be suspicious of links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ask for advice when unsure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Check URL bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Check if HTTPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Don’t download attachments from unknown senders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Don’t enter password on website from link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Don’t click links from unknown senders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Update applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Only visit known websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Don’t write down passwords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Use a password manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Use 2 factor authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Clear cookies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. **Scatter Plots Comparing Expert and Staff Rankings**

Here we present the higher quality versions of the scatter plots from Figure 3. These are omitted from the paper due to space.
Figure C.1: Scatter Plots comparing the rankings of experts (X-axis) against support staff. Arrows show the shift from mean individual rankings to final group rankings (dots).

Figure C.1: Scatter Plots comparing the rankings of experts (X-axis) against academic staff. Arrows show the shift from mean individual rankings to final group rankings (dots).